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New Year’s Bayf 1951 "being Monday,

THE JOURNAL OF FRANCOIS MIGNON

-  1951

.

Memorandum;
And so the New -ear began with a drizzle that has maintained 

itself unceasingly,_ andjthe post'began the same New Year with 
a fairly heavy batch Of things, including the very polite letter 
from Mr. Latham. . '

l

Although I leave the matter to your own good judgement,
I should imagine Harper might be the next on the list, assuming 

Harper will be as prompt in saying No as was Macmillan. That 
would seem to offer Hastings House*as third on the list, and 
I attach a vague outline for a letter in that direction, assuming 
that except for the personal line about Lyi©, the same form might 
be used in the narpex thing that was employed for Mr, Latham.

\

I was both surprised and pleased that Macmillan should have
decided on the matter with such dispatch, especially at a time
when the holiday season seemed to give but scant opportunity for
anybody to ponder much on anything, and of all things a manuscript.
If su sequent approachaes may turn thumbs down with the same
alacrity, we ought to knoew where we stand or don’t without delay. v »

I am somewhat at a loss to make anything out of the position 
enunciated by the Dallas office of Macmillan, for after that 
lady had told Helen the treatment was too novel for Macmillan, 
she writes me a Christmas card saying something about popes 
that things are going nicely in that direction.

In this morning1s post, I got off tha air photo, and 
I included 7 or 8 pages of something which might be used with 
it by way of a brief chapter. I should say the balance of the 
piece ought to be about 8 pages more, if, indeed, there should 
be any need for including the thing in the book at all. I 
shall leave that decision to y ^ .  Before deciding definitely,
I reckon it might he well to consider if the stuff already appearing 
in the articles from newspapers which we are reproducing more or less 
covers all the article itself seems to embrace, - and if so, then 
themanuscript in today’s large envelope may just be tossed aside.
You were so kind as to send me a transcript of Miss Alberta’s letter, 
tutat the moment it is not to hand, and if you should recall 
just what little Miss a , said after that marvelous opening 
sentence, - ”Qf course MiSS daramie didn't know a ting about 
painting', „ I shall be glad if you will recall the same to me and 
I shall «be guided in my next paragraph ^y what was actually 
set down by little MisE a .



There is nothing,of particular import in the enclosures, 
hut i send them,-along' regardless, I was much interested in 
the viewpoint on politics in the Shreveport letter that can 
reject a" Dewey and a Hoover hut applaud a Taft, There is 
certainly nothing similar in the personalities of these three, 
hut none of them seem to inspire me with confidence, although, 
were I forced to choose one, I am sure I would grab at Dewey 
long before I would at Taft. It is possible that -n spite of his 
party, Dewey ^ight someday get a glimmer that people are more 
important than vested interests, but fsuch a faint streak, of 
light would never dawn on the Taft ejfe, - not to ray way of thinking. 
Tut mind you, I am not needing any of them, although I rather 
think our Shreveport correspondent is, for I thin£ she has 
always inclined to reflect the big business fear of everything 
initiated by F. D. B, and his successors.

It just occurs to, me, on second thought, that whenever you 
decide to appraooh Hastings House, it might be just as well 
to use the sane form for the letter was was used in writing 
Herr Datham, Eddie Dryer, of course, knows Melrose, is an old 
friend of Dylejs and while Walter Eaasee or however his name is 
spelled, doesn-t know -elrose, he knew Lyle and must know much 
about ^elrose through The friends of Joe Gilmore. My only 
suggestion is that addressing the letter and envelope, it might 
be tackful to do it thus:

•«

Hasting House, Publishers,
Atten: Messrs W. frazee and E. Dryer,' 5 /
such and such street,
Hew xork, etc.

On the home front, J. n. told me, after the B. G.’s had 
left to..-ay, that nothing had been mentioned about the library.
I take it that matter, therefore, must be considered as being 
held in abeyance or to have been shelved, I hope.

The wife came to spend the rainy morning with.me. There 
were one or two little glimmers of light in random sentences, between 
tales of endless social activities in Baton Bouge. ^he said, for 
example: "I told stove it would take but a negligible amount, - 
surely not more that twenty five or(th rty thousand dollars to 
put the place in order so we wouldn't have to be ashamed when 
our friends passed this way to see the place." Of course those 
nit-wits designated as "our' friends" haven t ^he intellect to 
comprehend what the plaee is all abeutbut fsn t it amazing one 
has to conjure up ioeas aboutconverting the p£ace into a fac
simile of a Hew Port (Newport) cottage in order to find an excuse 
for preserving it. Well, so begins 1951, but that isn’t quite 
all for Panache is peeping at me and Herr Wolfaong is-pointed on 
the’revolving table to lead me, with you in thought; through 
the delimits of the 12th.......

• /  • <■
f  - ■■ -■
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Tuesday, January 2nd, 1951.

Me raor andum: V"n
/  \ - - * * i: .So many "tresp-rs", all in one mail, for the postman brought 

me your grand Priday letter, plus the surprise package of 
the father and Son and the Little King and the Elephant Ear pictures 
which are grand, plus the big old envelope with the original 
Mclnness numbers,"plus the equally elegant photos of the same in 
large size, and I must say I find the pictorial map in the latter 
group is equally wonderful in its reproduction.

Thanks billions for everything and sunshine has beamed 
all about Yucca as a result, even though it has been raining steadily 
since last night, and appears to headed for another 24 hour’s go 

at it. Already the elephant traps are running over at Arenbourg 
and the lawn of the white garden disappeared'long before noon at Yucca, 
what with a sheet of water covering the entire greensward a couple 
of inches in depth. '

I am so enchanted with all the news you had to tell me, and 
may I tell y0u that the bride’ circular banquet table has been 
put in perfect order and today’s feathered guests have been 
ever so numb rous, what with the board being under the shelter 
of the gallery where they can dine without a thought of. needing 
parasols of rain coats, and thanks to the artistry of ^apoloen 
Bonaparte Garter, none of the guests ever suspect the circular bar 
had ever been separated from the board itself, for the life of 
me, 1 can’t tell which of us likes it the more, little old Mr. White 
Throat or myself

I am glad you liked the airphoto alright and could make out 
so many interesting points. By the time this Memo reaches you true 
hand, the other one with the section of the ’’Melrose and the Madam" 
thing will have been gone through and you can detrmine if we want 
to use it in our present opus or not.

1f you decide on ^arper next, and that seems logical, then 
we shall not have to worry about the Hastings Mouse business for 
a week or so. In the mean time, I shall write something approppiate 
so that can be managed alright* While on that subject, ho ever, I 
might say that' it is not necessary to send the manuscript here 
for re-shipment to Hastings House. Unless there has been a recent 
change in their policy, one can drop in any Western Union office, 
give the package to a messenger who will deliver the same for 
a quarter, -lor which he actually used to get 4 cents, bringing back 
a recept forthwith which you may pick up at the office later if you 
don^t care to wait for the messengers’ return. I believe there used
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to he an office hard by where castings House is located, and I 
think the matter can he accomplished with dispatch in that way, giving 
a paper hearing some such legend as "Deceived hy Messenger from 
IP. ; one manuscript. Hate.” and that is all. Then, when 
they advise the ting is to he returned, a messenger can he 
sent to pick it up in the 'same manner and the thing returned to 
your true hand, if you are at the local office, or it can simply 
he checked at Grand Central package room or any such place, and the 
check for the same turned over to you if you call at the Western 
Union for it, if you do not care to have it delivered to someone 
in your office or some other person in some office in mid town 
Manhattan. ■ " c

I hope all that doeesn t sound too complicated, and if it 
does, then we can just send°the whole thing here and hacu again, - 
however seem simplest to you. The letter to Hastings House will 
of course seemingly originate from ^elrose hut will he accepted hy 
Hastings no::se, - the manuscript, I mean, as naturally coming from 
a Uew~*ork agent, so if you want to^use some friend’s name, like 

your friend with whom you shall go to the theatre, - the one from 
the office, I mean, that would he alright, too. But in the event 

this seems the least hit complicated, do just send the manuscript to 
me and we shall do it in that fashion, for simplicity should he 
the thing to strive for, and whatever is easier for you will he 
just fine so far as I am concerned,
- 1 r ‘ v * ■’ x t ** y * -V

And how nice of you to make me a transcript of ”St. Cloud”, 
which I snail he so glad to have read to me now and then. In 
view of all that has happened in the world since 1814, doesn’t it seem 
odd to look hack to those days when British, German and Russian 
armies were occupying Haris. And did I ever mention the lady I 
know in Texas whose fatr.er or grandfather was the Texan Ambassador 
to the Court’'of St. Cloud" along about 1837 when Texas was an 
independent country and the Bourbons, hack on the French throne, 
were receiving the Ambassadors at St. Cloud insiead of Versailles. 
Although the chateau was burned in 1870, the. park is still lovely and 
the Grande cascade is about the finest I know still extant.

The Dark Duke and Irish Carpenter, a friend of his, lining on 
Little Hiver, came to see me today. They fell to talking about 
busy days last summer when cotton was about knee high, which must 
have been around the first week in June. That voo-doo still 
exists dn this region is exemplified hy an episode in which 
everybody seems to know about in the colored section hut which was 
new to me. The ^achette family, «- black, - live here on the 
place. There are £1 children, and the youngest, 18, is not over
burdened with good sense, mother consulted a voo-doo doctor
living hard hy and perfect mental stability was assuredif 
each morning before'first day the girl were carried to running water 
and dipped under three times, and the ritual carried on for nine days 
without interruption in 24 hour spaces. Irish was the owner of the 
car and driver at Hoot ^achette the patient and Wiley ^nthony, Dee-dee’s 
brother, the ’’dipper”. The business was carried out to the letter
but the Hark Duke says the girl is still silly and he thinks they 
oû feht to dip in her mama ana leave her.•••••••

I hope you will forgive me for spilling over on to a second 
sheet which is quite at variance with‘custom hut I got 
so lost in details about the voo-doo business! that I found 
myself at the foot of the page before I realized I had arrived.

A note from Dora indicates the narnesses may be heading in 
this way almost any minute, and I hone the weather may be 
a little more favorable when they do. Tt seems they have 
already been in Dorman and left, but I haven’t heard from them, 
so I suppose their visit will be in the nature of a surprise, 
which, personally, I don t relish too much, although I shall 
be delighed to see the people themselves.

I cannot tell you how delighted I am with the Little King and 
the father and Hon reproductions. I think them splendid and 
I am so glad to have them to hand when ’‘propaganda" moves seem 
to be in order.

^na may 1 thank you for setting me straight about your 
concept of the general store as being on the opposite side of 
the road, for, in truth, you were perfectly right. The old 
plantation store slap by the front gate is the one that functioned 
there from ante bellum times until about 1945 or 46, 1 guess, 
when the now one, on the opposite side of the road, and directly 
oppostite the cattle gap into Celeste's yard, was built. It is 
fortunately the old plantation store that was still functioning 
when Miss — her name eludes me, —  took the picture of it in 1940 
for the Government.

Hnd may T congratulate you on the events that transpired, 
making the augmentation of of rewards possible, after all these 
years. Thank Heavens the light finally dawned among the powers, 
and bless your heart for sharing the first go-round with~me and 
our feathered friends,

Tou ask about the %tchez article ^rs. Holoman was talking 
about. It is to cover the Hriest’s House that she mentioned in 
her last letter. T sent her to Connelly’s A vorn for information 
about it but admonished her not to mention my name but rather 

to explain she was seeking.information for the Alexandria paper.
*i‘hy she had to go at all, T can't imagine, for I had given her 
all the particulars, but she is forever checking up on me, as 
in the case of ^rs. Greenfield, a part of the article about the 
lady having been been taken out of the original script because 
she couldn t imagine that %s. Greenfield might have married a second 
time, - la^Holoman, of all people, not feeing able to understand that.

"°ut now I am really going to stop, and thanks a..ain and again 
for giving me such a lovely day.......
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3, --ihe 1 onland came to hand in an unsealed letter. 1 4606
/guess it is .just a prospectus, but thought you might enjoy it,

'wednesaay, January 3rd, 1951*

Memorandum:

Our weather continues damp-ish. Bast night the electrical 
distrubance made radio listening impossible, B folded up my 
beard with a view to doing a bit, but when the Chinese fire crackers 
exploded so incessantly in the radio cabinet, I just t.angled the 
outfit and turned to my Reading Machine which, of course, isn’t 
effected•’by such cannonades. *

This afternoon it cleared, however, and the promise'for 
cool fair weather for the morrow inclines me to make preparations 
for pending much time at Arenbourg.

In spite of the dampness, both Mrs, Coombs and Robert Deblieux 
came down, Mrs. Joombs to cay howdy and ^r, Deblieux to paint. 
nis coloring in his African House is delightful. He wants to 
come bach ani do lots of other scenes, and I shall be enchanted to 
cave-him,

Mrs. Coombs* son is home again for a brief visit from A*orth 
Carolina, - before taking off for 'somewhere, but he Anown not in 
which direction. His guess is that probably lots of troops are 
probably being pumped into ludo-China in anticipation of"whatever 
transpires after uorea is evacuated. I was Interested to learn, too,
that -- interruption for a little shat and walk with good old
George...

I don't recall precisely what i was talking about, but perhaps 
it had to do with the Army. It is said by those in uniform in 
the United $ta es and especially in the Marine Corps, have been 
without winter underwear up to at least December of last year 
or January of this. And all such freezing situations in the 
present Army throws into hi h relief the ridiculous recommendation of 
Mr. Dewey in his speech of a month or so back when he suggested that 
were he running the show, he would summon millions of youths 
into summer underwear on the morning following his November speech, 
which would have been just dandy, 1 must say.

But long before such impesonal matters, I should have 
congratulated you and altogether sincerely on the excellence of 
your letter to Celeste which she read me this morning. It came 
in yesterday's post, but I did not see her between then and today.
She was perfectly delighted with it, and had much to say that should 
have made your ears tingle madly. As for myself, B thought it
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beautifully and masterly contrived and I was as consumed with 
admiration as she was with enchantment over it.

I rust return to the St. Cloud poem once more, Dot until 
you had "mentioned that the reading of it somehow took you in mind 
to t is bend of the river, did it ever occur to me that there 
was a mrolled, but now as I run through it in my mind, I am 
struck by the nicety of your :erception, for, on second thought, 
the song fits the one place almost as neatly as the other. And 

I am indebted to you for having given me this realization.
Early in December when I was trying to discover on which 

page it appeared, so that I might mark it tor you, -- imagine 
me marking'anything for you, - if that isn t pretention, - little 
Murrell finally ran across the item, and he must have read it to 
himself for when he saw the transcript you sent in your last 
letter *he expressed the wish thatr he might have a copy of it sometime. 
It doesn't strike me as being the type of thing that would appeal 
to him at all, and yet there it is. ^nd so ho is corniiog oy one 
of these evenings, and is going to read it to me and I shall be 
glad of the opportunity to run through it again and in taking it,
- that is in duplicate, 1 shall give him a copy, and put^the other 
in a scrapbook which may be pleasant to stumble over with pleasure 
eventually.

The talking book topics came to hand today, and I immediately 
ordered a flock of things 1 shall want to run through eventually, 

including the Churchill items you mentioned as being in your 
stocking! At this hour I don’t seem to .recall anything else b from 
th list -- of yes, The autobiography of Gilbert a.. Chesterton, which 
I think * would like and a biography of Charles Dickens which, I 
believe, may be by tee same person who did the "D. B. 3.’ biography. 
Dickens, somehow, is not- one of my favorite writers, and I 
never could quite comprehend the cult that made him such a vogue in 
the 1680’s and 1830’s, ^ut perhaps that enthusiasm for him was due 
in part to the reforms he was banging away on so heroically to effect, 
for"of course much that distrubed him in the 1840’s was one outrage 
or another which, with the pais sin of the century and in part because 
of his efforts, have long since been solved or" accepted by society 
in general as being worthy of solution. And of course circumstances 
of this sort are somehow dated, just as, for instance, Voltaire s 
thundering in favor of religious liberalism was important in 
the 1760’s when in the 1950’s the thing the Sage of Ferney was trying- 
to put over in his time is today* taken as a matter of course. The only 
novel of his I ever really enjoyed was unlike all m e  others, *• Tale 
of Two Dities,'but even so, it was somehow too long winded for me, and 
while 1 could romp through Dumas revolutionary tales with vast zest,
X could do little better than plod tnrough the ^icaens opus* 1_ 
must try it on the reading machine sometime, and see if it would go 
easier now, what with a maturity of years and somebody else doing the 
reading. —— So much more to talk, about, out X am bound to j-old.
The bird banqueting talbe is doing a vast business and I like it as 

much as the guests.....

\Lv l x J-
. . -La
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Thursday, January 4th, 1951.

Memroandum:
. . .  ! *r ■ V  • 'V

The weather has turned for the better with plenty of sunshine 
and a great impulse to b doing things with the nice damp earth.

And when I returned from Axenbourg this morning, - a little 
after 9 and looking- more like a mud pie than anything else,
I found*the Kleisers had arrived* unannounced. They remained: 
until 4, and apparantly got in a good day’s work. They plan *
returning Friday, Saturday and Sunday, he spent today working 
on a rather large canvas, --perhaps 4 feet by o xeet, or some such, 
sketching n n~theiInaueTT I know not when he will oegin painting, 
but probably tomorrow or next day. ho is enchanted with his 
subject and for his sake, I hope it turns out nicely^when ore 
colors nut in their appearance. It’s;going to be a difficult 
iob I imagine, what with catching the remarkable harmony of the 
p S k  mud m n  along side the stained glass on the East. He 
has included St. Veronica’s Veil in the South nail section, bu.t 
has not included the Venitian blinds on the i4or thfGallt although 
the whole Dross has been included. The coloring is the thing, 
of cqutse, and by his efforts in that direction, his success or 
failure will become anparant.

And while ha painted t o Chapel, Mrs, Kleiser was busy
painting iucca from-the white Darden, and so they were both busy 
and both apprantly delighted with ~their day, They declined my 
invitation to dine, explaining th t they had fortified themselves 
with sandwiches in order that they might give themselves up 
exclusively to painting during these shortest dyas of the year ror 
favorable light, I respected their wishes, naturally, and 
so merely provided • them with a tray of hoi- coffee and some extra 
touched u-n iced fruit cake tint seemed to appeal to them as 
a susta ning element to keep their wheels of industry turning.

Ooversation at supper.tonight was rather good, I mentioned 
have lust road an interesting note from Dr. Aloeu, the pecans expert, 
which*"reminded J. E. of Dr. Alien's account of his examination ox 
the Hunt -oecane plantation in Texas,., I have forgotten Bunt s 
in tials. but I re exon you may have seen ar tides during the past 
^ear or so regarding his vast income which, I believe, makes him 
o m  of the country1! most wealthy men. Off hand it seems to me it 
runs into something like a million dollars a week, or eome ŝ -Cn, co 
that as it may, I was quite interested in how he found himself m  
such a remarkable financial situation. It seems that a few years 
a o Mr. Hunt was called away from home for some time, and curing 
hi s’absence, his rather dulDish son was jockeyed or hood-wwfcad into
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signing land options in his father’s name for .extensive lands 
of dubious agricultural value and of no mineral values at all, - 
what with several of the great oil companies having prospected 
thoroughly throughout the region and having found, them worthless, 
xir. Hunt, trie elder, was' accordingly confronted with a ruinous 
flock, of opinions on his return home and because there was 
nothing else to do before going to the wall, tried drilling for 
oil in one snot, although he realised it was a vain gesture*
Of course a"gusher came in, and further drillings on other 
pi reels of lands, contracted for by his stupid offspring, brought 
in other gushers without end, turning the Hunt poverty into 
fabulous wealth. But ...r. Hunt was not one to flirt with fate 
twice, and so he assumed complete control of all his properties, 
and, to give sonny something to do, set aside quite a tract for 
the planting of one of the country's fine pecane orchards, which 
Hr. Alben looks over now and then in behalf of the Hunts and 
in line with his federal .job as pecane expert. Per raps this 
story has “appeared in print, but 1 think not, and I pass it along 
as an unusual example fool’s luck, or some s u c h .

And in another•category, I wanted to mention having heard
the vyidow of.General Lon^troet on a radio interview a week or
so back. The lady is 84, which set my non-existent mathematical 
mind to working, fox at various times 1 have done some studying 
about General Longstreet and particularly his doings at the 
battle of Gettysburg in 1863, and while I do not know when the 
man'was born, I assume he must have been fairly mature in 
the 1860*s, since most generals during those scufflin’ times 
were somethimg more than boys. I was too sleepy to carry^my 
calcul tions very far during the boradcast, but I did go fax enough 
to conclude that in July of 1863 while the General was 
scurrying around the Pennsylvania battlefield, the present widow 
Longstreet couldn’t have been very ageable, -- and stop me 
if X am wrong.

A telephone from t'he Mayor's office in town today revealed 
that the town and some of its civic groups are planning a 
new map of the region and someone had requested TUsrfe ~
THT'Qhandfl of the ilapsed at MelroM be indicated on
the map, but there was some disagreement among the groups as 
to the precise situation of said uhapel, some declaring- it to 
be on the West bank of Gane River and some on the Hast, and 
some being under the impression it was Horth of ^elrose and some 
maintaining at it was quite near the general store. The Mayor 
told me he couldn't remember having had the building pointed out 
to him when he was down this way a couple of years ago, and 
wanted to settle* in his own mind just where the building was that 
he had heard so much discussion about during the past year.
It seems he had consulted some Holy Ghosts about the business, but 
they had left him completely in the dark How sill'y of the Mayor, 
wouldn't you say, to ask a priest about the location of a Chapel.••••

-M-.-

■

■
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Friday, January 5th, 1951.

Memorandum:
And so, one of our beacon lights at Hastings House has ..one 

out, as revealed by Bora’s clipping arriving in today’s post.
I shall speak of sddie Bryer at another sitting, - my 

personal acquaintance with the man nad Lyle’s estimate, as often 
dwelt upon by him in conversations with me, u

I Had rather counted on Bddie to accept consideration of our 
manuscript sympathetically, and particularly so as he was probably 
one of the few people in the publishing business who had much 
actual notion of•what Melrose was all about. Still, when the 
times comes for submitting it to Mr Frase, perhaps he will 
be interested in the script even though he may have but the vaguest 
notion of what the place really stands for.

It has been a busy day and a beautiful one, and I was 
particularly glad of the sunshine for the Kleisers, The 
Chapel is making good progress and much color was applied today.
Mr. Kleiser thought when he started out the canvas might 
rate a selling price of ^750,00. but this evening his satis
faction with the progress he is making impelled him to think 
it might easily bear up under a thousand dollar price tag.
He will paint Saturday and Sunday on it, and probably will not 
actually complete it before or much before he heads out for 
Orange, Texas on Monday. He says he will Titfve it photographed 
and will send its likeness, which 1 shall of course’send along 
to you immediately, although since,the coloring is the thing, 
it nay not mean o: much in black and white. " h.V- \h ,

The nan wHo wrote the novel, ’’Grand Bouquet” came t is 
afternoon. His name is Stahl and I found him pleasant, although 
I thi-njj. Melrose failed to register on him. It seemed to me 
he accepted the place as any pilgrim in Hatchez might accept 
any mansion after having visited a dozen or two on the same day.
In short, I gathered Melrose to “Ar. Stahl was just another 
plantation which, I thin -̂ y$u and I have long since agreed, it 
definitely*is not.

If Mr. Stahl had only stopped at Beaufort which is 8 or 10 
miles nearer town, it would have saved him coming this extra 
istance and there would have been enough there to satisfy whatever 

cultur 1 i pulses he may have fox ”ya olde plantations”, which, I 
suspect, is scant. Like Mr. Harnett Kane, Mr. Stahl is a native
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of Louisiana, and like the Lew Orleans Lane, so Mr. Stahl, I believe, 
knows just a: much and cares just as much,about the essence 
of plantation pife He’came down by Celeste’s invitation, with 
her friend, ^rs. ^illspaugh and so of course they stopped 
at Celeste’s for coffee before contacting me, for I had already 
declined the initial sitting. 1 had set out wine glasses 
at Lucca where I thought the guests might collapse for a mo lent 
and be joined by the Kleisers. hut long before reaching Yucca,
I realized I should make no gestures in the direction of the 
wine bottle, and when we moved out on to the back gallery,
I didn't interrupt the Lleisers to mane presentations, and 
from, there on it was only a matter of minutes before I had 
escroted fiesta and her two guests back to the side gate and 
declined the invitation for a highball with them, ~fter all, 
they were three', and with;4r. and "Mrs. Lleisser, there 'were three 
at Yucca, too' and since each individual group was ;<juite satisfied 
with the enthusiasms of its component parts, everybody, i think, 
was well satisfied with the .rrangements, I, for one, know that 
it suited me perfectly, and so long as one person is satisfied, that 
is something of a triumph, don’t you think so.

There were three, telephone calls from town today, different 
people asking for appointments. I turned thumbs down on two, but 
acqueised to the thiid which covers some people from the Horth 
who are interested in various historical aspects of Melrose, and 
they will come tomorrow at 3,

Well, so much for local doings, and I hope you heard the 
Edward borrow program tonight, and especially the analysis of • 
the split in the Republican Tarty, - Wary, Hoover and Taft on one 
side and Dewey and Dullus on the‘other, Republican Senator Morse 
of Washington is one who impresses me as having sense and honesty 
but I continue to feel that Taft is always talking through his 
hat, - all the time, - knowing full well half the time aiid not 
suspecting It in the least the other half, Even .at this late 
date it isn't clear in my min^ as to just how Taft ran up such 
a huge Ohio-vote last November, Who can tell, perhaps J, Jd. and 
Bobina and little Miss Alb rta are r ght in hailing Taft with 
such enthusiasm and surely, so far is Ohio goes, they are 
by all means in’the majority. But still, for myself at least, 
whether I’m right or wrong, my. impression is that Taft would 
be a national calamity were he ever to be elected Pxeisdent, for 
in my opinion, he is al’out 1880 0 1 1890 in his economic and 
political concepts and apparantly has'no woild concept of 
America’s position and is either a dunce or a charlatan pn 
his endless refusal to do anything but play politics in 
the Administration^ efforts to keep foreign policya little above 
the status of a three ring circus. But forgive me for getting 
so out of whack, -“-t is late-ish .nd 1 must fold.....

Sunday, December 7th, 1951,

Memorandum;
Much rain Saturday, much sun today.
And the Kleissers came and before the37 had arrived, I 

had asked one or two people attending the ^hapal to remain so 
Mr. Kleisser might sketch them while sitting in the pews.

During the month of February, he is having a show in 
Shreveport and will include the Chapel in his exhibition.
The canvas grows from day to day, and is going to be quite nice,
I think*

Among yesterday’s pilgrims were a Mr. and ^rs. Winter or 
rather Williams, from Horth Dakota* The mere thought of Dakota 
puts Winter into my mind, Tt would seem. They spoke of
my reading machine and said their son wouldn't have one. He 
lost bis sight at the age of 2 and proceeded to get an education, 
a wife and three children. I 'spoke of this later to some of 
my colored friends, and peter said;

”How you reckon he could do that, —  court a wife without . 
seein' her.”

I thought that was a good question,
Vile dined across the fence today, and in the afternoon, the 

Holy Chosts came to honor me with a visit. Father walahan has 
lived at this bend of the river for 7 years and today was his 
first venture behind the' bushes. He is leisurely, in making 
social calls, don't you think.

I reckon ^eleste was the pilot of Vae party and it was all 
very pleasant, and the kleissers stooped painting for a few moments,
and’all went ev.r;so nicely*^

Saturday’s mail was light but 1 did hear from the Carrolls of 
Denver. They pa sed this way one Knipmeyer.morning a month or 
so ago, and I was anxious to hear from them, hoping that they 
might lend a hand in saving the old Denver houses, mentioned by 
subsQouent Denver visitor. Perhaps 1 can tie up these two Colorado 
families and so accomplish something through that combination.
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With all the doings around the place this week, my usually 
fluid schedule has thinned out to a consistency much more vapor-ish 
than water, Even my mightly radio listening has been sketchy, too, 
what with sleep over-taking me almost as soon as the heard is I
folded,
' I did.hear something over the Des Mo inss (national) station 1
a night or two ago that seemed like something from ever so far hack I

in time, A lady was interviewed who seemed as remote as the J
horseless carriage. It was she who used to do the hair-raising - 1
stunts in that thriller of thrillers, - "The Perils of Pauline” I
in which Pearl white in the second decade of the century held 1
spell-hound in the weekly episodes of her colloid career, I saw \
one of the revivals along about 1937 in the little theatre of 
the Museum of Mondern Art there on 53rd street. It seems the 
lady is riting about of memories about her experiences, and surprisingly j 
enough, I learned that in those a.cibnt days of the movies when 
so many of the films were made in JSew York, pashpas before Hollywood 
had emerged as the film oapitol, that many of the stunt shots 
were shot in —  of all places —  Des Moines,

And before falling asleep as the interview progressed, I discovered 
my fading memory recalled a silly old tune that used to be 
hummed on every corner in the days when everybody simply couldn't 
wait until next week's episode of "The Perils of Pauline” would 
flash again on the screen. I d n't recall the words of the verse, 
but trie chorus ran something like this: .
’’Poor Pauline, I pity poor Pauline; .
One night she's drifting out to see,
Then they tie her to a tree,*
I wonder what the end will be ,-«•
This suspense is awful.
Big, bang, biff, they throw her off a cliff,
They dynamite her in a submarine,..,.
In the lion's den she stand with fright,
Lion goes to take a bite,....
2ip goes the film, - oh, gee,
Poor Pauline."

I tink X should feel inordinately proud not only for having 
cluttered up my mind with such clap-trap but also for having
imposed on your time and good nature by reeling it off herewith.

Monday, January jth, 1951.

Memorandum: <i ; .
1 am consumed with admiration 'for the elegant arrange men 

you made of the material contained in the three transcripts 
arriving in the nice fat envelope in this morning’s post.

as neither secretary showed up today, - Monday being tue 
first day after Sunday and the; honkey-tonk, X suppose, your 
nice letter is safely resting in my armoir. I shall read u  
on the morrow when one or the other secretary, puts in an appearance. 
But I did read the transcripts, realizing they would earn notning 
confidential, apd I think your handling both of the quotation 
from the latchitoohes paper about Joephme uonette, and the 
weaving in of the Wagner data superb. It seems to run 
low so smoothly that anyone would have supposed it ere 

written excressly for the place in which you have inserted 
it It is" a splendid piece of artistry on your part, anu 1 
cannot tell you how much I admire you for your noble 
creation.

heard the article on 
aight through without 
. Kleiser read it to me, and 
since I knocked it out so that 
I must say that on hearing 
surprised that it didn’t 
out* of one line which 
just before an interruption, - 
tement that Uncle Israel when 
er of a mile from Melrose, —

This was the first time I had 
Yucca, The Middle Perioci, read str 
any stumbling or hesitation, —  Mr 
although so much time had elapsed 
I had forgotten how the thing ran, 
the whole thing rattled off, I was 
sound too bad. I even got a laugh 
1 must have jotted down, possibly 
that paragraph ending with the sts, 
at Primer Mock was perhaps a quart 
and ^unt Jane.

A heavy white frost covered evertying this morning, and 
I didn’t remove the Aranbourg wrappings until nearly 9f and 
I nut them back in s wad ling clotnas again tonight, j. or 
although there was a cloudless sky today, the sun never di 
get the thermometer up much, nd we are scheduled xor another 
good frost tonight.

The Kleisers will paint one more, day, - & X ejjse r ' 
concentrating at present on the African House while her husband

At first sun down chi1dren in their in the ra dst of ano§ i i 4  Wm , ®  i ght....
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Tuesday, January 9th, 1951,

adds finish touches to the Chapel which is really beginning 
to take on a certain depth and interest as the brush 
continues* Mrs. Kleissex and he were discussing what uitle 
they would give it when it went on display in Nnreveport, and 
afcer various tentative titles, Mrs. K observed, witty 
excellent good sense, it seemed to me, that they might .imply 
call it ’’Melrose Plantation On ape 1 , and 1 guess that will 

he what it will be styled* ^
I don11 recall having seen many interiors of a Chapel 

in any one man shows, and what with the striking coloring 
pad the presence.of the Ethopian statue and two ebony communicants 
seated on the white benches, I rechon tie finished picture '
may figure as one of the more striking canvases.

■ I should like to see a. pictu e Mr. Kleiser did of 
Natchitoches along Front street d at night, during Dece:icer, 
with the electrical displays on the far bank of yane ^iver 
and their reflected pools of color on the surface of wine Biver.
I believe the scene,’painted from a balcony 0n ^ront Street, 
has the lacey iron work of one of the old houses more or less 
framing the picture itself, and I imagine.the scene may be^not 
unlike some of the photographs used in Natchitoches publicity, 
taken from the same vantage point in summer

I must ask on the morrow if the December Dane Biver-/ 
picture is going to be included in the Shreveport show, and 
if not, must recommend to their consideration that half of 
Shreveport journeys down this way to see the lights turned 
on at each holiday season, for picture of places known to 
people undoubtedly attract their particular Interest.

I am wond ring if you are having any luck keeping up with 
the first Piano Quartet. On Sunday night I couldn t find the 
thing at 8:30 out of Des Moines but quite unexpectedly I 
stumbled over it at 9:30 tonight out of San imtonio. Was 
there ever such a changeable program which everybody seems to like 
and mighty few can keep up with. It reminds me so ranch of the 
Northern Lights, glowing brilliantly in one definite streak, 
onl^ to fade out as one watches it, to re-aooean with like 
beauty a little to the left or right of its original position, 
only -to fade out again uncer one’s momentary gaze, to re
appear almost instantly, never twice in. the same place but 
always just a little beyond the spot where it has just been 
, What a business,

i -

•*.»•*

E

Memoxand m
How nice to have your letter of Wednesday which arrived 

yesterday and your letter of Friday which arrived today.
hI* . , ■ ;

* It is so kind of you to give me such intimate
vigeattes of your holidaysand subsequent doings, and I join^with
you in breathing a sigh of releif that all the hurly-burly is 
over and our accustomed routine may be resumed.

It goes without saying that I a., ever so happy to ~ 
have .the Cane Biver map prints which you so kindly sent along 
in Friday's letter. I am hoping these may be impregnated with 
delight for those who receive them from time to time, primarily 
impelling a quickened interest in the volume now pending.

And thanks no end' for telling me of your conversation with 
Mr. Hart. It is certainly good to know that they incliiie to accept 
manuscripts as readily from the author as from the agent, and we 
can be guided accordingly In our future contacts.

I assume, since you made no reference to the event, that 
the news of Eddie’s death did not appear in the Manhattan press. 
Wouldn’t it be interesting to know from what paper Dora got the 
clipping. From the letter sister wrote, enclosed in yesterday's 
Memo, it is obvious she had not heard of the matter either, and 
I feel certain Bobina would have written about it, had she known 
about it. Isn't it odd that Dora, sitting off in Norman, should 
have stumbled over it. It is quite possible, of course, that 
locally, at least, the rush of preparations for New dear's festivities 
may have resulted in scant reading of the daily papers, and yet̂  
it does seem odd that nobody of our acquaintance in Louisiana should 
have heard about the matter, for surely the ^ew Orleans papers 
in particular must have given the event considerable space.

,.And tanks billions for telling me bout the quaint play 
you enjoyed so much. 1 am delighted to keep up with such^ 
theatrical doings and they never seem to get much space, for some 
reason or other, on any radio program within my reach. I 
should think it would be very worth while for one syndicate or 
another of theatrical producers, - or even the Actor's Equity or 
some such, to sponsor a radio program covering the Theatre in 
general 'for surely there must be loads of people interested 
in the subject generally. A number of years ago 1 used to

.

-  a . . rv : -a . ,
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know an attractive lady, a Miss Brainard, who did a semi-weekly 
broadcast over the National, entitled: 11B. Braindrd Broadcasting 
Broadway’1. and as It was living in Manhattan at the time and 
as we occasionally met at dinner at the home of mutual friends 
who always invited too many people for the dinner and the 
musical venings that followed, we used to contrive to find a 
corner of com arative quiet behind a screen of potted^palms where 
we would discuss her 'script for her impending broadcasts. It 
was .rent fun cooking the thing up, but by some curious twist of 
circumstances, perhaps I was doing some graduate work at the time, 
when Mr..Belle was also delving into literature at Columbia or some 
such place, I never in my life did get to hear a .single.program, 
although I should certainly-have" been ‘ Inters sted in hear ing how some 
of the paragraph^ sounded over the air.

Isn’t it astonishing the poor South Arne loan should find 
time on His hands while in the metropolis, with nothing on earth 
to do, - and all day to ‘do it. Well can I imagine your inability 
to picture such a type of mind and such an abundance of opportunity, 
with no impulse to make anything of it. Perhaps I can a predate 
your iQcabioen to such a situation all the more because I have 
myself for so many years witnessed something of the srot from 
no further away than just across the fence, wondering the while 
how it is- that people with such bright eyes have nothing they 
want to examine in a a lace where so* many entrancing vistas *..* ; 
await anyone who wants: and is;able to tk&e a gander in any one 
of a dozen directions.. - ;

I am glad you think, the thing about Melrose and the Madam is 
going to t>e: alright. I should think the balance of the. article 
od|II to be of just about the same length,-and I shall dash, 
itj off before long. It difficult for me to recall ifnto’o much 
of t e data covered in this piece is identical with particulars 
ap earing in other sections of the'manuscript, bub I am trying to 
avoid that as much as possible, ,and I hope you will feci free 
to. jellaiJatg--anything.-thafc* im*s“been' h&rpod oh too ’'frequently in 
other paragraphs. ' =

The- Zl?elsers have again spent the day here and hav e 
pretty \. e u f  i nfsITe d the main lines of the canvases on which they 
have been working, Boday they received information that impells 
them to fly to Hew York for a couple. of weeks before the .Shreveport 
show openig th,e~ first .of February*, and they are hop . i_g" the~ "
circumstances will not prevent putting on the find ing /.aches 
to the Chapel which they hope to include in this particular exhibition.

yfy*.

One. of Ay"secretaries explained fci-svafceeaa*. yesterday. It
the master took him 50 miles yhc road to assist in some
refurbishing of the Tilliughast menage. Prom where I sit, I get 
the^ im xession Yucca iSiso much nearer than Alexandria and ,yet the
latter place somehow getsthe servants for .which I suppose I should 
be thankful, since that eliminates any servant problem, so far as 
x c.tiii concerned.,,., _

eer:

-
. vf.
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Wednesday, January 10th, 1951.

Memorandum:
Lovely weather and quite a lot accomplished at Arenbourg 

by way of transplanting, stirring up t„e ground and setting 
in spaces of switch cane, which made the morning running out 
in a jiffy.

Luring the afternoon I had quite a few people, - State 
engineers and Parish officials who contrived to arrive at the 
same time M ad am Band and natalie Scoi>o came. I got rid of 
the first batch rather promptly and had, quite a prolonged 
sitting with Blythe and Natalie and longer with the latter 
than the former, as Blythe had to go over to the camp and 
Natalie remained with me during her absence. I guess it 
was almost" six before they departed.

Natalie had much to tell about her experiences in North 
Africa in the Bed wross and the interesting problems she 
rah up against when Southern ncgroe: and those from Ohio 
and Michigan ran „n against each other. She said it was 
XSltJllQT Y±QBJCt S t l i H §  130 SOS IlOW tliiS  DOUtHl ^8,X0XlY18* llG ^ X O u S  S S t  X
the Michigan numbers who seemed to suffer more from racial 
prejudice than their Souther brathern.

I did something yesterday I never did before, misplaced 
some incoming mail, and I sht still don’t know how I did it, 
and where the things could have gone. There were letters from 
the Bar nesses. Bobina Jm x a^ Budolph^the Louisiana Historical 
SocietyTOTss M y r R o a n e  and the Metropolitan^TT  read the 
flrst^Ewo~to& had to"put the other aside temporarily, which 
seems to have developed into something permanent, ror I can o 
find either those read 'or those unread* Per-apse X shall 
eventually find them, I hope. The jjarneasea said they would 
li/e to come to spend the day next pgth or 19th, and I 
have recommended Thursday, the 18 th And Bobina wrote to 
report that she had seen nothing in*the papers about the 
Dryer tragedy, so that my reference to it was quite a shock 
to her, for she knew Addle, and had been out with him when 
she was in New rork last summer or the year before, I believe.

Today Celeste had a letter from Betty, written day before 
yesterday, saying that, weeks Hall had just telephoned nor, ——

J
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they both live in hew I "beria, saying that Hddie had committed 
suicide, which was the first he or Betty had heard of it.
Where in the world do you suppose Bora got the clipping.

Mr. McKinney, the new agent, is in the hospital for
a fe\Olays £n"3Texandira# _something wrong with some gland
that does something to the eyes and he will have to get 
that attended to before returning here.

I was interested that something was said about 
Sinclair Lewis’ death on the radio, _ and I canvased 
the air.., waves last night and early this morning for additonal 
particulars. Comparatively little, was given, however, although^ 
some stations did mention the titles of some of his boohs. I 
was especially interested in thebroadcasts from two Chicago and 
on Cincinnati stations, heard early this moriiiig. Ill the 
15 minute time allotted for broadcasting of the news, none 
of these three mentioned the death of Mr. Lewi. , but all 
three .devoted more than half their allotted time, - 8 minutes, 
to be exact, to the rattling off of a lot of unpronounceable names 
of towns in Korea which they calculated might eventually be 
the next targets for the advancing Buseians and Chinese, fhp 
balance of the news broadcasts was devoted to what was said by one 
Republican senator or another about the President’s account 
of the State of the Bni0n.

As yet 1 haven’t heard the name of Dorothy Thompson mentioned 
and nothing $- have heard gave anyacco nt of the Lewis family.
I am under the imoression he re-married, but 1 am uncertain 
on that point. BarPaps I have mentioned before that along 
about, 1943 or 1944, when in hew Olreans, he and Lyle had 
left the St. Charles and were on their way t© the ear at the 
hotel door, .intending to come here, when a telephone call came
for . Lewis, from some young lady with whom he was infatuated
at the time, asking him to meet her someplace or other, perhaps 
at a local air port, or some such, ^nd so the ^elyose trip was 
suddenly side-tracked, and Mr. -Lewis anever did make it, and I 
never did ,learn if the young lady ever became Mrs. -Lewis or not,

I shall knocks: out a few letters tonight to Rudolph and
so o« expressing the hope that they said nothing of interest 
in thS letters addressed to me and reaching me yesterday. I 
am glad I always place yours in my arraoir until a suitable 
secretary is bo hand. I don’t know how I happened to inaurgurate
that custom, but 1 still think it a good one. I suspect my
secretary may have mis-placed yesterday’s bathe, but thank 
Heaven there wa.s none from y0ia in the group, and there nefer will 
be any chance of a like lots, since 1 always have a special 
way of handling such. Forgive a dull letter. I might do 
better eventually......

6
H
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Thursday, January 11th, 1951.

Memorandum:, <
Ho, hum.....such a busy day that I think I sail be able 

to go slap asleep.without any need of rocking.
It has been cloudy and a little on the chilly side, but' 

a fine day to garden I got in quite a lot of things at Arenbourg 
before Knipmeyer time and during the afternoon, what with one 
gardener available at Melrose L divided my time between the latter 
and Arenbourg. Accordingly, what with making thedirt fly in both^ 
places and marching back and forth between, the Circulation'department 
was active all day.

Somehow Thursday night is not the best on the radio, I think, 
and I shall miss nothing special, I reckon, if I rest my eyes 

forthwith. j

The incoming post was cooperative, too, for it was little save 
some 2nd class stuff of no consequence, which is always ^ _ 
the case when both secretaries by some miracle make it to their 
appointed-post, tomorrow there will probaby be an unusually heavy 
pouch and/being Friday, and a frolic up the road, there will be 
a failure to coordinate the one and the otier. But in lieu of 
the one there is always gardening at this season and among other 
plants concentrated upon today was a grapevine);hat somehow seemed 
as vigorous as in full summer. Such p1 arits Have such distinct 
personalities one can learn so much from giving them consideration, 
and it is evident, after giving it careful consider tion that le plus jeunej 
fils de ma vieille amie est bien fureux a cause de la biblotheque 
et moi et sqns dout le billet-douxle lsttre sur ce sujet envoys a 
son frerele general® , •

I am not sure your current Spring garden afrods you adequate space 
to do much hoeing, but even though its acreage may not be extensive,
I have'no doubt it is sufficient to provide you with that most 

"‘perfect of all distractions whenever things tend to get out of joint, 
for somehow stirring the ground with a stick does more to keep 
things in balance than anything I know.
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The current shortage or impending shortage of electrical 
eouinement seems to have given a new spurt to electirfication 
of the rtrial sections iii this area. Two of my littel river 
friends stopped off at Arenbourg to chat for a moment and to say 
how delighted they are to see the telephone poles going up and 
the wires being strung. The Rev. Pompey M. Gillie, too, has 
expressed his enchantment that St, Augustine’s will -shortly be 
aM e  to present a Band Baptising, and I reckon hr. Rand will be_ 
equally enchanted, for he has long been hoping to take a recording 
of a sermon, and, if possible, a whole service wh ch, of course, 
would constitute an invaluable permanent record of the religious 
folk ways in a section of the Old South which probably remains 
more as it was a hundred years ago than almost any other spot that 
could be found. '

The untimely freezes thatswirled in from:the Berth in lovember, 
repeating' the go-round three times since, made this year’s narcissus 
growth nothing much but a series of fits and starts, and mostly fits. 
Three times the bulbs have sent up a strudy stalk, kheavy with 
buds, only to have they all blasted before opening. I suppose the 
different deaths of the bulbs in the ground tend to stagger the 
a rival of the buds themselves, thus suggesting a progression in time.
I have been perfectly delighted to find one group at ^renbourg, how
ever, that must be freeze-proof, for in spite of the Jack frost 
visitations, this assortment, in spite of a comparatively exposed 
situation, Have, through unusual luck or fortitude, unloaded the 
heavy burden of perfume right straight along.

I should have referred to one of the enclosures before this, al
though there is nothing of especial interest in either, although^ 
the one without the envelope may be of interest sufficient to merit 
a place in the Scrapbook, although with other odd items covering 
the Melrose rea, since it will serve as an example of social 
amenities in mulatto circles in the 1950’s.

It goes without saying that I shall not accept the ParTange 
invitation, although that should be a very delightful event, not only 
because there will be a flock of Bat Chez and Louisiana gentry present, 
for the Brandos are legend, as you know, and the P- rlanges have lots 
of intere;t kinfolk, but the setting both for .the ceremony and 
the reception should embrace quite a few features of unusual charm.
June weddings are fine for the Berth, but in the South June is 
inclined to wilt the brides veil and the groom's starch shirt front.
*nd besides, just about now the lovely camelias at Christ or rather
Grace BpigGopal Uhurch in St. Brand svi lie should be at their best,
and of course the vast most draped trees should somehow set off
the camelias to especial advantage. i Somehwere or otherI
have some pretty photographs of the *hurch which I must eventually
call to your attention, is said more northerners, visitng
this Ghurch yard, as t.o be burled there than any other place in
the Louth, and a wedding, 1 reckon, would be just that much better.....

fridav , January 12th, 1951,

Jr

Memorandum:
How nice to find cyour ample envelope, together with 

your note of Monday, the 8th, in this morning’s post. ^ _
" " V ? 'I am glad you liked the article alright, and in spite of 

a variety of demands at this ultra gradening season, I shall 
concentrate on the balance fort:'with.

It is good to have your reaction to the piece and I shall 
again run through it, for I did not catch The error or lack of 
clarity, as mentioned in your letter and indicated on the transcript 
by the mark on the margin. I shall undoubtedly have an opportunity 
to go over the piece' again on The morrow.4, and, in the event I 
do not catch the point requiring some clearing up or adjustment,
I shall be glad if you will put your true finger on the precise 
point. It is true I had my se colic best reader, and my failure 
to grasp the point in question may be attributed to that circum
stance. It* is possible, too, that I went too deep.into the indigo 
culture, but if so, you will feel quite free to eliminate all or 
any part of it.

I agree with you the title for this chapter needs fixing.
Off hbnd,-w© might select something like

to. i

or
The Melrose of Caramie G. Henry.”

’’Melrose and Gammie G, Henry.
It seemed To me an early chapter ought to give a brief 

account of what Melrose was like when Miss Gammie put in an 
appearance, - a brief history of what had happened prior to 1898, 
and the second part devoted to a general or over-all account of some 
of her salient characteristics as a personality, - the details 
of which would be evident in subsequent material, - written and 
pictorial.

^aay a time I have hear Lyle and others talk about the 
way publishers shy away from what the trade is pleased to

.■■...-asrJ

«
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style "Mug Books"t - so called because members of the family, 
shortly after the death of some unusual individual in the group, 
try to get some kind of a book published about said individual, 
and almost invariably there is an attempt to have a portrait 
or photograph, — hence "mug" included in the made-to-order 
biograp y.

it seems to me the material in the present effort should 
be self-evident that we are not attempting a "mug" book, and 
the Lord, you and I know that there isn’t any pressure from the 
family bo get the work into print,- But, naturally, the publisher8 
don t" know the set-up, and I am being guided as I write the 
present chapter to avoid setting down anything that might tend to 
give such an impression.

' j - t 1 . ■ ■

The Quotation from little Hiss 'Alberta seems to work in 
very neatly# I agree with you that the one line might be 
omitted where it refers to the ^adarn as suitable material for . 
a book. Eventually, I suppose, profound studies will be made 
of her character, but that portrait will have to be drawn only 
after many of those now related to her will have .joined her 
in "the dreat Beyond", Perhaps, in a way, this line in question 
in little MiSS Alberta’s letter constitutes a subtle suggestion 

thatat some appropriate future time a more minute delineation 
might be in order. After all, our crrent efforts are to give 
a fairly positive picture of the lady and the surrounding in 
which she^lived. In view of the darker shadows that in reality 
made her strength the greater, many of these must <ff necessity 
be passed over in this study, for not all of those clouds that 
surrounded her have yet disappeared, but naturally they cannot be 
etched in at the present time to high-light her courage and stamina.

The weather warmed during the night and a gentle'rain began 
just before dawn. Once or twice blue sky appeared and a warm 
sun, only to be followed by more clouds and more rain. I 
got ddj mpened but once at Aren oiirg where weeds could be 
pulled up, — roots and all, - with the greatest of ease. And 
the slight dapening was worth it, and especially as I was rather 
pleased with the imposing pile 'of weeds 1 had to push down the 
bank before leaving. *md besides, there were dry clothes awaitng 
me on my return to Lucca.

Mrs. Ooornbs dropped in for a moment to inquire 'if she 
and her husband might bring a new college student down for a tour 
on some Sunday.* he is a youth from Leipsic, I believe, - who 
is concentrating of science in hat chitcehes, having been brought 
over here on the guarantee of some local college professor. Mrs. 
Coombs thought he would enjoy seeing t? is section a little and 
perhaps he and 1 might find some mutual enthusiasms about 
"the old country", as Mr. Bachelier was want to style Europe. I 
-am looking forward to his visit, and shall have more to say on 
that point no doubt at a subsequent sitting. It was so nice of 
you to send the extra "Saint Jloud, and my secretary is enchanted....
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Sunday, January 14th, 1951.

Memorandum:
It has been chilly and damp all day, with a fine mist 

all morning, and another that began late in the afternoon.
In fine, it seems to have been just the type fo weather 

made to entrance our little feathered friends who are well 
acquainted with the circular bar where they have been 
busy all day The blue jays seem to be the nise makers aha - 
are inclined to be rather rough, but the mocking birds can hold 
their own, and somehow the white throated sparrows and the 
mocking birds' get along fine.

Except for dinner across the fence, I have spent the 
whole day on this machine, and never for more than five 
minutes has the circular bar been without a customer.
If the cu tomere have enjoyed the food half as much as I have 
enjoyed seeing' them get it, then your gift has been ever so 
many .times blessed for everyone, no matter on which side of 
the window he has chanced to be.

I had hoped to get into the Churchill Memories last n ght, 
but I never even opened the package The fine 
all day sprinkle yesterday, plus the high temperature, made 
conditions ideal for re-setting switch cane with which I busied 
myself all morning and a portion of the afternoon, devoting myself 
for the balance of the day to trimm ng the crepe myrtles. It 
was a program not too different from t :e day before, but so ehow 
I seemed sleepier last night, and didn’t even so much as turn on 
the radio when I folded up

The new on-siaught of cooler air reached here about 4 
this afternoon, and probably has put the ether waves into an up
roar. -°ut 1 am ho png that the spread 0f like temperature may 
have been sufficient to make a fairly clear p- thway, as between 
here and Leg Moines,, for I should like to sample that 
stition jUst to see if the lir t Piano Quarter is carrying on#
And if I don’t catch it there, perhaps I shall catch up with 
the same pro-ram out of £an Antonio on the morrow. I declare, 
it’s a sight the way that pro. ram goes flying about all over the 
place, and although it seems to ali ht in quite a few places, it 
seldom seems to land on the same spot at the same time 
twice in a row.

%
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I have again gone over the first half of the copter 
about the developement of Melrose, and am wondering if the 
question mark: at the point where I mention indigo culture is 
the one that is somehow out of joint. Perhaps I should have 
thrown in a phrase at.the beginning of the paragraph in 
some such fashion as Since cotton hut did not become a 
commercial crop at YuSoa until the beginnin of the 19th 
century, indigo was the best cash crop when Yucca was 
first cleared for cultivation’1, —  or some such#

In your reference to this point, you will set me straight 
on the matter, and A shall be glad to make whatever adjustment 
you feel is called for, unless you yourself have in m nd 
some word ox paragraph that may be required.

In the mean time, 1 am working on the balance^ of the 
article and at the same time finishing' the lime i'able,
I shall get these off to you as soon as possible, but I think 
the sections already in your true hand will give the Editor 
an opportunity to juoge adequately the general nature 
of the chapter, so that consideration of the manuscript should 
not be held up on that account.

Doe snft it seem a little odd we hear so infre■ uently 
from those two Texas belles, or shoulc be become accustomed 
to their prolonged silences by-now. I reckon Helen's
. * ... .. . „  “J _____  - ( ■! 1__• _______  _ ... _

•̂ A^26
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Mondeo , Jaouar loth, 1951,

post, together

jap ou

Memorandum:
How nice to,have your letter in this morni-^ 

with all the news, enclosures and all,
c • - M Soph' - j

I laughed at your account of the first go-round with the 
Brownies, I reckon the ones you mention as coming forward will 
•oroba ly arrive about tomorrow, along with the seed for our little 

feathered friends, I shall drop you a line under separate cover regarding; 
the condition in which the feeder arrived, and if 1 make it a little * j 
strong, you will understand it is merely for insurance consumption.

:nance I got

end for the grand little clipping about "no 
by appointment”. I am so glad to have it, and

* p£p|
r

—  And thanks no
admittance, except by appointment”. I am so glad to have 

another copy of the article, sent you, about 
1 am going to attach this clipping to it. Yes,

At,
goT

I hope they are not fixing to converge on this place 
unannounced, for a am U p to my hips at the moment in gardening
late.
~    " — ~ w ~ w -- —
and all, and while I shall be forced to take time out for the 
Harnesses on Thursday, I rigged that up so that they would be 
here on a knipmeyer day, and thus get two sittings squeezed 
into one,

I telephoned Ora the other day, -■ Wednesday, when she was 
scheduled to be back from the hospital, and I learned she had 
indeed, returned but on the same night had gone back again to 
said hospital. I don't what’s wrong with her, but assume, 
perhaps, she may be trying to have another offspring, and she 
is want to have a rough time at such attempts. With; 4 on hand, 
I should think she would call its quits, and especially as 
the whole business seems so arduous.

So many things to t. 
Ill be back a? a.in on the

1 i. L a o on t 
morrow..,

and not touched upon yet, but

by
Vii-     - J y-.— i __.— —.— w*

Millay,, and. . ,P w „ ■ V P M S
to explore the article, and found it splendid. I tan t quote directly 
from any of its many fine phrases, but there was one that seemed 
es ecrally striking, ». someth ng about cities, - red-rose cities, 
perhaps, and half as old as time, etc. ■

Although rather chilly this morning, I vas able to get a little 
help and so I tc.e voted my entre morning to Arenbourg, while 
the entire .afternoon was given overt to Mrs, Ho Ionian who arrived quite 

ILjJJlo^aoju/Cinex-cectedly. A covered quite a bit of ground with er and .she got some 
pictures of individual handcraft thiigs t} t may subsequently be of_ 
interest, - looms and that sort of thing. It has b en a full day and 
yet, although rather sleepy, it is the kind of sleepiness that is 
accompanied by satisfaction in feeling that a few*things have been 
accomplished more or less along the lines one would like to hav them.

don’t let me forget 
betxro al of'Herr Hapsourg.
announcement concerning hie .

o ae could think ..of in ^uro

to tahnk you for the clipping about the.
I recall both places mentioned In the

Wouldn’t linderhof be among the 
for

laxxisge
ch a ceremony,

*©
- andl o v l i e r  p l a c e |  . a lH H K liiip  . I P i  |P . ,

especially if it could be kept,on a co pars lively restrain basis so that 
half of. Aurove wouldn’t have to be.present.

It is interesting’ that you should have mentioned the Dryer tragedy 
in the same mail that .brought me the enclosure from Dora. I reckon
it may never have appeared in a Manhattan paper, but what 
so odd, as revealed by Dora’s letter, that the notice 
the Picayune and that nobody saw it. Perhaps Dora has a point

seems 
appeared in

J
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about its dull <~ss, .. . . ags tent is why nobody saw the obituary,
sifiGQ everybody tabes the paper but nobody reads it. • Well do 
I recall in her last years, the Madam gave herself over to the Dorothy 
i)ix column with so much interest, and on days when the article did not 
appear, perhaps it was omitted on a Saturday or a Monday, she used to 
say £here was no point in looking at the Picayune since Miss i>ix 
didn t appear.

* That you missed 
regrettable, so far a 
that it'was?: 
for the st

last 
5 the

Tuesday's night's shows was not so 
comedy.,~wa£ concerned, for my guess is .-M, 

say I am not aurthority, 
irea that one could do

little more than hear either the first of a sentence or the end of it, 
So that tne hilarity never cane of-fy g-M--Mb ; u - ■ ■ -

n1t unusua1, although I must 
atic was so constant in this

The account of holiday doing in ^orth Carolina v as altogether 
fabulous* ho wonder everybody is in favor of a recurn visit*
Isn't It turly remarkable now some children get started off in life 
on such a level. Somehow it recalled to minu -rs. Roosevelt’s 
custom of taking the finishing school debutantes on a tour of 
•the tenements and the coal min ng regions before graduation, just 
to give them a glimpse of other' strata, ^nd at f e time, my
mind wonders off in the direction of ^ozart and how in spite of 
all his genius, everything seeded to turn out so unlike the horth 
Oarolina~bus ness. With a billion people, a billion different view
points must be taken as a matter of course, mid the concept tnese children 
must have of life in America must be in such a class by itself momentarily.

Locally there seems to be lots of enthusiasm about all kinds 
of things up and down the state of a social nature, - The Bamelia Show 
at Lafayette, two Horse Dhows, or three, - Alexandria, Shreveport and 
Hew urleans, and in the latter city some special cup is being awarded 
for some race or possibly race horse, and Betty Aerzog, down at Magnolia, 
has been asked to make the presentation, as the cup is- to be 
ultra special and known as the T»ecomp|e Trophy, in memory of race 
horse, ^eoompte, named in honor of the first owner of ^agnolia. And 
it seems at the local college t.ere is much ado about a series of 
concerts scheduled for the next six weeks, and a flurry of something 
or other in Shreveport, aside from the Aieiser show, - and I ’m glad 
I don’t have to get tangled up in any,of it

And from the enclosed clipping, you will gather that little 
Miss Lillian Trichell must be busy, getting next Spring’s Iris all 
dusted off What a busy time she and little bliss Dormon are going 
to have along about late ^arch or early *pril. By then perhaps 
Caroline will have her log. house all ship-shape so that Iris may once 
more be the big thing in all her concerns.

Well, so things spin, and I must get on with a half a dozen 
things before beard-folding time, it is so good having your letter 
I cannot tell you how much happiness it brought with it.....
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Tuesday, January 16th, 1951.

Memorandum:

May I congratulate 'you, —  and me, - on all the grand
things arriving in today's parcel post.

The neat packages of food for our feathered friends is 
all safely stored in a metal container, much like a suitcase, 
and from it will be drawn from time to time the' banquet for 
our feathered friends who are certainly in luck for the
balance of the winter.

And the Cardinal Brand flat Wild Bird Cake is going to 
'entrance more than one Cardinal just as pert as the one on
the package itself.

Along about first day, an old mocking bird and a couple of 
gay, cardinals are want to pass by the-feeding bar, and late 
this evening I rigged up the cake,on a little shelf by itselfr 
and shall await doings*on the morrow when I can easily, 
imagine how all three of them will go after it, and it s going 
to be fun observing their, doings.

c

But my congratulations for our feathered friends are of 
but secondary moment as contrasted with the felicitations 
that you so richly desrve for the most elegant metal container 
of such eleg/mt Brownies, and my own luck in being on th!e receiving 
end places me somewhere along the line for expressions of congratula
tions, too,.

Hirst off 1 should report that the package traveled perfectly,
and nothing was out of joint and nothing so much as torn, either 

as for invidiual packages inside or the outer wrappings.
As for the Brownies themselves, they are simply elegant, and the 
reason I know is that 1 couldn't resist just trying one. I need 
scarcely tell you ho.- fond 1 am of them by almost any artist's 
handiwork, but" these are so very special, and so perfectly 
contrived, both in the making and in the packing, that 
they excell anything of this "cardinal brand I have ever encounter
ed,"be it Dahraft, Rumplemayer or whoever theught they knew how 
to create and present.

i felt ever so heroic in my restraint, limiting myself to 
just one, but I shall confess that 1 have the container hard by
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my night table, and along about the time my desk clock say our 
favorite?radio programs will be starting, I shall collapse 
in the neighborhood of said night thole, and from that point 
on, 1 am hoping I shall .have a little of the restraint manifested 
at mail time, although i know full well I shall weaken 
consectively after the first and proha ly the second*

It is certainly sweet of you to share the recanes so 
generously, - for after all, they we ,e sent for your 
delectation, but I must say I think pecanes look mighty 
picayune-ish, along side the marvelous "gateaux” you have 
contrived to work them into,
t in short, if our 'feathered friends on the morrow are
half as delighted with with fild Bird Gake as I am with 
my Brownies, that they are headed for enchantment slap 
ahead.

The weather continues favorable for gardening and I am 
making the most of it. The pilgrims seem to be following suit, 
not at gardening but at T)ilgrimage-ing, but I am keeping them 
down to a minimum. . ■umo ng today’s were members of a 
Sims family of Kentucky and as Madam degasd was a Miss 
Sims of Bardstown, Kentucky pernaps these were some of.
•:her kinfolk. And speaking of Kentucky, may 1 once more refer 
to Sir Walter Soott and his custom of addressing his relations 
there with his'envelope bearing the State name as 
"Glen Bukay”.

Bast night 1 neglected to enol-oser. the letter stating that 
the seed feeder had arrived damaged, and I accordingly enclose 
it herewith. I have back dated it a little, as you will 
■note, and enclosed an extra sheet of stationary, in case 

you might want to fix up the statement a little. It 
must be that the house from whom you prchased it has all their 
merchandise insured by some private organization for it 
appeared that the package itself, assuming some 6f the original 
wrappings stil]remained when it arrived, bore no notation 
that* s ip/ nt h d been insured by the "lost Office* fhe 
clerk t 3 -i. on t t po t, s£v i at ;he time t * t no claim
c.ulJ be de wai ..sfc the rest Office department, since there 
was nobbing arriving with the package si-ggesting it had been 
insured, although it is possible, of course, that
a notation had 
s o rn e w h ere a 1 o n,

u -"eared on 
the route.

the Grig'' nal wrapping,
if»such 
it-got lost

But here we are at the bottom 
tart turning eyes of yearningto

Yesterday was 
meant so much 
of happiness.

sucn a 
t o me,

day as I 
and then today

of t. e 
in the 

shall long 
come s'

1

page and X am about 
direction of the Brownies, 
remember, your letter 
an□ t he x sun-.bur st

Ble • s in* on you ,th all my heart.
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Wednesday, January 17th, 1951,

Memor andujn;
1 feel so noble, - having all day resisted the temptation 

to pry into tne round metal box. 'Ihere’s a nice fat moon 
tonight and perhaps 1 shall slide off the lid from the box
and secreting a neatly wrappeu rownie in my pocket, take 
a little turn up the road, sitting fox a little while on 
the terrace- and, enjoying o s, c ' . r "txesors5* t-'su.ch
a vantage point and under such' ideal surroundings. '

Yhe wind has been high all day. and although it came from 
the West, It had the warmth of tne Uulf about it. I have 
been out of doors all day, except for - little tidying up in 
the late afternoon in anticipation of tomorrow’s guests.

‘h:-. Goombs was at the store on business in is aitoraoon 
id stopped fox a moment to s?..y ^uwdy . ,„en o^ssing the front gate 

where I was tustl'ing with some things, ^r. uoombs had, a 
slight something or other in ins laboratory ti.e other day, -- .
I believe a blooc vessel broke Ju-t behind cue left ear, but 
inside tne biain. ±t eliminated his nearing in,that particular 
area and flattened him out for a lime, although if the 
thing might be termed a stroke, it is a very mild one,- although 
all pr :ca’ -sinus must bo coken to . void any Increase of his 
blood •''Xassure through all mental means possible. His or 
rather their son is about to be ship peed to the Orient, and 
that mat'er seems to have weighed heavily on thj father’s 
thoughts. He is a nice ceison and 1 feel _ ui ely souty for 
him and for her, perhaps even more, since it puts a double 
burden on her, - both keeping her own spirits in hand and trying 
to keep him nappy, too.

*nd across Ci e fence, ^eieste is considering the 
possibility of have her appendix removed, one has had minor 
pains in her right side for a couple of weeks find has about 
reached the point where she is willing to have the operation 
instead of t, s worry, 1 think she is inclined to be a 
little more nervous about this , articular problem in.an almost 
any other since her brother, who married ttu •*-aneJ died 
suddenly 8 or 9 years ago, after having disdained tne recommendations 
of physicians that the matter1be attended to promptly.
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1'he enclosure strikes me as interesting, for it is 
always pleasant to have news from the H&msey section,
although what is most interesting is omitted. My letter 
acknowledges had for its primary purpose the request that 
she send me the picture of 3t. “tary s- -on-the-13 ay on, hut 
I can’t find any mention of it in tnie response. There 
•is no qnes tion. about it, uxrolyn has a t hand personality -a

ne

nd
a neap of virtues, hut dependability doesn t appear to he one 
of thiman sorry to learn Helen has hee n having la grippe, for 
it must have been difficult enough for her, trying to enjoy 
her newly acquired rest period without having to contend with 
illness I am under the im:ression she and warolyn may he 
able to stir up articles more or less jointly, since 
the latter is hound to he flying about the countryside and 
in view of her connection with the State department, ou, ht to 
he pretty much on the inside track for material likely to he 
of general interest, I am quite sure that the information the 
State department put out by press and air for foreign con
sumption would prove equally nteresting to many a reader 
or listener on the home front, for surely the average citizen 
must conceive hut little of many of our own conteninental 
wonders.

I was determined to dip into the Churchill memoires a 
hit last night, which I actually did, after Fibber Lichee and 
Holly and their excitement about disdaining the sign to 
keep off the snow covered greass.

,J-‘he ^hurchill material is certainly crammed full of 
data, and I think the arrangement lends itself as readily fox 
continuous reading as could he formulated. Something that never 
happens, ha pened in this instance, for the records were not 
in perfect sequence, one having been our. of place, and so it 
just chanced I found myself reading about the wh'urchills being 
in France in August, 1939 where they stopped to^visit, —  and 
paint, —  at the chateau of Madame Jacques Balsan. as in 
probably other instances I may run across in reading the hook, it 
seemed to me a footnote would have added Interest to the 
reference to M*ae. Balean. You will recall she was horn 
vionsuelo Vanderbilt, and her papa’s House occupied the block 
where Bergdorf -loo dm an is or was, - there on 5th ^ven between 
57th and 58th on the “est side. Cosuelo, of course, married the 
■̂ uke of -arf^orough, ,and as the ^uke’s family and the Winston 
department a*e both ^hurchills, Carriage made Mme. Jacques Balsan 
kin to,good old winaie“0

<3

But the moon and a Brownie await me, and forgive me for talking 
such a heap about non consequential things. I ’m a 
little tired but the ^rovrnie is going to bring me slap back....

Thursday, January 18th, 1951.

Memorandum;

It’s just like Spring, with the thermometer in the 70’s , 
a cloudless sky and everything looking new-washed after 
a mid night shower that lasted for a couple of hours into 
the morning.

I got in a couple of licks at ^renbourg early, for which 
I am thanuful, for the balance of the day was a hurly-burly.

The knipmeyers crime a little earlier than usual, and 
the harnQgsag arrived 20 minutes later. I hpd Dr. K. give me 
a panic ilium shot, as some kind of a ”risin,lk had plunged me a 
little below par a week ago, which is the reason why -I have 
delayed, trying to do much on this machine of a creative nature.

^nd no sooner had the doctor finished with me that ur. McKinney 
arrived with some new fangled medeicine which he needed injected 
into his system, and so we pr ctically had a Yucca clinic to 
compete w i t h t he Melrose one.

>The harnesses remained for the day, andit was good to be ■
able to bhalf wTijInthem. They both looked at least 20 or 30 years 
younger than 1 remembered them and their enthusiasm accounted 
for an additonal 10 year impression, it seemed to me. Their 
accounts of their summer in Aiagka was both illuminating and enterta 
taining, and of course the conversation might have run on endlessly.

They wanted to drop by Jlenience ’ s house, - and 1 went with 
them, but only yackie, of course, was at home, as y usual, if 
your memory series, and so we had time to skip up to Bermuda 
and back, without stopping anywhere. Celeste, just back from 
town, was awaiting us at the front gate. She is delighted that 

she doesn’t have to have an operation, naturally, and we had a 
pleasant half hour over the coffees cups with her and Madam 
He gar d. ~nd after teat the Harnesses departed for Alexandria, 
fort fiedr with Hand telephone numbers and ao resses in x*ew 
Iberia, so 1 guess they are all "sot", and surely the- weather 
favored themfor this leg of their journey.
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An hour ox, so before the- harnesses departed, a flock of 
people from the college arrived, - so far as I know, quite 
unannounced. , ^hey had the same photographer with them, - the 
one who had done the picture from the air. fhe college gals 
were in ante helium costume, - much hoop skirts, and withal 
rather more atanton nall-ish than anything else, wnai with 
the exquisite elegance of the material, etc, They wanted

s annual Glass ^ook and I accordingly 
quite cannot picture hoop skirts and

m m  ■ ■ pictures for this year1i..... turned them loose. I
1 : sleeveless, strapless f
| , say, the African House,
h  ' and X haven t a doubt s
- interest!ng ̂enough.

of the shots- will.
is a good one, 
turn- out

It was first dark before they left and had they stopped 
to considered the ample moon that an hour later would have 
turned night into dag, I reckon they might have wanted to linger on, 
although in. spite of the warmth, 1 should imagine such scant 
covering from the wasit up might • ave made It seem a little 
nair-ish". ' *

In riturning from toe Joyeous Joast, we came back along the 
opposite side of the river and X was struck by the odd ayrearance 
of Madame Aubin-Roequefs house which seems to have sagged forward on 
its foundations, giving it a pitiful appearance. What a 
pity such a fine old structure, with such marvelous
material, should be permitted to just collapse into ruin. I t _______
is just as well we got the picture, - I think Garolyn took it, -
of toe old house 4 or 5 years ago, for that will always present 
a record which cannot now be duplicated.

It is certainly good hearing from Mies Bellie once more.
Really, you know, for a lady born in 1864, she really hoes get 
ar Gund.

Mot having her Vicksburg address, I lost touch with 
her during .December, but I penned a little Christmas letter 
to Mrs. ^oore, asking her to transmit my greetings to’
Lady Brandon, but from the content of the enclosed from *
Atlanta, I gather Mrg, Moore either failed to receive 
my letter, or, having received it, didn't get around to explore 
its contents. Hatches will never be noted for its letter-" \ 
writing propensities and Mrs. Moore is Exhibit as a 
case in point.

Xhe narcissus are beginning, - belatedly, to come into 
flower, but the foliage is of poor quality, there have been 
so many frosts, how does your garden grow, or is it, as it 
must be, still a bit early to make any estimate of potentials.
x̂d..,-now for >■ 3 r0VJnie aucL J

Friday, January 19th, 1951.

Memorandum;

How nice to have your Monday 
e n c I o six res, in t o d ay' s post.

letter,, together with

-nd how kind of you to send along the additional 
•:.rticolars, ulus the* trav vcript of the inyor obituary, for 

they will be of interest to people' line Robina and-*k,dol who - -
missed all announcements.

And how nice to know of your success in your second go at 
the Brownie department. I reckon your shipment to Geleste will 
reach her about Saturday or Monday and X know she will be enchanted,. I 
cannot picture anything mor perfect that your first attempt, and 
they are keeping so beautifully that I shall not have to worry on 
any point except my own imposed self festraint to keep, from 

wetting around more than one at a sitting. 1 know Geleste is 
going to be delighted and I shall observe the container you 
mention, although I rather expect it will be uphill business 
in trying to inveigle it away from her, for I have an idea she 
will treasure it for its association, for .ha.eh, I must say, 1 
cannot blame her.

The weather is precisely like summer, with a uxisk 
breeze stirring to temper the sunshine which otherwise .ould 
make it really too warm, he shall have more of winter, no doubt, but 
these little suggestions of 'Summer are pleasant along the way.

Geleste seems to be releived of all worry about her physical 
condition and all thought of an operation has been shelved. Lhe 
is even so far removed from any suggestion that she has undertaken 
some dental work, and surely that must be a sign that no tinng

else can be worrying her She was flying up and down the road yesterday 
and was at tie dentist's today, tor .with 
order, she should be in perfect condition to have 
happy' round with the Brownies when they arrive.

everything in perfect 
many a

The
Washington to

today. They were going from 
arrived in the ^hreveport area,

were kind enough to pass this way and I was glad to see them for they 
are grand peoole. They had some other ^asington people with them, 
a ‘“’x . and #1rs. '-’edney, or some such bikI " some other people 

drove them, people whose named sounded like Groehrj.ng, or some such,
but surely not Herman,

;eons came ;to see me 
the West but having 

pa!
They
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From trie Joe Lenrys today earns a transcript of - the 
notes I made for Joe on the Lord’s Prayer, and 1 am sending them 
along under separate cover. I haven’t had time to run through 
te piece and am not sure why it is on tnree pages, hut 1 guess 
perhaps the original notes were thus, and merely by chance, disposed.
I think: the piece is of no particular interest hut I pass it 
along regardless, thinking you 'ight care to run through it,
1 do not have t.e original and you can dispose of the item as 
you please, as I do not want it hack*

I telephoned Ora*s home today bo inquire how she is 
progressing, and -as astonished to learn she has sufficiently 
revived as to he able to venture to college again. It seems to 
me she should- have taken some time of f to "gain strength hut 
I reckon she knows what she is doing With a husband, four children, 
a household and a job, surely her time must he pretty full. I 
gave her a buzz at the library and t:Iked a few seconds with her.
She said Rosalyn was in to see her yesterday and says James is 
reviewing a hook on the life of 5*. Scott Fitzgerald, - the 
title of which, I believe, is The Liseuchanted, or some such.
One or the other of the Aswells, - perhaps Rosalyn, knew the Fitzgerald; 
which perhaps gives a good base to judge the merits of a biography 
of the man. But that brings up the point that so few people 
acquainted with a, individual really understands him much or at all, 
that I am not sure that mere acquaintance really gives muc£ more than 
a vague beam revealing a shadow. I often think of this in regard 
to many of those most closely akin to the Madam, so many of 
whom thought they knew her but so few or whom did,

*n& speaking of the ^adam brings up the matter of the 
manuscript, and I am attaching a 
Lepartment. In case you think t 
in writing to i,xr. ^atham is more 
be used Iright, with merely the 
Lyle, being omittedv

suggested letter to the Harper 
:.e. major portion of the one used 
desireable, I think it might 
first paragraph, referring to

The nice thing about the Edgar B. Stern letter is the note of 
optomism, albeit expressed negatively. I often think these days 
that the world could stand quite a bit more of the bland assurance 
char cterising both the Roosevelt and Churchill personalities, even 
during those dark days of 1940 when it never wavered. I am 
also bound to smile at Mr. Stern’s remark about the romantic 
place in which I live. In many ways it is, even as is Lew Orleans 
where he dwells with his vast wealth, but I suspect 
and the place in which we live it hinges much ohthe 
exert and the way we share it, and the world is the 
Milton created a word picture of ^han^rilar as an ideal and a hope, 
and how worth while life would seem if:more and more of this hope 
could be passed along to others. Dont you think so*

the life we live 
attitude we 
richer because Mr.

• • ♦ •
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Sunday, January 21st, 1951.

Memorandum: .
May I tell you that a svelt little package from your 

true hand reached me in Saturday’s post. About tomorrow or 'Tuesday 
my expert ribbon changer will be making his rounds and everything 
will accordingly be all ship-shape in the Underwood department.

And thank you much for the air views. It seems to me they 
are remarkably clear and although I shall treasure them for use only 
in exceptional cases, I tink they will delight everyone lucky enough 
to have the opportunity they present of catching a concept of the 
local physical lay-out

Celeste chanced to arrive at the Post Office at about the same 
time I passed that way. Your gift was in the pouch and she 
had to open it forthwith, and I was entranced at the opportunity to 
have- a cood look at the elegant Wedgew'ood item that held the 
Brownies. One ox two ^enrys were present, too, arid the clerk 
and each of us were given a sample of your elegant handiwork.
Everybody liked the food and I must say Celeste was 
enchanted by the whole business, primarily by your thought in 
thus remembering her so generously and deliciously, but the 
Wedgewood item was something she had to show everyone. Your 
suggestion that it might be inveigled from her will remain but a 
suggestion, for she declared she is going to treasure it after 
its content have disappeared, as a container for whatever to be 
always within sight and reach. It would have done your heart 
good to see how genuinely pleased she was with, the whole thing, 
and whatever she may write you regarding the pleasure it affords her, 
you may readily accept as all wool and a yard wide.

Switching to another , item in the same mail which she called 
to my attention before 1 left she post office was a letter to her 
from Essae Mae in which the latter said tin t although the Hew York 
police had set Eddy’s death ddwn as suicide, it was generally believed 
by i. friends that it-was accidental. Caroline Lruyea, the artist who 
did the jacket ofr the Louisiana Sate Guide, had received a letter 
from Mqay on the 27th and it was as gay.as could be, in. leaking 
no depression at all, and this, plus the fact tnat the body had 
been found fully clothed, suggested conclusively to Caroline that 
the thing was purely accidental*

Such was Saturday’s post, bringing unalloyed delight from
you and as si: ranee from Essae Mae.
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t 4 4-e Qf to d a ’' ' b sun, the weather was cold, and &
z;  out o~ iae - a s t  made i t  seen even o o la o i  m an _ 

. n i i l y  oroe . atered# 3Ut  t h a t  did not d i s c o u r a g e  p i l g r i m s ,
l l t >0 t n c o m  c a s e s ,  f o r  I v a s n ' t  a lone from noon u n t i l
w V  ana ae I dined • cr , s t  the f e n c e ,  my aay was p r e t t y  w e l l  
taken up with  e v e r y th in g  e x c e p t  wnat i  wanted most to ao,
v r i t e  and read  a l i a b l e *  '

But 1 d id  turn through a few pages  of tne ^ raQ1 f ’
j ^ x. ,3 T c y.xr T  T i  nd ** £LV1 8 Q U G c n  O i O t lhast mgn u, anflL,x -mîs u...vs.sy A x,-AUvo i t  an e d u c a t io niume 'c*% Xritc m&nu , u v ,, :a „ • ,iCYicto : i; ucq at the year 12hC tnrougn b a x.nme ‘ ixiv e:

ger

- mnt of those re .r.f-tle months. X suppose vvnat ranges the 
rhadin-- so fascinatiiv in jaact is .because everyone o toaay nad 
followed those stirr i . mts through a fog o:.: o . t i . i p , .
v. , . , rri.-a 0f conflicting claims, a mist of rumors anu b:.e baffling- t , up on the morrow, * ere lS now
a: i ■ -  - .. .
. individual episodes, see how they somehow ritoed m  to tue i<-

■ e \ < 'c mo t c 3 rer eroe tion
and understanding

A case in point mi. t be selected at r adorn to ill py-te 
I yave in cut mind, - any one os a aozen waul,. , u -

> one off head. X 1 , nP p  u,’ -r-ulu -J-i. ». l's _t8, • *.e my conoe;. c Oj. u & ,
!* lu xs.,0 ’■ ut .n 1 vasion. 1 renemuer soma radio commentator,

•avin ’ it was imiuent, others iy ' a. tans ..as no such mov. boa.g 
•ourljcred, u ors r .ort g u-sse . ..... t .e' u-°

-  ■ . .,
. so on. In - ■ivaMri poinc on. it was never clear-in my mind if an invasion

ml actually been coots ;ed, ° V
• .. ■■ ■ ■■ - - ■ e i-i-i .:. - - . .. ......

vhole matter seems settled in my mind, ana mere ; ^ ® lj b’xhiler , about discover3 g- authentic ccoimte stout . <***•

to
b S.

ipohen hut so as BeenDf■which so much has been 
' . . .  I.;1 av of f a c t s .

I v.-..rd one of those .bound I. b io  d i s c u s s i o n s  in  which 
fpviator Benton of u i n e c t i c u t  exchanged t i l t s  w ith  s e n a to r  
n.,«t -..nd I as f a v o r a b l y  impressed by Senator Beaton v, ora I
-rd 10- re rd over t e a i r  b e f o r e .  Xerhays i t  i s  he cause  I don’ t  
l i f e  him, but i t  soe s to :e - i . f --1 i n o l i  es  aore more eo

e t t y  p o l i t i c s  and obstr  c t io n is m  and a c e o i d i U t l y  must tend to  l o s e  
hl=. r i u  on popular appeal  Of course I t rm m  he i s  vay Oxf t i e  
trank in  m a i u t t i n i n g  t i e  Sena i f  should have a n y t h i n  to S;^ an out 
how 'any tro op s  should he s e c t  where, f o t  t  . wt, in  ray^opinion, ^ t  
-iot. for  the l'-vlelfc-bive t r h .  c h ' hut . p u r e l y . an e x e e u t i v e - m i l i  b?,ry 
matter  for  the “ oraraauder in  C h i e f s ’ - n t  l e t  me hreak oil 
s t a r t  i n  0V1 a Brownie. I t  i s  eo gooo to (have such a sample 
of  your handiwork, to  i w . u a . . . . .  v ; . r

\A-
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,TAlways in great demand, indigo immediately Became 
a highly profitable export item, and as quantities of water 
were required for processing the product land values of fucca 
and other plantations adjacent to the Louisiana water courses, 
quickly,m  rose-in price.”
or, for the last two words; "rose abruptly”.

Monday, January Bend, 1251,

Memorandum:
How nice to find your Wednesday letter in today’s post,
^nd thanks for calling my attention to the repetition in 

the indigo sentence. Perhaps the above arrangement , by
eliminating so many 'values" will fit in alright. so

1 1

I am
indebted to you for calling-my attention to this, ana. I 
hone you will always touch upon such matters, fox seldom, if ever, 
do I get an opportunity to re-read what 1 have put down, and 
on extremely rare occasions when going over the thing is possible, 
the reader, not noticing .rrors, and often halting in the reading, 
somehow spins out the business in such a fashion tnat X 
fail to rasp anything much more than the thought embraced by the 
sentence, Juriously enough this happens with most readers I 
know for' in stuff such as I knock out for eventual publication, 
it matters not the identity of the reader so that anyone passing 

may be Dressed into service, as in the indigo thing, c-aid will Yead 
it’ in such a fashion that the results obtained are .scarcely oetter 
than that accomplished by an inexperienced secretary.

In the case the present rendition doesn't seem quite up to 
standard as yet, please don t fail to touch ou the matter again 
for I am delighted at efforts to try anything over any number of 
times required, and I am unendingly indebted to you for 
never failing to act as my f*ady of the -̂ amp.

And thank you much5for all the information you sofkindly set down 
for my enlightenment on a variety of subjects. I hadn t heaid 
anything abo’qt the Sinclair Lewis business except the brief announcement 
on the air, and you know how sketchy those obituary notices are.

i
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And as for the re-marriage of «*ohn bteinbeck, I hadn’t heard 
a thing about that as I recall, he was married in .Lyle’s court
yard on Madison Street in hew Orleans in the early 1940*s, - perhaps 
1944, or thereabouts, out since then-, I have had no inkling of
how tin t venture turned out,

I am lo'okiuc forward to running through the clippi gs on
the morrow . . ' ■"

iind I am ever so indebted to you for telling rue about the 
romance of the - rents ox the lie seed ûri tirt. no'Qc o which I 
had re rd about-. Isn’t ic v.o perful Ton Tc o 1 le k or 4 hundred years' 
ago were flying about South America, - Panama to Peru and heaven 
knows where all. I am always astonished to read how people were 
gbing back and forth across the Atlantic in those years, - the 
Massachusetts folk in the 1600's seemed forever chasing back and 
forth to Aurope, a trip that consumed two or three months, I believe, 
and surely under most trying accommodations, ^nd while I realized 
the Spaniards were forever flying back and forth between: South 
American coastal towns, and Spain, somehow I never thought of them 
as galloping up and down the continent itself, which must have been 

;t --I of ?: jaunt, _ - i to •• ru, ±n thote days,
I am ulad to report that Monday’s ■cold snap eased today, 

and although there was a heavy ..frost this morning, the day rcmaind 
sunny and it was perfect for out of door occu r  ti s all day, . 
and just that 'B did, except for ten minutes wnen ^re, Coomb: and 
Ars, Pa .rchilds of the college dropped by to bring me some gold 
fish a surprise present, hr. boomer is in bed but horeslcT 
get Up shortly# The trick see..s to be to keep him from worrying 
about his ' son,.*which must put something of a strain on Ax e. Coombs who

.lift

has tu&t fete to accomplish ±n spite of the fact that it is 
her son, too, who is the object of his father’s worry, plus her 
husband’s illness to boot.

the

1 as a
strQ
or u:
from

h

1 intended mentioning yesterday I heard a pronunciation of 
air that delighted me. Around 6 o'clock on Sunday mornings, 
there is a farmer's program conducted by a negro college graduated 
connected’with the Shre sport bounty Agriculture Office, he is 
interesting when he is talking about farm problems and 
giving advise on the raising of cotton, hogs or-whatever, but 
every once in a while he takes a flight into culture that 

rule hold some element of the novel about it. He was 
ssing the necessity of constant effort to improve any task 
idertakihg., and to illustrate his point, - probably quoting 
some L, 3. U. Farm Bureau pamphlet, said quite casually:
”AS said t i n t  great artist, Michael An jeilo..... ’’
•bon1 fc you love that.

'lvi
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Tuesday, January 23rd, 1951.

Memorandum:
Your nice fat envelope, as of Friday i'alt past, arrived in 

today's post and thanks much for everything.
The way the obituary has been arranged by your clever 

fingers seems perfect to me. ^s I read it, it could not be 
‘improved. Let us consider it as complete and perfect as is,

ixno. your suggestion regarding the use of the drawings of 
the African House seems perfect to me m  precisely the spot 
vou su gested. The illustrations at that point are gust tne thing 
for the subject matter at that point, it seems to me, ana I 
congratulate you in discovering such an appropriate spot.

as regards Lora's lines, X shall ask him about that again,
I ot the impression that he failed to receive one^or two oi my 
letters along a tout the time he was ana if
he did not fail to get them, it is possible tne a i ; -  of tne 
moment impelled him to put aside response. I aian tg know about 
the difficulties he had at a couple of different periods until.
inr after they had passed and naturally would not have buraened 

h l H i t o  oornmMioMions of that character, had I hie oomxtxon.

AS regards Lr. Small, I shall chunk Caroline again, jj- have 
written her twice on that subject, ana have also communicated with 
Lr "el son of Lafayette on the point, ^rom the latter 1 have had 
no*response whatsoever, while from baroline, she side s eps n-m 
as neatly as Carolyn Hamsey does pictures. Both gals t e 
as good as gold but their lack of dependability makes much 
commerce with them extremely difficult.

And I am something of, a, bag myself for not paving done the 
lines for the Open Loor. ± guess tms must be due m  a wee .mall 
measure to my original concept of e^ ® ring it merely as a 
separate segment of the book under tne title oi ^i-- ^mmie s

Look ~  the Open Loorm - using the ratx.er exfcenaed entry in 
the beginning b p I l M S ^ o r t  number to carry the whole business
of the book. , * .

The off the beam situation, corrected by the Knipmeyer 
clinci last week was probably a little long in developing and
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as it rail concurrently with the extreme unpleasantness aroused 
■i>y the aftermath of la hataille de la bibliotheque" impelled me 
to concentrate on things out of doors and especially in 
the gardening section, - for such exercise somehow is always 
a tonic in such dual problems, 1 find.

And speaking of cnrden ng, I might as well admit that my 
fingers seem all thumbs as I pen these lines, for I have 
entangled myself in so many throny bushes and briars curing the 
past couple of weeks* that my hands and fingers while not at all 
out of whack, are nevertheless so impregnated with a flock of 
minor prickpoints an&__ scratches that they feel about like any 
place in the body does wnen uuexpecteuly be-set upon by half a 
hundred 'ants, —  annoying but nothing sufficient’ to work u p ' 
muc|i sympathy about, Tomorrow morning 1 return to ^renbourg 
to have some ploughing done on the terrace, and 1 think I shill 
were garden 1% gloves for few days, although when using my 
shears and saw, I find them_something of a nuisance.

etc.
Yes, I heard the exerts from the Barretts of impel© Street, 
, in celebration of the first % w  *ork tnearricalvhadn

■ii urn© ax i jlu ai peri or mane e. 
hoard anything aboutso grand. I 

t at participated in another celebration of
I ‘thought it was all 
the glittering crowd
the same dvent, but it all sounds impressive, what with .all 
the assortment of people from so many different walks of life,

And thanks for the hilarious story regarding Ar. a , and 
all and the sudden urge bo ex less something other than words 
as a parting gift at the ^ivera party, fhat was what I- should 
style a pure sight,

I believe I already mentioned James Aswell is doing a review of 
some kind for the bic raphy of r. Scott Fitzgerald. frankly I 
never read very far in the Fitzgerald books, although it seems to 
me 1 attempted the Great Gatsby or "xhis Side of Paradise", - which, 
if memory serves, ran serially in tut Saturday Availing lost, or some 
such. It was pop lar, - the Fitzgerald writing, along about t. e 
time An c‘ a el Arlen was also in. vogue, and while both v ere considered 
rat.,qi ood in catching the pass lug post-par scene, I personally 
ever could work up much interest. I mutt consider my reaction in 

regard to those autors sometime. Off hand 1 should say, —  without 
pausing to think much about it, - that their books represented 
Today, - the day I was living which honestly didn't interest me so 
much as pondering on Yesterday, which fascinated me, and contemplatin, 
Tomorrow. Somehow mere Today seemed a little prosaic and it seemed 
better for me to find stengt: to carry on, —  not in taking a second 
glance at what was all around me,'but rather concentrating my gaze 
on what h d gone before. But, here we are at the end of the page, and 
my evening has been blessed by the presence of your grand letter...

IBB? lihhim.mi

i

Wednesday, January 24th, 1951,

memorandum;
and so I marched to Arenbourg early to plough but returned 

immediately to plant instead.
An automobile, - and I know not whose, had jumped the 

ditched -during- the night but. had been pulled away be lore dawn.
Six hungry cows had made the most of the 

and the children. It was a little depressing 
taken out of the magnolia in the center of 
of loner limbs chewed off outers. All 
well defoliated. There were no leaves 
tlie nandinn heades. That seemed to be 
their marauding, but it was enough.

opening, —  
to see the heart 

the circle and a number 
save one Fortuni had been 
and no berries left on 
the sum and sub stance of

Back horn? , 1 immediately telephoned Alexandria for some 
replacements,- after which  ̂returned oo **renbourg ana got tne 
fence remixed. Then I set about trimming the tag encis Oj. 
the cow chewing department and setting hack all that, was 
saveabie. The peculiarity of the cow's eating habit is^ o 
•press down on the object to be nibbled, trowing the head^ forward 
and upward to break the grass or tree she happened to oe seeding 
on. You have of course noticed this tendency and undoubtedly 
pondered on the tendency it has to loosen the roots of tne smaller 
hednes etc. Well, these that could be saved were re-set, 
and those that coulan t be, were immeidately replaced wit -.new 
Plantit is pleasant to report that none of the other ch_Idien were 
effected by the on-siaught and what with the weatner mi la and 
things so promptly put back in oruer, I believe all the 
"children'1 have a good chance at a come ..ack. a s  i o x  ray m i ,

■ht without too much rocking.shall easily fall asleep ton!
Ad Hand dropped by for ;• few minute's at noon, or just before. 

He was on his way for a business luncheon  ̂-mtchileches.
He spoke . of. his father uid said he is going to his qilice 
and maintains a happy disposition for about .four days in a iow, 
after which a depression usually sets in fox a day ox^two, but 
that he comes out of it alright. Ad sat, s my letter^ have always 
meant something special to his f ther, - which is_ some uning 
»■ ’

i*
t
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of a surprise, for i don’t recall he ever acknowledged any or 
made any reference to them, out if this he the cate, i -nail
Iry to dror him'one every once in a while, - iu is so easy 
®o do u ifc lr ali’a . ' sure to chat with him either
directly or indirectly, • ■ . ■

The enclosure from the ilormon pen is illmiuating, for f 
as indicated in my yesterday’s memo, little -iee JJormon uoesn t 
bother to answer -inouiries out saves such uni mp ore ant. • t igi ng s 
until she sees one, “which is usually within a year. I shall 
acknowledge her letter tonight, repeating the inqui y about 
hr. Small and shall nut that at the top of things to inquire 
flout when I see her curing the middle of -the oomin^ week.

I ar
I f memory serves, t i; e i r ,, u est, 
ago, had but recently gotten v

broken a couple of angles, 
her 80 odd years, Pernaps

oh on her 
jJ;e walked with d 
he will do makin^

3t 64m, 'when here a 
feet after having 
fficulties for 
a. better go of

it this time, I hone, wondered at her energy last year, for 
it seemed wonderful to me a millionaire with boxhen angles, 
living in an elegant plantation home in the Guarleston area 
would bother to go scouting through the Briarwood countryside^

In my yesterday’s note, X ne^lectea. to thank, you fox telling 
me of the ueath of . Goddard who dxx did the script for
The Terils of -auline. X had not heard of it, ana, even as
did vou, X found it odd that that sue,]set, - the xerils^, - should
haxVe suddenly sprung up. out-.of. no .where at; just c oout the
time, another angle to too piece was unrolling, ’

I am considerably behind on my reading out I am hoping 
o e midnight sitting to sleepy for work:, troo wakeful fox 

I to? y read a page or two. -at ge post orfice today 1

X  w ./ ’  -U. .1-4. v  w A *  w  - , - - " r

"Lead kindly Li -ht""which, I know, is a bio r.aphy of the great 
-HiOTTlSu^^ to me X heard the author’s name
mentioned at the time of Gandi's death, perhaps ti.e author was 
in India at the time. We shall eventually see.

But time is marching, and X must knock, off a couple of 
letters before calling it a day, and so **■ shall eventually 
terminate t- is êrno at this point

hmy-g-̂ gp ' . ':; . ;g ;g :; \

i shall sleep the better knowing things are to rights 
up tin- road, and in a d?ay or two X shall uno.or take the ploughing 
I negl.cted today. The weatuer is just right at the moment, 
and may you be ble to say as much fox your ow n good r. elf *.. • • •

mum
.

AwrvX

Thursday , January s5th, 1951.

Memorandum:
Another marvelous day, neither too warm nor too chi ly, and 

just right for rather strenuous physical labor.
There .was the weekly-Knipmeyer call, but aside from 

that, there were no pilgrims, and so lots could be accomplished
in the gardening department.

diemenee dropped by for a moment, however. She wanted 
to leave t~Ti’ttie note for the Old Age Tension Brueau, advising
a change of address. She is thinking of moving up the road 
in the Cognac ne Lghbhood, the better to ’’tans care of ̂
Manuel ’ s cousin”. X at he x thu c r Oi i ft nee mus c o c cudding 
satisfactorily, and I am entranced that at her age she is
experiencing the self-same impulses usually attributed to 
more tender years.

Pat came home for the iniu^term vacation 
him the rother of the no-■ overseer, a youth 
L. d. U. I am so glad the bro tiers eoult ha 
visit and it was pleasant for the -student to 
sis hr e is e - 1 s ■ ear" to ;.ead out later for Port 
their mother. Bike Pat, the student is ex 
receive "Greetings” from the President along 
and so fax as civilian rime is concerned, it 
ore bound to feel a little - suspended during 
of school with the inevitable r.rmy beckoning 
as their haw diploma is handed them.

, blimp iug with 
studying law at 
ve this little 
be able to boir ow 
.boxth to visit 
pecting to 
in April, 
seems to me they 

these final months 
to them as soon

Little old - êwis Jones was called for his physical this 
r>ast week. Since ttfe deatFof hie step father, Clarence Compton,
a year or so ago, little Lewis has been running the 
-lant tion, — ~just below St. ^ugustin’s there across the 
river. It seemed like suite a job ior such a slip 0- 
youth, - I suppose the plantation is from l,a00 to k,0CQ0 
acres, but he seems to have done tn*.- job alright.

It only brings to the fore the realization^ti at 
it must be difficult to mane a draft law that will o erate 
to perfection, for in the pr,sent instance, it would seem
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as though the youth would really he rendering a greater 
service in the field of national production while on 
the farm than doing a lot of Sounds Bight business for 
the next 27th month.

Another day has elapsed without any ploughing being 
done at ^renbourg, out that will be taken care of"in 
good time, for there is certainly no rush about that,•and 
I preferred to devote all my time to at “conning to t i.s
”c Udien1'. I am so cloa the Leather is mild and _________
ti- t obey can ”ge t bacn on tueir feeet”, so to s . .k, before 
any cold snap strikes them-before they get re-established.

I discovered I was a little
to sleep irimei lately last night, 
from the ’’lead Kindly 11 .ot'1 volume.

too tired phyBicall to go
and so I read a few wages

1 though twere i
seem t< 
Preface

Iin.du religion, necessary, X
an e: cellsnt vo 1 ume ,
considerable.extent devoted to 
expect, for
but somehov two b ographical section doesn't seem to 
get to goinj. real briskly until a fairly extensive 
section of the

u der ta ing the way of life of the Mahatma

book has been absorbed.
In a way it reminds me in that respect of the 

G-. 3. S.had, in writing a Preface, as in the case 
"Saint Joan” tul mas utter than the play itself.

tendency
of

m
i’r om the ene-1 osure y ou wi 11 no to another ex cell e nt —  "b ' 

of the unusual coherence in the mind of the lady penning the 
lines, X must make a note to advise her regarding the 
coming into flower of the Chinese magnolias, which 
will be put off, however, as long as possible.

A note from Mrs. ho Homan came to hand in today’s post, 
too, Xt contained a transcript of the article done a ween 
ago covering Melrose, rom the point of view of a render who 
n I o a e^be tT. orally in forested because of its racial ante cedants. 
It will go off to if -j A<egro Bige t shortly, although 
I ray nor ;.et *,n oppor tunity to put my 0. on the ueriat 
before the beginning of the week.

ihe
ar tides

Bigest is
- one afc 

C h u r c d but i know 
The account of the
and so things spin, 
lots of Sleep be fof

supposed to nave a couple of other 
nt J lenience and one about the *
not when they are intending publication.
Chapel of the d e e  sea dux tin will be next 

But I must fold for now, and get
v :,<w. f i n and lots of **r•:ubu-ra....

L

> rvj ^  7
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Frid a y , J a nit a r y k G t h , 1951.

Ire mo rancira: ? ■ ,

fhe.weather continues marvelous, the sky cloudless, 
the thermometer ,at just the right point,to suggest -obs 

o : ozone, in the'air with resulting e irgy in abundance'.
But the seas of narcissus spreading all over the place 

in January seems a little odd, for usualy by this late d te 
they have passed their prime. The Chinese magahclXas are 
beginning to unfold their pink petals, out the weather man 
says another cold wave is rolling in this direction for 
the week end, so some of the more advanced blossoms will be 
’’cooked” , I suppose, by the time a new week is under way,

Celeste toon ^aaam Regard to South Louisiana today, ana 
returning tqi or row rorni ., will set off with J. n, for 
Cleveland on Saturday noon. The radio spoke of some 
place in Illinois w ere today tne thermometer tumbled fiom 
‘ 70 to 12 within a few hours, so X reckon those heading 
.forth from here will have the sensation of making it from 
s framer to winter in a single jump.

Everything in the gardening de t ent went «aiong 
satisfactorily today. I did get a bang on the inside 
of my rist that brought up a swelling as big as a hen's egg, 
but that will be alright by morning. I was sawing off
a -wmb that somehow got out of hand and flew back at me 
but x was glad it whacked me w ere the hand and 
h.tu - vet and not w ere the bead and neck joinsmt.

t;
Of course there 
dispatch, and

ere pilgrims, but 1 got rid of t.fem 
>. by a; 30 1 was ready to use social
amenities as au excuse to slow up any way. At that hour the
Presbyterian minister and his wife passed thi . , and as I
had never met them befsSre, it seemed appropriate t t  X 
pive ti.em a little, go-round and suspend garueniu

show Id

regardless, 
be

I be l ieve  the i r  n 
ieye .they are lex as bred I 

and interested, in nothing much 
sight seeing arid .we dida11 get 
I pave a feeling they will

or dlaxyj
activities

and "'l

oe

am© i s  _  _____
f ound them ,p'leasant peop 1 e 
thi t X had to offer by way of 
far in conversation either*

coiaiUc. hue a from rime te time,
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for although they understood little they saw or heard, I 
believe they were favorably impressed, and i somehow 
got the impression,they both may have oceans of time on 
their hands so that some place where .they can waste an afternoon 
will off considerable appeal to them.

In appearance, the wife puts me in mind of that girl-who 
played hurlett in Gone with the hind. During .trieir hour’s 
sitting* X, think, she said three things, - "Yes", "Ho", 
and ”l don fc know", Uf course such an audience, quiet and non- 
commun cat£ve, offers,one a splendid opportunity to try out 
old and new jokes, pointless stories, etc. , but I have 
enough people to exercise such things one, with the added 
advantage of receiving some kind of reaction, and while it 
is true that I didn't mind airing my wisdom on Grandpa on 
occasion, still there seems to be something inordinately 
dumb about doing the same thing to people..

Of course such personalities .afford a chance to let the 
im^gintion do lots of things in the pauses in conversation 
and I found myself recalling that while in prison, bouis XVI 
had a valet whose name was Clary or Glory, and so I pictured 
the Reverend in the role of royal valet, and as the Reverend 
has a wooden leg or wears a race or some such, I began 
p cturing to myself how difficult it must be for a man with 
such a physical handicap to devote himself to the needs 
of an imprisoned monarch, ana. before I knew it, Yucca had 
become the Temple, the bresbyterina minister the valet and 
I, in my role of fascinated observer of the unrolling of 
History, found the whole end of the 18th century cascading 
before me, which seems to be one way of getting through 
a dull sitting- t- .at is bound to occur in the best of 
well imgulatad social contacts from time to time.

It was good to hear from Miss He Hie and I am glad 
she seems so cheerful.

Isn't it too bad they have finally demolished lawyer’s Row 
in the Bluff City. I must write this news to Dora, for 
he' anc. I both felt this was one of the more delicious 
survivals of the ante helium period slap in the heart 
of "atchez.

I was a little disappointed to learn they had 
re-built the Brest1sRouse on the lower level at 
Connelly's tavern,-for it is such a gaunt structure, I 
envisioned it atop the highest point of land, and so looking 
taller than tall. In in presebi situation, one will be 
.able , I suppose, to look down on its roof from the Tavern, 
which is ever so much higher, but of course the fact that 
it has been saved is enough to be thankful for....

1648

Qfyli

Sunday, January 28th, Idol

Memorandum:
Along about noon today our fine Spring weather came to 

an end as the. cold wave began blowing in from the 'Jest and Horth.
It really didn’t blow, - just getle little breezes,^but the 
more striking because of their ieey quality that made little 
paths along through otherwise solid chunks of balmy atmosphere.

The Weathex Bruea at dawning had predicted a drop in the 
thermometer to about 26 degrees before the morrow, and thus with 
such an advanced notice, I found ample opportunity to wrap up 
everything that might.be effected by uch a change, had I 
found sheets ten times the usual size, I. might have slipped 
them ove the Chinese magnolias which are already braving the January 
ti1st, but, as you know, the trees ar too vast and too numerous to 
do anything about unless one’s name and possessions were Mingling.

Celeste and J. a. got off Saturday afternoon about 1:30. There
seemed to be some doubt as,to just where they would catch the 
train carrying the Rural Bleotrification people to Cleveland. I 
believe the train itself started from Shreveport, but they 
cut...across country to Monroe, and J. H  said they would catch it 
at Jackson, Miss if they failed to arrive in Monroe on tine.

It is pleasant to report that my wrist has returned to normal 
proportions and although still a little game, is all but as 
good as before. I shall favor it a little for the next few days 
and it will be as good as new.

This provides me with an excuse fcodo more things than ever 
in a left handed manner, even playing tne Reading *”■ cr.ine in such 
a manner. Bast night I dipped into "Bird ox Flight*by M. kali, 
and found the collection of little essays nicely dolSe• Mr.^Kall
uses as home base a little old house in Burgundy, and does quite 
a few sketches about the history or the town, its contemporary 
inhabitants and so on. &nd then the first thing one knows, one is 
in Siam, having a look at tropical fish and such like, which is 
really suite a jump from the Burgundian country siae_, but I 
am under the impression these little side trips are out incidental 
and that the author will ret rn home for a loon around from' time 
to time. It seems to me I read something by the same author 
a couple of years ago, but L don t remember the name of t e volume,
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It was a pleasant surprise to have the Hands make a visit 
this afrernoon, for what with the weather being "air-ish”,
I..scarcely expected they would venture so far afield. I thought
the doctor seemed a little morose on arrival, hut the sun
came bursting through shortly, and conversation flowed along
gaily.I think you would have loved his hat, which was a little
Scotch number, round-round, with the pancake top of
dark blue and the. inch brim of plaid. Somehow he su-eest.ed-.
a 60 j s x oli he by, if one .can imagine such, -.very once
in ” tr c:,.y~note in costume that is really qtrite
refreining.glad to rear him say he had been asked to act as
Judge as some Canelia ahon, I believe, - the meeting being
held in hew OrJeans so ,etime in February, ne aoesn t mind
flyin ■ • rout the country, and his interest in flowers ana.people
sho Id afford him uch pleasure, not only in actually being present
but also in looking forward to the event.

Madam Hand was impressed by ti.e settling, of the new tilt that 
!' as develo d in the floor at Yucca, puring tne past movith, 
tine foundation alou tne point from whence I write lowered 
noticeably which gives .me pause to contemplate the most propitious 
time to do some thing about it. A reisteuce movement to doing 
anything for any of the local units, growing in intensity since 
la battaille de la bibliotheque would suggest that it is 
better to let _ tillage room along for the present, kith the 
ere sent talk about increased taxation and allied subjects, it 
mil bo easier t x  the minority group to slow up processes, and 
sometimes-it seems as though the establishment of a residence 
up the road might eventuate that much sooner. It doesn't seem 
to make ch ense in , yet I recall tuo words of

to say that 
a j 0- c n;'-.t

it was only through her own leLal status that kept things
from being leveled and me grouno ploughed for cotton-or some such.

X3SCU t s . ru u v  i i  ■ k . w  i-u K v w  x  %x  ' v  v i  -&r- ■ **• j  - *.-*-** ^  . *. -j  y a o

. U C£d o ^  plantation mistress who was want t
- - ■ a s h o p o 1 e s s t o p g m • r o i e t; o. t1 #e "on e t r a c ke d mi n d ,

- ■ ̂ . .... e ■ -• . 1 iBut hope curings eternal and it is poe hole ti.at things, 
after read ing t of a low, may rise ac ai a , and so one
holds si, adxast to such possibilities and maintains an aceutomed 
pace, and mindful withal th t faith is a marvelous foundation 
and, to quote tre little doctor, "the wonderful thing about 
miracles is that they sometimes do harmen".

In exploring tne weather reports from the Horth, the 
extent of the present cold wave seems to reach beyond the Canadian 
border, with trie promise the snow and sleet, arriving here 
tomo rcw, folio ton it* cold, rig cpntirme 1 ae-.fini oely.
I nr .. ; t o. ... 11 cut off tie power li,*es, kw , even
so, the .heat situation will-be intact, ana while the radio and 
read;nc ;< chi ce may not run very well on ca ule power, s till 
the Under' jo g  ought to jog aloug _ t fcvs coal oil, a M
:o we he . i r , . 3  our feathered frie i :tg elr food,
and I my furred sli vers.......

j-J
i

Jl
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Monday , Junuar y • 29 if , 1951.

Me or nduii; , ' ., ‘ : ;
'■ *11- of today1 s mail, and r L.ht on top your M r  Mail, lies 

snugly in my locked armoir.
It has been sleeting 11 g, Murre ver c out from

his. home on the bayou, half way to Little Hiver , and Mr. Brew 
is bogged down in «.lex*: idria. although the Weather Bureau doesn't 
say anything like it, perhaps a breeze will surge up from the 
direction of the &ulf on the morrow and bring summer back again.

I'll bet Briarwood must be well iced under and probably 
little miss.Mormon and her associates will remain stationary
beyond the Wednesday or Thursday period, as mentioned in her 
last letter.

She has always declared she wouldn t live in a house where
birds and squirrels,' - those are the only ' things s - nod, —  
couldn't have easy access. Under obtaining conditions, she ought 
to have,an aviary and meuag_rie combined

And sneaking of our furred friends, wasn't it pleasant to. 
bump into Mr. -mdubon in the current issue of Life It is pleasant to 
read the suggestion, too, that Congress may underline this hundredth
ann i V e ary of M s  de a fe h in 16 51. NoW that ! we have ~ eventually
settled where he painted Mary 'Walworth's: deer, wouldn't it be 

nice to know vrecisely where he executed the paint Iags of the 
Black Squirrels. To tell you the truth, I never think of Audubon 
as venturing up"the Hudson Valley much further than 125th or 130th Street 
but I reckon he may have combed the wnole empire state Actually, if 
he didn't, it seems to have been about the only spot this side of 
the Hocky Mountains that he didn't cover, for he certainly 
was a gentleman who got around. -

In the department of our finned friends, after giving them 
a bit of supper, for which they probably weren't too anxious, I 
covered St. Giggin's pool with a blanket, the point of the Saint's 
spear assisting in creating a fine canopy that will provide fine 
shelter for both the Saint and his wards, for the blanket is 
sufficiently adequate to drape nicely to the mill stone base. Sven 
the fan tales in the aquarium here by my desk seem-to have taken up the 
idea of hibernation, but as it is warm inside and within easy range 
of the butaine, they will get through the wintry blasts readily 
enough.

sail

' • a
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Two instances yesterday impressed me with the an 
status of recording sound, It is vague in my mind as 
hr. Edison first caught the human voice and sealed it 
probably in the lc70’s or 18801s, 3e that as 
mentioned his'surprise when he ran across.the

iient 
to when 
in wax, - 

it may, hr. Band 
voice of ad e Lina ■

in a s'tack of -old reoords someone gave him the other day. I am 
under r.ha iG w t e s s io n  uatti made .act .5->r s t  *:■ow on-the- concert- s-t-age 
sometime in the 1850fs or early ’6Q's which puts her within reach 
of the magic of Edison ±n her maturity, apd yet somehow it seems 
remarkable that this should be so, - and especially t t it should 
have survived the hazards of chance after all .these years.

And chen, when half asleep, my radio going full tilt along 
about 11:30, I half heard the announcer introduce the recorded 
speech of Mark, twain, surely a contemporary- of Tatti, although 
I am not certain of his birth and death dates. Mid so^there.was 
old Samuel Clemens or fir. Twain, talalmp away at a greater ate, 
and although the record wasn’t too clear, still I am glad 
the announcer didn't decide is "was not up to oroadcasfc 
■standards", or whatever their favorite excuse is for^tuning 
out something or other, hasn't it oo.d.tnat two points, so un
related, Should have come to the surface on the same day, I 
must write nr. Band and tell him he had better be brushing up on his 
humorist : s well as his songstress,

I must remark on one aspect of sleet storms in this 
area - ii iei; Ives a more 'renounced impression than in more 
Northern. places, for while there is no difference in the effect 
of the sleet on the trees and bushes, still the effect in this 
area seems more profound because of the luxuriance of .the growth.
By first dark tonight, for example, the bamboo.hedges were . 

loss than half their usual height, the ice having weighed 
'them down to such a point that huge masses of the greet} walls 
were at right angles, and in some places the tops were 
actually resting on the ground. Where pive oaas and other evergree 
stand in isolated places, the effect, while noticeable, is no 
dliferent from the impression given to isolated fir trees any 
where, but the unusdai concentration of unusually tall conglomerati 
of Jraen-.ry somehow niters t.oc accustomed sky line, thus seeming 
to create an entirely new perspective.

Tonight * e radio reg'or tee sy- eaches being made at the convention 
in dleveluud of the Aural Electrification units from all sections 
of the country. One point made was the need for more than a 
million additional telephones in various rural communities of 
the nation, I have no doubt this is true, but 
it seems to me that at this moment one hundred 
people need nothing quite so much as a gradual 
all over t.ie country......

ns
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at ’the same, time 
fifty million 
..arming process
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Tuesday, January 30th, 1951,

®p;,

Memorandum:
I don’t chie if the publishers like it or don’t line it, 

or if 'the nub lie laps it up or not, - as for myself I
am simply entranced with your books, and £ always snail.

Your E r v L s gift rrived in 11 is morning’s oso, 
all . sound, i honestly ha n't ur.. i ed of its
nature, so t f l it served both >s a Ehristmas gi It as eii 
as a surprise.

The bindings are so elegant, it is if a -.1 astro orely
to nick it up, opened or unopened, Mid then when one begins
exploring the contents and sees the grand arrangement you have 
worked out, it it - Ig . w; -fleet.

It. will ... T . be . ... ree o slight to me, because
everyti Lng about it is you, and when better^books are made, 
no one but-yo will make them, for nothing in this world e Id 
, . ; .  g . c u .-.aid you in--vs set.

What with the atmosphei and all being out of joint, 
these last, days have been brimming over with problems, out 
somehow ever fch ig .. is so -hack in balance again, win u 
with the advent of your gift an cl your two me - sages.

The.latter, contained in yesterday’s Air ^ial, were
absorbed late this afternoon, and it was grand to 
have news of what was stirring in your neighborhood, as oi
. the doth, and just so long as I ®ov- th.-.t you are 
alright, that is all that matters.

Long before this late d be, the r .turn of winter has ̂ 
undoubtedly reached your neighborhood, The theri.ometer did 
not go about the 20’s today, and tonight it^will be down 
in the teens. Ice pellets and sleet sprinkled down all day, 
turning to ice, if not already that, irmnediafcely one touching 
anything it struck, I wad to do a few things out or doors 
but it didn’t get a chance to cane up much on me At the 
store it seemed odd to see. automobiles with^fc^eix wind shields
completely iced over and.tonight Eugene xelo ^or hi s ̂ Lome in
town well be fore darkness settled down, - orxVing will oe so 
difficult.

1 ■ f
J
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f was to be expected, toe electric Current vas cot
during tn-, morning, but, as was not to be e: -acted, it 
v as nir culonsly restored scire time in the afternoon. I 
am whole in. fciie ti.on nt oha.t cx<> sjumg i titieiies rinci.

i ... tn v- iju u ;• y.. i u ucx ore radio tiros,
but if trey do, 1 ■ ; - ■ - -
* id so I shall not mind too much. t rally I am nrinst 
iwtere ted in v«hat the V/e either -bureau may nave to osier 
-.s._- os a 1st up in the Jack Prost dopartmei.it, out a lew 
nor© or le ss-- wont ■ mat uer so mu oil either way. i suppose 
find ti9 absence os runninu w?ter the most striking feat 
e cold - 11 in -»-Q| i si ana, cut ceioix e iter as cut
1 i 3.1 e d r tub, id so am 11 o ve nd bail in i t 
o to y y. .n, f: ici one ts usco to ti at soon enough.

i

Pi
ily’
by
daysTI
ure of 
off,
eadup,

I am enclosing the 1:00 o’clock hour of t_._ him- - T- hi c, 
written on botn . ‘  ̂ ~ -c, - - ■ L i-1-

eat, I am hoi pi knock
..I.?f: .■.j xe . , tly, ' o e may bring that • ection ox the 

book to completion as rapidly as possible. .If, in any of the 
aterial, you inn „ • rror In ti e, or 1. anything seems 

reseated ox extraneous, or better if cut down, or in any way changed, 
you will of course feel prefertctly free to make whatever alterations 
suit you best. And if any o. the • . fceri&l needs clarification
or re-\-x It:. ng on my pa. i1, p 1 
f i n { e ra on the sp ot o i spots.

:eei oui m ree to out the

The book, review, which .makes up Lor a1s letter, manes the 
story sound interesting, fnis volume was reviewed on the last 
record of Talking hook Topics so it is available in that form I 
, oc-ut if 1 get around to read it, but should it come to hand 
sometime when nothing else happens to be here, I shall enjoy 
sampling a page or two

When the 01crys were here on Friday, I inquired about 
Cra and was told she nad gone to lew Orleans to some clinic or 
other. On Monday hugene told me he had seen Ora and her husband 
at ti.e basketball game at the college on Saturday nieht. from 
this I take it that somebody must have been wrong, and I hope 
it was the Olerys.

But I must break off for this sitting, and shortly I 
am -going to leap into my nice warm bed and really get thawed 
out, hor‘n.. the while that the Tuesday uitht radio program may 
hold a fev:'lau.ghs, - on the prior ■ sumption, of course , that 
tie high-power lines just plain hold. It has been such a happy 
Chr'-st -.as day for me. I love your book and shall always bless you....

I s' \AaA ToJ&x,
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Wednesday, January 31st, 1151.

Memor andum;
I reckon I need scarcely call your attention to the 

fact that a roving secretary passed this way to assist in 
getting the Underwood properly rigged up with the 
contents of the package recently .coming to hand from 
little Miss Lee of Lyme. As a result, it must be much easier 
for you to pursue the written word, and as for me, it is 
ever so much easier to determine if anything at all has 
been scrawled on the otherwise seemingly blank page.

Of the enclosure, - 2:00 o’clock, - it may be 
pretty sketchy, in as much as there were several interruptions. 
The final sentence, when half completed, escaped my memory 
completely, what with several hours interruption, and so 
I wrote a new one which I attach to the sheet itself, so that 
the last sentence on the page m&y be omitted entirely and 
the appended one substituted. I had hoped to get the 
entire hour on a single page double spaced, but discovered 
toward the end that tha would be impossible, — hence the 
single spacing toward the end. As recommended in yesterday's 
Memo, do anything you will with the thing, and if it 
turns out to be quite unuseable, just send it back and I 
shall take another whack at it* _ t

Last night neither I nor the high power wires "held the 
thought” with sufficient tenacity. An atompsheric 
penomenon developed along about midnight, when the thermometer 
for about a mile into the air from the ground registered in 
the teens, while tf warm current of air overflowed the 
lower cold mass, producing a violent display of lightening 
flashes and a cannonade of thunder while the snow and 
ice pellets cascaded upon us with abaondon. In the midst 
of it all, the high power lines snapped and since then we 
have had no electricity, and pobably shall not have for 
several days what with all the lines down along the 
Joyeous Goasi.

Tonight the thermometer is A 9 above and the African 
House looks particularly wintery, with its roof a great solid 
mass of snow, withtransparent "daggers” of ice fringing 
the eaves. The tall palm by the old store looks ever so odd, 
too, for with accumulating weight from the freezing rain,
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Wednesday, Jan u ary  3 1 s t ,  1151.

Memorandum;

I  reckon  I  need s c a rc e ly  c a l l  your a t t e n t i o n  to  the  
f a c t  t h a t  a ro v in g  s e c r e t a r y  passed t h i s  way to  a s s i s t  in  

g e t t i n g  the  Underwood p ro p e r ly  r ig g e d  up w ith  the  
c o n te n ts  of the  package recen tly ,.com ing  to  hand from 
l i t t l e  Miss Lee of Lyme. As a  r e s u l t ,  i t  must he much e a s i e r  
fo r  you to  pursue the  w r i t t e n  word, and as f o r  me, i t  i s  
ever  so much e a s i e r  to  determ ine  i f  any th ing  a t  a l l  has  
been scraw led  on the  o therw ise  seem ingly  b lan k  page.

I aiii •Qn c l os inp, th p 1:00 0 ’ e l o c k hour of 4-bhe. Time

rHFH e ,
ox i t 0n hot ft s i d e  S;.0] t.b.e is, e e t ,  tj.e yo wi l 1 ■ s ...0 b 8 . I f
t n i ’ g- 0 0 U ui  nu a s ■ a b px e s e nt , 1 am- ii o o .. u- ' c h . t 0 kno ch of f
sev e r a i ii ou r s sh 0 r t l y , . ■ e may b r .11lg th t ■ e 0 t i on of t  he
0 00 k to c orr:p 1 6 t i on as X "• i d l y a s po SI i  h i  e • I f 9 i n an y of th e
hi a t er i  a 1, y OU f i l,q any error i ii t i,.ie or 1X ao y th ing s a a m s

ch a n g ed ,rep e t i t ed or ex b 1 aneous > or he t t e r i i cut ci ot. n , or i n a ny way
you wi 1“iX. of C 0ur se f e e X pi e i er t e t l y free t 0 li'icixhe . wha te vex a l t 6 r <x G X 0 ii w

t you 0 c e t . ii net i  x r,ry b u Y". p; 5©xl-a ■j. 66 Qw . e l s n f  i c s t i 011
or n 3 -  V x i t i on my ; -L- T 

L' 1 ■6 a 86 fee l '  pui t e i x 6 e to pu t t he
0- e r a ou i he pop  kJ x ot  or ; o t s .

The _ hook re v i e w ,  . w i . i  eh ke £ ,  u p Bora t w .. l e t e r , j § ke s C fi e
Story  souud i u t e r e s t i n 6 •

71,
This,  "volume was rev iew ed  on the  l a s t  

g ' s o  i t  i s  a v a i l a b l e  i n  th a t  formrecord  or T a lk in g  -Oook t o p i c  
O'.tt i f  1 g e t  around to  read i t ,  but should  i t  come t o  hand 

sometime when noth  1 rim e l s e  hap re ns t o  be h e r e ,  I s h a l l  enjoy
sailipl i.nc>■ ■£i pa ge or two

VIh tm the Q lerys were here on Fx id, a y , I i cruired a 'bout
Gra and u a £ t o ld  s 116 Ii fid gO u6 co .Sew Or i e 4-Uo some c l i n i c  ox
ot.rl e r ,* 0;:i Mon ci ay Bug e ue t o l d me he had i s ee.n 0 r a and il ex husband
at tm2 \j ‘cii3 net b a l l gar16 ci t the c o l l e g e on  ̂fi tux day n i . ;lht . j?r om

ti :i s I tr i t  th at some ho dy mus t hciV 0 t je e n m 10 Ug , all d I hope .
i t w a !S 1m e B l e r y s .

But I must bream o f f  fo r  t h i s  s i t t i n g ,  and s h o r t l y  I
PaIu 0 J. ug o i—1 H* CT O my n i c e  warm bed and xea l l y  g e t  thawed
o u t , ho pi u_ the w h i l e t  hi t  the fuei"day n ig h t  i ad i o crop.ram may
h o ld ci X 6 ia u a h s ,  - on c h e p x i  o x sump t i o n , of  c o u r s e , t h a t
tne h igh  •power l i n e s jus t e l - i n  h o l d . 11 ha s been such a happy
Ghr' stmas da> fo r  me. X lo v e  your hook. and eh a l l  a l  ays  b l e s s  ;

Qf the  e n c lo s u r e ,  -  2;00 o * c lo ck ,  -  i f  may be 
p r e t t y  sk e tc h y ,  in  as  much as th e re  were s e v e r a l  i n t e r r u p t i o n s .  
The f i n a l  s e n te n c e ,  when h a l f  com pleted , escaped my memory 
c o m p le te ly ,  what w ith  s e v e ra l  h o u rs  i n t e r r u p t i o n ,  and so 
I  w ro te  a new one which 1 a t t a c h  to  the  sh e e t  i t s e l f ,  so t h a t  
th e  l a s t  sen tence  on th e  page may be om itted  e n t i r e l y  and 
th e  appended one s u b s t i t u t e d .  I  had hoped to  g e t  the  
e n t i r e  hour on a s in g le  page double spaced , b u t  d isc o v e re d  
toward the end t h a t  th a  would be im p o s s ib le ,  — hence the  
s in g le  spacing  toward th e  end. As recommended in  y e s te rd a y * s  
Memo, do any th ing  you w i l l  w i th  the  th in g ,  and i f  i t  

t u r n s  out to  be q u i te  u n u se ab le ,  j u s t  send i t  back and I 
s h a l l  tak e  an o the r  whack a t  i t .

t

L a s t  n ig h t  n e i th e r  I  nor the  h ig h  power w ire s  "h e ld  the 
th o u g h t” w ith  s u f f i c i e n t  t e n a c i t y .  An a tom psheric  
penomenon developed a long  about m id n ig h t ,  when the  therm ometer 
f o r  abou t a m ile  in to  the  a i r  from the  ground r e g i s t e r e d  in  
th e  t e e n s ,  w h ile  a’ warm c u rre n t  of a i r  overflowed th e  
lower co ld  m ass, p roducing  a v i o l e n t  d i s p la y  of l ig h t e n in g  
f l a s h e s  and a cannonade of thunder w hile  th e  snow and 
ic e  p e l l e t s  cascaded upon us  w ith  abaondon. In  th e  m idst 
of i t  a l l ,  th e  h igh  power l i n e s  snapped and s in c e  th en  we 
have had no e l e o t r i o i t y ,  and pobably' s h a l l  no t  have fo r  
s e v e r a l  days what w ith  a l l  the  l i n e s  down a lo n g  the  
Joyeous Ooasi.

to n ig h t  th e  thermometer i s  'a 9 above and the  A fr io a n  
House looks  p a r t i c u l a r l y  w in te ry ,  w ith  i t s  r o o f  a g r e a t  s o l id  
mass o f snow, w i th t r a n s p a ie n t  "d ag g e rs” of i c e  f r in g in g  
the  e av e s .  The t a l l  palm by the  o ld  s to re  lo o k s  ever  so odd, 
t o o ,  f o r  w ith  accum ulating  w eight from the  f r e e z in g  r a i n ,
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the great palm leaf fans have gradually sagged so as to 
become one great solid chunk, of polished emerald, looking 
like a block of malachite palancing a-top a glazed brown 
pillar of stone.

The great oak continues to sag and I have aawed off 
more of the branches that have entangled the wires leading 
to the old lantern on the post at the beginning of the 
brick walk in front of the big house.

As at Melrose, so is everything at Arenbourg quite 
flat, inelu ing the magnolias with their great wide leaves which 
seem to gather up so much ice in each individual green unit.
But the flexibility* of the grandiflora branches enables 
them to bend almost double without breaking, and while 
some of the smaller live oak* at Melrose have split at the 
base, I believe all ours at arenbourg are going to make 
it undamaged. * ' *w ■ V -") . ■ ■ ■■ t , '

It goes without saying that the birds have been 
patronising th^ feeder in droves. Your gift was sheer 
inspirational ror them, or many of them without your 
mana would have perished uhn questionably. In fact it is 
almost impossible for the birds to get anything to eat at all 
under existing circumstances, for the sleet on the ground formed 
an ice cake about an inch thick, and this covered by the 
snow that followed, sealed off the ground completely. And 
then, as the thermometer went lower, all weeds and grasses,
Yupon trees and nandina bushes, - the two latter with their 
clusters of berries, - were shortly after covered in crystal 
that looked as though they had been dipped in moulton glass and 
allowed to cool. This ofi course, completely sealed off 
any chance of the birds getting to the berries and seeds 
enclosed in the glass and under present circumstances there 
just aren’t any insects flying about. So much for a snow
bound Gane Biver, and you may readily judge for youself how 
much the feeder for the birds has meant to them.

As for myself, I have been fairly busy irfost of the day, 
making rounds between here and 'Arenbourg to lend a hand to 
whatever shrub or your tree that looked as though the shaking 
off of some of its accumulated ice might ’ease the strain 
under which.it labored, giving an eye to branches that 
might further damagg the current-less electrical wires, etc., 
but I have alternated my time by returning to the 
butaine at intervals, to sit for a while to revel in sheer 
pleasure in holding and turning through your perfectly grand 
Ohristmas present...... .

M-3889 in the Southern Historical
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Col lection, 
TO

Thursday, February 1st, 1951.

Memorandum:
How nice to find your Friday—Saturday last past letter in 

today’s post.
And so the snow reached you a little before it dipped down 

this way. Ho hope you didn’t get much and that it has all 
disappeared from the main thoroughfares at least before now.

I am sorry 1 missed the nice musicpl program from Washington 
you mentioned. And thanks f©£ telling me of the whereabouts, as 
of last Saturday, of our favorite Piano Quartet. I shall see what 
I can do about sampling it this week, but if I miss it an 

' Saturday, I shall continue fishing about in the ether waves on 
the succeeding to nights, and perhaps I shall catch up with 
it at some hour in the regions between Des Moines and San Antonio, - 
which must be admitted, allows quite .a bit of latitude.

It will be nice to know that harper is having a go at 
the Scrapbook, and when they politely say No, we might try our 
old Hastings House number. My Christmas book traveled so nicely,
I can see no reason why, if you prefer to handle it that way, you 

’ should not just send the manuscript here for reshipment to Hastings. 
I shall assume that it is sent in condition for them to examine, 
without me tampering with it any, so that I shall merely take 

* off the outer wrapper and re-address it, without.jopening the 
package.

Our cold continues, with everything white and everything 
frozen, and I suppose it will be a little colder tonight, since 
there seems to be scant cloud coverage and the little there is 
seems to be giving way to stars.

Late in the afternoon, to my surprise and delight, the 
electricity was restored. The breeze was rather brisk all morning, 
and what with the trees encased in ice an inch or more thick, I 
suppose lots of big branches could be broken off easily enough, 
should a gale develop©, thus breaking the circuit again. But 
I am holding the thought again, and hoping the wires will do the 
same, for I should really like to get caught up a little on 
the radio department; I can’t redall any favorite programs 
on Thursday nights, but I should welcome an opportunity to hear 
some news and learn what is going on in the world. )
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I was quite astonished to see the great number of 
rabbit, tracks all over the gardens before sun up this 
morning, and the plentiful criss-crossing of their paths at 
Arenbourg which stood out quite plainly in the freshly fallen 
snow before sun up when the glare made it more difficult 
to make them out.

But there was little melting today, in spite of the 
occasional gleams of sunshine, for I think the thermometer never 
got above the lower 20's, and what with an icey wind blowing, not 
a sliver of ice loosened on the trees and the blanket of 
snow on the ground maintained non-freeze conditions for the 
inch or two ice cake that covers everything solidly next to 
the ground itself.

Of the enclosure, there is but one thing of which I 
am uncertain, - the date, 1927, in which Lyle's* "The Centaur 
Plays Croquet" appeared. It is possible it appeared in the 
1928 or 1929 American Omnibus of the best American short stories, 
but I think that particular point doesn’t matter, and since 
errors in dates so often are due to typographical errors, if 
the present one turns out to be incorrect, it will not be 
a matter of an magnitude.

And thanks for letting me know that the re-arrangement 
of the sentence concerning the indigo turned out alright.
It is easy to fix those things when one has been stirring them 
up, and I am always indebted to you for pointing the weak spots.

I am sorry to report that the el ctricity is beginning to 
flicker again. I hope it is merely a flicker and not an all out, 
for I should like to jnake use of a little eventually.

I have that big old Louisiana pictorial map screen that 
graces the back gallery in summer in <a new situation, fi I have 
brought it inside and have it circling from the corner <of 
my desk around toward the edge of the fire place here in 
the uoudoir. It does much to eliminate drafts and at the 
same time offers a more cosey setting for me at my uesk during 
the pre,sent"Hell On Ice" period. L had forgotten all about that 
book until just this minute. Fortunately I read it in 
the summer time, if memory serves, and what with all the 

disasters it details in Artie waste lands, it might be just a 
little tax*® too convincing under present conditions.

My day has been so pleasant, however, warmed as I have been 
by the advent of your letter, although I must confess I 
"practiced patient®" badly until late this evening when a shivering 
secretary showed up. The current still holds, and so I think I 
shall forthwith begin making use of it..... ..

Ai
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Friday, February 2nd, 1951.

Memor andum: )

Thirty million times would not suffice to tell you how 
much your Monday letter in today’s post will mean to Arenbourg 
for a birthday celebration when Spring breaks through. How 
Qharacteristieally thoughtful and noble of you to speedily 
expend such*concrete good wishes in behalf of all things 
at this bend of the river. And you will'never know what an up
lift your letter with contents means to me, and especially 
so as it arrives so opportunely when so many things got out of 
joint all within such a brief space of time.

The thermometer last night, I believe, touched an all time 
low of 2 above zero, but what with some sunshine during the 
day, —  just so the old Ground Hog could see his shadow, I 
suppose, *but in reality the same sun somehow meant much more 
to me, for it ws a delightful counterpart to all the same 
warming quality that was enclosed within your envelope.
Happiness may be augmented by such a vast variety of things 
and people* but as I contemplate life, I am sometimes amazed that 
so many different segments of joy really stem from but a 
single source, a single individual* There are so many billions 
of manifestaions of life, but, in the final analysis, all 
depends on a solitary heart beat

•  t

-and not only did the postman bring me your letter, but in 
the same post came the new feeder which, may I hasten to 

report, arrived in perfect condition. And could you imagine 
a more perfect time for it to get here, — the most perfect 
moment, I suppose, in the past 111 years.

Although it was rath® chilly when I arrived at Xucca 
from the post office, I didn't bother to enter the house, but 
staid on the front gallery until I had unpacked the feeder to 
see that it was in perfect condition. Thereupon I immediately 
filled it to the brim and posted it where our little feathered 
friends could immediately have access to it. I see so many 
birds dead in the snow, unable to find anything to eat, I suppose, 
and that consciousness of their hunger makes the joy of having 
the additional feeder ten times greater at this very moment.
It must make your heart feel very warm to realize your thoughtfulness 
has saved so many precious little lives.
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And tanks, too, for sharing the epistle from across the 
fence, together with the other enclosure concerning the 
disposal of the Sinclair Lewis estate. The division of 
property was very interesting and I seem to he most 
impressed by the fact that Dorothy Thompson was included so 
generously. Without giving the matter any previous thought,
I had taken it for granted that when they were divorced a 
property settlement had probably been concluded, and as 
a matter of course, I had never thought that since they were 
divorced, she would figure in his will It was interesting 
that no estimate othe than his Massachusetts holdings, should 
have been mentioned. I assume he probably left a substantial 
fortune, but that is merely guess work on my part. It 
was interesting, too, that Mr. Lewis should have mentioned 
a society having to do with people of color, as a special 
proviso

And speaking of wills, I suppose that of G. B. S. will 
be released for public print before long and, in view of 
Mr. Shaw*s well know tendency'for the sensational twist he 
gave thin s in life, I have no doubt this final legal paper 
of his will likewise cover a surpring point or two. t

Today’s post also brought a letter from the harnesses, 
posted at Tucson, Arizona. It has some pleasant thing in it 
about Celeste and her brother-in-law in ^ew iberia? and so I 
am saving it for her to'read before sending it along.
The most striking thing about the Tucson communication is 
the absence of any reference to weather, from which I deduce 
the harnesses may have succeeded in keeping ahead of the 
on rushuof cold air, as they journeyed westward. Usually, 
under normal circumstances, I have some idea of what the 
thermometer is doing out Arizona-Galifornia way, but what with 
the indifferent electrical current recently obtaining, l have 
inclined to loose track of such details. When they were 
here they mentioned having to be in Tucson by February 1st, and 
obviously they made that dead-line, and that is the main thing.

Last Tuesay J. tL. telephoned from Cleveland to inquire 
about the local situation, and Pat understood him to say he 
would leave Ohio a day earlier than planned, to reach home 
on Friday instead of Saturday. We haven't heard from him 
since, but possibly the unexpected strikes on the rail lines in 
that area haveforced him to alter his plans, or perhaps he 

and Celeste are flying down and so may arrive at any old time.
I have had such a happy day, thanks to all the happiness 

the postman brought me from you. Everything stands for so 
much, and I think you* know just what I mean when I merely 
add how deeply touched I am by all you represent.... .

Celeste’s birthday Feb. 25th.
4660

Sunday, February 4th, 1951.

Memorandum;
While it came to mind, I jotted down the above notation, 

thinking yon might like to make use of it, should you stumble over 
a card.

I am delighted to be able to report that the sun has been 
unopposed by clouds during the past-two days, a n d ^ th° ^ ^  
has melted a little, the thermometer drops below z«x freezing 
when the sun goes down and snow still covers the ground and 
Ice still makfs crystal clusters of everything from the stalk 
of a weed to the bread expanse of a live oak. But t h a t ... 
depth of thermometer readings have passed, - I hope, - and may t h m & 
begin thawing ever so soon.

j and Celeste returned from Cleveland yesterday afternoon 
and seemed ,ever so glad to be back home. Celeste left <this afternoon 
for %nsura to bring Madam Regard home.

It seems there was much winter in uhio and 1 believe th® 
lAdies in the oartv never did get out to do much shopping, oeleste 
E f t b S  had all concluded thft what the the H. J». A convention to 
be held in Chicago next year, they would all skip it ând wait until 
another year when it meets in San Francisco.

The strike of the switch workers delayed their .
24 hours wh eh wasn*t so pleasant either, guess. • • than
•Louisiana, however, appeared to “u^ich thev nasledthe portion of northern Mississippi through which they passed.
It seems there were vast stretches in that region ™kere trees 
were hut. completely torn down and electric cables were in a 
shambles for miles on end.

I hope you had an opportunity to listen to the 15 minutes 
of broadens/on the matter of assisting iSurope in common oefense 
against the Gorrmunists, as delightered b y C o l m b l a s m o s t  
celebrated President, - or would hi0holas Murray a
fingure at such a statement. In any event, i hope you heard 
th®gspeech, and, if so, I am sure you found it good, especially as 
it differed so widely from the h00ver-Iaft-pronouncements of 
recent months. Somehow it seem more like an F. D. K. poinr or
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view than anything I had heard of late*
And speaking of F. D. B* , reminds me that I was glad to 

hear Madam Boosevelt's voice on Friday night over the 
Edward B. ^orrpw show, too. tThe voice was familiar, of course, and 
what she had to say was so much in line with her broad humanitarian 
concepts that it didn't seem a bit different from what one would 
have expected.

| 4  ( *

A note from Budolph which I inadvertently disposed of 
reports he is recuperating from an illness that arrived about 
the time the school semestre closed 1t doesn't seem quite fair that 
a holiday should have to be spent in getting over something or other, 
but I am glad he was able to be inside during all the weather 
we have been having, and I reckon it was probably rather more so 
in Denton than down this way*

imagine my surprise when Budolph asked me if i knew 
3 Carolyn Bamsey* He said a friend of hers in Denton, -- 
I suppose in the college, mentioned she had heard Carolyn speak of 
me. Doesn't it seem strange, after all these years, that X should 
never have - clianced to mention Carolyn\& name during all the 
times Budolph has been here, the number of times he has probably 
seen photographs by her and so on* I must drop him a note real soon, 
admitting, in fact, that I do know little Miss Bamsey*

In view of all the cold the Gulf Coast is having, I 
am reminded of the big freeze the Madam used to talk about 
that oocured in 1840* For half a century before, apparantly, 
there had never been such a cold snap, and for miles outside 
New urleans, the levees were planted with orange trees where the 
towns people used to promenade in the evenings. It must have 
been delightful, especially during the long summer evenings, 
with a cool breeze coming up from the river, busy with gay steamboats 
and heavy with smaller river traffic, the perfume of the orange 
blossoms and the pungent aromas sifting up from the cargoes plying 
back and forth from St. Douis to New Orleans.

But the freeze of 184§ killed every orange tree and, for some reason 
they were never replanted. Had they been, assuming the levee had *
not be built ever higher and higher, the trees would by now have been 
gigantic, of course, and plenty of smudge pots would have been reouired 
I guess to keep their footsies" warm these bitter nights.

■ ^

And now I must get on with a bit of correspondence, and then 
a bit of Time Table and thence to the folding up department.
I have twice today turned through you book and I still think it 
is perfectly grand..*..*
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Monday, February 5th, 1951.
f

*

Memorandum:
The thermometer and the limbs of the mganolias and 

oaks are all rising but on the ground in many places there 
are still several inches of ice. But since the direction is 
right, everything will swing back into order.before long.

Fortunately it thawed out enough to get the water 
system going, and after such a hard freeze, that festivity 
is always fraught with plenty of unexpected features. Several 
men were working all day, replacing pipes and generally 
getting things in functioning order. I believe some 
of the bathroom accoutrements at Celeste were broken by 
the freeze, so that when the water was turned 0n there 
was something of a flood in that section. But ofte< 
bathroom escaped intact, so £hat hpusehold is moving back 
toward civilization again.

*

At Yucca only one pip® * running along the outside of 
the house, facing^the African uouse, had to be replaced, and 
I don't mind saying that for me there was nothing quite 
like the sensation of jumping into a hot shower just before 
supper. Shower baths in a saucer are alright if that is 
the best one can do, but I can think of nothing more 
personally gratifying than a full time, all over shower.

Perhaps I shall hear a little radio tonight, but something 
tells me Improbably shall not, for I have been more or less on 
the jump all day .and I reckon my eyelids will tend to droep 
about as soon as I collapse.

The ice around Yucca is about 5 inches in thickness, - 
a 2 inch layer on the ground, an inch or snow just about that layer, 
and then anothe sheet of ice a couple .of inches thick on top 
the snow. The water gripping from melting snow on the roof 
has drilled little holes at regular intervals through 
the ice straight through to the ground, and it seemed to 
me wise, in view of the uncertain foundations, to chop 
out a oancal of ice and dig big holes in the ground at the 
extreme corners of the house to let this water escape before 
it seeped in the direction of the foundations. The ice

\
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being in two sections, cut easily with a stout spade, but 
to accomplish the whole thing in a minimum of time resulted 
in apetite-giving exercise and sleep will be easy, I reckon after 
such exertions.

While waiting for the news, I read a page in the latter 
part of "Lead Kindly I*ight" wherein the author does considerable 
about Hindu religion and some of its outstanding leaders 
during the past century and a half, with frequent side glances 
at the Mahatma It's the best thing I have run across regarding 
the Hindu religious viewpoint, and while I suppose Hidus have 
other points of view aside from religion^ the latter seems to be 
pretty much primary. Before rading this volume, I hadn't . 
realized what a rough time in matters of segregation the 
many Hindus in South Africa had during the present century. I 
don’t Know what "Jim Grow" was called in that region but they 
seemed to h$ve lots of it, and of course the cast system in 
India quite out-did the racial bias infSouth Africa and 
the United States. Mr, Sheehan's occasional references to British 
rule in India appear tempered. Obviously it is never good, . unadulter- 
ated good when one race dominates another, and yet there was a 
positive side, too, for.there were plenty of things in India Which 
could stand reform and change, „ as, for an extreme example, the 
custom of widows being burned alive 0n*the funeral pyre of their 
late husbands.

X was interested, too, in a negative rendition of the Golden Hule 
which was voiced in Hindu teaching perhaps 500 perhaps 1,000 years 
before the Christian era: - "Don't do unto others what y0u wouldn't 
have them do unto you".

frankly my head nodded a little as X read, the inside warmth 
getting the better of me after a day spent on ice, but the above 
generalities are more or less in line with the Sheehan text, I believe, 
and I like to share them with you because I think we both iike to 
consider such subjects for a "literary evening".

There was quite a flurry among our feathered friends 
today wljile they were busy eating and I was busy chopping ice.
I glanced up to see what was worrying them and saw a great big old 
barn owl go flapping along, apparently uncertain in the glare of 
the snow just where he might be heading for. X reckon i*t was pure 
chance that he happened so close to the feeding birds, for I doubt 
if in broad day he would have been hating for such fare. I realize 
I don't know if an owl has difficulty in seeing in the day time or not, 
but since he appears to most of hie work at night, I assume it may be 
poor daytime vision, . or perhaps it is because there is more astir 
by way of food after sun down. In any event, he didn't linger in 
his progress and two second later, everybody was busy at the bird bar.....
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Tuesday, Feburary 6th, 1951.

Memorandum:
How nice to find two letters in ar familiar hand in today's post,- 

one regular sized envelope and one of larger proportion.■ *• - ' 1 . ' ’ c
An unpredictable secretary arrived just five minutes before 

the supper bell sounded and so 1 have explored but the one posted 
first, - the smaller of the two; And thus X am quaranteed 
another letter for tomorrow's delectation, along with a half 
dozen or so from other quarters.

Fir off to your questions:
The outline seems excellent to me.f

* X suggest we might ultimately change "The Middle Period" 
to something else, such as
"Yucca, as Slave;Hospital."

«> * *

' or
Yucca, - It's Eclipse, —  or possible "Yucca during its Eclipse."

Xf you have any other idea, do use it, for X am sure it 
will be perfectly right.

I agree with you that "The Middle Period" somehow does require 
chapters for an "Earlier” and a "Later" period. But as the 
earlier period is pretty-well covered both in the Cane Biver 
Children of Strangers chapter and in the chapter about the
background of Melrose, prior to Miss Cammie's advent,_that part
containing particulars about indigo and so on, it would seem 
repetitious to do another section covering the same field, and 
of course 'the chapter on the Portraits, including all the views of 
the place with their elongated ofeptions, covers the latter 
period or later period to such an extent that if another 
chapter exclusively on the same subject would bulge that part of 
the book rather too much, it seems to me.

The suggested change in the name of the Middle Period would 
remove any need for doing anything about what went before and after, 
and so the whole problem is solved therefcye in merely changing
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the chapter title, - and how do you feel about this. If you 
have some other suggestion that Slave Hospital or Eclipse,
I pray you to use it without consulting me, for whatever 
you decide will suit me to a "T*.

■

7/iy&l £ji

Wednesday, February 7th, 1951.

As for the picture showing the big old water Jar, I 
think in view of s*°ry about great Grandpa, it might be used 
either in connection with the big house or with the African House.
In view of the preponderance of material we had about the
big house, - the articles from different newspapers, the
correspondence and all, it seemed to me that section bulked
sufficiently heavy to let the big old jar go into the African
House* section not only on the thought that it would swell that
section a little, but at the same time it might identify the
jar with the African H0use and the people of color rather than
with the big house and the ^adam, for while it is true the story
has to do about her Grandpa being growned (did I write'drowned)
in a like one, the< fact that this particular one is in the
African ^ouse section may the*more readily impress the casual
reader that the one illustrated had nothing to do with the Erwin
tragedy. In speaking of the jar to pilgrims, I make it a
point to stress that the present example of Medeterranean pottery
was not the actual one*in which Erwin died, for in times one
by, it has turned out that if I failed to stress the point,
pilgrims got the idea that Mr. Erwin drowned in this pot and that
led to the question of what he was doing at'^ucca in 1828 when the
mulattoes were supposed to be holding forth, etc., etc., ad
infinitum, ad a nauseum. I suppose it is all that set'of circumstances
that impelled me to keep the jar in the African section, in spite
of the fact that the Erwin story was employed, for It is about
the most striking of all true stories I ever heard about such
a vast drinking cup. '

-

is » •Memorandum:
i».nd so I caught up in part with unread mail of yesterday, 

and thank you much for all the enclosures with your letter of 
Thursday, last past.

I shall get the transcript off to Dora in the next post, and, 
supposing he is alright, and I assume he is, we ought to have 
a response back forthwith.

Ihe letter from Harpers’ in which they decline to consider 
any Louisiana manuscripts at the moment, in view of those on the 
same region with which they are already contending, suggests that 
Hastings house might be the next for a try. In view of *ddie s 
absence from the organization, a slightly different type of 
letter might be fashioned for the ^resident of that organization, 
I should think, and so I shall send along a suggested one that 
you might use, if you find it better in line to me the i altered

A©t me hasten to add that if you feel it more convenient that 
the manuscript should be forwarded from here, I shall be glad 
to re-ship the same, if you will send the same to me for re
shipment.

Personally however, I should be glad if you would use your 
own judgement in placing it in either section that seems best 
to you for after all, with the manuscript before you, your 
judgement is bound to have a better final foundation for its 
proper place. *

fyiAljy ■■ v i  ilv u m  .

I am sorry the narcissus bulbs are putting forth blossoms, 
but even:down this way the leaves do a big business for quite a 
while before the first bud appears. It is just p9ssible that 
buds will come along in due time, and if they don t, it is 
possible they might make up their minds on the next go round and 
the same might be said for the hyacinthes.

T O :  ’.t X  *J i ? ©  3  • * ©  ' l -  * '* ? J: 1 ■ *  1 * " - *  ■' ^ •

I ’m so glad you enjoy the Ann Warding picture, and how nice of
you to think of me the while. I shiver at your account of
the 16 degree above zero and the snow, for it must have been bitter
especially wind swept manhattan.

I caught up wi^h the Piano Quarter last night, a grand 
tendition of Chopin's Minate Waltz and Lists's 2nd Hungarian, and 
now I have to play my Mozart.......

Let us hope that Hastings isn't already bogged down with 
>uisiana manuscripts, but even if^so, and even though it shoul 
Lrn out nobody is interested in such a piece at the moment, - 
iat with all the hurly-burly going on, the time will eventually 
Lrr ve when the subject coincides with the demand and in the 
id publication will be effected, although we may have to practice 
itience a Little in the mean time.

I intended mentioning before that Lf the title, HMsltose 
Lme Tfnble” doesn' t seem to suit the chapter precisely, I hope 
5u wITlfsubstitute some other heading that may t
3 more fetching. Perhaps something might seem better that 
,uld be along suchulines as ""Miss ^ammievs Calendar" or perhaps

I believe the idea of,giving the average reader some concept 
of the breadth of the -^adam s activities and some suggestion of 
her unusual energies would fle met with interest. I often think 
how interesting such a schedule would be covering the ante bellum period, 
if somebody had only jotted one down.
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A telegram came from ^os *ngeles today, announcing 
the.death of Maryprances,-Clemence's former ward and little 
co-worker in the Art department. Poor Mary Frances, she 
always seemed so delicate as though made of too tender stuff 
for the crushing world into which she was horn,She was sueh
a child when she quit school and began working for Celeste, after
which, within a few months, as I recall, she married, begot 
a child, and while still a child herself, w found hserself 
without a husband. *t was then her father, on a visit here 
from California, persuaded her to return there with him.

J-ast summer the Traveler's Aid in>os *ngeles negotiated with 
the Natchitoches Welfare department to defray her expenses back 
to Louisiana, but apparantly something slipped, and she never 
came back. How, I suppose, they will bring her back to bury her.

Somehow one seems sad at the news of death, and yet in the
present instance my primary impression is that Mary Frances is
at last at peace and the remark Betty Begard once made concerning 
a funeral she attended comes to mind:

"There we all were and all of us crying, - some of the 
others out of grief, -- and the rest of p.s because we were 
moved to tears of jealousy that we weren t at peace.”o _

And there are the lines, —  a couplet, I guess, from 
the ^ahatma's favorite hymn:
"And with the morn, those angel faces smile 
rthich I have love and lost awhile."

• .....

For surely ^ary Frances, never having reached the common 
concept of maturity, will be smiling among the chrubs just over 
there.

But such thoughts recalls the Madam to mind and that 
reminds me of your mention that we lack any good picture of.—  
t£e_Mj£s,m. It seems ridiculous that about the best one X  
know is the pen sketch made by some unknown staf artist that 
appeared in the Picayune, article about Melrose. ^he one by 
Frances Benjamin Johnson might possibly rounded up in a round about 
way, but not from F. B., herself, I thin^ I have a similar one,
I believe, with much the same pose, wherein, unfortunately, I 
appear, but my likeness could be easily eliminated. To both these 
pictures there seems to be something so unlike Miss ^ammie that 
I never think of them, for there she is, sitting relaxed like 
Whistler’s ^pther, m  her own garden which was so extraordinary 
that it didn t seem to be her. I sh&ll check up 0„ these, however, 
and report further, and in the mean time, we might keep the 
Picayune thing in mind as a last resort, don t you think so....

Thursday, February 8th, 1951.

Memorandum:
How nice to have your elegant air mail in today1spost, to

gether with the transcript of the^ryer obituary, which I shall 
be glad to share with a few people, like Bobina, who will 
be so glad to have the notice.
* Wasn’t it odd, the sensation you had that I wasn’t feeling 

quite up to standard. Physically I have really been just fine, 
although the month has been as trying as r can recall, the 
echoing of la bataille de la bibliotheque. And that is probably 
what registered on the telepathy instruments. Add to that 
circumstance the fact that so many things go out of joint 
during the month in the weather and attendant consequences that 
will probably follow, although it still remains too chilly to 
determine how much vegetation has been effected by the cold snap.

Ice continues in places and the thermometer was down to 
the 20’s again last night, and will probably hit a like low tonight. 
It may be several days before evidences of green will be astir or 
that sap will start mounting to indicate what has survived.

And thanks so much for giving me the additional information 
about the ~udubons from Australia. Isn t it nice to know 

these sketches are coming home, I thinkoi have never seen a 
reproduction of the setting hen; but I suppose there will 
eventually be reproductions of it and the other ten items when 
the pres ntations are made.

I laughed at your account of reading "G. B. S." backwards, 
although you didn't phrase it just that way, although the 
Postscript seems to jockey the study into that -osition, what with 
the first study not having been gone into as yet. And the 
reason I laughed was because in the same post with your letter 
came one sole container of records, being PArt 2 of "The Mud Lark , 
which I shall eventually explore for a 'page or so tonight feefore* 
folding up if sleep doesn t get ahead of the Mud Lark. And 
thus I, too, shall be starting my reading backwards, which 
sounds pretty silly, had you and Lora not so thoughtfully 
acquainted me with the contents of the book. And because 
you told me* *of’ the film, its showing in London and named Irene Dunn
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in the stellar role, the reading will be the easier, since 1 
shal?l envision the 4ueen the more readily and shall have 
the backdrop of the reception the film received abroad*

You will enjoy sections of Miss Bellies letter, and
she really took quite a flyer in the gossip department, for 
one who is usually so reticent in such matters. You will 
recall the Joe ^ellogs live at the iSlms, and Joe is a grandson 
of Mrs. Beaumont, the Woodville shopkeeper of ante bellum days 
on whom Bora and I worked some years back, «. with Bora liking 
the title "Laurel Hill'" while I inclined toward "Pride 
without Pillars”, The Carpenters are of Bunleith, of course, 
and so, among other things, big house marries big house.
The picture Miss ^ellie refers to is the air view which you 
had made for me, - and while on the subject of small pictures, 
may X say how much I appreciate your thoughtfulness in asking 
how my stock is holding up. I have an adequate supply at 
the moment, and what with the weather being what it is and 
all the gardening X want to do as soon as it moderates a 
little, * doubt if I am likely to have many pilgrims that 
or who would merit a souvenir within the near future.

Ur. Knipmeyer made his accustomed round but Mrs. *■. 
did not^accompany him Two of their sons are veterans, attending 
L. S. U. and the third son, John, a student in the local 
college,*1 believe, has tried to enlist in the Army several 
'times but has been rejected each time because of faulty vision. 
But in line with the strange things that happne, the Selective 
Service came along and drafted John slap. And he had to 
leave for camp today, - and after he departed, his Mother felt 
all in and took to her bed.*

I was glad I woke up sometime during the night to hear a re- 
broadcast of a speech by the ^resident of harvard on Universal 
military training. I am glad I heard the speech, for like 
the speaker, I, too, have always deplored the neoessit of 
such a thing, but I agreed with him that if circumstances make 
such a policy inevitable, the universal method is superior to 
the hit or miss kid of business that so often, as in the 
Knipmeyer case, which charcterized so Huch of the Selective 
Service operations.

The whind has been chill and 1 have been out in it all 
day, save for the Anipmeyer interlude. I don t seem entirely 
thawed out as yet, but I think I shall jump £nto a hot bath, 

have a go at The Mud ^ark, and then fold........

Friday, February 9th, 1951.

Memorandum:
A busy day and I write a little later3than usual, a little 

sleepy, but holding the promise of refreshigg conversation with 
one little Miss Lee is always such a balm at the close of day.

f ■ *
The weather continues cool, - rather chilly, in fact, 

and heavy showers succeeded in soaking me twioe, but hot 
baths immediately afterward brought me around quickly, and 
tonight, although not quite thawed out completely from myi last go-round in the garden, I shall shortly be all snug again, 
what with the deliciously soft, warm sheep skin slippers that 
are such a life saver in these bitter days.

From various accounts, and particularly the one from Miss 
Myra enclosed herewith suggests that Batche* suffered much 
more devastation than did we. her live oaks and magnolias 
were so magnificient and provided such a splendid framework for 
the Bevereux setting that X am ho-oi11® those nearest the house 
at least may not have been-the worst sufferers.

‘■|r:rr- |:~~~.
I labored slap until the supper bell rang, and it was 

dark when x reached Yucca where x made preparations for 
doing a bit of mail and the reception of my secretary. But 
a tap at the door brought Celeste who had a grandson of Grandma 
Brangier with her. X thin* he is unknown to Celeste, since 
there was never much contact between Bonaldsonville and 
Melrose, ^e is a charming man, and is staying until 
tomorrow when X shall give him a little tour before he departs.

* Celeste and he remained here chatting until after my
secretary arrived, and thus my schedule to do a billion 
things before folding up time had to be greatly altered.

I was glad to learn from mr. Brangier that his Grandmother 
had dropped dead while shopping in Maison Blanche. I think 
the Madam never knew this. Xt somehow seemed so'fitting that 
Grandma should have died in a great department store while 
shopping, for she had devoted much of her mature years in 
shoping for people, and to have died thus while still active 
seems so fitting, somehow. X think X have remarked in previous
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referenbes to her that she and the Madam exchanged letters at 
frequent internals for over a quarter of a century and that 
Grandma did much of the Madam1 s shopping for her, - and yet 
in spite of the number of times the Madam went up and down 
Louisiana, passed Donaldsonville and on to flew Orleans, she 
never did chance to meet the lady on feny of those trips, and 
finally Grandma passed on without the two ladies every having 
seen each.other*

I find myself in a similar vein whenever I think, of 
the lady doctor. I admire her tremmndously, and always enjoy 
seeing her, although years go by without such contacts, - and yet 

* somehow it seems to me thfe personal contact with her is of 
but secondary importance, for it is enough to know that she 
is dUng alright, devoting herself to her profession and projecting 
her personality all over the Parish in such a fashion that the 
times between contacts don*t seem to as count at all, and if 
by chance our visits to town or here by either her or me should 
never be effected, the same pleasant relation would be maintained, 
even as it was with the Madam and Grandma Brangier.

I continue easting about to find out the balance of the folk 
lore tale about the blue jays carrying a grain of sand to Hell on 
every Friday# The simple mentality of the elder overseer, r. 

Earnest, was demonstrated today, when 1 engaged him in conversation 
on the subject, thinking that he as an old resident of the 
region mi, ht be acquainted with the balance of the tale, - if 
there is anything more to it. His response was wonderful;

"Ho, 1 don t know anything more than just the part about 
them taking the^grain of sand every Eriday to Mill, but so 
far as I have ever heard 1 don t think the birds are against 
our religion.* 0

Hq was quite serious about this, and of course I felt 
vastly releived to know that the blue jays weren t "agin" us.

r- „
;I got around to sample Part 2 of The Mud Lgprfc a little 

last night. It seems to be a fine book. There was something 
about the first page, * in this middle of the volume, - that 
reminded me of the George Arliss rendtion of The House of 
Bothchild, for the same Benjamin Disraele is the focal point 
in the political phase of the novel around whichdthe story seems 
to swing.

■ Bo hope you all have thawed out by now and that we may both 
find a promise of Spring in the air any old day now. But
Winter or Spring, it has been so nice comparing notes.....
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Sunday, February 11th, 1951.

Memorandum;
The weather man siad the thermometer would go to 80 today, 

but something must have gone wrong with his calculations, for some
thing like 65 would be a more correct statement of actualities,
I think.

Saturday was still cloudy and rathe clammy while today there 
have been but occasional gleams of sunshine. So far as I can make but 
there has been slight inducement for the sap to rise and so one must 
wait another few days before offering any opinion as to what 
damage the frost actually did.

une t ing it didn't do was to eliminate many of the 
insects one would have'-supposed might have been eradicated, and 
while it did probably dispose of many, an equal number must have 
survived. I am indebted to Beau Mack, the’ tractor driver, for 
this information. He came to cut my hair this morning, during the 
course of which,*as barbers are want to do, he offered me a running 
commentary on what goes on in the world and said, among other tings, 
that in hauling out much of the bambbo I had out last week, he 
had discovered many lice and that a tick had jumped from some of the 
trash, landing slap on his bosom. These bugs must have something 
in common physically with the "ddep-freeze" lady of Qhicago whose 
temperature, according to the radio, stood at 67 when she was 
discovered "drunk and down" in an alley in the Windy Gity where she 
had fallen. So far as the-lice and ticks go, I shouldn t suppose 
a bamboo cane would supply much warmth against a cold that 
"hoovered" around 10 or 15 degrees above zero for such a long 
stretch as a week or so, but perhaps the Gxientals are right in 
declaring that bamboo, in reality, is one of the most blessed grasses 
God ever gave man —  and bugs.

I dined across the fence this noon and because of the electricity 
in the air, I was reminded of the title of a book Lyle always said he 
was going to write in his old age, entitled Mother of Monsta&s. It se ms 
that around 9 o'clock, and apparantly for no reason, Paynie had 
turned loose a flock of pilgrims in the front garden and the 
latter proceeded to ransack the place. Why he didn't ntoifjr me of 
their preseence, I cannot i agine, for I was here at my typewriter. > f
But what seems so odd is the fact that J. H.t - always indifferent to 
pilgrims, seemed insensed at the whole business, and somehow he and 
Geleste got tnagled up in the business and it was all hurlyOburly, 
with tears and all. As the Madam was want to remark: "Every*® once
in a while it seems as thought the i>evil , „«vn  passes around.
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Uut by afternoon, the sooial clouds had thinned and 
flock. <of people brought the close of day to clear skies.

Mildred Gunningham came with her daugh er, - the ne who appeared in the Collier article, and the young lady
nabend and a couple of friends of their from Alexandera,-__
rlands’of the Hands and later we jumped hack across the 
ence for supper and all was merry.

frankly * begrudged some of the time*n*®!*0* ** 
he spilling of oil on troubled waters, but life oalls 
or such investements (without the e) from time to time anasag  s a v s «  s k c . w u
ieen taken care of.

last night I got around to relax a little by reading 
■or sheer entertainment, starting in at the beginning oi 
She Bud°* ar fc whi eh had arrived in *sxtl in Saturday's post, 
t is well written and 1 thirty y0-n will enjoy it becaus 
it the nleasant balance betweenys?ory and hsitorioal details 
ihich a?e afsmoothly blended in as anything I have run 
leross lately It seems a little ridioulous to mention th 
o k i n t h e s k e  breath with the Churchill memo ires, but 

the breaking up ol the subject matter into convenient 
segments brings the Churchill opus to mind, and thus makes 
thf whole iarf the more digestable because of the measured 
size of the morsels.
. south wind blows from- the Gulf and what with a pleasant 
little moon and plenty of stars,there seems *° ry
nromise of fair weather straight ahead. I a™ 8
signs will he gin to appear in the trees and bushes as 
to8their post-freeze status and that work may go ahead in 
the garden section with gusto on the morrow.

With the presence of the ^rangier guest on Friday  ̂
the Edward H. borrow show covering the hour s news 

summation*of^the week somehow got by me. Eventually perhaps 
I^hall discover that it is in the same category as the Piano Qartet and may he oaught up with in some subsequent re- 
broadoast, butas yet 1 am still in the dark on that point

how that St. Giggin has thawed out, a neat little 
ritual is going on at that point these days on the back 
gallery fheri are some little warblers and a couple of 
large mocking birds who have discovered that if they 
will transport the sunflower seeds from the bird bar to

fountain the seeds, after soaking a bit, can be muoh 
more raadily’b^oken 0pen. The result, of course, is an endless 
parade hack and forth from the two vantage points, and the 
Fountain is delightfully afloat
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Monday, February 12tji, 1951.

. ■ i. - - t "" ' ,• - . ■ >

Memorandum;
Belatedly the thermometer touched the 80 degree mark, 

hut sufficiently early to give a hint of Spring before dawning.
I have accordingly spent most oi my day in the weed department 
and although the threat is for rain and colder on the morrow,
I am making my plans on the assumption that winter and rain may like
wise be?a little behind schedule so that } may be able to 
d quite a bit before last week1s' season returns.

fhe enclosed clipping regarding the Yleiser show, as you 
will notice, omits to indicate when it opened in Shreveport. I 
assume yesterday may have been the magical moment, but that is 
merely a guess.' fhe publicity seems to have been stirred up in 
advance and perhaps there will be additional notices in sub
sequent press releases, I have no doubt *obina may bear the matter 
in mind and send along any later notices that may appear in the 
local press.

everybody has his own idea of of gardening and I was interested 
in observing the results of the new overseer1s concepts which transpired 

« while I was not on the spot today. Hach year it has been our custom 
<to trim back tbe bamboo hedge, running north and south, as between 
J. H . h o u s e  and the corner of the White Garden behind 
Yucca, "Today, while I was up the road, the hedge was trimmed to 
the vanishing point, in fact, not a bamboo pole remains on that 
somewhat extended stretch, fortunately I put in an appearance 
before the canes started falling on the east-west hedge that terminates 
the White Garden behind ¥ucca and although slightly perforated in plaees, 
that remains more or less intact.

Of course the Uorth South hedge will re-appear along in 
April or May when the roots put up a new regiment of green 
sold ery but in the mean time the one time line is as barren as 
a billiard ball and such considerations as to where the 
Spring migration of blackbirds will roost and from whence will 
come the fishing polls is merely a detail, Naturally the birds 
will concentrate on the White Garden hedge, as will the 
fisher-minded natives, bent on trying their luck in Cane ^iver waters. 
Frankly, I don t care if the ^orth-South hedge is non-existent 
or not during the next couple of months, but I am qertei»ly 
glad I had the good fortune to arrive on the spot in time to 
save the White Garden wall of greenery.
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One striking effect of the thinning out of the 
switch cane, concentrated in three or four large clumps 
in the hedge behind the tfhite Garden, is the resulting 
racket that traBpires during the succeding time whenever the 
wind blows with gusto, as it is doing tonight. The 
removal of some of the canes gives the defunct ones, missed 
by the choppers in the initioal go-round permits the 
wind to exert enough pressure on the remaining hollow 
canes to snap them off, - & sound as sharp as the explosion 
of a rifle at close range. Usually the break is at the 

base of the cane and when it has fallen, that is all there is 
to it. But sometimes the break is a half or three quarters of 
the way bx up the stalk, and as the poll is hollow, strange 
whistling results, the tone seeming to depend on the 
width of the hollow stalk, and, T suppose, on the particular angle
the breeze strikes.

The net result of all this is the combination of 
almost perpetual whistling in different keys, punctuated at 
varying intervals by the explosion of the breaking stalks 
and if this phenomenon should occur on All Saints Sven instad 
of Lincoln's birthday, the local cifcizenery would be 
vastly impressed by the doings of the spirits, 1 reckon.

Today*s breeze whisked away all the leaves from the 
sweet olives and these bushes present the unusual sight of 
being quite' naked. I have seen this but once before, in 1940, 
when the big breeze performed a similar act. As you know, 
the sweet olive usualy drops its leaves so gradually, replacing 
the single unit in adjoining places without any ado, so that 
one is never conscious of any change of foliage at all. But 
this year the dark green leaves- turned to a solid brown overnight 
and after today*s blow, the trees look as unprotected as a de
plumed chicken.

I think * mentioned that so eone remarked on the picturef 
of Levereux in the most recent issue of holiday which 1 haven t 
seen as yet, but shall get to examine in a day or two. I 
thought of Miss Myra tonight when the weather report called 
for more sleet before Wednesday morning with a drop in 
temperature to 28 degrees. The winter is certainly carrying on 
this year but perhaps the approaching assuault may be of 

more limited duration.

And so I fold for this sitting, intent on "early to rise** 
on the morrow, for I have a billion things 1 want to do up the - 
road.... .
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Tuesday, February 13th, 1951.

Memorandum i
■ 1

How idee to find your Wednesday letter, together with 
pages from the Time Table, My feeling this morning was that 
the postman might have, something for me since yesterday the 
first class mail didn't arrive. And so, as Madam Beaumont 
would say* - "LoJ*. ~

While 1 think of it, I shall underline my memory to inquire 
about the spelling of "belle pepper" on the morrow. But tonight 
I shall be unable to check up on this point, but shall refer to 
the spelling in a subsequent Memo. I have never seen the 
word spelled and so am quite in the dark about it. The 
vegetable referred to is what people in Manhattan usually call 
green peppars, - and I discover that I donftt seem to have spelled 
the peppar part too correctly. But donw this way where peppars 
of man^ varieties are cultivated, especially in the Texas region, 
belle peppar or how ever it is spelled, is always used when 
one is speaking of the large green peppar which isn't "hot", 
and which many people in Louisiana like to eat raw.^

1  - ’

And thanks for giving me the quotation regarding the bread 
short ge in Hatchez and the supply "trucking in'* from 
Alexandria. I believe te distance-from Alexandria to Batches, La.
would be about 50 miles by cement highway and, if memory serves, 

Alexandria, La. is 97 miles from Batches, Miss.

One gathers from Miss Myra's account that Batchez was 
hard hit but this is the first I .had heard that there had 
been any shortage of "the staff of lift".

And thanks, too, for the account of the Hammerstein interview. 
I had often wondered how the author and musician rigged up their 
respective ingredients to cook up a musical show, and 
there is the answer. 1 must confess 1 have Sometimes thought 
in some songs, the business had been the other way around, and 
I could readily envision somebody with a pet poem trying to 
jam the meter into the limited bars of the music, with the 
result that a pretty tune and a charming poem, when thus 
joined against their respective wills, turned out to be 
a perfect fizzle. This has seemed especially so in verses 
now and then lifted from the Pslams and somehow all folded up
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and tucked into a squeeze, just to get inside the musical 
frame work, and the result has been dreadful and somehow 
bringing to mind some of cthat tomfoolery Ed Wybn used to 
do in his'program wherein he played the stellar role in 
a "Fire Ghief" opera.

And thanks for telling me of the impending musical 
based on "Anna and the King of Siam". I read the book 
a few years ago and found it exciting and quite entertaining.
1 was further enohanted to read in the preface that the 
author of the Diary on which it was based, came to 
the United Sthtes after the Siamese interlude and joined 
the staff of the Youth's Companion, and that for the latter 
organization she traveled in Russia to give her impressions 
of that mysterious empire during the 1870’s or possibly 188’s.
I have often wondered if those impressions ever appeared in book 
form, but I assume they never di$, for it seems to me they 
might well have been known to some of us by now, and 
especially in the years following the Russian Revolution when 
so many books'about the old regime were tumbling off the press.

Going back for a moment to "Anna and the H n  of Siam", 
one of the most entrancing portions of that topus was 
the spot where the King, with Anna's assistance, penned 
a letter to the American President^along about 1863, offering 
Mr. Lincoln some extraordinary gift, in the nature of 
elephants. In view of all Mr. Lincoln had on his hands 
during those trying years, —  Mary Tood, Congress, the Cabinet 
and not forgetting the Civil War, it struck me that a flock 
of elephants would have been just about the last straw for 
Honest Ab«.

I don t know what kind of a magazine The South's Companion
may have been like in the 1870’s or 188*s when<"Anna" toured 

Russia for it. I am not sure if it was a sheet for young people, 
but assume it was not exclusively so. I suppose Ethel 
Barrymore’s father-in-law, old Colonel Colt, was a big shot 
in the Russian manufacturing field at that time, for his 
arms manufacturing* concern in Russia, among other places, was 
quite extensive. £ut perhaps "Anna" dddn't. stress economics or 
manufacturing but literature, and surely if she contacted 
Tolstoy and Dostievski jn that branch, her impressions ought to 
be interesting. Wouldn t it be fun if sometime we should dis
cover "Anna and really-turned out a forgotten "Beaumont Memoirs".

t ^

The moon wades through heaps of fleecey clouds which 
I suppose are the precursors of the sleet storm promised for 
this afternoon, which hasn't arrived as yet. Hope 
the weather olds for the gardening, but even so, I set out 
a half dozen 5 foot crepe myrtles at Arengourg before 
day was done, and it is nice knowing they have their feet in 
warm soil, it makes me so happy having your nice letter......

vU a  Ju
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Wednesday, February 14th, 1951.

Memorandum;
In pursuance of my promise of, yesterday, I have been 

checking up on the elusive vegetable and have been slow 
in getting precise results. Across the fence where the word is 
used a million times a year, nobody could say how it was spelled.
My second secretary is under the impression it has seen it 
printed on a tag around the young plants reading

"Belpepner".
. f

Every Saturday a thing called The Market bulletin, issued by 
the State comes to hand, and^usually this item' appears in the 
listings. I shall check on that this week end and report accordingly. 
In the mean time, if you care to shelfe the matter, I think we 
might spell it "belpepper" or change it to "green pepper" and 
that will dispose of that.t I am so glad you asked about-this 
point, fpr had you not done so, I might have gone along without 
ever settling the matter in my own mind, and I like to do so when
ever possible.

The enclosure from Hina is of no particular interest, save 
the unexpected nature of her current childish illness. Isn't 
is a little odd she should have waited so long, *but then there 
is Blythe band's sister who had the same affliction this winter, 
and I suppose she is perhaps 20 years older than Hina

Warm breezes from the ^ulf last night must have stalled 
the cold wave rolling down from the Horth, for when I tuned 
in for the 10 to’clock news, it was 12 above in Dallas although 
still warm in this neighborhood.

Vast humidity prevailed early this morning, however, and 
I succeeded in getting fairly damp long before mid morning.
With the cold having lingered somewhere north of here, however,
I was able to get quite a bit more taken care of before 
a drenching drizzle sent me to cover.

I am so glad L was able to get the stalwart crepe myrtles 
nicely set out yesterday, and to add to the collection with 
additional plantings during the morning. Everything in the ever
green department looks so dark brown and is so intent on shedding 
leaves that it will probably another week at least, and possibly 
longer before one can determine how much animal and how much 
weather devastation has been wrought.
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In the pilgrimage department, it was an all-architectural 
day, with three different segments hailing from I know 
not where, aside from one out of the Orescent City.

The man heading that section was Moise Goldstein, a 
rather well known man of his profession in lissTllbeFta^ 
neighborhood, and an acquaintance of hers, a friend of 
Richard Koch and so 0n I believe he has done some wort 
for Weeks Hall and is f>retty well acquainted with many of 
the more interesting old Gulf Goast places. Of course 
he lost his mind over the colonial seetion at his bend 
of the river. His party were heading for Shreveport where 
they intended attending the Kleiser show.

I must remark in passing that 1 chance to know several 
Louisiana Jews, aside from the ^evy family, the Goldsteins, etc., 
and in eaeh ease one member, named in honor of Moses invariably 
prefers the French rendition* The old expression, .**as 
Irish as Patty1 s pig* doesn t seem to cover the 
Moise Goldstein combination^precisely*

I have finished the novel, "Mud Lark* and sent 
it flying back to the flew yrleans Public Library, having 
liked it much. At the moment I have nothing on hand but 
some kind of a regional novel about Montana .or some such 
strange place. It is called "Winter Wheat* and probably 
has something to do about the soii# It is my one Mildred 
'Walker of whom I never heard and Harcourt, ^race is" the ~ 
publisher* I am inclined to be a little sleepy tonight, 
but shall sample a couple of pages, assuming I can 
keep awake*

1 am forever sending endless lists to the Library, asking 
they keep them on file to serve as quide supplying me 
with things 1 want to study. B;ut Up to now, and after all 
these years, my efforts seem to jump into the category of 
"singing psalms to a dead mule*.

1 reckon you have been as heartened as 1 that jn the 
mis-oalled "Great Debate" Mr. Lewey has had the eourage to 
break with the Tafts endhoovers on foreign policies. The 
country will be the better when not one but both parties have 
some dominant anti-reactionaries in their ranks, and I shall 
hail the day when the old die-hards in the ranks of both 
groups are further tdecimated by death at the ballot box, so 
far as future office holding goes.

But it is getting time for me to look after a 
couple of things on the gallery that need covering for the 
thre. tened i,0 h0p9 everythin with you_  ̂

'‘iffeso

Thursday, February 15th, 1951#

Memorandum:
It drizzled all night and all day today, but the 

thermometer didn*t dip to the freezing point and the 
low for tonight is estimated at a mere 35, so I guess we 
have ridden out this latest on-slaught from the polar regions.

There was a couple of hour's respite from rain and 
I made the most of it to clean out a tangle of honeysuckle 
vines on the *outh Arenbourg line in the neighborhood of 
the larger magnolias so there will be n© straggling 
of the tendrils over into the trees when Spring breaks 
through.

But the chills and damps made me find an excuse to 
get back inside again to get on some dry togs and to get 
warmed up, although the felling of a black locust tree, perhaps 
8 inches thick at the base, supplied me with exercise that 
was conducive to excellent circulation.

The Knipmeyers came this morning, in spite of the rain, and 
- I was glad to see they were both delighted with the mail 
they are getting from their son, recently inducted into the Army.
It seems that he writes them frequently and dashes off his 

letters with gusto and humor and is obviously as happy as a clam 
to find himself in service, - after so many rejections when 
he tried to enlist.

Yesterday's pilgrims so inpinged on my time, I found 
gobs of odds and ends to do *n this neighborhood, Jumping in 
and out from under projecting roofs between drops, so that 
I am inclined to be a bit sleepy, now that night has settled 
down, but 1 am hoping to read a page or two from a 
book coming to hand in today's post. It is Lr. Bush s 
"Modern Arms and Free Men" or some such title, and may or 
may not be a fascinating account of the world in which we 
, find ourselves, as voiced by one of our top^ scientists

Aside from. the Bush opus, the postman brought an 
odd assortment of letters of no great moment, a couple of
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which are enclosed. The reference to ^rs. Scarborough recalls 
the little old lady I used to know years ago in Hatchitoehes.
**he is in her 90*8, widow of a lawyer for whom, X believe, 

the youngest son in this family is named. Mrs. Serarborough 
wa6 successful aS a housewife, mother and hostess, and 

her parties were famous locally when she entertained people 
of importance in the political feild, for although her 
husband never cared to hold office, his influence was 
strong with those who did, and it was always said his 
wife was at least an even part of his success in putting 
over projects and policies. I

^he had a reading machine before I did, X believe, and 
it was always a pleasure to discuss our common enthusiasms 
in recordings, although oddly enough, neither of us ever 
seemed to read the same things and somehow seldom found 
titles she was reading as listed in any of my catalogues.

Table talk of late has centered around some kind of 
a fuel combined to be made up of prominent planters in the 
Parish, ^ast week several of the local lights went to 
Greenwood, Miss., to see how the business operates. It seems 
a flock of planters take stock in a company that“ is formed 
to purchase all oil and gas products, - gasoline, butaine, 
chemical fertilizers, etc*, and that these products are 
acquired in vast amounts and at rock bottom wholesales 
prices, with the company taking care of the holding and 
distribution of the same to the individual members, —  and 
at an enormous saving in the aggregate, of course. I 
believe some Governmental agency supplies a large 
portion of the capital required to get the thing going, - 
over and beyond the amount of money paid in by the initial 
purchasers of stock.

This, I suppose, is just another of the combines that 
have probably long operated in certain sections of the 
world, especially in the Scandinavian countries, but it is 
interesting that it is taking hold in this section, especially 
where "rugged individualism" is such a dominant feature 
in the/economic concept and any Senator as mildly liberal 
as Mr. Morse of the *tate of Washington, is casually 
referred to as "one of those ^oramunist Senators".

You ask about Glemenoe's new habitation It is a 
few miles up the road, on the dirt highway running from the 
Bermuda Road, about half way bettsen Melrose ahd Bermuda, - 
running over to the Montgomery Perry. Jackie is living up 
that way, and across the road lives "Manuel*s cousin", which 
acco nts for the move, of course, but X think Glemenee will be 
back this way agin.....
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Friday, February 16th, 1961.

Memorandum:
How nice to find your Tuesday air mail in this 

morning1s post.
It is good to know how t ings are turning in your 

neighborhood, and I hope the warm weather continues to hold, for 
even though it may not be warm at 50, it seems comparatively 
cosy in contrast to low southern air currents that have lingered 

so long in this section.
And thanks so much- for all you had to say about the 

Hastings business. I should think the way of handling the 
manuscript, as you outlined it, would be perfect, with 
delivery., on receipt of a nod, being made from Manhattan, 
and with instructions subsequently from this end of the line, 

asking that the manuscript be sent here when Hastings is 
finished looking it over. It seems to me that can be accomplished 
ever so easily, andit can so easily be re-shipped to your 
true hand on arriving here.

______________ .  ■_  WK- * ' -t V- " - -V •' 1  ...V --’pi' Jr:.? ‘ yi $5? ,i.

In passing, X might remark that the harper reaction was 
unexpected. Although examination of the manuscript might 
well have proven it was not the type of thing they would 
consider publishing at the presnt time, in view of forth
coming Louisiana items already contracted for, still I 
should suppose most publishers would prefer to take a 
glanceat every potential book, just for their own sfchisfaction 
in knowing something about the nature of the thing.

Harper is well known for its conservatism, however, and 
perhaps they go on -the theory that if today*s menu is 
sufficient, there will be afcple fare for the morrow without 
considering more than today*s raw material

I recall an episode wherein a manuscript was 
rejected by harper in 1923 and was not accepted by other 
publishers at the time, but which somehow got back to the 
Harper emporium five years later and was snatched at with 
much impatience because it was just the tpe of thing they had 
long wanted to bring out. At least they haven't rejected our 
opus, and so, on the same line of reasoning, perhaps they will 
subsequently be the very ones to grab at it.
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• it a rt-w en1 s le t te r . She certa in ly  ought
,  J 0SUh: r ie x ? io ybe?ore she gets through with what seems to  
3 almost annual pilgrimag08*

T her impending froliosomehow seems lifce
As for L u c ille , r 190*8 in th is  modern atomic age* 

hold-over the h otels and country cluhs
o mind comes those GVa* Q st i l l  do, with the cost of 
sed to have, -  an^» to sh0w how much w ill  he expended
he entertainment broken d o Qr what0Vert s0 that the
n each gu est, -  *2.50 may be read ily  comprehended by
mm to ta l of t  capita cost by the hundreds or
S i f W A S -

„«ch oal H alation ., I
)Q weix  "heeled" or unimaginative, - or possi iy

_ q winrrow’s hour news show tonight, but
I enjoyed Bdwar • f  smiled to myseli at the

somehow i t  s®e“s J at ?-gt rf se f ig h t , for arranging the day 
o f th e nfig h t into hourly segements somehow reminded me of 
"Miss Oammie's flaldndat". ■

T the .n ota tion  from General hradley on the
Morrow newscast an hourK|i n s t e thea*esternypowers!f e i edon't°recallthe d taline broadside against the. ..estern^po^^ ^  ^  th0 , t fe o t
the exact wording of t e hr y e“ panio every time somebodythat the Deomeraeies shouldn t f ly  into a pan 
r a t t le s  a paper behind the ^ron Curtain.

According t °  t l T r l ’c*n l T o u T e l i  - s  3 °te low .l6r mome ter reading d u r i g t h  t  ose i t  had fa lle n
r e a i h ' 1 ™ ?r,t The g r e a te r  i s  th e  wonder i f  any of the

tsast- ■
he p t o S S ^ f S T o l S S S  w t?her c t t m e d a s C « s a^ d  m oderate 
em p era tu res  over th e  week end , 1 hope.

_ . 4- tv busv most Of the daylight hours at gardening,
I  kep t en0UKh to  say howdy to  Mrs. ^oombs

ta k in g  tim e out on ly  lo  g s f  r  2q m inu tes t h i s  f te rn o o n .
,ho passed thi® ^  ay \0 con su lt w ith  some o f h* "customers",
&he was down th is  w y enough to  inq u ire a fte r
md p a u s e d i n h e r f l i g h t l  ^ ®r t  th a t her son in  the
;he s ta te  o f my -fine Snrth C arolina. had been in  the
[arien  Corps, s ^ ^ 1°V®gt i wee  ̂ in  January, and thus was unable 
lo s p ita l  s in ce  the f i * s  l vmich seems to  be a thing w ith
i° s i lv e r Plin ing? that i s  the loca l news and may your week end
% ** vtn Ac onrl miiet ««••••
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Sunday, February 18th, 1951.

Memorandum: * *
How nice to have your air mail in  Saturday*s post, 

containing the several inquiries converning Miss Oammie’s Calendar.

I am returning the same herewith, trusting the answers to 
the questions are help fu l.

In the section concerning the carding, spinning, home 
remedies and so on, 1 hope you w ill not le t  that somewhat 
involved piece of business confront you with much time at 
untangling, for I am hoping you w ill f e e l  free to cut out anything 
that w ill  tend to sim plify the lin e s , knowing that nothing w ill  
be lo s t  of moment that may be thus discarded.

U ntil you mentioned i t ,  £ had forgotten you had a likeness  
and an example of Mary Frances* handiwork. I never have heard 
anything more regarding plans for her b u ria l, so 1 assume 
she remains in C alifornia. Boor l i t t l e  Mary Frances.

The week end has been characterized with much cloudiness and 
l i t t l e  wisps of rain but i t  has warmed up considerably and so 
1 was able to spend a l l  of Saturday u n til 4 out of doors. Ihe fresh air 
arid exercise combined to make me dfowsey at an early hour after  
dark, but even so, 1 succeeded in gettin g  in  a l i t t l e  reading 
from -Cr, Bush's volume on buzz bombs and heaven knows what a l l .
I admire the simple statements he can make'covering exceedingly 
complex subjects, and because of my vast ignorance in  the 
f ie ld  of s c ie n t if ic  degelopement along mechanical gagets 
for m ilitary  use, I ±» find many a foundation stone for 
the vast gaps in my understanding of the whole matter.

I t  i s  heartening to read that i t  i s  th is  eminent 
authority doubts i f  anothing by way of atom bombs could be 
delivered from Bussia within years to come, what with the perfection  
of defense provisions already available in± the deomcracies. He 
further points out that the cost of delivering the atom bomb is  
so proh ib itive , when compared with the amount of damage a single  
bomb ean e f fe c t , that bombing of th is  nature i s  p ractica lly  
w orthless, since the maximum of damage thus in f l ic t e d , should by 
some unimagined chance, one should get through, would be 
so in s ig f if le a n t , as contrasted with the outlay in making the 
delivery , that i t  i s  doubtful i f  anyone would make an attempt.
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I reckon the weather must have been too drizzly for the 
Hands today for nobody appeared at the camp# 1 dined and supped 
across the fence where everything was running as smooth as silk#

I oan*t recall if 1 mentioned the recent letter from 
Dr# Uverdyke t wherein he very kindly offered to bring me a fine 
grapevine and plant the same for me#

It was very kind of him, but frankly, in a field where 
grapes so quickly get out of hand if not given lots of attention,
I am not looking forward with vast enthusiasm to the proffered 
gift#

And speaking of grapevines reminds me of poor Mr. Bachelier 
who worked so diligently with them, both the native varities and 
imported stock, not to mention cross strains from both types#

I suppose I may have mentioned before how he coped with 
the inroads made by the bluejays on his bunches of fine grapes.
The bluejays love them and usually have them pretty well disposed 
of before they are half ripe. But to circumvent these depredations, 
Mr. Bachlier hit upon the idea of tying a paper sack over each 
indiv dual bunch. I should have supposed the absence of sun on 
the grapes themselves might have effected their quality, but 
apparantly it didn't. But neither did the paper sack protect the 
grapes, for the curious bluejays immediate conceieved the 
notion of taking one good peck at the sack, and what with the 
sharpness of their bill, the sack was riddled in a jiffy#

But this in now way daunted Mr. Bachelier. With 
vast ingenunity, he conceived the idea of placing a much larger 
paper sack over the first so that when the blue jay had pecked through 
the protecting outer covering, he was amazed to discover that 
what was beneath was nothing more than a paper sack and 
although it seems odd, he never seemed to dream of having a 
go at the smaller duplicate which had just been penetrated* Thus 
by making frequent rounds to replace the outer sacks, Mr. Bachelier 
was able to bring the much shrouded bunches of grapes into 
maturity, and mighty fine grapes they were, too.

But Dr. Overdyke is altogether mistaken if he thinks I 
am ever going to find time to spend my days adjustedng series of 
paper sacks over paper sacks to outwit friend blue jay.

Hut enough of horticultural aspeots of the grape growing 
industry for this sitting. The hour advances, and I must 
start folding, holding the tought that the morrow may be grand 
for gardening.....
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Memorandum:
The enclosure from Hastings Bouse seems to strike a different 

note from the Harper epistle# I shall never understand how 
Harper could decline at least a glance in, the direction of the 
manuscript, but even so, 1 am glad of the time we didnft have 
to waste on that go-round.

If it is just as conveninet for you to do sol I suppose 
it might not be a bad idea to send the response to Hastings with 
the manuscript, ^f for any reason, however, you would prefer to 
send it separately, please do so, probably posting the letter so 
it will arrive on the day the package is delivered, - that is to 
say by posting it the night before, although if it could accompany 
the package it would probably be as well,

t
The response isn*t well done. If changes seem imperative, 

please feel ouite free to make them and letting the thing sail, — 
without consulting me* Naturally I would have broken the paragraphs 
up considerably, especially the last one, and used a couple of 
other sentences, were I not striving to keep the whole thing on 
a single sheet, which, for what reason I know not, seemed a good idea.

If, however, you feel a break up is in reality necessary, then 
let it slip over on to a second page*

You will note 1 said nothing about the return of the manuscript.
In the first place, it is perhaps as well to "hold the 

thought*' that it may stick, and in the second place, it seems that 
in case^it is returned, it would by the natural turn of events, be 
addressed here*

Frankly I am a little puzzled by a couple of the things 
in the Hastings House letter which seem to have nothing to do 
with me, - or could 1 be wrong* What I have in mind particularly 
is the inquiry "as to what price it should be offered for sale.
How could 1 have any idea on that point since sitting off here on the 
margin of Cane River, * haven't the vaguest notion of what modern 
costs are involved in eoritempoary printing.

And in the second place, I can't imagine why 1 should be 
asked about what medium could best be used for releasing the 
book. Cff hand I should say that probably the same medium employed 
in the disposal of any other book. I felt tempted to ask them
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if publishers don't have sales people supplying the trade. That 
was always my impression, but of course I am much behind the 
times, and 1 don’t pass for keeping abreast with the latest 
wrinkles in such aspects of the publishing business. After all 
it would seem to me that such details should be handled by * 
the publishers, that }.s to say, the disposal of their wares wholesale. 
I hope the author isn t expected to both write and sell a book 
But perhaps the publisher thinks he is supposed merely to 
publish —  period.

But these details are for further consideration after some 
progress has been made in considering the item for publication and 
we can go into such details at subsequent sittings. But I * 
must say I am still a little surprised that such points should 
have been brought up in the present letter, - and particularly 
the matter of the selling price, since I can't imagine how Bastings 
could suppose I would have any notion as to the cost of the 
individual copies.

Well, so much for such speculations, and we shall see what 
Hastings House thinks.

Of late it seems to me I have done mighty little radio-ing 
for sleep has so easily caught up with me, once I flattened out.
1 am glad 1 got a little reading done Saturday night, for 
it was after 10 last night before I could call it a day, and 
i was too sleepy then to do any browsing.

It turned warm during the night and a heavy fog covered the 
countryside until nearly 9 this morning. If pear trees were 
weather prophets on whom any dependence could be placed, one would 
have assumed that Spring had really arrived at Arenbourg where 
white blossoms were all up and down the drive. But pears are 
always getting caught by ^aok Brost, and so today's swirl 
of white petals mean nothing except that the pear trees are 
no better than ground hogs for anticipating the advent of Spring.

It's cloudy tonight and continued warm and I suppose 
there will be a shower before .another dawning. I wish the 

•tree Chinese magnolias recently ordered would come to hand 
immediately, for the present dampness would be beneficial for 
them in getting their initial start.

Severting to the manuscript, you will of course forward the 
same whenever it seems best and most convenient for you to do 
so. Should this air mail reach yotl late in the week, —  it took 
Hastings' from the 15 to the 19th to get here, and if you feel

“  •- ’,0"  ” ” * * » — *■
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Tuesday, February 20th, 1951.

Memorandm:

now nice to have your letter, along with enclosures of 
St. ^ary's on the Bayou and all in today*s post.

My ohly regret is that I was unable to respond to 
each of your questions immediately after reading them, for 
I may forget one or two of them, but if so, please don't 
hesitate to call them to mind again, should memory not serve me.

As regards the Weaver letter, my answer is "Yes", I think 
it should.go just where you suggested, along with the accounts 
of the contemporary presss reports on Melrose. It is sufficiently 
in tune with them so that it will harmonize alright and nobody 
will ever notice that it is not a reprint.

As for Miss Cammie as patrpn of the Arts, it seems to me 
the subject has been sufficiently covered, as indicated by her 
letters to and from people concerned with the Arts, and that it 
is further confirmed by the press accounts of Meir0se, so that 
a chapter on the subject would be repetitious and tend toward 
stuffiness.

I like your idea as to putting the things about Yucca 
under the title suggested. Your decision to use the Salve 
Hospital title for the Middle Beriod is fine. And the material 
following under the general title of Yucca ought to round out 
the picture of the period following its renaissance with sufficient 
subtlety to make the whole thing round-out ever so nicely.

I am counting much on the Hastings House reaction as to 
what should be used and what should be not, for it seems to me 
the knowledge about the place in the mind of the publisher, - who 
is without personal acquaintance wit the layout, ought to 
provide him with excellent taste in deciding what should appeal 
to the average reader and,what becomes possibly a little to© 
limited in appeal to the ave age reader.

I like your idea of using "Miss Gammie's Calendar" as ever so 
much better than the lime Table, and it is good to know that you 
found the balance of the hours of the day alright.
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I am so indebyed to you tor acquainting me with the James W.
Gerard ^emoiies of recent publication, of which I had heard nothing*

His active career as a lawyer, politician, diplomat and 
business made a broad stage for him to play out his role, and 
I suppose the worshippers of wealth will be enormously ft 
impressed when they learn something of his financial and real 
estate assets, which must be imposing* I believe, among 
other parcels in midtown Manhattan, he owned some of that 
property in 46th Street between 5th and 6th, although I don't * 
recall how much there was of that*

■f

In appearance, he always reminded me of % .  Kaltenborn 
and perhaps it was hist pinoe-nezf that somehow gave him a 
glassy stare and suggested an,absence of human qualities.Qn several 
occasions I have been present at gatherings where he has been 
the most striking personality in the group but each time it chanced 
the discussions centered around Government in business, and naturally 
he seemed to incline to the side of Wall Street, but withal pleasantly.

Dominant personalities, like 4r. Gerard and everyone else 
in the field I can think of, somehow contrive to live in a dream 
world of their own interpretation, and while giving not a fig for 
introverts, are in a way, I suppose, surrounded with just as 
curious perspectives as those they think of as living expressly in 
a dream world. So often they think of what interests them as being 
"facts and since their concepts are usually the prevailing ones in 
any gathering, they scarcely if ever get an opportunity 
to view possible "ifs" in their factual surrotuadings. And all 
this sounds critical of % .  Gerard and it isn t intended to be 
so, for I think he must have been much above the average in the 
inhuman existence of Jiis peers

But getting around to local doings, may I tell you that 
it was ^renbourg's birthday. In fact, * got my yesterday’s 
wish that the Ohinese magnolias, --Soulangeannas, - would come 
to hand, and LoJ they did.

£here had been a hervy shower early in the morning, and 
this was followed by a brisk wind and much sunshine after 
morning made up its mind. This meant the ground was adequately 
saturdated with water, and yet not muddy, and thus I was able 
to busy myself with the greatest satisfaction in planting 
in rich soil with a flock of happy thoughts going into every 
spadeful of earth.

The letter from Dora seem to cover the point about his 
unciphered notation and his letter on Hatches is gay enough. It has 
been such a pleasant day, what with your morning letter..,..*

Wednesday, February 21st, 1951.

Memorandum: *

A lovely day and a lovely night, with much full mfcon to 
emblish the latter.

The weather is warming and today x noticed a lew daring 
leaves unfolding on some crab apple trdes. Oarab apple trees 
are rare in this region and therefore probably get more 
attention around* this time of year than they might where they 
grow with greater abandon.

I Got quite a bit of gardening done in spite of a few 
interruptions. Pilgrims included the secretary of the Historical 
Society, and later Dr. and "rs, Hand with a couple of their grand
children. I was so glad to see the doctor looking so well and 
Blythe seemed in a gay mood.

They had hoped to come this way this coming week end, but 
other plans will require their presence elsewhere. They had 
received a tlephone call from Shreveport just before heading up 
this way today. Another grandchild, son Of Frances Hand Jack, got 
himself pretty thoroughly bumped at school in Shreveport today, 
breaking his arm so that it proturded from the flesh and striking 
his head so that he didn’t regain consciousness until after 
some time, - I believe an ambulance was sent for and carried 
him either home to to the hospital. But none of this seemed to 
upset the Hands, for I believe that Frances hadn’t called them 
until the child had been patched up and it was understood that 
he would now be on te mend.

I am sending along the letter and clipping from Shreveport 
although the clipping itself is of scant interest. It is 
interesting how every once in so often the "gold bug" seems to 
bite somebody and everything has to come to a halt while 
soraeGOdy grabs a spade and starts digging. I didn’t 
even read all this article, so am not sure just which brand of 
gold is being dug for now, but* I assume it may be from a bank 
that may have been located in the neighborhood along about 
Civil War times. Perhaps the article explains why it should 
ever have been buried so far down in the earth. My guess would 
be that a few feet would be as likely to hide the treasure as 
say 50. After all, old J oo ^enry’s treasure in the hog pen
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where Celine's papa buried it seemed to carry out my point.

The thing T like about all such talk is the inevitable 
account of how caravans used to transport gold treasure along 
the King’s Highway, running from Greenville, Tenn., through 
Hatches to Grand Ecore and on to Han Antonio and Mexico City.
What T could never get anybody to tell me was what in the 
world anyone should have been transporting gold over such 
a route. After all Greenville, Tenn# or where ever the 
Trace is supposed to have gone had no*Civilization at all 
in the Spanish days and therefore the Spaniards would have 
had no reason to transport gold by caravan off into such a 
wilderness. And as for gold being shipped ^n the opposite 
direction, that would have been "carrying coals to Howcastle", 
for one scarcely carried gold to Mexico in the old days, and- 
1 never heard of gold being produced to send anywhere from the 
Mississippi Valley, - at least not in metal. And yet the 
gold transportation over the old Traces forever re-appears 
in contemporary Mint which sounds’ to me like the doings of 
some Holoman who has never taken time out togive any thought 
to what is being jotted down.

Well do T remember the newspaper accounts of Miss Elizabeth 
Brandon •Hanton organizing a gold hunting expedition of Windy 
Hill **anor a number of years ago. her idea was that some of 
the robbers on the "atchez Trace had Ridden their vast wealth 
Ip some ravine on Windy Hill. Miss Elizabeth was a sight, but 
so far as eve£ getting any buried treasure, I think it was her 
sister, Miss "aude, who ran into black gold when oil began oozing 
on Windy hill long after:Miss Elisabeth had gone on to her reward.

Just missed Bob Hope last night but caught up with Fibber 
and his mechanical work on "Secretary Williamson'" .automobile 
containing the loot from some robbery I have wondered 
if there are quite a few characters in their skits, or if 
many of the parts are played by the same person, such as 
Dr. Gamble, Maypr iatrivia and so on.

Did I mention that I sometimes find the newsbroadcasts, immediately
following the Feibber McGhee program,_but on the Mutal System,
put on the air from Washington, very interesting. The 

15 minute program is sponsored by the American Federation 
of ^abor and the talking is done by Frank Edwards, If you 
haven t sampled this news oast, - Ip o’clock, I reckon, your 
time, over mutual, I think yon might enjoy some of. the 
news items included, for often they seem to embrace a 
definite position on one point or another which too often 
the major chains of the Columbia and National systems 
seem to avoid. Do hope there are signs of Spring in your 
neighborhood....,

Thursday, February 22nd, 1951.

Memorandum:

The Founder's Birthday, and a mighty pretty day it 
was in this section.

It wasn't a holiday so far as I could see, but I 
suppose business houses in town closed. But food trucks and 
the like operated as usual, and the plantation was going 
full tilt.

I hope it was a day of relaxation for you and that 
you were able to do lots of nothing by way of a chance and 
rest.

1 had a few men to give me a hand and sawing huge limbs, 
frozen by the storm, and generally clearing out trash from 
Melrose while I divided my time with give those enterprises 
a once over while T plied the weed knife and hoe and spade 
at Arenbourg.

A cloudless sky and a vagrant breeze took up much of 
the water of earlier in the week, but the pomise is for 
showers tonight or tomorrow and so the newly planted things 
at ^renbourg will have just the propely spaced misture that 
will give them an excellent opportunity to get a good 
toe-hold before the dry season arrives.

The knipmeyers came earlier than usual this morning, in 
fact T found them sitting on my gallery when returned
from a round at the post office at 9 o clock. I under
stand the docotr is sometimes tempeiamental if his clinic 
gets too many customers and this must have been a day in 
point, for Mrs. K. told me that there was a large crowd 

when they arrived at the clinic and so the doctor never 
stopped. The poor people, some of whom travel for miles for 
the clinic must be disappointed in such instances. I 
think ^rs. is worried by such manifestations of nerves, 
and together we bent every effort to go into lines of 
conversation that kept far from reference to his profession.
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It would appear that it is going to be rough on rats 
tonight in this vicinity for not only have banquets been 
prepared but libations as well, A man from Dr. ^nipmeyer1s 
health uffice came and put out oceans of that devastating 
liquid, —  ”1080” or whatever it is called, - the same 
stuff that indirectly caused Grandpa’s demise. And an 
hour after all this carryings-on had been accomplished,
J. **. arrived from town with tons of "D-Gon", some kind 
of a patent food that is guaranteed to dispose of 
rodents with 15 days. If they will just step over to 
the drinking department after having a go at the food, 
they toont have to wait for 15 days, since the liquid stuff 
kills instantaeneously# ,

I don't seem to do ueh reading these days, what 
with all the fresh air during the day making me ever so 
sleepy when I get around to switch on the reading machine, 
and so I am still at Dr. Bush's "Modern Arms and Free Men" or 
whatever the title is, I like the book and wish lots of 
people both in this hemisphere and the other might explore 
its contents. It doesn't gloss over the serious aspects of 
contemporary life but at the same time it offers an optomistic 
outlook that is the more impressive because of the 
readiness of the author to examine evern the most 
depressing situations in world ways of thinking, —  and still 
suggests that Faith and Good ^orks will carry us through.

Dora must have operated on a hunch that I might need 
some pictures of various places in Louisiana and Mississippi, 
for he sent me a dozen or so without making inquiry. 1 reckon 
he must have based his assumption on my request for the' 
missing,word in his own difficult hand which we wanted, for 
I haven t talked about a Melrose book with him, so far as I 
can recall. In any event, the postman brought me 
pictures from him, covering such subjects as Stnaton ^all, 
Rosedown and heavean knows what all, and nothing at all 
about the Gane •‘Hver country, I am just re-mailing them to 
him, for 1 think these should be kept intact, in cast there 
ever should be a later opportunity to publish the stuff 
on which we worked together a few years back, from tohich 
these photorgaphs were taken out and forwarded to me.
It was certainly thoughtful and kind of him, butl have all 
I can say grace over in that department alrigfc. .

Have thought of you so often during the founder's Birthday, 
hoping it was going nicely by your own good self....

Friday, February 23rd, 1951.

Memorandum:

The weather continues to hold while the postman 
holds out, so that the rains will arrive tomorrow with 
a 1st class post tha will be the heavier because of its 
lightness today.

Since week-end secretaries aren't much, and mud puddles aren't 
too conducive to successful tours about the gardens, it may 
or may not * be a comparatively no-account week end.

But if circumstances are such that I find a little 
time to myself, I shall be as happy, for I am way behind in 
everything sprouting normally from this keyboard.

< Saturday<is the college, Sunday the Knights of Golumbus, 
and Monday the college again, or another segment of it, and 
so things turn.

What a lot the air has had to say about the racket in 
the basketball field during the past week. I heard one 
quotation from a Philadelphia newspaper man who opined that 
perhaps it is time that school sports become school sports and 
that it is time, perhaps, to do away with all the jockeying 
that goes on to show favoritism to expert players by the 
alumni, the faculty, sports writers and the public in general.
It seemed to me the han had a point in such remarks. During 
the summer, the public seems to get sufficiently hot and 
bothered about professional baseball, and perhaps with a little 
ballyhoo in the right direction, the public during the 
winter could get equally hot and’bothered about professional 
basketball. It has seemed to me that if a college cannot 
operate without financial support stemming from sports and 
gifts from wealthy sports-minded alumni, then some other 
means should be discovered to keep the educational pump primed, 
so that sports in college may thud be relegated to college sports 
and permanently relieved of the pressure that goes with the semi- 
professional business that apparantly dominates college 
football and basketball. It seems to me the ultra sports- 
minded have been sadly lacking all these years in not getting 
wealthey alumni to provide their Alma Mater with race horses, so 
that Saratoga and ail the rest of the tracks from Manhattan to
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New urleans and thence to Caliofnia might round up students 
for jockeys and thus get a heap of extra "Hoorah"..out 
of that department of "education", too,

The enclosure reflects my neglect of my correspondence.
Although as a literary masterpiece it doesn’t seem to he 
very special, and yet the various elements in it are rather 
touching, I think, and especially the inquiry regarding the 
butterfly lilies.

Did I mention hoi Oman sent me a letter from the Negro
Digest, congratulating Her on the quality of the articles on 
Meihrose and Glemenoe and hastening on to explain that since 
the Digest is read primarily by people of color, the material 
would not be suitable for that type reader but rather for 
other racial groups. This came as something of a surprise but 
I reckon the Editor must know what he is talking about better 
than I do, so far as the reaction of his readers is concerned.
Par be it from me to attempt understanding another person’s 
psychological twists and turns, but off hand, at least, I would 
assume that whatever I wrote for the Digest would be sympathetically 
contrived for the potential reader, and I guess it must be the 
element of si^rprise that acquaints me with the fact that a 
sympathy isn t enough in such cases. The Melrose article in 
particular seemed to have just the right slant, so far as the 
preponderance of* spaee in it set aside for Marie Theresa, and 
one would think that would provide interesting subject matter 
of most negro readers of the Digest, and the more so, to my 
way of thinking, perhaps, because of the reaction X have so 
often experienced in my contacts with the college students 
and graduate students of color passing bhis way annually. It 
seemed* to me the Meixos0 thing was just another Black Swan, but 
it appears I could be wrong.

^nd speaking of color,?Glemenoe came to see me today. She 
wants me to journey up the road to see her "exhibity" in her 
new residence. X asked her when she was returning to ^elrose to 
live, and she laughed giddily and said Mr. *. H. had just told 
her he was holding her house unoccupied until she made up her mind.
She said she had had $160,00 worth of insurance 7-an odd sum —  
on Mary Prances but the insurance company wouldn t pay until they 
had a death certificate^ and she couldn’t get any response from 
Mary Prances' papa in California in her efforts to obtain the same. 
Naturally I offered to secure said notice from the proper authorities, 
but it is quite possible that the local insurance company is a flim

flam, - for some are said to be, - and so perhaps she may or may not 
hear from the concern, - an Alexandria outfit. But I see it 
is time for closing. A.ave tho ght of you so often today....

Sunday, Pebraury 25th, 1951,

Memorandum:

It was good to have your grand letter of Tuesday in 
Satuday’s post. But I am hoping the cireumstanoeSthat impelled 
you to remain at home have all fled and that you didn’t 
try to get back to business prematurely.

And I am hoping against hope that when you received the 
air mail containing the bastings letter you did not rush into 
a lot of extra exertion. After all, your good health is 
the, only thing that matters, and should the manuscript 
not have gone forward by the time you receive this note,
I urge you not to rush into forwarding the package, for there 
is certainly no rush about it, and conservation of your own 
energies is the only thing that counts,

• And may I tell you that Celeste was altogether enchanted 
with the lovely birthday eard and letter which reached her 
tuue hand in Saturday's post. I chanced to see her 
immediately after she had received it and what nice things she 
had to say about you would require pages. In short, your gesture 
made her inordinately happy and so another star glows in your 
already radient crown.

And may I pin many oak leaf clusters on you for your 
kindness in giving me such interesting particulars about what 
you have been up to by way of the theatre and the printed word.
I shall be hearing talk from various quarters about "Bose Tatoo" 
and the conversation will mean so much more, thanks to your 
kindness in acquainting me with the plot and your own 
opinion of the piece.

t

And I feel equally fortified, what with the data you 
passed along concerning points in the G. B. S. Postscript and 
other matters concerning Mr. Shaw, as hate recently appeared 
in the press. Because of the endless success his plays enjoyed 
over such a long period, I assumed his estate would be rather 
larger than the estimate of from a quarter to a round million, - 
especially in dollars, since in pounds it would have jacked it 
up quite a bit. It seems to me I once heard that Ann Nichols made 
5 million on "Abie's Irish Rose”, and while Mr. Shaw never exactly
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turned out a like opus, still the unending successes his 
plays enjoyed, — often several running in Great Brtain and 
the united States concurrently, I somehow got the impression 
he might have out-done Miss Nichols in hank balances.

Your reference to -̂ ady Astor reminds me that that lady 
ought to be able to dish out a pretty good set of Memoires 
if she ever stopped long enough to undertake anything of the 
sort. For years I have been under the impression that 
Lady Astor was among those who were in the camp opposing 
Churchill in the 1920*s and 1930*s when he was actempting 
to arouse the nation to the dangers he felt were mounting 
toward war. I can't put my finger on anything specific and 
I may be in error. It is possible, however, that not much 
was put in print on this point at the time, - or subsequently,- 
what with the chance of libel suits, since such impressions 
might have been difficult to establish. The friendship between 
âioy Astor and G. B. s. always seemed a little unexpected to me, 
fthich with each of them possessed of such dominant personalities, 
for I believe that G. B. S. in particular found feminine friendships 
more frequently in less diamond-pointed people. Frankly, I 
sometimes felt that each of them found some mutal advantage 
in the association that was less pleasureable in the 
contact than profitable in vote-getting for the lady among 
intellectucal groups, and popularity, especially among Americans, for 
the plays of the gentleman. Off hand, if asked to select 
Britain s three most sparkling personalities of our times, I 
should instinctively point to ^ancy Astor, G. B. W. and Mr.
Ghurchill, It has always seemed difficult to picture any two 
of them as intimate friends^.and impossible to imagine the 
three of them as such.

I did hear a single sentence on the radio announcing 
the death of Andre Gide at 81. Somehow I had expected more. The 
last time 1 saw him, he was disappearing, up the nar.ow, twisted 
rue Bonaparte, the volominous Italian naval officer's cape he 
affect slapping madely in the bitter January breeze that was 

. chilling that particular winter's day twilight. It was like 
a sketch for Poe's tales by A. Beardsley. And I have always 
wondered why I could never read Gide and the more so because all 
my friends found him to their liking. But try as I might, and 
the attempts were many, I never could succeed in finishing any 
thing of his I undertook. Perhaps I never chanced to be 
in the proper mood or perhaps I chose the wrong things, such 
as ^es Faux Monneyeux, Si le Grain ^e Meurt and so on.

t I I

And thanks no end for telling me of the gesture of 
l'Academie' sx in the direction of F. B. fi. I hadn’t heard of 
that before. I suppose there hadn't been such a gesture since 
Dr. Benjamin Franklin received the laurels from that more or less 
August body. It was so good of you to give me such a graxid week end. 
and I hold the though your cold is all gone.....

4698

Monday, February 26th, 1951,

Memor andum:
t *

une gets the impression of summer, what with the thermometer 
in the 80's, and all green things unfolding madly.

There were so many things along other lines to talk 
about yesterday that I guess I didn t mention we dined 
on turkey next door and all was lovdly. ^at was here for the 
week end and it is always good to see him.

The expected and unexpectd pilgrims jammed up the 
afternoon until dark, after which there was supper next 
door and some more guests so that 10 o'clock was striking before 
I got around for correspondence last night, — and the radio 
listening and the reading machine playing got precisely no 
where.

The week end must have put a crimp in the postal delivery, 
too for this morning's mail contained no 1st class pouch at all. 
The'morrow will accordingly be a little heavier than usual, I 
reckon.

Today' s !visitors included people from sUsoonsin and somehow 
I am always especially pleased when people from so far ^orth can 
extricate themselves from their snowbanks and venture as 
far afield as Louisiana.

Today's group chanced to be interested in plants, and 
as they had never been South before, they were of course enchanted 
with the first sight of magnolia trees, bamboo hedges and
what fffctb the Weather ^an putting off the rains until Wednesday,
1 was of course glad to make the most of the dawn s early light

at Atenbourg where 1 got quite a lot of stuff done before the 
day’s routine really got to turning. All of the c i ^ e m ^ r ^  
are lnt ot as are the sears, £ersimons, JBIilSl.and the liM.
In spite of the damage they received, I oelieve the grandiflorj 
although a little mangled, are going to make it, and perhaps 
time and a good year's growth may repair much of the ravage.
I am holding the thought that the * ortunis are going to 
come through, although that will remain problematical 
for another montji or so. For 1 thint new leaves never 
put owt before the bushes have blossomed, and it 
will be late April or early ^ay before the flowers, if any, 
put in an appearance. They will live if they bloom, perhaps 
they will if they don't.

:as,
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As a gesture of their interest in things historical, somebody 
from the college yesterday lifted the Census of the post of 
Natchitoches for 1776 or whenever, - the one I had tacked 
on the shutter of the barred window, giving on the front gallery.

The quintales of dye, the 26,000 deer hides and all seem to 
have interested many people visiting the place for the first time, 
and I reckon it must have been of especial appeal to the 
representative of higher learning. 1 believe I have a copy somewhere, 
but I don't seem to be able to set hand to it at the moment. Should 
you ever run across the thing, for X am under the im ression 
you may have a copy, i should be glad if you would jot down some 
of the items, - both population and exports, but as this is 
merely to replace the sheet that was lifted and of use only for 
the delectation of pilgrims, there is no vital need for it, and 
should you never stumble over it, its absence will matter not at 
all. X merely mention it, just in case you should.

I should have spoken before this of the enclosures, and I 
want to thank you again for letting me see the three of 
St. ‘“ary's on the Bayou. 1 have no need for them at the moment, 
and so am returning them to your true hand for safe keeping. I 
imagine the one Carolyn ’'struck" was superb and I wish we might 
have used it in the manuscript* but you know Carolyn, and f 
perhaps and perhaps not we shall ever see it.

As f<?r the other two, you will recognize them, although 
they aren t much except to give an impression of how white 
everything looks in this neighborhood when the snow arrives. These 
were taken during the first week of February, 1951, if 
you care to make a note on the back I wish the one of the 
African uouse had been taken a day or two later when the long 
icicles festooned the eaves, for that really made quite a 
striking effect, so many jagged edges on such a havy bulk of 
roof line.

There is something almost as miraculously sudden in the 
cnange of the season as in the improvement of a sick child, for 
today I discovered x havd better re-set some of the eanas whose 
bulbs were so recently encased in ice, for some of them in the 
last couple of days have started sending up leaves an inch or 
two in height. * It wont be long before one will be seeing 
little colored children busy in the ditches with little twigs 
to which strings will be attached, deftly lifting crawfish out 
of the water, whereupon Spring will really be all Over the 
place.

Do hopefyou are getting a suggestion of warmer weather and 
that your cold is ever so much on the mend.' Please take care of you....

id
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Tuesday, February 27th, 1951.

Memorandum:

How fast the month is running out with April weather, 
all except the showers, still prevailing.

At Arenbourg the tender leaves of the pear are beginning 
to underline“the curve of the drive and all sorts of 
greenery is pushing up from the ground.

I continue gardening to get as much done before the 
rains slow up labor and spill grass and weeds all over the 
place. From the cotton fields come the delicious aroma 
of freshly turned earth where the tractors are buzzing from 
dawn to dusk like elumsey big old bugs, not sure of just 
where they are going but putting a,ll their effort into 
getting there.

I read a page or two from the Billie Burke autobiography 
last night before going to sleep. TlPwasT an amusing 
chapter and interesting to have y her personal opinions 
of some of the artistic notables in the early years of 
the century Her account of her home at Hastings pn the 
Hudson was delightful and I suppose it seemed especially 
vivid to me since I recalled having seen her and Flo 
Ziegfield in Hastings on one or two occasions in the £0*s.

her account of dinners at Mark Twain's house in 
lower 5th avenue were neatly done, and I am glad she 
mentioned what,he inscribed on a photograph for her, and 
although don t recall exactly how it was phrased, it was 

c to the effect that Truth is the most precious thing we have 
and we should accordingly use it sparingly, Mr. Twain 

. was a sight.

One or two other books have come .to hand but I 
haven't even taken time out to see what they are, for 
I shall not read much during these busy days and the 
Burke item is just the right thing at the moment when 
the eyelids droop so readily at the close of day.

Eventually, some day when it rains, I must re
furbish 5t. Giggin's Fountain, a damp Job for a dampish day. 
Did I mention that the water froze into a solid round cake 
earlier in the month but that all the gold fish thawed out 
as 'satisfactorily as did that "deep freeze" lady of Ghioago.
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. , And while ron the subject of Miss Burke and the Gay 
*90 era of which she speaks, I somehow felt ever so 
much of that period too when today J. ran down to 
Baton Bouge for some State or Federal Board meeting and „ 
was back home in the middle of the afternoon. By !
plane that wouldn't be anything special but by car it seems 
whizzing along at a pretty good speed.

Mr. Long's former secretary, ex-Senator Fredericks, 
is now head of the Louisiana Welfare department and I 
learn he has recently put that Department back into 
the black after it had dipped far into the red during 
the past year. I am not quite sure as to how this 
masterful stroke was accomplished but I believe through 
the simple process of lopping off most of the 
physically handicapped. Because I have always been 
so enthusiastic about the inauguration of a Welfare Depart
ment, I have naturally followed its career with considerable 
interest, and up to the present, I am about as much in 
the dark about how it functions as I am about how 

Beomcracy works. Apparently there is much ground yet 
to be covered before either performs to perfection.Perhaps 
it is in the stage of the early "horseless carriages when 
the vehicle left much to be desired but unquestionably was 
headed in the right direction,

1 was further indebted to you regarding Bose Tatoo and 
your acco nt of it that made it so clear to me through your 
account of it, for my attention was called to the 
space given it in H f e  and accordingly the knowledge with 
which you had provided me in advance made discussion of 
the subject ever so much more satisfactory all the way ‘roundj* j

*nd speaking of that play reminds me of my indebtedness 
to you some months back when you acquainted me with so many 
interesting particulars regarding Southern Exposure, and 
didn't it seem odd to you that only a couple of weeks ago 
Dora bad just heard of the piece for the first time, Thanks 
to you splendid account of it, its writer and its Aew York 
reception, I was able to pass along the gist of what you 

had told me, and 1 am quite sure he wa as grateful as 
I for the knowledge thus coming to hand, —  and all through 
your true hand.

, I ohanoed to hear Aowell Thomas tonight, - I seldom 
do get an opportunity to do so. Bis suggestion for a 
Secretary for Propaganda had its points, with Mr. ■aoward of 
^cripps-^oward, Boy, 1 believe is his name, as Secretary, 
with lot8 of people named as assistants, including, - of f
all people, one Westbrook Begler. I give up......
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Wednesday, February 28th, 1951.

Memoranudm:
It is so good to have your Sunday letter and to 

accept your word for it that you are really on the mend.
What a pity that you had to have another go-round 

of the influenza, - there has been so much of it about this 
region this winter, and Miss Sally's daughter has been in 
bed for a solid week with so signs of recuperation as 
yet. Pf you were able to stir about a little after your 
medecine and shot, you were perhaps on the lucky side. I 
only hope you don't try to take on the world again just 
as soon as you head back to business, and I am hoping against 
hope that you wont let the manuscript business add one 
extra gesture to all the demands the office is bound to 
have ready to place on your shoulders. There is no rush 
on the manuscript ever, and please never let any consideration 
of it subtract energies when they are wn needed so badly 
in getting back on to the high road.

1 smiled to myself_that you should have anticipated 
a possible letter from ~astings House, proving for the 

t billionth time that youfc telepathy machine is functioning 
right along as usual.

I am sorry I did not catch the Saturday Pianor Quartet, and 
although I started fishing for it from ^es Moines to 
San Antdnio during subsequent nights, my hours were either 
too late or my eyelids too heavy before I could establish 
contact.

« And I must say I am ever so happy that you found the 
Williams biography of ^me. de *ompadour to your liking. It 
is curious how hesitant am sometimes about recommending 
a book to you when I remember it only from ever so far back, 
and find myself wondering if some mood or imaturity at the 
time of the first reading madb me give it a higher place than 
I would on a subsequent go' at the thing.

But your re-assurance makes me glad I mentioned the 
volume if you have found it so good and i£ it seems to be 
something suitable for the 'holding shelf .
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You mention Bellevue and I must remark, how infrequently 
one ever sees a sketch of it* In fact 1 think I have 
never seen hut one in a life time of searching, and that 
was scarcely more than an outline* It of course did 
not appear in that "Chateaux et ^asions Boyales de la 
France or whatever that big old hook in the Anhalt 
collection was called, for I believe that item was 
published prior to the building of Bellevue*

1 think 1 have mentioned before that I used to like to 
walk along this bend of the Seine from ^eudon to 
Saint Cloud, and of course one passes the site of Bellevue 
on the way. The remains of the lovely park are or were 
still visible and 1 could find evidences of the emplacement 
along the terraoe that overlooked the river,

I am not sure of the date it was erected, but generaly 
speaking it was perhaps just before Betit Trianon was 
begun, or perhaps while the one was being completed the 

* other s foundations were being laid.

It was, —  if the 18th century sketch I have seen of 
it was made after the building was completed, an 
exceedingly simple property, anticipating the olassie 
simplicity and lovliness of what we think of when we say 
Bireetoire or Georgian* In reality, Bellevue was 
made *1 up of three units, - the largest the center, 
probably 2 stories high on one side and perhaps three on the 
other, — after the manner of *etit Trianon, while 
the 2 detatched and smaller buildings, identical with 
each other, and in harmony with the larger central one, were 
perhaps 1 story high on one side and perhaps 2 sotires 
on he other.

I remember particularly that the ballustrade along 
the terraoe was ever so different from the great stone 
bulwarks at St, Grermain-en-iaye or Meudon where the 
heavy stone are even greater than those forcing the 
balustrade or bulwark along Hiver Side Brive, - and white 
I should write Hiverside in two words, 1 know not.

But at Bellevue, on the contrary, the balustrade was 
rather a bannister of iron, - exceedingly simple, with merely 
spindles of upright iron resting between a heavier 
iron top and bottom rail. It was not at all decorative like 
the stair rail at Beaufort, for example, but more resembling 
the vaft unique simplicty of — say —  the iron work on 
the Petit ^oulin in the Hameau at Trianon, if you remember 
that.

But here my enthusiasm for your reading and your subject 
matter has run away with me. i am s0 6ia(i you are „9tt
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Thursday, March 1st, 1951*

Memorandum:
how nice to find your Monday*s air mail in this 

morning's post. The sight of it delighted me, for somehow 
all day I have realized, - until tonight's reading, that 
it indicated you are in reality feeling somewhat better,

•I continue to hold the thought you will not let business, 
and of all things, the manuscript take too much strength as 
your recuperation continues, ^lease be good to you.

^nd thanks so much for your message. It was so 
characteristic of you to take time at the end of a busy day to 
let me know how things are rocking.

In yesterday's post, which B did not get around to 
read completely, came the enclosed letter from Mr. Gain 
Perhaps you migfit break off at this point, if you haven't 
already, to run throughiit, together with a copy of my 
response to same, which I halve attached.

The letter itself seems remarkable, since I haven't mentioned 
a book to Mx. Gain and, as he suggests in his letter, it has 
been some time since he has heard from me.

I fcnow not why „ *ust plain ordinary logic, I guess, 
inclines me to believe that it 'is jus t as well -ot to 
let 0ne publisher have any that a manuscript has
been submitted to another before reaching him* And, as 
you will note from my response, I have left the whole matter 
of publishers slide along in what 1 hope seems casual, albeit 
in reality a bit shadowy for those of us knowing the facts*

My thought is --and let us "hold the thought" that 
if Hastings should keep the manuscript, Mr. Gain can be advised 
that commitments have been made, — as the opening in my 
letter left an opportunity for such a possibility. If, 

on the other hand, Hastings shouldh't be charmed, then 
I go give Mr. Gain the "go-ahead" signal to work on 
herr und Frau Kno^f

I am still a little dizzy to think Mr. Gain should have 
suggested a book already  ̂ manuscript and should, out of a clear
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sky offered to make recommendations 0TJ my behalf when 
I nlver have mentioned thought of publication to him.

<But perhaps he wants to,do a favor for the Knipfs as 
well as for me and is perhaps casting about for something 
that might appeal to them. If he has no axe to grind, —  and 
I have no reason to suppose he has, thep he is certainly most 
kind to bring forth such a gesture, don t you think so.

r*

And continuing to "hold the thought" that Hastings 
might keep the manuscript, it occurs to me that Mr.
Gain might perhaps use his influence to get somebody interested 
in the material Mr. Pipes and I contrived a while back 
I thought it just as well not to mention that matter ift the 
present letter to i*ir. Gain, for we may want to use the Knopfs 
for a cushion, should Hastings make strange faces.

I know nothing about Knopf publications during the past 
decade but I never thought of them as being interested 
in photographic items Possibly they are, however, and possibly 
they should be the ones to undertake anew River Series 
that are primarily photographic rather than the printed word, 
as were the first ones.

I thought of mentioning that thought to “r. Gain, too, but 
it seemed to me that it might be just as well to dispose of 
one goose first, after which we might then decide which bird to
pluck on the next go round. '. «

In a photographic River Series, I see great possibilities 
of some publisher rounding up a few authors, . perhaps the 
same who did the hooks in the printed 1st series, and 
turning out a flock,of books that would tell the tale in 
picture and caption. One man who might do such a piece of 
work should be ^r. Gain, I should think I shouldn t mind 
doing Gane River, St. Gatherine’s Great and Bayou Sarah 
myself,

A while back, I heard some Chicago commentator give a 
List of the ten qualities that would guarantee anybody vast 
unpopularity, - I believe his phrase was a set of rules that 
would assure the user he would win no friends and influence no 
people. And Rule No. i was to be sure nobody could ever depend on 
you. And I thought that was a fine start and naturally I 
thought immediately of Garolyn Ramsey and the pictures she 

<■ has promised. Period.
Well,, I am hoppy tonight because your letter indicates 

that y0u are ab ut. Ho please take Care of you. Please......

Friday, March 2nd, 19511

Memorandum:
In spite of the }prom ses of rain, the dry weather con- 

tines with March winds and a warm sun, with Spring 
spilling out at the seams in every direction.

i have gardened both up and down the road and shall 
not have to be rocked to sleep tonight, I hope I 
may stay awake long enough to hear the J£d. borrow news _
and speaking of the ltter, I am glad we both heard the Arkansas 
legislature's vote on the dog bill. How right that it 
could scarcely have happened any place else in the world, 
and perhaps that is what’s wrong with the Kremlin boys, - they

Irvirvnu Viftnu t o  I t t l t  OTJ S l l C h  a n  a c t .

I didn t feel like fishing for programs last night, and 
so x read a^page or two of a biography __ i949, I believe, 
of Charles Biokens by H. Pearson, who, if memory serves, is 
the same biographer who had something to do with G. B. S.

I like his way of writing even though I am not 
particularly interes ed in % •  Bickens. It seems to me 
the author pre-supposes the reader is well acquainted with 
the works of Bickens, since he does much pointing out of 
real people whom chickens encountered in childhood who are 
caught for ever on the printed pages of subsequent Dicken s 
novels.

But I don’t know enough about Bickens novels to appreciate 
many of the references to any extent. I have long had a 
feeling that had I spent more time with Br. Butler alone at 
Laurel Rill, we might have found time to read Bickens aloud, 
and of course Br. Bulter would have done that marvelously.
I am not quite sure why I think Bickens may'increase in value 
if read aloud with kindred souls, but I believe this is true in 
my own case. • I have tried him yoars gone by on the printed
page by myself and couldn't make it. I have tried it 
subsequently with Alexander ocourby and reached precisely 
the same point. And when any old Christmas rolls round 
and Lionel Barrymore trotts out his especial rendition of
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Dr. Dickon's famous Christmas opus, I find myself altogether 
enchanted,- It would have been a privilege to hear I*. D. R. 
do his annual reading of the same piece, too,... a piece 
whioh I believe he cut down a little from its full text,
*ut I guess some books were made for reading by one*s self 
and some for reading in company with sympathetic souls, and 
it must be that Sickens, —  so far as I am concerned, —  
is one of them. But regardless of such considerations,
I shall pursue the Pearson study regardless and see what 
X shall stay awa.ke to see, if any,

Prom the ericlosure, you will get a wee glimpse of little 
Miss A. aiid her slightly forzen courtyard. Poor little 
Miss a . _ it is so difficult for me to picture her in her 
role of*%ude Muller raking hay or whatever it is going 
to be called for in refurbishing her patio. But she 
has a host of acquaintances, and many of them in the 
local garden olufes, and you inay be sure she will come 
through with "flying pots” or whatever is going to be 
required to make the place charming again. If I can't 
do any better, I may put a flea in ^rs. ddgar B. Stearns ear 
and that ought to set all the 823 Boyal pots whizzing.

Locally it appear that but one magnolia is going to 
put out blossoms, and it has but a couple of dozen, - deep purple, 
and I believe thht is the crop^ It is on the tree between 
the’old Colfax cannon and the big grandifibora by the side gate,
I suppose it must have been a little behind the others in 
putting for its buds in January, Such a limited display 
ought to make a‘mighty small harvest of seed pods which will 
save the labor of removing the same in mid summer, fhe 
so-called seed pod isn't a pd at all, but rather something 
that suggests a hard-hard, flattened out cucumber and is 
about the size of one's hand. It is perhaps an.inch thick and 
accordingly rather heavy. I usually remove them as soon as 
I see them start forming, thus giving back the strength 
they would absorb to the tree. One year, out of curiosity, I 
saved all the seed pods from on? tree and accumulated almost 
a bushel from one alone. I don t know if Qhinese magnolia 
seed ever sprout in the ground, ̂ but 1,assume they do in some 
places but, like the grandiflora, they never do in this 
rich soil. At Devereux little grandifloras are forever coming up 
all over the place bui here they never do. . Perhaps the birds get 
some of the seed but even thouse carefully planted never seem 
to respond.

I have thought of you so often this week, hoping work 
hasn't been too strenuous and that you have had an occasional 
moment to rest, "o, please, go slow.....

1
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Sunday, March 4th, 1951,

Memorandum:
How nice to have your Wednesday air mail in Saturday's 

post, and although you didn't report on the state of your 
health, 1 am hoping that you are well back on the way to 
feeling alright again.

It was good of you to give me your impression of the 
Hastings layout and I am glad your venture in that direction 
in person turned out so uneventfully and to your satisfaction.

I am glad you found the accompany letter to the Editor alright.
-as for me, it seems the hour you delivered the manuscript perfect.
Let us hope the Alitor had a pleasant lunch that day and one 
not difficult to digest. With the morning's mail out of the 
way, he perhaps could begin the afternoon with a go at 
the manuscript with a placid mind so a maximum of favorable 
reception might be the order of the day.

t ? t t

It took his air mail about 5 days to get here last time, so 
perhaps we shall be hearing from him some time this week

I have found myself giving some thought as to how the 
title of the manuscript might be improved. In view of the 
contents of the book, the title is Just, but I am under the 
impression it might be made a little more "catchy". A title 
like "One Plantation Survived" somehow suggests too much 
desolation I'he title we have-thus far employed somehow 
places the emphasis on the Scrapbook rather than the Plantation, 
and of course it is the Plantation aspect that will have the 
appeal and not the Scrapbook.

If any of this strikes you as of the slightest importance, 
and if you have any good titles buzzing around in your bonnet, 
do let me know, and we might tack on a new sign before 
bouncing the manuscript in the direction of the Knopfs.

I am glad the responses to your inquiries regarding certain 
details in the manuscript cleared up the points in question It 
will be interesting to see if the Hditor discovers many places 
requiring a bit of clarification, for it is quite possible, I suppose, 
we who know the place and people, may have taken somethings for 
granted that in reality demand elucidation.
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On the home front, the weather chilled last night and 
today a fine mist hasn't brought much water but has made 
things a little clammy. Still it didn’t have much 
success in discouraging road runners.

fen minutes before dinner, the two gentelemen with 
their respective wives, - the gentlemen being the ones 
mentioned by Mr. Pipes some months back:, arrived. I 
already had a flock: of people 1 was trying to get rid of 
and so I sent the Oklahoma continguent exploring up the 
road, suggesting they come back-JLater, which they did.
They*all were nice people to whom plantations meant nothing. 
Momentarily the gentlemen are stationed at some Alexandria air 
base and I suppose the wives are living in the nearby 
urban center. Frankly I hope they find the road to 
flew Orleans much more entrancing.

Ofehpassing this way included ex-Senator Frederick, currently 
head.. of_the Welfare Board. The poll cal potmuIFbe 
starting to b0il for lots of politicians pass this way these 
days, although it is possible he was here to see J. H. with 
whom he has some business now and then, I believe. Among 
other things he had to say was this rather astonishing fact, to 
wit, that sudley Leblanc, manufacturer of that paetent 
medeeine, the name of which is familiar but which I don11 
seem to know how to spell, --something like Hadiool, or some 
such, well, in any event, said manufacturer ,“1TTofmer 
Louisiana politician himself, wrote Commissioner Fredericks 
the other day, asking that a list be sent his organization, 
giving the names and addresses of all the Parish 
Welfare workers and the names and addresses of all the 
people on Louisiana Relief rolls. It was assumed the 
Mr. Leblanc1s advertising concern intended direct mail 
advertising with all these people,'which really sounds a 
little fabulous.

He and J. spoke of a real estate transfer of local 
interest which took place on Saturday, when Sam Tobin sold 
the plantation up the road which had figured so curiously 
during recent years in gossip circles. I believe the 
sale price ocvered the debts, and one hundred eighty thousand 
was said to have been the price paid. Later Sam Tobin, 
s ^emingly a little high, telephoned Mr. Fredericks, asking 
him to use his influence to secure Sam a job as motorcycle 
policeman, a job he held prior to his marriage with the 
granddaughter of Alphonse Prudhomme ten or fifteen years ago.

And now I must get things rigged up with a hope of 
contacting Camlet, and 1 am indebted to you for having told 
me about this treat which both of us, I trust, are going to 
be able to enjoy..... .
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Monday, Mardh 5th, 1951.

Memorandum:

flo 1st or 2nd class mail today, which simplifies things 
in the secretarial section.

Last night 1 remained glued to the radio during the hour 
and a half of the Hamiet performance, hoping with each 
passing moment that you, too, were having a break and able 
to enjoy the same braodcast. Unsettled weather conditions in 
this region introduced some fading but I became sufficiently 
atheletic to leap in almost a single iump from flew 
Orleans to Tulsa, — at least & inches away on the dial, ox 
on to San Antonio, pexhaps three quarters of an inch from 
Tulsa, and so lost scarcely a word. 1 last saw the piece on 
the stage along, about 1934 or 1935, perhaps, and at the 

moment P can't recall who was doing the Prince of Denmark, 
although perhaps it was the same person. Well do 1 recall that 
Juditja Anderson was marching through the role of Denmark's 
Queen, and very imposing she was about the business, too. As 
I listened to last night's performance, I realised my 
imagination was filling in different scenes from my memory of 
differentpresentations, with the act wherein the players 
perform for the court being a flashback to a flew York 
presentation that was dazzling in brillanee while, on second 
thought, I was way off at the Odeon or some cuh strange place when 
the ghost of Hamelet's papa was abroad.

I must remark again, as I have undoubtedly set forth before,—  
it does seem to me that Shakespeare tends to over-do it a 
little when he reaches the final aot of his tragedies, and 
particularly in ^amlet and Macbeth where the corpses get 
piled up to fast and too high to be convincing. With a single 
death at the final curtain one is really confronted by 
Tragedy,' with two, as in Tristan, there is Romance but when 
one starts heaping up the stage with the whole court, Comddy 
seemfs almost peeping out from behind the curtain.

Yesterday's drizzle never did get the faucets well turned 
on, and so was able to do much laying about in the horticultural 
section today. I also did much packaging of butterfly lily roots, 
too, for I am trying to get the whole Parish planted and 
Celeste is giving a hand by tossing some at a few of her 
garden minded friends. Before I get through with it, I am
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hoping I shall have this particular flower so widely planted 
from Texas to Mississippi and back: that it will never agin 
run the risk of becoming extinct* I don't suppose 
there is much chance of that now anyway, although it 
is almost as astonishing that it sagged so low in the years 
following the Civil War. lot everybody, of course, will like 
them as much as we, but still there will always be a lot of 
people who will appreciate their beauty, and so they may 
carry forth their joys to others for generations to come, 1 
hope,

I don't suppose the metropolitan newspapers or radios have 
started in-on the disappearance Qf a college youth from 
the Natchitoches Northwestern College as yet. Perhaps they 
will not get around to it anyway. A youth from Massachusetts, 
attending the college, was the object of a hoax by some of 
his friends and the outcome is yet uncert in. last Thursday 
night, 1 believe it was, and a dark, cloudy night it was, some 
of his associates told, him a girl whom he had met once was 
leaping to see him and would b meet him, the rendezvous to 
be above town, near the bluffs at Grand Ncore. Another 

' student, posing as an irate husband, approached the car 
when it stopped at the appointed place and shouted that 
he now at long last had caught up with the culprit who was 
philandering with his wife. The two or three boys in the 
car, - just one of them not knowing that it was a put-up 
job, all bolted from the car into the night, whereupon the 
youth in the guise of the irate husband, shot some kind of 
a blunderbus into the air. The MasSaohusetts youth hasn t been 
seen sihce and State radio stations are beginning*to speculate 
if he might have fallen over the cliff in the darkness and 
been drowned in the troubled waters of Red -diver, unusuall 
swollen at this particular season.

X have always thought that college pranks that endanger 
the ‘lives and limbs should be discouraged, but little progress 
seems to have been made in that direction. But perhaps it isn't 
so much a college thing as a personality business, for I 
suppose there are people ;in and out of scholastic pursuits 
who seem to go in heavily for this kind of horse play.

X neVer did get around to Biakens yesterday, and I 
wanted to, for I am at the point where he is to make his 
first American visit, along about 1842 but I took Sleep' instead 
of Dickens, following Shakespeare. I asked the library to send 
me Gilbert *■. whesterton's Autobiography and they sent'me 
On The uther Side of the Moon inxi. As one old plantation mistress 
was want to remark: 11 Any thing you do* is alright, but don't do it.H...
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Tuesday, March 6th, 1951.

Memorandum:
how nice to find 

this morning’s post, 
the week end, and was passed up yeterday when the postman 
failed to produce any 1st class items. There were other 
letters in the same post which were laggardly in arriving. Odd 
how every once in a while a mail pouch dilly-dallies.

The rains continue to absent themselves but just over the 
horizon and every.day sees every prospect for a show that 
doesn't materialize. But the dews are extremely heavy and 
for the most part the ground remains fairly moist, so 
that everything is growing by leaps and bounds.

A vision of lovliness swept up to the front gate this 
morning as X was passing that way. It was a Cadillac of 
imposing size and lines, the outside color a robin's egg blue 
or a similarly soothing harmony of green, with the uphostery in 
1812 gray, or some such. Inside some gaget was operated and 
a window slid down with grace and allure. Inside, the lady 
fra across the fence asked me how I liked her new ear.
I nearly said I found it embarrassingly beautiful but caught ± my
self just in time to say, "Spiffy".

rf
I understand the master has a new car, too, but I know not what 

make, but it is said to be quite the latest thing. e

Nvery once in a while one glances at the world and is convinced 
it must be faulty vision and not a true perspective where ever one 
chances to wave a lamp. Of all the aspects of the present 
new bauble is the picture of mama descending from daughter's 
resplendent "oarrosse" to enter a bank to cash her Old Age 
Pension check.

In some respects, it must be admitted that to keep up such 
an imposing front, "us poor, folks" have really achieved something 
altogether imposing

our letter of Tuesd 
It probably reache

last past in 
Louisiana during
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I did manage to get Charles Dickens and wife to the United 
States and hack home again last night before folding up my beard, 
^r. rearson did a pretty good job with the chapter, I 
thought and as the biographer offers the reader dispassionate 
accounts of the various doings, there is a refreshing absence of 
any attempt to whitewash or be-smear the doings of the 
novelist. Crowds attended the progress from Boston to St.
Louis with extraordinary acclaim and Mr. Dickens apparantly 
didn't care for most of the people he saw, except Edgar Allen 
Poe and a few others. And some of the people, although 
altogether friendly, didn't care so much for Mr. Difckens 
personally, as, for instance, Washington Irving. Migh Boston 
society was taken aback when Mr. Dickens in the midst of 

a fashionable dinner party, chanced to see himself reflected 
in a Airror and nonohantly took out a comb from his pocket and 
proceeded to put his locks in order. Mr. Dickens subsequently 
set down in his memoires of his American travels that the 

Americans were awfully curde. The Americans, on the other 
hand, seemed to have some ideas about Mr. Dioken not exactly 
examplifying the highest orders of polite English society, and 
so perhaps opinions eventually reached a dead level on both sides.

I always find it interesting to read of the circumstance* 
under which books are written, and mi» ^earson does very well 
in this respect for most of the Dickens .volumes. It is 
rather srurpising to learn how thoroughly Dickens seemed to 
feel for his imaginary characters, often, patterned from people 
whom he knew, but to think of him being worn out, weeping and 
generally upset emotionally when he thought up some 
"misere" for one character of another seems straining things a 
little. And it is equally striking tha£ often his 
friends, mostly writers, critics, actors, etc., invited to 
hear him read from one of his new manuscripts prior to 
publication, would break down and weep with gusto and abandon.
I realize that ladies of the period used to undergo the "vapors" 
on the slightest provocation but I never realized before 
that the gentlemen were want to disolve in tears at the 
reading of a novel. I don't seem to know much about Victorian 
England, but through the geod offices of «4r. *earson, I 
seem to be learning.

It seems to me rather long since T last heard from Miss 
Nellie but T am hoping she is alright, I write her rather 
regularly, - perhaps she is bogged down by my epistles and 
will eventually come up for air alright.

Must do a couple of household chores and then prepare myself 
to attend to what F. ^cMhee and Molly are up to........

yr,r> 
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Wednesday, March 7th, 1951.

Memorandum: ,
t •

The thermometer and the green things are on the 
3ump, and according to the leather Man, a cold front from 
the frozen ^orth passed over Fort Worth at 5:20 this 
morning but was stalled immediately thereafter by warm 
Gulf winds and will approach this point no further. We are 
in the mid 80*s.

The pilgrimage business is on the increase, too, and 
most unexpected was a bevy of 3 or 4 nuns and a priest 
whom Geleste brought over to see me along about first dark.
I believe they were from Montgomery or some such place, and 

rather cute they were, too.
Their order is the Dominican, with everything white 

except the outside of. their veil that hangs, - the veil not 
the head, down a little below the waist. What with twilight 
shadows lengthening into night as we were doing a round, 
their costumes at once suggested a Ku Klux Elan meeting and 
yet at the same moment recalled those lines of Mme. de Maintenon, 
writing to the Princess des ursins about the striking 
effect of the scarlet of the.Cardinal costumes amidst the 
greenery of Marly whence Mrs. Quatorae was writing.

1 flattened® out to hear Fibber and "“oily last night, and 
feeling refreshed after Dr. Gamble had given Fibber his 
physical checkup, I arose .from my couch and had a little 
go at Dickens. 1 take it the man was in the nature of 
a dynainbthat must-have w.orn out people finding themselves 
too closely associated with him for too long a period, and 
fortunately for them, Dickens, who had to have a orowd around 
him both at home and abroad, seemed to tire of the same people 
after a couple of weeks, and preferred lots of house guests all 
the time but none of them who remained very long.

I learned something else about his activities I had not 
known before. ne loved to act. and after he became successful, 
he was always drumming up excuses for putting on plays in 
which he usually starred and was promptor, stage manager, 
scenery designer and everything else. Mis income was 
large and h® enjoyed everything he wanted, including his 
amateur theatricals which he presented not only on the London 
stage but also in the provinces, - Birmingham, Glasgow, etc., 
and on occasion Victoria and Alberta, no less, were among
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the fashionable audience, during those years he was 
successfully editing a newspaper, writing best sellers, 
maintaining an enormous crrespondence, walking 20 miles 
a day and generally wearing everybody out bt his wife, 
who, it appears, was born tired, and although she traveled 
much with him, never bothered about anything much, and 
seldom gave a thought to housekeeping. Fortunately she always 
had a sister or ctwo who could take over that department, 
leaving ^adam Sickens free to catch her breath as she 
could and toss of ten children in the bargain,

%  some miracle, Dickens seemed to keep his friends but 
for many of them, I imagine, he was a man to be cherished 
from afar.

I was delighted to discover a white German iris blooming 
at Arenbourg this morning, the first one I have seen either 
there or here this year. And the white wisteria has already 
begun to shake out its w snowy pendents . The lawn mowers 
were going full tilt . and too many big old black bumble bees 
boring into the gallery ceilings, turn my thoughts toward 
D. D. T. Spring, in fine, appears to have arrived.

I hear from town that airplanes and boats are dragging 
Bed ^iver for the youth of whose disappearance I mentioned 
a day or two ago. His father arrived from Massachusetts 
yesterday but to what point, I know not. It is certainly 
a lamentable case and * continue to hope that eventually 
the youth will turn up safe and sound.

There is noting in particular about the enclosure of interest 
but 1 send it along regardless, **is attempt to get dis-entangled 
from the service will prove futile, T understand, from 
sources at this end of the line, but from the enclosure, I 
gather he is taking the disappointment philosopically, or 
perhaps he doesn’t know the decision as yet. A friend of
his was killed in Korea this past week, but I shall not touch on
that point when T respond to this letter, for the news would 

not only depress him but there would be the added desire to 
withdraw from the service, I think, for it appears to me from 
this remote observation post that the doings in Korea have 
been handled in such a way, — the horror side so played up, especially 
regarding the cold, that many a prospective soldier from 
this region who had contemplated enlisting, were frightened by 
such dire possibilities from the cold, and many, formerly leaping 
to join the colors, are now exceedingly depressed at the prospect 
of ever being drafted. I know the fear of the cold was what
impelled -Little ^ing to want to get his discharge. But 1
see it is time for me to fold, whereupon 1 do herewith, hoping
P ing is near you.****

Thursday, March 8th, 1951.

Memorandum;
^ow nice to find your ample manila envelope in this 

day*s post, and may I thank you endlessly for all the 
nice things it contained.

C ’ .v ■ ' ;■ „:J x,Uh • •

1 am quite floored by the advent of the census of 
de Meziere and 1 am hop ng you didn't stand on your head to 
round it up with such astonishing promptitude. And I 
don t know if that is a word I made up or not, - promptitude, 
but^it seems to mean something a little different from sheer 
promptness,'and so 1 am using it regardless, ^ut nevertheless 
I do appreciate your kindness in getting-this item to me, but 
I do hope that you will always give yourself a breathing spell 
when I ask for suchtiterns, for whenever 1 think of all the 
labors that rest upon your shoulders, plus your recent illness,
I abhor the thought that 1 should detract from your strength 
by asking for such things.

And how wonderful are the clippings, - all of them, and 
I have digested them with avidity. What a :coincidence that 
so soon after your inclination to have a sitting with 
Mr. Williams* Mme. de Pompadour that you should have run 
'across such an interesting1 article about the Fontainebleau 
pavilion that Gabriel built for her. And isn’t ti wonderful 
that it should have survived the changes that have come with 
the years. I suppose the two most perfect residences of the 
17th and 18th centuries were Marly-le-Boi of the 17th and 
'Bellevue of the 18th, and what a pity each of them should 
have perished. -&ut how wonderful that so many other 
buildings, constructed under the supervision of such truly 
great artists as the builders of qaoh should have survived. Curiously 
enough the best two examples of these two remarkable people 
of separated ss centuries should be standing next door, practically, 
to each other, for Versailles and the Grand Trianon of the 
14th -Louis are probably his best building extant, unless one 
except the lnvalides, while the *etit Trinon of Mme. de Pompadour 
is undoubtedly about the finest thing of its type coming down 
to us from a couple of hundred years ago.

The acco nt of the present Uoailles family a^d how they are
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living up to the previous centuries of art patronage is 
stimulating and there is so ething exhilarating to contemplate 
the fact that some people who gain control of such properties 
really t^eat them as they deserve.

*nd thanks for the aritlce about the Lunt-Eontanne menage 
and all the fixings they have been carrying out with the aid 
of one S. Gfcaey, Esquire. I am glad to have all the details, 
and the more so because 1 like the subject* admire the Aunts and 
remember Mr. Qhaney with vast clarity. He dwelt in Turtle 
Bay when I was shown the wonders of his own establishment. I 
wonder if ever mentioned the somewhat criss-cross of 
kindness and cruelty that combined to round out' his personality.
He appears to be having the right customers and, X hope, is 
having an enormous successs* And of course doing such a
turn-out for the Lunts will give him additional popularity and__
pennies, I suppose. Mr. Chaney's personality is one of those 
reminding me,of a pie from which one piece has been cut. It 
is so obviou^ that one slice is missing, and if there were 
another pie just like it anywhere in the world, the precise 
piece coul be cut from the other an inserted to'the perfection 
of the original, - and yet all of us know that there isn’t 
another bit of pastry quite identical and therefore the - 
absent section can never be filled out, which seems a great pity.

Heturning to Mme. de Pompadour momentarily, I must again express 
my astonishment that the public mind has always confused or used
inter-changeably the names and persona ities of Mme. d e __
Pompadour and Mme.: du Barry or Dubarry or however it is spelled - 
and have forgotten. Somehow it seems about as astonishing as* 
it would be if *ate played some cruel trick on the ^irst 
wadies of the 1940's ^n ^He S., and that within a generation 
people would be talking about Mrs. Roosevelt and using Mrs.
Truman's name, and others, thinking of Mrs. Truman's 
inactivities and absence of interests, would mention her 
as ^leanor Roosevelt. Really, you know, that is just too cockeyed 
to imagine, and yet it is doubtful if ten people in the 150,000,000 
citizens of the u. s. would have the vaguest notion which lady was 
which if you mentioned Mesdames de P. and du B. But whatever 
hap ens, let us hope a like confusion may never develope as 
between Mesdames R. and T.

weather continues to hold, the fleur de lys banners continue 
to unfold at ^renbourg and gardening goes ahead full tilt both
GlarvdhnSn^JhL r0a?#T bor0d this afternoon when the Reverend2far? R°norQd me and I had to take time out, trying to be polite 
Thank heavens his dull wife didn't appear, for I hid a lap full w merely one of the family. . p IU11 w

Again my thanks to you for such a hpapy day. Mav I return the 
jtatil you advise It ir * * shall hold them aside
K a s a n t ? . . ! ! . - *  ™aS S°  ° f  y0U t0 mal£e day 80

with

Eriday, March 9th, 1951.

Memorandum:
How nice to find not one but two letters today's post 

from mv Lady of the Lamp, both of which are tuchked away in the 
armoir, along with several other letters, all of which will 
be gone into on the morrow.

Dr. Rand telephoned about supper time. He sounded in 
good form. He wanted to say s he is planning to show some 
movies in a colored church on Sunday, the 18th, and had written 
the preacher regarding the date, but as he was uncertain of 
the Reverend's correct address, he hoped I would contact Puny to 
confirm the date with the "man of God". He said Blythe was 
heading for a day at Melrose on Saturday. In view of the 
latter circumstance, it didn't seem necessary for me to 
transmit the movie Message to Puny this evening, but perhaps 
he thought Madam Rand might not see Puny on the morrow.

Be that as it may, I struck off across the cotton fields 
in the twilight, delivered the message and returned home on 
the jump, only to discover what I had feared, — both 
secretaries had been here and departed.

The continued absence of any envelope bearing the 
name of Hastings House convinces.me that the manuscript 
did not find unusual favor in that quarter, for had Enchantment 
been the order of the day, T am ^aite sure we should have heard 
about it before this late date. This circumstance presupposes 
that Alfred and Blanche Knopf will be the next possibility, 
and as the manuscript is engaged in getting back to us, we 
can set ^r. Gain to work on rolling1 out a red carpet for us 
in front of the Knopf establishment. Perhap tomorrow's 
post may bring a word from Hastings, after which I can pen a 
line or two in the direction of ^r. Gain, and so set the 
carpet unrolling to going in that direction.

There is much buzzing in this section of the state about 
the discovery of the body of the youth, victim of the 
college boys' prank a week ago last Thursday, ^e i
was found in Red River about 5 miles below the place where he 
probably 'plunged to his death over the cliffs at Grand Ecore.
It is said a preliminary check up indicated his neck had 
been broken by the fall and accordingly there seemed to be
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no water in his lungs. But it must he difficult to establish 
the latter fact, for it is doubtful if much remained of 
the body save the skeleton. For the rivers in this 
area team with aquatic life and it is particularly unpleasant 
to contemplate how much havoc can be wrought on a fcx human 
body by turtles, gars and the like in a mere 12 hour 
period.

c

I suppose Dr. Knipmeyer will sign a heath Certificate 
attributing "Accidental heath" which in a narrow sense it was, 
but that somehow lets an enormous amount of other 
contributing elements slide through.

It seems to met in so far as the local college is 
concerned, this tragedy provides an excellent opportunity 
for the college authorities to clamp down hard on 
hazing and fraternity initiations which our present state of 
civilization might well eradicate from scholastic life.
I was talking with a college youth two or three weeks ago and 
learned from him that his most harrowing experience in getting 
himself initi ated into some fraternity was when he was 
blind-folded, placed behind the wheel of an automobile, and 
told to drivethe car for ten miles. The boy would be alone 
in the car, of course, but was told he would be follow by 
another car-that would honk four times when the*spedometer in 
the latter indicated he had covered the required distance*

In going into vast huddles about delinquent youth,
Foundations devloting themselves to such studies might well 
have their opening studies focused on delinquet parents 
and college authorities, or am I right.

The fair weather holds, the garden grows and the 
Qiily thinfc I notice that doesn't seem quite in line with 
the season is the absence of the usual vast and vivid 
assortment of birds. The feathered friends are all about, 
of course, but the cold killed so many, there seems a considerable 
void in the usual crowds of former years.

At Arenbourg early this morning, I was enchanted to 
hear n aerial honking of innumberable trumpets from on 
high, hemalding the vast progress of unseen flocks of 
wild geese x>n their way Rorth. The warm breeze from the 
Gulf was aiding them in their flight, I suppose, but 
the morning s weather report of 32 degrees below zero in 
Montana made me hope the travelers would arrive their xs prematurely,

U&n dekughted to have the 'Williams account of the 
Bellevue housewarming.....

Sunday, March lifcth, 1951.

Mamor andum:
It was so good to have your two letter of Monday and Tuesday 

last past, along with .all enclosures, including the Marly- 
St. Gloud-Versailies area where military headquarters are 
located and about which I had heard nothing, and not to 
skip mention of the "exclosure” in the form of the gay cardinal 
on the back of Monday's letter which l liked a heap.

In response to your inquiry regarding Miss C&nmiQ's 
Calendar, it was my intention to repeat the statement ^
fHeTjoys of being a plantation mistress since one had nothing 
do all day. It seemed to bx me before strating the thing, it 
mieht give the thing continunity if the same note were struck 
at6theSbeginning and close of the chapter, and that by repeating 
the idea at the close, not only continuity would be effected but 
the stupidity of the statement would be underlined and one 
would be the more impressed by the extraordinary activity the 
Madam was forever exerting in so many different lines of endeavor.
If on second reading, however, you feel that the idea does 
not merit repetition, 1 think it would be i©ll merely to 
strike out the closing reference in the 9 o clock entry. i 
leave the decision to you. As I read the page you so kindly 
transcribed for me, covering the 1st and last entries, it_seemed 

to me the original idea I had had in mind had been achieved alright, 
but it is quite possible that if one were to read through 
the whole thing, one might have quite a different impression, and 
if so just chuck out the second reference. Another reason x 
had in mind to open and close the piece on the same note was to 
add to the impression, by thus mentioning the same matter 
twice that the chapter was dealing with but a single day, and 
therefore the amount of work jammed into it might seem 
the more imposing so far as the Madam’s energies were concerned.

You ask about the Trianon-palace hotel frb j e rsailles.
It is a new hotel, finished about fEe beginning ofthe 1st 
world war and adjoins the park beyon&Jiotel, Deg Besyymrs^and 
the Grand Bassin de Capture out on to whiQh the latter looks, the 
Reservoirs being on a straight line with the front of 
the Grand Ghateau of Versailles, just beyond the Chapel and 
the Theatre, all incorporated in the great palace itself, 
and the u0tel des Reservoirs having been the home of Mme# de 
Pompadour whenere a century and a half later, following her death,
I dwelt for a while and liked it.
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On the home front, the weather was fair on Saturday, hut 
around noon today we had a nice shower and it turned cooler, 
with the clouds lingering: on and a brisk, breeze from 
the B0rth tonight*

My day was rather hurly-burly with passing acquaintances 
and pilgrims, but B was successful in having a chat with 
Dr# Hand who came to sit with me for a while*,

Aext Sunday there is to be another baptisin1 picture 
at some negro chuxah up the river, perhaps across the 
river from Beaufort and the Bands are bringing some guests 
for a tour here in the afternoon, to be followed by a 
supper at the camp, to be followed by the movie, which 
sounds alright, for B shall enjoy seeing the host and hostess, 
and later the singing at the church.

It was kind of you to share the message fi;om across 
the fence, and 1 return it herewith, together with an 

t unexpected form letter from bastings which arrived in 
Saturday's post.

I have noted your suggestion that ^iss Lee call for the 
manuscript when it is ready to be returned, and the idea 
sounds wonderful, and one which had never occured to me 
as a possibility.

We dined and supped acorss the* fence and afterwards J. H. 
suggested we all go into town to see the movie, "Harvey”, but 
of course B demurred, and so he and Celeste and “‘r. McKinney or 
however the name is spelled, took. out, leaving me to chat for 
a few moments with Madam Begard and thence for this little chat. 
Later I may have a go at the Sickens biography which I have 
nearly finished. 1he author made a statement that was 
interesting when speaking of Diemens' popular ty as a 
performer on the public platform I can't quote Mr. Pearson 
exactly but it was to the point'that England's two greatest 

. literary figures both dabbled in the same things, .•
Shakespeare having been an actor who became its greatest 
writer while Dickens started out as a writer and ended up 
as one of her most popular actors. And in view of the 

. prominent place both men hold in the field of letters, it 
does seem an arresting set of facts. f

I wanted to revert once more to the ^etit Trianon and 
Mme. de Bompadour's connection with it. i*rom my research on 
the matter, it is my understanding that following the excavations 

< at Bompei, this type of architecture made a .profound impression 
on Mme. de Pompadour who set to work formulating plans for 
the structure, and I know she and Louis XV planted many of 
the trees to grace the park before the building itself got 
under way. B$ is my understnading that under her orders the 
plans had not only been completed but the stone cut for the 
edifice before her death so that the final work was merely

Monday, March 12th, 1951.

Memorandum:
The climate is carrying on again.. I mean 

what with all tke balmy qualities of the past couple of 
weeks, inducing everything to leaf out and set forth 
ample floral displays, the weatner man predicts a freeze 
tonight with the thermometer ranging from 2B to 3&, which 
is a misere.

Sunday's dampness continued throughout the night in 
little driblets and it was still sprinkling this morning at 
6, with a raw wind slap off the Oklahoma ice cakes. But 
after all, that is March and we are in the midst of it.

I wanted to tahnk you for telling me in your last letter 
of your recent trip to the animal hospital with your little 
canine friend. I have never visited such an institution 
and had never thought much about such an institution until 
you gave me some particulars. In passing them on the street,
I was never impressed by any loud racket, and yet I am
rather surprised there wasn't, pausing to ponder on the matter.
But perhaps hospitalized pets don't feel up to much noise 
and usually an animal tends to conserve its strength in 
illness by keeping more or less quiet, I suppose.

After sampling the air waves and finding little to 
excite my interest last night, I decided to have another 
go at the Dickens, volume which B thought I might finish but 
didnfi't. The chapter was concerned with the second American 
tour which Dickens made in 1868 or 1859, about 25 years after 
his first go-round* The ifcenary wasn't given in detail 
but several cities were named such as Boston, -̂ ew York,
Syracuse, Rochester, Buffalo, Philadelphia and Washington.
In the latter, he was received by president Andrew Johnson at 
the White Bouse which is the more interesting because I 
believe he never, established personal contact with Queen 
Victoria. The latter 'had attended some of his performances and 
had asked, following at least one of them, that he be presented 
to her, but Dickens declined on the grounds it wouldn't 
he becoming for him to make his appearance in his costume.
The Queen waved such a consideration aside and sent a second 
"command" but again the author-actor declined, which seems 
quite extraordinary. But sickens always shunned the aristocracy 
and although he had some admirers in its ranks, he apprantly
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fe,lt that since Victoria was the *ueen Bee, so to speak, 
he had Better not get tangled up with her.

Although he appeared in no plays on the American stage, 
his performances on the platform were even greater 
demonstrations of his ability as an actor, for his so- 
called "readings” were actually one man’s interpretation of 
three or four scenes from his books, in each of which 
he acted out the parts of a half dozen characters, and 
with so much gusto and conviction that before^ he had 
concluded his engagements covering 5 or 6 months, he 
was a physical and nervous wreck and although seeming to 
recuperate during his return voyage to England, 1 believe 
he didn't survive but a year or so. There seems to be 
a horrible logic in the fact that not only did he succeed 
in wearing down many of his associates, he finally succeeded 
in killing himself with his stupendous energies

It seems curious to me that I should devote so much time 
talking about a writer whose books 1 never read with much 
relish. Perhaps it is due to the fact that 1 think his 
was an arresting personality if not appealing in his 
creations, and I suppose, too, that Mr. Bearson has done a 
good job and by making his subject alive, has thus 
succeeded in setting me to talking about it endlessly.

Last this evening, I recalled with much yearning the 
volominous costumes of the Dominican sisters of last Viednesday, 
for 1 was bent on covering some of our more delicate 
botanical friends with sheets and newspapers and it occured to 
me that with but a single costume or two, I might; have 
had ample coverage for both Arenbourg and Melrose combined.

After folding up my beard last night, 1 caught a 
couple of re-braodcasts that included the R. B. G. copy 
of the Ad Morrow show which seems exceedingly brief in h its 
half hour as contrasted with the Morrow full hour presentation. 
But B enjoyed little Miss Bankhead’s bow although the rest of 
it didn't seem particularly impressive. X have a feeling 
tiat this type of program is going to be used mightily 
in the 1952 Presidential race, not only by the two major 
net works under their own banners, but broadcasts patterned 
after them, rigged up in pure political propaganda by 
both major parties. It seems to me some attempt in this 
direction, using F. D. R. 's voice,^as attempted during 
the 1936 or 1940 campaign but wasn’t permitted. But in 
this slightly different form, I imagine it may be through and 
will probably be quite effective, But here X am at the 
end of the page already as a result of too much Dickens. But 
it was fun chatting regardless.... .

Tuesday, March 13th, 1951.

Memorandum:

Bo wonder you couldn't find "raison” in Mr. Webster's 
Dictionary. For actually, as indicated above, the word 
is spelled "rhizome". Locally it is pronouced with 
the "i" long and the rest of the word following in some kind 
of a nasal fashion that is difficult to catch in so far as guessing 
how the final half of the thing might be contrived. I 
believe the dictionary describes it as a root from the top of 
which leaves grow and from the bottom of which the roots or 
smaller roots descend. If the word "root" was substituted 
in the manuscript, it might as well stand, for after all, no 
attempt is being made in the text to make it particularly 
erudite or scientific. But for our own satisfaction in
discovering the spelling of the word, i am glad to have this 
point settled.

There was ice in the bird baths this morning and little 
frosted fringes along the margins of the mud puddles. With 
the breeze remaining fairly stiff today, and withal chilly, 
it will be impossible to determine if the cold of 30 last 
night did much damage until the weather has warmed a little.

I finished off Mr, Sickens last night and found that 
shortly before his death, he did have a half hour's chat with 
the Queen at Buckingham, the audience being referred to as 
"verticle"— a term that isn't quite clear to me as to its meaning 
in this instance, although it may have to do with the fact that 
Victoria was inclined to keep most people standing during 
audiences while she sat, - and especially so if there was an 
absence of warmth in her feelings for the individual being presented, 
She expressed her admiration for his work and asked him to send 
her a complete set. It is intimated that perhaps Dickens 
consented to the audience because one or- more of his daughters 
wanted to be presented later in tne season and it might have 
been difficult for them to get on the favored list if "papa" 
had too stoutly held out against the Queen's wishes in-his ewn case. 
In view of what is to hand, I shall next have a go at
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a contempoarty of .Dickens, one Nathaniel Hawthorne as 
delineated by Mark: Van Boren, and both personality and 
presentation of subject and author will undoubtedly 
appear in quite a different vein.

I must remark on one curious result of the heat wave we 
experienced during the early days of March. Usually 
we are well along in April before the bamboo begins 
sending up its forests of shoots from the unimagined 
net work of roots it is forever sending out in all directions 
at considerable distances from the places it is planted. With the 
rain that descended upon us on Sunday, however, the lawn 
of the white garden began sprouting with myriads of 
stalks which attained the height of a foot or so before 
the cold wave rolled over the region and slowed growth to 
a standstill, Yaatever growing bamboo does, it accomplishes 
within a 30 day period. This would mean, of course, that had 
the weather remained fairly warm, this year's growth 
would have been completed before it customarily makes up its 
mind to grow at all. It going to be interesting to see what 
will happen, now that a hitch has come1 in the normal 
progress of its advance. Often it climbs a half inch an 
hour without ever slowing up until it has attained its 
full height, "arrested Bevelopement" produces some odd twists 
in human benavior and there's no teliing what odd things 
may result from a like situation in the grass family of 
which the bamboo is certainly one of the most impressive 
membeBfcythe came by this afternoon, bringing me a fine 
salade which I shall sample sometime between -arank ^dwards 
and Des Moines news three quarter of an hour later. She 
seemed fine and in spite of the weather, had brought 
three people with her to spend the afternoon at the camp.
,Maude hatteson was one of them, and some lady who is a cousin 
of Ada ^ack Uarver and the other was from ^ew lork. Blythe 
spoke of this coming Sunday and the movies and Maude wants to 
bring people on Monday. I don't know how Batchez is 
doing but i should be glad to give them a few pilgrims 
if they are running short.

There was a fairly interesting assortment of mail 
this morning but as up to the moment, it seems to be taking 
Bastings a while to say "But, HoJn Perhaps the ^-resident 
is out of circulation at the moment and the response is 
awaiting his return. I am wondering if all is well* with 
Miss Nellie, too, for it seems quite a while since she last 
wrote. That she keeps up her correspondence at all is 
wonderful, what with having been born during the wivil ><ar.

But I must -now jump into a hot bath and then see what 
Fibber and Molly are up to, to be followed by a salade and some 
shut-eye in anticipation of a busy day at gardening along 
about tomorrow......
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Wednesday, March 14th, 1951.

Memorandum;
It forze again last night and all day a brisk breeze has 

continued from over the ice cakes, keeping down any thermometer 
rises that the brilliant sunshine might have brought. Rain is 
promised for the week end, however, so perhaps that means a warming 
process isn't far off.

The postman made his rounds without bringing 1st or 2nd 
class mail, and since no news is supposed to be good news, 
everything must be alright in every quarter.

After ^olly smashed the Ming vase last night,. B decided I 
would have a cup of Tender ^eaf which B proceeded to brew and before 
I realized it, ^ had read several pages of Mr. Van Doren's life of 
Mr. Hawthorne. I have read ;Other accounts of the Massachusettes 
"story teller and this, like the rest, tends to be a little gloomy. I 
think his life was not particularly so, but Everybody seems to have 
achieved the same effect. Perhaps Miss Bowen ought to try 
her hand at the business and see if she couldn't take off some of 
the drab tints.

I found myself wondering the other day if there was really a gcat 
avalanche of buxom novels produced in the 19th centuTy, all about 
the same time, or if it is merely because we live just next door 
in the 20th that we are better acquainted with production in the 19th. 
Tolstoy was certainly.spinning out his endless novels at the same 
time ^ickens was dashing off his and Biokens and Dumas were on 
friendly terras when Dickens was spending 6 months at a go in one 
Paris menage or another, —  Ohamps Elysees, rue St . Honore and so on. 
Vagule B seem to recall in some bokk about Tolstoy that he and Dickens 
correspondended for a while but nothing was mentioned about it 
in the Bear son Opus, so perhaps it was with a:couple of other fellows.
1 believe Dostievski and Dickens put more of the psychological
approach to their work than any of their contemporaries, but
so far as I know, neither of these gentlemen read or wrote to each otner

But regardless of acquantanceship or not, the producers 
of tons of printed words seems ever so imposing as one glances 
backward over the past century.
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l1ho hum of Louisiana politicsi.continues as different 
people speculate as to Governor bong’s choice for a 
successor. The Louisiana law prbhibits a Governor from 
succeeding himself, although he may run for a second term after 
having been once succeeded by another, following his first 
administration, and so on, Mrs. Overton, widow of the 
Senator whom Hussel Rong succeeded, was here yesterday, but 
we didn't get a chance to take up politics. She did 
mention® David Snellr Ada Jack's son, and said he is 
writing for either the ^ew York Times or Tribune, she wasn't 
sue which, and that ,she understood his articles are 
signed. °1 am not sure if he is located in XI0W York 
or Washington. He and his wife are pa ents of a child or two, 
and the wife is studying for Grand upera, all of which sounds 

as though that family might be a busy one* I mention David Snell's 
name, thinking his articles might mean a little mo^e, should 
you chance to run across any, in view of the relationship 
between him and Ada Jack.

I saw Celeste for a few minutes this morning and she mentioned 
one or two things about the ^swells. I believe it is 
next Wednesday night some network is doing a story by 
^immy and he is scheduled to bring out a new book some time 
in ^ay, 1 believe. Madam Aswell hoped to get down this way to paint 
Chinese magnolias but of course Jack frost got ahead of 
her, and besides^ it is said she hasn't been very well of late 
so probably hasn t missed the magnolias any way. I must 
drop them a line eventually, but think X shall wait until 
I have done a bit more gardening, for, either by chance or 
intention, they have been want to head down this way on recept 
of a letter, and I prefer to remain as unencumbered as possible 
until after Spring has really jelled.

Bince 1 never fail to get ample secretarial forces whenever 
the postman gets gummed up with the in-coming mail, X made the 
most of the opportunity today's absence of a mail pouch afforded 
and so was able to turn through the clippings again, covering 
the Pompadour *avillion, the Loailles family, including 
the picture of hilarious little Mgmont and all, - and S 
enjoyed every moment of it. And somehow it seems fitting at 
the conclusion of the reading and our little chat that a Mozart 
Sonata should be next on the agenda.

ho matter how busy the day and no matter how chill the • 
march wind, all this at the close of day makes everything so 
nice, thanks throughout, because of little M^ss ■^ee......

Thursday, March 15th, 1951.

Memorandum:
It froze again last night, but the weather remains 

pleasant and what with the wind having died down this afternoon, 
tonight seems warm enough to escape a freeze.

I was glad to see Bill Jones today, the first time in 
almost a year, I believe, it is remarkable how neighbors 
can live so near, patronize the same Post uffice and yet 
without trying never bump into each other, ne came to 
ask my advice on what to plant in back of his house which faces 
the West, It is a low building after the type of Celeste s, 
and so I gave him some Orinoco banana roots that ought 
to be an adequate screen within 90 days.

The college worried me again about giving a rigamarole 
before the end of the current year, suggesting several 
dates from which 1 might select whatever I cared to. didn t 
ears, really, but what with oivio duty and all, I shall 
write them tonight that tentatively April 17th, which is on 
a Tuesday may be considered the magical moment. They will 
provide transportation which I shall not want and I believe 
there is.some kind of a dinner or some such which I shall 
look into before hand and rigg things up so I can avoid, 
that I hope. The worse t ing about saying yes to something 
merelybecause it seems far away is the fact that before you 
know it the time has arrived.

f I have been interested in Drank Edwards' observations 
regarding the Reconstruction finance Corporation and the 
wisdom of preserving it to keep the Wall Street boys from 
getting a corner on the entire money market. His poiut 
leems to be that although there are some undesireable 
people on the present staff of the Corporation, it is they 
who should be sacked and not the entire organization,
"Don't sink the ship to get rid of a few rats is the picturesque 
way he expresses the idea, if X remember correctly.

.and because of my interest in the subject, I have
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made a few inquiries as to the opinion of local business 
men regarding the question of saving the organization.
The opinions I asked for come from people whose political 
and economic theories seldom parallel my own but I welcome 
their ideas to round out my own concept of the problem.
While one or two of them are intimately associated with people 
or organizations who have, actually borrowed from the B. F. G., t 
they point out that in order to get a loan, it is almost 
imperative to approach the matter through the good offices 
of politicians, and it appears that sooner or later a 
lawyer's services are required to effect the loan, and 
that the fees of said lawyer pretty well match the interest rates 
that would be charged by established bankers. That, of course, 
is a point to ponder, but it doesn’t mean that even though 
the cost is as great in one case, - the B. F. G., as in the 
other, the bankers, that the B. F. G. still shouldn’t be 
maintained. For the autocratic ..power of the banker in deciding 
to lend or not to lend is lessened when there is another source 
that can be tapped if the banks give a negative answer to 
the applicant.

J- gather from broadcasts that the senate has already decided 
to kill the B. F. G. so perhaps the matter is already 
settled for the present, but I like to piece the Hdwards’ 
postion along side the reaction of those who have used the 
Gorporations services and see how they jibe. One point to be 
kept in mind is the fact that one man I know is a bank director 
himself, and yet when he wanted a hundred thousand dollars to 
launch a new business or enlarge one, --some kind of 
a ditching or road constructi0I1 organization he didn't go to 
his own or another's bank, but rather to the’fi. F. G.

"Three frosts and a rain" is an old coin that enjoys 
brisk currency in this region among the oldsters. Tonight's 
cloudless sky and warming tendencies suggest a rainy week end 
ahead. For Geleste's sake, I hope the signs fail, for 
she leaves Friday for ^ansura where she picks up some kind folk 
and heads out for a Hatchez tour on Saturday. I suppose 
she will return home Sunday or Monday. *nd a week from 
today some of the Henrys plan to come for Faster week end, 
and so things turn.

I liked last night's musicals so much that I am repeating 
it again tonight, after knocking off a couple of letters, 
after which I shall do a page of Mr. Hawthorne's biography and 
so to bed.......
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Friday, March 16th, 1951.

Memor andum:
The fair weather continues, with strong breezes from 

the West, due* to shift to the ^outh, bearing scattered 
showers on the morrow.

hi e

The mail eontiues thin, but it is good to find 
nothing from James T.W. Gain, for every da^s delay from 
that quarter holds the promise that some belated word 
from ^askings may eventually arrive in order that a 
prompt response made go. forward to Mr. Gain wherein we 
may know how to tack our sails when a letter to him is 
in order.

It seems like quite a while since we have heard from 
Friend Fostell.

And speaking of Postell reminds me of ^ew Orleans, and 
Hew Orleans reminds me that a night or two ago 1 heard 
some kind of a radio Forum devoted to the question of 
eliminating some of the glaring loop holes enjoyed by 
the oil companies during the past 25 years. I d n't 
recall the names of all four people participating, - one 
was some Texas Representative, one Senator Kerr of Eklahoma 
and another was Representative Boggs who hails from the 
Orescent *ity* Bepresentative Boggs is related by marriage 
to Dr, Holbrook's daughter, the same hr. Holbrook who 
wrote me last summer, under the impression that he was 
communicating with a priest.

Both Messrs. Boggs and Kerr/spoke with great persuasion, 
seeming to actually believe that the poor oil millionaires 
should be exempt from taxation* I am forever being 
astonished at the tone jot conviction politicians can 
put into their voices, suggesting an honest belief in 
disinterestedness in what they say,r whereas they and everybody 
listening to them must know perfectly well they are 
in reality merely beating the drum for special privilege.
For the life of me, I can't figure out how democracy works 
so well in ^merica, and not by the greatest - stretch of the 
imagination*can I picture how anybody ever supposes the 
same magic m ght function equally well in Japan or where ever.
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.1 know you w[ill enjoy, as I did, the word sketches 
of the Texas and Louisiana ladies, as detailed by the 
facile pen of the correspondent. In the case of the 
Marlin number, walking with two canes must be quite a 
chore, I should imagine. I am reminded of the mention 
in the ^arlin letter of the time she fell in the street a 
while back. Perhaps that accounts for the two canes, 
or perhaps the two canes accounted for the fall It is 
truly remarkable that she continues' to prefer making a go of 
it alone in spite of, her frail constitution and her 
age which must be somewhere in the 70*s nevertheless I 
am all in favor of her living as she pleases and withal by her
self, if that is what she wants, and somehow it doesn’t seem 
quite so pitiful when on© realizes that her sister 
has a pleasant home and has always hoped Ur. filler would 
some day let her share it with her. In Little ^ock her 
sister even added an extra room or two so that Dr. Miller 
would feel quite comfortable, but after two or three 
years, lx. filler deserted it for her log cabin at ^elrose.

As for the LXiaXwood belles, I must say I cant think 
what they are doing with an electric pump in such a remote 
situation I suppose they are using it the way everyone 
in civilzation is using theirs, but the difference is 
the Briarwood isn’t precisely within the bound sf 
modern gagetry and therefore anything as balky as 
a pum-q would surely be expected to need nursing every once 
in a while. But I suppose the pump is some of la Storm’s 
contribution, and sitting off in the fashionable 
low country of South Carolina, it never dawned on her 
or the Lormons that an,electric pump might be something 
of a problem in remote Briarwood.

and speaking of the latter, I am reminded that Blythe 
mentioned he other day that Mrs. Storm had stopped 
in Alexandria after quitting Briarwood and purchased 
much ranch house furniture and had the same forwarded 
to the Lormons. I must remember to tell that to Bobina 
who probably doesn't know it and might be entertained therebye.

Well, so much for gossip, and the end of the day. Mr.
Brew had a bit of hard luck last night. When driving his
car from ^pntrose,, he struck a horse at this end of
the Melrose bridge, the horse having jumped out in the
twilight from the little lane leading to the Band
camp# It bent things up and generally twisted things around,-
so far as the car was coneerned, but didn’t hurt my secretary.
What’s the old line; - Better born lucky than smart.....
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Sunday, March 18th, 1951.

Memorandumj
* • T

Thirty million times would not suffice to tell you 
how enchanted is ^renbourg with its birthday, how nice to 
jput into form some o the items contemplated as a possibility. 
There are so many possibilities that come into focus with the 
advent of your concrete good wishes, and I shall make 
a mental note about the ^ortuni section, although that 
department will have to be concentrated up along next November 
or December, as the season is already too far advanced to do 
much about invitations in that direction this Spring. In 
the mean time, we shall see what has survived in the gardenia 
ranks and plan accordingly, while the Chinese magnolias, Bed Buds, 
etc. , will receive ade uate attention, and I may even 

persuade one or two of my acquaintances to give me an extra 
hand in making everything as conducive to growth right 
now, as the full spurt of expansion opens wider from 
day to day.

There was a surprise element in the birthday greeting 
too£ for neither ^renbourg nor I had recalled the magical date, 
let alone anticipating greetings. But- the greetings 
were grand and the more precious, withal, because they 
cement the ’’Green natures’’ it is so completely satisfying 
to cultivate thus jointly.

In Saturday’s post, your Tuesday letter, posted on Wednesday, 
h d the additional distinction of being the only piece 
of mail coming to hand. I had half expected notes from 
2 or 3 other directions, but missed them not at all when 
I found the single communication that makes a hundred other 
epistles seem of slight importance. It’s wonderful how 
the imporatnaee of quantity evaporates when counter-balanced 
by one solid slice of quality.

In utter Disregard of requests for particular items 
the ^ew Orleans Library sent me a thing called "The adventures 
of Biancois'* By ^itchell, purporating to be a story of 
a scoundrel-of the French ^evolution, - of all things.
That is shall not have to explore but I shall look* into 
a thing called "The Last Ghance by Mayer or Meyers, or some such, 
being an account of Tombstone, Arizona which offered mine 
proppectors their last..chance at striking big metal deposits 
in the south west.
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• lly only disappointment in the nawthorne biography 
was the absence oi any account of how the widow and children 
fared. 1 hoped especially that a paragraph or two would 
be given to Hawthorne's son, Julian, born in the mid 1840 s 
or early '5 0's whom I had had the pleasure of knowing.
Somebody or other, perhaps his father, had established a fun 
that would pay 41 SOO.00 or 4 2,000.00 a year which was 
to be paid to Julian for his college education, after which 
the money was to be paid to some kind of a charitable organiza
tion i'he directors of the charity thing were vaguely 
disappointed when Julian, after graduating from 
decided to take a post graduate course, therebye continuing 
to receive his educational funds into a 5th year. He 
also surprised the directors again at the beginning of the 
6th vear’ and the 7th and so on and so on, and was 
having a go at some 50 odd registrations when X knew him.
At the time, however, he is in a mild panic for he had 
iust about run out of everything there was to study in 
every college catalogue in the world, having^ 
acauired more degrees than any other person in th* world,
I suppose, j*ut just as it seemed there were no more 
courses in the book:, Nicholas Murray Butler or some such 
instituted a course in the art of Motion Picture ,
.Directing, and naturally Julian was enchanted, immediately 
enrolling in the class which, as he crowded 80, would 
give him a degree that might be submitted to Hollywood, 
thould he ever chance to disdain his other assortment of

Monday, March 19th, 1951.

D. s
5 e v e r  unauuo u i o u u i u  ------ -----------------,LL.D. *s; Ph. L.*s, D. B*s and heaven knows what all.

What finally happened to Julian, 1 don t know and I 
was hoping At. Van Horen might throw some light on the 
Matter! and It seemed as though 'Julian1s career was suffierently 
extraordinary to merit mention, nut net a peep was uttered, 
and so X remain in ignorance.

I should have mentioned the movie directing thing to 
Dr. Hark but didn’t get around to. They came with their 
guests about 3 and by some twist of luck, I had a Baif hour 
Ghat with Blythe, - the longest I can remember, bhe searched 
in an iris article in the Picayune, - to be sent you in a day 
or two — finding Hr. ^mail’s name mentioned as of the 
Hew York Botanical Gardens, which suggests that the Brooklyn 
Botanical may have been a segment of the greater new York 
organization. We" dined or supped at the camp at 6.50 and 
later proceeded to at. ^aulGhurch at Bermuda for the 
baptisin’ picture. It grows late, however, and l 
had better fold. It has been a pleasant week end, and 
may it have been so for somebody else.....

i'UAJUh

Memurandum:
How nice to find your Wednesday noon letter in 

this morning's post. Somehow I hadn’t anticipated a Manhattan 
greeting in today’s post, and so the surprise element added to 
the substantial pleasure of finding an envelope in a familiar 
hand.

I should have realized, — although I had not, that 
the lister holiday season might bring a flock of South American 
problems to the fore. It took me quite a long time to 
appreciate the slant regarding holidays that was forever 
being manifested by an old plantation mistress of my 
acouaintance during the 1940’s. Belatedly I am 
beginning to appreciate- that viewpoint which seems to have 
come out ever so clear in my own films for the same seasons, 
and in reading your letter, 1-realize with added emphasis that 
holidays may well mean destruction of routine and much 
uninteresting "musts" for those who are inclined to "stay put".

Although this Memo may not reach you before Master has come 
and gone, I am hoping against hope that you may have uhe 
excellent good sense to try to write no letters during 
this week of present and impending demands on your energies, and 
that you will take ample time, following Master, to recuperate 
from the on-slaught before you again set hand and pen to 
correspondence. Conservation of human energy is the first Law, 
and I hope you will let social amenities and usual impulses 
take second place during the present interim until you have 
had an opportunity to catch your breath again.

And may I thank* you, too, for enclosing the clipping regarding 
Afton Villa. My secretary read this as from the limes of 
March 4th, but it wasn't quite clear to me if it came from 
the Times Picayune or the Bew fork Times, but assume the 

former. I gather, too, that the instructions regarding the 
way to the Villa is couched in language* , lively to he 
understandable to Picayune readers rather than Hew fork nmes 
followers. The important thing is that people with so much 
wealth as ;the present owners should be drumming up trade that 
is bound to invade the privacy of their home. Somehow I never seem 
to understand that a large block of people actually seem to like 
hordes of sight-seers milling around all over the place



Because of the lateness of the hour last night when 
I called the day done, I didn't get much radio news, 
for the electric current was cut just before I 
finished our little chat, I suppose a tree somewhere 
had been blown across the high power lines, for the 
wind and rain were making quite a racket at the time.
I forgot to turn off the switch of the desk lamp, since 
it was giving no light, and so awoke at 3:10 when the 
current was restored, but except for West Coast stations, that 
hour isn't especially good for radio.

It was interesting to me to have your comments regarding 
school doings about the country, as brought up by the 
.Natchitoches tragedy, and I hadn t heard of the young 
lady who succeeded in begetting 8wo offspring at a time while 
still an active co-ed. It seems to be rare for people in 
such circumstances to have twins, and I find myself wondering 
why novelists and artists always depicted a single child being 
left on somebody's doorstep whereas, in the law of averages, 
there surely must have been a couple of them in the same 
basket once in a great while.

I can't think why, and yet I must confess it has always 
seemed a little odd to me that ^arie Therese ^etoyer should 
have begotten twins on the fi^st go round as plantation 
mistress. I certainly wouldn t have found it odd if her 
subsequent children should have been twins, but somehow 
it strikes me as strange that the first two; should have been 
twins, .and it further occurs to me at this moment that 
I don t ever remember having run across slave twins, although 
there°must have been many of them. In a way it seems odd 
that I never ran across any mention of them in any 
plantation diary or account book. the moment Little H n g  
and Big -**ix are the only negro twins I happen to know and 
f don^t recall having seen an,} white twins in years.

The day’s batch of pilgrims took up much of my time, but 
the weather was so damp-ish.x didn t resent their presence so 
much as I would, had a possibility^of gardening beckoned to me. 
Ihere were some nice artists from Montana to whom the place 
meant much, and ^aud Lattison who was tiresome and some 
Washington people who were altogether pleaeant and so on.

The weather man promises fair, cool atmosphere on the 
morrow, and you can picture me early at Arenbourg, delving 
into details regarding birth day doings.......

4736

Tuesuay, March 20th, 1951,

Memorandum:
I don't know where to begins —  I mean I 

don't know.
When I received a thin, square package at the 

Post Office this morning, I assumed it was the 
pamphlet you mentioned in yesterday's letter, - the 
article about the Blessed Martin. Accordingly you 
may picture my surprise when much later, I opened 
the package and discovered not the Blessed Martin, —— 
but the Blessed You.

What a delightful surprise all the way through, from 
the lovely card with its lovely iris and lovely 
message; the elegant collection of pictures, so many 
of which were totally unexpected, and one of them almost 
faded from my Memory , — TfSay-rahrt and Jane; and 
then a whole world of pleasureable hours, so compactly 
je&led into a single Kostelanetz record.

I have heard tell much about the Master Bunny, but 
this one beats anything * have ever defamed of, and 
how can f say thank you for all the delights your 
kindness has made possible for me.

I placed the record on the machine and began 
turning through the photographs, and i can't tell you 
which collection, - the photographs or the musical 
treasures got the major amount of my attention, for 
somehow they seemed to fuse, these two unlike but 
wholey harmonious elements that hold so much in 
themselves, separately or jointly, for my happiness.

By chance, I began on the side of the record 
that starts off with Jealousy which, as you know, is 
one of my favoiite pieces. And since you.jprobably already 
knew about the origin of the Tango, you can therefore scarcely 
imagine how enchanted i was later when I read the 
text accompanying the record and learned that the 
Argentine Tango, instead of being of Spanish origin, as I 
had always supposed, was, in reality, a product of Africa 
that was later to be blended with -^uropen composition.
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a s you know, the recording of the entire record is superbly 
done, andyou c*n reaily imagine how often these impending 
hours are going to be redolent with this delightful music that 
will somehow be shared with another in spirit eveiytlmie I 
turn to such matters which is certainly going to be frequent.

I notice Bavlowa's name seems to be spelled thus on the 
folder, but as 1 remember, it was sometimes spelled Havolva. But 
regardless of unimportant points, the important thing for me is that 
I love Baint-Saens* Swan and I had the good fortune to be present 
on two different occasions when Pavolva interpreted the mufco through 
the medium of her dance. 'ihe music is sufficiently beautiful in 
itself but it is with added pleasure I listen to it as the 
memoires of Bavoloa’s marvelous artistry flit through my mind.
How rich is maturity when lovely memories of youth are unlocked 
by such a precious key as that with which you have so deliciously 
supplied me. Blessings on little Miss Lee.

But 1 need not enumerate my delight in the other compositions 
embraced by this single disk, for 1 have done hand-springs before 
about The Monastery Garden, ^ehar’s music, Althelbert keyin’s things 
and so on. ^nd speaking of ^evins, - and I love The Rosary, I 
wonder if you chance to know his Narcissus, composed, as I recall, 
in Venice either just before or just after The Rosary, it is 
also quite ̂ nice t>ut quite different of course. It goes 
very nicely with something like Lola, or some such, —  not at all 
tremendous but altogether pleasant and satisfying.

The weather continues semi-cloudy and cool which enabled me 
to get in quite a few licks at ^renbourg this morning. Sisker 
breezed in this noon bringing a ^rs. Snyder with her. The latter 
is supposed to be an’invalid of sbrTs7 ^ n F “brought a nurse with her, 
but she could tour upstairs and down and around the gardens at 
a lickit-split go, and so 1 take it she is one of those invalids 
who is merely able to enjoy the business behind imposing 
financial fortifications. She told me her sister-in-law is 
Jefferson Davis1 nieoe.^I told her 1 know the naemer house in 
~Mississippi, - and then she almost did need the services of her nurse, 
for, as she explained, I am the first person she evê p met in 
Louisiana who had ever heard of the naemers. I didn t tell 
her that I knew also that Jo Ravis, - Jeff’s brother9 had 
succeeded in geting hie fiancee to agree to wed him only after he 
hud promised her that when they were married, he and she would 
legally adopt his illegitimate daughter by an earlier liason, and 
that said niece of ^efferson Ravis became Mrs. xiaemer. Well, 
smart me, I guess I have carried on enough in that direction.

But tonight all roads lead to the reading machine where I 
propose to ’’read" Kostelanetz over and over and over again, 
and, operating my-mental telepathy boradcasting unit in a 
particular direction madly# again my thanks, - my blessings 
on you for all the happiness you bring to me.....

^■^738
y <7

Wednesdays ^arch 21st, 1951.

Memorandum:
It's odd how different — and indifferent -- the 

same project will look to one, as it is pursued from day to 
day. And somehow this first Spring morning, Arenbourg 
somehow looked especially promising. For one thing, 
the privet hedges between the pears and persimmons have 
arriVredr~"air~̂ â  Se?Thitely substantial stage, and the green 
lines of d-markation they form between the pears and persimmons 
somehow give a special character to themselves and the 
fruit trees, the latter now in complete leaf and not much 
effected by the frosts and freezes of earlier in the season.

I shall skip reference to the Fortunis but I must 
express vast satisfaction with the white wisteria which we 
are training into youthful trees rather than vines. The 
white pendants hang heavy on their curving branches and 
the sweetness of their perfume5 is something to make 
the honey comb look to its laurels.

it is quite remarkable how damp the d ground remains 
in spite of many strong winds and much sunshine, and 
if the thermometer will only go up a little, the growth, 
already pronounced, should be impressive.

While it occurs to me, may i remark that a parcel^ 
post package went forward in your direction^this morning, 
it is rather difficult to predict how long it takes 
such items to travel, but 1 figured it might reach you 
about a week hence, and although this will prove a bit 
premature so far as the natal day is concerned, my 
thought is that that day may be sufficiently busy with 
local celebrations so that such an item might well 
be a little too much to contend with on that magical 
mo ent. May I be so bold as to suggest that if you 
chance to have something in your purse to cut string with, 
it may be handy when you get the package, if you care 
to toss the somewhat cumbersome package into the trash 
basket at the post office. I slipped in a paper sack 
that you might wish to utilize for one item that isn t
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wrapped. It is possible the latter may be "busted" 
anyhow, and so perhaps sending the wrapping was 
a bit too hopeful, and if so, the wrapping and the item 
for which it was envisioned may both go into the trash 
at the same throw.

The Postell enclosure y0u will enjoy running 
through. It really does seem quite a long time since last 
we heard from him. I thought his remarks Lbout L. S. U.
Press and publication generally held muoh by way of side
lights on the current state of things. So far as our own 
"problem publisher" is concerned, I must say the prolonged 
silence was unexpected. If memory serves me, I lingered 
with the 'Qliver-^atchez manuscript just five minutes when 
presenting it to "the -^resident, and had his affirmative answer 
•before the 3rd or 4th moment had transpired. Perhaps 
that manuscript was more impressive, or the publishers presses 
were languishing for any old thing to that might come 
their way.

It took me quite a long time to read "The Past Chance" but 
not because x didn t enjoy this graphic account of Tomstone, 
Arizona in the early 1880's, but merely because 1 have 
been too sleep at close of days. I gather that what Hodney was 
to Mississippi, so is Somestone to Arizona, nothing but 
a vague reminder of roaring days gone bye when money and 
life were equally easy. Ihe chapter the author, - Meyers, - or 
some such, does on the girls practicing the old, old trade 
in this western out post is really entertaining, hot 
only did they entertain in the local saloons, do song and 
dance acts as well as devote the major part of their 
time to prostitution, but it s. ems that the local 
managers of such businesses liked a rather frequent 
turn-over of human wares, which meant the girls, usually 
traveling feyxt alone by often held up stage coaches, 

were forever hurtling themselves through unseasonable 
weather over impossible Indian and holdup infested 
trails, arriving at stations which often were little 
more than tents or slap-dab shanties where they had 
to "do their stuff'1. Surely no set of laborers in the 1880fs 
had-a harder life than these girls, with about the 
only advantage in their travels being that even though 
they might be attacked by Indians or highway gangsters, 
things couldn't have been any more arduous for them than 
had they been permitted to pursue their usual line of 
endeavor.

C v

But here I am at the end of the page, and I haven't 
begun to tell you how much last night's musicale meant to 
me. I loved ever note and already every bar is the 
mo e familiar and the more precious, and most of all 
\ because in listening, don t feel at all alone.....

Thursday, March £2nd, 1951.

Memorandum;
And so it's going to be a happy Master for our 

feathered friends as well as for me, for my Master bunny 
came a couple of days ago, and the provender for the 
bird bar arrived' in this morning's post.

t !

Everything traveled perfectly, and it didn't take me 
long to rig up the elegant bracket for the bird bar, fill 
the latter with a bumper stock, and remove myself from 
the back gallery so that the birds would have every 
opportunity to observe the new contraption and get 
accustomed to it before Good Friday had dawned and 
their morning apetite could be satisfied from such 
an elegant set u-p If the birds have half as much fun 
getting accustomed to their new dining place as I have had 
getting it into position and planning to observe their doings 
from this new vantage point, then, thanks to little Miss Lee, 
Easter is going to be an enormous success all around.

And thanks much for the magazine containing the story 
of the Blessed ^arti^ I don t know if the movies are 
still sHTtlsTTabotT doing films in which colored people y 
figure, but as I read the account of the preparations for 
his father's marriage and the father's confession to 
Pere Boniface as to his infatuation with Martin s mother, 
it seemed to me a script for Hollywood had already been 
created. *nd surely, since the Church has put its seal 
of approval on Marti^ Catholics wouldn t be likely to 
frown on such a film. * r .

The weather continues fair and gardening is the order 
of the day. Tomorrow, being Good Friday, will see all 
activities stop on the plantation and in the urban centers, 
too for while nobody in Louisiana may pay much attention to 
G. Washington’s or A. Lincoln's birthdays, good Friday is 
unfailingly a bang-up, and oddly enough, as enthusiastically 
celebrated ty frolicks in Protestant circles as in Catholic, college 
and industry fold up for the week end, top, and *a.t returned 
this evening, — his last trip home, I believe, before 
graduation from -“aw ^ohol± and the ~rmy.
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I heard from Celeste that Ora continues to 
"wilt" and that her husband has taken or is shortly taking 
her te the Mayo Clinic I hage had the impulse to write 
her on occasions but Rave decided it might be better hr not 
/to until 1 know where she really is.

jj’rom Dr, knipmeyer, - and from another source, I heard 
a new twist in echoes of the Bachelier business. It seems 
father Becker is strating suit against the Buttons, claiming 
they drugged Mr. Baohelier to get him to deed them his 
30 acres of desireabl© property in the Natchitoches 
area and that Dr. Worsfcey is to be one of the star witnesses. 
This seems odd on lather Becker's part, since the drugging 
is supposed, to have taken place a few days before father 
Becker dragged a new will out of poor Mr. Bachelier.
The trial, set for this coming week, has had to be 
postponed as- the lady doctor left for Mexico today, and 
so the trial will not get under way until the 13th of 
the impending month. Heaven knows I hope I am not called 
as a witness, but any testimony I might give wouldn't helf 
that scoundrel of a priest any, may be sure.

I am still quite in the dark as to why the Huttons 
ever rushed in and plunked two hundred dollars down in my 
lap, but that is neither here uor there, and if that were 
brought up in Court that might call for some explanation on 
the part of the Huttons. Of once thing I am quite certain, 
in view of conversations on the subject between the lady 
doctor and me, she will give nothing by way of testimony that 
will help father Becker’s cause. One would think that 
the old rogue would be sstisfied with having through 
chicanery mulched fi£tv thousand dollars of the Bachelier 
estate that apparantly had been intended by -̂r. Bachelier for 
me. But fie a’* paranfcly is deteximned to have the"Natchitoches 
property, too, and will hazard a will contest that would 
in unsucessful for him, deprive him 0f everything the 
trick will he concocted, gave him# But it is quite 
possible he has already so disposed of that part of the 
estate that the courts could never get it back anyway. Borne 
people hazard the guess that Father ^eeker and the Buttons 
were in collusion, and are now by the ears in fighting over 
the spoils. I don't know what I thj^k about that angel 
of the controversy, only 1 know there is great peace of 
soul in not being mixed up in such an outrageous bit of 
flim-flammery.

A couple of ladies blew in today who turned out to be 
old Mr. Babb's daughters, with a combined age of perhaps 160, 
although t ey must be younger than that since ^r. Babbs is 
still alive, reading everything, following an eye operations, 
and good for another half century, accorinding to the 
ladies. - But a happy day is the thing, and your parcel 
of " « ,

aster joiys make it perxect"'*

Friday, March 23rd, 1951.

Memorandum:
t  . • . . • h  •. _ • ...

now nice to find yourTuesday noon letter .in this 
day's post. Good Friday is good to me, and especially because 
of little Miss Lee.

Your week end program sounds devastating enough-, and 
each of us will be glad when it has come and gone and some 
sort of a usual routine can be looked forward to with 
all the things that must be h shelved during hurly- 
burly times.

. . w I am so glad you were able to secure a ticket for
the theatre on Saturday, and I have no doubt th^t you are 
going to rlove the performance. I did have the luc k to 
see it years ago and it was marvelously presented. I have 
a feeling that the conterapoary presentation may be equally 
good, for often I have observed that revivals take on a 
kind of mellowness with age that even enhances the original 
value, and 1 am hoping it may be so in the present instance.

Already the surge of week end road runners has made itself 
manifest, and pilgrims from as far afield as Oklahoma and 
Wyoming passed this way today, not to mention the 
citizens of the Pelican State, the Magnolia State and the 
Lone Star department. Before th’e next two oays have 
elapsed, we shall have had ample' evidences of American 
inclination to get on wheels.

■°ut between Jumps, I have found time to observe how 
short a time it has taken our feathered friends to accustom 
themselves to the new location of the bird bar, and 
thanks to your Baster greetings, they are working over time 
at the fresh supplies. I am determined to set aside 

- a little time for myself —  and them --during Bunday 
morning to observe the number of patrons, the different 
racial representatives and which may be definitely stamped 
the "bar-flies'’ of the bird bar. I suppose the blue jays will 
stack up greatest in numbers, but they are always so noisey, it 
may be that the racket th°ey make only gives the impression 
they are more numberous.
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Last night I- sampled a few pages of Garl farmer's 
"Bark frees to the Wind", which seems to be a poor title 
for any book. But the material is entertaining, and 
of course Mr. farmer writes well and so is easily read.

fhe book is about people and doings of Hew York 
♦Hate people, covering colonial times to the present, and 
is nothing more than a scrapbook like collection of 
tales, newspaper accounts and the like of interesting 
personalities and places. I wish the same thing might 
be done about lots of other states, for it somehow gives 
a flavor that tends to reveal curious quirks of people, and 
suggests the region in which they dwell has some 
influence on the trends of those characters.

I suppose we incline to find more of interest in people 
and places we have known or heard about, "and for that reason 
I discovered myself in a receptive mood to read about 
Yaddo, the lovely old estate near Saratoga which once I 
knew, and —  of Orson Fowler of all people, - of whom 
I had heard. You may recall it was old Fowler who in 
the ante bellum period, was ever so popular as a phrenologist, 
and it was he who read Madam lutt1s bumps on her head with 
one result that the Mutts built Longwood along the lines of 
Fowler's Folly up at reeksilll in the Hudson Valley.

Of the enclosures, the enclosed clipping readed me 
in the envelope in which it goes forward, and said envelope 
was enclosed in another bearing Or. Band's return address.
I reckon he must have seen it in a Hew Orleans or Alexandriapaper. Oddly enough, I? have twice chanced to be
at Oonneiiy’g Tavern, just across the street from
the old ^arschalk home on two different occasions when
fire engines have come screaming down the street to
work on blazes in the old brick house. I gather that
in the present instance, it may have been "three times
and out . As I recall, the old printing shop of a . Marschalk
was torn down a half dozen years ago, so that the
present fire has eliminated the last building in Natchez
associated with the "-Benjamin Franklin of the Southwest",
It was rather remarkable that within two blocks on the 
same street should have remained until this late date 
so many interesting historic buildings, - Gherokee,
Ghoctaw, Konnelly's Tavern, the Marschalk home and 
the Marschalk Printing shop. One must be thankful, I 
suppose, that at least three our of the five have thus far 
survived.

How often the birds and I will be concentered on 
Miss Lee this week end...,.
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faster Sunday, Slaroh 25th, 1951.

Memorandum:
r t i +v,0t -tjrvnr lovelv Master card with its

1 ^ ^ ^  y io hand in -turday^post, ^

time enuring t h e ^ J U i t h  g * ^ * ™ * * * * 1” "

fhfhoiiday^afhoth a p p r i s e  and a delight thataltogether 
enchanted me.

^  S^r°cointay d'heSoilcumstane8s°seemed ^ ‘“propitious
C r S n  £ £ £  soSfof th^ illustrations tor the ^exapheoh with

medium in the world, and anS £  Sere delighted

t s i  r  r t h i s
K T t l r o v U e  s.U^hristmas T?e« iTllquarter, which is always 
adiiiioultithing to conjure up. I am the more surprised 
they were both 8o’ entranced * « * B* ^ f  ™have laid eyes on it for the:first rime, , ^  arti0l8
greatly mistaken, this . 1 - that as it may, this seems to t couple of years back, but, te that as iumay,
be the first time they have actually seen i t the Kodat 
betwee now and December , if you ®h . 1enlargement might besrroriiiLr.s:; x k . u. i
be ever so grateful.

The General said something that “^rored my feeling
"These two volumes are so them
and the quality of the typing, oua^ 
than any published book 1 ever s» .

Viar thorn Qontiments. too. only I sm
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And while turning through the illustrations, we pondered 
on the one in which Lyle is engaged in feeding the goats, and 
both Joe and the General declared that the lady with Lyle is 
none other than'littie ^iss ^enhofcme, - which was a pleasant 
sur rise.

l-he General lingered to go through to book again and 
again this morning, and 1 was proud of you for all the 
noble handiwork you can turned out to make so much happiness 
for all this faster Sunday.

he didn’t get around to talk much about anything except 
the book^ although at table I did get an opportunity to 
get the General s viewpoint on the impending universel 
military servic© bill. I am always interested in the military point 
of view'which does not always coincide with mine. He thinks 
the 27 month part of the bill is alright, which, without 
knowing anything about it, I don't, for it seems much too long to 
me. He favors 18 and a half or 19 year olds rather than 
the plain 18 year olds for induction, feeling that 18 is a 
bit tender to start the ball rolling.

1 am inclined to feel that if sufficient effort were 
exerted by Washington, a United Lation force of sufficient strength 
could be mustered and maintained without any necessity for 
inducting everybody into the «-rmy in the United States. Heaven 
knows the big shots ought to know'what they are doing,*- but 
we all have lived long' enough to realize full well that they 
do not always. *

Hast night everybody went to rayne's for supper, which 
gave me and n-ugene and opportunity to sup alone and early, and 
so *L had an e: cellent opportunity to have a number of hours 
of musicales, readings and more musicalss, - and X love every 
moment. To' tell the truth, X got so delighted with a brief 
go at the mu sib on Friday night, which 1 thought x would 
explore just a little before the Hdward borrow show that to 
my astonishment, when X finally relinquished the disk, X discovered 
^r. M orrow had long since completed his peformance, - the first 
of the 9, I guess, which I have missed. But in missing it, I 
gained all the delights the Kostelanetz prformance 
afforded', and so 1 guess X came out with sentiment counter
balancing intellect, and so 1 couldn't cry over any spilled milk.

We were twelve for Master dinner at the big house and 
turkey was the piece of resistence, but what interested me 
ever so much more was theineessant patronage the feird bar was 
having from first dawn slap through the day light hours.
The customers were obviously alt gather eager to make the 
most of what had come their way from ther ̂ nahatt&n Haster bunny, 
and while X had all the fun watching them milling about for 

a place at the bar, 1 rather hoped that somebody else might be 
sensing how much better Master was turning out, thanks to L. L.. .*

7
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Monday, March 26th, 1951.

Memor andurn:
The weather remains cool but a little more moist tnan 

of late, with occasional sprinkles this afternoon and 
evening, with a promise of something more substantial by way 
of dampness by Wednesday.

X was especially glad of the 67 degree temperature this 
morning, for i had a lot of pulling and hauling about to do at 
Arenbourg, and it seemed as though X accomplished twice as 
much as on sultry days.

a tractor - was going full tilt up and down the terrace while 
I was concentrating on the nandina hedges and the lilies.
The nandina, what with some extra set-ins, is now pretty 
uniform and for the most part looks almost as promising 
as it did before the stampede. The German iris are much 
more luxuriant than at Melrose, their white flags waving 
bravely in the sea of advancing greenery. The pear trees, 
in full leaf, give the impression that they are growing, al
though it has been so cool of late, it doesn't seem possible 
that they could have advanced much.

On my return to xueca a little before noon, X found 
a couple of aged Mthopians awaiting me on the gallery. They 
said they had come to Church early yesterday morning and 
thinking many others might have come during the day, as, indeed, 
they had, it occured to them I might1 want them to put the 
place in orderj. Hxcept for a few petals on the floor, the 
Blessed "artin s domain seemed to be alright, but somehow 
X gathered that the idea of taking a pass at the place would 
please my visitors and so ± provided a broom, dust cloth and 
so on, and thus the place wa.s further sanctified, * oouple of 
hours later, their services completed, they had a little glass 
of wine and departed and all three of us appeared pleased at 
their efforts.

Somehow X was sleepy last night, due -fo the irregular 
week end routine, X suppose, and so 1 didn t get much 
reading done before the sand Man made his rounds. x
did sample a couple of a bi ogrphy of W. 0. Melds by 
Kobert Lewis Taylor, which happened to be what X had at hand.
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It seems that W. C. Fields, - horn in Philadelphia 
William Claude Duckenfield, actually experienced a 
boyhood and youth much after the manner of the more forlorn 
of Dickens1 povertry stricken characters. There seemed to 
he some doubt if he ever went to school, and if so, for a day 
or two. -and as he quit the parental roof at the advanced 
age of 11, stealing food to keep alive and sleeping where 
ever he could find something suggesting shelter, one wonders 
how he succeeded not only reaching maturity hut fame and 
a lot of money to hoot.

I suppose you have seen him frequently in the movies and 
perhaps heard him on the radio. I think I saw him in hut 
one movie, - "David Copperfield'1 - ever so long ago, and 
I remember that he and Mdma Mae-Oliver were the two most 
striking personalities in the film for me. It occurs to 
me, on writing the name "David Copperfield" that Pearson 
points out in his hook on Dickens that there was something 
to the title that decided the author on it, after several 
tentative other ones had been considered, and the suggestion 
was that Charles Dickens and David Copperfield at least 
had identical initials, even though turned around.

Today*s post was fairly heavy, what with Master greetings 
arriving a hit belatedly, even as will this Memo, no doubt, 
cso far as your actual natal day is concerned. t Oddly enough, 
of all Master cards coming to hand this year, only yours 
arrived in the last post before Sunday. It was the 
first and the best and again I must say thanks to you for having 
made the local master so happy.

A somewhat buxom one from Dr. Miller carried a verse 
designedfor me and the immediate members of my family, 
which, as I cast about, must include me and the gold fish, since 
Grandpa is no more. Dr. filler is a sight

I'he enclosed card from the Denver Ghariotte Carroll arrived 
with its envelope almost hidden by six stamps and a 
Special delivery, the latter being more or less decorative, since 
I am usually at the Post Office* when the postman arrives..
And I'm wondering if I am to read anything into the one from 
Atlanta, obviously penned by Miss Nellie's sister. It seems 
rather long since Miss Hellie has written and I can't help 
wondering how she fares.

Pherhaps you will have already celebrated your natal day when 
these lines reach you, but in some cases birthdays are less a 
point on the calendar than a season. And so, if this indeed be late, 
I am hop ng you will still be enjoying the realization that 
a billion thoughts for your happiness are to the fore all 
during these days before and after..... .

, 4748
T v
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-uesday, March 28?th, 1951.

Memorandum:
how nice to find your Thursday letter in this morning's post. 

Frankly, * had not anticipated it, what with all the on
your time during the past week, and so you are again cited for 
a flock of oak leaf clusters.

By now every mother's son and daughter have returned 
to their several schoolings, I hope, and may the foot-loose 
number from South of the border not convulse the program 
too much Thank Heavens you didn't have to got try to catch up 
with air planes in the middle of the night, for after all ■ 
there is a'limit and I reckon your week end was just about it.

Wasn't it nice you were 'able to squeeze in the Mud Dark so 
neatly and catch up with Md. Morrow, too. And I am gla^ 
vou mentioned the Scopes business about which 1 hadn t thought m  
ever so long. I found the last part of the program, giving one 
an idea of what induction proceedure was like, was excellent,
Hot knowing much about such business, Ihave frequently inquired 
from those who have "been hrough the mill , but somehow so much 
time elapses between the time they make their first bow and when 
they get around to contact the civilian world again that 

much of their sensations seem to have been forgotten or so many 
more- interesting things have happened after those first ten weens 
that I was never able to get such a comprehensive picture as 
the borrow show offered. *nd before 1 leave that program, I might 
add that 1 t h i i t  merits a better title, although I haven t 
any suggestions as to what, That program of years back called 
"The March of Time" was better than "Hear it i4ow , it seems to ™e » 
but I don t care what they call it, just so long as they keep it going. 
Occasionally I have shopped around in the ether waves when static 
has been too strong Ov, 0ne station or another, and fro so doing I 
discover that different dolumbia stations advertise some local 
product in the middle of the "Hear it How business. Station 
W W d Roosevelt Hotel, Hew Orleans, for example, expatiates half 
way through on the glories of Dixie beer, whereas some ^  “®st 
station talks about the super-abundance of suds in some kind of soap. 
If I were and thank heavens I am not,^connected with either of 
the major’national parties, I most certainly would be sewing up 
a contract for the borrow show when 1952 rolls around, for surely 
it must be a very popular program, and in the case of a political
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party sponsoring such a program, there would he an impression in 
t M  mind'of the listener that there might he some relationship 
between the program and the product being offered for voters con
sumption. Perhaps that will be done, but if so, you may be sure 
‘the Democrats will get the Columbia and the Hepublicans the National, 
for somehow these two parallel programs have a way.even now of 
reflecting a liberal and conservative presentati0T1 __Qr do I 
imagine it. Perhaps this is because the Columbia program has 
had so many excellent opportunities to razz noover and Taft and 
have made the most of it^ whereas it has always seemed to me that 
the national Broadcasting 'Company leans a bit in the direction of 
the rugged individualists.

It made me .̂lad to find a letter from miss Lellie in today's 
post, and P enclose it for your delectation for while it doesn^t 
contain anything in particular, it does revdal her remarakable 
spirit in spite of all her handicaps, and that element seems thrilling. 
The mail was quite heavy today, and 1 haven’t finished half of it 
as yet, and so P haven’t read the clippings as yet, although I 
propose to do so without fail 0n the morrow, as for little Miss 

. ^onsuelo I believe 1 know her, although I shall be certain after 
pMireading the article. But as mentioned in your letter, the name 

I g brought brck a memory of some of her craGk-pot doings along about 
? U f i 1940 when M ary -^ambain was driving me ̂ from iildgewood to Windy

lt Hill *"anor where we encountered ^iss ^onsuelo 0n the dirt
road lust below Washington, Miss, where her plantation is sandwiched 
in between Trinity and Sweet Auburn, a shaft of sushine shot 
a brilliant glare in the road ahead of us where a horewoman 
uplifted her hand for us to halt, Mary presented me and as 
she remarked later, It was obvious to anyone knowing Consuelo that 
she immediately had to make a profound impression on me, and 
therefore she asked us to observe her expert handling of her 
fine horse, which she put through half a dozen rick 0f walking, 
trotting, galloping and heaven knows what all# In order to 
properly impress us, she would charge on the animal half a mile down 
the road, and then display whatever the particular twist she was 
attempting after she had turned and began approaching us from 
that distance. With the sun so brilliant, and sliding slap 
through an opening in the trees just above the high, on each side of 
which were masses of trees, even ary with her excellent eye sight 
could see nothing of the elusive figure far off astirde her horse.
But we were polite enough to applaud and Cosuelo was consumed 
with pride and a determination to keep the thing going1 all afternoon, 
had we not eventually just driven off regardless.

It has rained all day and the gardens are soaked and the 
elephant traps full and what with'higher temperatures, everything 
must be growing. x can imagine how surprised you were at the advent of 
Spring, - and a blanket of snow, but let’s hope that is all passed 
and that you have some elegant weather and large slabs of time all for 
yourself in the offing.....

ĵy y/
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Wednesday, March 28th, 1951.

Memorandum;
}

A couple of times last night I heard it raining and 
it has rained* off and on all day today, with the promise 
for scattered showers on the morrow. I am glad the earth 
is getting such a good drenching for it will be able to absorb 
much of this abundance and there will be dry enough times 
ahead when the present sar reserves will stand us in good 
stead.

Warm air from the Gulf dominates the neighborhood which 
means everything is putting out new leaves and lush growth 
is the order of the day. But But a battle must be going on 
between the elements or that segment of them representing 
the warm air and the cld blasts from the ^orth, for 
the static makes radio reception sketchy to the point of 
impossibility. I struggled for a half hour with the Bet Milk 
program last night and made out that Bibber and Molly were not 
participating but B did manage to enjoy some of the other 
members of the regular cast, although I heard but about 
half of what went on. Later I tried to make out a little 
on the Gapitol Cloakroom program, but couldn’t make much out 
of it although I did come to the conclusion that Senator 
Johnson; democrat, of Colorado, must be talking through his 
hat^ so outlandish were some of .his statements.

But the reading machine works clearly enough, unmindful 
of static, and I read a few pages from the Taylor opus on 
W. C. Bields. About the most shocking thing 1 ran across 
in that department was Bields’ insane resentment of 
other people making pictures with him and what outrageous 
things he would do out of sheer deviltry, as for example, 
in the case of Baby * êroy - who seems to have been aA actual 
baby, cast in one of the *“ield comedies. On one occasion 
he succeeded in getting the nurse out of the room and filled 
the baby’s bottle with gi^, so that the child would get 
so sleepy his work wouldn t be satisfactory, --and his plot 
succeeded, while on another occasion, when nobody was looking, 
he kicked the child about 6 feet, resentful because he felt 
the film audiences might look at the baby more than at him.

Although rowing wit everybody, it seems he never good get 
under -̂ ing rosby s skin when he and the latter were making a 
picture 4 -^Mississippi, - in which -ding had several songs 
which Bields resented, saying songs should!!1 .t be in
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films. Whenever Fields tried to "hog" scenes, Bing always 
acquiesed, unfailingly cooperative even when fields 
contrived to get him further and.further into the background. 
**nd the upshot of all this skullduggery was that when the 
picture was released, Fields was astonished to hear first 
nighters saying how marvelous were the songs and the 
singer.

iind yet Fields was a remarkable artist and undoubtedly 
hil rious, even in his curdities. In one picture, it seems, 
he twisted the old line about "taking the bull by the 
horns" by saying that all there was left to do was to 
"take the bull by the tail and face reality"*

I so much enjoyed- the clippings you sent and 1 have been 
giving more thought to the Bailey family. The ladies I 
knew best were Consuelo and Bessie but there is a vast saga 
aboutthe family which, like so many human units in the Latchez 
area, are extraordinary. the moment, the name of' the
family that owned Bavenwood plantation on the Louisiana 
side of the Mississippi, - in Concordia or Tensas Parishes, 
eludes me. One of the daughters married the Luke of Manchester, 
no less, and there was a vast to-do when the -̂ uke and Luchess 
visited ye olde plantation along about 1904, and during their 
stay in the neighborhood, were extravagantly entertained at ^atcez.
I must go into details about one or two of these Cay *90 parties 
at some subsequent sitting. Mbout this time their mother was 
being courted by a •“‘atchez overseer named Baily, and there is some 
eventual scramblingof the families that I must get 
straightened out again in my mind, for 1 know a few 
people who entertained the ^uke and Luchess and can give me a 
complete* geneological picture of theset-up which, while not 
particularly edifying, makes fascinating contemplation.

Mnd while sp aking of "atchez, i must refer to the information 
in Miss Nellie's letter, forwarded yesterday, wnerein she spoke of 
the death of Mj_ss Maude as having transpired a year ago. Isn't 
it oddnobody ever mentioned it, — not even m i £*s ^ellie And so 
the trree Stanton girls are gone, and Windy nill is oozing oil and 
probably the Manor iS tumbling down

1 was surprised to receive a card from *a“l Veidt today, speaking
of some fine book about old ^atchez travels and inquiring how things
were going, liaturally I shall not respond but I shall long marvel 
he has the nerve to write, in view of all the difficulties he caused 
in the Johnson diary business.

Bo much for bags,-although 1 must add one revealing reference 
in the Melds biography, -p— 'when Pegler was visitng Fields in Californi
and when x jjead that, I muttered to myself: "How there really are
a good pair . And so 1 start folding, after^which I shall have a 
Kostelanetz^serenade.....

a. \j yi ^
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Memorandum*
A lovely day, all sunshine and a Cool breeze, both of 

which will sop up mud puddles and provide perfect conditions 
for celebrating the morrow with much hoeing and ample 
pauses in between to turn many a thought in the direction 
of little Miss Lee of Lyme.

sheriff Morris telephoned to ask if he might bring 
20 or 30 people down during the afternoon. The people 
were from Wisconsin, ■‘■Hinois, Minnesota and heaven knows 
from where all. They were very pleasant but I make short 
work of such groups, and especially from aftar for it takes 
too much time explaining non-essentials to enable one to get 
around to what is actually of importance; Today's batch, for 
example, were so worried about using cistern water for 
drinking purposes and found it beyond their comprehension 
that well water wasn't used. They obviously thought I 
was talking* through my hat when 1 explained that well water 
in this region was too loaded with salt and oil to be drinkable, 
and 1 don't quite picture spending time over such points 
when, 1 assume, it is ye olde plantation that has brought 
them to this bend of the river.

This morning 1 felt both amused at and sorry for the ladies 
across the fence. The elder lady in particular, what with 
two sisters being nuns, has vast respect for the cloth while 
at the same time:Celeste especially has vast regards and constancy 
for her friends. With such a situation, they find themselves 
up a tree, what with the Buttons being their old friends whom 
they hold in highest respect while that scoundrel, Father 
Becker is charging in -Court that the buttons drugged 
Mr. Bachelier to get him to deed them a piece of town 
property. Celeste inclines to take a firm stand in favor 
of her friends, up-seting the apple cart by remarking 
that for nearly 30 years she has heard nothing but good 
about the buttons from all quarters while never having heard 
anything* good about Father decker in her life. Poor Madam Begard, 
on the other hand, is puzzled and, I think, in preference 
to taking sides, would rather take a page from that long 
legged bird that is said to blot out reality by sticking 
its head in the sand when co fronted by more than can be 
readily managed. I think the Buttons are not Catholics, which is 
unfortunate, for that certainly would make things even more con
fused.
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Dr. Knipraeyer told me he understood the lady doctor isn t 
contemplating a appearance on the witness stand with 
any enthusiasm, and remains in Mexico for another week, 
or twttfhatsta&feto.continued so n°isey night I gave
up radion-ing as a had .job and sampled a page or two of 
Gilbert Chesterton's autobiography. It starts off 
gust as I had anticipated, — altogether delightful, 
he has quite a bit to say about modern frills in interpreting 
psychology of the child and sets forth some points 
regarding Victorian values of the English middle class into which 
he was born in the 1879’s. his observations about 
human responsibility during the subsequent decades when
money became the prime concern of so mauy^ _with a
terrific accent on getting the money, regardless of the 
method or whose money, just so long as it was secured, is 
good reading, his fling at "sweat and swindle" theory of 
the big industrialists would give quite a jar to the 
swindlersr — on the impossible assumption that such 
people would ever read Chesterton.. ^nd neither, of course, 
would the "seaters" be likely to ead him either so probably 
he is pretty safe from praise or damnation from both groups.

Along about this season I usually begin putting 
bits of string, perhaps a foot in length, on the 
nandina hedges both at Arenbourg and Yucca. It is a little 
early for the orioles to make use of this building material 
but other groups who begin setting up housekeeping in 
advance, seem glad to make the most of available supplies 
before the big rush gets under way, I was perfectly 
enchanted today when 1 discovered a w/xan was fixing to 
become one of my nearest neighbors, for she has discovered 
she can gently push back one of the Chinese hats gracing 
the Chapel wall on the back gallery and has already made 
a fine start at accumulating suitable soft leaves and 
grass in the brim. You will recall the hats hang 
flat against the wall, suspended by a cord on which the 
big old knives rest and for the life of me I can't 
quite figure out how she negotiates the *8 or 10 inch radius 
from the outer rim to the inside head band. Certainly she 
can't fly in such a narrow space so I suppose she must 
wing her way to the hat and then negotiate the rest of 
the distance 0n foot, wedging herself in between 
the hat and the :wall’against which it rests. I must 
eventually take time out to observe her method which 
must be worked out with much d adroitness.

But I must fold, read a little and then contemplate 
the advent of a natal day which is going to be so happy, i hope...

PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT.
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Friday, March 30th, 1951.

Memorandum:

From Morning Star 'til Evening Star, it has been a perfectly 
lovely day, the nicest ef 1951, and while much of the reason 
rests on the constancy of thought streams flowing in a special 
direction, the elements, too, seem to have conspired to make 
the mundane situation nearer perfection than I can remember.

I hope everything has been equally so in everything 
having to do with your whole day, too.

Dawn unfolds so much earlier these days and the delicious/ 
cool air before sun up seemed so new washed and pure and delicious 
along the Bermuda -ioad and on th& terrace at Arenbourg.

And all day the sun has shone from a cloudless sky and 
tonight a billion stars twinkle off to thq Borth from where 
1 have been sitting along side St. ^iggin s Fountain, my 
thoughts pleasantly unchronological as I sitrred together 
such pleasant emotions as come so easily to the surface in 
*that place, and June thoughts and March ones mix ever so 
pleasantly together.

I particularly hope your time at the office hasn't been too 
surcharged with demands and that in consequence your festivities 
tonight may be the more enjoyable because you aren't too tired. I 
have been rather active today, but somehow I have continued holding 
the thought that energies would be holdingt|nicely in Mnahattan, 
and while telephaty may not "cut much ice' in such a case, 
it gives me infinite pleasure to just keep on holding -the 
thought, regardless.

I had the good fortune to bx stumble over the 1951 
awards of the Academy of ^otion Pictures last night and while 
it was pretty late for ^os Angeles broadcasts to be conveninet 
of Mast coast listeneres, I found myself thinking how much you 
would have enjoyed the program, of which, I suppose, there has 
been a full account in today's press. Static prevented me 
from catching up with my f vorite ^es M0ines station, and I 
dozed off a bit., leaving the Chinese fire crackers exploding 
in hopes they might fade out after awhile. un awakening, they 
were still making a vast no se and I accordingly gave the dial 
a twist, thinking I was turning the machine off; But I 
had hold of the other dial and suddenly landed slap on an 
A. B. G. station that was just beginning the award program.
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Many of the participants were quite unknown to me, but 
it was good uo hear some familiar voices, - Bred Astaire, Buth 
Chatterton, Bthel Barrymore, nelen -̂ ayes and so on. I 
thought the effect produced by the introduction of the final 
speaker was particularly fitting and theatrical when the 
speaker announced that for the final award, the Academy had 
gone outside the industry but not outside hos Angeles for 
a person of vast distinction,—  Dr. Balph ûnchi-, That somehow 
put on .just the right touch to a program that was inspiring 
throughout. I glanced at my clock which registered a quarter 
past midnight and I ltiftinot'ly found myself hoping that 
a quarter past one in new fork saw at:least one person getting 
some rest before the arrival of a busy day, already begun.

fy way of floral decoration in celebration of the day, 
i brought home an armful of lovely white German iris from 

^renbourg and they look ever so elegant in a silver vase 
here on my desk, along side the Beverend Dudley or "all that's 
left of hncle f'om". It seems to me the iris is much lateA 
this year than usual, but I am glad it reached its finest hour 
at just this point on the calendar. *

I also brought home an imposing bouquet of trailing 
white-white wisteria. They are on the wite talbe on the 
gallery, just under the Chinese hat where ‘-adam Wren is building 
her summer home. The exceeding sweetness of tie wisteria 
attracted several bees which seems to have arranged things 
perfectly for the Wren family for it puts a cafeteria almost 
at their doorstep Bee to wisteria and bird to bee, and so 
the cyle turns.

While half asleep last night, before awakening to hear 
the Hollywood business, I vaguely heard between crashes of statie, 
or possibly I imagined it completely, — . some talk about 
Boswell1s London Journal and all I know about it is that I 
told myself * must ask you about this item. I know not 
if this is something that has been gathered into book form from 
the Boswell papers, or if it is a book, not by but about 
the Boswell and the London tnat will eventually be brought 
forward at some subsequent date when the papers of which you spoke 
to me some time back as having been brought to America, destined 
for annotation and publication, as I recall, by *rinceton or 
Yale or some such institution. What the program may have been 
that i heard, f couldn't say for the life of me and it is 
possible my dreams were playing tricks on me. -̂ ut I thought I 
would ask if you had chanced to see anything or hear anting on 
the subject of Boswell generally. But now I close. I hope it has 

been such a happy-happy day for you, as it has been sharing it with 
you...... , •

Sunday, April 1st, 1951.

jAemroandum;
now nice to find not one but two envelopes in 

your true hand in Saturday's post, — the Monday and Tuesday 
messages by regular post and the Wednesday air. I need 
scarcely add a happy week end was thus guaranteed.

I am hoping your luck held and that you were lucky enough 
to enjoy a relaxing interlude while mein lieber loliere's opus 
was being unrolled. ' "

I recall seeing the piece beautifully done at the Odepn 
ever so long ago and that, along with ^e Bourgeois 
Gentilhomme remain as high points in my memory of things 
beautifully executed on that particular stage. I believe 
both pieces were presented several times at Versailles and 
I find myself suddenly recalling that 1 have forgotten 
just where they were put on in the palace, for I believe 
the present theatre in the palace was not in existence at 
the time. And that brings up another point thfc will always 
remain one of the mysteries of the reign of Louis IV, 
for it was sometime between 1745 and 1765, - you will 
recognize that as during Mme. be Pompadour's time, that 
a small theatre was contrived in what had been the grand 
entrance to the chateau at the time of Louis XIV, so 
that in making way for the little theatre, the Grand staircase 
of the ambassadors was demolished, which seems to have been 
an unaccountable business, fortunately when .Ludwig End 
built nerrenchimsee, he used the original .Louis 21* 
feature of the Grand staircase, so we have some idea of what 
the original was like, and of course there is the splendid oil 
showing the stiarcase when houis XIV is receiving the 
Grand GonaQ#

Your account of all the impending festivites for 
friday night sounded like quite a gathering, and I am 
hoping you weren't too tired to enjoy every moment 
of the celebration. The presence of so many "south of 
the borderers!< suggests that the party could not have 
lacked anything by way of numbers, and I am hoping the 
gaiety of the gathering was spilling all over the place.
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I am glad the package reached your true hand in 
good order fend that the little old Early American piece 
didn't get smashed up during its journey.Such items 
would never take any"prizes as works of art, since their 
primary virtue seems to be in the crude but substantial 
manner and material in which they were fashioned, and 
in days of modern apartments where the culinary department * 
is likely to be but a jump from the dinner table, such 
items, designed" to keep food warm in its journey from some 
remote kitchen to a remoter dinner table is something 
fading from modern memory. Except for two, -it could 
scarcely be used as a soup tureen, but it might be pressed 
into service as a vegetable dish, perhaps. **nd yet the 
only excuse for its existence, 1 guess, in today s world is 
the little glimpse it gives one of Willima Johnson, diarist, 
and a suggestion of his table ware at the end of the day when 
his barber shops had been closed and his diary had 
been attended to.

l’he week end has Leen:pleasantly cool and in spite of 
a few interruptions, i was able to get quite a bigtoof 
gardening done on Saturday, i’here was a pleasant interlude 
when some ^ew urleans visitors passed this way, - one of 
those pleasant experiences when one is able to share 
enthusiasms and learn much, as I did from one man who was 
particularly interested in various types of wood to be found 
both in the buildings and furniture heereabout. ne 
was especially intrigued by the grandfather clock, which 
he examined most carefully, - the case, and to 
my surprise, I learned from him that it is of mahogny.
I don t know what kind of whood 1 thought it was but Lt is 
so much the color of something like pine or cypress, it had 
never occured to me it might e anything else. He says 
it is a rather rare variety and he nearly fell out when I 
mentioned it had been set down in Grandpere's inventory at 
fifteen dollars, ^e said the long door itself, what with 
the mellowness of the wood and the artistry in which it is 
fashioned would give the door alone such a value. It seems 
he imports much mahogny from Hondourus wnere most 
of the country's wood is prepared by hand for export, l’he 
natives go barefoot and in every shipment reaching ^ew urleans, 
he says, he is delighted to find the impressions of muddy feet 
on the beautiful fcfcam]3S of rare wood. It seems that when 
the tree is felled, a hole is dug beneath it where one 

man below operates one end of a saw while another man, 
standing atop the tree trunk, operates the other end of the saw, 
hence the foot prints. -dut i am wrong in rattling along 
about so much of scant interest. My week end has been so 
pleasant, thanks to your grand messages, and may your have been 
spl ndid.... .

ARE PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT.
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Monday, April 2nd, 1951.

Memorandum:

Somehow it seems good to have the regulation envelopes 
back again.

*

Ihere was much thundering when I folded up last night 
but trie rain didn't arrive until 2 or 3 o'clock. .This 
mornin was cloudless but the afternoon saw the sky blanketed 
again with a chill wind blowing out of the ^orth, and I 
reckon the thermometer must stand at about 40 or 60.

I devoted much time tiis morning to trimming 
fig trees at arenbourg, killed back by the severe 
February cold, and I repeated the business at ^elrose 
all afternoon, fhere will be no fig crop this year and 
but few of the trees will probably survive, which is 
just another way of saying I shall be planting quite 
a few when autumn rolls 'round.

But for the most part I am inclined to,take cutting 
back and cutting down rather slowly# « I don t want 
to duplicate in any respect the fiasco that-took place in 
Hew Orleans a few years ago when a severe cold seemingly 
killed all the palm trees which the Oity imme dately 
dug up and carted off to the dump, only to discover a 
couple of months later that even in such an unfavorable 
situation, the palms were beginning to manifest signs of 
life with*the up-shot that the holes that had been filled in 
were re-dug and the palms brought back from their ignominious 
place of exile and re-planted.

One person or another has recommended that I trim back 
the sweet olives severely and cut down the fig trees, but I 
have dilly-dallied about the business with the result that 
the sweet olives apparantly are determined to make a 
complete come-back, while many of the fig trees are 
beginning, albeit belatedly, to put out leaves in places, 
l’he gardenias continue to present a puzzle, but I am 
not rushing at them with an axe, and for all I can tell, there 
may be' gardenias regardless, although the sura total of 
blossoms will be negative this year since nearly every one 
has pruned them back almost to the vanishing point.
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I got a "break, on the pilgrimage "business today, and
1 am thankful for that, in view of tours by appointment for 
Tuesday and ^ednesuay. I dn’t recall if 1 went into detail 
about yesterday1s go-round, but. it was ample and it was 
first dark before 1 got rid of the last of tnem.

I think I did not go into aetail aljout the Hand visit 
and the people who came wit them. These included Hr. ana ^rs, 
Maolamore who have recently purchaed a home adjoining the 
Hands I believe, ^r. *~aclamore, — and I am uncertain how 
the name is spelled, sold his cattle auction business for 
four hundred t: ousand dollars recently and he is now girding 
up his loins to have a, go at the impending race for the 
Governor's chair. Leople who know much about Louisiana 
politics, - and 1 am thinking especially of the merchant- 
planter, say he hasn’t a ghost of a chance, in the first 
place he needs a mipiioti an -̂ a quarter to make the grade 
from the financial angle, and it is unlikely he can get
2 or 3 times as muc$i money, as he has to his own account.
And in the second place, the man was tangled up some^ 
kind of a peonage thing a few years back and just missed a 
federal prison by the slightest margin. It was at
that time he relinquished planting for the auctioneering 
business, 1 .elieve. But be that as it may, if he 
ever stick out his neck for the Governor’s race, the 
peoonage business will automatically rise to be-devil 
the campaign, and while the hill-billies probably wouldn t 
mind the peonage tinge, - in fact might even covertly 
approse, the urban voters would look askanse at it, and 
thus defeat would be almost assured.

I find it difficult to imagine how anybody with 
four hundred t ousand to his credit could contemplate 
squandering much of it in an attempt to get elected to v,
a job of such a measely sort, but once the political bug 
has bitten anyone, th~re is just no stopping the man 
from jumping head-long into the arena, 1 suppose.

I was sorry to learn of the death of uirs. Scarborough 
today. She was 93 and an old friend of the madam’s. I 
used to call on her sometimes when she lived in town, *>he 
had a reading machine and got much.pleasure from it, and 
somehow in spite of her handicap and advanced age remained 
as bttght as a button. Buth Wesson's husband of the 
bank in town, is in the hospital following a heart attack when 
his blood pressure when down to 60, which reminds me ox the 
temperature of the deep freeze lady of a few months back.

So things turn and I am about to set my reading machine to 
whirling, for 1 plan a little musical and a little 
Chesterton before folding......

4760

‘Tuesday, April 3rd, 1951.

Memorandum:
how nice to find your Thursday letter fiwaiting me 

this morning. .. -
And how kind of you to tell me so many interesting 

things about ”mein lieber Moliere's opus. Wqsn’t it 
grand that you were able to secure a seat and that 
the whole business was so successful in re-capturing 
one of our favorite centuries.

But before proceeding, I must relate something 
hilarious that was instantly served up in my memory when 
I mentioned finding a place, for ever so long ago 
in laris I was invited by a nice but dumb American friend 
to the theatre for which he had tickets. I inquired 
the title of the play being presented and was told it 
was "Deux Fauteuils*. The killing part of the business 
was that 1 never did get a chance to see what was 
scheduled for the particular night in question and ended 
up by attending the performance, dropping my program 
and eventually quitting the theatre without ever having 
learned the actual name of the play. But you were 
luckier, what with but a single E’auteuil, you at least 
knew what you were up to.

It is certainly fcind of you to offer to handle the 
picture of the house for the General and to try to give 
the impression that it involves no trouble. Of course I 
realize full well all that is actually involved in the 
stretching of another task in days which are so busy, but 
it is so like you to try to pass it off as t oughit 
should be considered as no burden. But 1 am really 
enormously indebted to you for you kindness in handling 
the matter for me, but t urge you not to rush into the 
business, for the December date will hold and any old 
time between now and then will be amply ample.

I was a little taken a-back yesterday when the postman 
presented me with a package containing a couple of 
records bearing a dealer's name in Alexandria dnd 
Shreveport, It turned out they were from ^rs. Gordon 
Randolph and her brother, Luther Garrison, the former 
living at Colfax in the Alexandria area and the latter 
in Shreveport. I know ^adam Randolph quite well, as
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she frequently is among the Band gusts at the camp and 
I have met her brother but twice, once years ago, and 
the second time a week or so before Christmas, - or rather 
Easter, — the cold spell of the moment accounts for 
the Chistmas date, it is certainly kind of them to 
bounce these items in my direction, — o^t of a clear 
sky and on such casual acquaintance and I do 
appreciate their kindness* even though the records don't 
seem to be anything of particular moment, one 
collection of contemporary French popular ditties and the 
other some kind of a Boogey thing which I haven't 
had the courage to run through completely as yet. But 
they are of the proper make to make playable on 
the reading machine and eventually x reckon I shall 
have a go at them, although I don t mind saying I 
am altogether content with the records I already have 
and if 1 take time out to play anything, i prefer them 
to the recent arrivals.

The weather continues fair but cool-cool, which 
is excellent for gardening of which X did much this 
morning and during the afternoon until some anticipated 
pilgrims arrived. These included a *ir. and Mrs.
Howard W. Mann of Worcester,"^ass. . and they were nice, 
and- so .e thing tells me X am goingto hear from them after 
they get back home. While we were having a little chat 
over ice cr am and cake at Celeste's, ^r. ^ann, to my 
delight, insisted on sending me a book o» Bis return home, 
even though x 'said I would get the same from the library 
of Congress, Xt was only just before 1 said goodbye that 
some lady from ^apne in the party must have whispered to 
him that 1 wouldn t be likely to be reading a book „nder 
my own steam. And so we all laughed together and they 
went back to their cake and X went back to my hoe.

I seem to,have got stuck on the last page of 
Mr. Chesterton s autobiography for I went to sifeeep on 
it Sunday night and again on Monday night, and tonight 
I shall have to knock off a couple of letters before 
fibber and ^oihly make their bows,and thus the last 
disk will probably linger on unread. Somebody opined 
that Mr, Chesterton is dead and so he will not write any 
more books about his memories of a life time, and that 
is more or less, -with some philosophical observations 
thrown in, is what the present work is, - and not•precisely 
autobiographical, I should say

So much for these "unliterary" evenings, and X must 
bring this note to a close. Again my thanks for the 
elegant account of your Wednesday doings and for shaing 
an account of them with me.....

Wednesday, April 4th, 1951.

Memorandum:
Gobs of sunshine and a little warmer, combining to 

make a perfect Spring day. As a result the road-runners are 
running and the bamboo a-jumpin' and at least oner weed 
knife a-goin' for who last the longest.

After taking care of Fibber and Molly last night, I 
turned back to Mr. Chesterton and finally folded up his 
final page, after which I nibbled a little at 
JlThâ JJniyerse a d Dr. Einstein" by
find i ngHJhlTTalfFer^ r at Her"”more-'Comprehensive than many a 
symposium I have struggled through. Many a thesis I have 
encountered on scientific subjects of this nature are 
couched in such a technical lingo that I have found myself 
incapable.to understanding much of the jargon, a s  
somebody once pointed out, - and perhaps it was Dr. Einstein 
himself, the great difficulty about preparing a book on 
advanced scientific subjects is the fact that the author 
in attempting to present the subject for popular consumption 
slides over the basic matters involved or else goes into 
such high-flown technicalities thatfew if any get much out 
of the attempt, which ever way it is handled. X think the 
present item may be a happy balance between the two and more 
remarkable in that it may make plain a few things on a 
subject that inclines toward the imponderable even for 
the experts.
You will be glad to know that allrthe tiny mimosas came 
through the wintry blast alright and are currently' putting 
out flocks of little lacey festoons at Arenbourg. The 
Grandifloras are looking rather better than one would suppose, 
"after the battering they got during the cold spell. They 
are still a little young to put out any blossoms, and 
even on ^elrose the 25 year old trees haven't brought 
forth a bud as yet this season but will probably make up 
their minds sometime in ^ay. The old one by the side gate, 
however, in spite of its decrepitude after a century and a half, 
has already brought forth some promising buds which will 
proba-ly unfold about the 25 or 30th of the month. At the moment 
the garden is a study in greenery without many blossoms to 
vary the shifting shades of the verdure.

j
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Some time Lack: I think: I mentioned a recent twist 
in the need for Welfare Funds for a family living on the 
plantation. I believe the widow with 6 or 7 children 
receives about a hundred dollars a month from the Welfare.
Everybody on the place who cares to keeps as many horses, 
cows and so on and the widow, living in the httle hiver 
area not far from some of her kinsmen, raises some stock.
A while b£Ck she sold her cows in order to purchase a ear, 
wh ch was registered in her orother s name, since people 
on Welfare aren't supposed to have horseless carriages.
But the upkeep of a car being what it isa sixteen year old 
offspring who liked driving the car found it imperative to 
lift an occasional inner uube when on Saturday nights, cars 
were lined up at the honkey-tonk and that of course landed him 
in jail. 1 don't know if the matter has been disposed of 
or not, but since the youth is neither free, white nor over 21, 
I suppose the matter will be settled by payment of a fine or 
restoration of the tubes, - which means, of course, that 
the next Welfare check will come in handy to settle 
the business, and thus, as the Government hands out, it 
will take back, and so, in a way, everything comes out even.

I haven't time these days to let pll&rimg_inscrifee 
their names in the book kept in the African House, there 
would be time if they would merely:write their names and 
move on, but of course the natural tendency for everyone 
thus employed is to glance back over pages proceeding the one 
opened, and thus too much time is expended, --so far as I 
am concerned. J-t would be nteresting, however, to have 
noted how many people came from Northern states during the 
past three days, — “aine, Massachusettes, Michigan,
Wisconsin, Minnesota, ^orth Dakota and Montana. xt seems 
odd that so many in such a short interim should have 
turned up at this remote place, but often it happens that 
people, arriving separately and quite unknown to each other 
tend to blow in from a particular section. Once last 
summer i recall one Sunday in which people came from 
Florida, Georgia, Alabama, Mississip and 1'exas within 
three hours of each o.ther. Perhaps if I continue 

with the Mistein study, I shall be able to formulate some 
kind of a relative law governing such pehenomena.

But enough of such speculation for this sitting,
I am hoping upring is beginning to make up its mind in 
your neighborhood and that you are beginning to catch 
your breath once more after all the guests and doings 
of last week. Please take care of you....

vAcvuj D, |V?4*764

fhursday, Mtfxcy 5th, 1951.

Memorandum:
So long as we aren't conscious of being possessed of 

bodily parts, we are alright, but I am now and then _ 
reminded that I have a middle finger on my^right hand as 
I gallop up and down this ksnŝ B keyboard, indicating, 1 
suppose, that it is a little out of whack.

Foolishly, 1 jammed a thron inside the nail yesterday 
and last night it didn t bother me much, but today it 
feels a little game and so Dr. Knipmeyer worked on it 
this morning and tonight I shall soak the think in warm 
water as it was impossible to get all the business 
removed. It is really of minor matter but 1 mention it 
in order that it may explain the probably presence of more
errors than usual in the lettering.

" ... ? , ■

We were promised much sunshine and heat in the 80 s 
for today, but a Gulf breeze piled up clouds just before 
day and an occasional drizzle kept things pleasantly moist 
and the thermometer in the 60*s.

I was too sleepy la t night to do much reading but 
I did digest a couple of page of the Finstein opus. I 
am not much good at retaining the mathematical formulae 
that appears from time to time but some of the other things 
linger easily enough, and I learned a few unimportant things 
I didn't know before, as for example, that the moon does 
not revolve about the earth, as I had supposed, but that 
the moon and earth revolve about each othc as they both 
swing around a common magnetic center. Of was possible use 
this tidbit can contribute to my general welfare, I know not, 
but there it is regardless.

, We seem to be in the midst of a social whirl at the moment, 
although to tell the truth , I never realized before that 
we weren't always so. Following a frolic yesterday 
afternoon, Celeste attended a concert at the college 
last night where she encountered pilgrims who had been 
here around 4 or 5 o’clock, -• and^they reported much 
enchantment over their visit. Personally 1 wasn t too 
entranced but I was certainly thankful I didn t 
have to be somewhere else.
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Just before dark:, 1 made my th rd round of the day 
at Areribourg, to gether me a fine bouquet of Milk and Wine 
lilies which for some reason, unless they like cold winters, 
are a;couple of weeks ahead of the Melrose items of the 
same variety. Because ^renbourg rises directly from 
the river and receives the full force of every passing 
zepher meandering across the Montrose low lands, it 
must be said that Arenbourg is a shade cooler than Melrose, 
where the river runs along the South of the gardens and the 
western breezes from the river, - a quarter of a mile to 
the west, receives protection against air currents both in 
summer and winter. It is possible that ^elrose 
can more successfully cultivate sub-tropical plants more 
readily because of this circumstance of situation, and 
yet it does seem odd that two or three plants at 
-o.renbourg have come into flower this year before their brethern 
further down the road. It will be interesting to take note 
of further manifestations along this line as the season 
progresses.

I received contrary reports concerning the status of 
my friend, G. d. ^ierson, of Natchitoches, today. I may 
have mentioned he was stricken by a heart attack a week 
back, ^t supper saiu he had been advised in town
that the patient was' ever so much improved while 
Kni'pmeyer told me that the valves of the heart had played out 
and it was just a question of limited time when he would 
succomb. According to “is. Pierson's letter of some time 
back, 1 had expected tcr*see them one Sunday during ^arch, but 
hr. Mnipmeyer expressed the opinion that I shall be 
disappointed if I antiepate ever seeing the man again 
They hafe four sons, but all are grown, I believe, which is 
a help, and as ^resident of one of the local banks, ^r.
Pierson is reputed to enjoy a considerable fortune, which,
for the 'family, must remove some of the worry that so frequently
goes along with other worries at such a time.

• -

In another three or four da s, cotton planting will 
be the order of the day, and after that will come chopping 
outthe excess plants that developing from the same, and the 
general hoeing of the crop, which means scant xx labor will 
be found for anything save that purpose, ^nd so I have 
made arrangements for one man with a tractor and another 
with a hoe to lend me aidon the morrow whose dawn I 
anticipate wit impatience. Our labors should provide the 
"children" with a maximum opportunity to get a good spurt 
in their seasonal growth and thus another stone is added to 
the foundation of ours and God's green acres.....
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Friday, April 6th, 1951.

Memorandum:
Una nice thing about the end of the year is the

possible unique manifestations that may transpire rn the aomrng 
year. At the moment 1 * * * am thinking particularly of the field, 
of botany, and the 1950 pehnomenon, of course, was the 
butterfly lilies bursting through the surface of the 
elephant ear.

should never have guessed what twist would put in an 
onnearance this year, but it has just come to my attention today, 
although the business must have been going on for some time.

I think x have mentioned before that grandiflora seeds 
never germinate in Gane Biver soil, and even though such 
experts as the ^adam and Mr. Bachelier have fiddled around wx 
the things, soaking them in acid, nusing them, giving them 
speical food, planting them in most advantageous soil, n t 
one has ever come through.

Bictura my astonishment therefore when today I discovered 
a seedling perhaps 3 or 4 feet in height which not only 
h a f  c o m m i t o-plant life from a seed but which had accomplished
this unheard of accomplishment in the mostAUtn°toI°of the unlikely places, — of all situations, — the to top of the
big palm tree beside the old store.

Obviously'some brid must have carried the seed to such a 
high point, dropping it so that it must have settled down 
atStne foot of a leaf stem where X suppose a bit of *
n dron of dew provided enough sustenance for tne ting both 
?o germinate aSd to grow, fhere lent anyth!ngparticular 
extraordinary about other forms of plant life taking hold m  
such a place, although even that is infrequent, but 

for a grandiforla maganolia in this region, it is really
extraordinary. extension ladder I am going
to diveefthe palm “  ^ p a r a s i t e  and X am curious to see where 
tSe tlp^oofwhich is probably 3 or 4 feet long, may be hiding.
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The palm has to he timmqd severly any way, what with the 
havoc wrought hy the winter s cold, hut 1 have my doubts if 
I shall be able to extiicate the root without Gamaging either 
it or the palm, hut should I have luck, we shall plant it 
at Mrenb urg where it shall be styled the Grandiflora halm Magnolia, 
don t you think, so.

And after all that talk about plants, I want to talk some 
more, because I spent the whole day with tractor and assistant 
strong arm at Arenbourg, and I am tired with tha fatigue which one 
doesn t mind when one can look back over the day’s labors and 
feel that quite a lot has been accomplished.

There was a disturbing factor when 1 discovered that 
Alphose had cut a dtich across our property now near the 
point, where Uncle More's house stands so that the water would drain 
directly into Cane *kiver. ■‘■f that were permitted, there 

would be a grand canyon there in a trice, and x accordingly 
summoned siphons and told him to fill in the ditch and restain 
himself from trespassing on Arenbourg u til after consulting 
with his neigbhor aboust such projects.

- ' - v ’ ? • j

Somebody had lifted a few of the Milk and Wine lilies and so 
I transported a new batch'to replace them, cutting off all 
the blossoms to make me a fresh bouquet and at the same 
time keep the plants themselves inconscpicyous over the week end. 
ihe result is that this house is now a bower of bigger and 
better bouquets of flowers and the perfume is so heavy it almost 
inclines one to drowsiness with every breath, __ and 1 like 
both the drowsy and perfume influences.

There is said to 'be a swing out at thd Jungle bar, — some 
kind of a negro honkey-tonk down Uloutierville way tonight, and 
since neither secretary has shown up as;yet, I assume they may 
have jumped me in favor of trying to get at early start in 
the general direction of the Jungle. There was'quite a bit of 
unimportant mail today, including one letter from ^iss hellie, and 
so_ shall leave this envelope unsealed tonight so 1 may insert any 
thing of interest, should, by error, a belated reader blow in.

, tonight  ̂ am trying to clear my desk of correspondence before 
8 o clock so can hear the iSd. Morrow show. I don't know that 
anything extraordinary has happened this week, but exciting or not 
that program is always interesting. *

*>o runs out our evening chat for this week, 
in this area, bo hope it is going to be a might 
in yours.....

Cool and cloudy 
sunny week end
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Sunday, April 8th, 1951.

Memorandum:

Oceans of sunshine but a breeze to keep things cool in 
the 60*s. Everyone is hoping for wamer weather and particularly 
the cotton planters, but the forecast is for continued cooling 
breezes.

The pilgrimage business has been brisk, brisker yesterday 
than toc.ay, fortunately, but today's on-comers lingered longer, 
so that the score justr about evened up.

Md and norance ^and came by this afternoon for a while, 
bringing a needle, designed to play 4,000 records, which Ur.
Band had sent up for me. he did not come to the camp today, and 
blythe is in Lafayette or some such place in South Louisiana, where 
the native iris are said to be on the point of being at their best, 
which 1 doubt, for usually Blythe and B. Keupler head out for 
the bogs a while before things really get under way, and thus 
get a preliminary go at the things;

Md Band could scarcely believe what he saw when I pointed 
out the magnolia atop the palm, he wants to send someone to 
photograph the root system before I remove siad grandiflora from its 
high perch, ne thinks the tap root may have remained on the outside 
of the tree but however that may be, he says the business is 
so unbelieveable that it must be recorded on film, he says 
if he tells his father about it tonight when he gets home, his 
father would be wanting to head slap in this direction before 
dawn for fear something might disturb it before he has had an 
opportunity to view the pehnomenon# It certainly is a curiosity 
and everyone interested in strange‘doings in the plant world 
who has chanced to pass this way has been fascinated by the 
spectacle.

Uther visitors today included hthel ^olornan whom 1 certainly 
wasn't looking f?or# She and her friend, Elizabeth somebody or 
other, —  Wells, — were up this way and took the nuns from the local 
convent to a ^elrose camp for s-ome reason or other where a group 
of Texas oil magnates were spending the week end on a fishing frolic 
and the gentlemen took the nuns and vadam Holoman joy riding in 
one of their out-board motor boats, which all sounds quite 
irregular-, so far as the reverend sisters- are concerned, wouldn't 
you think. “ * *
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Madam Holoman passed along the Hens LaSalle 
family - a subject which came up because of the article

til’-r'ng^^Sall«ehad°succeeded°iu rigging up some 
timembacl! Vnd t?2 fSot that 1 had had so e correspondence 
wi th ume -“adalle years back, and had received her and ner 
Ion herla couple of times during the past year or two added 
interest so I w  as I was concerned. You may recall that 
the iaSalles bought ihejigimi^e n
Grandma Brangier, with a view to ren<orlnTth® old mansion.
Well, it seems that the youth gave so many orders for pur g 
the ole! locomotive ^ e r  - due,
^adame1aSalle°simply didn' t have enough
meet the charges unless she deposed 0s^ V a t  her yluthlulqh@ Was opposed to doing, But u  is buau o *
but erratic son persuaded her to make out J-egai pape 
most persuasive argument being a revolver. And so Ihe 
hermitage has passed to other hands, and I know “ssessld owners while the LaSalles, now penniless, a e posse^ea 
of one * ancient locomotive which has a saleable value of 
•precisely nothing. Somewhere in years gone hye, ™ .  LaSalle,
‘ according to Grandma Brangier’s grandson w o was here a few 
months ago .me. LaSalle was in some way associated with nr. 
Sattae, fut iS what capacity wasn’t made dear and that 
is all there is to tMt episode, hut I pass it along, thin g 
T:.u might run across the Picayune of even date, and if s , 
the reading of the Holoman article, covering the story of 
the old en|ine might he more interesting with hackgroun
of ’the naSalles which most certainly woulan t /be :Pr^t«4. ■1 th
believe tie same issue has a little picture of the -aflalle ^uth 
and another of ^arry omith on page 2, hut neither oi uhe~ 
of any interest other than our acquaintance with some ofr

^ Harry's work.
Ml /i iuxi H-* H aH-**-**

' ^

P #S.; Haven’t heard a peep out of Hastings
Ju JajaaAvo

%.lri

2 breath from inland blew this way yesterday when along 
obout 3 o'clock. Lucy Morgan's secretary appeared unannounced.
She came with a -rs. Bateson whose son lives in ‘̂ 0®ent°US 1
ills mother is a resident of inland, 1 believe. At the mome 
the -organ secretary s name eludes me, but as have it 
til llfctn registry, I shall refresh my memory on the point.

And so the week plays out with the promise of fair , cool weathei 
for the morrow, and 1 am already impatient to start marching 
up the road, my footsteps heading due north, my thoughts uortl
Iri St . . . . . •

Monday, April 9th, 1951.

Memorandum:.
axow nice to find your elegant letter, with an enclosure 

concerning Badacol, in today’s post, and hov kind of you 
after such a week of hurly-burly, to take time out for 
such an informative epistle, touching on so many points of 
genuine interest to me in each inedividual paragraph.

I am most of., all delighted that Hriday^went off so 
nicely, in spite of the rain and your prolonged session at 
the office and 1 am only hoping you weren't too exhausted 
when the 8 o’clock dinner chimes summoned your guests 
to what must have been more of a surprise party for them than 
for you.

iind tanks for telling me about $he Mareoheaux-Ie_auure. item 
which really sounds wonderful, doesn t it^ Like everyone 
who has given much thought to ^me. do Pompadour’s career, 
the author of the hook is an ardent admirer of the lady? and 
perhaps has touched upon one or two things associated with her 
in his account of Versailles. How pleasantly do 1 recall the 
houps he and 1 were want to wonder about sections of 
the big palace, and the Grand and ^etit Trianon, never seen by 
those not associated with the place. The room he found most^ 
satifying in all the vast assortment was %ie. de Pompadour s 
salon in the big palace, situated immediately above the 
first of the King’s apartments. Its proportions were really 
lovely and the decorations marvelously subdued and restful. 
When “r. Hockefeller put a new roof on the big palace in 
the 1920's, it was found that extra support was needed 
in this section of the building and a steel girder had to 
be put slap through the lovely salon, from cieling to floor, 
but the curator was so clever as to keep the room intact in 
spite of this intrusion, and thus one is still able to 
comprehend the charm of the place as it was in the 1750’s.

I am so glad you were able to get out for a little 
turn with Laisey and that evidences of Spring are beginning to 
make themselves seen along the branches of the forsythia and 
in places where the docuses are sounding their trumpets of 
bpring. I am hoping that your theatre visit turned out
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entertainingly, too, and I have no doubt you will refer to 
it at a subse uent sitting.

1 am fascinated by all the doings of all the people 
from the lower hemisphere. Let’s hope the Detroit business 
is a success, and from what little reference Dr. Beebe 
made about htel facilities in that city, I gathered that 
something new in hostelries might well be in order, and 
this no doubt is precisely what is going to meet that 
need.

I view the on-slaught of more of the clan with mis
givings, so far as you are concerned, but I shall begin holding 
the t ought that you will somehow not get bogged down by the 
great surge northward. After all, a home should be a home and 
a hotel a hotel, and if many more contemplate heading in 
your general direction it seems to me a Manhattan 
hotel might well come within the realm of contemplation.

I am floored at all your findin6s in the newspapers 
reaching your true hand last week, and isn’t it remarkable 
that yoU should have received by mere chance a newspaper, 
inserted for random protection of the contents of the package, 
that carried an article about Dr. Mercer. I certainly 
must congratulate you for the billionth time on the birghtness 
of your eyes and the diligence with which you explored all.

vocally tne weather remains cool and humicU  with a few 
little sprinkles now and then. It was too cool to do any 
planting, either in the cotton or flower sections, but 
although 1 got pretty damp in the doing, I did get quite 
a lot of weed work done at ^renbourg. I am glad Daisey 
wasn't along with me, for as I was pulling up some greass 
near- the embryo palm we are cultivating at ^renbourg, my 
hand grasped some dried grass from Just below which x heard 
some faint little cries, and on closer examination, 1 discovered 
a downy rabbit‘s nest with five little younsters all 
snugly bedded down. They seemed to be about a week old, and 
their eyes were open as yet, but the removal of their grass 
roof top suggested to them that the food department had 
arrived, x suppose, and they were all noisey for the bottle, 
fortunately I had not disturbed the grass covering as I had 
removed it unwittingly, and so I was able to restore the 
architectural arrangement intactso that their mama might find 
them woaim and safe when she returned home.

It has been so good having your Wednesday letter which 
has made me day so happy, the prospect of reading it at the 
close of day and the realization of that pleasure when first 
dark arrived, hut please give yourself just a little rest now and 
then, please....

Tuesday, April 10th, 1951.

Memorandum:

^ow nice to find your Thursday letter in today’s post.

^nd t anks for sending along the clipping about *]john ^enry .
It is interesting they are going to have another go at tnau.Ihe 
big failure of its first musical appearance ^yle always said was 
due not to Brad or the composer or the cast but rather to ^ary dose 
who in her ever baggish way, insisted on having the thing presented 
in some kind of a fashion that everyone acquainted with musical 
things on the stage knew would be a flop. I believe her stupid^in- 
s istence of having her $Fdn way set her husband back a cool nunared 
thousand dollars, as he had backed the show to that extent and 
it lasted but a few nights, ^et us hope she dian t have a finger m
t is latest pie,

~nd how nice that your Saturday afternoon turned out so nicely 
in "Green Pastures”. I am so glad you recalled some of the scenes, 

for some “you meiftTotlea had tended to fade from my memory and it 
is delightful to have them recalled I suppose, - although know nothng
on the point, - that much of Brad’s Income must have come royalties
from the unending success dreen ^astures enjoyed, for think 
he was given a percentage as the author 0n which the play was 
founded^ Ihe establishments he maintained in x,ew Cleans and banta Bee 
not to mention his yacht and so on would probably nave not have been 
forthcoming from his magazine work alone.

although rain was predicted for today, it has been cloudless and 
pleasantly warm, and it is difficult to credit the further prediction 
of thermometer readings of 40 with rain storms before morning.

i0day in fact, has seemed like a transitional day between 
Spring and * summer, and a couple of circumstances gave seeming 
proof to the impression. At Arenbourg, for example, 1 saw a homing 
bird the first 1 have noticed this year, "e was fiddling arouhoTthe 
trumpet vine growing on the old house, as though remembering it 
from last year, ^ut the leaves are just beginning to put m  
an aopearance and the flowers will not unfold for another montu,
I reckon. But was glad to see this harbinger of summer, regardless.

At Melrose, however, I wasn t so chaimed when a couple of 
honey bees took a catack at me, so that 1 have_a g<oose ■egg on the 
back of my neck and a cauliflower ear on the right the c met aaa 
great merit to my beauty. I was giving some attention
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to the trimming.of the hig old palm, so that the extraordinary 
magnolia wouldn't he disttubed in the business when u. passing 
by recommended that the shorter palm tree, - a date palm,_ 
growing almost aginst the old store, a little nearer the front 
gate, x should be freed of its shrivelled fronds, hut x pointed 
out tlnfifc-presence of bees that have hived in the old store for the 
past ten years and suggested we would do better to leave the 
date palm alone until a cooler day discouraged the, honey/marauders hut 
he got a couple of men regardless and put them up on & little saw-horse 
with a view to carryng out his project, but with the first slap 
at the date palm, a swarm of bees descended from all siaes, and 
in my roll of innocent by-stander, further afield, I got a couple 
of good stinges while nobody, including *J. ^ , closer to the 
center of the distrubance, got a bite. But d don^t mind such attacks, 
for the slight fever they stir up worries me scarcely at all, ana 
if my neck: bulges in the wrong place, - an Adam’s Apple at the bach 
as well as the front, and if one ear lops over a bit one-sided,
I can the better entertain passing pilgrims with my arresting 
appearance.

I didn't really feel like the culprit, stealing money from 
the baby's bank, when this morning, while re-stocking the brid 

bar, I snitched a few sunflower seeds, — although I must say 
1 smiled to myself as  ̂thoug t what the old mocking bird who 
was ’’hoovering* about might be thinking along such lines. And 
before day was .spent, 1 had planted sunflower seed both at 
Arenbourg ana iucca and if the crop is fair this year, the 
bird bar will be well stocked during the succeeding cold 
months, Naturally I found myself hoping i might duplicate the 
luck x had with at least one sunflower , ears ago, but that is 
a tale x have told too often before, and shall not indulge 
in a repetition, -- for once.

Today's racket from the skies reminded me that someone on 
Sunday, perhaps “*rs, ^oloman or jfi d A an .ad, remakred that a base for 
ist planes has lately been inaugurated in Alexandria. This 
must account for the din that comes bouncing earthward several 
times a d*y although the planes thejselves travbl at such heights 
that those wit the brightest of optics often fail to catch 
sight of them. Once in a while they flow at altitudes more modest, 
but they pass over at such speed that in seconds after tne sound 
reaches the earth, the planes themselves have aisappeared over 
the Northern horizon. I suppose there must be some going toward 
the air base, but I suppose those on a Southerly course must avoid 
this bend of the river, since all of them noticed of late seem to 
have taken a page from the * ring migration and disappeared 
beyond the bamboo hedge.

^ut  ̂must fold, for Aibber and Molly have already had a round 
at the gas company over an electric bill, and I must accordingly 
fold.....
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Wednesday, April 11th, 1951.

Memorandum:
And so it rained last night and with the rain came 

cooler weather, with Shreveport at 49 and Alexandria at 63 
at 5 o'clock this morning. With this bend of the river about 
50 miles *or'th of Alexandria and 100 miles South of Shreveport, 
one always has to try and find some magical mean between the 
weather reports of the two urban centers.

It drizzled here until noon, after which the sun came 
out and tonight Bhrevport will go down to 36 and Alexandria 42.
The sun must surely give the plants some encouragement, even though 
the thermomenter doesn t,

I was glad to see Mrs. Coombs for a moment this afternoon, for 
I had several local customers of hers who had contacted me during 
the past week, asking that a good word for them on one count 
or another, be passed along to her. She didn't have much news 
to repo t, although 1 did learn from her that immediately following 
the lady doctor’s return from -exico, sue betook herself to 
a ^hrevenort hospital to ha e a couple of teeth removed. It seems 
she has a phobia about pain in that department and so has 
herself put to sleep before the dentist takes over. In view 
of all the aits as practiced by con.terapoary dentists and the added’ 
anti-pain pills available for physicians, it seems odd that 
a member of the latter profession feels it imperative to 
t&iw6 so much time out for a couple of extractions.

You will laugh at me when 1 confess to you how 1 have 
rigged up a trick to stave off: pilgrims at mid day when I dn't 
want to be disturbed, but do want to collapse for a moment to 
do a little reading while awaiting the advent of a secretary.
I souandered a dollar ™  a pair of ear phones^ as recommended by 
the American foundation for the Blind from whom 1 purchased them, 

Juujl* They have a plug attached that may be inserted in a slot in 
l the reading machine. This gaget automatically eliminates all

sound save through the ear phones, heretofore the sound of the machine could be heard on the gallery!*. but now no one in the room 
can hear it save tne wearer of the head gear. I put a slip of 
paper in my screen door, reading: "Up the road. Back in half an 
hour.”, and of course the secretaries have been instructed to
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th out

-bv this sign. The attachment works so powerfully that 
a single ear is sufficient to catch everything with the 
greatest clarity, and so i:don t bother to put the thing 
on mv head, hut merely hold one receiver to my ear, parking myself 
in the big cnaii in the corner in such a fashion as to secure one 
istrument against the side of tne chair, so that J- don t even 
have to hold on to it. Thus I successfullly eluae pilgrims who 
may chance to pass at such- an hour, and loose no time in prusumg 
the printed word while awaiting secretarial assistance. I 
thintr T am going to find this especially advantageous during tne 
summer evenings when 1 can sit on the gallery, reading madly, wi 
anyone from any point of the compass, - either across the fence 
or' beyond the bamboo ever dreaming that 1 am actively engaged 
in a solitary "literary evening".

i intended mentioning the other day how a secretary mis
pronounced a word which certainly gave an unexpected twist to 
the meaning intended, mention was made of the private corridor 
running from the big palace of Versailles to Mme. de rompadour s 
Ho el des reservoirs, with a observation that this must have been 
quite intrigueing, whereas it was read that it must have been 
quite intruding.

But the reference to this corridor recalls_another which 
mav or may not be indicated in the volume of retit trianon.
You will recall that when one faces the Befit Trinon on the 
court yard side, the delicious little ^hapel of the Trianon is 
to the left, some distance from the chateau. A^sfone wall curves 
gracefully from the chateau along the eadge of the courtyard, 
terminating at a guard Vpuse, hard by the. chapel, The wall is 
perhaps IE or 15 feet in height on the courtyard side, surmounted 
bv a stone balustrade, whereas on the other side of the walT* only 
the balustrade appears, for the ground level is up even with it 
on that side, where flourishes the little garden pn front of the 
steps appearing in a recent photograph, come to your true hand, wneram 
the figue chances to be looking in the direction of the aforesaid 
Ghapel. How, — and at long last,— there is a secret corridor 
leading from the *etit Trianon to the ^hapel, that runs along 
inside the stone wall, and beneath the terrace overhead. Ho 
windows pn the wall give any hint of the presence of such a 
secret passage way and although I used to love traveling tnrough 
it with TYyrr friend, and did so ever so often, it was my under
standing That but very few people in the world knew of its existence 
and that even the guards at Betit Trianon were unacquainted with 
its existence.

But haven’t I strung that story out endlessly. I am wondering 
if in recent yea*xs contempoary maps or ancient ones, give any hint as 
to the existence of this ielicious passage way. Borgive this cull, oull 
let ter.....

Thursday, xipril 12 th, 1951.

*/

Memorandum:
h0w nice to find your Briday night letter in today’s 

post. You had so many kind things to say, so many interesting 
particulars to share that I feel indebted to you no end for 
this happy evening.

And thanks, too, for having so thoughtfully made a copy 
of the Boswell exerpt which 1 find altogether delightful. I

nd* to have the 1763 date which indicates the inception of 
his journal keeping efforts, isn’t it interesting how 
occasionally a date will illumine~an episode or a life, _ 
and how the personality of some individual, often vague in  ̂
the mind, somehow seems to move forward on the stage or one s 
comprehension just by the mention of a date, - or is that merely 
a peculiar mental twist of my own, - and one which no one else 
would be so wacky as to make function on such a basis. 
xhe year of 1763, neverthe less, seems so clear in_my mind» ae
Pompadour’s %  year's war coming to a close and Louisiana about 
to be wrap too a up by B^ance and handed to *->pain, ^arie 
Therese getting Yucca rigged u^ deorge Washington and horaas 
^efferson in their 30’s and little 8 year old ^arie Antoinette 
romping through childhood in the enviros of Vienna, --n°t to 
mention the youthful oswell making his bow in London society.

Well, so much for that, and let me hasten to sâ / how much 
I apprciate your kindness in giving me an over-all vignette 
of how things have been swirling, and especially during ^arcn, 
in what is known as the business world. Like i^eomcarcy, hO? 
it works sometimes is certainly a mystery, and ow the participants 
survive is another miracle. Between now and June, the 
particular hurly-burly will mount in tempo, I suppose, 
and the wonder will be that when the hour strikes and passes, one 
will wonder how one survived the approaoh and that, in the 1 1  nai 
bang-up there wasn't more excitement. I shall be concentrating 
so much in your direction during these difficult aays ahead.
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Ifm so lad yon heard the Merrill or Morrow show, and 
I got as big a kick: out of that section as you did, — "Mon 
pere a une grande maison" — and especially the difficulties 
experienced with "maison". I hope we may both be so 
furtunate on Frid&y, the-13th, as to hear this week's edition, 
for 1 assume the ^c Arthur business will be pretty thoroughly 
aired. At the moment the episode is so comparatively 
a case of headlines, that it is difficult to get down to the 
actualities to much extent. I suspect politics has much 
to do with it, probably Congressional politicians who have 
tended to stir up the General with a hope of grinding their own 
axes a bit, whereas it now seems it was the General-who was 
sharpening up his own a little, and you may be sure the 
Tafts and Martins and solans willxjs just about pass out 
completely if their sob-sister stuff ends up by doing them 
out of the nomination and a man like McArthur gets the 
crown in their stead, for something tells me he wouldn’t 
give them much consideration cff hand it seems to me 
’Truman is right in frowning on McArthur’s fishing in policy 
making, or in his attempt at policy making by using his office 
of policeman to start trends that would be-fudale the work 
of the May0r and Aldermen, to continue the analogy. I guess 
bruman might have been more politic if he had first asked 
McArthur to visit the C, s. and then recommend his help for 
a while in the war department and gradually lets the Far Aast 
just fade out so far as McArthur was concerned, but “kr. fruman 
is a impulsive man and perhaps by impulse he can only accomplsih 
what F, b. xi., for example, might have effected with less 
excitement.

And thank for telling me about the visit of the 
people from ^aris, 1 had heard the were coming but that was 
all ^ow nice that they visited Mrs. H. a ter placing 
the*wreath on F. I). B.'s tomb. 1 am always so happy when 
nic things come her way, for it must remove a lot of 
the bQgier jibes that 1 suppose still turn up fro ti e to 
time.

My friend, a . bierson, was buried this afternoon, but 
1 did not attend the services, although 1 had written his wife 
last week and 1 shall ask her down here this coming week, and 
she will understand absence from the services, which, they 
say, were attended by so many my presence ox absence ©ula not 
have been noted.

fou inquired about Hastings. The silence continues, and 
while 1 am ready to write at any moment, it seems to,me it may 
be just as well to delay doing so, assuming they don t write, 
until we have heard from **r. Gain. Should he write first, b shall 
pen **astings a line forthwith. Again my thanks for such 

a happy'evening as your lecter alone could make possible.
I'm so glad you had a little "breather" on -‘riday, Bo grab one whe n 
ever you can.... .
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Friday, April 13th, 1951.

Memorandum:
How nice to find your grand letter of Monday in today’s 

post, bf seems to me it traveled a day sooner than usual* 
perhaps the postman waited for the train just to be different 
for once.

While I t ink of it, let me, to respond to your inquiry 
regarding the botanical name of the butterfly lily*

_____X think it is Hedioium.
There are two varieties, and b am not certain as to the 

name of each, one being white, the other yellow, but pe haps 
they are referred to semi-scientifioally as the yellow and the 
white hedioium* I suppose the reason they are seldom mentioned 
in local papers is because of their rarity and possibly because 
f'they do not, being sub-tropical, flourish in the metropolitan 
area.

The yellow one does best, X believe, i-Q climes further 
South than the boundaries of the united States. It is said 
that people :in South Louisiana have tried raising them^bu 
seldom if ever get them to come into flower. x have tried 
several times, but "way up North'1 in this section, the season 
doesn^t seem quite long enough.

1 have already mentioned how I got them going again in 
Natchez, and this year x undertook to get them going again 
in the Cane Hiver, giving ample root systems to several 
plantation people, and to various homes in the town of 
Natchitoches. Some of the people are genuinely interested in 
flowers having good sized gardens to which they ©vote much time, 
but none of these people had ever heard of butterfly lilies. It 
seems remarkable that such a beautiful flower should have come so 

% close to extinsion, doesn’t it, and especially as they seem to 
thrive alright without too"much attention.

I am enchanted with your account of the unexpected joy of 
finding "a host of golden daffodills" on your Sunday visit to the 
botanical gardens. I am wondering if you are acquainted with

4j,0 1
" Pa ^

4£»Jl lUa/y *
4778
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the Wordsworth poem, entitled, ”Daffodillsu , as f recall.
It is in all' volumes of his poetry, I believe, and begins with 
the line;

"I wandered lonely as a cloud that floats on 
ciaales and rills , —

o ero

or some such. like it mueji, and as so of ten happpens, the 
pleasure of seeing the flowers is enhanced by the memory of the 
peem, and the satisfaction of reading the verse is augmented 
by the memory of how lovely the flowers really are.

Poor George, if he weren’t such a problem child, — what 
opportunity he missed in not accepting your invitation to 

spend a pleasant afternoon with you in the park where every 
thing must be so lovely now.

And speaking of ueorege , I am reminded that 0ne of the local 
youths who just had to enlist last ^uly when little Ring did, will 
not eturn, for his people received a Korean telegram of his death 
today. Poor George.

^nd thanks for telling me of the «.pril 15th anniversary, for 
1 shall put armfuls of Milk and Wine lilies before the statue 
of the blessed “*artin in the Ghapel at dawn on Sunday morning, 
as a memorial to he lovely lady whee date of passing you mentioned 
in your letter. As with the Baffodills, the lilies will have 
a greater meaning; because of the association - ana perhaps 
the nicest thing about it is that only you ai*id 1 will know their 
significance. Somehow it is pleasant to realize that at least 
a couple of people do remember, and it would(be pleasant to 
think that a vague smile passes over a lady's face in some 
celestial Bellevue when Sunday rolls ’round.-

I hope you had the luck, as did 1, to hear the Borrow shop.
I thought the unscrambling of the McArthur controversy was 
especially well done, and the second half of the program, devoted 
to Walter Beid hospital, while depressing as life for those in 
a hespital must be, was nevertheless handled beautifully,

■the enclosure is sent along more for the signature than 
anything and because it reminds me of something amusing. 
xt is from “*rs. Gordon Randolph. Along about 1946, bp. Hand 
dropped in to see the ^adam one afternoon, but couldn t remain, as 
he explained, because he had a Gaesar&an operation awaiting his 
attention that afternoon, for Mrs. Randolph was to have a child, 
the ^adam as forgetful, and 11 months later, having forgotten 
the passage of time, she asked me quite seriously one day if that 
laay ^r. i:iand was talking about "the other day" had ever had her 
baby yet..... «

4780

PuJU'*

Sunday, April 15th, 1951.

Memorandum j
how nice to find your Tuesday letter, together with the 

clipping, in Saturday's post, frankly, hadn't anticipated 
hearing from you before the week had run out, and so the 
element of surprise was added to the pleasure of a little chat 
on Saturday night.

While it is on my mind, I would respond to your inquiry regarding 
how‘it is that people from such remote corners of the country happen 
to hear of ***elrose and eventually find their way here. But that 
is a misleading statement, for L cannot answer it after all.
But x gather that in most cases, nthe impulse to head in this way 
originates from some book that has been read, and since many 
of the people are book readers, they "bring" ^elrose with them, 
and accordingly get more out of their visit that do people who 
just chance to stumble over the name in some Guide book. Binee 
pilgrims have not b®en received or were not received grior to 
rgifTTt is rather remarkable, 1 suppose, that so many^do 
ITeaa in this wpy. I must add that quite a few people from 
afar who haven t read about the place seem to have heard about 
it from ofchers^living in their neighborhood, for quite a few 
people ask for me, fro which fact 1 conclude theis category must 
have hea.d about the place from those who have had direct contact.

festerday Iexas was most heavily represented, and particularly 
from the university~sections, members of certain colleges having 
been in ^atonr *kouge or x,ew rleans attending some kind of a 
conference where ^elrose must have *come up for discussion.

» t

Today*s batchs came mostly from Louisiana and Kentucky, 
and the latter, a retired banker and his friends, had come to 
Louisiana for the first time, their intention being to concentrate 
on the Native ^ris of South Louisiana. * I don^t know how they 
landed in Shreveport on their way, or how they were directed 
to Briarwood, and thence to Aelxandria and the Rands, and thence 
here.ft is a misfortune that circumstances of birth have 
created a couple of .insurmountable barriers of sufficient 
strength and violence to make impossible any attempt to 
metamorphose the place into a national shrine which, think, could 
quite easily be accomplished. But there is no need kicking at 
reality, and, as in che case of ^ellevue and “Lilly, one must 
be contented that such places have existed, for they seem to be 
of such a nature as.to survive in the minds of a few people, even 
their physical properties have long since vanished from the face of 
the earth.
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i have recently read a book about uhich  ̂ should like ^2 f 'Aa >u{-
speak briefly. 1 believe it is entitled"Guide to( some kia of )v' * 

v>A7 Or Borman Vincent Peale, I thi^ in any event, tne 
author is L e  p a " ^  of the ^WCSllegia?!-Church at 29th street 
and 5th avenue, and 1 gather he has written other books, appears 
on religious programs on the radio, etc., etc. ^is 
approach to various problems seems unusually interesting and 
to muph of his ideas I subscribe, and even in instances wnere 
I don t need his recommendations, --as for example, getting one ... 
oeif to Sleep, - still x think the thoughts are arresting, ana- 
even the rmhonventional ones quite worthy of consideration. n 
the sleep departmfliat, for example, he says he recommended to ̂  ̂ _ 
one exeeSufl^Tvrtio oouldn t telax at ted time, a solution of the 
problem th; t was certainl^ unorthodox, hr. eale asked tne man if 
he wouldn t feel quite secure if he realized"that while asleep, 
he sensed°that Christ were in the room with him. ihe man said 
he would, thereupon hr. £eale suggested that each night before 
retiring, the man place a chair along side his bed, telling^ 
himself that the chflix is for whrist to occupy during tne night, and 
to ’’hold the tought" forthwith, ^e reports that the man a few 
days later came to him to say that while he felt foolish enough tne 
first two or three night he placed the chair along side tne beo but 
on the fourth night he actually fell asleep readily enough and had 
been sleeping soundly ever since. 1 must say the has its
hilarious side, but in spite of that, it is bouna to be good if it 
actually accomplished the purpose intended

fn his chapter on ^ear, ^r. ^eale mentions that it is one 
o the consuming amotionsTTand says that when anyone points an 
accusing finger at you, yon might automatically demand that the 
accuser regarding his hand whose finger is point at you. xhe 
point is that while the accuser points one of his fingers in 
vour direction, this other three fingers are in reality pointing 
in the opposite direction, - at said accuser which seems to be pretty 
erudite/ - in a way. I believe the volume 1 tried to name 
above is entitled "Guide to Confident Living" or some such, What 
heartened me about the book is the indication that the author has ideas 
and such attributes appear rare in all ranks of society, professions 
find lines of endeavox.

Friday night 1 discovered 1 had run out of reading mateiral 
rnd so fell back on The ^ventures of Francois btf Mitchellf and 
so took it up as a last resort, ■‘■t isn t much as a story, but 
the picture it gives of certain aspects of life in revolutionary 
laris among the lower ranks of society has an element of refreshing 
'novelty about it, since most books of the period seem to be dealing 
almost exclusively with the upper brackets or the new-blown 
politicians. But here we are at the bottom of the page, and for 
me it seemed to arrive so soon, -“gain my thanks for your kind letter 
and do try to mosey along slowly after such busy days as have been
yo rs of late...•

(̂ 0
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Monday, .̂pril 16th, 1951.

Memorandum:

Cool-cool with dawn,and dusk in the 40’s but a cloudless 
sky enabling the sun to heighten the temperature considerably 
during the day.

' • \  t

Perhaps five or six times in the past tenaor-twelve years 
there has been a night like last night,.with unending flashes 
and rumbling of thunder, going on for hours on end, - with 
never a drop of rain to accompany the business. I rather enjoyed 
the phenomenon hut find myself rather sleepier than usual 
as a result tonight.

I think 1 forgot to mention in yesterday's Memo that one 
reason why Blythe came to see me, following her husband's visit, 
was to invite me to spend the day with her on Wednesday at 
Levereuxnwith ^iss Myra. She said they had seen each other 
at the state Iris gathering at Lafayette last week end and 
plans for a day in ^atchez had been drummed up then. Fortunately 
I have the excuse of imp nding people on Wednesday, and I had I 
not had such an excuse 1 should probably have made one up, for
a day in ^atenez.... for when and if I do make up my mind to
set myself down for a day in the Bluff Sity, I would do better to
see that i am foot loose and unhobbled by a program. But \
1 must say I appreciate the invitation. \

Because of the coolness, it has been & grand day to 
garden and although things are growing very slowly, especially 
the sub-tropical things such as tne bananas and butterfly lilies, 

everything is moving a little in the right direction. *J?he roses, 
of course, are thriving with old fashioned red ones, the
white ones and the pinks doing fairly well in places that
were more favorably situated against the February freeze, 
nay lilies have begun unfolding and look ever ‘so pretty as 
their golden blossoms contrast with the roses. A sprinkling 
of blue periwinkle adds a further color note, but the 
canna section refuses to budge while the larkspur just 
plain dwaddles along and ii it doesn't get a move on soon, will 
never catch up with the big decled poppies which usually march 
in unisonwith the native iris and larkspur.

Borne Garden Club or other from South Louisiana is
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scheduled for and from the present look: s of things,
they will arrive in ample time to find "the garden at its 
bestrTFour Cattons of records came to hand in~Baturday1s post,
"Young Washington" by Bouglas freeman. I haven t had an 
opportunity to do-more than sample a page or two? but am 
convinced x am going to like the book, for it seems to embrace 
endless detail and thus will provide many a point that will 
qicken my interest in the 18th century with which the early 

part deals, and, at the same time, it will probably 
provide me with many a nod to which I do not object, over 
paragraphs dealing with data about which I 5am not vastly 
concerned, - such as a mile by mile account of the progress 
of some military sortie of young Washington against the Indians 
in the up couny when Washington was in his 20’s and the 
country between Winchester, Virginia and Fort Duquesne (Pittsburgh,Pa.') 
was in a shambles, what with the wilderness untamed and the 
Indians out of control.

But I get the impression the work may be as erudite as was 
the study of ^efferson by Bumas i(ialone, or whatever that auuhor 
might be and I like that text book best which invites the 
scholar to speculation and sleep.

Tuesday, April 17th, 1951,

Memorand m;
The' sunshine continues and so does the cool mass of air from 

remote Artie ice cakes, but it makes for good gardening and 
that is what counts at this season,

..."

Mr. narness must have posted the humidor in advance of his 
air mail letter, received yesterday, for the package arrived today The 
t ing is perhaps ten inches high, including the decorative base 
and top, with the center portion just perfect for holding cigarettes 
standing on end. The different woods blend pleasantly and of 
course the whole contraption is beautifully executed, There is 
something vaguely oriental about its over all lines and although it 
perhaps represents so ething one vvouldn’t be likely to rush out to 
acquire, it does stand for much from personal association and according
ly "is one of those things that will always be treasured.

Proi the enclosure, you will note that 1 have been casting 
about for particulars regarding orange trees. It seams odd 
that Southern nurseries, especially those in the environs of 
uew rleans and ilobile don t list such items, for both 
cities are close enough to^the dulf to cultivate them without 
too much danger of devastation from the frost, and south of 
new rleans quite a few orchards of them are crop producers of 

°r?ngSS i 0V?r tasted, with a juice that is abundant 
°r tjiat ex?eeds eitil the Floriday or California types in deliciousness. It is true that the butterfly lily isn't" 

listed catalogues either and sq I suppose I shouldn’t be 
too surprised that the orange isn't included, and yet I regret 
acre isn t some place near by where I might observe the ways o: 

and with someone who knows something about
wucit the plant pr fers by way of food, water, etc. ^Haturallv 1
dwarf varieetevted h°W *ig m\st be the the so-called^ ya£1Qtyv if they should turn out to be as
TP th? ^adam s inch crepe myrtles that attained

^ iey mi-bftt present something of a problem But 
still 1 am bound to dabble with they a bit, for I think 
they would lend a pleasant note to the Yucca gallery in summer 
a7?a x raiSkt house them in the library of ^elrose during the 
winter, nursing them along to an ample maturity when 
eventually they may he given a little jaunt up the road to

Gtn!rraCe Arenbourg. Well, we shall see what we shal vuile in the mean time, I shall strive on the morrow to do a 
little better by way of entertainment, I hope....

The speech at the college seemed to go off alright. * car 
calleo for me and I was introduced immediately on my arrival, 
and after the business was done, I chatted a little with several 
people who were kind enough to manifest a desire for more, 
swallbwed a couple of sandwiches about the size of a silver dollar, 
had a go at a single glass of punch, climbed back in my car, 
after declining two or three invitations to spend the evening in town, 
and so was back home just after the moon had well turned on her golden
globe. T

At the risk of boring you, I shall mention how I opened the 
speech. I apologized for not having prepared a paper but explained 
that 1 read so poorly I thought it w uld be easier on my listeners if 
I merely spoke extemporaeneously. Then I said 1 wanted to preface 
my remarks by a story that was neither amusing nor entertaining but which 
had its point. A man engaged in educational work (Senator 
Fredericks, but naturally 1 didn't name him) awoke one morning 
to discooer a political bee in his bonnet. ue just had to get 
himself elected to some public office and so, after securing a 
nomination, began canvasing the parish^ talking to groups in town, and 
even venturing into the country. He learned there was to be a 
picnic in the hills to which f rmers from all around would drive in 
their ford trucks and farm wagons and the office seeker put in his appearr- 
ance, too. *fter the food had been taken care,of, he decided to harangue t] 
crowd, and in the absence of anything better to stand on? got up on 
the back of a wagon and started in. But his speech wasn t entertaining 
and ft gradually the crowd dwindled until at last only one sngle 
farmer remained, ^nd since he had learned his speech so well, the 
politician kept right on spouting his oratory for another half hour, after
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which he got down and wringing the farmer's hand, congratulated him 
on his obvious solid mental attributes, in thus remaining to 
hear what a sensible man had to say.

’’Who, me," said the farmer, ’’why 1 wasn’t payin no mind 
to what you was sayin’. If I had-had my way-, I'd a-been home 
a long time ago, but you see, I just couldn t get awayx 'cause vou 
was still standin* in my wagon. . y

o
And then 1 hastened to point out that 1 had made sure not . 

to plant my feet in anybody’s wagon, and that i hope everyone would 
feel free to advise me when B had exceeded the limit of endurance by 
merely shouting: ’’Get down from that there wagon. ’’

After that I launched into the business at hand, and by breaking 
the thing short before anybody had anticipated it, 1 still could 
count a couple of ’’farmers" still lingering about.

Today I learned one or two bits of news about the impending 
legal controversy instituted by Fathex. -^ecxer against George button.
It turns out that Father Becker ’ s" lawyer is somebody by "the liame.
of Gahagan, or some- sucE7~- a Protestant attorney, who owns land 
adjoining The contested acreage Mr, Bachelier sold George Sutton.
One naturally assumes that if Father Becker is successful, a portion 
or the Bachelier tract would go to the lawyer in payment for services, 
ihe lawyer fornGeorge button, Brotestant, is Arthur Watson, a Catholic.
cousin Arthur is kin to the ^enrys, an energetLc7~Hggresive 

man whom -^know not and care not to know, and the associate of 
H. B% Williams whom i like. The case is-to be tried before

.Stephens whose symapthies are probably on the button side.

The first move "Cousin Arthur" plans to make is to petition 
ihe ^ourt that Father Becker, - on what grounds I am uncertain - 
hasn t the right to be administrator of the Bachelier estate. This 
would automatically throw the present suit out of Court, and if 
the uuttons are to be hauled into Court again concerning the 
Bachelier tract, suit would have to be started by an administrator 
named by the court, - who probably wouldn't be friendly to Herr Becker.

In the mean time, the Buttons are preparing a brief in 
preparation for starting suit against Father Becker for slander 
•asking either ten or twenty thousand dollars damages. It goes * 
without saying that I hope they are successful in both actions.

■ was lucky in getting back to iucca at two minutes before 
Fibber and Molly: went on the air, so 1 had ample time to get in on 
the ground floor of Fibber's attempt to do the family food shopping- 
ana tnus cut living costs. But the hours grows late and 1 had 
better fold and may you have already done so long since.....
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Wednesaay, April 18th, 1951.

Memorandum:

How nice to find the article about Vaux-le-Vicomte in 
this morning’s post. '

I have read half the article and am looking forward 
to digesting the balance a little later when the second 
secretary, who had to go to town, passes back this way.

The bird’s eye view of toe layout is the most 
comprehensive I have seen®, sjnt I am enchanted to be 
reminded of ma y of the segments of those delicious 
gardens, some of which I discover I had almost forgotten,

as a study for its own sake, Batin was never a language 
that appealed to me particularly, but I discovered delights in 
some of the books I had to study in that tongue because of 
the descriptions of various places, familiar to me, as 
mentioned by Gaesar in his account of his military exploits 
in Gaul, and, as you may recall, Melun, not far from Vaux-le- 
Vicomte, was the site of one of his camps, and 1 was 
forever skipping 30 miles or so Southward'from xaris on 
little excursions for a day, searching out the old forts 
that were mentioned so explicitly in the Commentaries, Of 
course B could never get any of my friends of those tender 
years to spend a whole day with me in such explor tions, 
but later, 3 or 4 years after the study of -Latin had been 
finished and other subjects made the old J-atin studies 
seem like kindergarten stuff, I found a way of scouring 
the neighborhood with one companion or another, often without 
ayone sensing we were actually engaged in re-tracing 
the steus that had preceeded us by a couple of thousand years, 
for, as I recall, it must have been about 50 or perhaps 54 B. C. 
that Caesar was carrying on in that enighborhood.

How I succeed in putting over my plans was by inviting 
one person or another to run down to Fontainebleau with 
me to spend the morning, wandering about the old chateau and 
having lunch at IMaigle Ho ire, a charming restaurant 
opposite the courtyard of the place, --an eating place that 
had excellent food, beautifully served, in ample quarters 
whose walls were heavily pictured with rare prints and 
manifestoes of the l?th, 18th and the Empire years of the 
19th centuries.
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If one dined fairly e rly but ate leisurely, one 
might catch the -t'aris train around 2, and usually the 
suggestion, seemingly casual, that we descend from the 
carriage at the first stop and explore the neighborhood, 
woULld work. ^>elun was the first stop, and i^elun might then 
have a thorough going-over, and if the weather were fine, 
one might mount a somewhat rickety old Victoria and drive 
out to Vaux-le-Vicomte for a little round of bouquet's 
lovely domaine, and still have ample time to get back 
to ^elun to catch another train that would land one in Baris 
around 6 or 7,, giving plenty of time for dressing for 
dinner which nobody ever ate before 8.

But how I d run on, and I pray your charity in having 
thus dwelt so at length on a matter that can't possibly be of 
the slightest interest to anyone else, mid yet, in spite of 
its du lness, it may nevertheless convey to you som idea of 
my delight in having so many thoughts revived, due, as so often, 
excluseively to your thoughtfulness in sharing such interesting 
articles with me,

The sky has been overcast all day and it seems to be 
rather warmer than usual tonight, and 1 suppose we may get 
a little shower before morning,—  I hope. But it 
didn't rain during the aay and I was glad it was dry during 
the morning especially, for I had a batch of pilgrims, some 
club or other from Winfield, La,, and it is so much more 
pleasant to make tire rounds 'on dry grounds, The people were 
pleasant, some of them charming, and apparantly one or two of 
them, seemingly civilized, who for some reason known only 
to themsleves, had dragged their offspring with them, There 
Yjere perhaps 30 grown ups and perhaps half a dozen children.
But unfortunately, so far as the civilized adults were 
concerned, the children were completely pntamed, and 
being of that harum-scarum age of 10 or thereabouts, full of 
curiosity and uncontrolled energy, they were all over the 
place in a trice, breaking down huge branches from althias, 
jerking the punka cord slap out of the socket, ringing 
the plantation bell wit such vigor several field hands came 
running to put out a fire, etc,, etc,, ad nauseum. The 
net result of such business, of course, is that I cut the 
tour mighty short, and I always feel sorry for the innocent 
members of the party ±st who have to loose all the flavor 
of the plantation and most of the interesting individual details 
merely because some bag has failed to bring up her children, an 
hasn t had the sense to leave them in school where they belong.

But enough fussing for this sitting. The postman was 
an hour in advance today, - hence the failure of yenrsterday1s 
letter to go forward on schedule. Thanks again for the grand article

Thursday, April ;20th, 1951.

Memorandum:

now nice to find your Monday note, together with the 
hilarious hadacofo clipping, in today's post. Somehow 
the postman must have made an extra effort to arrive with 
it in four days instead of the usual five. I must 
see him on the morrow and encourage him to try for this high 
standard with subsequent deliveries.

I heard'General McArthur's pseech to Congress this noon 
and 1 shall enjoy.listening to it again tonight if, as is ’ 
probable, I stumble over it being re-broadcast over Des Moines 
around 11 o'lcock. It was well contrived, except for it omissions 
and was well delivered, and accordingly made good listening, even 
though one didn't agree with it.

j But at least it has the virtue of sticking to the identical 
position that occasioned the removal, for obviously the General 
thinks we should have started a wax months ago, and apparantly 
wants one started as soon as a Republican majority can be elected.

When he re-affirmed his wish to have China blockaded, her 
cities bombed and Formosa supplied by us with "logistics", —  
and it is obvious why he didn't use the word "arms and ammunitions" 
instead of "logistics", since many of his hearers might have 
understood the more commonly used phrase, he was asking 
for the U. S., — and I suppose, although s he didn t mention 
the United Nations, too, he was proposing something that 
would have in so doing created a state of war with China, and 
of course that would mean Bussia, too. It seemed to me his logic 
was a little faulty, too, when he seemed to think it would be 
just as difficult for Bussia to .fight on two fronts as it 
would be lor us. At least Bussia wouldn t have two oceans to 
cross before opening hostilities. Furthermore, I had 
supposed all this time that we weren't as yet prepared for an
all out war, and 1 assume the General, of all people, must
know that and I presume he does, which puts him in the position 
of being guilty of kidding himself or presenting false pictures 
of a mighty serious situation.

I have only heard one news report, - at 6:45, and accordingly
know nothing of editorial comment as yet. It seems to me,
however, that the crux of the whole McArthur position was*

*
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eveaiad in his speeohing totha return to the ways
(ants our present way of 9 reactionary jfrpublioamam
,f the founding **the*s.Ih t FQOulto't have expressed it 
)i the first water, ana Mr. ia ding; that we go hack.,
letter. When P fitioi“ " f ef \ r ° 0°ases ^ h e  anything else hut a 
then so far as I ara 00"°®r“® ’ ' x suopose it took a sailingpolitician right tnen and ther^. f,Bt£FIS a couple of years to mate 
vessel at the time Ox t 1 j £ to the unsettled fields on tne
it from the unopenea aoor °f but the General didn’t seem
potomae where washmgto _ +vie’modern conveniences available,to object to making the most of the mode myself, I
and not going back on one point at lea . o£ the founding
should regret having to go hack to the y electricity,
fathers, and X am certainly opP°^ %  my Heading Machine
r o r k M n ^ f ' o f ^ n e  thiig J -certain, the Sound
the^Generals^if S f S i  period, who may have recommended going
hack:.

And X think it was a blunder for the ^tev.r
paid too high a compliment to the *. A. . ? B̂ ood for soraethiry
he did, - to the effect that they represeu.e _ some suoh>
which everybody could l°0̂ ^ , * ° ŝ c^ e d  to swh a line, any I'll bet Liarian Anderson aoesn t subscribed 
more than does Sleanor hoosevelt or you orl.

Yesterday Republican -cantor uuff of Pennsylvania hit the 
righ/word when-he referred to the present !ie£°^°no°*
people as being on "an 8K*f0l -^Arthur is in reality
keep in mind that much of the - fruman for that's the waynot in favor of the man l>ut againet mr iruman xor «»*
I T l t  thifbl «°«i? that^the°"emotional binge"
be^aiperienoed in April, 1951, so that it may wake up by 
November 1952 when election day roll- round.

Well s much for my immediate reaction to today's high- 
jinks on the lotomae LuenbLn°and at the moment

as 4 ni —  semi news bora&casts of orrow.
fT?r,e time for ^ank Lardl and I shall be interested to hear what 
l* vis but ^ know well in advance he isn' t going tohe has to opine hut * w _pc,ti on 0f "going back: to tne good applaud with much vigor any suG6estion ox goiu&
old days”.

. Ihe weather holds as pretty as a Pj°ture, and things are 
growing mightily, bo give yourself a little breathing spell
everytime you can.

<QI*
Friday, April ~&QLh, 1951.

memorandum:

cfull summer seems upon us. —  momentarily, at least, 
and although "S didn’t hear the McArthur reception in hew York,
I did chance to be passing by the store while the baseball 
game was being broadcast, and chanced to hear the announcer 
say the weather was fine in your neighborhood, - for which 
I was happy. The thermometer reacned 92 in these 
parts. 1 wish we^might get rain, for things already growing 
would then really jump.

1 got around to read a little from freeman’s George 
Washington last night. Last week end I sampled the’ volume 
that chanced to be here, - the 2nd arriving before.the 
first, and, X was a little weighed down by the considerable 
detail given the ^r ad dock campaign. But early in the week 
volume 1 arrived, and so x left off the military and began 
at the beginning of the book. Its detail is impressive, 
and large sections are devoted to the Virginia of the 
first half of the 18th century, Often the Washingtons don t 
appear for pages as the setting is being created for the fianl 
appearance of George on the scene. There are generous 

quotations from newspapers of the period, legal documents, etc., 
etc. , and the selection has been so aarefully assembled that 
the resulting i pression of tne period is ever so complete and 
interesting, although Mr. freeman always speaks of the 
period in the past tense, he has made the major and minor 
episodes so clear that the effect is something that seems almost 
contempoary. I am glad the book is long and 
a little inclined to be ponderousfor I like wading through 
such volumes slowly and enormously satisfied that there is lots 
more to explore far ahead.

This morning- i telephone the A. B. 'Williams residence to 
inquire for news regarding wra whom, as I understood it, one 
might well be concerned about. To my surprsie, she answered the 
phone., We had a nice chat and she expressed the hope of getting 
down this way to see me some time during the summer, from 
another quarter I learned that her visit to ^ayo Glinic, • or 
where ever, load to tne discovery that some drug she had 
taken on the reco mendation of an authority during an earlier 
illness, had made her allergic to everything having to do 
with vegetables, and it appears there is no known treatment to 
counteract the twist the drug caused. The result is, it is said, 
she can eat no weget 
which certain seems £ohnB<$iata K i ? ; f whfitever
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I was pleased to hear on the earlier news casts 
this eveing that the D. A. R. girls had issued 
a pronounciamento against Federal aid for schools.
Somehow that seems to typical of the girls, so often 
against something or somebody or other, so seldom in 
favor of anything or-anybody, — except the D. A. R.'s.

I heard the first half of the id. borrow show when 
an interruption killled the balance of the program. I 
assume there may have been,something other than the McArthur 
business on the last half, or possibly some editorializing, 
and I really regretted the absence of any chance to 
hear it. If only that program were re-broadcast, but, 
on second thought, that perhaps wouldn't do me any good, 
since I never seem to catch up anymore'with that elusive 
Piano Quartet even though it is re-issued several 
times during the week, apparently, ,

Quite unexpectedly the nark ^uke passed this way 
early this morning, and as I had already set a couple 
of gardeners to work on Melrose, I made the most of proffered 
assistance to do a little extra work at Arenbourg. Some 
big old deep purple lilies were needed to round out a space 
along the fence down towards Uncle Tor's, and as 
I had a couple of bunches, each weighing perhaps 30 or 40 
pounds, x was glad to the strong arm thus unexpectedly 
provided. Just before sundown 1 marched up the road again 
and lowered the le el of Cane Aiver considerably, I believe, 
if my judgement of the amount of water I transported 
for the delectation of the newly painted arrivals. If the 
rains don't come before tomorrow evening, I snail provide 
them with additonal liquid sustinance along about 
first dark, and I believe they will then make a go of it 
alright in their new surroundings.

1 find myself beginning to hope for rain almost 
efeery week end these days, for while it will certainly 
not discourage all the road runners, still it will tend 
to cut down their numbers appreicably,.and frankly I 
wouldn't mind an occasional Sunday wherein I might be 
able te get caught up on a half dozen things before 
Mond-y sets the work-a-day pattern.

Talked with your hostess, ^adam Cloutier by telephone 
today. She threatens to honQr me with a visit. I shall 
twist conversation to the ^arciss Srudhommes, don't you think 
so..... .

Ûaqu_st,W am
/ 4792

Sunday, -&pril 22nd, 1951.

Memorandum:
Just the right amount of rain came spilling down 

on Saturday morning along about 5, with the skies 
remaining overcast all day, thus preserving a maximum of 
the moisture. The heat remained in the 80's and 
such .joint efforts made everything jump as though 
Gypsie Juice had been spread all over the place.

Over night the big old magnolia tree by the side gate 
touched off a dozen glowing orbes in its crown and 
lilies began unfolding all over the place.

nefore sun up this morning, I made a round at Arenbourg 
where everything looked so green a growing. The 
decorations in the *hapel for Mme. de pompadour s' anniversary 
looked so pretty last week, and the air was so pleasantly 
perfumed that x thought I would prolong the same effect 
this week, too,'and accordingly gathered plenty of 
Milk and Wine lilies, - to many in fact that when I 
was ready to head back toward lucca, i discovered that 
one stalwart arm was insufficient to support the plunder.
I suppose I must have had at least 60 or 70 of them, and 
as the stalks are about 3 feet in length and a good inch 
in diameter, I must have presented an odd spectacle as 
I moved across the cotton fields.

I suppose the National Iris Show must have o ened in 
Shreveport today, or perhaps will open there tomorrow, I 
am not certain of the precise date, •‘hit on Saturday I 
had: several batches of pilgrims, - from x*ew Orleans to 
Austin, moving in the nhrev port direction at easy stages.
Several ^elrose pilgrims were planning to pass by Sriarwood 
today and so Caroline must have been up to her hips in 
the entertaining of passers-by and preparations for her 
speech which is scheduled to oe the high point of the 
talk at the Show, ^ut I doubt if little ^iss ^ormon would 
have to take out much time to prepare a speech on such 
a subiect, for like me on plantations, she yrobably 
could^just start her tongue wagging, letting it go until
people had had quite enough.

*

‘There was an announcement in today’s ^hreport paper, stating
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that J. ^swell’s new novel will be brought on on May 7th 
by Bobbs Merrill. It is entitled "There’s One in ^very 
Town".

Celeste told me he mentioned to her ox somebody that 
the publisher of his "Mid ^ummer hires'* cheated him out of 
much roylaties. I don t recall his publisher, but 1 take 1
it that h0bbs ^errill is a new one for hi*,.

.1 made the most I could of Saturday night for reading, but j 
didn't get far. Mr. freeman is as thorough with the 
military details of George Washington's campaigns for 
control of the Ohio country as he is complete about 
civilian life in colonial Virginia. un the latter point 
1 don t seem to have any difficulty keeping awake, but wn.en 
I strike sections g ving day to day accounts of military 
doings, my eyelids grow heavy and the first thing 1  i
know, t am paying no attention at all to what the 
machine is talking about. t ^ut I was never any good at 
skimming over dullparts of any book and so 1 plod along 
regardless, assured that sooner ox later 1 shall come out 
into civilian scenes ag; in if 1 will but keep going long- 
enough.

Bat returned to -n. U. this afternoon, and ^eleste 
leaves for Baton ^ouge early tomorrow. The General’s wife 
is giving some kind of a party for her and she will not 
return home before Wednesday or Thursday. Madam regard 
will accompany her as far as Mansur a where she will remain 
while the frolic is going on further down the road. Bow the 
squirrell does whirl in his revolvingwhell, doesn’t he.

I f
Celeste had a letter from Bister on Saturday, the first 

half of the epistle being devoted to the great trouble and 
expense she and her husband had expended in making reservations 
for madam Regard to have a box and some kind of a costume ball 
to be held shortly in Shreveport. Nobody, having read that 
far in the letter could imagine why it had been written, 
let alone be-ng able to guess why w-adam regard of all people, 
should be wanting to go to "'hr eve port to a costume ball.
But the catch came in the last paragraph of the letter.
There is some kind of a medical pow-wow in Atlantic ^ity which 
Bister and husband expect to attend, . starting June End,
I believe, and just casually the letter remarked that the 
three children would come to spend time at ‘“elrose, - 
I suppose a couple of weeks, 1 don't know, - and the letter 
indicated nothing as to length of stay. Celeste responded 
she plans to go to Kentucky in June but that will scarcely 
aeter the parents from dumping the children here if they can 

get away with it and i suspect they can. ~11 1 know is that 
the clerK. can play nurse if he cares to, - i do not intend to....,

Monday, April 23rd, 1951.

Memorandum:
The weather continues perfect for gardening, and by 

some miracle, there was a paucity of pilgrims, although 
I suppose they will make up for lost time when the Shreveport 
iris show is concluded and attendants at that frolic head 
back toward home or where ever."

But we were not without guests, as the junior overseer’s 
mother skipped down from Bort Worth to spend the day 
with her son in these parts, following a Bunday get togetner 
of several members of the family at Shreveport yesterday to 
attend some kind of a religious revival in that place. I 
believe the baptists are holding forth in an effort to 
save souls on a wholesale basis, and as the largest 
auditorium in the city holds but a few thousand people, 
the revival services were held in a stadium accommodating 
24 thousand, as i understand it and it was estimated 
that about a thousand souls wer£ saved at a single sitting.

x gather from what was reported, - and I had a couple 
such,'for the clerk and ^aynie went, too, — that there is 
:the usual element of sensationalism in these meetings, as 
the subject of the exhortation was "McArthur versus Truman", 
and the former was pictured as the Bprit of Good as opposed 
to Mr, Truman in the role of the uevil.

Without stopping to analyze the business much, I assume’ 
the preacher estimates that his appeal will be almost exclusively 
to the hill billy type of mind, and since Mr. Truman stands 
for the Bair Practices <*>ct, the Dixiecrats would be in the 
majority at such a gather. It is therefore but natural ^
to sssume that any Christian blast against a political 
figure who has expressed himself in believing in equality 
of opportunity for all races would naturally bring down 
the house.

Bow wonderfully Religion has survived when buttressed by 
the zealots of bigotry.
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You wiLl enjoy Miss* Nellie’s letter as usual. She 
is really remarkable to keep going along so gaily 
in spite of all her difficulties with age and infirmaties,—  
not to mention the household refurbishings that seem to 
be a constant preoccupation wit.fl her sister, and if Miss 
ifellie finds such business as wearing as most of us do, 
she probably is wishing she could see the end of painters 
and. all the excitement that invariably attends them.

The Jacksons she mentions, whose plantation adjoins 
Windy ^ill~ ̂ anor”~ "were a remarkable segment in the ante 
loelinin'flatchez swirl. Mr. Jackson who must have been the 
father of the girl who attended Elizabeth i’eamle academy, 
had a mulatto daughter whom he set to Cleveland, Ghio in 
the 1850*s to be educated. Gome political rumpus in 1858 
impelled-“the writer of an Editorial in a ^atchez newspaper to 
give details regarding thefgirl, her Cleveland schooling, 
etc.} although "Ar. Jackson s name did not appear in print, save 
the reference to "a prmminent planter", Twenty or thirty 
years later, snooty ^iss Elizabeth Brandon Stanton snubbed 
the Jackson family when Court was being held at a private 
home in the neighborhood of the Btanton-Jackson plantations, 
and from the two people present at the gathering who told me 
about it declared that everyone present frowned on ^iss 
Elizabeth for her unkndness, although she carried the 
day by insisting the Court could not be held until those 
present, parsing :as white, withdrew. Miss Elizabeth, among 
other things, was a bag.

Just before supper tonight word was telephoned from 
Baton ^ouge that the social rounds planned for this week 
were abruptly broken off this afternoon when a telegram came 
from fort, Campbell, Kentucky, saying that the General's son 
had been injured in a car accident at the Bcfct where he is 
stationed and the family was advised to join the wife at the 
Fort i: mediately^ J. H. got the impression it might be a 
life and death business. The General chances to be in **ew York 
hx and efforts to locate him up to supper time had been 
unsuccessful I am holding the thought the first report may have 
exaggerated the seriousness of the accident, for both the 
parents are so wrapped up in their only offspring that his death 
prior to theirs would be devastating.

Bo turns the world and may the sunshine be as bountiful 
in your neighborhood as it is in this region where things 
really seem like summer......

Tuesday, ^pril 24th, 1951,

• ■- ? p • ' ’ . ; ■' ■ •

Memorandum:
uow hice to find your gift package in today's post,
it is so good to have a new ribbon for this machine, and 

it is doubly nice to have sunflower seeds for Arenbourg that 
are bound to be extra mucho grande, in view of the 

* special wish as expressed in your accompany note.
* This afternoon I made a special round at iirenbourg to 

prepare the round which i divested of weeds and spaded up 
deeply. Tomorrow before sun up 1 shall be planting 
mad&y in this newly turned soil and what with scattered 
showers, promised for Wednesday afternoon or night, the 
seed Should germinate forthwith and probably within
a week i shall be ai-le to report their appearance above 
ground.'

J, •a. tells me he had no satisfactory news concerning 
the situation of the General's son He had a couple of 

i l-Wv "telephone conversations with Geleste during the day, she being 
| ™  j at-Baton ^ouge, but no word was forthcoming from the

hospital, although he k understi^od from Geleste who was 
passing it along from the youth s wife, that the injury 
seemed to paralyze the ung Gaptain below his waist. But 
this was the first report immediately after the accident,
so x reckon it should e taken with caution.

• <

I believe the General was eventually located in l i evi York 
last night after he had returned to His hotfcl from 
the theatre. His wife chartered a private plane to 
take'her to Fort G^p-keil, Kentucky this morning, as I 
understand it.

Gne of the servants told me that Geleste returned 
to ^elrose tonight about 7 o'clock, so 1 suppose there 
will be many particulars in the morning;

fn spite of anticipation the social whirl in Baton 
Bouge must have turned out a dud.

1|
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Wednesday, April 25th, 1951.

I am really quite tired physically tonight, having 
for the first time this season felt the heat to the point 
of nersperation. T made sort of a pew garden at the 
end, - west >end, of the big house, although I didn t 
start until after three hours up the road, and knocked off 
a couple of hours before dark in order to return to 
iirenhourg.

But 1 had excellent help at ^elrose and that enabled 
me to finish in a day what would probably have required three, 
had 1 been going under my own steam exclusively.

Slap Y7e«'t of tie big house, in the direction of the 
bamboo in the general neighbhorhood of the center o f 
the iris garden, 1 mounded up a big circle, perhaps 
12 feet in diameter which 1 planted with scarlet and saffron 
cannas. To right and left, but considerably back and 
further to the west, I set in milk and wine lilies in quarter 
circles harmonizing with the curve of the canna circle.

In the foreground, near the walk or path along' the side 
of' the house, I set out gardners garter, . 0ne big old 
bed on each side, so that a pleasant green lawn might carpet 
the space between the gardner's gardter and move westward to 
swirl"around the canna circle, and spill up against the 
lilies further back#

^nd if this description turns out as adled in reading 
as 1 am ^n writing it, the whole things must be just as 
clear as1 mud.

IOn the plantation the cotton planting goes on apace and 
in the Health ^epartmertt, a big old white truck was stationed 
at the gtore all day. It was staffed by three doctors and 
two nurses, and the interior was rigged up with some kind 
of an X Bay outfit which made portraits of everybody’s 
lungs. I think: this is a splendid service, - sponsored by 
the State, I suppose, although it may be both Btate and 
federal. The whole thing costs the patient nothing, of course, 
ttnd the control of tuberculosis ought to be furthered 
considerably through this medium. T am delighted to 
say thatlots *of people were standin in line all day, so 
I take it the day's labor was a success. But I must 
fold at this point, and so to bath and bed. Again my 
thanks for your nice surprise package. This ribbon is already 
growing pale and at ^renbourg a huh sun will see me 
busy with your, gift covered by the accompany envelope with 
the seeds.... .

Memorandum:
^ow nice to have your Bunday air mail in today’s post,
I am making acknowledgement of it a little later 

in the evening than is my custom, what with both secretaries 
tapping at my door a little later than usual, - albeit 
both of them making their rounds together. The 
post was fairly heavy and so there was ample labor for both 
of them. Accordingly I put one of them to work on 
the unimportant stuff, reserving the only important 
piece of work for the second, following the departrue of 
the first. And although your letter is always the first 
one explored, in this instance, it was the last, - and 
it was so good to enjoy it oomparttively alone, and to 
tiring my successive sittings to such a delectable l e m m a  
tion.

At -j_s sq good of you to share details with me regarding 
. the present status, - or uncertainty of status, as 
regards ”les affaires” within the immediate future, how 
well do 1 imagine the inevitable unsettled state of mind such 
r situation must occasion, and I feel certain it will be a 
matter of great relief when the new pattern has been establishea 
and the inevitable new personalities contacted and ad jus 
to the different variations that undoubtedly will lie°0I£e 
manifest within the next few weeks or months at the latest,
Such adjustments, like the crossing of bridges before 
one comes to them, is or are probably more difficult in 
anticipation than'in reality, and X, for one, am so much 
a creature of habit that such changes incline to disturbe 
my peace of mind endlessly. But I find a measure of co; mpensa- 
tion in the fact that the change is to oe one of personalities 
rather than organizations, and thus, it would seem, as 
chough half the battle were already won, and perhaps the 
final victory will be so simple, and pray sincerely 
it may be pleasant, so that the adjustment may be something 
to be welcomed rather than dreaded.

It was good of you to tell me of the Ballet, and 
it provided me with a laugh The idea of the witching hour of
midnight transforming the ballerina into a anotherpart must have been as gay xx as was the slack wan m  another,.
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I agree with you that t lasting House silence does 
setem odd, Within a day or so, I shall pen a letter to 
that organization, sending it along to yon for consideration 
as to -nutting in the mail. After sending this suggested note, 
hy ordinary post, attached to one of the daily emos, I shall 
follow it with aA air mail, should, word come from fastings 
within a few days, so that you may have^the ;air ̂ mail - i* 
word should he received from Hastings, hy the time my 1®ttQr 
to them, being submitted to you, has reached your true hand.

I must have been more be-fuddled than I realized yesterday 
after first dark, for although 1 was fairly tired physically, 
my mind seemed no more slothful than usual, and after 
ohatting with you a bit, I even did a bit of reading 
the Freeman volume on Washington, it was only nl
it suuaenly dawned on me that 1 had read through uibber and illy 
without having sense enough to realize it was iuesday night.

This morning was cloudy with only a few gleams of sunshine, 
but this afternoon a nice little shower passed this way, and 
I liked it much, both for ^renbourg and Melrose. The 
promise is for scattered showers tomorrow, too, but at 
10 o'clock tonight the stars were ^dimmed by any suggestion 
of a haze. The weather continues warm, however, and i reckon 

the ^ulf could blow up a few little cloud-lets without 
much difficulty.

J. jU# hasn t been able to establish telephone connections 
with the dene al in Kentucky and so the status of the latter s 
son remains uncertain.. Celeste told me tis morning, however, 
that the first re port* was garbled, and the youth had 
fainted in a car when being brought back to camp^ following a 
routine j\unp from an airplane, - a type of outdoor sport which 
the youth s branch of the service calls on him to perform, as 
I understand it, every month, find at which he is an old, old 
hand. xt was following the fainting that the paralysis was 
discovered, and that's all t know on that score.

I did have sense enough to tune in on Capitol Cloakroom 
last night to hear Representative Martin, - is it, - Republican 
House majority leader* rasp out his disagreeable observations.
I got the impression he must be a unpleasant number, ^nd
in the same breath, may i ask if' it ever struck you that
the Rational Rroacasting Company seems to be awfully republican
and the Columbia more Roomeratic, - not so much in policy as
in general attitude toward politicians and things political in
general, ^gain my thanks for your grand letter, and 1 shal
have more to refer to other items in it in subsequent sittings....

...

Thursday, "pril &6th, 1951.

Memorandum:
as predicted, a fine little shower developed during 

the night and everything looks as fresh and lush greenas 
ever it will throughout the season.

Rurely the little shower did just the right thing by 
way of encouragement for the germination of the sunflower seeds, 
planted yesterday at Arenbourg and before we know it, they 

will probably be emulating the tiny mimosas in jumping 
skyward.

X

I didn't get around yesterday to laugh with you re
garding the-extraordinary voice of the D. A. R. girl, a 
recording of whose singing was incorporated in the news of 
the week program. Ho wonder the girls eidn t want Miss 
Anderson to sing in their fine Washington hall. After 
all, if the one we heard warbling at the McArthur meeting 
was*the best they could summon up for such a special 
occasion, I shudder to think what the results would be 
like, had they just picked one =at random.

J. H. talked with the General on the telephone last 
night but we still don't seem to know much about the 
status of the youthful Captain. Roctors were being flown in 
from Mmephis and Chicago, andl take it they must be 
military numbers, since 1 believe the military hospital 
at Fort Campbell would go into the civilian camps for 
consultants. There was some talk about a clot on the spine, 
but that was all, and speculation naturally arises locally 
as to the possibility of polio, Somehow it seems odd that 
we should know so little when the family are in such 
close attendance and probably, in view of papa s rating, 
within reach of all known data covering the case.

I continue to read a little from Freeman's Washington, 
but unless I give up gardening and pilgrimaging a little, 
it will be another week before 1 have succeeded in keeping 
awake to finish the business. But after all, i can
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think: of no great reason for rushing through the thing, 
and it presents so many facts new to me and so many 
details, particularly in regard to propritorship of 
lands' etc., that I want to study the pages slowly 
enough t absorb a little as I go along, never before 
did 1 realize what a flare for business young Washington 
had for at 20 he was speculating in land and acquiring 
valuable property, much of it from funds he himself 
earned from surveying, nven at 18, he had become the 
family banker, lending small sums to his half brotners^ 
and friends, and carefully noting such transactions in his 
account book. It seems the more extraordinary that a youth 
thus interested in acquiring property should have so willingly 
given up such pursuits for military activities which 
offered little or nothing by way of income, and ofren 
such services were performed at the expense of gainful 
employment that would have enabled him to increase his 
orooerties considerably. Looking back from a perspective 
of a life time, he must have found his experiences in 
the rigorous frontier campaigns of the 1740's as a 
wonderful training and rehersal for what was to 
transpire from 1776 to 1781, but usrely he and no® one 
else in the 1740's could ever have imagine anything that 
would suggest the strange twist events took in the 1770 s.

The vast grants to Virginia estates along the iotomac and 
Kapidan were made by Charles 2nd while in exile at 
St. Germain-en-^aye. H  occurs to me that ± have 
never read anything about the exile years of oharles £na, 
although much seems to have been written about his brother,
James 2nd, when the English revolution If 1688 tossed him
off the throne and -̂ ouis XIV journeyed some distance
from Versailles to greet him and placed the same ohateau
of ^t. Oermain-en-^aye at his disposal as a permanent residence.

From the enclosure yon will note we are drawing a lemon.
In response,to the letter, I expressed the hope that ^elrose 
soil woulan t have the same effect on "the dwarf fruit tree that 
operated in^the instance of ^unt ^ammie's "dwarf" crepe myrtles 
After all, a Liotl in „  boudoir is one thing but an 
18 or 20 foot lemon tree in a library with a 12 foo

Friday, April 2?th, 1951.

foot ceiling
really would pose a problem,

I was enchanted today when my old friend, the niqckingjbird, 
put in a belated appearance at Arenbourg to assist me /aj 
ny spade work, he clearing the soil of earth worms, I 11 
take some pieces of string along with me tomoriow ana he will 
aake the most of them in his home building program, don t you
I- Vi -i y-i Lt- on

Memorandums
another lovely day, with a dew so heavy this morning that 

I was ’soaked before I reached Arenbourg and into the higher 
timbers". But it was a warm wet and I liked it.

#orking in the early hours at Arenbourg are so satisfying 
because one can whale away at stuff and not be interrupted every 
five minutes by one5 t^ing or another. And yet those passing 
Melrose during' the past 24 hours have been ever so pleasant, even 
thought their presence is never conducive to gardening, save in 
a theoretical way, if and when a pilgrim chances to be interested
in plants.

une such was Dr. Qox of L. S. U. who spent the night here and 
had a tour just beTore~Tir¥T~dar*C last night and undertook 
a second with me after breakfast this morning, ne is one of 
those persons who has passed by ^elrose many times in years gone 
bye but never got in the front gate, and so was astonished at 
what he had to see. He spent some time in the Fiji Islands 
during the war, and had many interesting things t tell me 
about the flora of that remote situation. I enjoyed him ever
so much. '

Another visitor was somebody or other who sits on top of 
he -UQW urleans Board of health, or possibly the Louisiana State 

Board. It was his first visit fter©, too, and as he gardens a 
bit on his own hook, he found ; uch to entertain him. He 
asked me if 1 had ever met Dr. Hand. told him I had. ne told 
me he thought Dr. Hand'was possessed of 9ne of the most steadfast 
characters of any one he ever knew, Isn t it a pleasant 
sensation ...perhaps almost the most pleasant known, when one 
hears pleasant things said about ones loved and admired.

1'he nrospect for the week end leaves much to be desired, 
for the Shreveport contingent are threatening to honor us. 
Perhaps, I hope, they will change their minds, I hope but 
I reckon we shall all survive. I suppose this visitation 
is something of a prelude to bouncing the offspring down this 
wav a month hence. How that trick is going to be turned 
leaven alone knows, but 1 am quite sure I shall not participat. 
in any of it.
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•That we are merged from Spring into summer "became 
evident last night when the Chimney sweeps put in their 
appearance* The pecanes, last of all*local trees to put 
out new leaves, are now quite opaque with their new 
greenery, and any day now I am expecting the orioles*

, hr. ^ox chanced to remark what good luck he had 
experienced Thursday "by finding a chimney sweep in his house.
^e says that is an unfailing sign of good fortune. I told 
him * was ready to accept the omen as a portent of good fortune, 
hut when ten thousand cascaded down my chimeny one night a few 
years ago, bringing down tons of soot‘with them, and messing up 
the place generally from at out 8 until midnight before I succeeded 
in getting them all out of the place, the omen in itself didn't 
seem to suggest much luck so far as the labor that accompanied 
the visitation.

Until 1 had had that go-round with the birds,  ̂never realized 
what unexpected things they could do, such as crawling behind 
the books on the shelves in the living room, and hiding on the 
celling where the tester of the bed protected them from 
sight and molestation, - until 1 tossed Grandpa up on the tester, 
and then went inno a panic on my own hook, hoping Grandpa would 
not catch any up there, since getting them out of there, except 
by their own inclination, would necessitate taking the bed down

I was luckier tonight than a week ago, for I succeeded 
in hearing the entire Hear It -bow show, - and I must say 
in passing that 1 guess that program de crves a better name.
I haven't anything in mind, but Hear It llow doesn't seem to be 
quite adequate. The squabble in the recording studio among 
the three or four Senators was certainly edifying. I am 
inclined to think Senator Humphries one of the better brains in 
the Senate and Gapeheart one of the most dishonest. Some Congress 
members on the radio give the impression they are stupid or 
ignorant or whatever, just as others give an equally strong 
impression of their wisdom and good sense, but there is a 
much’more worrisome segment, such as the Tafts^ and the Capehearts 
who somehow succeed in striking me as being quite capable of 
all kin$s of intellecutal chicanery, but 1 try to "hold the 
thought" that, by the mercy of God, they are definitely in 
the minoirity A plain fool is bad enough but a simulated one 
is worse. 1 !

So comes another week to a close, 1 hope the Saturday-*Gunday 
interlude holds some rela: ation for you, and please don't try to 
write when everything at business is &o by sixes and sevens. You 
always know i. will understand....

Sunday, April 29th, 1951*

Memorandum:
How nice to find your Tuesday letter in Saturday's 

post. I am so glad Spring, in spreading her gay green mantle 
across the city's lawns and trees has definitely established 
herself as having at long: last come to stay.

un Saturday, among other arrivals, were the orioles, 
and although I looked forward with,eagerness to their arrival, 
it now seems regrettable they didn t wait until Monday to 
put in an appearance. * f

In fact, 7 orioles, 13 cardinals, 5 red headed woodpeckers,
8 mocking birds 3 warblers and quite a few bluejays were among 
the assortment of slaughtered things whose totals were run up 
between 5 p.m. on Saturday and 3 o'clock this afternoon.
For the three Wenk children brought their automatic rifles^ 
for which everything moving and somethings stationary provided 
targets for their heavy artillery. The little girl is 7 years 
old, and the two boys about 10 and 12. Of course it is difficult 
to imagine who parents in their right minds would purchase 
rifles and put them in the hands of such tender offspring, but, 
come to think of it, probably nobody in his right mind would.

At,5:30 this morning, J. *. took off in a plane from 
Hatchitoches, landing at Fort Campbell, Kentucky around
9 o'clock, ue spent the morning with the Henrys and 
found little Stephen as gay as a cricket, laughing and 
apparantly disdainful of mere physical limitations. The 
surgeon who had operated on Vandenburg was in attendance.
I believe he is a civilian but was asked to lend his medical 
skill in checking over a number of paralysis cases, some of 
whom had just been flown in from ^orea. The general under
standing is that little Stephen will never walk again, and 
that elimination of all waste material will have to be accomplished 
through artifical mean for the balance of his life, urine every 
6 hours, excrement every 2 days.

In the afternoon^ J. H., in his chartered plane, ±kr flew 
the General to Baton Houge, and then hopped off again for̂  
home, reaching hatchitoches around 6 or 7 o’clock. * still
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marvel at the mileage people cover in a day by air, --not so 
much in trans-Atlantic hops of thousadans of miles as in 
little journeys of six or seven hundred miles, for 1 suppose 
we still hold to the ancient patter when we measured distance 
by the time required to ocver it by horse and buggy or horeiess
carriage.

On the home front, mean time, things developed into some
thing of a shambles, Much loot was sequestered in the car con
fessions of the intentions being made in advano®, as though that 
did something or other to the conscience, as for plants, I 
was quite indifferent about that item of plunder but when it came 
to household things, I had to put my foot down, This brought 
forth an effort to get me drunk which didn’t succeed so far 
as I was concerned, but seemed on the way to success in the case 
of the lady herself, and she finally worked herself up into 
such an emotional state that when ready to depart she was 
weeping and raising u-ell all in the same breath and ended up y 
'denouncing Celeste because she wanted to he Mistress of Melrose ana 
declaring to the assembled group, - Celeste, Madam^Regard, 
her family, Ben and me that this was her final visit to elrose ana 
that under no circumstances would she ever come again.

The children Are scheduled to arrive on ^n® 2nd and remain 
through the 20th, and of course she will be along to bring them, 
and take them back home. Her husband told Celeste he was trying 
to make a go of it on account of the children, - and let us 
hold the thought he may be successful in his intention.

I was glad to see Hr. Hand who passed this way around 4. He 
was shocked at the sight of a lovely red headed woodpecker, stx uggitig .v 
by the path near the cistern, dyinfc of gunshot, and by inches.

\je had a pleasant sitting although our sub e c t s  for discussion 
weren t too pleasant. ■•ue merely shok his head when 1 asked 
about''Chances for little Stephen. He asked; me to ride over to the 
camp for a few minutes to see Blythe and the' children, and 1 did.
Blythe said the Iris Society, with people from every State, 

were shockad by Bister’s outrageous doings and that she kept 
every hing in an uproar. She said Hister did so much loud talking 
even at the banquet and during Caroline’s speech that everyone 
was distracted and annoyed. What a piece of baggage she really is.

In response to lister’s request that I write Boan, ^r*
Butler, ‘"ary "ambdin, Charles and Myrtle tnaix and Miss Myra that 
she and her hhsband are spending ^ay 11th, 12th and 13th, in Hatchez,
I demurred, naturally. Imagine wishing such a psychopathic case on 
co anyone.

lf$ afriad this is a might poof Memo, but perhaps X shall^ 
do better on the morrow, and after such a go-round, I can readily 
fold up my beard without anyone having to urge me to do so....

Monday, April 30th, 1951.

Memorandum: . J "
And so the postman ran his course an hour and a 

half ahead of schedule this morning, - hence the posting 
of yesterday's Memo and this one on the morrow, May 1st.

Yp and abroad at 5, - the days begin so early at this 
point in the calendar, - and I was glad X had done 
a day’s work before 9 when the Kleisers telephoned 
from town, Xt seems they passed this way yesterday when 
th, bot was approaching the boiling point and having 
learned from ^eleste that X was up to my neck in family, 
had thoughtfully withdrawn, they wanted to ask if they 
might do some more painting at ‘"elrose, and if so, 
they had in mind stopping in hat chi toches for a week, 
coming donw this way each morning,

uf course I am delighted to see them again, and 
they had arrived before 10, bringing me a bottle of 
Vermouth which X don t need and a bottle of Taylor s 
port which X do, °

We had a pleasant little c at, after which they f®ll "to 
laboring on their canvases, ^r, Kleiser having in mind o 
do at least two pictures of the big house while Mrs.
Kleiser started in 0n the pink poppies and golden day 
lilies lining the brick walk to the big house.

* Among other things they had to, tell me was a
point regarding the kleiser rendition of the 
IpleRsed martiiL* It seems t&at Charles Benkenstem ox 
iW^^nlter^tates *teel Corporation inclines toward modern 
' pictures and caught sight of the *hapel which chanced to 
be hanging in the Keliser studio at Grange the other day. 
And B©pp Benkenstein wjhfcte was so charmed with its 
"modernity”', which is'certainly just about as modern as 
SI Creco, he immediately asked if he might have it 
passed into his ownership. It seems to me,the JJ’as
priced at £1,200.00 or £1,500.00 but X don^t recall ior
certain.
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Two telephone calls from town indicated other 
people wanted to head in for a tour today, and the 
weather has "been so fine, it would have been pleasant,—  
for them,, hut I declined their request, hut suggested 
they might make a round on Wednesday. I don't know 
who the people are, hut one of them is a Kansas Gity 
poetess,, and perhaps she will he amusing ."I^'tHihk 'I 
shall try to inspire her to do an Ode to St. Gigin' 
or some such, - don t you think so.

o
And along about £*.30, and quite unannounced,

Mrs. Hoioman. suddenly appeared, as out of no where. It 
seems she had heard so much talk about the magnolia 
in the palm over the past week end that she simply had 
to come by to have a look for herself and have some 
pictures made and to ask me if I would dictate a 
few paragraphs to her about the phenomenon. I would, 
and L even gave her a hand in rounding up a ladder to 
get a close-up of the business, - hoping that I 
might be able to secure one for your own scrapbook.

The Kleisers had brought two or three of their canvases 
to show me, - and very lovely ones they were, too, - a still 
life, _ being a Chinese vase of unusual beauty, a self 
portrait of Hr. K# and a portrait he had done of his wife 
in pastel tones 0f*pale green background and lemon yellow 
bandana kerchief about her head that was especially 
smooth and refreshing. I poured from the Taylor port for 
the three guests and it was |ive before the Kleissers 
departed for the day and 6 o clock before 1 had finished 
^rs. ^oloman's article.

A couple of uninspiring guests came for supper at 
6:30^ and so the day has run down.

Prom the enclosure, you will note our friend,
King Solomon, a pears to be getting along alright.
In a recent letter to him, I mentioned I would be glad 
of any snapshots for the scrapbook, thinking that 
the forwarding of such items might lend encouragement in 
the field of correspondence, since a note would probably 
accompany any likenesses As time goes on, these samples 

of his manner of expression, spelling, etc., may provide an 
interesting glimpse of the race and social strata he 
represents.

I have an appointment for 5 a.m. on the morrow with 
my old friend, the ^renbourg mocking-bird, and as the 
hour grows late, I fold herewith, for tomorrow will be 
another day....

r
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Tuesday, Hay 1st, 1951.

Memorandum:
How nice to find your elegant three page letter, to 

gether With the clippings, in this morning's post. 
as it was written under Tuesday's date, it obviously 
should have arrived yesterday, which .probably accounts 
for the f,hit or miss” deliveries that some times 
characteries the local sched le, for it was yesterday 
the postman was an hour and a quarter ahead of time.

^nd how much I appreciate all the details you took the 
trouble to Include, and all for. my complete delectation, 
as I was unacquainted with every particular, save your 
observations regarding certain good reasons for keeping
an eye open for a copy of "Guide to Confident Living” 
or however the title reads. «

Parenthetically, another curious aspect of mail delivery 
was’the arrival of a postcard in today's post from ^iss ^ate 
Perkins of Monroe, ^a,, dated and cancelled April 6th, which 
seems to be leisurely enough so far as making the 100 
mile jaunt as between here and there,

T am so glad to have all the ̂ interesting det ils 
regarding impending events swirling around ^adison avenue, 
one in particular by way of a change, scheduled for today.
Hatui ally I shall be "holding the thought" as between this 
moment and the moment-i learn what arrangements have been 
made. And first and foremost, the thought held uppermost 
will be that everything will eventuate to your liking. Isn't 
is curious the whole business was so constantly kept in 
'the dark, so far as you were concerned, since obviously 
you should have been the first to have been advised of 
the date of termination. Hut as I remarked in a recent 
Memo, the one thing I understand less than eontempoary 
children are contemporary adults.

I had not heard of Hlsie de Wolfe's death and so of 
course was doubly interested in your reference to her passing 
and to some of the provisions of her will. I know not if Lord 
Mendfkl survived his wife, but assume he did not.
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as for G, B. 3. and his final testament, that 
seemed to run pretty muc£ true to form, as an astute business 
man, he certainly would have known that money appropriated 
for arranging a new alphafct was a lot of tomfoolery'and 
that there wouldn t be the slightest chance of anything 
being accomplished, save the squandering of the money. It 
seems to be about in a class with his determination not to 
take so much as a peep at the -new fork skviine when his 
boat docked in the harbor for a couple of days.

And news of the Eisenhower abode near ^arly-le-Roi set 
me to speculating. If they were being particular to stress 
Marly-le-Boi as opposed to Porte Marly and Marly-la-Haehine, 
then it must be hard by the former gardens. But if 
it is merely "near Marly --any one of the three, then it 
might be anywhere as between St. Germain-en-^aye and Versailles.
I am wondering if 1 ever chanced to mention, - and probably 
I have a million times, the rather modest, but awfully 
F rancois fremier mansion of Alexandra Bumas. nere* about 

half way between Ht. Germain-en-Laye and JtauPly-i'ê Boi. It 
has a somewhat ostentatious big iron entrance gate near the 
highway, the mansion situated well within sight of the entrance 
gate, perhaps half as far back from the road"as Melrose is 
from the public road# Phis estate?was Monte Oristo. with 
a big old letter "D" worked into the i ron*~above* t he * gate. The 
last time 1 was there, it was in«good repairbut unoccupied. Had 
this been the place selected for the Eisenhowers, I am sure 
some mention of tne name of the builder would have been 
mentioned in the news dispatches. Without giving much 
onought to the matter, I guess Gingerbread Gothic is bout 
the world's worst architecture, but next to it is probably 
franco is Premier, and I always wondered how a man who had written 
so much about the Bourbon dynasty could ever have committed 
such an anachronism as building a chateau of the 150.0's i-, 
the very heart of a countryseid© so permeated with 
17th and 18th century feeling

The summer weather holds, or did hold until first dark 
tonight, but it is doubtful if I shall hear much of our 
favorite Tuesday night radio programs this eek, although

sarae reason I missed them last week, 
raJh®r l3eJause a heap of lightening is flashing in the 

uorth and I could make nothing of the Ed. ^orrow news cast, althoug] 
I am hoping may fare better after the lapse of an hour.

ou will enjoy Miss Hellie's letter and the mention of 
narding warter Again my thanks? for your grand letter and 
and more in regard to tne same on the morrow,... clippings

( J (t.,4810 ^ / f i
/'I \ o t t
^  ' "S/aA C A

'kcydU A>
_  . ■ ■ , ~

Wednesday, ^ay 2nd, 1951.

Aemorand m:
The atmospheric canonad© last night blotted out 

the fibber and ^olly performance, but I finsihed off 
the youthful Washington, which certainly wasn t comedy, but 
was nevertheless entertaining*

A sprinkle and a rainexchanged dominance all night and 
has continued the inter-play all day. The net result 
is a couple of inches of rain which the ootton planters 
didn't want but which you and 1 could use very nicely.

During a momentary gleam of sunshine during the morning, 
the Kleisers came down and rigged up their easles to 
paint the big house, but a return of showers forced them 
to seek shelter on the gallery where t found them along 
about 9. I suggested they might enjoy repairing to 
the back gallery of Tucea for a bit of relaxation until 
after the weather had made up its mind, I think they lihe 
the place the more because they have spent more time there 
than on the gallery of the big house, what with the painting 
of the *hapel and all a few months back. Unbeknown to them,
I had arranged a pretty bouquet of magnolias on the Yucca 
gallery and when they caught sight of them, all their 
impulse to await a change in the weather deserted them, and 
immediately they set aside their canvases of the big house and 
fell to work on the grandiflora department. Mr. Kleiser 
was enchanted at the colors he saw or imagined h© saw in 
looking at the bouquet, for 1 had it sitting hard by 
St Giggin's fountain, with the vase on the wooden bench, so 
that the backdrop was that old tan-pink mud of the wall just 
below the Gane River Gobelin.

He pretty well rounded up the-.composition before 
Quitting time, and after a few finishing touches have been 
applied, I believe it will turn out to be quite a lovely 
portrait of a flower.

Today's post brought a lot of non-d©5cript mail, 
including theJhilarious printed account of a tour some group or 
other made to ^elrose a while back, ^ho ever wrote the piece
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obviously drew from ^arnett ^ane for some of the particulars, 
and the reference to' their host seems to he something of a 
cross between laughable and libel

Late thisafternoon I arranged for private burial_ 
services for a nice black, cat whom I had recently enticed into 
establishing its residence with me at Yucca. was coal-jet 
black and looked ever so pretty, sitting on the old red brick 
pavement of the gallery, drinking mil milk out̂  of a cobalt 
blue saucer. I couldn t find him on Sunday night, but 
on Monday morning he was waiting for me on the gallery, 
heaven alone knowing how far m he may have had to drag himself 
to reach home. He had suffered such a loss of blood from 
a rifle shot that he could scarcely raise his head, poor thing.
I tried giving him so fresh steak but he just couldn t make it, 
and so x fixed him a little bed of dried e,rass and leaves where 
it was cool and si adey, ho ing he might have 8 more existences to 
his credit, but he was apparently alrea y overdrawn, and 
expire before dawn this morning.

A message from ^iss Hally indicates she is sending me 
a couple of kittens tomorrow from ^agnolia, but I 
wish they might not arrive until alter the 20th of tune, 
what with the heavy artillery lined up for that exciting month,

/.l: m'

L noted your request to keep you advised regarding po sible 
»«enk plans for the month, a q  of the present writing, I 
know nothing of any plans for *ew J-ork, and it is quite 
possible, in view of all the excitement of last Sunday, that 
domestic squabbles may put a crimp in all their plans, but 
be that as it may, 1 shall keep my ear to the ground and report 
all tremors, — if any. My guess is that there may well be none.

I am glad to have read the freeman book but feel there 
are two books in the study, and that one should be labeled 
the military experience of young Washington and the other 
should be styled Wasnington and his youth in colonial Virginia, 
for one would have to be ultra militarily inclined to devote 
so much time to the reading of the one, and therefore probably 
not inteested in the other, - and vice-versa. There is a tremendous 
story about the grandfather of Martha’s first husband, - 
old -tark, who nrst have been a bag of the first water? I

What with preparations on Monday for a party on Tuesday,
Tuesday’s party, and getting over Tuesday party on Wednesday, 
neither of the ladies across the fence have as yet contacted 
the ^leisers, seeming to indicate again what we already 
know, to wit, that purely social merry-go-rounds don t easily 
mix with patronage ‘of the ^rts. The kindliest of feelings 
exist all around, but as in the case of getting a note off to 
you on your birthday, it just happened that a party somehow got 
in between......

Jl OMitfj-lA 1) a-pp
C V7V>/.n4812

Thursday, May 3rd, 1951.

Memorandum:
It's one of those hot, humid nights. I suppose the 

thermometer is in the 80's. The sky, being moonless, 
seems twice as brilliantly star-studded, and the pecane gxis* tr 
trees twice as black against the horizon heyond the bamboo 
which is perhaps even blacker because of the constant 
twinkling of a billion fireflies.

i?rom 5 this morning until 7 tonight I was bogged down 
with people, sometimes too many at the same time, and 
so when first dark arrived, £ indulged'myself in a bit 
of relaxation on the gallery, with Ar. Horowitz and *r. 
Kostelanetz doings their musical finest for my delectation 
until mv head began to nod and 1 concluded it was time 
for us to have a little chat.

The cotton fields were still too damp for plantation 
operations witji hoe or tractor, but the condition of the 
soil was perfect at^renbourg for weed pulling and 1 
made the most of it as between 5 and 9, with one 
ssistant to give me a hand on some of the more expansive 

growthThe Kleisers were down from town by 9 and were 
sainting madly, ^either of them stopped until 5, save for 
a half hour’s lunch and a glass of port with me, - they had
brought Taylor s port, just out of a clear sky and w e .......
all three enjoyed the aroma as one is bound to do if jing^r ^axe 
^oncord grapes appeal, as 1 assume they must, to almost 
everyone.

Mr. Eleiser's magnolia received his attention most 
of the afluiTHIoonT”^ ^  the finishing line, which will
probably be reached after an hour’s work on it tomorrow.
Lid I mention he is painting it on the bench-on the gallery, 
the wood of the ancient pew, rather on the gray-ish side, 
with the pink of the mud behind, as formed by the wall, 
with the vase a sand color about the tone of cement, ne 
is using the precise tones surrounding the bouquet, and 
the big old ivory blossoms unfold with a whiteness that^ 
is marvelous, l suspect that when the whole thing is finsihed,
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there will he something about the quality of it that will 
remind one of the David treatment of color and finish in, say, 
that canvas of .his in the Metropolitan, _ The Death of 
’Socrates, or whateve it is called

The Knipmeyers spent the morning, - or at least a 
couple of hours of it here, and returned at 2, after dining 
at Magnolia, and bringing b ck with them a’ couple of 
little kittens for me, fhey are friendly little numbers, one 
black, the other gray with white feet, but I am hoping I 
may not get to attached to them before somebody presents me 
with a nice old alley cat, for today's kittens are 
Persian, and their long fur appeals to me not at all, for 
they can pick up too much trash in it in the country, and 
besides, I have an iaea that ordinary cats are much better 
at mouse catching that the higher bred but more delicate 
breeds, resides, i like the plainness of somebody like 
Grandpa for sheer harmony with the simplicity of Yucca.

:
The Sacred ^eart group arrived about 2:30, and we 

had a nice little tour, although Blythe came by in the mid&t of 
it and I turned over the bacred niarts~To the Knipmeyers for 
the amenities at Yucca while I had a brief chat with Mad$m 
M-and, alt ough it was far too brief, and 1 regret -1- didn t 
get to see her after the pilgrims had departed. She said she 
wanted to talk with me about ^udubon when an opportunity 
presented itself, for she had'"been astonished at some things 
the director of the shrine at St. Prancsiville had to tell 
the gathering at the opening yesterday. Among other 
things, the gathering was "r©minded" that it was fitting 
to establish this shrine to ^udubon s memory since he had once owned 
and lived at Gakley. I guess Audubon would have been surprised to 
h0ve heard he ever got it away from the Piries, - even at 
this late date

I was genuinely sorry 1 couldn't talk more with her, and I 
must write her tonight, thanking her for.the big old fat gold 
fish she brought for St. Giggin's.

dh© olid add in parting that she looked forward also to telling 
me about the national -̂ ris Convention which she deleares was 
really dreadfully upset by the impossible behavior of one single 
individual, X dropped Garoline a line, amfcing inquiry regarding 
the success of the congress.and it will be interesting what she 
has to report, --if anything.

But enough can be imagined without need for actual details, 
anti besides, -*■ notice it it time to fold up this ^emo, dash off 
a couple of others of greater brevity, r.nd thence to my do. ny couc .,

4*7y 481.4

Friday, ^ay 4th, 1951,

Memorandum; *
another lovely summer’s day, and how nice it should have 

been made so full by receipt of your Monday's letter, with 
enclosure, - Mississippi Begend program.

I had to laugh about the quarter of a century terminating 
with a prosaic prosaic sandwich and your suggestion that certain 
initials were so applicable in that as in other instances.

I hadn't realized you all had touched 80 in your 
neighborhood, but I gather the summer must have come with 
something of a rush. It is inter sting that the trees along 
the Concourse should be in leaf at just # bout the same time 
the laggardly pecanes local make up their minds. The trees are 
sueewntly the object of considerable attention from day to day, for 
they are currently putting out their little fringes of 
blossoms or whatever one might call them, - although certainly not 
a flower, in the usual concept of the word. Mven the merchant 
planter, conservative on crop estimates, reports that the 
experts from Ghreveport, Baton Bouge and Washington^ passing this 
way during the past week, have concluded that this year's crop Bids 
fair to more imposing tonnage than last year, - I hope, what 
with all the expenditures 1 am secretly planning to put over if 
money seems easy along in November^

I h enchan ed at your account of the performance of 
Mississippi M©gQnd, and can well imagine that the intimate 
touch:as*’reflected by an audience of but 250 nust have give 
a very special horalness to the business.

I suppose one reason for the ..charm of the 18th century 
theatres in the princely and royal chateaux was that intimacy 
that was felt in gatherings restricted in numbers. I have never qute 
recovered from the shook of the Grand staircase of the Ambassadors 
at Versailles having been converted into a little theatre, but 
the fact that the one at ^errenchemsee more or less duplicates the 
original offers a measure' of recompense. But as for such 
delicious little theatres as tht of Mme. du ^aine at Gceaux
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and Marie Antointte at Betit Trianon must have been
the last word in deliGiousness, not only architecturally
but socially as well, what with most of the amateur
actors and members of the audience all friends spending
a gay evening in the co parative seclusion of' such a heavenly
retreat.

ifrom three different quarters I today heard about the 
Bachelier-Becker business, or absence of the same. J. u. said 
he had chanced to bump into Bather ^ecker somewhere and 
had had quite a chat with him, but that nothing- was said about 
the i pending law suits. Mrs. Combs dropped in for a second 
to take a look at the Kleiser compositions and said by chance 
she had had her attention called to a sample estate settlement 
in the Court house where she had inquired about some estate 
her husband was interested in. The lawyer, to illustrate some 
point, opened a file and laid before her a brief, which, oddly enough 
had to do with the laehelier estate, and there on the death 
certificate was noted the fact that senility had characterized 
the man prior to his finally illness, his will making and his 
death, ^nd from a third quarter i learned that J. n . and 1 
were likely to be summoned as witnesses in one of the Beeker-Bacholier 
trials, — I hope not.

all the ^enrys areq quite enchanted with the resuite of 
toe Kleisers handiwork, stemming in part, perhaps, because 
they are vefT̂ ed at such imposing figures. Bu it is pleasant 
to know they set store by them anyway. 1 believe the ^leisers 
return to °range on the morrow and they plan to pass back this 
way again in September with a view of doing some more painting*

It only oedured to me on Wednesday how much Mr. Kleiser and 
A>r. Hand are alike in personal a parance ^uring their brief 
contact friendly little sparks flew from the Truman-McArthur 
anvil, with **r. kleiser being on uhe ^c-axthur side and 
i>r. Hand saying a solider’s first duty is to obey orders from 
his supriors. 'A’he two were standing facing each other, 
and i was struck by the parallel of figure, age, coloring of 
hair, etc.

ixs for you hope of discovering some of the metoyers in 
the lists of early passe-tigers on boats comeing- to this 
country, 1 am ei.chanted to know that such lists have been 
published. I always assumed Benqamin and Thomas might 
have arrived some time between 1763 and 1757, although I 
have no real assumption based on anything basic. My thought has laways been that had the brothers arrived during 
the french era, they might have received land grants in their 
own right, but since they did not but rather acquired their 
holdings through marriage, it seemed probably they may have 
come after Spain had taken over in 1763 or in the following year, 
and that possibly Thomas might have come as late as 1767, 
assuming he married
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Sunday, ^ay 6th, 1951.

Memorandum:
Thirty million times retold would be insuf f icieiit to 

tell you what a happy birthday week arenbourg and I are having.
Your elegant package came through safely in Saturday's post.

My strength of character to resist opening it lasted from 9 a.m. 
until 8 p.m. , and the credit for resisting the temptation to 
explore its contents was due to ray own impulses not at all, but 
rather to the circumstances that kept me entnagled with people 
until after dark.

Saturday night, if an when it arrives, is usually my free night 
of the week, what with sources of interruption always being in the 
big road and my correspondence schedule with emphasis 
on weekly communications still in the offing by 8 or 10 hours when
Sunday morning dawns.

a.nd so, after a shower and a little glass of Taylor's port and 
a round with “ozart1s 12th, I decided i wanted to get down to 
business, ^nd what a marvelous business it turned out to be.

The friendship card with its accompanying slips for 
a joint ^renbourg celebration, set me to studying a million things, - 
pleasant memories of associations in the past, equally precious 
speculations as to those of the future, now nice it is to be able to 
build together.

and then 1 discovered another ^ozart, a Jermoe Kern a "papa” 
Hayden. That brought everything to a full stop, except the- 
revolving disk turning at 33 and a third revolutims a minute, 
that a musical evening, what a musicals. I played them all 
slap through to begin with, then set them aside, along side 
the woncord brew, the respecitve elements of happiness to be resumed 
all over again a little later.

i«ext came the photographs, and how coincidental that the 
Kleiser reproductions should have come to hand so timely after 
I had mentioned the disposal of the original bt a few days 
earlier. i am so glad to have these, both for my own delectation 
and to share with one or another of those who seem to find much 
in that little sanctuary.

And may 1 say how splendid I find the big. reproduction of the 
likeness of ^elrose. In view of all that will have happened to
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the General and family between now and Christmas, I feel that 
this item will he of inordinate meaning to them. I know not 
how to say Thank yep 0T1 my own part for your kindness in making 
such a thing possible, ana as between ^ay and December, i shall 
have the pleasure of enjoying its light and shadow contrasts before 
it goes forward.

I need not tell you about the glories of the Versailles 
illustrations, for you have already feasted on their splendid 
qualities. I have seen quite a few pictures covering that 
subject, including those of "Tel", but never have I run across 
suih a splendid assortment of excellent studies. I naturally 
turned to those that were marked first, and found the Maison de 
la -daine and que Seigneur almost as lovely as 1 envision the 
place in another setting. What an inspiration to have constantly to 
hand. " <

jxiid. both trianons are remarkably fine, the Petit so sunny and 
mellow, the Grand so new washed and elegant, especially the page show ng 
the gallery with the pink marble pillars reflected on the watery surface 
the rain drenched pqrvemdnt. a11 the reproductions are so 
splendid, along with a quality I know not how to describe, and 
especially some of the interiors which somehow succeed in giving 
the effect that one isn’t so much-looking at a picture of a room but 
rather looking into the room itself.

*nd then came the lovliest full leather scrapbook B ever 
saw, so marvelous to touch, so satisfying to contemplte, the 
scores of gilded fleur de lis impressments stamped so joyously 
over the whole thing, each set off with the same little gold 
lines that somehow remind me of a like feeling one finds in 
17th and 18th century designs of the bourbon coat of arms. It will 
make such a lovely repository for lots of things about ^renbourg, 
don’t you think so.

Had then B just about fell out when B opened the scrapbook 
and discovered the enlargement of the Madam, A"ansie and me. I am 
consumed with curiosity to learn whence came the original from 
which you had this enlarged. I don't seem to remember ever having seen 
it and it is accordingly the more surprising for that reason.

I can only wonder, as I have for the billionth time, how 
your bright eyes and resourcefulness can bring forth such 
remarkable and unexpected things, and I shall b© filled with 
impatience until x have a line from you, telling all as to how 
and when you acquired this souvenir of yesteryear.

It was well ino the new veek before I realized it, - such a 
happy opening for an arenhourg birthday week and mine. A simply had 
to re-play Papa uayden, kern ana Mozart, turning through my tresors 
with one hand and occasionally tilting the port with the other» 
Arenbrough says thanks, — I say nothing, being too speechless by 
so many delights, all tnanks to little “-iss ^ee who forever 
makes everything worth while and each day more precious that the one 
that went before,,....

Monday, iUay 7th, 1951.

Memorandum:
although it is but Monday 1 must say thus far the week has 

been ever so uleasant. What with only Sunday and today to build on, 
it must sound a little like wishful thinking to hail the quiet, f 
but nevertheless pilgrims have been scant, which is just another 
way of saying I have had lots of opportunity for gardening, and 
whenever such an unusual day appears, I feel bound to record it.

What with Arenbourg and me having a birthday week to celebrate,
I spent the early hours of the day in that department, and again 
in the late afternoon I devoted another couple of hours to doing 
things on ’’God’s half acre", I notice a curious elephantitis 
influence on the index finger of my right hand which, from the swelling 
suggests I contacted some insect or other on my last go-round on the 
terrace. Just so long as it isn’t a Black Widow, I’m not interested, 
although I perhaps should apologize if the writing on this page seems a 
little more clumsey than usual.

Everything at ^renbourg looks so green and fulsome that it is 
a temptation just to admire the appearance of the place. But
at t is growing season, _both of weeds and plants, one has scant
time for that, although 1 should like to report that the sunflower 
seeds have not only germinated but are pushing their little leaves up 
mightily and from where I sit, I conclude we are likely to have a 
fine crop of blossoms by June and endless seed for our feathered 
friends by autumn#

I don't recall if 1 mentioned the arrival of the lemond tree 
a few days back. It traveled ever so nicely and gives every promise 
of making a go of it, inspite of the distance between ^elrose and 
San Diego. The florist had removed all the leaves save two, and 
one little lemon and a couple ;Of blossoms. I thought it best to 
give the thing a chance to catch its breath before transplanting it, 
and what wit a nice shower that had passed tnis way, 1 merely put 
the thing in a puddle of water and paid no at -ention to it u;,til 
today when I sank a big old tub in the ground, aftsr perf©rating 
it s metal base and sides with nail holes for drainage, placed a 
two inch layer of gravel in the bottom^ above which was sprinkled a 
four inch layer of rich-rich soil from the, w/ood yard and the whole 
topped by 6 or 8 inches of soil that during the past’six months had 
received the residue of the cotton hulls of last autumn’s ginning.

Into the midst of all this I planted the lemon, and., if it doesn’t 
make a go of life from this point on, it certainly can be dubbed 
uncooperative. /
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I nay have mentioned that datutday's ^flux of pilgrims was 
jver a bund: nt Oamp Pofc> some 50 miles to h e  f e s t ^  us beyond 

Gorham hills, has been re-activoated aunng the past . .
and with the more domesticated d.xmy we seem to be organizing,

«  opposed to that of iiorld War 2, a Hook of wives seem to be 
accompanying their military husbands in the present phase of 
things. Lately we have been honored by visitations in too great 
numbers from that quarter, ..sometimes by wives on their own hook, 
^onetines by wives accompanied by their husbands, masqurading m  
civilian garb. I have never been quite sure that men following 
a military career should marry at all. I have never douoted tnat 
wives should not clutter up military camps by their presence, I 
think, l oan t sight a military wife of a Colonel or General 
when still miles away, Their is always a certain brittle quality 
aboSt their costume which generally inclines toward the conservative 
iv] colors - black, and white seeming to be the most popular 
combination with a garrish quality that one finds in Baronette satin 
as onoose to crepe or more subtle materials, they are usually 
correct in their approach, hoping- they are purusing the smart 
oath honing they may catch the right phrases in order, I suppose, 
to pass them along to military atherings at some subsequent meeting, 
andfinvariably capable of absorbing nothing of genuine value, once 
or twice X have met an exception, but these are so rare that I __ 
give all military wives short shift and if they have anything adout 
them inteliecutally worth coming to the surface, I let them project it 
under their own steam without any encouragement on my part.

Saturday’s batch included one time residents of .Detroit, 
wallas Seattle and Atlanta, and it was first dark before the last 
of tnem had departed. I neve, fail to admonish each of them tnat 
thev will be doin me a service if they will not include this 
otou on their recital of- their travels to tneir military associates, 
realizing full well as I ao so, tnat x am hut singing psalms to a 
dead mule.

I am still wondering how it is that 1 had such scads of this 
type of Saturday and none at all o r i Sunday and ^onday, but let me 
pause to knock mahogny, for probably Tuesday will make up for lost
time.

hut between now and then I have the night, _ with thoughts 
turned in a special dilection as I take a turn with F E p p a hayden, 
Jerome ^ern and .lain lieber Wolfgang, as x turn through the 
lovely .pages of Versailles and consider the sumptuous scrapbook and 
contemplate how i shall place the entries in it. It is such 
a happv week fox me, - "so many treasures in one little room , 
and so much gratitude flowing in a direct line to little Miss -̂ ee.
I am going out on the gallery to drink in the lovliness oi Venus, wmch 
you too, have glimpsed in the "©stern sky. I see tne marvelous 
beauty from my chair alongside *->t, Giggin s and think of.......

*}r482Q

•luesday, ^ay 8th, 1951.

« ■
i ■ t

-» ' "4- . ' . \ v> - - • '
Memorandum:

uqw nice to find your grand letter of Friday evening in 
today’s post. i*.nd how nice, in the same post, to discover^ 
the package containing the gay little feeders which by their 
bright colors will certainly be able to attract me, whether tne 
humming birds are deflected from their accustomed banquet 
bottles ox not.

The day has been so enmeshed in pilgrims and gardening 
demands tnat I didn't get an opportunity to turn to the 
post until after 8 o'clock tonight, and then in something 
of a "slow .hurry" what, with secretaries fixing to head out lor 
a frolic on kittle hiver that I shall await until the morrow 
before 1 try rigging up the new feeding items and trying 
them out on our feathered friends. They certainly are quite 
the most attractive little explosions of color 1 nave run across, 
and x thifli. 1 shall rig them up'on the branches of plants 
where humming birds ar likely to vi’sit anyway, and tnes„e, , 
little stars of red and of blue and all will add an additional 
note both in color and in taste for our friends, The new lemon 
is already putting out new buds, and * think x shall cry out tne 
first ones on that bush. Cne this is certain,” honey op. a lemon bush 
ought to be something different.
I am glad you mentioned the completeness of the Times in reporting 
the McArthur testimony before the Senate committee, for X had 
failed to envision what an opportunity this hearing would 
provide a.gre?t journal that is so rematkable in its 
completeness. There is so* ©thing a little paradoxical about 
the printing of much of the testimony in public print when 
there has been so much discussion about and final decision to 
keep the meetings secret. But that word, secret, is 
paradoxical enough in itself, when used in connection with any 
Congressional hearing, for while there seems to have been lots 
of them that were supposed to 'be ultra confidential many of 
the top secrets seemed to have spilled out of the senators oratory 
just as soon as he could, following a meeting, find anyone to 
listen.
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As you may notice from the appearance of things, another 
meandering secretary ahs come, put on a new rihhon, and gone, 
with the turn of the page, — hut not quite that speedily*
-The net result is that * have lost Boh *k>pe and the Me^ehees, as 
it were. Last week it was static, this week, secretaries, and 
before 1 know it, - if it hasn't happened already, the pet 
programs will he announcing seasonal quits.

The *̂ ew Cleans Public Library has been holding out on 
hooks and aj.1"1 have had to hand lately is a novel by iamaBL.
Boyd called Marching 0n*_ Lt is an impossible aoco nt of a 
plantation belie casting eyes of yearning in the direction 
of a hill billy neighbor in the 1858 period, as a starter, 
and * suppose the thing will probably run through the Sivil War.
The only thing about the piece that quickened ky interest that 
the tale seems to be laid on Cape Pear and a little in 
Wilmington, "orth Carolina and s metimes when a geographical 
locality is familiar, the Story seems to be a little more 
appealing or at least comprehensible, if we know the neighborhood, 
©rton Plantation* was even mentioned in passing, and that 
brought to mind “r. *prunt, its owner who is certainly a 
nice person to whom * really should write a letter.

The ladies next door are again in the big road, having 
taken off today for someplace in South Louisiana to attend 
a wedding on the morrow, I believe. In our letters that 
recently crossed, you had asked and I had answered your inquiry 
regarding the possibility of any rift as between you and 
Celeste. I'he answer, already have been made, is repeated herewith 
to assure you in all truth that nothing could be further from 
the truth. The pure and exceedingly simple fact is that 
the current social wirl which has been in full swing since 
about the middle of aarch has pushed everything else into the 
momentary limbo, with humanities lost behind heaps of 
chicken salade, properly chilled saladeB and inordinately 
delicate sandwiches, — just that and nothing else* Par 
people like you and me it is almost impossible to imagine 
the froth so definitely blotting out the substance, but 
that is the way it is and more than one person wonders how it 
is with all the marvels at one's doorstep, so little can be 
seen and nothing by way of pleasure drawn from itlt is but 
fair, I reckon, that one must remember it is the nature of 
a Mexican jumping bean to jump, and one should neither 
complain about or feel sorry for the instability on the part 
of that particular vegetable, since "it's simply the nature 
of the beast”.

But the«hour jogs along and I had better begin thinking 
about another dawn which gives every promise of being fine.
One round of Mozart and Hayden, and then I fold for the day, so 
happy because of your letter and the gay bird banqueting chalices...

Wednesday, May 9th, 1951*

Memroandum: f
How nice it is to have the new ribbon, and to have been 

able to put hand to it so readily last night, — thanks to 
your forethought, — when your conversation at even tide was 
interrupted secretarially, - which, if I am not mistaken, must 
be a $64*00 word*

The day has been hot and humid, with a gauze like cloudiness 
that-would let the sun through, as a candle shining through 
cheese cloth, - and once or twice let down a couple of pin point 
sprinkles, one of which caught up with me at Arenbourg. But 
it in no way discouraged the hoeing, for persperation had already 
dampened me more from within than the drizzle could from without.

If, like carpets being walked over, pictures were worn out by 
being looked at too constantlyt the Versailles folio would 
long since have approached the vanishing poiijt. L̂ ,st night 
I caught Capitol Cloakroom with Senator Benton whom 1 seem to 
like, and after the news I decided I wasn t ready for 
sleep, and so I ‘turned and re-truned through the lovely 
Versailles collection, doing the same to the accompaniment of 
the Mozart and Hayden recordings which, if you have ever 
tried combining such pictures with such music, you have already 
been convinced that each makes the other the more perfect as 
the harmonies of such sights and sounds unite in re-creating 
an ideal which, when thus aeaptured, somehow brings kindred 
souls the closer and makes realities out of dreams*

I propose to do precisely the same thing tonight.
* half dozen times a day, — laughing and gasping in the same 

breath, I glance at the surprise snapshot enlargement of 
the Madam and me which you so surprisingly secured and 
enclosed in the lovely-lovely scrapbook. I am so curious 
to learn whence came the snapshot, for 1 don t remember ever having
seen it before, p

Hverytime I think of it, I find myself thinking of you and 
quoting an old plantation mistress;

"You are a sight.n
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A package from Dora contained a couple of light weight white 
sweat shirts which are elegant and which 1 am going to 
get a lot of good and a lot of pleasure wearing. A third item 
is of lovely material, - rayon or silk and is a sport shirt 
whose decoration and coloring isquite striking and is hound to 
make the eventual wearer, proud as a peacock, I reckon. Only 
frankly, X shall not he the wearer. For the design is 
mucji too gay for my conservative taste, - a pale-pale either 
pink or yellow background, - over the whole material being 
sprinkled an abundance of solid light green polka dots, 
each about the size of a dime,Gan you envision me in such a rig,

■tfut for some of <the gay young blades of ebony pigmentation, - 
little King if he effects civilian costume during his next 
furlough, or perhaps *eter, or either of the secretaries, - this 
will supply them with infinite satisfaction when getting
their fine feathers in order for a swing out at the local
honkey-tonk or further down the road at the Jungle Bar,

It was certainly kind of "hrs. Coombs to takfc time out to 
pass this way this noon to drop a package for me. It contained 
a half dozen wine glasses*which are identical with the ones I have 
been using during the past season, and they come in very timely, too 
for I have always had a weakness for lots of soap suds and boiling ’
water for wine glasses, with the result that I am fordver breaking
them when shing them up. Her son, stationed somewhere near 
Wilmington, U. *0,, arrived home this morning for a 4 day furlough 
ani she was naturally busy with plans for giving him what entertainment 
he wanted, preparing his favorite dishes, etc, I believe he 
went into service last summer, so X assume this go-round may be his 
final home-coming before heading out for some front or other but it 
seemed kinder not to inquire on that point. *

I know you will agree with me that the enclosure from Miss Myra 
is well contrived, — especially the reference to Sister. I didn't 
know before that the Johnson Diary had already been released for-public 
sale Both of Miss Myra's remarks, - conerning Johnson and the 
white kittens, seem to have their points.

If the letter to Hastings seems alright, you might drop the 
same in the post, it doesn't'you will feel perfectly free to 
make whatever changes you care-to. Oasualness in the preent circumstances 
seems in order, it seems to me.

And so comes another little chat to a close. And so to Hayden and 
Mozart which, thanks only to you, make my days do happy.....

//•

Thursday, May 10th# 1951,

Memorandums
*

Hew nice to find your Sunday air mail in this morning's
post.

Well can X imagine how you decided to "stay put" after 
having a go at another closet-cleaning bender, instead of 
heading out for the park. Floor scrubbing is tame, in 
my estimation, as contrasted with closet cleaning, and 
so often when I have completed such a Job, I find myself not 
only enervated but thoroughly puzzled as to how it is X 
seem to have more stuff after pitching out half of the place,
than 1 had before X began the chore.*

X am glad you mentioned Julia Marlowe's death of which I 
had not heard. I heard her give a reading one afternoon 
ages ago and I was enchanted with the velvety quality of her 
voice. Billie Burke mentioned her in "Feather On My Hose" 
which X read recently, and although i don t recall that she 
said anything in particular about her, X am sure it was
on the favorable side.*

X q ite agreed with you regarding the symposium^on 
divorcp as presented on the Morrow hour. I suppose it was 
necessary to stick to general terms, dealing with such a 
broad 'subject on the half hour or .so devoted to it. I 
found myself wishing, however, that something more precise 
would have been mentioned about oases in which it becomes 
evident that fundamental differences are to be solved, for 
the cases cited, subh as seme bag buying more olethes than 
the family could afford did sound a little stupid' and 
trite, which, perhaps, was what it was supposed to. Perhaps 
that was enough for the general listening public, although 
there must have been many listeners?whe would have 
appreciated a more profound consideration of a less 
run-of-the-mill rumpus.

Xt reminded me of that problem all young men probably 
have and undoubtedly many young women, - a problem whose 
solution never seems to bo taken up by psychologists. I 
have In mind one of those trinagle things, as for example, 
a husband and wife are on excellent tpjrms. with a young 
man who, in turn, is equally fond of them both, with 
the problem arising when the wife falls in love with the 
mutual friend. How can the man contiue the friendship, which,
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on tho side of the wife, has spilled over into infatuation.
If he rebuffs the lady, she will be furious and terminate 
the association of the three, sometimes , I fear, giving 
the husband the impression the "innocent bystander" has 
made*untoward advances* The "innocent bystander"- 
certainly cannot flonfide the problem to the husband, and 
therebye "bust up the happy marriage. And if he 
merely fades out of the picture, he will long be 
tormented by the thought that one of the friends, - the 
husband, will be puzzled as to why, and end up by thinking 
him a wretch for neglecting those who have been his 
friends. Somebody’s reputation is bound to get a black, 
eye in such a business, and 1 suspect it is usually 
the innocent by-stander. I wish Mr. ^orrow had done something 
along that line in his symposium, although on quite a 
different line of consideration, of course,

f .

And thanks for telling me of the de Wolfe will matter.
As I re Gall, Mosdames de Wolfe, Vanderbilt and that lady 
whose name„raoraentarily eludes me, — the ne who wrote "My 
Glass Ball , - all. three owned and occupied Z Sutton *laoe.
As the other two ladies died prior to Madam de Wolfe, X 
wonder if she purchased the house and then disposed of it 
to her brother. With the will being tossed to the lawyers, 
it will now end up with only the latter getting anything of the 
estate, X suppose. The million dollars woth of Jewels is 
a item in the lady’s assets of dubious worth, I should 
imagine, for I never heard of anybody ever realizing much 
on such collateral, regardless of the real value.

I saw the ladies across the fence for a few moments this 
morning. It se.ems they returned home last evening someti time.
They reported a marvelous frolic, flowers, gowns, music and all. 
Even as in your case, so in mi*i*, they have completely forgotten 
the birthday business, and there will be much humiliation when 
it dawns on them. A couple of weeks ago, I asked Celeste, a 
prompt shopper, to buy me a new rubber shower hose for my bath, 
and I imagine she may have done so and is probably sitting on the 
thing, with a view to presenting it as a birthday gift. Guessing 
this m ght be so, X haven't asked*about the thing*in the 
inteiim. I always draw a-chocolate cake from somebody or other 
in her coterie, too, but my saliva glands function in vain.
The sheer truth is that the social merry-go-round is and
has been turning so fast and so -madly during the past
few months that the poor thing is probably quite distracted
merely by trying to keep up with appo ntments s for parties,
morning, noon axjd night. All in all, one might say, the
mountain labored and brought forth a deck of cards. Pitiful,
isn t it. — But now for a round with Mr Kern and so to prepare for
anoCher d a w n . ,
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Friday, May 11th, 1951*

Memorandum:
The weather continues hot and humid with cotton, 

grass and weeds growing mightily, with every mother’s son 
and daughter swinging a hoe for who lasts the longest.

At hoeing and at cotton pieking time three major 
reasons account for'a slow down or a halt in 
agricultural pursuits. Liquor usually accounts 
for a mighty ragged rank and file on Monday mornings.
Rain clears the fields of human beings for days* And 
Death, impelling a wake and an impressive gathering for 
the funeral is the third.

The planters usually hope that Death, if it must come, 
will tap at the week end when nobody will be laboring anyway, 
and last night Death tapped twice on Melrose*

Aurellia's mama, - Leotine Baseee Bynog, - died 
at 4 this morning and 5 or 6 hours later an old negro 
living on Little Hiver, — Willie Reme, was gathered to 
his ffchers.

Probably only the Bynogs will attend peer Beotine’s 
funeral, for it will be held, or at least she will be 
buried in Gorham. That is what ©ne might set down 
as unimportant, so far as attendance goes, for only 
hill-billy relatives will attend. Plantation operations 
accordingly wouldn’t be effected, regardless of the day 
of the week.

In the case of Willie Remo, however, he is kin to 
everybody within miles and s© his wake on Saturday night and 
his burial at St. Augustine’s 0n Sunday will fit in perfectly 
for week end doings of the extra-agricultural persuasion.

Willie, by the way, lives atop the Indian Mound, as 
a pears in "ina's end papers. He has perhaps a half dozen 
offspring, scads of grandchildren, and heaven alone knows how 
many great gradchildren. His chief distinction to my 
way of thinking is that he is the father of Sweet Milk,

J]
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a, man as black, as the ace of spades, living on the 
dazurette^p^p^ localisms fox the moment,
and let me hope you had the good luck B did in ,
to hear the borrow show. B found it pretty well balanc , 
and of course I was enchanted that so much glV
Lionel Barrymore. The reference to Mrs. :f  
was surprising, especially the line in which sh i 
atrrihuted to refering to Mr. Barrymore as that 
"terrible man”, which somehow doesn t sound exactly like he • 
vlSely it “ sms to me some of the Barrymores were actire 
in*©no of the'Pres dential campaigns, beating the drum 
for the Republican standard bearer in one or more of the 
four Roosevelt races, but B don t seem to recall if 
Lionel was the drum heater. I do remember Madam Roosevelt 
once speaking or writing-in praiseof^ionelspresntati 
of Bicken s Christmas Carol and this is the first 
I had ever daeamed there was any animosity as between
the two.

I liked the talabdesoppe of the moonshine business 
and particularly the manners of pseeoh as reflected by 
direbt recordings from the Blue Bidge country. It is
rather strange that so much of this ?°thesebhould somehow have remained so remote after all £“®8? 
vears The bulk of the Freeman boot on *oung Washington 
had the BiSe Ridge for its setting of the Washington 
military activities in the 1750 8, From tonight 8 
recordings it would seefe the 200 year interval R&8*1 .
altered things as much as one _would havs supposed it 
have I fiuess the Blue Ridge is just another one of thos
places on earth which seem designed to record :S*8?taVmidst* 
of the passage of' civilisation over or through * its midst.

A late afternoon caller today was Dr. Crabb of 
Hashville rated, I believe, as one of iennessee s first 
rate historians. In the old days he and the Madam used to 
■L.A +. 4 4- n-p-p rjTQttv well* and fox a number of years l 
carried on quite a correspondence with him on her account.
?ou mly havosdsn some of his letters. On the Bask of all 
the envelopes he uses is stamped this legend.

"There is no substitute for a good teacher.”
Dr. Orabb glanced'over the rod of books on the Madam's 

desk and must have- recognized a couple of his °™. 
the hermitage" etc. He was last hefe 15 years ago and 
seemed to enoy suantering about. On saying Gooabye .
he said he wanted to thank me for having contrived the ^apel 
for he said he knew people like MisS uammie would have liked it. 
So runs out the week, and may yours be a happy week end, as will 
mine, what with all my nice birthday things from your true hand al

Sunday, May 13th, 1951.

Memorandum:
How nice to find your Wednesday letter in Saturday*s post.
I find myself thinking of you so often during work-a-day 

hours these days, hoping things are running smoothly and 
outside cares aren*t bearing down too hard when so much 
concentration must be required in preparation for the June 
conference. I am hoping you axe getting some of our weather, 
toe, all sunshine wit? deliciously cool breezes that provide 
an ozone unusual for this region so late in the season.

At has been a rather curious week end, not so many pilgrims, 
everything alright, but somehow a certain suspense seeming to 
hang in the air when nothing is wrong and yet everything not 
quite eventuating?as one might expect. Perhaps it is the 
brilliance of the sun which ought to be scorching and yet, on 
the contrary, feels pleasantly desireable, what with the tempering 
breezes. <

I dined across the fence, with justnthe four of us at the^ 
board, for ^adam'x Regard*s "coronation as we got in the habit 
of calling festivities for ^other's ^ay years ago. Celeste 
remarked that she remembered the Mother s Bay when Mrs. ^oore s 
daughter was married in Natchitoches and-how the day, being the 
9th, turned out to be a triple kind of .celebration for all 
participants. And then, as might be expeoted, the natal day, for
gotten until then, suddenly tumbled back into memory, 1 guess.

Andlater in the day, B was reminded of the old saying 
that "imagination rules the world", - which, perhaps, is what is 
wrong^with so much of it# Last year at Christmas I received 
some pajamas from across the fence. A little before sundown, 
the lady passed by Yucca, bearing a package in which tissue 
paper, obviously a birthday present. I was profoundly 
struck by a sentence that followed immediately upon the 
belated congratulations: - "B know you don’t wear pajamas, but 
I thought 1 would give you these summer ones anyway.

I didn’t get the rubber shower thing that B had been 
so sure about.

When one begins thinking the world hastabout gone made, it is 
time for one to take a look at one’s self in the mirror. But 

. • • * * 1  still don t figure out the pajama thing.
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Along about fix8^ dart on Saturday, a knock came on my 
front'gallery and on responding, 1 found 6 youths, - white, - 
gathered. They were about 12 or 13 years old. One of 
them stepped forward and in a voice that seemed as old as 
the hills, said:

"Mr. Francois, 1 doubt if you remember me. X am Whitfiled 
■'ack, but 1 am sure you are acquainted with my father and with 
my Grandfather, A'r. hand.

*>
We gravely shook hands and exchanged amenities. A'hen 

he said:
"Five of my Shreveport friends are spending tonight and 

tomorrow with me at the camp. We have just been swmimming 
and are about to have dinner, but I wanted my friends to meet you 
before it grew to late,"— and turning, presented each of his 
friends individually. -

r •

It was very pi asant, and somehow so mature for children 
of their tender ye^rs, I was impressed, ..doubly so, probably, becase 
of the harum-searrum gun play on the part of others a couple of 
weeks back. We had a nice little tour, with emphasis, of course, 
on the cannon, the h6ntrueky rifle, ante bellum gagets and so on., - 
after which we all said goodnight and that was that.

Dr. *̂ and came to see me t is afternoon around S. ^e said that 
about 12 noon, two of the youths, neither of whom, it turned out, 
could swim, were in a canoe up the river from camp, about 
opposite *renbourg, when the boat turned over. Someone chanced to 
see the accirdnet. One boy clung to the capcised boat, the other 
went to the bottom. Horace ^and,. I believe, grabbed some sort of 
a line and jumped into another canoe and headed up the river.
The *boy did not come to the surface and the line was dropped.
~y some m racle it caught the boys heel and the body was dragged to 
the surface. . Instantly, of course, they began pumping his arms with 
the water gushing from his lungs in torrents, and then, thanks be to 
God, breath started. Hnd os in half an hour everything was all ship
shape again, but it must have been a mighty unpleasant episode.

• •i • • • ’ < 1
Dr. Hand seems fine and reminded me X am expected to take 

supper at the camp next Sunday, prior to a showing of pictures 
'at 3t. Mathew*s Church up the road later in the evening. Perhaps 
I shall get to talk with ^lythe then about the "udubon dedication.

There isn*t anything special aout the enclosure, just thought 
you would like^to keep up with doings down Corpus ^hristi way.
In responding, X shail chide Aina about dating her letter back 
a month Thus begins a new week, and please be kind to you.....

Monday, May 14th, 1S51,

Memorandum:
How nice to find your Thursday letter in today’s post.

It was a surprise, too, for somehow X had marched to the 
office expecting nothing but run-of-the-millletters 
from correspondents of no particular enchantment, when Loj....

Naturally, * breathed a sigh of relief when 1 learned that 
at least one discourse had been rounded up and Mafihattan \ n 
was being deserted momenarily, at least, for Maryland. X \

X,hope there were a couple of moments for 'little Miss ^ee 
to catch her breath, too, in between times.

But before proceeding further, I should perhaps 
refer to the enclosure for which I have hunted so diligently 
these many months and whioh came to light only today. It 
wa£ tucked in another envelope in a folio reserved for special 
things, - a folio 1 had gone through a million times, looking 
for this solitary item, feeling sure X had placed it there, as, 
indeed, 1 had, but had failed to catch up with it, what with 
it having slipped into the adjoining envelope having to do 
with quite a different matter, and therefore not examined. I 
reckon it is much too late to do anything about the enclosure 
and the matter it covers, but + am sending it along to you, 
asking that you dispose of it as you see fit, - either |y filing 
or tossing it in a trash basket.

t  ■ >1 ■ : ■' 1 ' - r' ' V: t * ’ " ■ ' V" " ,

While speaking of yesterday's near tragedy in Qane Hiver, as 
recounted to me by Dr. Hand, I might have added an hilarious 
note that accompanied the recital. I ’m not sure if you 
saw little five year old Sllen ^ockett Hand, Md band's daughter, 
last year. She accompanied her grandfather yesterday, and 
as usual, was exuding personality. Heing slightly crippled 
from *erth disease, she is a bit smaller than her five years 
would normally suggest, and yet, because she so often takes 
on the tone of grown ups, she frequently gives one a start 
by the use of phrases she uses, after picking them up from 
oldsters, especially her grandmother.*

Yesterday, as a X- Hand paused at the conclusion of 
his acco nt of the accident, little Mlien piped up, and, turning 
to me, remarked in imposing seriousness^
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"And you know, AranooiB> there that boy was way out 
there in the water drowning, and there I was standing there 
on the bank, — and there wasn*t a thing in the world I 
could db."

Ellen -^ockett is a sight, - pure.
And so the thermometer is beginning to touch 80 in your 

neighborhood. It has always seemed to me that 80 in Manhattan 
is about 100 elsewhere, I am hoping you are getting some 
of our cool breezes which certainly tend to temper the heat, 
for while It has been,in tlie mid 80*s here during the past 
several days, it hasn t seemed very warm, and last night the 
low reading was 57 which certainly gives one a grand opportunity 
for re-capturing vim and vigor durirjg sleeping hours,

The ^ew urleans Public library has been sending me so 
many books, nearly all of them already twice read, that I 
find myself reading all kinds of trash these days for lack of 
anything* that captures my 'fancy. At the moment I am reading 
a thing by A, B. Gutherie, - "The Way West", It has to do 
with a train of emigrants in 1845, heading-out for the Oregon 
country from Independence, Missouri, and presents an account 
of the day to day high spots of physical hazards, clashes of 
personalities, brushes with Indians and so- on. Perhaps it gives 
a better account of the immigrant^ problems than any book 
I have run across, covering that phase of American life, and 
places more emphasis on the difficulties arising from the 
clash of personalities than the former tendency of writers to 
stress merely the geographical aspects of the crossing Prom 
Lewis and Clarke on down, it has always puzzled me how people had 
the hardihood to make sueh a heart-break journey. I never think 
of the vast inconvenience?, absence of water and materals for 
repairs, etc., that I don t wonder about the ineptitude of 
the Government in not establishing fortified places, a day*s 
journey apart, along the route, - it would have facilitated 
things so much, saved so many lives and guaranteed the 
'Western empire of uregon and Washington which, during those years 
was hanging in the balance as to British Qr American sovereignty.

And speaking of books, kay I thank you for passing along 
particulars regarding the book review and what it had to say 
of the new âraes Agwell novel. I fully appreciate and concur 
with you in feeling it is probably scarcely worth the asking 
price of *2.50. I haven*t heard a peep from a yone passing 
this way regarding the volume. I must telephone the lady 
doctor one of these days and see what she has to report on it.

But now it is folding time. Jerome Aern .is resting on 
the revolving disk and I propose a moment s relaxation 
while i have a coke and a cigarette. It just occurs to 
me it must be getting x

■ Q ^
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Tuesday, ^ay 15th, 1951.

Memorandum:
I have been sitting along side St. Giggin’s Fountain, 

with ^r. Horowitz tinkling out Mozart*s 12th, marveling at 
the balmy air, the mellowness of the moonlight flooding 
the garden, and delighted with the incessant twinkling 
of the myriad fireflies in the dark bamboo headge beyond.

And, thus, having written one solitary paragraph, 
a secretary tapped at my door, and as I can never retain King 
Solomon*s address in my memory, I had t remove the letter 
to .make an envelope for Aberdeen,

And since I have just run through the mail, I 
might as well refer to same at this point, perhaps. I 
thought you might like the picture on the one from little 
Miss A. How characteristic of her to ask me why I don t 
write and in the same breath announce she is heading out for 
a vacation at some unnamed place,

I find a strain of the same vein in the note from 
Briarwood, wherein that lady advises me not to come until 
the is cer ainty there will be no pilgrims. Perhaps she 
has some kind of a chart giving such details. As for myself, 
my experience has been so limited that I haven*t yet been able 
to guess when pilgrims would not put in an appearance.

If I may say so. little Miss Dormon, among other things, 
is a sight. And don’t you love her admonition not to count 
letters. Knowing as we do how much she doesn*t write, we 
are' bound to agree that if any of her friends counted letters 
in correspondence directed at her, not many would getwritten.

I managed ,to get a little reading done lat last night, 
after a preliminary nap, and so finished the Guthrie book, - 
"The Way West", or whatever the title is. I liked the book, 

perhaps the more because I have read two or three other items 
on ther same subject so that the Oregon Trail is beginning to 
offer me the pleasure of an accustomed landscape, it seems. 
Perhaps the Lewis and Clark book had a map in it for modern 
readers of the printed page, but illustrations, until 
television hits the Talking Hook, don*t mean so much 

in recorded versions. I
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I think writers on the westward trek would make 
their story more interesting if they would now and 
then insert between brackets the name of the town and 
state that was to emerge near the site of the various 
places they mention as stopping places of the wagon trains 
as they made their snail s pace of 8 or 10 miles a day 
across the unchrted expanses of the great Northwest of the 
first half of the 19th century.

Aurellia is baokr,on her job across the fence where I 
saw her momentarily this morning when I dropped by for coffee 
with the ladies. The latter are busy as bees, — parties 
in town no end, and plans for entertaining on their own hook 
next week. I asked iiurellia to drop by to see me one 
day this week. I know she will want to tell me all about her 
mama1s illness and burial. She doesn t know it but Helen 
sent a batch of things the other day that will just fint *urelia, 
and as some of the stuff is on the,side of costume jewelry, - much 
silver leaves for her perruque and so on Aurellia, after her 
account of her trying experiences, will Tae all sot to head home 
much fortified with trash that will delight her. By 
good fortune, the package arrived about the time poor leotine was 
heading out for the hospital, and as it contained somo suits and 
shirts that belowed to ^elen s husband and which Aurellia's brother, 
Andy, to a I, he found himself well fortified in the clothing 
line at just about the moment he was going to require some such.

I understand the Hark Duke came to see me Sunday when Hr.
Rand was here but veered off when he discovered I had guests. But 
I shall shake the grapevine for him to pass this way, too, for 
there will still be enough left over from ^elen's package to 
provide ^oxine and the children with things that can be 
converted into wearing apparel for them. Ratu aly I shall 
set aside some of the more fantastic things for another 
package for little old Clemence, for she will give a couple 
of party gowns such a twist that to see her will make anyone believed 
she has just stepped out of a £and box.

•. r  f .. ; ;  ■ • )  Xr O  1. V  • l'; ‘ * -

There was another funeral on Melrose today, - Madame Gonde, 
who must be terribly old for she is the grandmother of 
a man I know who Jias grandchildren on his own hook. She lived 
across the river, directly opposite the store. Mr. Brew invited 
me to ride over with him last night, with a view of attending 
the wake, butl declined on grounds that I wanted to do my "waking” 
at dawning and not at midnight, for garden I must these days when^ 
breezes up to 25 miles an hour, blowing almost all day in the full g 
sunshine, tend to dry the ground too rapidly, and therefore a 
hoe must stir the top soil to keep moisture easily accessible 
for the plants, particularly during this growing season......
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Wednesday, May 16th, 1951.

Memorandum; -

The warm weather continues and so do the pilgrims.

Tomorrow about half a hundred Rural Electrification people 
are scheduled for late afternoon. Afterward there will be 
a buffet supper at one of the camps on the river between 
the garage and the bridge. *At 9 o^clock there will be a dance 
at the Country ^lub I shall dispense amenities at ^elrose.
The supper and latei the dance will not require my presence.

I was glad to hear ura!s voice this afternoon. She telephoed 
to inquire if some people might be received on Sunday. I said they 
could, ‘•'he said she returned last day' from Mayo s were she 
had returned for a check-up. her dietary difficulties continue but 
otherwise 1 believe she is getting along so-so. R. B.'s 
mother is in "ew Orleans having some kind of tin operation I 
believe ^adam Gloutier is with hex. Ora said she hadn*t # 
glanced in the direction of the Aswell opus as yet and didn*t feel 
any impulse to rush in to such an undertaking since everyone seems 
to agree, — those who have read it, — that it is merely dirt with 
no extenuating excuses for presentation of the same.

f On the home front, the daughter of Rapoleon Bonaparte Garter 
is being along about now. n©r name is Oeieste and she is a 
very nice girl, ^he is marrying some hill billy youth beyond 
the cement at Montrose. A year or so ago she nearly married a 
civilized youth from town, one whose kinsmen are associated 
with the college. « * am glad thart marriage fell through, for 
while the girl would have been worthy of the civilized youth, 
their domestio bliss, i fear, would have been tangled by the 
uncouth mother of the bride who is pure hill billy, and if 

t the girl has found a substitute in her final choice, she will 
find herself on a wholly familiar level and will not have to 
go through the lonliness which would have been hers, probably, 
had she consumated the first proposal.

H  is interesting that none of the local gentlemen were 
bidden to tonight's wedding, although the lady next door was. The 
reason, I suppose-, is b cause the mother $>f the bride is almost 
always high, and when high, she is inclined to fasten her
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affections ©n anyone in long pants, Just so long as it doesn't
chance to he' her husband.

S<> much for the local social whirl and blessings on everyone 
concerned, Just so long as I don t have to participate in a 
frolic beyond my own front gate.0

I read a oouple of pages from the ^agedorn booh last night, 
and found it good re-reading. I also found myself wondering 
if i>r. Schweitzer had ever done any recording of Each compositions 
on a good organ. What set me to wondering about this was the 
statement that at one time, Hr. Schweitzer gave public apperances 
in Europe to round up more money for his African hospital. It 
struck me that a heap of money might start flowing in his direction 
if a few records were made and particularly if a bit of publicity 

were given the same by various radio performers, many of whom,
I should imagine, would be glad to toss in a few words in favor 
df such business.

The enclosure from ^rs, ^oloman is of no interest but I send 
it along as a classic example of the way she can twist up 
phrases, suoh as the one wherein she expressed the hope 
to "come back, before* going". I certainly hop© she doesn*t 
bump slap into herself on the way,

^he article she reifers to is the ope about the magnolia 
^rtfwing in the palm. The "other matter she mentions is the 
suggestion she made during'her last two^visits here, — that 
we should coldobrate on a biogrphy of the ̂ adam. As she
never knew the lady, much of the material would have to come from
me, naturallv and she is so prone to "meet herself coming back 
before going"’that 1 have no intention of getting bogged down 
in such a undertaking. And besides, have been turning over in 
my mind for some time the possibility of doing some kind of a 
piece on what might be sub-titled "first Colored I*ady of Louisiana",
wherein 1 would have a go at marie There so. Heaven know* her
oareur merits some kind of a study and, unli^® the ^adam, she is not 
encumbered by immediate offspring to hamper and hobble almost 
any slant one might feel impelled to undertake.

f

At the moment, however, I am too deep in the weed patch to 
have much energy left for thought along any human line, what 
with vegetation swimming so constantly before my eyes these 
days, save when pilgrims get between me and the, next stand of 
Johnson grass momentarily.

The moon again rides high tonight and the fireflies are scurrying 
to and fro with their electric torches, aescribing the lovliest 
arc across the green wall of the bamboo. A little round of 
Kern tonight, and thence to bed.....

Thursday, ^ay 17th, 1951*

Memorandum:
According to my weather report, Manhattan stood at 

90 yesterday, so 1 gather summer is really ih your midst.
The heat continues here, but gentle breezes continue 

to keep things pleasant during the day and at night, when 
the wind dies down the thermometer drop? to the upper 50 s 
and lower 60*s, so it is very pleasant.

1 think there were 4 or 5 out of the 50 odd R. a . A. 
nil rims who were interested in what they had to see today.
And ^what they had to see" may in a way be interpreted as
one of those things forced on unwilling victims, for th®
most part. For after all, the pilgrimage was planned as
entertainment for those attending the Batohitoohes conferennce,
and6since it was on the program, was one of those thing which
more or less had to be endured by all, whether interested
or not. 1 always feel sorry for people who are dragged through
such schedules. But things had teenthoughtout well in
advance today, for after making preliminary bows, it
was brought to the attention of everyone that the camp where
drinks would preoeed supper, was just down the road a piece,
and that anyone who cared to might withdraw along the
course of^he tour. *he net result was that the
cigars Without cultural consciousness for ante bellum aspects
of life were able to scoot in the direction of th
iced beer and highball department at the camp, leaving
the field fairly free for those genuinely interested.

Earlier n the day a number of people, some from 
Shreveport, others from Washington, D O had appeared and 
o dthoup-h a little pressed for time, 1 had been able to 
give them a "look-see which seemed to delight them and 
did me no harm, for I«was glad to pause from gardening 
a little, the sun was so intense at tre time.

I enioyed heading the Ed..Morrow 15 minute news cast 
tonight, summing up *r, A‘ruman s statement of today 
regarding the reasons for and^circumstances surrounding
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the McArthur retirement* It seemed to me the summation, 
compressed within two or three minutes, was exceedingly 
well done.  ̂I suppose my feeling that the Columbia 
net work inclines more toward the;liberal side of things 
may stem in part from the fact that it numbers people 
like **o row on its staff, I was sorry when Rimer -̂ avis 
quitted Columbia for "Vtual for I seldom catch up with 
him on that system, although just by chance I stumbled 
over him last night at 10 o'clock, although the only 
station within range of my radio was so shrouded in 
racket from adjoining stations that I could get but snatches 
of his broadcast.

1 am glad you mentioned hearing the man whom the 
Madam her later years sometimes confusedly referred to 
as Kattleborn. He used to be on a San Antoni© station that 
is clear enough in this.locality. He used to appear 
three times a week at 10*15, but has not been heard on 
that station for more than a year, I am wondering what time 
you hear him, and over what net work, — National, 1 reckon.

And while on the subject of news casters, I want to 
inquire about the former Columbia news man, long in

^r«or. 1*^1 Strange I can*t recall his name, —  
author of ’Berlin ^iary“ but x am sure you recal whom 1 
have in mind. 0an you till me whatever happened to him, and 
if he went to some other net work or i‘f he is no longer on 
the air. It seems to me the last I heard of him, he was 

having a scrap with Columbia because soebody said his 
views were too liberal, - and that was the last I ever 
heard of him.,^William Xl. Soheirer is the name, of course.

t1 guass there is nothing of interest in the enclosure 
but 1 send it along regardless. Isn’t it odd nobody has * 
sent any clippings covering the ^udubon dedication Per
haps© Miss Bellie will send some from Atlanta, which is 
certainly a long way around. I wrote Aois tester asking 
if she attended the pow-wow and how it turned out. She 
isn t a very good correspondent but it is possible 
she*- may take pen in hand, and whatever she would have to 
say might be interesting*

I continue to be puzzled about military affaires in 
so far as talk goes on in Congress, - momentarily forgotten 
apparantly , especially so far as arguments are concerned *

n?ar ?}ds»„and so on. People of color continue to receivie Greetings , get examined ana slapped straight 
into 4 -*» no one from this area having been drafted in 
months if not years. It seems so odd but perhaps Nation

fillin£ UP quotas or perhaps people of color are not wanted at the moment. ^o many things one hears so much 
about and comprehends so poorly, especially out of u ashington.

r
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Friday, may 18th, 1951#

Memorandums
The weather continues hot and dry. Rain isn t a ncessity 

at the moment*, but it would certainly be of great-impetus to vegeta
tion.
* The dawns continue delicously cool, however, and I reckon the 
consequent*dew gives much moisture, for things do seem to be 
grwoing moderately regardless.

I have no vast tale to tell about maganolias, but I 
should like to speak pf an unexpected twist one of the 
Grandiflora "children took at Arenbourg*

You will xeoall that the one in the center of the circle that 
eventually will flower before the sail®*?is sturdy but not tall. After the cattle got through, chewing it up 
just before the big February free*., it certainly didn t stand mole 
than 4 feet in height. 1 think it must be about 4 years old, 
and therefore not expected to do anyth ng about blossoms yet awhil.. 
Picture my astonishment, therefore, when in the dawn s early A
I found a lovely snowy budd, bigger than my fist, slap In tne 
top of the thing.

It was so lovely and so unexpected, I was entranced, and 
when I returned to Yucca1, I brought it with me, thinking it 
would be just as well to remove any temptation from any Pafs®r7?>y» and 
at the same time provide the tree with the extra energy which the 
removal of the flower and ultimate seed growth might otherwise 
tend to lessen.

A couple of hours after M had put it in a vase and placed it 
here on my desk, its lovely ivory petals unfolded and my boudoir ever 
since has been heavy with its perfume.

Let us assume that if this number can bring forth such a glory 
in view of the mauling by both Jack *rost and the cattle, ana at 
such a tender age, it really may be expected to excell magfnioently, 
on attaining greater stature and more abundant years. I think 
this particular tree will never be cone shaped, as it might have been 
expected to be, had its main stem not been mashed, but perhaps 
in the end*,* as* series of stems will produoe something even nicer.
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The letter from Dora holds nothing of especial interest 
although x am £lad he brought up the question as to why those who 
should be‘most grateful to ^r. Roosevelt seem to be most intent 
on damning him. Why * am glad he brought it up is because 
it arrives when T am reading about Sohweitzerjs concepts of 
human relations and the question fronTDora coming at such a 
moment, sets off a whole train of speculation in my mind and it 
does me no harm to bestir my mind once in a while. I gather 
one of Schweitzer's^main theses revolves around "reverence for 
life", - not only human but animal and plant. Germs have life, too, 
of course, and a.e a physician, Dr. Schweitzer must strive to 
eliminate the evil ones* And I recall somebody once said that 
if we believe in angels we are bound to belive in devils. Some 
germs are angelic, of course, and some devilish. Do the same categorie 
obtain in the larger units of life Is there an angelic force 
abroad in the world, supported and made up of "men of good 
will", and if we accept t at theory, must be likewise accept 
the existence of evil forces abraod, typified by "men of ill 
will".

Without thinking much about it, T would say off hand that in 
some religious channels there has been a tendency on the part of 
some religious leaders to preach a doctrine of the non-existence of 
evil, — an ostriche way of ignoring its existence, a Mary Baker 
Bddy approach that evil exists only when we permit our minds to 
admit its presenoe Most of us agree that pneumonia germs, for instance 
can scarcely be wished into oblivion merely by assuming they don t 
exist, and yet hasn t religion of late tended to apply the same *
method of eradicating crime or at least recognition of the existence
of men of" ill will primarily by either ignoring them or spiritually 
concentrating on the hope the evil will by some miracle change into 
good ^r are men different from germs and therefore may not be 
classified as all good or all bad. Somewhere in all these questions 
there is a measuring device hidden that, if discovered, might 
explain much and perhaps be usefull or worse than the blind way in 
which we stumble along so miserably. Dora’s letter set me to wonderingJI 
but I am going to ponder on the matter no further tonight.

1 liked the Morrow show, although the latter half somehow reminded® 
me of that section in the back of the magazine, "Life Goes To A Party",!
an inter sting intimate aocount of what happens when a soldier arrives 1
home from the wars, - but not too vitala subject, which perhaps makes 
ita little more pleasant and relaxing. I thought the first 
half of the program, revolving about thetrend in the Great ^efeate and 
the "Great Dismissal"was a worthwhile compilation, indicating 
more clearly than ever what a powerful propaganda instrument this 
type of broadcast is bound to become. And so the week plays 
outand the ^renbourg grandiflora blossom here before me is closing its 
petals and T had better start folding mine.'.....

4840 1
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Sunday, May 20th, 1951.

• Memorandum; ,

une guess as to whioh direction my thoughts were traveling 
* as I sat beneath the cedar where I dined "en plein air” at 

the Band camp* at sun down. .Deep shadows darkened the 
Montrose hills, sandwiehed in between the glory of departing 
day in the background and a surface of msxi* molton
gold reflecting on the surface of the river whence rose 
a deliciously coel breeze, gently fanningthe overhanging 
branches. A full orange disk gradually emergedabove the

* Eastern horizonwhere the moonmodestly advance almost before 
the sun had departed*

•

It was easy not to talk for music issued from 
a machine, plugg ed into the cedar and everyone seemed to divide 
his attention to it and the food, so ample and bounteous.
Some there were whee thoughts were want to wander, forward and 
backward in time, and forward again into space. It was 
a lovely supper, much better to my way of thinking, that 
the hostess and some, of the guests even suspected.

It was so pleasant in such an ideal situation, to let one's 
thoughts commune a bit with little Miss Lee of Lyme.

For the plantation people generally, it must have been 
a somwhat exhausting week end, but as for myself it was 
just about right. As for plantation folkes, there had been 
the hot weather for Saturday’s hoeing, an all night wake, 
a Sunday morning funeral, and Sunday afternoon baseball game 

« an<* the Rand movies tonight, which, you will agree, sounds 
like quite a program.

M>s for myself, however, I had scant interruption on 
Saturday, an opportunity to do some reading and only half 
a dozen pilgrims, so dull they didn't matter, on Sunday,

I ^suppose it was 9:30 on Friday night when Mr. Brew had finis ed 
his secretarial duties and it was pleasant to walk with Jiim as 
far as the front gate, the night was so lovely. On Saturday 
morning I learned that just after leaving, Mr. Brew, while 
passing the store, thought he heard groans down near the river*
On investigating, he discovered Yank Dudleylying on the ground.
He was suffering from acute indigestion and died before
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a oar could be rounded up to take him to a doctor, everybody 
like good old Xank, a stout man of 60, wh© plodded regularly 
in his role of field hand until Saturday noons when he usually 
invested in a gallon of wine and with additional supplies, 
maintained a pleasantly inebriated condition until Monday 
mornings at least, and sometimes ran over into Tuesdays. But 
his wine invariably had a further mellowing effect on a nature 
already mellow, he was always pleasant, drunk or sober and 
although he did maintain with the passage of the years, certain 
domestic connections with,various ladies, - including a 8 month 
husbandry of the widow Hunter, — nonetother than little ^iss 
Clemence, - still the severing of such connections was always 
attended with the same casual and pleasant attitude as characterized 
all his varied relations with society in general.

Fifty two Sunday mornings of the year, hot or cold, rain or 
shine, Yank unfailingly passed by my front gallery along about 
10 o'clock, ^e knew there would always be one glass of wine 
for him, and he was never disappointed, and although he I
proba ly could readily have punished a whole bottle, the 
custom of one glass was so firmly established to his satisfaction, 
that one it was and everybody was happy about the exchange of 
amenities, a discussion of the weather, how the crops looked, 
and Yanke was on his way, walking straight or waving in 
the breeze, but unfilingly happy..

And so x was up early this morning to round up a 
floral tribute that would be worthy of xank and at the same 
time pleasant his negro friends, his daughter who would come down 
rrom town for the funeral, and sufficiently colorful to 
.round out tile decors of a simple but colorful burial. The 
piece of resistance was a rather over-sized bouquet of red roses, 
festooned by an explosion of green and white striped Gardener s 
Garter. They toll me it looked pretty on his casket although 
the single Milk and Wine lily, — somehow so fitting, was ever 
to striking, clasped in tiis ebony hand.

The Gordon Randolphs, the Gordon Staffords, the Hands, Puny, 
Zelraa and I headed up for St. ^athews along about first dark.
The church was packed, the prayers and singing wonderful and 
the movie, apparantly, asx success, since the collection, given 
Hr. Hand and handed back by him to the church, exceeded 
any previous one.

Back home by 10, a quick shower and her© we are, withal 
a little sleepy, but still hoping to read a page or two 
before calling it a day I hope your day has been pleasant,
&too, not quite so warm, not quit© so dusty, but with ample 
supplies of quiet and re tfulness, providing an opportunity 
to do lots of things or nothing as impulse has indicated.
On closing my eyes tonight, ± shall be thinking of the big 
cedar

Monday, May 21st, 1961.

Memorandum:
Gradually the days grow warmer but gentle breezes temper 

the heat, except when one is whaling away too mightily 
with a weed knife. Wo are really in want of rain— on our 
side of the fence, but the planters never want a drop 
on their side; of course. 1 suppose that must be one great 
recompense to them if rains do come during May in Juno, —  
if theychande to dabble in peoanes, too, for while cotton 
may not thrive on tod much rain, the pecanes flourish 
mightily at this season if liberal libations pour down from 
on high.

The pilgrims included three Turnbulls and two 
Wilcoxes from Oklahoma, — friends of Rora. X thought X 
had had some Turnbull friends of his before, but this seems 
to be a second batch or X was mistaken about the first.
Anyway they were nice people and their presence made a 
restful interlude.

X finished the book b/ ̂ argaret Kennedy over the week end. 
I had tought it was The Thief, but I believe it must bo 
The Feast, for although there is some thievery in the piece, 
the climax centers around a picnic, which leads me to 
assume the latter title is correct.

Perhaps it is because X don't incline much toward 
novels and read comparatively few of them that I enjoyed 
this book so much. I suspect the publishers, — Rhinehart, 
of having taken the last chapter and inserted it as 
a prologue, Be that as it may, after finishing the last 
page, I instinctively re-read the first one again and felt 
benefited for having started all over again.

I have a feeling Miss Kennedy intended the 
first page to bo the last, for in that order, I find, the 
story, with nothing of preachiness about it, becomes 
doubly moving as a sermon if the first page is re-read 
at the close'of the book* Perhaps it isn't fashionable 
for novels to carry a message teso days, —  I wouldn t 
know.If X owned a printed copy, I should ceitainly * 
scribble a line at the end, suggesting to anyone into whose 
hands it might fall that when the last line of the book had 
been read,’the Prolongue should be re-oonsidored.
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I am wondering if you are acquainted with 
any of the recordings made hy Carmen Caballero. Dr.
Hand had one going last night and while the piece in 
question meant nothing especially to me, I enjoyed 
the piano rendition ever so much. Dr. Hand said that 
according to the decker carton of the record, Caballero 
has made at least 13 records for that concern. I 
understand he exeells in arranging lighter compositions, 
and i am wondering if he ever chanced to include 
"A Pretty Girl Is Like a Melody”, _ a tune from one 
of the ^iegfield shows I like very much. Perhaps he has 
done some Friml and ^ehar things, too, and they should 
be nice, I*should imagine. You were so kind as to 
recommend that*we compare notes on items of this nature 
whenever anything particular came to mind, and so 1 mention 
the above, liking Caballero's tuneful playing and being 
quite in the dark as to what he has ever recorded.

Another matter coming to my attention while 
supping under the cedar last night I want to mention. It 
is the excellence of a salade, the recipe of which I am 
asking Blythe to jot down for me, for i should like to 
have you glance at the ingredients to see if you thipk 
it sounds apetiaing. I reckon the odds and ends don t 
matter much, since anyone with imagination can toes in 
anything to bring the thing up to the standard of his own 
palate, ^t seems to me Ghicken or crab meat might be 
used, although schrimp, I believe, was the solid in this 
particular one. &ut the meat part isn t what is important, - 
but rather the jell© base of the thing^ — a jello made 
of tomato juice, i imagine, and while L am not at all 
cert in you like tomato juice as much as I do, still, I 
"Shall get the particulars as* to how the thing is contrived 
and send it along regardless. Perhaps there is a psychological 
twist to the thing, — the association of coolness with tomato 
juice so that when the stuff is congealed into jello, the 
item may seemingly be cooler than it actually is.

My secretary..confided to me tonight that he had to 
go, to town on Saturday to give a few verbal notes on 
the. c Crcumstances under which he found ^ahk Dudley dead on 
Friday night. It seems his uncle, Fugabou, and for what 
reason nobody knows, put out the suggestion ^r. ^rew had 
killed Yank, ^f course no direct reference should be made to 
this, but x pass it along, recalling as I do, how close 
there came‘to being an inquest on another occasion in 
which I was more directly interested. Isn't it wonderful how 

* gossips love to gossip, especially ifrthey^think they can get 
a pot boiling under somebody else.

Tuesday, May 22nd, 1951.

Memorandum:
^ow nice, —  how doubly nice, —  to find your letters 

of the 17th and 18th in today*s post.
Both secretaries have come and gone and P wish I had 

retained at least one, in order that 1 might take up 
the several points touched upon in chronological order and 
thus know 1 didn t skip any,. But if my memory doesn’t serve 
me at this sitting, reraemberance on subsequent occasions 
will bring points to the surface.

I am glad you had such a nice outing to ^leasantville. 
it is nice to know how things appeared in that neighborhood, 
and it is good to know the leader*s Digest headquarters is 
so pleasantly sitauted. And I am indebted to you ior having 
mentioned the Saw Mill Hiver &oa&, for - had, completely forgotte 
„bout that highway, it has been so long since the boy friend and
I VI »  «  A A a 4*

* What & quick year it has been since the date you headed 
towad the Great South West. Somehow the space in between has 
been bridged so beautifully by the pages exchanged between us 
since then that each seems almost like a stepping stone across 
a little stream whose opposite banks scarcely seem 365 days 
apart. ,

It is certainly kind of you to inquire *regarding the 
preference I have regarding the hujming bird bottles. For 

* this vicinity I think the larger ones serve best in the
long run. This is due to the faet that evaporation is sometimes 
excessive in this clime and the larger container seems to 
p eserve the contents longer and accordingly saves the birds 
the necessity of having to scrape out the dish, as it were, 
as was the case the other evening when three birds had a 
go at their supper from one of the smaller reoepticales and 
before they had had their fill, apparantly, they had to work 
like mad, running /Jheir bills around the edges to get the 
last drop. ’** didn t want to move, and frighten them at 
the time although my merriment at their carryings-on seemingly 
might well have frightened them away. I find the smaller ones

f
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excellent for closer use and under the protection of the gallery.
X attached to pf them to a stem of a grandiflora on the hack: 
gallery, hard by the fountain, and one on St. Griggin's spear t or 
banner or whatever it is he is holding, and my visitors didn t 
seem frightened at all at coming thus on to the gallery. This 
winter 1 planted butterfly lilies in half a dozen big old pots 
which I have placed in the semi-shade of the bannas on the 
front gallery. As soon as thejr begin to blossom, however, 
lK.propose placing them around *>t. Giggin's fountain, and 
I am contemplating a big restaurant business with the humming 
birds in mid July when x shall attach the smaller feeders to 
the stems of the lilies, leaving the larger bottles on the 
front gallery, both at Sicca and Arenbourg.

And may I thank: you for having so kindly offered to do some
thing about procuring a shower thing for me. Frankly, as soon 
as the pajams turned up,, X merely telephoned town, asking 
Mrs. Goembs if she would grab one of the things at the drug stroe 
the next time Welfare work carried her in this direction, and 
so 1 obtained the needed outfit on the same day, as it chanced she 
was*just starting out for the lower Gane ^iver region. Xt 
was one of those things that sell for a dollar or so, - the 
rubber hose that is pushed on to the faucet, having a 
spray of some kind at the other end of the hose, - as simple 
as one, two, threp, but a business X like much in bathing.

And thanks, too, for the clippings. X know nothing about 
the book carrying the sketch suggesting Devereux. It seems 
to me the same author wrote a novel about the ^outh 4 or 5 years 
ago, and the review carried a picture of Hickory Hill Plantation, 
near ^iss ^va Scott*s place, but had nothing to do with the 

Hickory uill plantation.
W. . •  ̂ * • ■ ’• ■ % ;

And speaking of Devereux, MissMyra telephoned Blythe this 
morning, asking her to bring me to ^atohez and the three of us 
have dinner together and spend the afternoon with her, and Blythe 
passed this way this afternoon to acquaint me with the invitation, 
■̂ he is going, "eed I say I am not. But were * not so busy, it 
would certainly afford me a pleasant day.

And thanks for telling me of the Offenbach music and the 
film.' Xt must have been pleasant to listen to the music, even 
though the film left a little to be desired.

X hope the operation wasn*t to© trying and that everything 
is now on the mend. X had a similar operation on my arm here 
the sleeve tended to rub the thing and cause an irritation, 
fhe elimination, was successful and in a week X had forgotten 
the experience which seems much more incidental than X had 
envisioned. Sincerely 1 am hoping your experience may prove 
equally successful.— It has been such a nice day, looking forward 
to communing with you through your letters this evening, how 
for a quick shower and Molly and the day is don

j i
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May £2rd, 1951.

Memorandum:,
A brilliant sun all day would have been scorching, 

had it not been for deliciously oool breeaesthat made 
physical effort delectable. I niked the whole arrangement 
and am hoping the tempered drafts of air may suggest moisture 
somewhere in the offing, even though tonight*s sky 
remains cloudless.

X reckon there must be storm centers not too far away, 
for static is heavy. So it was last night but 1 was 
nevertheless -able to catch up with Molly and Fibber*s 
"parrot Teachers Association. I also managed to hear 
Gapitol Cloakroom a bit scrambled but found the discussion 
dull going since it appeared to me Representative 

Heal or Qreel or whatever his name might be, - the 
one currently opposing ceilings on beef, — was either 
stupid or wilfully talking through his hat.

But the heading ^achine carries no static, and 
so X read a little from JSdward Wade deal’s "Ihe Lost 
Woods", which seems to be a nature lover-s account 
of animals, reptilces and insects, but a^little below the 
standard set by Dr. William Beebe. I must hasten to say, 
however, that sometimes first rate books may seem not quite 

up to that level if the reader himself isn't in the upper 
brackets, and X suspect an excellent reader can sometimes 
make a second rate volume appear rather better than it is, 
thanks to his artistry.

In response to your reference to the grandiflora, may I 
say you certainly did not speak out of turn in having 
mentioned it previously. The fact that I hadn't even 
thought of such a thing is evident, X reckon, that I got 
off the track in answering your veiled hint that you might 
have been out of order. Wasn't that hilarious that we 
both were temporarily in the dark as to what the other 
was talking about. As for the magnolia itself, it is 
still up in the palm tree, although X should have planted 
it sooner than this. But somebody borrowed the upper half 
of the extension ladder and although the plantation 
has been ransacked, no trace can be found of it. All 
the other ladders available lack sufficient height to 
enable one to handle the young tree tenderly, and so
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X have delayed from day to day in attacking the 
business, hoping sufficient elevation may be attained 
within the next day* As for the pictures taken of the 
palm, I have seen but one which turned out very nicely, 
although 1 doubt if anybody can see the magnolia, which, 
of course, was the point of taking the picture. I 
have delayed sending the picture, thinking an accompanying 
printed article might be forth-coming t attach to it, 
but unless the same comes to hand shortly, A shall just send 
along the likeness of one somewhat disreputable looking 
tree —  regardless.

There were too many people here when Blythe passed 
this way yesterday and so \ wasn’t able to ask a lot 
of questions 1 wanted to, and especially about how the 
tomato juice jello is made, but a did get as far as one 
cup of tomato juice to two cups of jello, but I shall 
have the balance of the thing, - and written out, shortly, 
and will send it along. It will be hilarious, after all 
this talk about it, if it turns out you don't care much about 
tomato juice to begin with, as some people^do not.

. Blythe mentioned yesterday that they are inviting the 
Garden Club to Cane Diver in August, — another go-round 
like that of a couple of year's ago, A believe. We 
discussed a possible program for the day which will include 
a morning at melrose possibly. Miss ^yra has already 
accepted an invitation to be among those present and that 
will be something to look forward to with pleasure.

The enclosure from Mrs. Davis, among other things, 
refers to a bottle of rhum, expressed to me some time back.
I have had a notice from the ^erry office of the T. and B. 
railroad, saying the package has arrived. A had thought 
of making an acknowledgement of the package after receiving 
it but as nobody has been down Berry way, I decided to 
thank the lady for the gift before ever receiving it, as 
she was in something of a tizzy for fear it might not 
reach me. I have assured her that any liquor may be 
sent by express if the package is marked "Syrup", — and 
oddly enough, without consulting old Noah Webster, I 
suppose almost any liquor might in reality fall under the 
diction^ary*s description of syrup. As for myself,
I haven t had any rhum in years and A never cared much for any 
brand coming to hand. But X shall be glad to have this 
bottle on hand for Dr. Band, as he oannot take wine, and 
accordingly runs the risk of being left out when he brings 
friends and 1 feel inclined, to pour.

f
A
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Thursday, ^ay 24th, 1951.

Memorandum: •
Boday, being knipmeyer Bay, the doctor mentioned the 

death certificate of a ^elrose citizenf recently certified, 
which is an excellent example of how the public record can be 
in error. Dr. Miipmeyer sopke of having signed several 
papers covering this area and asked me if A chanced to know 
Youfc Douglas. said nYouk was quite a new name for him.
It's a new name for anybody, A guess, including the corpse f 
whose real name as T’rank, „_co monly styled Yank Dudley. It s 
too hot to write a quatrains, otherwise it would seem a poem^ 
would be in order on this confusion of real names and those 
appearing in the legal records. • *

It,is good to hear from the Overdykes again _ their letter 
enclosed, — and you will be as amused as I at thd reference 
to Hastings nouse. Hastings is certainly leisurely I 
must say for I had really expected a letter from that 
direction

l : " . ' ' "
Under separate cover I am sending along the palm 

picture. I doubt if you will be able to discover the 
grandiflora which actually is situated at the right of the trunk 
about an inch below the remaining fronds. With the leaves 
such a dark green, it would seem they might have contrasted 
nicely with the brown of the palm trunk, but perhaps the 
glint of the sun on them eradicated them completely. Aotually 
there seems to be about as much point for me to be star gazing 
in its general direction as it was in the case of little king 
when photographed inside the African n0use, pouring nothing 
out of an ejnpty demi-john into an empty pot#* One doesn t have 
to be, but it certainly helps out a lot if one is..... ^

. ,  [ j  j  u  . r f  i  *

The thermometer last night tumbled from the 90*s down 
to a chill 52 just before dawn, and cloud coverage today kept 
it from getting too warm for physical exercise. The weather man 
says there will be no rain, however, although the 
clouds do look very promising, i’rankly, A am hoping 
the weather man could be wrong, for all vegetation would 
benefit vastly by a gentle deluge of an inch or so.
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Going back to the enclosure momentarily, it goes without 
saying * am hoping to have a go at the lists of land holders 
along ^ane River, and shall he especially Interested in what 
years are covered. I am glad to say the grapevine, threatned 
as a presentation piece in an earlier communication from 
the same quarter never materialized, hut if the listing of 

local citizens comes through I shall he delighted, I 
shall pen friend Bos tell a note tonight, reminding him to 
drag along his photostat maohine ori his own hook this year, and 
soucting the idea that we may have an opportunity to round up 
our pictorial map during his July and august sojourn in the 
neighborhood. •Hnce friend Postell leans toward the medical 
and Friend Overdyke toward the, economic they will not 
be getting into each other*s respective'proinee too much, I 
hope.

interruption.......
hen, the youthful overseer, just passed by, hearing a plate 

of chieken sandwiches, olives and whatnot, sent over by Celeste.
.These must he excess from tonight‘s supper, following a card 
party across the fence this evening This morning I rounded 
up an armful of grandiflora blossoms for her and on depositing 
the same in her true hand, she told me ura had planned to 
he at the party and to be-take herself over to see me some 
time during the afternoon hut had telephoned last evening to 
say she couldn't make it, what with some or all of her children 
have just co e down with the measles. What next in that household.

I chanoed to hear the news-caster, Beatty, over the National 
system at 10:15 last night, and the impresssion that the National 
is tinged with ultra Republicanism struck me once more, as 
it has so frequently during the past few months. X take it 
this news-oast is sponsored by a x number of stations aoross 
the country, —  1 was tuned in on Des Moines, - and different 
stations sponsoring different products.individually, before and 
aftef the news, and all joining in on the middle for Mr. Beatty's 
observations and reports. The Des koines station -sponsors Ford-dealers 
for the state of Iowa, an £ it was therefore a little surpising 
when, as the news finished and the advertising concluded to 
hear two separate voices, a slit scond apart, announce;
This program is brought to.you by Alka oelzer, the Ford dealers of 
Iowa.But time and stationary are running out and a new dawn 
will be summoning me up the road before 1 know it, and so 1 shall 
fold forthwith Hope local plumbing is behaving and house
cleaning well under control Please take it slowly......

I

Friday, May 225th, 1951.

Memor andum;
Row nice to find your Monday letter in today's 

post.' Just to show what it really could do by way of 
Speed in traveling, it seems to me it was ever so 
prompt. Perhaps it was trying to make up for lost time 
in the matter of that of my Memo of the 14th which dwaddled 
along the way, as between ^elrose and Manhattan.

I am glad you had a week end that enabled you to 
do a few things you had been looking forward to under
taking. I hope you tucked in a little rest in between 
times, too.

I feel a;little shamed faced, — or do our colored friends 
say shame-faced, to mention another horticultural peculiarity 
in these parts, for it seems to me we have had ample for 
'anybody's credulity this season. But so help me Rannah, something 
else that seems odd enough has broken'out on the second post 

...along by the elephant ears, the front gallery of ucca.
Just by chance this evening, borea at“the time by stupid 
pilprims, my eye followed along the post to the eaves where 
I noticed a huge festoon of a rather pretty leafed vine. After 
the pilgrims had departed it was first dark, but even so i 
just had to investigate to see what was going and ho.
as Mrs. -^eaumont would put it, there certainly wa§ a vine in 
full vigor, its roots on ground hard by the elephant 
ears and butterfly lilies, and its crown 16 or 18 feet above, —  
but n© connecting link visible. closer examination, I
find that the ; vine has blasted its way between the concrete 
base and'the wooden pillar on which it rests, and having 
made the initial entry, and worked itself skyward, entirely

* within the covering of the solid wooden pillar, - which strikes 
me has a heap of work for such a ^ong climb when it had the

* whole out-of-doors to make the same ascent without any 
oppositio whatsoever. I have heard of people doing things
the hard $ay, but’this exceeds anything human in that department.

I hope you were able to hear tonight's "Hear It Now , 
for even though there really was lots of racket, - what - 
with the rocket go ng up 250 miles into the air, a full fledged 
battle going on In K-orea and the tyr-outs for the Brince of 
Siam part by Rogers and Rammer stein, still there were those quieter 
moments, such as the ^uke of Windsor's speech which was certainly 
gay 'and that of Senator Tobey which certainly had good sense in 
its request to pull down the curtain on the Senate hearings on
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the Bar Eastern policies which in reality is nothing more or less 
than a * political' hit of flub-dubbery. Ifm so glad I thought 
of that word, which, I think, is not original, hut used so 
infequenstly on my part that it seems almost so. Fluh- 
duhhery, — what a piece of business that word is.

cJLojl.
4852

Sunday, May £7th, 1951.

Memorandum:
The •“‘ew cleans Public library has gone on another bender of 

sending me scads of books already read, and completely disregard
ing requests for items I haven't. And so I continue with 
f,The Lost Woods" by Beal or possibly Teal, even though some parts 
of it deal with insects and plat life of which I know nothing- and 
seem to lack sufficient mental equipement to understand as to 
just why i should be reading about bits of stuff that eventually 
become fungus, although neither the biologist or botantist have 
agreed as to whether the stuff is animal or venegatble.But 
I did like one chapter about a lady living in the Adirondacks 
who for the past three years has been paying4a visit each 
evening every single night to a beaver pond on or near her 
camp and has made friends with said beavers so that they will 
respond to her call, climb up in her lap and generally disport 
themselves in the presence of this human being without any manifesta
tion of fear on their part. Come to'think about it, I find 
myself again shame-faced” as a human being when I stop to 
realize how dreadful the sight of a human being must be to 
these animals.I don't suppose it would be possible'to aspire 
to two jobs concurrentlyt and so am hoping that after 
humanity gets through fighting wars amongst human beings, it 
may, —  at long last --initiate another peace movement, perhaps 
more difficult to effect, so that within a few hundred years 
it may be possible for a deer or a beaver to catch sight of a 
human being and not have to run for his life.

<

You will enjoy all of the enclosures, even though none 
of them are important. I had been writing briefer letters to 
Charles, having heard in a round-about way, - obviously a 
mere rumor, that he had gone to New urleans. The Ozell Bell 
he mentions lives hard by the bridge on Little River. I 
don t know them very well and it is odd how I always think of 
baby chickens whenever 1 hear Cell's name mentioned, for 
once he made a perfect record when, after ordering 100 chickens 
by mail, he received the shipment, — quite a common commodity 
in this area, - with 85 of the baby chicks dead on their arrival 
at the Melrose Tost Office^ with the remaining 15 dying before 
he got them baokato ^ittle ^iver. Often a few chicks don*t 
survive the transportation, but Ozell's is the only record I 
know that was 100 per cent perfect, in a manner of speaking.

m e  nour jogs along and i had better begin to give 
thought to taking a dip and folding up my beard. The weather

bu* n°thing has r ally suffered from drought as yet 
the impending week end is going to he ever so pleasant 

for you, and may we both have a comparative

Row nice to find the fat envelope bearing an air mail stamp 
on Thursday's letter which certainly came through promptly*

The week end being what it is, X have experienced a paucity 
of secretaries, with an interruption coming just as X had 
finished your grand letter, so X have not as yet had an 
opportunity to run through the transcriptions from the 
Historical Journal. 1 am so indebted to you for all this and 
am frankly impatient to gdt to going on it*

And thanks for telling me of the impending engagement which,
I can well imagine, may cuase something of a flurry on the home front 
As usual, everybody concerned will have themselves a fine time, —  
with only the poor lady-bird, as forever, finding it necessary 
to try to hold down one member and at the same time keep 
the other from jumping over the traces. Poor soul, X think 
of her so often.

The schedule which-you find confronting you for June sounds 
hurly-burly enough. '$ith all that's going on in the offioe, it 
would seem your hands ought to be full enough, but when there is 
added to that a question of housing the South American posse to boot, 
that does seem just a little too much. I am homing some of the 
bridges may not be s difficult to cross as they appear to be 
from this vantage point. Xn the mean time, X shall be holding 
the tought.

Returning to the transcripts momentarily, X chance to 
know la ^tahl, — a friend of teate Perkins, and X shall be so 
interested in the results of her labors which covered a long period 
in the x*atchitoches archives. And speaking of the other article, 
and the reference to ^oseph Erwin, — the house referred to as below 
Plaquemine, is St. Louis Plantation or Greenwood, both of which 
belonged to daughters of old Job, and both houses still remain.

You will be particularly interested in the business about 
the Randolphs, as mentioned in your letter. They built 
Notaway, that huge old house which still stands and occupied, 
near Belle Grove. I have before mentioned perhaps, the two 
youths, grandsons of the builder, fell in love with the same 
negress on Hotaway, and settled the affair by having a duel in which 
one brother killed the other. Sally Johnson, from whom I purchased 
the old tureen of barber ^ojpnson, is the daughter of that self game 
negress and the sruviving Radolph boy. Isn t it odd how remote 
historical names come slap down to the dinger table.
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From the accompanying note from Bssae Mae yon will gather 
I looted forward to getting full particulars from Lois Lester 
regarding doings at Oakley, hut somehow our signals must 
have got crossed, and they never saw me and I never saw 
them, i although they stopped here along about 9 this 
morning, en route to Briarwood.

Aurellia passed this way a little before 9, just 
after I had returned from a round at Arenbourg, to deliver 
an invitation to break bread across the fence. Whitfield Jack, 
Junior, and a couple of friends spending the week end at the 

Rand camp with him, passed this way about 10. At dinner, 
Celeste asked how Rssae Mae and Lois seemed, regretting she was
at Ghuroh when they arrived. Aurellia had told her she 
had seen them coming to ¥ucca shortly fcx after she had 
delivered the invitation. J. B. had seen them going to the 
big house but had missed them five minutes later when they 
stopped at the store to see him he having just gone to his 
house to take off his long beard.

It*s my custom to close the doors on the fron gallery 
during the day, 'therebye conserving all the coolness of 
early dawnfor the balance of the day. I can only imagine 
the gals must have assumed I was absent and didn t knock. Isn't 
it odd how close the contact was and yet never succeeded in being 
effected. I assume, perhaps, they felt rushed to get on to 
Briarwood in time for dlinner and accordingly did not institute
an exhaustive search for me.

Hot until this week end did I ever realize how neutralizing 
kaki clothes may be,* now that not only the soliders but 
everyone else wears it. On Saturday noon, returning from 
dinner, I was in something of a hurry, having a heap of stuff 
I wanted to do before having a round wit pilgrims, scheduled 
to appear just in the offing* I encountered a youth sitting 
on my front gallery, and I took him to be a Little Biver 
acquaintance, merely passing by to pass the time of day. I 
inquired if he had attended the movies at St. Mathew s last 
Sunday night and he said he hadn't, and with a couple of other 
casual observations o?r crops the weather or some such, I 
said I had to be on my way, he leaving in one direction and 
I in the opposite. Only today did * learn that my friend 
Bill Bemo, veteran of Boxea and just back from the wars, had 
been to see me on Saturday. Boor little old Bill, he must have 
thought he got a mighty indifferent home-coming reception.

J.«B. tells me the latest political twist is that Governor 
Long contemplates running* Senator Albert Fredericks to 
succeed him. Since a Louisiana Governor'cannot suoceed himself, 
and since Fredericks is a tool of Long, this ought to be fine 
for the Longs, if they can turn the trick. — And so the day 
runs out and I am hoping yours has been good.....

4854
/  ’ . . . . .  :

Monday, ^ay 28th, 1^51.

Memorandum:
It certainly is the wofcd "dwaddle" that best, describes 

the Hastings B0use business, as you will note from the 
enclosure, Ihe excuse appears very lame, and 1 am 
puzzled as to why they are taking so long to say Ho.

* After all,Jit would seem as though reference might 
have been made to the impossibility of looking at the 
manuscript as between ̂ aroh and ^ay if that had really 
been the case, and why’they continue to Bold the thing, •- 
unless their stated reason is true, 1 can't imagine.

The weather continues unmercifully hot and the 
weather man can sight no signs of rain in the offing.
Nothing is suffering for absence of moisture as yet, 
what with the ample dews, but tlie absence of rain at this 
time means there will be scant growth this Spring, 1 
imagine. But, on the other hand, the greatest height ever 
attained in a single year by grandiflora maganolias on 
Melrose took place in September of 1948 when it didn t 
rain from May until November, — which certainly was an 
exception or perhaps a determination of the part of the 
magnolias in attempting to show just what they could do regard
less of the weather.

Bilgrims appeared in spite of the heat this afternoon, but 
fortunately  ̂wa's behind a bush when the messenger brought 
me word and so 1 lied and s’ent back word that I was 
busy.A few minutes later, the ■uark Luke passed by and 
I was glad to lay hold of that excuse to collapse on a 
bench for a few minutes and get caught up on conversa
tion. B© had a good story to tell and 1 listened with 
particular attention, thinking you would entfoy it, too, but 
now, four hours latdr, what with 8 guests for supper and 
*a heap of talk, I have completely fbrgotten the tale I 
* really wanted to remember. But the Bark Luke will be along 
again ere long, and I shall have him brush up ms memory, —  
and 1 hope his turns out to be better than mine.
* : * ->; .: ‘.. X ■'
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The other enclosure, asking for the geneology of 

Silly Johnson and her husband brings to mind that I think 
I covered the Randolph kinship of Sally herself in a 

recent letter to you, Perhaps I never did make the Johnson 
side clear, and so I shall indicate it herewith, William 

Sohnson, the diariast, had several children, and one of 
these, — ■willlm, I,.think, begot a son William, .who became 
Dr. William Johnson who married Jiallxjtej^lph. was 
Dr. Johnson who died in 1938 and I w a s f f i ^ o n  my 
initial visit to ^atchez to assist in composing some 
kind of a memorial to honor him in some publication or 
other, and for the newspapers, which, of course, * was 
glad to do, having during my short stay in %tehez 
formed quite a definite picture as to the man’s worth and 
attainments, bot considerable. As today’s enclosure 
indicates, one volume of the diary was7 at ^elrose for a long 
time, and a transcript was made and photostats of some 
of the more interesting pages. I guess all this is well 
know to you, but * thought I would mention it again, just 
-in case I had neglected to include the same when speaking 
.of the family before.

t I am reading a thing called "Life of Soienoe by somebody 
whose name sounds like George button, but which really can’t 
be, I don’t suppose. The book has some interesting points, 
and contains so interesting estimates of various super
scientists, although,* curiously enough some of them never 
seem to be what we popularly style scientists, as for example, 
Herbert Spencer, Brnest Renan and so on# This volume says the 
Renan Vie de Jesus stirred up a lot of excitement when 
it wa published, probably in the late 1800’s. As I 
recall the Albert Schweitzer one did, too, and it probably 
came half a century later, I am wondering if one could 
start a furor at the present time. Somehow fashions 
in everything including religion seem to change so con
siderably from generation to generation that one can but 
ponder how tracts of one decade could seem to different in 
another. Perhaps the Madam might have applied her 
dogma to religious books as she did to her uniforms, declaring, 
as you may recall, that since styles tended to rotate, 
she found herslf in the tip of the mode every 7 years*

If duller letters have been written, I don t recall 
having exceeded this one but perhaps it is the^heat, and 
perhaps a breeze will bring improvement on the morrow. 
as for myself, * am about to dive intofa bath, and then 
flatten out in anticipation of toorrow s first silvery streak in 
the ^ast.....

Tuesday, May 29th, 1951.

Memorandum:
How nice to find your grand letter of Thursday, 

together with the clipping of the Irvington-on-Hudson 
Taj Mahal dipping in today’s post.

*

Andmay I hasten;on to congratulate you on the 
brightness of your optics in having discover a letter for your- 
self in a post office whose officials didn’t seem to know ox its 
presence. Somehow it reminded me of one of those old vaudeville 
acts in which a somewhat galmorous lady, blindfolded, gave 
the impression she could read and answer questions written on 
slips of paper by various people in the audience. If you 
tell me in your next letter you have progressed to such a 
state that you can read the contents of a Memo while still 
enclosed in an envelope and resting in its post office pigeon
hole, I shall not be a bit floored.

I am hoping the little Hotel *stor a™Her is getting well 
settled in his new occupation and I find myself wondering if 
he will be staying under your roof during the summer. I 
am hoping not, since the fewer people about, the more liklihood 
you may get an occasional grab at relaxation#

t

Dat, to my surprise, appeared on the scene bright and early 
this morning, having come in from Baton Aouge during the night.
I believe he returns to x*. S. U, for graduation on Saturday, 
and then plans to return*’here, * believe, and I suppose will enter 
the Watson and Williams law office in atehitoohes thereafter,—  
if and until the draft carries him off. I don t hope to 
comprehend the current selection of recruits, there seem to be 
so many different classifications, and 1 guess *at hasn t any 
clear idea as to what chance he has of remaining out or being taken 
in to the armed forces. Some branch of the Government, — ana i 
like to put it on Congress, seems to have kept the whole policy 
in such a state of uncertainty that nobody of draft age seems to
know "where he is atM.

? —

It just occurs to me that we might use an acknowledgement of 
the HaStings House letter to prod them on and to toss in 
a suggestion regarding a new title. I can’t seem to think 
of one that quite that satisfies me, but it will do no harm
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to use the acknowledgement letter for bringing up the matter*
If you will be so kind as to glance over anything I may get 
around to knock off and post the same, I shall be ever so 
appreciative*

•*nd thanks for^ telling me of the advstisement of the new 
Kane opus. A couple of clippings, one carrying the date and one 
without, are enolosed in this letter or an accompanying 
envelope. One is from the Shreveport Times and the other 
from the Picayune, both appeared on the same day. I don t 
? ant them baok. rv • 1

No, your account of the snapshot and the identity of those 
who originally appeared in it, did in no way detract in my 
delight in the likeness. As a matter of fact, 1 keep my 
lovely fleur de lis scrapbook resting on my bed during the 
day where can turn to it a billion times, and I am always 
delighted to open the cover and get the same surprise with each 
look that ' did when it first arrived. I still don’t remember 
the occasion of the snapping of the thing and I have completely 
forgotten sending it along to you, so that the surprise element 
never seems to become dulled

~  .t i *  i , - * ' fjj • , I
This latest, volume of Mr. ^ane must be the one Carolyn Ramsey 

told us about, — the manuscript belonging to the lady in Marshall 
Texas on whom &ane worked to extract the same from. I suppose 
it might well be the guilt complex of having "lifted" it that 
impelled him to go into such an elaborate account of some book 
that approximated the manuscript, - a, volume which T shouldn’t 
be surprised, he never saw. As Mr *»ane knows no other language 
than English, and as he wangled the manuscript from the Marshall 
lady, you may be sure, if the one edition extant is in Italian, 
he never spent a sou having the latter, translated. Really 
that man is remarkable the way he is able to run up on and approprai 
the 1 bor of others and turn it to his own financial advantage. PeopI 
like Dr. Schweitzer are inclined to feel that one reason for 1914 
and 1939 was.because society was not only willing but eager to 
substitute opportunism for ethics, and, for all I know. ^r. **ane 
may well personify said society. In short, if I may say so, He’s a b£

The heat continues and many of my colored friends report 
the exhaustion of their f cisterns, fortunately the Melrose ones 
still have staple reserves and Dane tf-iver is fulsome.According
ly I propose splashing through a bath forthwith, after which 
I shall round up som Tender -̂ eaf, by whiohotime I trust 
my second secretary shall have put in an appearance, when T 
shall have an opportunity to run through the balance of a 
fairly heavy mail, and go into a couple ±a of the nice 
clippings I have awaiting my deleotation. It so nice 
having your grand letter and again my thanks for all.....

Wednesday, May 30th, 1951.

Memorandum;
*

Two months since your natal day, and how the 
days swing along.

According to my radio, the Maoy-Gimble price cutting 
battle experienced a day’s re spite, what with 
the eEast enjoying a holiday. I guess certain segements 
of the South must be having a holiday, too, although this 
seems to be restricted to federal business, the banks and so on 
Ge leste went to Alexandria to shop and T understand 

all the Natchitoches stores are functioning as usual.
But the pilgrimage trade was a little more active than 
usual, seeming to indicate some people must have heard 
of Memorial Day, although the number appears limited.
The plantation concentrates on cotton just as it does on 
any old day of the week, but the n groes, of course, will 
get their frolic on June 19th, as usual.

The weather grows hotter but thanks to a gentle breeze, 
it wasn t quite so enervating as yesterday. There isn’t 
the slightest suggestion of a cloud or a hint of rain.

I think * have remarked before on the strangness of the 
fact that nobody ever seems to have brought forth a monograph 
on grandiflora magnolias. And the more I consider the 
beauty of this lovliest of trees, the more astonished I 
am that so many* pamphlets have been written on weeds, bugs 
and bacteria, delighting so few people, while not a 
line ever seems to have been printed for the grandiflora which 
has enchanted everybody where it grows since the beginning.

1 got off again on* this track because I am fiddling 
so frequently with bouquets of them these days. jSvery morning 
I gather armfuls of fresh ones so that the constant contact 
with them inclines to exoitem my interest.

We have remarked upon the variations in the leaves of 
the magnolia, — some being so broad, deep green and flat 
as opposed to others that are rather narrower, lighter green 
and often with a tendency to ourl. Some of the
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characteristics of the flowers, as brought forth by 
different trees, are equally arresting in their differs • 
Forfexample, that old, old tree by the side
large blossoms, almost a jasamine sweetness and a flower that 
last for about three days, after being picked for a 
bouquet. In sharp contrast to this type is another 
quite old tree about the same distance - from the big 
house, but standing toward the Aast rather than the •
Its blossoms are not quite so expansive, have a 
"greener” more musty perfume and £e7e x survive: 
more than 24 hours. It chances that the £e*als re
flowers from both of these trees are about the same shape, 
but some" trees produce blossoms having petals that
some almost to a point whereas °^hexs °
the elipse design. Other trees have blossoms whose 
petals tend'to curve back at the edges as the flowers 
unfold while other varieties siwng back their sn^ y  
petals, as from hinges at the base without the edges°* 
the'petals ever shwoing much sign of being y
the" "sesame” business going on where the petals aajoing
or join the stem.

With all the to-do made about Louisiana Hative Iris, and 
all that within the past couple of decades, with each 
color and variety given registered names and hundreds of 
people belonging to 1ris Societies and journeying f 
hundreds of miles to*confer on the matter, it seems so 
remarkable nobody has ever done anything about the 
grandiflora. Perhaps I had better start som® ^ nf» I h -a 
heaven knows I could do better than talk so long a 
herewith without ever getting any where.

^ut 1  do feel bound to add just one more thing, — the 
young Arenbourg tree that brought forth a flower so 
unexpectedly this year actually offered up one of the 
most beautifully formed and one of the most expansive
blossoms 1 have yst run across, * ™  *“*5^®“* “  h
Spring to roll round to confirm the first expression.

Prom the enclosure, you will notice we are likely 
to have another ta fruit tree to add to ^ e  lemon.

The latter, b the way, is growing madly, with a billion 
new leaves and a flock of incipient pubds, 80 
'ought to consider fresh lemonade almost any old 
if and when lemons actually result. Ihat is certainly 
counting chichs ahead of time, but think its fun re
gardless.

I heard Pebber and “"oily's program last night but 
am going to read Schweitzer tonight, one of his ,
having just come to hand. How for some iced render Leaf, and
may you be having some tool...

n  . (p/iL l a w  a & w
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Thursday, ^ay 31st, 1951.

Memroandum:
I think’ !■ have acknoweged the clipping of the new 

Garmer residence, but L want to thank you again for it, and 
to say how timely it comes, as I have been putting off 
writing him a note for some weeks, and now that this new 
address is to hand, I shall be glad to make the most of it.* ' . * - ' • : , ■ f.r  ,.1

Prom the picture, the house tiiust be quite a sight, and 
whenever one finds himself in the .neighborhood of rvington-on- udson, 
it seems to me it would be worth taking one good look at. i used 
to find myself in Irvington ever so fr4quently when I was want to 
spend week ends at LobbS Perry* ^e used to walk along the aqueduct 
frequently; and Irvington was always on the route, although i must 
say I never have seen this Orson Fowler inspiration.

r ; • . t p  *

And  ̂want to tahnk you again for the exerpts from 
the articles covering free people flf color. Lid mention 
that ^adam Stahl is a friend of ^ate Perkins and used to come here 
sometimes for week ends, so I know her fairly well.3>

In view of the associationfof Arenbourg with the L0minique Metoyer 
the reference to the latter was especially riteresting, and in as 
much as we have several things, including the bookcase that belonged 
to Jean Baptiste and Suzanne Antee ^etoyer, that reference struck 
home, too. Perhaps the most devastating paragraph had to do 
with Francois Robiaux *and the emanciaption of the two children of 
colored, acknowledged as his. You will recall Francois Robiaux 
was the father of Qsite Robiaux, first wife of oseph enry, 
and that their son, Jofc, married Garamie ^arrett. There seems to 
be so much color in some family treesf

The weather continues hot. Yesterday’s official high in 
Shreveport was 99. The Melrose official high this afternoon was 102. 
•°ut a vagrant breeze wander around most of the sunny hours and 
so I didn’t mind the heat so much, and tonight a big electric 
fan keeps Yuccapleasant and the promise of ioed lender Leaf in 
the offing lends a psychological coolness to first dark.

I got around to start ”«ut of My Life and Thoughts” or some 
such, by Lr. ^weitzer last night. I like the book and
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of Jesus or Baoh, — right in the midst of autobiographical 
particulars*

It is one of those books 1 shall read right along, knowing 
full well that after a few months I shall be re-reading it 
again to digest more thoroughly some of the passages which 
will be turning over in my mind during the interim.

My grapevine reports that kittle King leaves Aberdeen 
fox a furlough on June 1st, and so I reckon I had better be 
dusting off the "schnooze" department for along about Sunday or 
Monday. I also learned George ^arris, a little ^iver friend, 
is also home on leave, having arrived today, n Q is the one 
reported killed some time oack. It seems his arm is in a cast, 
the bone having been splintered by a shell in Korea. It all 
seems so wonderfully speedy when 1 look^baek at the 
calendar, for I believe it was in July George enlisted. I suppose 
it really isn*t so breezey, but somehow to have enlisted, gone 
through basic training, traveled to Korea, fought and shot, and 
patched up and back home, — and all within less than a year 
somehow indicates fairly brisk progression.

Oh, and while I think of it, — and why I failed to 
mention it several days ago, I cannot imagine, — and that 
is in regard to the volume containing the picture of Monsieur 
et Madame Uarcisse. If you haven t already mailed it, and 
if it isn't in your way, you might just as well keep it 
in your collection indefinitely. Certainly I have not 
means of getting into it at the present time, and if it is 
resting in your true hands, it seems that much closer to 
Arenbourg, where it must eventually find a plaoe. If it 
has already gone forward, that is alright, and I shall try to 
"sit on it*, although at the moment I feel much like a 
chicken trying to cover a whole crate of eggs. I assume 
the local library is safe'temporarily but there is much comfort 
in knowing the data on local places and people are beyond 
the whimsey of unpredictable minds*

Of the enclosures, there doesn't seem to b e ‘anything 
of especial interest, but I pass them along regardless. I , 
take it, 'as from the Quantness letter; the "big bad Wolf didn t 
succeed in his efforts, but naturally I don t feel I should * 
inquire on that point. *

As for ^ssae Mae's letter, I must ‘say tha while I am 
sorry to have missed their ^elrose visit, 1 am not sorry I 
missed spending the day at Briarwood, which I should not have 
done anyway. iSssae Mae's sister was in a hostpital for years,- 
much of the time unconscious, so I take it the latest 
wrinkle may put a rermanent crimp in her physical status.
Now for a shower, a lender ^eaf and a Schweitzer, the latter two 
to be enjoyed along side H .  Giggin on whose surface Venus reflects 
beautifully from her postion in the Western sky.... *

l/fM f  fP(!hQ? * 1 r
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Friday, June 1st, 1951.

Memorandum:
how nice to find your elegant letter of Monday in today’s

post.
e

And mya I thnak you for giving me. so many interesting 
paritculars about a descendant of Anna. I must say that 
family seems to have had a way of getting about the glob*, 
and the hop, skip and jump of the present representative of 
the family, —  from Canada to Guatamala, — is cetainly keeping 
things in the family tradion.

And speaking of keeping things in|fthe family tradition,
A i am currently engaged in round 2 of la bataille de la 
biliotheque . Ihe merchant-planter confided to me that 

I the mails are full of it and bk staving off the fatal day 
appears more and more impossible. One result of the 
first, go-round is that the youngest male heir hasn t spoken to me 
since the day I took up the cudgel, and how the winds will blow after 
my next effort, heaven alone knows. But the work will go 
on regardless. In view offall this, you may the more readily 
understand how fervently I hope M. et Mme, aroisse remain 
in your care. *

I had such a del&htful evening as of yesterday, what with 
the reading maohine functioning perfectly, the gallery delightful 
and the book to hand fascinating. Among other things indicating 
the well rounded nature of Dr. Schweitzer is the sense of humor 
he possesses, as revealed now and then in his ' Out of My "ife and 
fhoughts”, -or whatever the precise title is. *> We might have 
rolled on the gallery gogdther, had we both been reading that 
chapter in which he goes into details about his efforts to persuade 
various co munities thr uought Europe to put their money on the 
restoration of the fine old-pipe organs they already had instead 
of tearing them out and replacing them by noisey modern 
contraptions. If you have read the chapter, you will recall with 
amusement how many of his friends declared that Dr. Swchweitzer 
was bound to be wacky, in proof whereof they were want to point 
out that M"In Africa he saves old niggers, and in Europe old
organs*. ~
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*1 plucked a couple of these leaves from some kind of a laurel 
or hay and although you have had them before, l cannot resist 
tucking them in, they smell so spicey and nice when crumpled.

The docket for the week end seems to he fairly full.
There will he the Wenks who will arrive in force, the parents 
departing Sunday evening, leaving at least the two boyy and 
possibly the girl for a three week's vacation,— the 
vacation being for the children, at least, if not for the 
plantation generally and the feathered inhabitants in 
particular.

Eat leaves for -^aton Rouge sometime Saturday, when in the 
evening of tomorrow, he will receive his lawyer's sheep skin.
Ben ^olnness or ^c^inney or however, - the youthful overseer, will 
go with him, as Ben's brother is also receiving the same kind 
of a document as Eat.

c *t is expected Joe ^enry and wife will be at the graduation 
ceremonies, after which everybody will go to Orleans and probably 
come to "elrose Sunday evening. Toss in a fe# sjtimrmishes over 
the book department, stir in a few flocks of pilgrims, turn 
the thermometer up to 100 in the shade, — and there you 
will have a rough idea t a rough-ish week end.

1 hope you were as lucky as I in having an opportunity 
to listed to the Morrow show., I liked the word picture 
of the Hew York Times. I don t reoall having ever heard a 
presentation Just like it and^the pattern seemed good. I am 
hoping they will use the, same method in giving such thumb nail 
sketches of other industries, such as the tpbacco industry, 

ohemioals and, if you dpn t mind, frozen foods.
♦  ■ *

Just to keep the record straight, I should like to report 
that yesterday I received the rubber shower thing from the lady 
across the fence. Naturally I said nothing about the one I 
had acquired during the interim as i.etween April and June.
I was short sighted enough to mention the advent of a package for 
me at the "^xpress office at ‘‘'erry some time baok. The lady volonteered 
to pick it up for me forthwith, ,as she passes, that way several 
times a week. Up to now I haven t received it and I d n't care, 
for I assume it is the bottle of^rhum sent from ^ansas ^ity, and 1 
certainly have no need of that, especially as 1 have already 
thanked the lady long since for the gift. And now I know enough 
to go an get any express myself, for had the package been, say a n  
orange or lemon plant from California, the thing probably wouldn t 
be worth much after kicking around in a boiling express office * 
for three or four weeks. Well, this is certainly a gay note to 
bring this Memo to a close, but the sqwak is one of razz and 
not at all of raispre, I shall be holding the thought you may get a 
breathing spell this week end and will be making the most of it....

rV-cJ 4 c' ' /
V  \  {Sunday, June 3rd, 1951.

Memorandums
The important thing is that is is raining. A 

gentle sprinkle began about 7s30 this evening, gradually 
increasing in volume but never reaching torrent proportions 
until about 9, when it began decreasing in quantity and 
now, at 10:30, it is still making pleasant patters on the 
big'old flat banana leaves which I can,see glistening 
along the gallery as X pen these lines. The Arenbourg 
children will benefit mightily, I reckon almost an inch has 
fallen which isn't too much in view of the dryness, but 
they are able to lap up every drop as it falls, what with 
the gentleness with which it descends*

Isn't it wonderful how I can expiate on a harmless shower.
Dr. Rand came to see me in the afternoon. He said the 

radio reported a three inch rainfall in Dallas at noon, so 
perhaps many another penman is expressing enchantment at 
the turn in the weather,, for, as I understand it, every 
locality outh of the ^axon-Dixon line, has been dreaming 
of rain makers.

The Wenks gave their usual twistto make the program 
different. They telephoned J. Friday night, saying they 
were bringing the children down on Mopday morning. He told 
them that would be fine but told them not to bring the 
heavy artillery, — thank heavens. And so Sunday was fairly 
peaceful in these parts. Abo* the time the rain started,
Ben, Just back from ±*. S, U. , and * Joined the two ladies across 
the fencb, and together we supped on chicken salade and such 
like; It was pleasant sitting in the dark on their gallery until 
about 8:30 ^hen, LoJ a black oar in the black, rainy night, 
ttirned in and Stopped at the side gate. It was all of the 
Wenks, of course, and the usual hubbub At 10 o'clock they finally 
departed, — papa, mama and daughter, leaving Just the two boys for 
a thfee weeks vacation. And two, while perhaps not too much, will 
be ample, certainly.

I pumped the travelers about their plans for the Hew York 
area. They plan to spend most of their time in Atlantic Gity, 
but are going to Manhattan on two occasions to see some
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friends, just back from ^rope. They are scheduled to be, 
at the Astor, — Alphonse had better watch out if he doesn t 
want an ear taken off, — on June 9th and 10th, and prior ^
.to heading back, for Shreveport, they will be again at the ^stor 
on the 16th, 17, and 18th. Isn t is nice these dates tend to 
fall on the week ends. As they-are scheduled to be home 
by noon on the 19th, I take it Monday will be a short day in 
Manhattan. I might add that not a word was mentioned 
about any one in Eew York, so I take it the two week ends are 
ro be given over to their friends arriving from Europe and to 
the theatre.

On Saturday night I finished the Schweitzer opus and 
smiled at a bit of information coming to hand quite unexpectedly, 
for I discovered, in answer to our speculations, that sometime 
in the 1930*8, Golumbia recorded some of the good doctor's playing, 
the recordings, as I understand it, having been made in the 
Church of St, Thomas or in the Cathedral at Strassbourg I 
suppose in the 1930*s, the only records being made were the 
70 od$ revolutions per minute and it is problematical if 
the sounds, caught in wax in a Church, would be of as excellent 
quality as in a studio. I find it nice to know, however, that 
this wark was actually undertaken, and, in view of this 
1930 association, I suppose there is a chance Columbia might 
have tried to get additional ones during the Colorado interlude, 
or at least during Dr, Schweitzer's brief American visit*

. *long about IE *30 today ,< I chanced upon some big ^lumbia 
program, wherein was being rendered Beethoven s ^porer s *oncerto 
with a pianist whose name 1 did not catch bei&g interviewed on 
tape recording at his Vermont home, — the tape recording inserted 
into the program just before the concert began. It gave such 
an intimate picture of the domestic life of“the artist that 
his performance, immediately following, was doubly appealing.
This is the first time I have chanced upon such a "Hear It How" 
insertion on such a program, andl must say I found it effective.

I was at ^renbourg at 4*40 this morning, and everything 
about the place was delicious at that early hour. On the 
road I noticed a few stragglers from Saturday night s 
frolic at the honkey tonk. One youth, — Spotlight^ - and 
black as the ace of spades, who lives on ^agnolia, was sufficiently 
confused by wine and tiredness that he removed his hat with 
much exertion as I approached him in-the highway, saying:

t ■ j

"Good morning, -Father....ain -t you a priest."
- «
■̂ ut the hoa advances and I must now fold. Big drops from 

the eaves continue dripping on the banana leaves and the *renbourg 
children must be slap-happy about the whole situation....
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Monday, June 4th, 1951.
e •

How nice to find your Tuesday-Thursday air mail in 
this morning's post
* The picture you sketched of Memorial pay sounded as 

though it might have been altogether domestic which certainly 
has its compensations, and doubly so, providing there was a 
break for the week end. I hope.

And thanks for sending along the clipping about 
the Uatchitoches youth of color being refused entrace at R. S. U.
I have heard the matter mentioned at the board. Eugene's wife 
who works for the School Board, says everybody liked the Payne 
boy ..a teacher ih one of the colored schools of the 
Parish^ — "until he pulled this stunt". I find that 
qualification so typical Of an average type of mind. In the 
old days the negro was alright just so long^as he didn't aspire 
to read and write, then "when he pulled such a stunt" as 
manifesting a desire to do so, nobody liked him. The heartening 
thing about it is that at long last the resentment against a 

' desire for a limited education seems to be taken as a matter 
of course, with only the desire for graduate work stirring up 
resentment. Apparantly we do move, albeit slowly.

The ^resident of L. S. U. must be doltish if he can't think 
of any better excuse for denying the youth entrance than-that 
"it is contrary to the policy of the school to admit negroes". In 
view of Supreme Gourt decisions, he should have been able to- 
think something better than that, I should think.

All day there has been a heavy cloud coverage thus conserving 
moisture from last night's fain, and adding to it l u s t a little 
by Pin-poi13̂  droplettes gently descending through atmosphere 
alreadyFsur-charged with dampness. Purely the garden 
department will benefint mightily by this blessing.

But weather continues to discourage no pilgrims and among 
thdse today were the mother, wife, sister and brothers of the 
Reverend Clary. Only a day or two ago I had inquired about 
the Clarys from Celeste who told me the Reverend and wife 
are expeotant parents. I was accordingly a little taken aback 
when I saw the lady this afternoon, and the more puzzled by her
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appearance. ^he is slight to begin with, and if you can picture 
a clothes model, got up in an ordinary street dress, beneath 
whose fiddle, - or rather the middle of the gown, a modest sized 
sugar bowl has been ̂ placed, and you will have an exact concept 
of how Frau Clary impressed me. Frankly I was so fascinated 
at first glance that it was but with the greatest difficulty 
I could keep from constantly surveying the lady's form and 
just wondering what it was all about and what kind of a business 
would eventually turn up

I donfit raind pregnant women, in fact I think I am 
rather inclined to like them, they soCBoten seem, periodically, 
at least, to be concerned about something other than 
trumping their partner's ace. But Madam Clary*s contour 
was so curious with no-swelling curves or pleasant effulgence, 
but just soething that look®4 like any old sugar bowl tacked 
slap in her middle. In these modern days of artificial 
insemination I think I have already hazarded the possibilty 
of some child evetaally olaiming a test tube as his 
grandpa, but what in the world is going to happen if the preacher's 
wife gives birth to a sugar bowl, — or am I merely behind the
times, ~ «

I am reading an account of the Yalta Conference by Rdward R.
.Btetinius, the book called "Roosevelt and the Russians", I 
believe. Thus far I like the book, Rot orily does it give 
a comprehensive account of the doings but It also sets straight 
a flock of little side details which had been omitted by 
such other writers on the subject as Robert Sherwood, James 
Byrnes and so on. The reader of this item is John Knight 
whose voice in places shows a touch Qf ennuy or some such. It 
is a little difficult to find the precise word for the impression 
his voice conveys in this volume, but it is something akin 
to "frankly the whole‘thing'inclines to bore me but I don t 
mind going on reading if you are interested in the material".
Such intonations always incline me in one of two directions, —  
either to stop the machine to save the voice from further 
.weariness or, catching the spirit of the speaker, falling 
slap asleep myself. Last night in particular, that 
wasn't difficult to do.
t • ' i. , Vs

r* :

I ’m so glad you liked the material in the larger envelope 
recently reaching *your true hand actually the grandiflora is 
just about the size it would be, had it germinated about the 
middle of November, 1948. I had written the line about that before 
I gave the size of the plant much thought, whioh, on turning
the idea over in ray mind, really seemed to be pretty pat.

*

Locally we got through the day with no birds or cats killed, —  
only a few plants tromped down. And the kittens, by the way, are ju 
just fine. It has been so nice all day, looking forward to your 
letter for tonight and bless ng you for making me so happy.....
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Tuesday, June 5th, 1951,

Memorandum:
Such are the surprises of life, for when, at dawning,

I parted the bamboo and headed up in the direction of 
Arenbourg, little did i dream that by the time first 
dark arrived at the close of day, I would find myself on 
the gallery of the ^hite harden at Yucca, doing a waltz 
of the flowers with mein lieber Beter.Illyovitclu

Qx, to put it another way, may I tell you that 
I was perfectly entranced to discovex a flat square package 
awaiting me at the Tost °ffice this morning and that 
it would contain Tchaikovski’s Nutcracker Suite.

Row nice of youto think of me and to fill these 
June evenings with so much deliciousness.

There were letters in the post, — nondescript 
letters from auburn, ^aine to San Diego, California, but 
none of them are of aay importance and they remain in 
the fleux de lys folio, resting on my bed, no secretaries 
having shown up, And for once I don t seem to care at 
all, for I need them not to make out-everything the 
lovely card and the record has to convey.

as I have proba ly remarked in the past, the vast 
difference between life in the city and the country, --at least 
‘for me, is the fact that in the former one is always 
struggling to get out of doing somHtiL a billion things to 
enable one to do something he pleases, while in the latter 
it seems to require much fortitude, strength of character and 
what not to devo„te one's self constantly t o precisely what 
one wants to.

And tonight I shall have to let Mr# Roosevelt and the 
Russians take care of themselves, for while I might 
improve my understanding of the Crimean Conference better 
by studying about it a little, still, I shall devote 
myself exclusively to another type of Russian, giving 
over one prolonged sitting at least to such things as 
"Rone ■Rut the Lonely ^eart", "The Dance of the ^lowers and 
so on Venus shimmers on the surface of St# Giggin s and 
all about me I have a feeling that telepathy is working over
time and all this pleasure is being shared withone, 
alone, of L
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On the home front things are rocking along about as 
usual, I was struck by one coincidence yesterday which I 
noticed when on my way to the *ost Office in the morning.
*at had brought home all his plunder from college and was 
unloading his oar as I passed the side gate* Mr. Brew 
was helping him tote the stuff into the house. It 
flashed through my mind that Mr. Brew made a fitting 
helper for 7 years ago on the 13th of September, it was 
.Mr. Brew who helped Pat headed out for his first term at 
1. S. U, at 5 in the morning. Lyle and Bob Tallant 
had come quite unexpectedly the night before and I hadn't 
gone to bed late-late and so was still a little
sleepy when crossed the garden to see Pat was getting off 
alright. Thd Madam was in hot Springs, if memory serves, 
and rat was quite alone in the big house and there was 
an element of  ̂ ^.ness about it somehow, - a youth of 
such tender years starting off on & new venture with no one 
about to give him a hapd.except r. Brew. I mentioned 
the circumstance to my secretary last n ght, remarking 1 
believed it waa the 13th ofSeptember. he said he had 
forgotten about it until that moment but he did recall that
it was just a month after rat's birthday which is on the 13th of **ugust.

raust remarit °ne n™imPortant detail in the 
Stetinius account of°She day^to day doings at Xalta I 
believe it was the Byrnes account of that conference that 
stated the Lavadia Palace of .the Tsar was the only building 
that had escaped destruction in that lovely Black Seacolony 
but the American Secretary of State remarks upon some of those 
palaces that did escape although he does be-moan the oblitera
tion of many during the sudden ^azi withdraw^ some time pre
vious to the conference, perhaps a;year or so. I believe 
one of the palaces the survived and was occupied by either 
the British or Russian delegation to the conference had 
belonged to Yuss$ ff, _ Prince Dimitri who had finsied off 
old -aasputine. Its gardens, including iountains, staturary, etc 
are mentioned as still intact* The picture I remember that 
were published at the time of the. conference seemed to center 
on the participants and not on the Buildings with surrounding 
gardens that formed the various headquarters. The 
region must have been marvelous prior to the fall of the Bomanof

^ Ve a half dozen little odds and ends to attend to before 
it is time for Molly to make her bow and so I had better get 
going. I have left my machine on the gallery, and there 1 
shall return following the ^et ^ilk program. How nice it 
is to look forv rd to, ^^Peter lllyovitch slap under your 
sponsorship. You hav made today such a happy one.....
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Wednesday. June 6th, 1961.

?

Memorandum;
Pair weather is the order of the day but a slight cool 

spell last night slowed growing things down a little, I 
imagine. Cloudless stcies today however ran the thermometer up 
again and tonight it is sultry with the weather man predicting 
"widely soattered showers" for the morrow. I can never make up 
my mind what is meant by '’widely scattered showers", - being 
uncertain if it means a wide stretch of country will get a bit 
of moisture, or if, on the other hand, only little strips 
of land will get a touch of dampness over a far flung area, 
the greater part of which will remain dry.

'■Che post was easy today, with nothing but a flock of 
no account advertisements coming to hand. * take it the 1st 
class assortment may be a little heavier than usual on 
the mfflBiairJs pilgrims includid three or four from Beloit,
Wisconsin. They were very nice people but surprised me a 
little when I made some inquiry about Roy Chapman Andrews and 
while the name was familiar to them, they didn t seem to know 
he was Beloit born. * thought I might get futfcer if I inquired 
about the origin of the name of their home town, -which always seemed 
an odd combination, -"Bel" and "oit", but I didn t-get any further 
on that tack than on the Andrews. - *

Bike plenty of ^ew xorkers who have never seen the Statue of 
Liberty, so there are millions, I suppose, Mho know nothing and 
care less about the origin of the name of their native heath

And in relation to nothing at all, I am reminded of people 
who ascribe identities of places to people long dead who never 
had anything to do with them. I recall one such in one of 
the streets in Versailles, the name of which has slipped my 
memory. It was Pontange, or some such and I was once impressed 
by reading in something or other-that it was named by ^ouis MlV for 
one of his mistresses, whereas it really had been named in honor of 
one of the experts in charge of the fountains during the 
°un king's reign. Sometimes 1 think I prefer people who get things 
wrong to those who get nothing. Period.
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Being of the opinion that it is not always well to rush into 
things, I was aotuplly surprised today whenafter several weeks, 
the Santo Domingo rhum, coming by way of Kansas City, was 
delivered to me from Derry. It looks like a fine bottle but
1 shall have none of it, as i never did have any taste for 
the stuff* Kast Sunday, Dr. ^and had the last drop of the 
Four Roses, and I am glad to have this to open when next he 
passes this way. His diet forbids wine but if he can manage 
a limited snort of whiskey, I reckon rhum may be more in 
that oategory than the Taylor, bottled in Hammondsport.

And speaking of the latter, Ad Rand presented me with a 
bottle of the same this afternoon when he passed this way around
2 p.m. I hadn*t seen him in quite a while and was glad to 
have a little chat with him. ne says the Whitfield Jacks are 
descending on the camp from ^hreveport this week end and perhaps 
that will end up by diverting some of the Wenk mischief from 
this establishment to the Rand camp, I hope

Ihe evil genius of the library squabble was here for supper 
and as the hour always has to be adjusted to suit his convenience, 
and as it is always convenient for him to be late, supper 

was so far delayed that * missed both secretaries. I had in 
mipd to devoted a bit of time to the transcript pf the material 
on the Free "‘an oi Color, you so kindly sent last week. + want 
to glance over the section covering the legal charges of the 
Uatchitoches lawyers for services rendered the Metoyer who 
owned ^elrose in the 18&0*s. If memory serves since the first 
reading, thp amount involved something like three thousand 
dollars. I think I hpve appraoohed the matter in the Abstract 
of the plantation and should imagine that for all the work involved 
thirty dollars might well have been an ample fee. I suppose 
this may turn out to be an example of the glaring fraud that 
lawyers were sometimes guilty of when handling affirs of 
people of color when the latter had no standing in the courts.
Even whentheir legal statu had been established, they were too 
often swindled by the legal profession, Madame Jean Baptiste 
Metoyer, when settling her husband*s estate, had to give 
Dan Scarborough, her lawyer, h^lf the value of the estate 
to execute the papers for hersleftand children on her husband*s 
death. As one considers the matte?, it is striking that 
any of the people of color, under such circumstances, he ever 
retained ownship of anything from generation to generation.

My concert was such a success last night that I am 
acceeding to my own Remand fpr another tonight. It will 
include the same program with an encore of M ozart's 12th Sonato, 
and 1 shall have to hurry for according to my program, it is 
just about time for the performance to start......

I
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Thursday, June 7th, 1951.

Memorandum;
And had any one contrived to make the weather more 

identical with that obtaining a year ago, it would have 
been impossible.

*nd so 1 need not tell you exactly how things appear, 
for the excellent service rendered by your memory makes 
it all so clear,

e

*>nd the next best thing*to reality was a precious segemnt, 
of that Dyme lady herself in the form of an elegant letter 
which arrived in the morning*s post, - yours of Friday and l , 
Saturday, and I treasure every word. .
« And how nice of you to go to all the trouble to make 
the transcript covering the free negro, accompanying the 
letter. I loved, as you suspected I would, the names of 
Molly and Versailles.

‘“‘nd may 1 say how'much I appreciate your kindness in shatng 
your speculations as to hdw the picture is to be shaped up, as 
revealed by the several pieces of data brought to light.

You are qiiite right and Madam Stahl quite wrong as to 
Grandpere * s'* status. His father was white, his mother black.

I believe the item converning the effort of one M arie ‘Therese 
to secure the freedom of her mother, has to do with another 

* case, — a ^ew Orleans one, and is not related to our 
favorite heroine of color. Just as in our day, people *re 
want to name children after' the great, — as, for example,
Franklin D. Roosfevelt Jones, — so in slavery times it was 
the custom to name slaves* after people of prominence, and 
since the impress of Austria in the middle of the 18th 
century was undoubtedly the widest know woman of her time, •*» 
to be superceded, probably later by Catherine of ussia and 
later ^arie Antoinette, Marie Therese was naturally a name 
selected by many a slave holder for a new born girl, and 
especially in French speaking regions, as Louisiana. Our 
Marie Therese was emanciapted by the Widow St. ^enis, and 

r since she was begetting free children by her husband, beginning 
in 1768 with the twins, Augustin and Suzanne, the 
emancipation cited from the ^ew °rleans records in the 1780*s 
must have been a different case. ''
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Of all the twists that transpired in slavery, I had 
never considered the possibility of an emancipated mulatto 
girl making an effort to emanoipate her negress slave 
mother who probably had been the property of the white father 
of the girl, said papa probably owning said mama* What a 
businAHd thanks so much for telling me of the bow being made 
of the biography of *lphy Maurer. I was especially interested 
in the statement regarding Alphy s opini9ns as to the 
relative virtues of painting as represented by his father1s 
school and his own. Alphy's pictures in his modern ex
pression were simply awful, so far as 1 re-acted to them, 
but he painted with vengenoe, vengence against everything 
papa Louis stood for, papa's will always enjoy the wider 
appeal, since they were based on an entusiasm and adoration 
for certain aspeots of life, - and especially the meticulous, 
whereas "the boy", motivated by ‘rage against somebody, and r
therefor something, — papa and his method of expression "sonny*s 
will never approaoh papa's, in my opinion. Oddly enough, - <
Alphy was^ about the most loveable person 1 ever knew, and 
perhaps thatcwas so because all the venom he possessed was 
never expended in any but a single direction, and with 
papa getting it all, .-and deserving much of it, - everybody 
else and,everything else in the universe was the object 
of Alphy s kindness,

t  r>  i  * '

I was interested in your opinions regarding the excitement 
on 34th Street, Secretly, perhaps, the "miracle of the Ghirstmas 
story is still working, and,! shouldn t be at all surprised if 
Messrs Giiable and Macy hadn t cooked up a "sho^ow war , fore
seeing, as events hae proved, that extraordinary publicity 
would attend the seeming skirmish, and the net result would be 
that a billion bags, taken in by the thing, would rush in to 
help all the merchants rid themselves of the enormous inventories 
their mis-calculations about shortages, piled up for them*

It may *eome as a surprise, — and it may not, - that in 
spirit, at least, you went on a little picnic this afternoon. 
Kinowing me as you do, you, and only you, will understand when I 
tell you that along about 4 p.m., I packed myself a little 
basket of fried chicken, almond cakes and a thermos bottle 
of fender ^eaf, a dab of potato salade, some stuffed olives and 
a little packet of ice cream, and all by myself marched across 
the cotton fields to the Rand camp. I'he sun was hot but the 
shade of the cedars was pleasant* and a delioious breeze move up 
steadily from the surface *of the river. I had brought 
my re ding machine with me, too, and I plugged it into the cedar, 
so that with our picnic, we had music, the Nutcracker Ruite. A 
couple of lovely warblers, unfrighted by the music, came to share 
my crumbs with me, and 1 had no difficulty in converting them 
into, the spirit of one who? had winged this way to be with me.
It was all so nice, and all because of a 1950 day in June and you..

4 8 7 4

Friday, May 8th, 1951.

Memorandum:

fhirty million times wouldn't half suffice to say 
how nice it is for all three of us to celebrate a 
.birthday together.

lour I'uesday letter, Registered, Qame safely and 
promptly to hand in the morning post, shortly after 
I had returned from Arenbourg where I had marched about the 
same t}.me I marched not alone a year .ago* And somehow 
I didn t seem at all alone this morning either, for the day 
was remarkably like that of a year ago, with perhaps just 
a touch more of fog hanging over the bayou, as between 
the Bermuda road and the rising sun off to the right.

^rankly, my visit didn t follow at all the pattern 
I hadenvisioned, for, with much vim and vigor, I had 
issued forth with a view of killing many a dragon before 
sun up. But n er a drago did 1 slaughter and n.Qr a weed 
did 1 slay, ^er having arrived I found myself so busy 
with thoughts"of yesteryear that ! thought it would pay me 
a much bigger dividend in satisfaction if ! merely sat down 
.on the bench before the cabin, meditated on the Goodness of 
God and the kindness of Rydia. And when 1 was ready to 
leave, it must be confessed 1 had nothing tangible 
to show for my visit, but had God or Rydia l0oked into ray heart 
it would have been found that the hour of meditation was 
far from fruitless.

Rnd so it was that with perfecting timing ! dropped in 
at the lost Office where 1 found your message. Everything 
about it is so perfect and tonight i intend spending an 
hour before calling it a day, just sitting by St. Giggin*s 
fountain not at all distracted by the electrification 
of the Bamboo hedge by the fire flies or distracted by 

the major ocnstellations higher and further away to the 
Horth, but generally gazing in the direction where Arenbourg 
liis and formulating plans on how best the next investment 
may be madfto further bring into cultivation the 
bit of God s acre which holds so many promisesof both 
a haven and. a. heaven for the morrow.
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9 a.m. until 7:30 when both secretaries arrived, 
the day was hot, hurly-burly and and filled with hodge-podges 
of this and that, *f * said "both”, * meant at least two 
things and perhaps three, I was trying to give Andy 
a hand at eradicating poison ivy from the nandian hedges, 

pilgrims descended in force Before 10 and I wasn't finshed with 
that sort of thing until dinner time. Two sets of piglrms 
came between 12:30 and 2, and some personal friends of Ben's came 
from ^ort ^orth before 4 and remained until supper,

 ̂ enumerate all this to explain the probably reason why 
I listened to.the first half of "Hear It flow' and then 
fell completely asleep just as the seoond haif of the 
program began, not awakening until whatever the succeeding 
program was half over, I hope * didn't miss anything of 
as much interest, for example, as '̂he ^ew *ork Times presntation 
was on last week's show,

I am inclined to think I could stand a little less of 
Korea on this program and a little more of such features as 
The ^ew xork Times story, a book r$viewjfsuch as the one given 
the Lionel Barrymore book or "such-like , I suppose war 
doesn t fascinate me much, save as a horror .thing and further
more, PI reakon * hear details about Koraa in ever#- news broadcast 
throughout the week, so that when the "^ear It Sow program 
starts, I probably incline to hope 1 shall hear something 
a little different f^om run-of-the-mill war stuff, 2y 
this, of course,.-1- doa not mean to imply that the borrow 
presentation isn t timely and impregnated wit*h slants not found in 
the daily news Reports, but ^till, since so much Korea is 
available, it seems a pity the Morrow program doesn t concern 
itself less with the Asiatic souffle and more withthe fruits of 
peace,

I am so indebted to you for all the interesting things 
covered in your letter, and not the least about your impressions 
of the Morgan ^ibrary which, I know only from the outside.
I used to go to ^elle ureen s apartment, block or two 
Bast of the Library in the 30s, but oddly enough never did 
visit her Ca^n base of operation which, during the couple of 
years I knew her while in ^ew xork, the library was having 
a going over or some suoh. Must write more about this 
and other things you touched on. It has been such a hfcappy 
day, thanks exclusively to you, and may I say thanks for 
Arenbourg, Lydip, and me, — alll three,,,,,,
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Sunday, June 10th, 1951,

t

Memorandum:

1 am impatient for the dawn. I want to have a look 
at *renbourg and be assured all the “children" are doing 

nicely, For this afternoon we had quite a high wind, and 
I assume things may have been blown about a little, but 
not enough to do any harm, I hope.

TEheDfejfdhad been sultry and during the afternoon was un
usually hot with n'er a breath of air stirring, *bout 
4 a sudden gust of wind snatched up leaves and tons of dust and 
at the same time seemed to push down the tops of the trees.
I suppose this lasted perhaps ten minutes, - without a drop 
of rain falling, and perhaps for half a minute the breeze 

was of unusual violence. Screen doors began banging and 
I thought it well to close the blinds in the Chapel, and 
have a look at things at the b^g house, no one being home at 
the time. I passed by Celeste s 0n the run, thinking that 
place might be getting a banging, too,* but found Madam Regard 
at home and was glad she .had closed the house, iis 1 returned 
home, I heard a cracking sound and glanced up just as the top 
of the tulip tree by Celeste's front gate, went crashing,

Bxeept for a few pecane limbs, no trees were badly damaged 
in the gardens. A sharp but very brief rain followed but 
not enough to do any good. It is still cloudy tonight, but 
I doubt if it will rain.

Shortly after the embryo rain, a car drove in to ask for 
an ambulance. The Kaffys who own the camp at the spillway, - 
just on this side of the stream where Log lived, had just 
arrived at their place when the wind started. As I under
stand it, 0pe tree crashed down 0n thQ roof of the house, followed 
almost immediately by another tree, snapped off, I assume, like 
the local tulip, and the seoond fell, end up, through the 
debris caused by 'the original smash. This might be styled 
the injury to insult", I guess, for it was the second that broke 

Br. ^affy s arm as launders and it, and injured a lady's back and 
it was for the latter an ambulance was sought. »

. But the flying trees and blanches through this neighborhood 
had broken both telephone and eleotric currents, of course, and 
therefore it was a little while before I could establish oontaot 
with town.
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Hot precisely in the midst of all this, hut within a few 

minutes of the original blast and while it was still drizzling,
7,jor 8 Bands with guests appeared, bearing me a marvelous supper*
I must say,* however, that i felt their advent unfortunate, what 
with things inclined to be every which way at the moment. But 
I got a couple of houses open again and did a little tour regard
less, although 1 suspect I have been^in better form*

Ben and I had just decided to have supper for the itfenk children 
and the culinary department was in something of an uproar, what 
with the wind having just blown out all the soreens in 
the kitchen and ^y some miracle taken off all the* paint from the 
ceilings of the pnatry and dining room, so that the floor had the 
appearance of a new fall of snow.

But eventually Pgot rid of the pilgrims, broke bread with 
the -boys and got things more or less ship-shape again, but 
discovered that because of the heavy cloud coverage, day was 
already done and 1 should have to await the ^renbourg visit until 
tomorrow.

~  c

1 passed by Celeste's momentarily to see everything was 
alright and found Celeste had returned momentarily but was planning 
to head out for Ghurohuor someplace ^  a jiffy, Fdr some reason 
theydhave no lights at thier house, and yet all the rest of Melrose 

has normal current. Celeste told me she had spent most of the 
day at Magnolia with ^iss Sally It seems Marie Louise died 
in hew wrleans this morning abo&t 6, I think L mentioned Marie 
Louise is Miss Sally's oldest child, wife of Dr, Holbrook,
* . c

Everyone always felt ^arie Louise was the most interesting of 
Miss Sally's five children, I didn t know her well but liked 
her much. She has always been a periodic drinker and has finally 
died as a result of extreme alcholism. ner husband is a splendid 
man and was both wealthy and generious, always urging ^arie Louise 
to spend time and money in anything, - travel, clothes sooiety, - 
anything, but, poor thing, she never could move out of’the 

- , orbit of the whiskey bottle
v ' ; ’ ■: t “ . 1" .

The only comforting thing about the event so far as Miss 
Sally's family is concerned is the fact that Miss Sally is and 
,always has been so busy enumerating her own aches and pains that 
even the death o| her eldest child, - 56,’* believe years of age, - 
Miss Many doesn t seem to have so much time to indulge any 
sorrow beyond the same pity she has been dishing out for herself 
during the last half oentury.

Lid a little reading this week end, but not much including a 
short, hilarious thing by Will Guppy, "How to attract’a Wambut" or 

. some such., Instead of reading, however, I spent time studying-up 
how best the trio birthday can be celebrated" at ^reubourg....
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* Monday, June 11th, 1951.

Meraorand m: 9
And so, with the first streak of silver in the East,

I bestirred myself and marched up the road.
Everything at Arenbourg was alright.
Lt is true that the;young tornado had taken off a 

part of the old tin roof of the cabin, but as the thing 
was of scant account before the breeze began blowing, I 
can't complain aboutthe minor alterations that transpired.
The windows were lifted out of their frames, too, but that 
didn’t matter either, since they weren't much.

The important this is that the "children” were alright, 
and while it is true that a willow or two and a cottonwood 
on the margin of the river were blown down, they were 
decrept old things to begin with, and having crashed into 
the water, they did no harm to anything, except, possibly, 
frightening the life out of a oouple of fish which may or 
may not have been taking their dinner on willow roots at the 
time.

As is usually the case, it is difficult to account for 
the destruction of some thing and the escape from destruction 
others. I cite a case in point: - Half way up the road 
grow three tblack locust trees. They are perhaps 20 feet high 
and are of a olan that is always being pushed over by any 
old breeze, for they have no tap root and the three roots they 
do put out are always so close to the surface of the ground 
thatthey are as readily bowled over as any tripod type of 
thing. °n the other hand, the pecan© not only bas an 
elaborate root system with a radius a time ana a half greater 
than its height, but it also has a might tap root that 
makes a mighty fine anohor# And all this is preliminary 
to saying that I found all*three of the unsteady b&aok 
locusts standing as firm as a forest monarch while right 
along side of them a good sized peoane, perhaps a oouple of 
feet in diameter, had been twisted half way around and flattened 
slap out at the feet of the locusts. Had anyone finding 
himself in the big road and forced to grab hold of anything
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to save hiself from being blown away, he most certainly 
would have shown good judgement in clinging to the peoane, 
and been killed for his foresight#

Olemenoe’s house, just below the spillway was 
partially unroofed and one house on little River lotet its roof completely.

jf „  § v J> fikIatTi ̂  \
, I  j  I 0

Tuesday, ̂ une 12th, 1951.

Memorandum: t
v *-u®?S88 ?*iG oamp by the spillway was ratherbadly battered but 1 have had no details# Dr. Kaffy 
was more seriously injured than previously reported.
I believe, among other things, that when the bones in his arm 
broke, an artery in the arm was punctured, or some such* In 
any event, after being taken to the Natchitoches hospital, 
it was found necessary to remove him to some larger 
Shreveport institution, a d that is that.

The morning was so pleasant and everything looking so 
green and pretty at ^renbourg, I was really resentful
^ aittc^ Gmn®fcances oalle<* mQ back to ^elrose as soon as they did. 8 it was* however, I got in some nice licks, and

eoolianted at the appearanoe of all the grandiflores 
? all decked out in new leaves and are gnawing

e?“ T! ^  ^  wi*h the ooupl® oi littl0 rains we have 8 laSL'®«>nple of weeks. When they make up their 
minds to grow, they never seem to await moisture, hut

mini =1 fai? oom0s alonS by way of cooperation Just as the impulse to he up and doing strikes the magnolias, then
of course the degree of growth seems ever so muoh more impressive* ^- • r
tati oo”! ?? •“*,Srandifloras reminds me of Magnolia plant-tation and Miss Sally who has been alone, save for about a
dozen servants, since’all the family have been in ^ew ^rieans
the ladv6dn«?nre S/ 8ath barial* during this week or whatevei the lady dootor and her husband have been driving down from
is 1)!.in the hous® with Miss Sally* which 1 think

c o r d e d  ? n V 9ry 4 nd °*,ihem blasts told me ihe lady dootor her yesterday that she was quite ashamed she hadn't
hen?d rna o L  SS lonS- But ''el®st« told her she had often
fra ninLf?y * hat there are some people for whom we have 
‘f °~?f8ft„a^ ® otion whether we see them every five minutes or 
°?! EdnaS n°thing oan diminish our sentiments. Celeste

Ivintn^iTdr^ £° appre°iate ihis statement, and! shall 
dlDp h?r, a ”°te oonfirming the same. After all,

. fs ?Ve5 80 mueh better for her to take time out to rest
passing this way. Of course, however, it is perfectly

thlt is alright6 foo^ "bII ?1°"' d°"n ex08pt whsn sh® is'here, hut mac is alright, too. But here we are at the close of
R cnat, and scarcely started. °till it nice tn irnn™
we could talk about the children being alright, don't you think so

How nice to find your letter of Friday in today*s 
post.

And how nice that w© chanced to b© listening to the 
same invitation to Music program. It always makes 
contact seem a little closer when a mutualbroadcast somehow 
establishes such a liason.

Poor you, and all the hurly-burly at the close of the day. 
Isn't it odd what lack of imagination leaves the mind of some 
people void, so far as ever guessing that others might 
want a moment*s relaxation at the end of the day. People 
from the beginning of Time, 1 suppose, have asked each other whic 
season, winter or summer, is preferred. As in case of 
which preference one has for cats or dogs, --which always 
puzzles me, since I like them both* But 1 have about 
reached the conclusion that Winter does have some advantage 
in the maintaiance of a routine that Summer lacks. But, 
on second thought, that doesn’t'seem to operate precisely 
in your case either.

And so perhaps you missed the Friday night Morrow show,- 
be ng the same one * slept through in part. At least 1 am 
thankful we both were luckier for the one of the proceeding week.

I am anxious to get to the clipping which 1 held aside 
for the second secretary who ended up by not putting in an 
appearance, and so 1 shall hav& that to look forward to on 
the morrow. Prom what you mentioned as to its contents, I 
know i am £oing to enjoy it.'

Por anti-climax and something that seems unusual, I 
must report that on the heels of Sunday night’s storm cam® 
another on Monday night which was certainly unexpeoted#
And i think 1 never heard before of one in such close proximity 
hitting so close to the bull's eye on a second go-round.
1 awoke when a carsh of thunder rocked the plaoe# The 
lights were out but on striking a match, I found it to be
2 o’clock. I think I mentioned the peoane having been blown down 
on Sunday evening. Well, another crashed j_n the seoond storm.
You may recall that &bout half way between the place where
we climbed the ha fence at Yucca . About mid way between 
’that spot and the public road stood a large pecan®, and that 
was the one that was demolished. B I think did
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I know of two trees so close to each other being flattened 
out'by storms that visited the same spot within 
the span of two days.

^uriously enough the radio reported nothing about 
Sunday*s storm. Dr. Kaffy is ^resident of a bank and 
therefore rather well known, and as he is still in the 
hospital as a result of his Sunday accident hy the spillway, 
it seems odd some mention wasn’t made of that and other 

mishaps that occured. Last night’s storm, however, has been 
reported over the air, I am told,-but 1 didn t chance to 
hear any news broadcast this morning, as I was at 
arenbourg during the 5 to 9 period, and didn’t get 
around to turn on the thing after that. Last night s 
rain was generous so that the ’’children wiol have an 
opportunity to grow a bit, even though a drought may follow.
•‘-ast night’s stt̂ rm blew things around more at ^elrose 
than did Sunday s, but nothing of any moment. At 
Arenbourg a bitnnore of the roof was whisked off, but as 
that,is no account, it matters not at all, and the children 
didn‘t seem to'bat an eye-lash.

o • « '

I am reading Dr. Schweitzer's Philosophy of 
Civilization and liking It. X~^ve read but two or three 
pages, and so am scarcely into it, as there are 48# I believe, 
in"the entire volume, - talking Book type. I notice he 
remarks that present demands on people’s time that must be 
devoted to earning a livlihood makes it impossible for them 
to tkae time out for thought what with the exhaustion that 
comes with the end of the da#, ..sounds like he had been 
reading my incoming mail. And I am hoping he will go a step 
further and speuclate a little on those who have ample-time hut 
never get around to think regardless. I believe psychiatrists 
maintain that about 80 per cent of the ~m®ican population 
is a bit off at times, and when I thi^t o* soraQ Pe0Ple WQ 
know who auparantly are mentally sound out jn spite of having 
time on their hands, have no inclination, let alone ability to 
think where does the good doctor place these people in 
relation to civilization. I must explore his pages further and 
see what I may find.

Celeste and Madam regard took off for a frolic in South 
Louisiana early this morning- in a driving rain I believe 
they will remain away three days, bringing back Betty Regard's 
children with them, and then, after 6 or 7 days, the two 
ladies will head out for a couple of weeks jaunt to Kentucky 
by train

rthat with all the dampness, weed pulling ought to go swimming
ly tomorrow as it did today. It s a swell job for a person 
with a soft head, suiting me to-a but I love it......

Wednesday, June 13th, 1951*

Memorandum:
A bu&y day but although too long, has the elements 

of satisfaction shining through which somehow always seems to 
recompense one for energies exerted.

Some of two's pilgrims were dumb and other delightful.
In the latter category was a Mr.Williams and his 
college freshman daughter, from Dallas. I inquired about 
the morning news of dallas with which I am not acquainted*
He says it is a good paper, having, along with the 

Hew xork limes, been hailed as one of the country’s 
contempoary first rate publications. I hope Daisey Dell 
Garber gets a good article fof the sheet, and t shall 
do what I can to assist.

On departing and saying goobye at the front gate,
Mi. Williams said he is forever visiting old plantation 
homes between I’exas and Carolina but he felt he could say 

without qualification that Melrose had meant more to him than 
any other single one he had visited. He said he had an old 
friend in '“ar shall whose daughter would so much appreciate 
having a glimpse at this old place, if it would be possible 
for her to do so. *x told him I thought it would, and 
suggested she or her father drop me a line for an 
appointment. He said he would. I inquired the young 
lady’s name. He said it was Carolyn Hamsey. I giggled and 
told him to tell her father to tell his daughter to 
write, — regardless.

July and a  gust are the only two months of the 
year one is supposed to transplant palms, but in 
view of the present heat wave, and a fine specimen coming 
to hand, I concluded 1 might convince mysolf and a 
potential Arenbourg resident that it was, to all intents 
and purposes, **uly anyhow. And so I made the most of 
the opportunity to replace the one up the road that was 
snuffed out by the February blast. What with the ground
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being pleasantly damp from Monday*s rains, 1 have a feeling 
the'new comer is as good as established already, and 
the realization that additions have been made to the floral 
lay-out is probably one of the reasons why.I shall fall 
asleep with an additional bit of contentment.

I meant to inquire if you had had an opportunity to 
hear Fibber and ^olly last night. make their 
final farewell for the summer, with the promise to 
be back again on October 2nd. I immediately had to consult 
my calendar to learn if October 2nd might be a Tuesday, and 
discovered that in reality it is. If only we could get 
the First iiano Quartet to be equally steadfast.

I had planned'a Tchaikovski concert along side St.
Giggin tonight butbut 3a Majeste aveo sa maitresse etait ici 
a huit heure, pour y rester jusq au dix heures et aemi, and 
now I think I shall put off the Waltz of the Flowers until 
tomorrow night.

You expressed the hope that the kittens are making a go 
of it alright, and I ‘am delighted to report they are.
It was from Aurellia that I had received Grandpa years ago, 
and as she has long been wishing for a oat, I today sent 
Herr to her by Andy who had been hlping during the day at 
gardening. I think 1 explained that Herr has long, dark 
brown or black hair, I know not w ich, and is a female.
I am not*too fond of long haired animals in Louisiana, the 
fur can collect such an assortment of stick-tights, burdocks 
and heaven knows what all. And so ^err will have a home where 
she will be well cared for, ‘and little old Frau, a young 
tom cat will remain with me at *ucca. Frau is just 
a plain alley'eat, gray with some h white about his face 
and front paws. He will be converted into a eunuch 
in another week or so, and then will probably begin 
to grow to about the size Grandpa attained# Aurellia has a pan 
panicky dog, half hound, half German police, she calls 
Lucon. ‘"hen I sent her Herr, I lied and said Herr*s name 
is Lizette, so now she will have Luoon and Lizette, and 
wit such alliteration, probably with a single 1, the 
household ought to be harmonious enough.

But now comes‘the hour for'folding, and perhaps I 
may find a re-broadCast of the McArthur speech in Austin 
today, bu "Will rpobably "rest my eyes" long before it gets 
going good......
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Thursday, June 14th, 1951.

Memorandum:
Louisiana continues to receive lots of weather, 

but while things swirled around considerably in other 
sections today, we received only pleasantly cool breezes 
in the fternoon, following a stiffling morning. It is 
said Alexandria received torrential rains and Baton Rouge 
an impressive wind storm. It rained at Montrose but 
not a drop fell on this side of the river. We could 
always use more in the garden section but I reckon 
the cotton fields have and are assimilating all that is 
required momentarily.

I was enchanted to get to the article about many 
sided buildings. Dubbing Garl Cajmer the G, Lentore 
of "ew York State was an arresting comparison.' Ever since 
you sent along the article'about the Irvington Taj Mahal, I 
have had an envelope here on my desk, awaiting a letter I 
intend writing to Mr. Garmer, recommending another book forthwth 
on Hew ^ork State fragments of History which ought to be 
pieced together and set forth in some printed form to supply 
at least a toe hold for others who might otherwise never 
glimpse the footing they promise.

I have in mind especially'that remarkable bit of table
land in the central part of the State, still referred to as 
Muller Hill, I believe. I think I have mentioned the place 
to you in the past. The outlines of the foundations of 
the buildings and the extensive gardens and surrounding 
park, - carved out of the primeval forest, were still 
clearly defined the last time I ventured that far afield, some
time in the mid 1930Ts. Locally people who know little about 
Revoltionary France, mention it as the forest fastness of 
Gomte- d*Artois.

I think Mr. Garmer should also do a chapter on those 
several hills farther North in the State, not far from 
the St. Lawrence, on the top of which were built the great 
stone houses, - one to each mountain top, for each of 
Napoleon’s Marshalls, with the dominant peak reserved for 
the chateau of the JSmpoiBor himself. The last I knew, 
some of these great houses were still standing, although

if,,
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sadly neglected for the most part.

He ought to include some particulars, too, about 
the impressive traot further West in the SJate which belonged 
to old Baron von Steuben, which came under extensive cultivation, 
I believe, shortly after the American ^evolution, or 
possibly just before the War of 1812. With all the research 
Mr. Carmer has done on such sections, it seems to me a book 
on some of these points shouldn't be so difficult.

It is really too hot for pleasant touring, but 
toda„ *s batch included not only lorth and *̂ outh Louisiana 
but as far afield as Virginia as well. I believe the local 

> college is about to start or has just started, perhaps, its 
summer school, and I reckon that will, end up with additional 
pilgrims in the perruque.

Of correspondency nothing especial cam to hand, 
although the letter from Daisie Dell has a point or two, 
and I thought you might like to have the clipping about 
Weeks hall s place for your scrapbook department. I think 
L. D. Garber is off the track, — and in fact I know she is,- 
when she thinks Bob Gallant is any kin to Weeks Hall, but 
perhaps somebody has kidded her into believing that, and 
so far as I can see, it doesn't make the slightest bit of 
difference. Since she dates her letter as of July, and 
suggests coming on the 23rd of said month, I had better 
drop her a line td say June, if that's what she has in 
mind, wouldn't do, but July would

i

What with your household in its present hurly-burly of 
extraeneous irfhabitants and all the road runner I encounter 
during the day, neither of us feels like treading far along 
literary lines at the close of day* Dr. Schweitzer's 
Philosophy of °ivilization is something better read when 
awake than half asleep, and so I aid taking it leisurely..
I must say I subscribe whole heartedlyto his ideas, and 
find myself wondering more and more how there can be so many 
demoninations in the religious feild and how in the world there 
has ever been any time for true "Men of God to fuss about 
dogma. Two bakers spent* an entire day wrangling over which 
of their respective kinds of flour possessed the greatest 
nutritive value while outside the windows of their bake shop, 
thousands of people were dropping dead of starvation for want 
of bread. That just about sums up my conception of denomina
tion and dogma I am tmder the impression Dr. Schweitzer thinks 
along such lines, too, but I have gone far enough in the 
present volume to determine just where we are heading, - But x 
shall eventually. But more of this anon, and now for a 
bit of •“‘utotaoker Suite, and so to bed....
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Friday, June 15th* 1951.

Memor and un:
' '■ •' • • ■ - ‘ ■ ' . . ■ ■ ' <8‘ -T v  . ~ ■- .... I:'. - ';

h-ow nice to find your elegant letter of the 1th, to
gether with the review of the Johnson opus, in this morning’s 
post.

* t

I breathed a sigh of relief when 1 learned that 
at least one segement of your domestic hurly-burly had 
withdrawn. Of all times, — to have had such a pile up just 
before the big food gathering in the business section. .From 
here until the 1st of the month, I shall continue "holding 
the t ought , and 1 don t mind telling you that somehow without 
any foundation, I sense'■'things, once you are over the hump, are 
going*to smooth‘out considerably. If thought and prayer have 
anything t6 do with such eventualities, then surely things 
will be much as you would have them. t

I relished every word of the review of the -Ciary, and was 
impressed to hear Dr. Davis is going to edit a whole series 
of such business. He is such a bag, it is a pity such business 
should fall into his hands, but I think he is not, perhaps, 
such a scoundrel as his partner, old ^ogan. Since neither 
of them but Mrs# ^0ore did all the research, it seems a little 
unfair and unscholarly that her name shouldn't be mentioned.
But as en±i neither of these men are averse-to chicanery, 
it is no wonder they would scarcely consider a thing like ethics, 
as regards naming the person who did all the gathering of 
data. Perhaps there is One extenuating circumstance that 
they might lay hold of to excuse themselves. It is that 
system of dubious virtue wherein colleges give degrees to 
professors who turn out books, and every additional honary 
degree pre-supposed an increase in salary. Thus, for those 
without too many moral sorupples, there is the temptation to 
pass themselves off as the creator o£ the writings coming out 
under their name, so that they may be assured that their 
salaries will be increased since the authorities granting such 
increases never know, - and proba ly oare less, that in 
reality the Valuable elements of the book represent the blood, 
seat and tears of unsung research workers who have slaved at 
ptiful reecompense to acoummulate the base o# which the charlatans 
will stand in higher brackets of income. xt s one of those things 
that w happens when the system is bad and mofals dubious.
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« g § | From news covering sports this week, reference has been 
made to a series of damp doings that disoouraged 
hoxing Frankly I am not much worried over the ability 
of the sports enthusiasts to find adequate covering but I 
have been thinking of you and what effect the rain might 
be having on your own program of getting to and from business 
and about the town, if any. I heard no mention of thermometer 
readings but hope they were sufficiently low to avoid 
a "steamy" season, so trying in the city. It remains 
warm at this bend of the river, but occasional breezes tend to 
temper the heat, and although there was a measure of cloudiness 
during the day, tonight the waxing moon is encountering no 
opposition at all.

And so you’missed last night*s (or rather last Friday 
night's) Morrow show, but not by nodding, as did I. Let us 
hope you had better luck tonight,?as did I. And if you 
did hear it, you found it interesting, and at he same time 
you were a littleregretful when, at the conclusion of the 
broadcast, it was announced it would take a summer vacation, 
following ton8ght’s program. I shall be glad when we shall 
be able to tune in again, although no precise date was given.

And may I thank y0u *or mentioning Mr. iSrskine's death.
(Shis constituted news'to me, as * had not chanced to 
hear of it So often these days * am at Arenbourg before & a.m, 
before news programs get under way, and often, being in a hurry 
on my return, fail to tune in before the wheels start turning at 
Yucca,Sometimes * catch the daily 3d. Morrow news item at 
6:45 looal time, but more ofcen than not a laggardly secretary 
arrives about that time, which.knocks the news reception out of 
commission in favor of correspondence. I try to get the 
10 p.’m. news from Des Moines but sometimes my reading gets 
so absorbing the hour passes before * realize it, and 
although * tuen in'as soonas possible, I often go to sleep 
'before ’the next news is aired. Hence my rusticity about current 
evenfggu have hdard me express my admiration for John Hrtkine. 
First of all, I think he was civilized. God «av® 
him the aptitude for being a splendid teacher, and 
he made the most of it by boring no holes in the tops of 
students heads and pouring in facts, but, on the contrary, 
presenting any subject in such a way as to make the students 
anxious to explore its attributes and actualities out of sheer 
desire on their own hook, which, I guess, is the ultimate in 
the Art Of leaching. Your letter guearantees me a happy week end. 
1 hope yours is, too, - and restful......

t&L 4888

Sunday, June 17th, 1951.

Memorandum:
In spite of a brilliant sun, both the temperature and humidity 

have remained in almost perfect balance at 98. When 
the electric current failed this afternoon, it really seemed
tropical.

But the heat discouraged no pilgrims, so near as I could 
make out. The morning was especially busy when a flock of 
people from Bxookly, visiting relatives in Louisiana, passed this 
way. There were two nuns in the group and quite gay ones they were, too. 
They told me .they taught in some school not too far from the Museum 
and frequently took their pupils to the gardens behind the Museum 
on field excursions to study birds, plants and so on. bomehow it all 
seems so "ersatz", nature study courses in Prospect Park, but 
I suppose Mature -Is .Mature, whether 0 served in the great open 
spaces or closedjr hedged in my endless surrounding barriers of 
asphalt, steel and cement.

For the past couple of days the static has been so constant 
it has been difficult to get even limited news casts. I 
heard one announcer mention the name of Marshall detain, who should 
have died long ago, but I don t know if it was an announcement of 
his death or merely some reference to him in relation to the 
voting scheduled for France today. Whether Petain lives or dies 
and what goes on at the polls in France doesn't seem to matter 
much, since the former is definitely out of commission and 
the latter never seems to establish anything of much importance.

Last night we had another good shower, with quite a bit of 
water coming down between 10 and midnight. Maturally the cotton 
planters don*t want any more for the balance of the season, what 

with the tendency of greass to spring up automatically with every 
rain drop but as for our side of the fence, it has done much good, 
and what with ^une half gone, even though the planters may get their 
way from here on out, everything in the vegetation department 
ought to be able to bridge the gap, should a drought develope as 
between now and the November rainy season,

JDr. Hand came by this afternoon for an hour*s sitting. We had 
su.:h a pleasant chat and 1 was glad to have the Haitian rhum to offer 
him. &e found it good, but knowing nothing about the stuff, I 
was glad to take his word for.it and stick to Taylor's finest.
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Monday, June 18th, 1951.
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He wanted to take me hack to camp with him, hut T demurred 
because of expected pilgrims. About 6, however, I kept my 
promise to make a round, expecting to make it across the 
cotton fields on foot. But just as I placed my foot outside the 
gate, a passing car stopped. It was Whitfield ^ack who had 
been somewhere and was just returning to camp, and so I 
had transportation. Supper was under the big cedar, with much 
batteries of electric fans plugged into the tree and some 
pretty music issuing from the same socket. The Gordon 
Randolphs were there and the Jacks and some people named Sullivan 
whom 1 hadn t met before, and it was all very pleasant and the food 
marvelous. saw Blythe but momentarily, for, as usual, she was 
busy ina: dozen different directions, some, of which, I believe, 
consisted of making preparations for a large birthday party for 
Bllen Socket who natal day rolls 'round tomorrow, I believe.

The, shadows on the surface of the river were especially lovely 
after, sundown and Dr. Rand and T inclined to, favor remaining longer 
than the others who seemed intent on getting away and to their 
respective homes. I returned here about 8 5 30, pleasantly,,over
stuffed, but glad 1 had had an opportunity to sit in nour place 
and to think about lots of things during my little visit.*5

I was glad to sample a few pages of General Ickleberger1s 
HQur Jungle *oad to Tokio" last night.4 As this was 
published in 1950, well in advance of "the ^reat Dismissal”, 
it is interesting to see what the author has to say about the 
Supreme ^ommander for that part of the world. The book reads 
easily and T am glad to fill in a lot of blank spaces in my 
scanty knowlege of what when on in that theatre of war Ben tells 
me he landed in Japan a roontfr after the surrender while Ickleberger 
was in command of one of the armies, and that there was 
a feeling among the. troops that Ickleberger was the first rate General 
of the war in the urient. It was further felt that with news releases 
always bearing such phrases as ttGeneral MaArthur’s armies” or 
"McArthur's military advisers",^- somehow succeeded in robbing 
the part eipants pf just recognition, what with all.the lime light 
forever centered on the single name of the ^ommander of all 
Par ^ast operations < *»

Ben, by the way, took the Wenks to the £resbyterian Church today, and 
there met GIa.who seemed to be alright, although comparision with 
her.former status was impossible, since it was their first meeting.

So turns the week end, rather on the dull side, but providing 
a bit of a breathing spaoe which, I hope, it afforded you, too..,.

■ t ■ .
*

Memorandum:
Yesterday1s heat and humidity lingers on. There is 

' a promise for thunder showers tomorrow evening and that 
will probably cool things dovtfn a bit.

It goes without saying# of course, that these tropical 
conditions are bringing about inordinate growth. The 
young trees both at elrose and Arenbourg are climbing 
skyward, sacrif ieing'height for stalwartness and in several 
cases I am having to re-enforce the trees withropes, 
attached to stakes in the ground, often in three different 
points of the compose, what with last week's high winds having 
almost toppled over some of them. But none broke and 
being thus supported, they will all accummulate sufficient 
strength to "stand on their own feet", as it were.

The reading machine is beginning to make strange noises 
which is its method of notifying me that, it,is going to require 
some new tubes ere long. 1 am hoping I don t have to be 
without the thing for long, ±aat night 1 r#ad a few 
paragraphs from General Ickleberger s pen, covering his 
appointment to look after Mrs. Roosevelt during her visit 
to the South iacifio. His praise of her activities in that 
theatre are of the highest and among other things, he remarks 
that the good will she established for the Americans in 
Austrialia was so splendid that in spite of heavy withdrawals 
on it in Australian-Amerioan relations during the balance of 
the war years, there still remained a goodly measure of 
the same when hostilities ceased.

There is a note of surprise expressed by General Ickle- 
burger referring to General McArthur, then stationed at 
Port Morsby. Mrs. Roosevelt asked permission to visit 
that place where many soldiers were passing on their way to 
the front, but General McArthur denied her request, and 
although it is not so stated specifically, the impression given 
the reader is that although everyone in *ustraial, from the 
Governor General on down the line, received and were enchanted 
with the American Hirst ^a&y. General McArthur never did 
permit a contact with himself. General xckleberger says that 
of all the so-called "Very Important Herons coming to the 
^outh West Pacific, m*s. Roosevelt, in the estimation of 
all coming in contact with her, was the greatest.
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Today there were the usual gaps in the ranks of the 
plantation forces, leading one to conclude that Saturday 
night and Sunday must have been the usual Hoo-ray, hoys kind 
of a week end. And tomorrow comes the 19th when all the 
negroes will go on a frolic and all the mulattoes will work 
like they work on no other day of the year. For those 
of deeper dye, the week will accordingly be a short one* 
and doubly so, of course, if the heralded "widely sohattered 
showers" provide another day or two of repose. Of course 
none of-the celebrants know what the 19th of June 
signifies in American history, but it definitely does stand 
for a holiday, and 1 guess that is all that matters.

And so the annual number of holidays get celebrated regardless, 
even though the ones marked in red on the calendar register 
not at all in the general scheme of negro custom, and when 
the 4th of July rolls ’round, and the rest of the nation s 
populiTtioirwill be on a picnic, the negroes will be working 
like mad and feeling not at all sorry for themselves because 
they are laboring and others are not.

I saw Zelma at the camp on Sunday and we chatted about 
the prospects of her offspring having a furlough before long. 
According to my grapevine, the* youth actually arrived from 
Aberdeen a few hours later, thus providing everybody with a surprise.

The enclosures are nothing of moment and may-be tossed into 
the trash, as I started to do but* changed to tossing them in this 
envelope, realizing the one from the Astor ^oof would supply 
foot notes on the travelers. On a similar card to Mr. 
and Mrs. J. £k. ^enry", — th® Mrs. underlined mightily, and for 
whatTeason only the-sender knows, there was a note about 
the cold weather and then this sentence': "Up here the 
niggers are plenty disagreeable to white people from the South . 
Don t you love that

About Wednesday, * reckon we shall hear all about the 
adventures that were experienced, -•and probably perpetrated, by 
the Atlantic ^ity and Manhattan visitors and I am already feeling 
sorry for the hotel staff when 1 start imagining what they or it 
has probably had to put up with. I wince whenever 1 think 
of the impression the staff may well get of Southern whites, after 
being victimized by • the antiois of that bag.

Well, so turns the world and with tomorrow bineng 
"Freedom Day , it ought to be busy in an informal sort of way....

o  i  r ’ ' ' * ' 4 ' " ' ,
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Tuesday, «*une !8th, 1951.

Memorandum:
^ow nice to find your air mail in this morning’ŝ  

post. And how kind of you to give me so mahy,interesting 
particulars about the Johnson Diary. I haven t read all 
of the transcriptions as yet, what with all the darker dyed 
inhabitants irksome to get on a frolic, but I have 
run through enough of it to be assured it is all 

fascinating, and I am glad to have the balance to look 
forward to at tomorrow's sitting.

Boor B. L. 0. seemed to have had hard luck with 
his sons and daughters. The one who married Joe "inston 
"drove her ducks to a mighty poor market", and it was 
a squabble over B. L. G. *s estate, wherein the Winston branch 
claimed MQade Villa, that eventuated in the loss of Mead Villa, 
the Washington hom$, to the Wailes family. It was then 
that Mrs. Brandon s father, Levin Wailes, took his 
family to live at #ondsylvania Plantation near Vicksburg where 
Madam "“arco grew up* As for levin, according to ^iss Nellie, 
he spent most of his life after 1865 be-moaning the disappear
ance of the good old days and did little or nothing by way 
of plantation management os that ̂ he family poverty increased 
by leaps and bounds as the dislocation of economi factors of 
the troubled times plus their father's indifference to what was 
going on around him, — the combination eventually wrecking 
the family fortunes completely, thus accounting for Miss 
Nellie and he sister, Susie, going to Atlanta to earn their 
own living. 4

B. 1. G.'s other son, Leonard, became a doctor, pracitcing 
in Aqw Dxleans and as ship's doctor in the Central American 
trade, while the other daughter, Feliciana, married against 
B. l. G.*s wishes to Abner ^reen, - or possibly Abener s son, 
and she lived out her life at Gayoso Plantation in the- 
Ghurch ^ill neighborhood. I think L may have written you 
about Gayoso Plantation which I visited in 1938, and later 
in 1940, -r the latter visit being in 00 pany with Miss 
Nellie who could recalliso vividly the former arrangements of 
the gardens, reflecting pools, etc., and even where t e 
various peices of special furniture stood in the 
lovely rooms of the old mansion. The place went up in smoke
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along about 1942, another lovely monument of a romantic 
peripd gon forever.

Wasn*t it too had you had to miss the final .2d. borrow 
braodcast. Weil, so. things go, and I must say it was better 
for you to loose it while being a guest* of others than to 
have it denied you, as in the previous week, by the presence 
of too many people in your own home. Somehow it is regrettable 
to be in another*s house and not be able to tune in to a 
favorite program, but ten times worse to be in one*s own home, 
yet so weighed down with guests tat radio programs aren t to 
be thought of. 4

I am frankly delighted the ladies Holland, by their letter 
in today‘s post, have decide to skip ^elrose on their way 
to San Hiegol With everything so hurly-burly at the approach of 
July 4th, I am glad to be releived of entertaining anyone com
ing in this direction as my guests, for I reckon there will be a 
flock of nenrys and I prefer to take ray friends separate. With 
the humidity and heat continuing to balance each other in the upper 
90*s, the Hollands will do well to make their Low later 
in the season. Naturally they scout the idea of Thanksgiving 
or Christmas, for that is when,they have free time. But it*s 
the holiday time ior Henrys, to9, and I shall next have to work out 
something that will bridge that.difficulty.

The hot weather finally knocked out my reading machine which 
tonight is in town where I am loping a mere round of tubes 
will suffice to fevive it completely. It seems so slong when 
I have to weight a month or so for the thing when it needs 
repairs in Baton Rouge or Washington or where ever.

Because fishing parties, turtle hunts, baseball games and 
general frolicking was the order of the day, the cook was given 
off the balance of the day after dinner, and we all dined on 
cold supper across the.fence. Personally I like cold salade, ice 
tea and such like, and I am ail in favor ,of giving the cook off 
every day if the balance of the business could, only be managed.

Yesterday was birthday time for Eilfn Locket who was probably 
5 or 5, and for Beter w^o was 25. I don t see any connection with 
personalities who chance to have birthdays Qn the same date, but 
somehow it is fun grouping them in the mind, for one 
achieves certain combinations in this manner that never would be 
rigged up together otherwise. There is the January 14th of 
Dr. Schweitzer and the ^adara, for exampler $nd I seem 
to come to a full halt slap at that. I must cast about to see 
what can be tx£t # hooked up on a date approaching the end of 
Maroh.As a parlor game, such lining up of personalities 
probably wouldn't get one very far, so few birthdays, comparatively, 
seem to fall on the same date, but I find it fun remarking on 
coincidences when, albeit rarely, they do come to one's attention.

Wednesday, June 20th, 1951.

Memor andum:
According to my calendar, this would be one of 

the longer day*s of the year. It has been a hot one, too, 
and as cluttered up with pilgrims as any 1 can

' recall this summer.
{ *

iSven the margin seems a little more extended than usual, and 
so I shall move over a bit.

In spite of the warmth during the night, a heavy dew was 
present when'I arrived at Arenbourg before sun up. j*ndy had 
promised to help me during the morning and I was glad we 
could got in some early licks before the routine wheels „
turning, eeven though we were both pretty well soakedbefore sun 
rise, it is'such a pleasant feeling to sense that before 
ten o*clock the major chores have been accomplished, and once 
those have been taken care of, to realize that no matter how 
things pan out for the balance of the day, the cardinal points 
have been covered.

Back, at Melrose, a flock of pilgrims arrived before 10, with
the day really getting under way before 11 when oister ulew in, 
accompanied by her daughter. As was to be expected nothing was 
found to he quite right in ^tlantio oity or Manhattan with 
especial emphasis laid on servants of color who conspire to 
be disagreeable to all Southern whites. ,

I am glad to say 'she and the three offspring pulled out 
ahortlv aftor dinner. Mrs.' Ooomhs drove in at tne same 
moment! bringing my reading machine, which was certainly something 
for which 1 could be' thankful, although except to see if it 
would function, I shall probably not have a go at it 
another 24 hours. Still it is pleasant to know it is within
reach. «

f  . . _ • j j  v  • > -/ •

« X had tried out the machine while ^rs. Coombs was
spending an hour with Celeste and ^adam regard and as
pil, rims from Oklahoma ^ity blew in Just as I had -
sampled the machine, I had but a second to jump across the fence,
payPthe lady and then get on witk my pilgrims. But I guess the
Coombs menage is functioning alright.

* » - *
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Before i could disentangled from one hatch, another 
.would .blow in and it was twenty minutes of six when I 
pushed the last hunch out as the Rands dropped in, Ellen 
Lioket wanted to bring me a slab of her birthday cake, Blythe 
wanted to ask me if I would talk to the Garden Club when they 
converge on this neighborhood in August, and Dr. Rand wanted 
to inquire about a negro Ghurch somewhere in tHeOypiress- 
Hatohez area that would like a baptising picture show, and might 
nave a baptisin' to be put on to films.

Supper, followed by two secretaries, a shower, two 
requests for letters to be written, and here we are, and 
I doubt if I do any reading or cake eating before falling 

’ asleejfou may readily imagine how pleasant it has been, after 
such a hurly-burly of personalities, to make the most of the 
little verbal jaunt to ante helium ^atchez through the medium 
you so kindly forwarded from'the Johnson volme. I ran 
through the section about the missing volumes with some care.
How neatly was handled the "finding* of the items "in an 
old house near Natchitoches"* And to what pains they went to 
give *aul Veidt and one Bledsoe, - or whatever, - a*bit of 
free advertising. As to the identity of the latter person, and 
what he.had to do about "finding" the volumes "in an old house 
near Natchitoches", I haven*t<the slightest idea. One thing 
I know, I never met the man, and I assume that he is some 
confederate of that scoundrel, Veidt. %  t you find it a 
notable example of how the printed word can sometimes append a foot
note to history, detailing the identity of all the secondary 
characters concerned with a particular episode, omitting 
only the name of the one person without whom the gaps could 
never have been filled in* In all truth, however, I feel bound 
to say that I am thankful my name wasn't set forth along side 
that 9f Paul Veidt, «Dr. Hogan, et al far that quartet is a group 
I don t care to be mixed up with, and, in the final con
sideration of the whole business, the important thing is that 
the gap was filled in —  the missing sections of the Diary, — and 
so far as ray own feelings are concerned,,I am glad this was 
accomplished and while 1 regrat it wasn t achieved in the 
unruffled manner originally envisioned, ''still the important 
thing is that the reoord has been made the more eompletgthrough a 
variety of circumstances, and since the details, as set7forth by 
such a orowd must leave much to be desired by way of truth, still 
I am glad that they didn't quite dare spell out the name to 

which they probably had to go to some trouble to avoid mentioning.
I guess the enclosures, under separate cover, are of no partiouar 

interest but x send them along regardless. The quotation in the Aansas 
dity communication seems pat. And now I fold......

1

Thursday, June 21st, 1961.

Memorandum: /
How nice to find your Priday-Sunday letter in this 

morning's post, and how glad I am you decided to give me 
some account of Johnson items that you have been exploring.

I was frankly' a bit resentful at the news of another visitation 
in the offing for it does seem as though South America might 
eventually summon up sufficient imagination to sense that 
your domestic arrangements are being violated when turned into 
the hub of the universe. What with all the heat, the doings in 
business and the right one has to tranquility at the end of 
busy days, — what a pity somebody couldn t put a bee in 
their bonnets to make them realize that you, too, are 
entitled to a measure of quiet once in a while at least.

While I think of it, I will answer you inquiry regarding Charles 
and how he chances to find himself alone. Ida's sister, living in 
Hew urleans, has been lingering for weeks, if not months, viotim of 
a cancer, and Ida has had to be with her, thus leaving wharles to 
shift more*or less for himself.I feel so sorry for everyone 
concerned but most of all for poor Ida, for„somehow there is some 
recompense'in being a victim, I suppose, but iittle save 
disheartenment for the'only one to shoulder the double load. Ida 
herself isra frail persbn and it must be up-hill going for her, 
realizing there are two people depending so much on her, and realiz
ing, too, that even when half the burden is lifted by the death of 
her sister, she will still be faced by a full time job of 
looking after Charles .

In a way it seems odd they should have selected Alexandria 
as a place of residence, since nothing on earth, so far as I 
know, went in to making such a selection, save that it wasn't 
roo far from their Dittle River Parm, - which they have never 
once visited since moving to Alexandria several years ago. jBihaps 
there are draw-backs about living in Hew Orleans that I don t know 
about. Ida has lived there for the past 25 years, however,^and 
ought to find it almost like home, and the more so beause her 
sister lives there, too. That would make it possible for her 
to see *harles occasionally, but perhaps she would be to exhausted 
with attendance on one patient to turn to another. They do have kin
folk in Natchitoches and why they never selected that place instead 
of Alexandria, I wouldn t know.
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I am so glad to have your aoco nt of your afternoon til closing 
time in the sanctuary section of the botanical Gardens. It was so 
delightful, your accont of the old lady with the food for the 
squirrels and the birds, and the cautious cotton tail who needed 
none of the proffered fare. How refreshing to take time out 
from the shadow of tall buildings and buzzing family hearths to 
gain a momenta relaxation and soul-refreshment from such moments 
of out of doors communion with our furred and feathered friends.

And thanks fortelling me of the surprise re-marriage of 
î lise de “olfe's husband. I, of course, had heard nothing about 
it. dome times I think I must listen to the wrong radio programs, 
for I seldom get any news that isn t along a narrow pattern, with 
about half given over to unpronounceable names of Korean towns 
whose situation 1 know nothing about, and the other half about 
tom-foolery going on in Senate investigating committees which 
seem to have something to do wit everything except governmental 
activity which is the only excuse for their being. A week ago 
Dr. Knipmeyer told me thatj^rgaret Truman had been in London and 
was moving on to the Netherlands. Today he told me she is in Laris.
1 haven t heard a thing about such doings on the raio, and 
I think-Korean news might be a little more fascinating if human 
interest segments of the news such as ^iss Truman's doings were 
mentioned once in a while.

And speaking of Dr. Knipmeyer reminds me that this morning 
nth mountain moved to Mohamet”. I decided I would take a typhoid 
shot before the month ran outand Celeste decided she ought 
to have one, too, and so we drove up at 9:30, chatted with 
the staff at the clinic for a little while and inspected the fine 
furniture, - operating table, cabinets, etc., supplied the 
clinijc by the federal Government, and pieces by the way in which 
Dr. K. takes considerable pride, the more so, I think, since 
he once thought he had lost them, — when they disappeared on 
their way here and were eventually discovered in Natchez, Miss. ,- 
the original shipping instructions having been'issued to send them 
via Natchez, La.

Celeste and 1 returned to ^elrose a few minutes before 
the knipmeyers came to visit me, I was glad to find Little King 
awaiting me on the gallery. We'had a quick sip of wine, 
and he departed via the ”hite Garden as the Knipmeyers tapped 
on my door on the other side of the house. He is looking 
well and wi 1 be back later to tell all about his military career.

Except for a flock of officials of Louisiana Light and Lower 
who flew up here this morning from A*ew Orleans, the pilgrimage 
business wasn t so brisk today, and * am just as glad, it is so hot. 
Another seer tary is scheduled to make his appearance tonight, when i 
shall have the pleasure of reaging your letter again, and that will 
bring the day to a close in the happiest way 1 can think of.....

Friday, June EEnd, 1951.

Memor andura:
XIOW

, vrs-ypr _

nice to find your Monday letter in today1s post.

sits

I am so glad to know the week end went^off-in a restful 
manner. Now if you can survive the convention and all 
the Arabs converging on the domestic scene, perhaps you will 
be able to grasp at another quiet week end before the 
summer has played out.

t • ' T  *

Lhe mail*was very heavy today, and read but your letter, 
and did not get to the enclosures before the secretary was 
whisked away to join the other, what with all tractors going 
full tilt to blow poison on the cotton, - as from beneath the 
leaves, which will continue for another week or so when the 
poisoning from the air will begin, I am reminded, in 
tinking of your unending succession of guests and my ever disappear
ing secretariat, of the lines of that panic of a bag I once 
knew who was forever ringing her hands * perhaps wringing migh 
do better) and screaming: ”11 y a quelquechose partout.

I am anxious to explor Dennett uerf s new domain and 
I am so intrigued about the painter who pasted in the figures 
of people on his fine landscapes. That is really hilarious, and 
something one might recommend to little Miss Alberta who never 
was too successful in getting* her proportions quite right when 
introducing small figures on a large landscape.

^nd thanks for telling me of the doings of the Dandsfords.
They had just bought the house when they passed this way last 
winter and were talking much about various bits of restorations.
I haven t heard from them, and assume they are bogged down with 
the doings. ^Iso if they have been traveling, too, that probably 
was disastrous for correspondence. ! L must drop them a line 
to see what's stirring. *f course I did not see the clipping 
your bright-eyes discovered in the Picayune, but should 
prefer to have you retain the sme for our scrapbooks, for 
am likely to misplace it, if sent, for 1 have the place in an 
uproar at the moment, what with doing a lot of re-arratigement of 
my own books and clippings piled high, - and pilgrims forever 
upsetting them,

A note from hobina in today's post was the only other I
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Sunday, «*une 24 th, 1951.

opened, and was glad  ̂did, as she inquires about the local layO 
out, kith a view5to the possibility of coming down this Sunday or 
next. She passed along some gossip about the death of ^iss Ida 
Campbell, and asked me to destroy the letter on reading, which of 
course I did. Bobina says the Mormons are just back, from 
a jaunt through Alabama via of Charleston, south Carolina, and 
remarks that all the talk about illness and road-runners, - 
a cry of Wolf-Wolf, was apparently made merelyito smoke-screen 
the South Carolina jaunt, and she or they didn t even tell 
their Shreveport niece of their trip until after they had 

returned, fhe Dormons, it short, are not in ^obina s good graces 
at the moment at least. _ ^

I am so glad you told me about the article covering the 
pottery business at Ocean Springs that appeared in the November, 1949 
Holiday. 1 shall borrow Celeste*soopy, for she sayes hers, and 
shall try to* get somebody to read it to me.

I want to take this opportunity to thank you again for 
having had the clairvoyant powers functioning so well in supply
ing me with the ekerpts from the Johnson book, for it turns 
out the information you supplied comes to hand jufet when needed 
more shells for my Big Berthas in the Battaille de la ^ibliotheque.
At this sitting I shall not go into the details, but sufficient it 
is to say that being thus armed with the information you supplied,
I was able to lay down a mighty salvo which may or may not 
be a determining factorin the present campaign. From the 
paragraphs about those who succeeded in filling in the gaps of 
the -Ciary appeared the names of Bledsoe, present Archives man, - 
a hand -in-glove worker with Veidt, and the latter who wants to 
extraot valuable stuff from the Melrose library, I imagine, when 
his oronie gets hold of it, even as I have been offered stuff 
fro theBledsow holdings through the medium of said veidth, and 
now that Davis had succeeded in getting himself appointed to 
edit stuff on Southern history, the ^elrose library of course would 
provide him and Hogan, of course, with their share of plunder, and 
so all four, bringing pressure against numb-skull dolts who know 
nothing about them and their ways and who, for some reason, are 
deterimned to get :id of the library, and thus the lines of battle 
are drawn.5 At least, thanks to your information, I can drill the 
details of the set up into the mind of the raerchantGplanter, hoping 
he can drill it into his elder brother*s head, and thus short- 
circuit all the pressure from the scoundrels, who obviously must 
be working on ̂ rs. General's vanity, and so the thing spins.

< t_  . {Well, so much for this sitting, and again my thanks for your 
grand letter which* has made my day so happy and will do as much 
on the morrow when * get around to run through it again and examine 
the clippings. It*s so nice, all these things we have to share.... <

memorandum;
Somewhere not too far away, there must have been a 

shower this afternoon, for although we got but a sprinkle, 
the thermometer dropped from a stuffy 98 to about 75, which, 
after so many hot days, seems ever so Artie.

Herewith or under separate cover, 1 shall send along a 
couple letters, but shall hold out the kleiser letter which 
arrived yesterday, giving me a European adress. ^t seems 
they suddenly decided to spend three months in Norway, and were 
scheduled to sail on the 22nd, — on the assumption, I suppose, 
that the shipping strike had ended by then.

In a letter to them in ̂ ay, I suggested a show in 
Natchez might be advantageous, it seemed to me, what with 
that neighborhood oozing with oil. I am a little 
puzzled by some such phrase, coming1 in response to thif letter, 
that "if you care to arrange such a show , — for I can t 
imagine how I might have given the impression that I * - 
might want to do so. But 1 shall be glad to looking into 
the matter for them regardless.

In ^ra’s letter there is some reference to a Feutchwangler 
biography of Goya, -̂ oes one conclude from this that this 
is a new book from the pen of that gifted writer. I guess 
that "wish, being father to the thought , I worked myself 
into hoping and then almost believing that £eutchwangler mi^ht 
do another book about 18th century *aris, following on the heels 
of the one he did about -ur. Franklin, the name of which seems 
to have eluded me, — one title having been "Arms For Araerioa but 
brought out under some other name. But a biography of 
Goya ought to make interesting reading, both because there 
proba ly aren't many people who know much about him r,nd because 
■‘■‘eutc wangler would probably turn out something pretty 
entertaining, regardless of the subject matter.

^nd speaking of reading,  ̂must say it is good to have the 
machine disgned for that purpose functioning again. I 
finished the Iokleberger "Jungle ^oad to fokio and liked it, and 
am going to dip into 3. Zweig s "World of Yesterday" next.

Saturday*s heat discouraged none of the road-runners, 
but today*s clouds was more ± effective and I was glad of
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the opportunity to do a half dozen things neglected 
during the week.

l>r. Band passed by at 5 o’clook to invite me to the 
camp for supper, hut  ̂ lied and said I was expecting pilgrims 
at 6. And so he sat with me for an hour over a glass of 
rhu4, covering no end of subjects from the excellents of 
some of % w  Orleans’ medical libraries to plans for taking 
movies of local baptisin’s when the hot weather increases and 
revivals become the order of the day. Somehow or other, 
and I wonder if this is generally true, religious impulses 
among, the local citizens are ever so much more active in hot 
weather. Somebody can one day make a study of the inception of 
world religions on a climatic basis, with %ypt, Palestine and 
India as starters. Of course there must be the inception of 
Morraonism in central "ew *ork •Hate, not to celebrated for 
its high temperatures in the winter, at least, but perhaps 
that can be one of the exceptions to prove the rule.

Before x>r. hand arrived, ray grapevine had reported 
several cats at .the ^and warap, and 1 figured there would be 
a goodly crowd present soHhat my absence wouldn't be 
noted, and I would escape a crowd. i>r. ^and also asked 
me to assist in drawing up a list of people for a supper at 
some appropriate time in ^uly. ^e thinks he will get Ar. and 
Mrs. $§ uQnXy _ he i8 headed for disappointment in 
that direction, 1 fear, and then there will be the Postells, who 
probably will be here a week hence for their two months on the 
river. We labored on a list that would include business men for 
J. and medical men for Postellund irau, — and I shall never 
regret the Bands and their propensity to share their "retreat" 
with the world. •»

before I ended the paragraph on hot weather and religion, I 
should h§ve pointed out that my oat seems to have responded to 
a compellingtimpulse to spend most of these hot days in the 
Chapel, am hoping this is-no sign he is going to develope into 
a bigot, even though he seems to spend most of his time in the 
shadow of the Cross, sleeping away the daylight hours in the cool 
quiet of thetcow hide bottomed chair between the Cross and the pews 
Pilgrims don't seem to worry him, and sometimes he sleeps straight 
through visitations, or at most, raises his head, gives them 
one vague look, yawns and then goes back to sleep.

Static is so abundant tonight I have no temptation to 
turn on the radio but shall r main at this machine for 
m tehile, after which I shall do a little round with ^err "Zeeweeg". 
I have enjoyed ohatting with ^ittle King at several brief 
.sittings, always interrupted by callers but  ̂ shall see him 
again before he leaves later in the week, ^e looks fine, ^o 
hope you have had a nice week end and that the impending holiday we 
may afford you a measure of relaxation......

t
i. . . 

I
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Monday June 25th, 1951*

Memorandum:
How nice t find your from^the^imespost. And thanks no end for fIom ™covering the career of John arshine.

nTrorc. ootisfactory way things have been fhe best news ooversthe satisia o i solving
going in business. I iaughed a y mann03.# On occasion
the filing problem in ^ ch “  * dfy stacking uncertainties until 1 have followed a isimilar, ®“ ®FJd | |nd then, after closing they reached mountaneous P^P^ionS a m  ^hol9 thing one 
my eyes and turning my head away, handUng of
great big push. I also o „aam to be gifted in that 
packing a trunk, i f °n® d°®8V  Jlv good at it until 1 discovered line of endeavor. I was neve* di8hed without neatness
that there is one way it can b in the world onhut with dispatoh. Just pile e’ aS time goes along a table or dresser, adding item a trixnt to be carried away.

s . f •«*>.  -  ...............
It is reported by 2weig that BilkeandSpreoision and one 

packing his luggage of endeavor. 1 don t know
G. Belle is amazing in the. 0 Beiie could enumerate everyabout Bilke but I am sure that 0 . f  necktie or
piece of clothing, 4? ™  £0 s6t his hand to it wheneverhandkerchief, not only ^®“ h> a® J® d aLin, but also having a needed, when the trunk cam . d 0f the preoise position ofperfectly clear picture in his minder ^ e ^  paQted it
each article at any moment b _sometimes months later.and the time he was readytounpaok, .^so ^  ^
If i spent all day devoting my — narhaps even before, I
Undi^'tihl4e°the vaguest notion where anything was until 
• 1° ha d^mpt i ed tilISSrt assortment of plunder.

The weather is hot «|®fw^ , “0Upnes°s! " l o T l X T

^si^iin^r^si iSs, 11
' temperature^however^ 8 ^ ^ ® jt^this rJteln00n. leaving here about
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and* tomorrow they wfrll spend the day in Memphis, calling on 
little utephen, and thence on to Kentucky. They will 
return on July 3rd.

You will enjoy Miss Kellie's letter which arrived in today*s 
post, and especially the reference to 4s. Moore and the Johnson 
diary. The Ur. Fred Miss Kellie refers to is Mrs* Moore's son- 
in-law, banged up in an automobile accident a year or two 
ago.

It vas good to heard from Charles, too but I was 
a little depressed by his request for news of the Kands. I 
carefully try to avoid mentioning them when wirting 
to him each week end. Blythe leads such a whirly-gig life that 
I reckon she never gets around to see all the friends she 
is constantly entertaining both at home and up here at the 
camp.- I honestly wish she might take time to pass by Gharles* 
house once in a while, for I think the half hour spent in such 
a call would mean much more to a grand human being than all 
the oceans of elegant collations contrived to tickle the 
palates of all the rest of her guests put together* She 
is scheduled to bring some people from Montana to see me tomorrow 
or Wednesday and 1 think I shall oast about before then and come up 
with some book or other I shall jask her to deliver to Charles on 
ray behalfi >1 have never read a profound life of Mozart, 
and so don t know how any biogrpher has ever accounted for the 
fact that such a swell person had such a difficult time, but 
I often think of Charles and mein lieber Wolfgang at the ame 
time. In Charles* case, there is a man who genuinely appreciate 
excellent food and is ever so lonely, while Blythe loves nothing 
better than stirring up food of vast elegenoe, and it seems such 
a pity, che two of. them living in the same town, cannot share 
the ;glories together, since eacl̂  would be so appreicative 
of the other's apjbitude and artistry.

And may I thank you for telling me that this is the 
100th anniversary of the appearance of Madam Stowe's "La Gasa 
d'Uncle Tom"# , It will be a convenint point to tack on to 
my song and dance when displaying her &ncle Robert's cotton 
stencil I can't,say just why the French translation of that 
title always struck me as being so hilarious but I always find 
myself laughing in my beard whenever I think of it*

Going back to ^iss Koiiie'g letter and her reference to 
Ferriday and his fall from the-water wagon. I am not quite 
certain of her intention but asstime tfie inference is that drinking 
may be going on among other members of the family, - probably 
Boari, is that what you conclude%With a drunken husband and a crazy 
brother keeping that household in a constant uproar for the 
past 30 years, 1 shouldn t fee at all surprised if *fcoan needed 
a little extra stimulant? but, one seonc thought, the words of the 
Presbyterian preacher, - otewart *enry, seem odd, as he is a eood 
friend of *oan‘s. ‘ b
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Tuesday, June 26th, 1951.

Memorandum:
How nice to find your
And thanks much for giving me so many interesting side

lights on personalities, near and far.
I am glad that at the time of writing, things were rocking 

along alright in ^adison avenue. I think of you so constantly 
thesf days, hoping that the inference in general and the suh- 
sequent re-arrangements will turn out ever so much to your 
satisfaction.

I think you were wrong in being distrubed over the 
identity of people figuring in the new chairmanship of the 
Committee o f united Mathions, formerly headed by rs. Roosevelt.
I am indebted to you for having told me about this change, and 
I readily re-place in my mind the proposed new officer. I was 
nnt nt nil confused by this correction, and had you not been so 
S n d  as to tell m e  about the entire business, I never should have 
known Mrs. B* had stepped down. f

Your deliniation of personalities covering the current 
guests was wonderfully clear, and X must say x got a huge 
lick out of the listing by the youth of his two foremost hobies. 
think 1 know just the lady he should have married, for perhaps she 
could easily have won him over from movies and,sleeping to 
parties and more parties.

Your mention of people handling oil from Iran makes it 
more interesting for me when listening to news reports of the 
doings in that quarter of the globe. From what little X have 
read about that country, X gather it is about as lop-sided 
economically as any place:could be, with 99 and 44 one hundredtns 
completely poverty stricken, with the fraction of one per cent 
owning all, PIhe book by Hindus and the one by some other 
American recently read seemed to stress the poverty of tne land, 
and Hr. stetinius reports that F. D. H. h- d in mind working out s 
kind of an agricultural scheme for that region that might 
eventually bringing it back into something like economic 
balance. I believe it was Mr.- Boosevelts understanding that 
goats had done more to ruin the country than any other single 

....... factor, save, of course, political chicanery. With goats

. 1*1 ‘letter in this morning's post,
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permited to consume every form of plant life, erosion had done 
its deadly work and starvation is the order of the day. I 
suppose oil, being under ground, couldn t be reached by the 
goats, or they would have consumed that? too. It seems 
Obvious that citizens of Iran can scarcely understand the 
processing of oil and the up-shot of the present rumpus will 
be the delgating of refining to some foreign power other than 
the British and Americans, and of course the guess it that 
some of the kremlin boys will be called in, — and with the 
doing of that not only the oil but Iran itself will probably 
be but completely sold out* .and so far as the marjoity 
of the citizens of the place are concerned, that can’t be so 
bad a twist of fate, for everybody lives on the point of 
starvation any way, and on such a level, I suppose any change 
isn t likely to be.much worse, and vaguely they probably hope for 
a miracle move for the better.

Somehow this brings to mind something Dr. Schweitzer pointed 
out inchis book on Civilization. Be pointed out that since 
Europe took over African colonies and got the natives used 
to manufactured stuff from abroad, it would not be helping 
the natives any if the colonies were given their freedom from 
foreign control again, since the local potentates would only 
use the natives as slaves to produoe raw material to sell to 
foreign powers, the native rulers pocketing all the money and 
the natives getting nothing. He stresses the point that once 
a tribe or country has been absorbed by a foreign power, it 
is better for that power, if administering the country with a degree 
of fairness, to assume responsibility for the welfare of the people, 
seeing to it the recompense for their labor is widely spread, for 
that in itself represents a measure of freedom even more precious 
than the mere political independence of the slave driving little 
native political peotentates who would take over if foreign control 
were withdrawn. . „

Well, so much for all that, and may all tankers plying 
Iran waters reaoh their home ports safe and sound.

You mention your own weather as warm, and * shall reiterate 
I think Manhattan is warmer than Louisiana in summer, since 
the former is so slow in cooling off at night whereas here we almost 
always get a drop of 20 degrees at least, after dark. A member of 
the Cotton Council, % .  McJSair, was here yesterday and told me 
the rains in Arkansas, where<he spent last week, had been so 
constant that the cotton wasn't doing anything. locally the 
crop looks fine and with continued warmth at night and an absence 
of rain other thau that of a week or so ago, the elements are co
operating nobly. It has been a long day, with much weed cutting 
up the road before sun-up. Fortunately no pilgrims negotiated the 
front gate successfully, and being merely physically tired, I 
am going right now and listen a bit of mein lieber Beter Illyovitoh 
on the back.gallery, with "the bpys", - aiggin and Martin..... .

,888
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V/ednesda , June 27th, 1951.

Memor andum;
‘ t  ..................... ■ • f

Another hot day, and in view of unusually strenuous 
efforts yesterday, I slowed up a little today, going to 
the Hand camp for lunch at noon, and generally upsetting 
my usual routine thereby®. But I escaped pilgrims at 1 o'clock, 
and that was something gained.

Andy helped me with weeds in the afternoon, and will lend 
a hand again at dawn on the morrow. So June jogs along in 
its final week and summer gets into its usual stride.

Mme. de %>ntespan etait au £ord du lac, --entre la magazin 
et le pent, — c est a dire, hier au soir. Dnas la maisonette 
la-bas, il y avafcit une fete champekre a la part de Ba, 
’Majeste. Grace soit rendu au Lieu, j’aivue porsonne. Alors, 
un pointe.

I enjoyed the Montana people at the Aand camp, and was 
abel to clear up several points in ray mind regarding 
points along the route touched by AQvgiS ang Glarke on their 
orossing of the Rockies_in Montana-along about 1804 or 1805.
One thing the reading machine doesn't include i^ illustrations 
and maps, and no text I have read of their journey mentions the 
proximity "of their camp sights in Idaho and Montana to modern 
cities which up to now has left their course a little vauge 
on my mental lap of those two states. But thanks to conversa
tion at lunch, these are now as clear as a bell to me.

After much cold salades and cold dessserts, and much iced 
punch, the plan was to run up to Beaufort and thence on to 
Batchitoches, which is alright if one doesn’t mind heat in the 
hundreds and has nothing else cooking. -But I could be warm 
enough standing still and I had two or three pots on the fire 

A** i demurred and was glad to return to mybesides. And so 
weed knife.

It has been 
Aberdeen Proving 
of military life.

jood seeing our little friend from the 
'rounds and to receive his impressions 
In his role of initiator for new inductees,

he says he noticed these differences between or among three

»
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differnt groups, coming in separate waves, under his supervision: -
» < <

One group of colored youths from the Detroit area could he taught 
to do the chores required of them with unusual readiness, hut 
it was difficult to get them to perform these duties with 
neatness and dispatch after they understood the instruction*
another group from Texas was slower in learning their appointed 
tasks, hut once they comprehended, they executed them with 
willingness and good naturedly*

'■ •'* /  . 3 9 V ; ‘ U  V

a third<group, made up of youths offcolor from various 
geographical seotions from all over the nation showed about 
a mean point as between the extremes of the Michigan and Texas 
aptitudes and willingness to excuse programs was spotty, some 
demonstrating a desire to he thorough, others indicating an 
inclination to do just as little as possible*

*

. I wanted to pass this along, feeling you would he as interest
ed as I in having these opinions of a Louisiana negro and an old 
friend, obviously discussing such details without much fore
thought and motivated simply by a desire to clarify in his own mind 
what had registered in his mind while in the service.
• ' '  t - * - * 1 *

It would he interesting to know if the *1. Q*s of the Michigan 
group, proha ly on a higher educational level exemplify a 
resistance to "walking chalk", exceeding a like inclination on 
the part of the Texans whose-educational trainig had probably 
been less

It is my understanding, -and I must ask again about this 
point, - that as soon as anyone arrives in camp who cannot read 
or write, he is immediately sent to school. » I was told that 
only one such person had come to his attention among hundreds of 
new recruits druing the past several montirs. I am wondering 
if in this fact may not lie the answer to the puzzle in my own 
mind as to why so many stalwart youths from this area were being 
consistently rejected by the Draft Boards, and, in thinking of 
several instances off hand, I am struck by the fact that in each 
instanoe, the stalwart Url has been an individual who has never been 
exposed to his A, B. 0. s. Perhaps the Government is able to secure 
enough people who can read, and thus can affod to reject the others, 
therebye saving extra labor in getting the embryo soliders 
through the first two or three grades,

I’orgive the length into which I have gone on this subject.
It is possible everyone except me knows all the answers, since they ma, 
be printed in all periodicals, but I am passing them along regardless.

The Arenbourg crepe myrtles are in full bloom and are a 
profusion of watermelon reds, magentas and whites. It is good 
to know they survived tne winter so magnificiently...,..

'Thursday, «Iune 28th, 1951.

__ j

m
Memor andu#:

*

As for myself, I accomplish more over a prolonged 
period by doing a certain amount of work each day. But when 
local liabof is giving me a 1 find that labor itself doe
not spread equally over the day*. On the contrary, there may t 
be a spurt at one hour or other, and the balance of the 
day is largely piddling.

And so, in accordance with my oustbm when X have 
a helping hand, I jumped in on all four53 early this morning.
If I can get in a impressive amount of wo^k doaa in the first 
two or three hours, that seems to represent about twice 
as much as produced in an entire day by Can^ Biver helpers 
who start off sedately and never ceally do' develops any 
pace to speak of. \ *

It was warm this morning, but before the sun got 
too high a whole day s,work, or the equivilant had been 
mastered, - and I didn t care what happened after that.

<***

a-nd that was just as well, too, for the balance of my 
morning was a shambles, — the Kni'pmeyers, Sarah ■'one— iSssae 
Mae1s second in command, and a Miss hQid from/someplace or 
other, Indiana, I believe. *nd before I had divestedjnyself 
of them, a flock of Alexandria people, sent Under J. **. *s 
blessing, barged in, and before I knew it the plantation 
bell was calling a halt on things for the rySon hour,

*nd then, a little before 1 o'clock afod nice little 
shower develdped. Xt wasn t enough to produce any vast 
results, but it was sufficient to knock/off all hands for the 
fternoon. And that didn't depress me/ either, since X had 
already accomplished all 1 had output for the day before

the morning's guests, they contribued precisely 
no Thing to fKk^sum tqtal-̂ 'know ledge of people and things.
Sarah hadn't hearT'from Essae ^ae and so assumes she is 
alright. Dr, Knipmeyer had but one stabbing to report, - 
an that was a dull business, attributed to the high temperatres 
since the colored lady declared It was hot and she happened 
to have an ice pick in her hand when her b<3y friend came 
to see her and so she just stabbed him, that was all. The 
pick pierced the heart and he died immediately, and what you 
are supposed to do by way of sentencing such people as 
the murderess, I wouldn't know, • * * *
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But a little less talk about labor in the abstract, 
and a line or two devoted to the rosults^of jdiggiflg in tne 
^ o u n d  mi^ht well be'in order, I tffcbt to e ^ i i i  too 
fs to why all the signs and wonders in pencil and in dirt be- 
smitohing this pag*. This is it •

While digging a couple ;of feet down in the ground to 
eradicate the roots of a mulberry tree, my spade struck a bit of 
metal which turned out to be an exceedingly rare weight of cast 
iron the general size of which 1 have indicated, as witness the strnge 
markings on this page. The oiroXe represen^s tlie of the
object, the more elifctical, its height, I estimate it 
to'weigh between 30 hnd 50 pounds. • I might point out, 
if i haven1t already, that the smudge on this paper is just plain 
good Arenbourg soil, so 1 hope you wont objefc* too much to its 
presence.

X haven't had an opportunity to 0 0 suit with any of my 
oldest friends about the use of this object, but I learn from some 
of the 65 year oldsters that/they,have .heard such items desicribed 
as the wright used on scales in slavery times in weighing cotton 
bales. There was such a demand for metal during the Givil War 
that these hefty hunks of iron just' about vanished from , 
the Southern plantation, what with the shortage of metal coming 
at just the time there'was a shortage of bales to be weighed.
Of the few people who ha've seen today s find, none can recall ever 
having seen such a large one. I must sy that from its poundage, one 
ought to be able to weigh an elephant with such a .counterbalance, 
and for all ^ krfow, Mad it come into the possession of Arc^iimddes, 
might have ’weighed the world 'with the thing.

he

There was a plantation store on'Arenbourg in the ante ^ellum 
neriod, and 1 ’supposemuch cotton was shipped through this 
commisary, so that would readily account for the presence of such 
a gaget. H^w it got underground is anybody s guess, but probably 
it was buried through d e s i g n  when, during the war years, the 
metal was sc scarce Be that as it may, it makes an interesting 
souvenir oilthe past and is sufficient unto itself as an exouse for 

t may eventually dome in handy as a glorified door-stopbeing, but 
or some sue 
anything do1 

On the 
Shreveport,

item whenever plenty cf tonnage is required to hold 
U  ~ 5,
home front, there wa^-a jtalephone from —
indicating a desire to return thQ children to the 

plantation 1;hi\ week end, with a vie*, of remaining until 
school starts, X  July, August and a part of September.
It was suggested^that the descent on the place be made not 
t:is week end but rather next week, a day or so after the 4th, 
and thus, at the moment at least, the prospect for the hot weeks ahead 
seems to hold much of hurly-burly about ti But the ^ „ 
hour advances and perhaps 1 had been grab off a bit of shut-eye , 
what'with all the festivities scheduled for the next ten or twelve 
weeks ah ad.
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I’riday, June 29th, 1951.

Memorandum:

Today's patter^for weather as been a duplicate of yesterday,- 
hot and humid in the morning, a generous shower at one o 1clock, 
and a steaming afternoon with a temperature at 10 tonight at 
85. Human life app ars a little de-starched but plant 
life is climbing skyward by leaps and bounds.

Joe B-enry’s birthday is the 4th of July, and so I 
took the opportunity when writing him a line of greeting last 
night to make a suggestion that 1 think will appeal to him.

I pointed out that it seemed to me the time was appropriate 
to place some sort of marble monument to his Mother somewhere 
in the house or about the gardens of Melrose. I hastened 
to say that if the idea appealed to him, he would do well to 
bring up the matter to his brot ers as though the idea were his 
own, since those who would destroy the place would doubly oppose 

. the idea if they-thought it originated with an outsider.
My suggestion for a note in stone concerning the Madam 
might be in the form<of a white marble slab, siimilar to the 
one sunk in the brick floor of the dining room, the new one to 
be sunk in the floor of the library before the fireplace, after 
the manner of the one in the dining room. Or, if outside seemed 
a better place for it, it might be in the form of a marble benoh, 
or possibly a flat slab, flush with the ground, at the juncture of 
the dividing fea path by the big old magnolia, perhaps near the 
Golfax cannon, or possibly beneath the great oak. I 
suggested this legend should be carved in the marble:

In memory of

C A M I I E G ,  H 3 (O Y

1872 - 1948

Patroness of the Arts 
and

Mistress of Melrose

1898 - 1949
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Dq let ipe know wha^ you think of such an idea, and if you 
have a legend that seems more appropriate. The grave stone 
in the American cemetery carries many more particulars hut it 
seemed to me that for a memorial slab incorporated in the 
house or placed somewhere in the gardens, the brevity of the 
piece would be advantageous* It seems almost unnecessary to 
include two sets of dates, and since the association with 
Melrose is the more suitable for a Melrose memorial, that 
one would be suiffioient;for many people, although many 
people, — all people not knowing the lady would naturally 
assume the years 1898 - 1948 marked the span of her .life 
rathe than the dates of her association with ̂ elrose. Both 
sets of dates therefore seemrequired. ur don't they*

A
6:30 a 9 hour ce soir, ^a Majeste avec Mme. de Monte span 

etait.ici chez moi oe moment, ils sont chez lui pour y rester 
jsuqu au demain midi Alors, Houvelle urleans pour le week end, 
etc.^etoet le monde est bien merveilleux*

i am .hoping- to get a little reading done over the wek 
end, but probably not much, what with *kobina expected for Sunday,and 
a flock of desk work to be undertake; before Sunday dawns. A 
book has come to hand, - "The Western Pilgrimage of Man” or 
some sucfr by one — what sounds like, - Springfallow Barr*
It seems, according to your friend, Alexander Soourby who introduces 
hr. Barr, t̂ hat among other things^ the later inaugurated 
‘'Invitation ot -^earning" for the Columbia.net work and sometimes 
appears on those programs which, as is stated in the preface, have 
been a weekly feature on Sundays during the past ten years, - 
since 1940, I believe. Mr. Soourby merely introduces hr. Barr, and 
does not read the book, * regret to say, for while hr. Barr’s voioe 
is alright, there is no author who has a diction and voioe that 
compares with A. Soourby, MSqUiXQ# i believe the book begins 
with a discussion of price control of all commodity goods in the 
13th century* And so it seems that Q. 2. A. isn t a modern 
contrivance after all.

And that reminds me of a speech lately heard, as delivered by 
■^resident Buffin, or some such, of the National Association 
of Manufacturers. He was trying valiantly to demonstrate to 

the listening public how modest is the membership of that 
poor organization. He proved the point by saying that not more 
than 2 per cent of its membership is made of of manufacturing 
conerns employing more than 5,000 people in its respective units.
All the rest of the members are just simple, ordinary business men, 
employing, I suppose, not more than 4,5Q(%people each. How stupid 
those stif-neck royalists are when it comes to dishing out propaganda,

I shall be thinking of you over the week end and hoping you are 
getting a couple of moments for youx own true self......

4912

Sunday, July 1st, 1951*

Memorandum:
• t

Curious week end....,.,

*Hot, hot, save for a briks shower at noon on Saturday, 
followed by a hot-hot Sunday morning today, with a he?vy shower 
at noon, followed by off and on again showers all afternoon and 
into the night.

Thursday, Friday and Saturday the mails were unusually 
light, and I suppose Kobina must have written a letter saying 
she couldn’t make it I suppose that letter, along with 
others, will come in a bundle wit tomorrow's post.

I had cancelled and forestalled possible pilgrims, — folks 
from town, the Hands, etc., thinking there might be much time ioi 
getting caught up on gossip, and everything conspired to make it 
the quietest Sunday * can remember. J. went to Hew urleans 
on Saturday, Celeste is in Hcmisville, of course, and all the 
rest of the white folk's are away for the week end. The up
shot was that aside for a few people of color passing this 
way, the visitor's calendar was void and while one never 
concentrates so well when momentarily expecting a guest, still 
I was able to round up quite a stack o-f stuff I had put offI was able to round up quite a stack o-f stuff 
looking into for too long.

AvOVtfX, %  second secretary passed this way and casually asked me
-- ——  for a copy o^his birth certificate he had left with me a year

ago. He didn t say anything about attempting to join the 
Army again, but I ?im poisitive that is what he contemplates, and 
what with today’s rain making plantation work unlikely on the 

« morrow, I shouldn t be surprised if ray tomorrow night he may 
well be in a uniform. For his sake, I hope he makes it, but 
for my convenience, 1 am hoping he may be rejected just as he 
was last year. Since a single seer tary cannot be counted on to 
make the rounds for five conseoativ^ days, it is imperative 
that two be kept on the docket. It s as good a time as any to 
try to find a< stop-gap, what with a^ dull period for plantation 
labor just ahead, between the time when cotton is to big to hoe 

and picking time is six or eight weeks in the offing.

I think of little Miss Lee so often these days an how 
nice it will be if she and I both will have solved our uncertain 
secretarial problems before the current moth plays out.
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Mx and %s. norace Hughes of Natchitoches, friends of v 
the family, have been planning to spend a few (weeks in assaohuso^ 
this summer, driving their new oar. They headed out this 
morning at 7 hut were back a little after 8, --in the 
hospital. A few miles about town a youth on a motorcycle 
ran into them, head on. The youth was killed, the 
Hughes family generally scratched up with a ooupletof 
broken fibs, etc*, and both the motor cycle and the oar 
twisted into a junk heap. I reokon most people think nothing 
about making preparations to head out on a prolonged jaunt, 
but in my k b own case it entails so much consideration that 
I am sure such a short circuiting of my plans would impell me 
to long for a program that would enable me to bring Massachusetts 
to my dwn doorstep rather than heading out again in hopes of 
making the grade*

I have had an opportunity to read some more from Lr.Barr's 
Pilgrimage of Western Man and I find it an interesting 
surveyof 3uropena hist'ory. 1 guess 1 have read half of 
the book and 1 assume the balance may have to do with historical 
developementd in the Americas* The author gives quite a bit of 
s*pace to Louis XI* and obviously admires the man. He devotes 
quite a bit of thought to Versailles as the ultimate symbol 
of what cultural Hurope was striving for in the 17th and 
18th century. He remarks that nobody has ever written 
adequately on the rise and decline of Versailles* Oddly 
enough, he makes the old error, so commonly committed by 
less erudite people, — casually linking Mme. de Pompadour 
with Mme. du W r y ,  as merely supplying a bit of heart 
palpitation for Louis XV. This seems the more pdd since 
he goes to the trouble of enumerating the writers, philosophers, 
painters, sculptors, etc., of the reign, seemingly never suspect
ing that most of them owed much to Mme. de pompadour, both for 
her w own personal interest in them and for her 
active patronage of the *rts, both privately and through 
public agencies

Dr. Barr's theory, possibly over simplified and perhaps 
but one man s opinion, is interesting, --that Britain succeeded 
where France failed as a colonizing power because Britain 
was managed by commerical interests in Parlement who fostered 
colonies devoted almost exclusively to things commercial, as 
opposed to France, administered by less commerical groups and 
who colonizedsooially and religiously as well as commercially.
In short, Britain '’traveled light" and won the race in which 
France lost out because she was too encumbered by other elements 
than non-essentials. — ^uttoday's rain should provide good
weed pulling for the morrow and so I must fold for a new dawn....

Monday, July 2nd,^1951.

Memorandum:
How nice to find the humming bird cafeterias awaiting 

me at the<Post Office this morning., They came through in 
admirable order and I immediately put one to functioning.

A huge limb from the pecane tree beyond the far end of 
the front gallery had been torn off by one of the incipient 
tornadoes a couple of weeks back* The wind had carried it some 
distanoe and it had smashed against the humming bird bottle 
hanging on the gallery along- by the elephant ears and butterfly 
lilies. T wanted to replace this without delay, for it is 
nice to get the hraming birds well accustomed to the neighborhood 
before the "white ghosts* of the butterfly lilies start putting 
in their annual appearance sometime later in the month.

While filling the Yucca bottle with liquid honey i thought 1 
miht just as well rig up a second for ^renbourg, too, and thus * 
the food department is in order and this very evening, as 
I know from personal observation, our little feathered friends 
are making the most of your generosity.

r

I had anticipated a secretarial problem today, but, remarkable 
to report, there was none. I attribute two reasons: -

1st: - there were no secretaries, and
2nd, there was no first class mail.

There's nothing, they say, like a guillotine for eliminating 
a headache, and nothing, I suppose, like an absence of letters to 
make one indifferent to secretarial assistance. But it honestly 
doest seem odd that so many days should have gone the way of days 
without letters coming to hand* One is forever expecting 
something from Hastings House, of course, and of late Madam 
Marco’s letters have reached me on Mondays, and I certainly expected 
there would be one from Bobina which should.have reaohed me 
Saturday, saying she wasn’t passing this way on Sunday, fcut 
nothing showed up, so 1 assume thebundle marked ^Melrose by the 
Post Offioe probably went to Melville instead, just as the latter 
sometimes finds its way here instead of a couple of hundred 
miles down the road where it should go./
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From the appearance of mud puddles, I gather it must 
have sprinkled off and on during the night and this morning 
when I‘headed up the road it was exceedingly damp under foot 
and a fine sprinkle had me pleasantly soaked before 1 dove into 
the weed department and quickly acquired a second hath. fAll day 
it has remained cloudy and steaming, although there hasn t been 
any rain since 8 o'clock this morning. Everything, naturally, 
ia growing amazinglyy.weeds, plants and cotton, and in the case ox 
the latter, it is now feared if the moisture continues, the 
plants may grow too lustily, producing much bulk in leaves and 
scant quantities of bowls or is it bolls* vdoll, anyhoo, 
the greenswards at ^elrose, clipped by power mower on Friday are 
three days later up at least three inches and hay making will be 
called for at least twice a week so long as the present tendency 
of the tropics continues.

The other day at dinner there chanced to be several baseball 
enthusiasts at the board and the fascinating features of that 
subject got an exhaustive going over. Someone chanced to ask the 
master about some point regarding the builders of the big house 
and he tossed the question to me. for none of thosefipresent chanoed 
to be interested in history and that sort of stuff • Later 
that day I chanced to drop by the store where the radio was going 
full tilt, broadcastingta baseball game. I lingered a moment to 
hear the conclusion of the broadcast which, in reality, was a 
transcription of a game played on October 12th, 1929 I 
remarked upon the ancient tale thus re-told and learned that certain 
stations re-broadcast such gamqs weekly. Lid somebody say history 
and all that sort of stuff". I can t recall which historian-of the 
17th century reported t^iat'Louis XI ̂ didn t use perfume but everyone 
knows he adored fragrant flowers in his gardens and lined the Gallery 
of Mirrors in winter with great orange trees. Theretseems to be 
both a paradox and a parallel in all this, but I*m too sleepy 
to figure it out. « t

The presence of thunder storms has made iutile any attempts 
at radio listening during the past few days. I bumped into somethin 
the other night that sounded interesting but the racket of static was 
too great to ma£e coherence possible. 1 gathered, however, that 
it had to do with a discussion of personalities, - the program I 
chanced upon, and it seemed to me there was a reference to an 
article about Staline and Lr. Schweitzer in a recent ^adies Home 
Journal, but, at best, that is merely £ guess.

^ut it is the hour to fold, ana 1 find myself thinking about 
our little feathered friends and how pleasantly filled their little 
stomachs are right now as they slumber the more peacefully, thanks 
to your gift......

4916

Tuesday, July 3rd, 1951.

Memorandum;
How nice to have your Friday letter in today*s post.
It is good to know you are maintaining your 

place on the tread mill, in spite of the humidity and heat. 
Always know I sh&ll be the happier if you will snatch off 
any available moment for repose, — assuming such 
a rare commodity is ever available, and I do not worry when 
gaps develops in our correspondence, just so long as I feel 
assured you will always drop me a line if anything ever 
gets out of joint temporarily.

I got a huge kick out of your suggestions for plaoing 
the feeders for the'humming birds. Isn't it remarkable 
that you should have enumerated the spot on the front 
gallery at Yucca'and the other for Arenbourg since, as 

' indicated in my yesterday's Memo, that is precisely the places 
I had in mind. I love that kind of coincidence.

t ■ _ |

fou made me laugh with’your account of your Sanctum 
Sanctorum being coverted into a roosting place for a board
ing school gal. I am counting the days until you are at long 
last ffeed from all this carryings on. I am reminded 
of something thd ^adam said when Sister 0nce came dashing 
up from Gloutiefville, announcing she was going to leave the 
‘children here for a week end while she and Gene went on a 
frolic. Said the Madam;

"Sister, see here now. When I was young and foolish 
I had plenty of children and I raised them. *nd now that 
you are young and foolish, this is just the right time for 
you to have a family, too. But having raised one family, I 

* don't intend raising another. You will not park your 
children on me to take care of. After all, they are your 
children, and you can bring up yours just as well as I 
could raise mine."

I’m afraid such a message to Matin America might 
not be politic, but how well I can imagine you would be 
entranced if such an idea ever struck in that direction.

I'm sorry to learn Robina was under the weather last week
end.I must write her tonight, saying that this coming week end

♦
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Wednesday, July 4th,1951,

will be full up wit Wenks, and probably about 8 or 10 
straight ahead until school opens* but then it will 
be pleasanter when it gets a little cooler, and perhaps 

we shall have muoh more opportunity to go into things 
when the embryo gun molls have departed for the season.

•Locally the weather remains hot and humid, but there 
was much sunshine today, no rain, and, praises be, a steady 
gentle breeze that helped much in absorbing some of the 
sweat that constantly discolored my clothing.

« ; ~ /; ' t  ‘ "l'. _ ’ ;

Sometime during the night a racoon, skunk or ’possum 
must have stirred up the bees in the old store, hard by 
the front gate. When passing that way about 6 this 
morning, X noticed some activity in the direction of 
their entraoe portal, and although x didn t so much as 
hesitate, a couple of them lunged out at 109, one landing 
on my perruque, and so , in spite of its thinness, succeeded 
in doing nothing before 1 * * * * * * had swatted him, but a second 
landed slap at the point where the eye lid ends and the 
base of the nose begins, stabbing home his stinger as he 
made oontaot. X immediately applied a handful of mud 
and so the thing didn't swell muoh, although there is 
something vaguely resembling a modest mountain range cutting 
off my vision as I glanoedownward. But X can’t work up 
much sympathy for myself, as it doesn t hurt and since I 
dont have to see myself, there is no°greatchagrin as to 
the^effect the business has on my beauty.

I understand the ladies across the fence reached home 
sometime this morning. I believe B®n told me he left here 
at 4 this morning to pick t&em up wtyen their train reached 
Shreveport at 6:30. But they hadn t reached this bend 
of the h river when ^ marched to the Bost Office at 9, and 
what with being busy the balance of the day, I never have 
seen them, but assume X shall on the morrow, and shall 
undoubtedly have a full report. f

The mast re-returned frcm ^ew rleans last night and 
was off again at 6 this morning for Baton Rouge or Hew Hoads 
or some such place, and so things continue spinning.

x • t -  • - * '

I assume Murrell must have made the Army, as X haven't
seen him but ^r. -̂ rew makes his apointed rounds and thus -
that department functions, at least in the early and middle
parts of the week. Bo please try to ‘give yourself a 
moment s pause if you can find one, visit lots of news reels
or whatever and collapse whenever you oan....

if1

Memorandum:
Sunny and hot hut not to many pilgrims, and so ran out 

the looal 4th of July.
i saw the ladies for a half hour thismorningandheHrd  

may particulars about their trip. It was highly satisfactory 
from beeinning to end although the appearance of little tephen

is but natural. They found the patient s wifeoarryi g 
burden nobly and not in the dejected fashion of t
P M further along the trip at Louisville everything seemed to 
p-n ftlonp* swimmingly, the reunion with the family, the rengio 
festivites and all, were to everybody's enchantment an 
the entire hejira set down as a-great success.

Bor some reason or other, the plantation a i n e ^ o n ^ ^ 8
the day, even as June 19th, and the same ofthe
one or two other plantations along •.rienas ®h0 stopped off
opportunity it gave me to see some of my , baseball wasto sav Howdy on their way to the Honkey-tonfc where baseball
the Xde? of the day. * hadn't seen Attrice for example, in 
several months, as he is currently living on agnolia an
doesn t get up this way often.

a c
A couple of friends of the Madam's made the 

holiday opportunity to bring acquaintances by for * ^ n t s  
0&e such was Madame Roogeot who used to T f
with the Madam. I was sorry to Ia “““ where 
killed most of '“■adame Rougeot’s things, “ fh® 1^ 9®. 
between here and Alexandria, but I was glad
make mental notes of some of the things she lost and will see 
to it she receives a good shipment of things when t 
lessens and transplanting is possible.

■
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TJie absence^of yesterday’s breeze made it unusually swelter
ing at mid day, and accordingly 1 toot time out to do a little 
reading from Dr* Bar’s "Pilgrimage of V7estern Man’. It’s a 
different type of book: than any 1 recall reading in that it 
is more or less of a broad survey of the trend of civilization 
in Western "urope and America since the middle Ages. It isn't 
clear to me why some episodes and biographies are stressed at 
considerable length while other trends and people get short 
shrift or no mention at all. I think, for example, the Civil 
isn‘t mentioned and not much if anything is done about 
the^merican Revolution, although old Simon Bolivar get quite 
a few paragraphs. And speaking of paragraphs, this recording 
is the only one I have ever read in which a repetition occurs.
About the middle of the book the final paragraph appearing 
on one record is repeated at the beginning of the next record.
Dr, Bax reads the book himself, and 1 reckon that he and whoever 
checks must have both made a slip, following the completing 
of one record and the following sitting. Of course it doesn’t make 
a particule of difference but after so many thousands of 
perfect records, it is interesting to stumble across the exception 
proving ^he rule.

And, as between this paragraph and the above, there were 
unexpected visitors. 0. a. had asked me at supper if the *kands 
came up and 1 said I thought not. But come they did, but arrived, 
it seems, only about first dark, and then passed this way to 
have a chat on or before heading back for home. They didn t 
have much news but seemed alright* I was able to pass along 
Caroline*s inquiry, as contained in the enclosed letter from 
Briarwood. It seems a little odd that Caroline should be asking 
why people don*t answer her letters, since she herself must 
have the answer to all questions on that score. So far,as I 
can recall, she hasn't ever yet answered some of our inquiries, 
such, for instance, as particulars about Dr. Small, etc.

Following her last trip to ^ew Iberia. Celeste brought home a 
story about ^eeks Hall, told her by Betty Regard’s husband, a 
personal friend of Weeks. I had intended passing it along ere this. 
It seems somp people came up to spend a week end at the Shadows 
as '^eekfe^house guests,.and one of them, probably following a 
oistrous night, left the following morning without saying goodbye 
to his host, but he did pin a note to the bed post, reading:
"please send nje a list of your Rew xoxk friends, as I 
shall be at £he ^aldorf all next week and no body in A<ew *ork is 
known to me. ^eeks thereupon dispatched the following 
telegram: - *>Mr. Whatever,, Waldorf ^storia, Rew xork, N. Y.
CLAD YOU ARB*'IN NSW YORK# IN VIEW OF YOUR SUDDEN DEPARTURE 
AND REQUEST FOR NAMES AND ADDRESS OF FRIENDS SUGGEST,AS FIRST ONE 
YOU GET IN TOUCH WITH EMILY POST. WEEKS HALL.” Don t you like 
that.•••••• °

'Thursday, July 5th, 1951.

Memorandum:

I know not why, and yet it seems like days since July 4th, 
and the more surprising because nothing of any moment has 
happened during the £4 hour interim since last I took 
Underwood in hand.

Possibly one factor is the news from Atlanta which 
naturally brought forth long, long thoughts, for a broken 
hip too often has been the beginning of the end for a person 
of Miss Rellie's years At 87 or 88, bones don’t mend too 
rapidly, I’m afraid, and I suppose it will be difficult for her 
to get within reach of her typewriter for ever so long. I 
shall miss hearing from her so much, wont you.

^n the other hand, you will enjoy the letter from Sarah 
Jones,'especially the section devoted to Mr. Faulkner. I 
smiled when I read of his neglect of !the amenities. After 
all, when one gets East of the Mississippi river counties, one finds 
himself pretty much in the hill billy section, and so far as I 
know, Tobacco Road residents were never famous for their amenities. 
But although % .  ^aulkner remained too close to white trash in his 
writings, so far as their subjeot matter making much appeal 
to me, still, he, as an individual, was alright and by no 
stretch of the imagination, a hill billy himself. Lyle was 
living in Ghristopher Street when Bill Faulkner was in Lord and 
Taylor’s book shop andLyle, who couldn*t abide white trash, was 
ever so fond of the aspiring scribe from Oxford. The fact 
that such a pair could hit it off together speaks much for both.c

As the Reading Machine usually opeaates for at least 
a twelth month or two without playing out, I was a little 
surprised when it began passing out last night. I 
had intended reading- but a page before folding up, but changed my 
mind when I discovered the outfit would soon become speech
less, for X had but four or five pages more tp read before 
finishing Dr. Bar’s opus, and as there may well be a gap of days 
before a machine is put b ck in order again, I thought 1 
would finished up the book on which I was engaged, for I don't so 
much like leaving them in mid air over such a period. And so?
I am glad to say, I completed the volume before the voice had 
faded completely, and am now perfectly content to play at patience a 
bit. Dr. Knipmeyer took thewmachine into town when he left this 
morning, and 1 reckon Madam orabs will do something about 
having it put in order again'"shortly.
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. Speaking from the floral section, I should like to 
report that your sunflower seeds have waxed mightily and 
not only have brought forth fine, stalwart plants, hut 
that the latter are currently in full flower. The majority 
of the plants are about six feet in height and while most 
of them have clusters of modestly proportioned blossoms, 
perhaps 5 or 6 incjies across, there are a number whose 
floral disks measure 10 or IE inches across. X think 
they have not yet reached full maturity, but are jogging along 
nicely, making my heart twice glad, for I like their 
looks and what's more, I know the birds are going to love 
their seeds when autumn comes.

< *
And I should also like to report in the aviary department 

that the new feeders are doing a land office business.
Tonight Die *rau was helping me rake a bit of grass, freshly 
cust this afternoon, between Yucca and the gate. The 
new power mower seems to kick out the newly mown stuff not in 
an unfailing stream but in little mounds, inclining to make 
the lawn seem a bit ruffled :and untidy, and, if I may 
be so prosaic, providing gobs of stuff, when "slightly dampened 
by dew or rain, for pilgrims to traok all over the place. 
Frankly I do most of the raking, bu t Dio Frau'likes to 
frolic about, guessing where the next swing of the rake 
will land and seeing just how close to it she 'can get without 
actually being crowned. As I gathered up some of 
the rakings to put them over the roots of the banana plants, 
elephant ears and butterfly lilies, I 'noticed' the feeder 
had them standing in line. In fact there were five humming 
birds doing a helocopter act, their wings going too fast 
to be seen but their positions remianing quite motionless, as 
the. first of their number was busy sipping from the new 
bottle. When number 1 had finished, no 2 moved in, and 
so on up the line, but the line never did seem to grow 
longer or shorter, and as Do. 1 would dart away beyond 
my range and as another customer would almost immediately 
take.his place at the end of the line, I couldn't 
determine if the new comer was really just that-or 
if he may have been Bo, 1 who, after having a go at the 
honey, was courteously taking his place again at the end of 
the line. I noticed no pushing or jostling on any one's 
part and X conclude the manners of these feathered friends 
,might well be emulated by bargin hunters the world over. '

Thus has my evening come to a'close, the happier withal be 
cause of the feeders without which-the humming birds would 
not be so pleasantly filled and contented tonight, and 
my heart wouldn t have been so pleasantly'filled with 
a whole flock of happy emotions, for all of which I am 
indebted to but one......*

I VC*/
7|V
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Friday, July 6th, 1951,

Memorandum:
Ho rain since last Sunday, but the weather continues humid 

with heavy tfews each morning so that everything retains the 
freshness of Spring grdenary as we di£ into deep summer.

Frankly, X really missed my nocturnal serenade last 
night, for without realizing it, I had become accustomed to 
a half hour musicals before actually folding up ray beard. But 
with the heading Machine in town last night, there was no 
reading and no concert. -°ut this afternoon Mrs. Combs br rught 
backuthe machine and so tonight I can get'back on schedule, and 
much to my enchantment

■ r c • .

Last night I was astonished to find myself in bed so much 
earlier than usual, and what with radio recpetion good, X 
thought X might get caught up a little on that long neglected 
department. But somehow it was poor picking, - a flock of 
deotective stories, what-guy-done-that trivia ad nauseum, or 
some dull Bible slapping, some tiresome hill billy music and an 
interview or two with dull-ish politicians, - Senator Wiley 
of Wisconsin and so on. The net result of all my fishing 
was scant catch but much early shut-eye, and so in the latter I 
found recompense. The up-shot of the whole business was that I 
had passed on into dream land before the 10 o'clock news came  ̂ . 
It's nice to know that tonight X shall be back on my regular routine.

Long sinoe I intended remarking upon the issue of Life of last 
week, carrying the reproductions in color of the Capitol at Washington. 
With all the hurly-burly going on about you, X shouldn t be surprised 
if you had not had an opportunity to Explore the contents of many 
a recent issue, but I hope you may eventually find' time to go into 
that one. I haven't read any of the text as yet, but am sure 
I shall enjoy that? too, when circumstances permit

In the last issue of Time X did get an opportunity to read 
the brief couple of paragraphs about Senator Bussell Long indorsing 
Bepresentative Boggs in the latter's race for the Louisiana Governor's 
chair, There was the usual tom-foolery in direct quotations from 
Bussell's uncle, Dr, George -̂ ong, of ^lexnadria, denouncing 
Bussell for endorsing a candidate the Governor didn't approve.
I reckon Dr. George ^ong has forgotten that Governor Earle Long 
campaigned against Mussel's papa, the late but not lamented Huey P., 
but that is water over the dam, of course.
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192.? £• $.• - ^eant to say it was called -traveler's AVest because this 4 9 2 4  
plantation was about a day's journey from liatohez by ox cart, and it 
was here most covered wagons, heading »*est, stopped to camp for 
the night, with Uatchez scheduled as the terminus for the next day's 
j aunt .

t ro fhflrfi ware 4 or 5 would be Governors attending the
same picnic on the 4th of July down Villeplate way and these induded 
Dudley Dahlano of patent medeoine fame who seems to he vaguely 
aspiring for the Governor's seat. Also present was the ha 
neighbor e Maolemore, or however he spells hi name. In th 
hrief^account1 *of°the speeches given over the radio, Eaclemore 
was quoted as saying the great issue m° ^ P«f e  it
^frfallv3 iust^hat11 i n l a n d 0 sounded^he more so when one
ponders that said Maolemore received four ^ ° p | ^ at0llarS

"m  a Vm^ina^s during the past twelth month* iferiiaps n
fi°srwhat is°required^1--|400,000.00, in order to properly apprecrate
how dreadfully close to going to ^he dogs we are. I don't
mvself in spite of Mr. ^aclemore s need for an asperm, a 
foresee any chance of me developing a headache right away ^  
about the state going socialist, and even if it did, I oan thint 
of few people but the ^aolemores loosing anything therebye*

Personally, Mac is a likeable person about J. u. 
essentiallv of the same economic viewpoint but there is somet 
especially hilarious, I think, in Mao getting worried about 
a chance of socialism creeping into the ^tate when he him
just escaped going to a Federal pxisdn * p|rriBh of^ed ^iver*
practiced peonage on his farm in the adjoining “ +tft- ln
If ono must choose between serfdom and socialism, the latt 
this day ahd'age would certainly seem preferable.

There have been so few pilgrims this week, I am almost 
puzzled as to how their absence may be aocwited for, ..lthou0 
the hot weather may have slowed up things a J?1!;* H * 
better pause to knook wood, for I haven t a & o u b t ° L  
and the next day may wittess sufficient hoUday week end 
road runners to make up for the modesty of numbers up to now.

I enjoyed another sitting at first dark tonight to 
observe the hummingbirds get their final good ni^ht fi .
It was a particularly pleasant gathering, including a ha
dozen humming*birds, Die Frau frolicking at my f , ^ myrtles
frined the mocking bird, who has a nest in one of the orepe myrtles 
hard by the gate. Die *rau doesn't seem to care for white bread but 
the mocking bird does, and for some reason, ^ie rau ^  d
to have no designs on either the mocking b *d °* the ^irds#
i'he latter are always high above her reach but the mocking 
bird hops about within easy reach of her jump, b u t ®^Q ™ ^ er 
seems to manifest the slightest inclination at ŝ ch * .
It is possible the ^oistrous blue jays who are *°r®^%korning J ^ ± 
on Die ^rau's food may have put the fear of od in her for i 
that qizei Be that as it may, there we all were, with the oiras gett 
the lion's share of the food but Die x'rau and  ̂having a wonderful 
time just sming? ^thought of little -Ibb -ee so often, knowing 
how much she would have liked it, too, and somehow she dian^t seem
remote at all..*..*

JL
l .

. Sunday, July 8th, 1951. l 1*

t i j

Memorandum: * (
I write at 10j15 tonight* *s °f this mome t, 

the thermometer stands at 84* With the henvy dew that began 
forming at first dark, this combination means vegetation 
must be growing*madly.

I take it some of our feathered friends find it too 
warm to stay in bed, for the old mocking bird in the 
crepe myrtle by the gate and the oat bird in the big pecane at 
the opposite end of the greensward are both up and 
singing for dear life.

Somebody or other has referred to the cat bird as the 
American rendition of the European nightengale, both, I 
believe, belonging to branches of the thrusi\ family 
that never undertake life on the same continent. I believe 
the European nightengale has been brought to the Americas 
on several occasions, but so ehow they never "take root . I 
don't know if the oat bird has been transported to Europe and 
whether it made a go of it or not. But regardless of all 
that, the cat bird at one end of the row of bananas on the 
front allery and the mocking bird at the other are both 
injecting a liquid note of the soft Southern summer s night,

» and I like it.
t

Dr. Rand Game to see me after supper on Saturday night 
and we had a pleasant hour on the stone bench facing the 
big old palm. He spoke of Wednesday nights supper party at 
the camp to which have been bidden the J. R. ^enrys, the 
Gordon Randolphs, the Maolemores and so on. I said I 
would attend.

And this afternoon I saw Dr. Rand again when he and his 
daughter, Frances Jack, ..passed this way about sun down to 
bring me an elegant supper of sandwiches, salade, a couple of 
small cherry pies and some fruit. I sometimes worider if 
they think 1 eat half the stuff they shower upon me. One 
thing is certain, it always gets eaten, regardless of consumer.

Jkriously enough the pilgrimage business picked up today,
* * • «.fter a comparative lull during the July 4th week.

i'he Alphonse Brudhommes asked for an appointment at 3 and
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arrived at 2, and remained until 4;30. You recall their 
lovely house, — "Uncle Bhanor’s" of the Bestan 
Diary, - just at the end of the-Bermuda bridge, adjoining 

* Beaufort, They brought some people from Wisconsin 
with them, and everyone was pleasant and everyone was 
interst, and the Wisconsin group had all the photorgraphic 
equipement two men could carry, and much movie and still 
photography was in order* But regardless of all that, 
the sun was still in the early hundreds and everyone present all 
a-dri$be enclosures from Miss itellie contain several points 
of interest, especially the side lights bearing on the 
daughters of B. 1** C* Wailes as included in the transcript 
you made for me from the Johnson diary. I should 
have liked to run through both letters a second time, but 
unsatisfactory secretarial assistance make that impossible at 
the moment and please do not return these, but rather 
let them go into your regular file', if you please.

The Traveler*s Rest plantation I may or may not have 
mentioned in the past. It is a few miles beyond Edgewood 
and Mistletoe and stands well off the public road, - jjerhaps 
a quarter or half mile. It is one of the few ante bellum homes 
I know in which one can easily detect the two units comprising 
the single unit into which tfye two homes eventually 
metamorphosed, i'he older horrid to the right, or rather left, 
had a huge gallery on 2 sides, - across the front and 
across the right side of the building. Along side this 
gallery on the right a second house was built, attached to 
the gallery, the latter becoming the central hall of the 
house that had suddenly doubled in measurements. Another 
feature of the house that is Unique for Batchez houses 
appears in some of the great doors to the drawing rooms, giving 
from the central hall into the rooms themselves, these doors 
being.broken by design with hinges a foot or so from the vertical 
edges of the doors, so the doors themselves may be opened 
as single units, but folded back into two parts each, if so 
desired.

I take it these letters from Misd Nellie must have been 
writte just before she broke her hip and were probably 
posted a few days later, July 4th They may well be the 
final ones we shall have from that quarter, I suppose, 
although Dr. Rand says that frequently people !in their late 
80*s, 'given a fair chance and an early operation to set a peg 
in their hip, majj well be able to get around aga n under 
the*ir own "steam“.

I am saving'-the clipping mentioned in Miss Nellie *s letter 
and shall pass it along shortly. I hope you have found a cool spot 
today and haven't been too bogged down with orphans......

4926

Mon ay, July 9th, 1951,

Memorandum;
I was disappointed in my hope to be able to enclose 

the fir$t butterfly lily of the season in thisletter.
Usually the first blossom puts in an appearance on this 

date, and although there are buds that have appeared ever so 
promising for several days now, it looks as though the 
ghosts of the white moths” will not begin unfolding for another 
two or three days yet. And when I consider what they 
went trough last February, I must say I cannot blame them 
for being a little leisurely about making up their minds 
this summmer.

Just before dark tonight, I discoveredhad a visitor 
in the room balancing the Chapel on the back gallery, - the 
room to the West. * chanced to go into the place for 
a special weeii cutter secreted there when pilgrims appeared 
unexpectedly this afternoon, and DoJ I discovered I was 
not alone in the place. For from atop the armoir the head of 
a pole cat or an oppossum peaked down at me and then 
slowly withdrew behind a box resting up there. My first 
impulse was to get a chair or step ladder to investigate 
further, but on second thought, decide that wh§tt with 
the semi --darkness uponais, I probably wouldn t be able 
to distinguish his contour very well anyway, and besides there 
was no use iritating a skunk who already seemed perfectly 
willing to live at peace with me, if, indeed, it was a 
skunk, and if it was an opossum, he was bound to be 
friendly anways, as they always are, and so,~ 'I ̂ suppose, 
whoever the ,fellow may be, he is probably still resting 
up there on his high loft, and so far as I am concerned, 
is perfectly welcome to take up his permanent abode there,
I think he wasn*t so surprised to see me as I was to see him, 
which.,leads me to conclude he may be one of those old friends 
which one is likely to have in the country, living in 
close proximity with each other for years, and themone never 
dreaming that such a friendly spirit is "hoovering so near by.

n  f
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Of the enclosures, there is scant interest, hut I 
send them along regardless, thinking you would like to 
keep up with Xostell and the others regardless.

. uaving Only sufficient sense to get stung by a bee, I 
don t" pretend to know a ything about his preferences as 
to leather and what irapells him to suddenly go into a huddle 
with a few hundred of his confreres. But this I do know that 
along about 4 o*clock xfc this afternoon when it was 
hot-hot, I chanced to be gardening a bit at the West end of 
Melrose when an impressive number of bees started swarming 
from some place and the magical spot they selected for a 
new domicile was inside and outside the window of the upper 
West tower room of the big house. There is an electric fan 
occupying one half the entire window, and as it was not 
turning at the time, there was nothing to prevent said bees to 
setting up housekeeping both inside and .outside 
siad window Ben occupies this room, and after supper he and 
I explored the region a bit, ihe bees inside the room had 
quieted down and none were flying about although several 
'were crawling on the beds, chairs and walls* Wq turned on 
the window fan which may or may not carry the intruders back into 
the great out of doors, ^ut ben thinks bees aren t inclined 
to be aggressive after sun down, and so he will sleep with his 
bees and I with my whatever if the latter is still atop the 
armoir over here.

In re-reading Esther J’orbes1 Eaul Revere, I am delighted 
to run across an expression, employed by John Adams, in 
his Diary of the Boston of the 1760*s. He speaks of 
his cousin, Sam Adams, along with some other Sons of 
Liberty, as being at the Tavern, "cooking up" paragraphs for 
the local newspapers I certainly have heard t]qat bit of 
slang, — "cooking uplf all my life, ai\d I suppose I have 
frequently used it in speech and letters, but never before did 
I realize it was a coinage of general currency as far back 
as pre-Revolutionary days

But be this as it may, X had better get to "cooking up" 
a few letters on my own hook, which I shall undertake with ** 
vast force of character, for I am inclined to be sleepy, and 
besides there is a delicious young moon hanging low over the 
bamboo, and it would be pleasant doing’ nothing at the 
moment but resting by St. Griggin's fountain and doing 
a few turns of the disk with mein lieber Pfcter Illyovitoh.
But let me hew to the line and sleep the better for 
knowing tomorrow’s dawn will be unencumbered for me when I 
arise and feel the impulse to march up the road.....
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Tuesday, July 10th, 1951.

Memorandum;
The weather continues hot-hot and as there has been 

no rain since July 1st, the planters are altogether 
enchanted with the situation. The tractors continue to 
blow insect slaughtering dust, taking in six rows with 
each trip of each tractor across the fields. But within 
another two .or three days, the cotton will have grown 
so tall that air plane dusting will be the only available 
or possible manner.

Don Worsley telephoned me today. That was an 
u expected pAaisir. Be and the doctor had driven to 
Dallas a day or two ago to pick up a couple of friends 
coming from California to visit them. Why Dallas should 
have been selectecf as the magical spot on which oontact was 
to be made, X can**t imagine, since the same Taus, train or 
plane stopping at Dallas stops at Shreveport. But perhaps 
it is because Dallas is 400 miles away and Shreveport only 
a hundred that made the former seem more desireable. I 
wouldn't know.

Doctor Eleanor spoke with me over the telephone, asking 
me if X realized it had been a year since she had been to 
see me. I think,it has adtually been hbout a year and a 
half but there isn t much point in getting too precise 
about such things flhich don't matter in the slightest. It 
was good to chat with her again and she threatens to get down 
to see me soon.

Don brought the California people down later in the 
afternoon. I liked them. The lady is perhaps 60 and hex son 
half his mother1s age. They lingered until nearly 6, and 
Ishould have enjoyed a longer sitting. Don invited me 
to have dinner in town any night this week, but naturally I 
demurred. The cool dawns of July I can get in my best 
licks at gardening and dinner in town would mean 8 o’clock 
for breaking bread and4 or 5 hours later for getting home, 
and that doesn't jibe with my schedule at all.

Besides, I shall be dining out with J. K  , 'Celeste and 
the rest at the Rand camp tomorrow night, and that will be 
enough of a sooial whirl to last me for months.
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Wednesday, July 11th, 1951.

Isn't it nice to have a good address in Charlottesville, 
as revelaed by thb accompanying letter. Mrs. McFarland is 
a pleasant person and I am glad there were quite a few 
different kinds of flowers in boom when she passed this 
way a few weeks ago, for she is very much concerned with 
Such items. She snapped the photo not far from the 
cisterns at the *<est end of the big house. You will notice 
some of, the Gardners Garter iBibbon Grass) in the 
background, This forms the North border of the little 
parterre * carved out of that spot this Spring, and you 
may be able to detect a few pickets of the fence con
trived at the same time. The latter, running from the 
Northwest corner of the big house to the edge of the 
Iris Garden tends to form a barrier preventing George 
and others, after breaking into the back gardens, from 
getting into the front.

At the moment, the crepe myrtles at ^renbourg and ^elrose 
are at their best. if I have time to clipp them back 
after their first flowering they will bloom again and 
again, covering a 90 day period. The rains have made 
the Arenbourg ones 'advance in stature tremendously.

At ^ucca the bamboo has a way of screening everything' that 
flowers, But the white crepe myrtles, being 12 to 
15 feet high, are easily detected through the film of 
bamboo leaves, and I have in some cases eliminated stalks of 
bamboo in front of the myrtles, and have clipped the 
remaining, so that the white plumes of the crepe myrtles 
tonight bend,gracefully above the solid line of green.
The moon isn t too bright, but it is sufficient to bri g out 
the whitness^of the blossoms above the dark hedge and 
just below the line where the star fields of heaven begin.

Celeste mentioned today that some of her friends in 
town, people I d n't know, who came here recently from 
Pennsylvania, are expecting to entertain some of their 
friends, also from the A*orth, in the near future, and asked if 
a tour might be arranged for both couples. It could. She 
said her Natchitoches friens reported that* their acquaintances 
from the North had taken up a permanent residence in Louisiana, 
having purchased "The Gottage plantation" at St. Francisville. 
How what in the world do you reckon that^can be. Bo you 
reckon Miss Louise Butler could have died and we not heard of 
it, or could that big old house FranoewParkinson ^eyes 
rented, P̂he *ottage, be the one in question. I must 
set my agents to work on this, don't you think so....

Memorandum;
t  . '•

How nice to find your grand letter of Saturday the 7th, 
in today's post.

< 1 am especially appreciative of your kindness in acquaint
ing me with some many interesting little vignettes of life as 
viewed both from the domestic hearth and the business mart* 
Somehow each one of these aays as before the'arrival of the 
15th* I find myself concentrating so often and holding the 
thought so constantly that however or how ever the solution 
may be in the business section, it will eventually turn out 
precisely to your liking.

The possibility that you might grab off a couple of 
weeks in between the old and the new undertaking sounds n 
wonderful. I am thinking of your 'resolution to "stay put 
during that eriod, and I am reminded of Bora's expressed" 
opinion to the effect, as I recall, that the ideal 
place to spend a vacation is mid way between an electric fan 
and an ice box.

t : " V . .

If you can only get gobs of relaxation during that period, 
than it will have been ever so worth while. Gith all the 
hurly-burly of home, I am wondering if Greenwood or some such 
place might not hold the promise of vaster quiet. It is 
to be supposed you are temporarily free from all those revolving 
numbers from Nouth of the border, or most of them, but even so 
there is no place for a constant hubbub as home if one can't 
be positive that this or that person will not be 
intruding at just the moment things seemingly have 
approaohed an all quiet interim'.

t

And thanks for telling me about the Iran oil profits and 
indicated by your Fulton, Jr,, informant, as Mr. Hoosevelt 
and Nr. Hchweitzer had indicated in the past, it doesn't 
help th$ natives of any backward country to give them their 
"fredom under some native ruler, since th latter invariably 
is a. worse slave driver than most: foreign colonizers.
I suppose in Iran some chap politicians are getting the 20 cents 
per barrel, the ^nglish-^meiican group a huge profit, aside from 
their investements in pipe lines, refineries, etc., and 
the poor Perisan, if that what the Irian is, gets 
precisely but nothing.
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As for the strange silences obtaining along the 
Eastings House front, it beats anything I can remember, and 
somehow the more striking because of the three minute 
snap judgement they displayed in accepting the Nola Nance 
Oliver Natohez thing when I submitted that manuscript.
I agree with you that a final letter should oall for a 
termination of the present standstill. Before sending 
the letter, however, I shall get one off to Mr, Gain relative 
to the Knopf approach and another epistle to a member of the 
Bobbs-Merrilleditorila staff who passed this way some 
time back. While "ploughin this grounda bit in the 
direction of Maryland and Indianna, — *the silence, I might add, 
seems of long duration from Maryland, too, we shall contact 
either the Knopf or Bobbs-Merrill organizations, and during the 
interim, Hastings House might as well remain the repository 
of the manuscript. As Dr. Overdyke pointed outf nestings House 
does such good photographic work, it would be grand if they 
should eventually publish, but, on the other hand, one cannot 
be expected to waint from now until Doom's Day for them to make 
up their minds.

If this -emo seems a little duller and more clumsily ex
pressed than usual, it may be charged off to these three circumstanc 
I am writing a little later than usual, there isn't a 
breath of air stirring although persperation is oozing 
merrily enough, dnd I am probdbly more thoroughly stuffed 
than good sense would dictate. There was the gathering at 
the Hand camp, per schedule, and J. H.*, Celeste and I went together 
about 7. The doctor and Blythe greeted the guests at the 
gate, and just behind them stoof Puny with a tray, charged with 
large goblets of iced fruit punch. It was a perfect reception 
for all guests. But before J. ,a. had finished his silver chalice, 
tie electricity failed, whereupon he and Gordon Handolph dashed 
back to Melrose to contact Valley Electric to see what was what.
They learned that all power from Louisiana light and rower, serv
ing this area, had failed. And so we eventually dined beneath 
the big cedar, some candles on the serving table, a pleasant 
moon over Dane AViver, and the two supplimented by clusters of 
fireflies here and there, seemingly sharing with the surface 
of the river in reflecting the vast star fields from on high. 
Naturally, there was no incidental music, but conversation, it 
seemed to me, was that touch better a  pleasant breeze moved 
gently from the East and the temperature was perfect.

But back home, what with *ucca facing south, I don't 
seem to be catching any of the breeze, but the view from 
my window of the white garden is pleasant and tonight*s little 
conversation has been a little more c oser somehow since my 
thoughtsSensed added companionship as my eyes traveled about 
the white7garden, less by themselves'than in association with little 
Miss ^ee........

, 60, Ijj
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Thursday, July l£th, 1951,

Memorandum:
Another hot day but restored electric current inclined a 

breeze from the electric fan, and tonight before calling it 
a day, 1 shall be able to indulge myself in a musicals on 
the gallery, and I am going to like that.

I doVt know why I do it, but invariably when the current has 
been cut at the time I fold up, I leave my bed light turned on 
so I may note the hour when service is restored. Hollowing last 
night "black-out", it was a quarter of one this morning when it 
got back to normalcy. A member of the electric company had 
dinner with us today and he said last night's cut was due to 
an air plane, engaged in dusting cotton, which had snipped the 
high power lines but had not wreck the plane.

I guess this evening's dusters must have maintained a slightly 
higher level and will, 1 hope, continue to do so.

I was surprised to find the letter from Edith Wyatt Moore in 
today's post. It was certainly kind of her to write me regarding 
Miss Nellie and I appreciate her thoughtfulness. Perhaps the 
most striking thing about her letter, however, is no mention 
of the Johnson Diary. Knowing* her as I do, I feel it would have 
been the natural thing for her to have touched on that item, and 
so 1 'conclude her skipping of the whole thing can only indicate 
she is still smarting under the tangle contrived by that outrageous 
Dual Veidt. i suppose I may have mentioned that her daughter, 
Virginia, is married to Dr. Ered Gueisenberg, - or however the name 
is spelled, and he is the yonger brother of Wilfred. When 
Fred’and Virginia adopted a wafe, they named the baby after Exed's 
brother, and I assume one miyht naturally conclude the roll of oil m 
money into the adopted uncled coffers may one day clatter on to 
his name sake. t - t

The letter from ^ary Daggett ^ake is something of a sight. For 
a while, during her mother's illness and for a while following 
the latter's death, 1 was want to get off a weekly letter to 
the lady, but of late I have written less frequently. I suppose 
the present letter is a gentle jog to get the old underwood t| 
oing again, and 1 shall do so, but not much before "eventually .

I am glad she asked for some souvenir of ^elrose fragrance, for^it w 
will give me an excuse to undertake an experiment with blossoms
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of the butterfly lilies, — if and when they bloom, —  which 
I have considered for some years but never taken time to 
begin. It eseems to me that one might be able to dry the flowers 
and place them in some kind of a jar, as suggested in the -̂ ake letter, 
and if the withered petals retain any of the fragrance of the 
fresh flower, the result might be altogether entrancing. The 
experiment, however, will require some patience, I imagine, for only 
by'trail and error will I find out how the excessive moisture of this 
climate oan be eliminated and kept permanently out of the jar 
holding* the dried petals.

This afternoon, with Deter weilding the *scapel, I performed 
a "local” operation on Die "rau, rendering him, to quote the 
title of-the old play, "Neither Wife, nor Maid Hor Widow".
Deter had assisted'me in a similar operation on old Grandpa, and 
as that one turned out ever so successfully, we had the courage 
to undertake this second.

And even as in the former one, we experienced no difficulty 
at all. I simply held the cat, inserting its head and front legs 
in the top of a boot while Deter deftly swished a razor blade once, 
and that was that. Immediately releasing the patient, I was 

t delighted to notice that Die Frau apparantly thought it was 
I %ome kind of a game and began weaving about my ankles as though 
enjoying the quick look into the dark boot, and never sensing the 
loss just sustained* Experts in the business, or at least people 
so oalling themselves and long experienced in the operation, 
always assure me that after they have performed the dded, the 
can will run away, usually under the house, but will put in an 
appearance again within two or three days. Instead of running 
away, as I recall, Grandpa jumped slap up in my lap, and this 
evening -̂ ie -‘-‘rua merely continued to frolic and fawn. Sinoe then 
the oat hasn't left my doorstep and is sitting there right now, 
calmly gazing in at me through the screen.

~ ( ■ . «
An amusing and probably altogether uujust- thought crosses 

my mind, as between this* paragraph and the one above. Several 
years ago 1 recall with what admiration Mrs. Moore spoke 
of friend Postell and she was want to quote him as from Soripture, 
considering him, — and quite rightly, one of the country’s finest 
students in medical history. She probably hasn't seen anyone 
much who has been to ^elrose since 1948, and probably in her 
recent contact with Postell, the latter may well have had 
something to say about me, for he seems to think I have done 
what I could with the place in view of the materials to hand. More 
round-about motives for inspiring a letter happen every day, but 
I was frankly surprised the lady actually took pen in hand to 

t write about -̂iss Nellie, especially in view of the fact that 
she answered none of my letters in December when I pled for 
information as to the whereabouts of ^adam ^arco. Well, however 
the reason may have been, it was nice hearing...,.*

."
- ■*
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Friday, July 13th, 1951.

Memorandums
liow nice to find your nice letter of Monday, the 

9th, in this morning’s post.
I am so glad your Sunday, or a portion of it at least, 

afforded you a fragment of opportunity to have a go at some 
things best accomplished without too big a crowd. Either 
by now or within a couple of days, I suppose, some decision 
will have been made regarding what is next on your immeidate 
docket. I continue to hold the thought it will be 
precisely as you may eventually want it.

c
The unusually warm weather turned unexpectedly 

more moderate at noon, and although some nearby places may 
have had a little sfxower, none passed this way as yet, althoug 
the cooling breeze must have afforded vegetation some respite, 
even as it did the human element.

Shortly after dinner some Arkansas pilgrims arrived un
expectedly* t I had been out of Yucca for several hours, and 
so the clamor I encountered was equally unexpected when 
I introduced the Arkansas travelers into my boudoir where 
a flock of young chimney-sweeps, fledglings, were 
screaming for dear, life in the copper pot that 
forms the glorified ash tray in the fireplace. I 
still don't see how such small birds can make such a 
noise* I thought perhaps the nest had crashed down 
the chimney where obviously they were born, but I 
saw nothing of it, and so I merely carried the copper 
pan out on the gallery, hoping the parent birds would 
respond to,the cries of their offspring. Time 
marched on and the Arkansas number went their way, and 
three hours later I hurried into the house again in 
quest of a fresh shirt when I jumped a mile as my 
foot kicked something soft on* the edge of the rug and 
another young chimneysweep let out a war hoop that 
more resembled a war party of Iriquois than one little 
bird.

iSlliS

■
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One thing and another, have prevented me from hearing 
Erank* Edwar&s take the hide off big business of late, but 
I thought of him Wednesday night while talking with 
Ralph Phillips, and especially of the recent Edwards observa
tions aboufthe steamship companies getting huge handouts 
of public money to maintain their operations, Mr, Phillips 
for a number of years was with the Grace bine in the lew 
York offices. Knowing nothing about the Grace Line, I 
'suppose I was under $he impression it was & transportation 
organization, hauling people and freight from one point 

on the globe to another, — simple, and like that, But 
fromWednesday s conversation, I learned that the ^race Line 
operates all kind of business, owning a 1 kinds of ooffee 
plantations and heaven knows what all thrpugh Central and 
Couth Araerioa, and, I gathered, the ships of the Grace Line 
merely a transportation unit in a commerical empire that 
makes the boats about as importat relatively in their 
business as, say, a truck to haul cotton on the plantation 
would be, iind s rely I would be wrong, were I to 
assume that merely because elrose has a flock of trucks 
it should be set down purely and simply as a business 
devoted exclusively to transportation,

I assume that any passengers or any freight belonging 
outside their own organization is set down by such steamship
lines as gravey and that in reality, they could well afford 
to operate their transportation system without profit 
in the actual shipping section of the empire and still 
make fat profits in the other various productive lines of 
endeaVor, *nd if this be true, then surely the scandal 
is the greater if such companies conspire to get the 
Federal Government si to dish out millions to these private 
owners so their carrying media for their own merchandise can 
function at a handsome premium at the tax payers1 
expensfe. It is generally known, I suppose, that United 
Euit bines operate to haul, fruit grown on plantations 
in. South America owned by United 2urit, but I hadn’t 
realized Before that other steamship lines also operate their 

f fleets primarily for the benefit of other of their own 
enterprises, I remember how old -‘•'heodore *, Shonts, President 
of the Interborough, used to wring his hands over the bankrupt 
state of the iXapid iransit Company, but never said anything 
about the tons of nails, purchased by the Interborough at 
one dollar a piece, which were purchased each year from a 
com any making millions, - a company of which T. P, Shots 
was the majority stock holder. Perhaps Mr, Edwards has 
something woth considering in his tirade, 
u o much talk, and scarcely room left to say how much I 
hope yours is a restful week end and that everything is 
taking shape in tne business pattern just as you would have it

. ■ ' '
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Sunday, July 15th, 1951.

Memorandum;
Since there are said to be doubles of people and 

personal attributes to be found in every manifestation of j ■
humanity, it isn’t so surprising that there should be a duplicate 
of the voice of Alexander Scourby, I suppose, and yet that 
such a voice should have found its way to the recording studios 
of the American foundation for the Blind is a happy coincidence, 
and such a voice I stumbled over this week end,

A book came to hand, 7 "Peace of Mind or some^such title by
Pulton Sheehan, or some such spelling of the author s name, and 
when I heard the first two or three sentences, I took it as a
matter of course that this book, - copyrighted in 1949, was
being read by A. fScourby, Esquire, k until the preliminary senteuces 
.were concluded and the voice said: Read by Duncan Alliott ,

And so that is that and a second really fine artist, almost 
identical with the other now adds new values to Talking Looks,

Well, so much for that, and reading and weather are about 
the only matters I have been concerned with over the week end, it 
would seem, and even the weather isn t exciting, just a f
transcript of the host and humidity ef the past couple of 
weeks. uf course there were the inevitable pilgrims, but they 
had been sufficiently de-startched before getting this xar in the 
big road that they didn't matter much either way.

There is some old adage to the pffact that a watched pot 
is slow to boil, and that peems to apply perfectly to t e 
close scrutiny  ̂keep trained on the butterfly lily buds, lhere 
is a stalk 7 or 8 feet in height on the front gallery slap up 
against the humm ngbird feeder which has had a couple of the 
tightly rounded buds projecting from the central cluster for 
over a week, seemingly bent on some kind of an endurance test, 
just to determine if they or 1 can hold out the longer. _
Every evening I am perfectly confident that with the new dawn I 
shall discover they have opened during the night, and that 
kind of business has been going on day after day and still 
nohing happens. Perhaps if 1 just turn my head the other way when 
passing- that section of the gallery, they will think I have 
capitulated and so unfold all in a jiffy*

i
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Bright and early on the morrow Celeste and ^adam regard 
head out for Alexandria for an early beauty parlor appointment, 
af>ter which they will go on Southward to ^ansura where 
Celeste will drop her Mother and then return to Melrose, On 
Tuesday morning, equally bright and equally early, <Leieste 
will drive down to ^agnolia, pick: up Dee, and tne two of tnem 
will head out for Jonroe, Texas to spend a few days with 
Joe and Juanita henry. Ample lubricants keep the whell ol une 
squirrel1s cage turning smoothly and £s the squirrel never seems 
to get tired of the eternal spin, more power to Panache*

It occurred to me while .reading the finaly chapters of 
the J’orbes'c *aul Severe biography that the present day National 
Manufacturers Association might well elevate hr. Bevere as 
their patron saint, They wouldn't have to stress his famous 
midnight -ride in 1775 but rather concentrate on his manufacturing, 
successes both as to operating his foundry after the devolution 
in casting hundreds of bellSj but also in an even later phase 
down to his death in 1818 during those years in which his 
rolling mills turned out copper plates for everying from tne 
ton of the State House in Boston to the bottoms of the ships 
the American Aavy. One of his letters, written during this 
later period is striking in that he sets forth that he is as 
opposed to Democracy, as typified by Jefferson as he was to 
autocratcy as exemplified by George 3rd. With such a statement,
I should think the present day N. M. A. boys could find ax parallel 
in their opposition to Hoosefvelt-Pruman^policies as opposed 
to the good old days of Goolege and Hoover. The killing 
thing about Paul Bevere as a manufacturer, — and â  successful 
one, however, was the fact that he believed in paying his workmen 
a higher wage the generally prevailed at the time, and such 
unheard of tactics might rule him out for the 1J. a . boys.

There is a character in the biographywhom Harnett Kane ought 
to be able to do much with. Borne female, - 1 have forgotten her 
name, who enlisted, masquerading as a man, in the American ^evolution, 
and fought for a year or two, and was unmasked only after she 
had been wounded and her sex discovered only after she had 
passed into tfre hands of the Army surgeons. After the end of 
hostilities, she married a shiftless man and begot several 
children. The family lived not far from the Hevere foundry at ^aton, 
Mass., and Paul Bevere used to visit her and he wrote his 
Congressman in behalf of securing a pension for the ex-lady soldier.
It seems to me tnere is mucfc material here for a rippi© movie 
if somebody like Mr. *“ane would only give it a twist and a lot of 
non-authentic and incorrect historic riggin up.

What with today being the 15th, and much to be decided at this 
point in the month, 1 continue folding the thought with you in mind...

Wn/

Wf 9U1 «

Monday, July 16th, 1951,

Memorandum:
a ^AQuliarly inelegant expression that best describes my 

present^situationi - "Busy as a one armed paper hanger with 
the hives”#

hlih ss -
MiSlSrSvS u y

followed hy I boiling hath In water nd much soap suds, -hut 
I'm still busy.

t h a l i cht e d at 1 o'clock when friend £ostell tapped on my 
door, ^hfd'lots of "things to tell me about St. Prancisville, 
Natchez, Port ^ibson and Vioksburgh.

Ho QAid he had stopped off at Waveryly for a little chat 
... r h  ! i a eter I asked him if he had heard anything about 

™4he Oottage Pla^tation" being sold. said Lois had told him
8 Dll1tQr had died, the furniture removed from the

Miss lo plantation sold by people who were going tohome and the plantation ;h0/ 4 s s  -Louise had died, but assumed
restore it. f  lt odd how many people we know
whoWknew both Siss -aud^ Stanton and «iss Louise, none of whom 
got around to mention the death of either.

How well do I remember when Robina dnd I visited iliss Louise
and Robina.9went with some guest to a night performance of and ooina H Barah while Miss -Louise and I ldoked
a Show Mfovelv'iewels of *nna Career which had oome down
teller0 ” I naturally wonder where some of these treasures wen

ioui^ 5 S i m e d i a t f  relatives M d  ever head of Anna Udroer, except, 
i e “  Butlsx. there is something a bit sad in 

realizing* the knowledge of the early associates of these lovely 
thing have died,'too, with Miss Louise's passing.

Miss Louise was always threatening to presept me with tne
eiegaTwhite poroelaine jampotsbut ^ i o ^ d  theffi
l l f o r T “ not^like a certain blaok
u!.Bit*Wadcewood piece with which, I believe, you are acquainted, 
fheir solfdeeoration on the snow white porcelaine surface was
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one single spray of fruit with a couple of leaves attached, - 
red cherries, perhaps" 2, and a single green leaf, two or three 
strawberries with a single leaf, etc. The name of the manufacturer 
or place of origin did not appear on the jars, - no name or 
writing of any kind, weight or any such. -But in the ante helium 
period when these were imported from Europe, one didn't need 
the name of the kind of jam they contained, since the picture 
spoke so modestly and yet so elegantly and eloquently at the 
same time. They seem like something out of Sevres at its most 
restrained, its -^irectoire period and were in reality"museum 
pieces. So passes The Cottage of ^iss Louise and the ijam pots 
and St. ^rancisville is the poorer for her passing.

Of ^rs. Moore, friend Postell said he found her looking 
more rested, more pert and more as though she'knew what she 
wanted than at any time during all the years he had known her.
He said she has a really imposing number of articles she has written 
about the lesser known houses of the Natchez area and that 
she hopes to put them in book form evenutally.

I showed him your Ohirstmas gift of the pictures covered by 
the ^elrose story. He said that as he is a librarian, he seldom 
buys a book but this is one he wants slap off. He said the 
University ^ress usually dwaddles along about 6"months before 
making up its mind about accepting a book for publication but he 
was under the impression commercial publishers usually moved much 
faster. Ho did you and I

* ' ■ : t '• s '•* *■' !
Mf latchitoches news, he said he had dropped in at the college 

library this morning where he had an opportunity to chat a little 
with Ora who told him Br. John Kyser, of the college, - amateur 
camera enthusiast, eto., has just compiled data qn the old houses 
of the town of Natchitoches which the Jhamer of Commerce is going 
to publish.

^nd that reminds me that somebody from the ^hamer of Commerce 
telephoned to inquire if ^elrosQ might be included on the tentative 
plans for some kind of a pilgrimage for the general public when, 
in Neceraber, a festival of some sort is going to be stirred up at 
about the time the much talked about city holiday lights are 
turned on At the mere thought of .December pilgrims, my mind turns 
to the Hemirovski opus, "Les Mouches d ’Autorane", and I shall 
ponder the matter of the former a little before giving a go ahead 
signa^ora's letters reflect a gay mood and I must respond in kind if 
not too sleepy —  following another go in the tub at the red bugs business.

Tuesday, July 17th, 1951.

Memorandum;
How nice to find your charming letter of Friday, the 13th, 

in today1s post.
*nd how kind of you to let me know a decision ^ efm 

“flnfztuon”6 ^have^een^olding0the1 thought right along hopingssEsrJS asteaft js.-s-jss.;* «?■sas^!h:«K3S *:.«a
again.

, Before receiving this letter, you a1*®®** * ® ™ done
smiled to yourself in having realized, as you must have done, 
howTneatlyyou anticipated and answered a question that 
oame up in Msrv t Lake's letter which prohably went^
forward to vou at just about the time you were writing, 
the question of securing some ess®n“®'!*°?s relative" t^this 
SUtf9e f  ll/ofeTou I s T d U t o  i ^ ' t ^ M ^ d

Hill ?and ! L  e^er so indebted to you for the answer. How 
I ^ n n ’eo ahead and give some thought to how I may preserve 
a number of the blossoms, --assumin they are going o make up

• their minds to bloom befor? long, and 1 believe 
able to fulfill Madam Hake s request, although my method 
of nreserving1 the scented petals will be accomplished only 
by main for^l and awkwardness, for 1 have no notion as to what 
should be done other than letting them ary.

If memory serves, my grandmother or someOM in the 
family used to preserve rose petals in s° ™  3“ mf  to me this

H f l e e m s t o m e  among other things, salt was used in a 
limited quantity, but what thqt had to do about the business,
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I 4 l e * t to raa * s o r t i ^ 1^ y  m o is tu Je a f5?oi:Wth e  p e t a l ^ B u t ^s sffu,
f  remark --and I shall think of it daily during

suppli9 d^me9with*the™information regIrdingatho°lasting quality

X+- _a tind of you to offer to make a transcription of
Hiss Nellie’s memorandum regarding the ^atchez busdn®ss»J?U]L 
o ? v,!lfkt a single secretary at the moment, and he hut for 

*? L^oions I shall not he able, to make use of the
transcriptions?3- other things tending to pile up ahead transcriptions, s» t the data in such
“ fashion in Whatever place you feel is most fitting It 
teems to me an Natchez scrapbook would he just the place 
for the information.

Murrell's papa had a card from him today, saying he 
had hemi sent to some camp in Arkansas or Oklahoma and 
from there Sould he transferred to California and

-i-yiA op^retarv heads out to see the world, alifornia, 
naturally suggests Korea, and possibly he, like another 

? h e ^ a K ? e r ,  will* ave turned out to he a Korean
venteran before a twelth month has passed.

Again tonight I am just as busy as I was last night, 
and for precisely the same reason, red bugs, for atoai

i. "hevond mv depth in weeds andt I am paying the
8price  of I?? vTtus B^ce as a result, Twice today *ndy who 
!Ie hAliinp me and 1 got mighty close to bees on the 
rampaged ^hey’like to&go into high weeds and exoavats 

oafohlishment below the surface of the ground, ^hen
PQts close to thec neighborhood and the weeds are disturbed, 

S e s  of these hig black raiders swarm mightily, following 
a^pattern above the weeds not unlike the trough of a 
tormjfln swirling 'round and ’round at impressive 
speed as the funnel-of the thing meanders unprediotably in 
slower gyrations, fortunately for both of us, we escaped 
these attacks, but I guess for the next si* weeks I had 
hotter avoid places where they are lively to be lurking, for 
heaven knows there's enough to do in more cultivated spots.

Wo are promised a low of 75 and a high of 100 for tne 
morrow, but to orrow can take care of itself and tonight 
•fni i owi ns- a shower, I propose to collapse on the gallery 
fortified by a n electric fan and mein lieber reter llyoviteh.
I shall be thinking of you so often during each of these succeedi 
days until I am assured you are in the swing of y ,ur new 
ar r ang ement s. • •. •.» —
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Wednesday, July 18th, 1951.

memorandum;
; v  t ^  . "**

how nice to have your grand letter of Bastille T>ay in today's
post.

first off, let me thank you again for the humming bird beeders 
which came through in perfect condition, — all four. I should 
have mentioned their safe arrival in their ent rity on the day 
of their receipt, and can think of no excuse for not having done so. 
We had both mentioned definite places were two of them should be 
installed but 1 think 1 did not mention what would be done with 
the other two, as I was pondering at the time just where I 
thought they would provide a maximum of happiness, and in the . 
succeeding days one circumstance or another has impelled me to 
put them to work locally on a temporary basis, — one among some 
Phillipine lilies in the garden just to the Bast of iucca 
which contains some lovely clusters of trumpet;like lilies on 
stems 6 or 7 feet tall, - almost inspirational in their setting, as 
they can readily been seen through the stained glass by anyone 
occupying a pew in the Chapel. The other I had in mind sending 
.to Miss ^ellie, she seems to like her little garden in Atlanta 
so much, but i am of course holding this one until later and in the 
mean time am intending to attach it to 81. Griggin tenporarily 
when the potted butterfly lilies around the fountain begin 
blooming. The butterfly lilies in such a setting and all 
tangle.d up with notes from mein lieber Wolfgang and Peter Illyovitch, 
not to mention a host of thoughts prevading the place emenating 
from little Miss Lee of Lyme ought to be perfect, don't you think.

And thanks, too, for giving mea glimpse of the present Ma&ison 
Avenue set up. I gather the offices of the proposed line of 
endeavor may well be in the same building so that your change of 
situation will be merely to a different spot under the same roof 
rather than a new address.

A slight interruption of an hour intervenes as between 
this paragraph and the above. Robert beblieux stopped in to 
say nowdy. ne looked as spick and span as any 16 year old youth, 
which is about his age, when all spruced up for a party, and it is 
to one that he is heading down at Magnolia where the youngsters are 
having a party, starting late, its seems, after Miss Bally has 
folded up her beard. Thanks to a big fat moon, we were able to
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have a look at some of Robert’s favorite plants, and he was 
impressed by the size of the elephant ears, which somehow seemed 
larger than they actually are beoause of the reflections of the 
moonlight on 'the dew which seems to have shellaced their su faces 
at this hour, The fhillipine lilies, mentioned above, exuded a treme d 
ous perfume and Die Frau added to the frolic by keeping constantly 
under foot for each of us to stumble over.

I certainly appreciate your kindness in telling me about th^ 
birthday festivities going on for Paris's 2,000 anniversary. Don t 
you love having selected a magical date-on the calendar, such as *

July 8th, as the date of its founding, I suppose they might even 
have pushed it back to the 7th or ahead to the 9th, had either of 
those days fallen on Sunday. But there is something to be said 
for having an arbitrary date for birthdays, I think, as in the 
case of'the British'sovereigns, which, if memory serves, is always 
celebrated one day in June. That puts it conveniently removed from 
mid winter holidays and at.a season when the weather is likely to 
be pleasant, and it certainly puts no strain on any one's memory, —  
not in the royal family, at least, since V'iotoria, Mdward, George,
Ddward, George and eventually Elizabeth may point to the identical 
page on the calendar for their respective and very own natal celebration

It is so'kind of you to offer to share the special features in 
the limes regarding the raris celebrations, but at the moment I really 
have no one to help me run through such data, and so I think 
it better that you retain the same.

I hadn't heard that the ^hriners had been holding a pow-wow in 
Manhattan but I can well envision the probably carryings on, especially 
if they attempted any of the horse-play that usually goes along 

with such mamoth gatherings, especially such rowdyisms as attend American 
Legion conventions and the like. In the matter of parades, if Hew Yo; 
could ever get all Fifth avenue parades centered from 59th 6tree to 
y2nd street, — or even to 110th street for all I care, that would 
really be a great civic accomplishment

I appreciate your thoughtfulness in giving' me an account of 
what Illustration didn t do for its sprang number, - perhaps the least 
interesting issue, as a rule, of all their special numbers, but with 
you, 1 am wondering what they will stir up for the great big birthday.
It could be maivelous, of course, but on occasion such opportunities 
on other celebrations have been muffed. And speaking of Baris, I chanced 
to hear, - and perhaps I mentioned it, the final broadcast Ldward 
Morrow gave before taking his vacation and he remarked that he 
expected to spend a little of his holiday in Baris durin- the 
current celebrations. I seldom am done fiddling around with 
gardening before the program in whichthe usually stars goes on the air,- 
6:45 local time. If you should chance to hear (hear) when he is 
expected back, I shall be glad if you will pa$s the word along.

It has bden hot-hot today, but withal pleasant and that is 
always the case when the postman hands me the proper envelope.,
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Thursday, July 19th, 1951.

Memorandum: nUk
how nice to find your lettdr, together with the crepe myrtle 

poem, in this morning's post.
Just after finishing your letter, and before taking up the 

poem, my secretary was called to assist in some kind of 
electrical business at the big house, and so x shall have half 
the verses to look forward to on the morrow, how nice it begins.

« I am so glad you got a bit of fresh air on Sunday, and the^
little trip up the Hudson, and especially the momentary relaxation 
of sitting down to ice cream with such a lovely view must have 

been a tonic for the soul as well as the body.
I am wondering what the new park could be that you bumped into.

I take it this may be somewhere in the *onkers neighborhood.
And speaking of that city, I am wondering whatever was done with 
the estate of the late Samuel Untermeyer. L believe it 
was called Gxeystone or some such, Following its owner s death, 
it was kuch in the papers, as I recall, but I do not remember 
if I ever did learn what final disposition was made of it. It 
seemed to me it might well have lent itself to a park, as did 
the killings estate which the Rockefellers gave to Hew xork 
for its Washington ^eights developement, and by now, I suppose,

< Yonkers and ^ew York are separated only by some imaginary line 
so that more parks than ever in that area are to be hoped for.

Isn t it ’good all the little numbers from South of the border 
are satisfied with their present surroundings, ^ay it so 
continue for the balance of the season and may the season, by some 
miracle, last slap until school starts. I take it there 

. must be movies in the Boconos, since that commodity figures so 
mightily in the interests of the youth in question. .It has 
been so long since I have been in the Boconos, I seem to remember 
the region but vaguely. I do remember the immediate rise 
of the mountains as one traveled ^orth just out of ‘-'troudsburgh, 
and the Delaware Hater Gap is fairly clear in my mind, although 
I am not"at all sure that the water Gap is in the Boconos, 
although some big old ridge of mountains runs for miles to right 
and left of where the water has out through,

Pat came home from x*ew rleans this afternoon where he had been 
taking his- -̂ ar examinations since Monday, ^e said they were •
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quite difficult and some'people on the first day, — each day 
being of 8 hours each, took, one look at the questions, and 
got up and left. He said there was one negro, — and old man 
about 50, taking the examinations but he didn t get an 
opportunity to' talk with him, I feel a genuine sympathy for 
pat in his uncertainty as to his immediate future, I believe 
his college training in military things and his summers at 
some camp'in Texas places him in some reservist category and 
it seems impossible for him to determine if he is going to be 
called into service or not. I suppose this quqndary must make 
the impulse to begin law practice flag considerably, since there 
is the probability that tomorrow or a week'or a month hence there 
will be the card' from the ^resident bearing "Greetings".

I have read a little more from the Fulton J. Sheen volume,- 
"Peace of Soul" and find much of interest in it, and especially his 
impressions of-the relative places human beings should allot 
respectively to Scientific Psycho-analysis and Catholic G0nfessional.
Mr. Sheen, — for all * know he may be Father Sheen, - writes 
well, and often gives chapter and verse in his quotations from 
ilhe ^ible, but sometimes he quotes, I suspect from Catholic dogma, 

and dbesn t give "chapter and verse* and I am not prepared 
in some of these places to swallow his reasoning hook, line and 
sinker, although, were it possible to talk with the man, I should 
enjoy hearing him elaborate- on some of the latter points.

vV & '* VOX « ' * 4 «
A truck pi\ed high with watermelons passed this way early 

today, the melons coming from up Briarwood way where the best 
watermelons of Louisiana are said to be grown. Just before 
my secretary arrived,*the store sent me a quarter of a big one, 
one that had been mightily chilled all day in a serai-deep freeze, 
and * was enchanted "*r. Brew and 1 could grace the White Garden 
for a go at the th ng before we got to the mail. I was 
impressed by something Orellia said this morning, too, about 
the watermelons which she had seen when the truck arrived at the 
store, and * was reminded of the time she told me Bessie’s baby 
had such pretty hair, and red-red- "just the color of:Mr. F.*s". Imagine 
me with a red perruque. or, more difficult, perhaps, merely a- 
perruque, -Well, anyway, the same curious idea of color as 
expressed on another count this morning. X asked wrellia if sue 
liked the long solid green melons or the round lightgreen, - Battle- 
snake, melons, and her response was in f; vor of the former, — "them 
long, heavy blue ones" was her idea of what they look like, so - 
perhaps I could be wrong. Bed hair and blue watermelons,ought 
to provide something by way of a Gertrude Stein Ode, don t you think.

* , 6
The heat continues with the thermometer at 94 at lo:15 last 

night, and the promise is for a warmer day tomorrow. ~ut today 
a nice little breeze has been stirring and that always^makes the heat 
quite bearable. It was so nice having you nice letter and 
knowing you got a little breath of air on Sunday.......

* - v . ; $ w S
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Friday, July 20th, 1951.

memorandum:
, The dry weather continues, and withal hot-hot, —  

the thermometer reading 104 in the shade. People from 
up Shreveport way whorhave been poming to their camp bv 
the spillway for the past couple of years selected 3 o clock 
this afternoon as the best time imaginable for .a tour.Somebody 
must be crazy

Up the road, half way to Bermuda, and forming a triangle 
with St. ^athe^’s Ghurch and Dr. Knipraeyer’s clinic, they 
are rushing the new colored high school so it may be 
finished hy the fIme“th^r^IT^Wm'”sTarts. This 
morning a white workman was holding back a cable on some 
big old hoisting machine when a truck, loaded with steel 
girders projecting from the rear, backed into the cable which 
somehow or other established a current thatelectrocuted 
the man on the ground holding the cable, burning his flesh to 

‘ a crisp. It was purely accidental of course, but the
truck driver wl̂ o came to the store to telephone the authorities 
in town was so upset he couldn't dial the ’phone.

There were several letters to be written to people in ^ew 
Orleans last night and it suddenly occured to me that 
an a breviation such as H. 0., La gets one around pretty close 
to iiola, and Uola is a musical tidbit I like, and 
especially on a piano or non—wood wind collection of instruments. 
There were three unimportant but pleasant pieces which I 
first heard all about the same time, and I reckon perhaps they 
were more or less of the same vintage, —  iiola, Kitten on the 
Keys and Canadian Gapers. I think Boy Bargy made a recording 
of the Kitten on the ^eys and it is possible Carman Caballero 
may have done all three. It is oad how the U. 0. La., recalled 
these half forgotten tunes to mind but I mention them regardless, 
thinking, should you chance to encounter any one of them, if you 
are not already acquainted with them, you might give them a whirl 
on your revolving disk. f

I laugh when I recall an episode regarding or asociated with 
Kitten on the Keys, I accepted an invitation to a dinner dance 
or "the-dansant" or some such thing, given by some lady from 

* Montana, of all-places, at the American Club in *aris, and 
it fell to my lot to "swing out on one go-round with a guest 
named Bola ri. The orchestra^crashed out with Ketten on the
Keyfe and Madam Begri sprang out into a Bolonaise, Mazurka or
^ | o ! U thrond;hW^ e ê rsitewsl®

ft % • * *
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During the present week the plantation has been con
ceptrating much on miles of new fences being built on 
the back of ^elrose, - somewhere or other between 
Idttle and ^ed iVivers where there seem to be thousands of 
acres not under cultivation. I know J# H. does^t 
like to bother with cattle, but Ben seems to like to fiddle 
with them and Pat, who lingers here for a little while, 
possibly, inclines in that direction and so this will be 
a year when fallen down cattle are purchased and turned out 
to fatten on grass that grows without opposition at 
the moment, and, B predict, there will be another disposal 
of said cattle eventually (interruption)#

h. returned in time for supper and told me over the 
steak that he chatted a while with Barle -̂ ong at the 
cattle auction in Alexandria during the afternoon and 
he unders tands Barle is a i i  silent partner if not the 
owner of the auction which is the organization Jim MacLemore 
sold a year or so ago* hong tends to give the impression 
he might run for Lieutenant Governor if Senator Bllender 
r ns for GQvernor, but nobody thinks -̂ lftender would give 
up his Senator's job for the Governor1s chair#

And just as I was writing the above paragraph, - at 
the .jpoint marked interruption, J . came in, saying 
lime, de ^ontespan is on the river, has a log of that goose 
liver stuff, —  J. isn t so strong on JPoi Gras, and 
that she would like to pass this way with a heap of the 
stuff, some cold beer and what not# Well, -̂ ord, I 
shall have to get dressed again, and entertain for a little. 
Oleste is scheduled, *to return from Gonroe tomorrow 
nigbt and will depart for Manuura on Sunday evening, I 
hope she stays put for a while after the present go-round.

I guess there is nothing of particular interest in 
the5 enclosures, but I send them along regardless, I 
am wondering if the inquiry about the -̂ ady Doctor might 
suggest the writer contemplates a possible visit to same 
as a patient. robably not, but I shall respond by giving 
particulars and point out that were 1 in need of medical 
attention, -*■, personally would prefer such a rare creature 
who, oddity of oddities, is -primarily interested in 
her patients and not in their .pocketbooks as a starter#

I reckon I would do well to fold up at this point 
for I rookon I shall be honored almost any moment and 
there are a couple of things I had better attend to, such 
as getting dressed, before things start turning.

I have thought of you so often these days, hoping that 
between the housecleaning on Madison avenue and the 
under taking oft new chores, you might find a few days wherein 
you could simply collapse in the best Dora manner, raid way 
between electric fan and ice box......

t
r K
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Sunday, July 22nd, 1951.

Memorandum:
Alors, — belatedly, — and at long last.
And as though a thing of such beauty required anything 

technical by way of data, it was at precisely 3:45 this 
afternoon it began unfolding its snowy lovliness and by 
4 o*clock its full.glory was accomplished and the gallery redolent 
with its heavenly perfume.

~nd while on the subject of heartening things, let us gloat 
R little over the information contained in this weekTs Life to 
the effect that Bewport is doing something by way of 
nurturing its historic heritage. I havenTt read all the 
printed material in the article on The Breakers, but enough to 
know that the community has at .long last sensed the value of 
its landmarks ana is setting up a commission to conserve them.
This seems to me i portant not only for lewport itself but also 
for other communities throughout the nation will may possibly 
be inspired to give some thought along the same line and 
undertake parallel measures for its or their own treasures#

In view of Life!s vast circulation, 1 am hoping that
this article about the Breakers may penetrate as far west
as Denver so that that community may be sufficiently 
moved to do something' about the preservation of their oroa old 
mansions of the 1870 and 1880 period, none of which are probably to 
be classed as monuments of beauty but all of which are fascinating 
landmarks on the road of American culture.

And speakin of Denver brings G0lrado to mind, and I 
am wondering if you ev r chanced to see a copy of the J?edral 
State Guide for G0lorado on the second hand mart# If you 
should chance to run across one reasonably priced, 1 hope you 
will keep me in mind# There are two or three points I should
like to consult in the thing about theearly aspects of the place,
and later I should like to pass it along to Ben who is all wrapped 
upcontempoary aspects of the region# I think I have never 
seen the Colorado guide and I suppose it ipay well have gone throuth 
a small addition, in which case it wouldn t be surprising if 
it is but seldom "met with" in 4th avenuer But 1 thought 
I would mention it regardless, for somehow it always seems to 

% <
# # * * * - #  —  - ■ - '
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add zest to life when you and I oan join forces in concentrating 
on such pursuits. I might add thatthere is nothing imperative 
about this Colorado thing hut rather an item not to he sought 
after particularly nut merely snatched at if stumbled aoross.

Perhaps the heat, the dryness and the polio is tending 
to keep road runners more and more out of the big raod* Be 
that as it may, yesterday and today haven t been too culttered 
up with them. I dined across the fence today apry heard much 
about the trip’to Gonroe. I was glad to receive a 
couple of post cards, one of Sam Houston and the other of his home 
at Huntsville to which latter town a pilgrimage was arranged 
during last week's visit, fhe lady explained that she didn t 
get out to look ever the inside of the home but the oiitside- 
looked ever so in teresting. perhaps on the same day^or 
pos ibly the following, there was a factory where lady s 
nightgowns of just exactly the proper length are made and 
the inside of hat historic institution was thoroughly explored,
I believe, although, if 1 must confess, my enthusiasm flagged 
a little following' the p ssing up of the Houston home and I 
inclined to do a bit of wool-gathering after the tale had moved on 
into the nightgown section. .*

following the .^onroe visit, a day or two were spent at the 
Shamrock Bote1 at Houston and the appointments of the shops for 
wearing- apparel in that hostelry are just too wonderful

After dinner Celeste took off in a southerly direction, with 
a mind to stop to see Charles and Ida in Alexandria and thence on 
to ^arxville and later to ^ansura for the night. 1 reckon 
both ladies will be heading back in this direction on the morrow,

in Saturday’s post came letters from Rudolph, Mrs.
Hoioman and Helen Baldwin, but I am playing patience with 
these, holding tyiem until Monday night when, if fortune favors,
I amy get secretarial assistance to explore their contents and 
whatever tomorrow’s post may brin$. I hope none of the letters 
propose any specific date for a visit during the current hot 
spell for the present trickle of pilgrims and the modest amount 
of gardening claiming my attention are sufficient to entertain 
me momentarily.

Being no speller myself, I am always delighted when 1 run 
across examples of spelling difficulties in others from George 
Wasyington to -̂ ayne ^enry. xhe latter, with his unique ability 
to turn things at a touch to gold is amazingly deficient in 
ordinary Hnglish, and spelling. J. told me that -t-aynie was 
trying to write a letter the other day and said: "J. H. how do 
you spell sets, - like two sets of seat covers, some of them words 
I canft spell at all”..,,,, s

Memorandum:

Monday, July 23rd

N Jt/xs

1951,
\̂rv

How nice to find your letter in today's post. It 
is tucked safely away in my armoir awaiting the morrow when I 
hope a secretary will turn up to assist me with Saturday’s Monday’s 
and Tuesday's mail. For letters from people who don’t matter, 
anybody is pressed into service but items from 908 and 
epistles that might contain references not for publication in 
the local gazette, I hold until they can be gone into con
fidentially, don t you think so.c* *

? Bxcept for a couple of hours at dawning devoted to doings at 
Arenbroug, I spent the balance of the day at Meiiose working 
on the Bindery. For months, - ye-rs, I guess, - I have had 
in mind to push back the fences on the Bast and Horth sides with 
a view to planting hedges in the baeground to obliterate 
the buildings beyond and scattering explosions of color in 
the foreground that would hold the eye from inclining to 
wander beyond the pushed back fences and hedges.

< ■ ' ■ y-y(_ , '
The undertaking has been delayed time and again when 

labor was available but materials weren’t, or vice versa, but 
today the two came into conjunction and-so I had a go at 
the business.

Since the two fepces simply had to be taken up and pushed back 
several feet, it didn t appear that could possibly go wrong, and 
so, after minute instructions, I left the laborers and gave a 
little time to some unexpected pilgrims. An hour later when I returned 
to observe what progress, if any, was being made, I was impressed 
by the array of new holes for the fence posts that had been dug 
and *some of the posts already set in place. But the choice of magical 
spots where the new posts should go had certainly been selected 

haphazardly enough, what with the new line in no way paralleling 
the former but just simply meandering about at strange angles 
and every which way. And so that line of departure was. scrapped 
and in mid morning we started all over again with me in the 
role of "Patience on a tomstone, smiling at Grief". Before sundown 
the fence had been completed and much 'Of the ground cleared 
for planting operations and that was that.
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In today’s post fr6t the publisher came a copy of a February isue 
of the St. ^'ranoisville Democrat, carryingthe obituary of Miss 
Louise. I am sending it along to you in an accompanying envelope.
I thought it would be nice for us to have the original clipping in 
our scrapbooks but if at some future time you should find it 
convenient to make a transcript in duplicate, I should be glad to 
be able to send one to Robina.and put the other in the Madam s 
scrapbookcovering The Cottage. This year or next will be soon 
enough for such business, so please don t attempt the business during 
these hot days'when" Madison avenue demands must of necessity be 
enervating, what with the new situation’that is bound to be 
enervating, what with its newness.

The obituary was read at breakneck!speedand I may have missed 
a couple of points, but when it was finished I'was impressed by 
the fact that no date was given as to the lady's birth, and except 
for figuring things out from the date on which the notice was 
published, no exact date of her death was £ given either, except for 
some such phrase as "last Friday" or "last Saturday" or some 
such. This seems to-be an excellent example of how-important 
it is that clippings should carry publication dates.

While i still don't understandhow it required so long, — February 
to July, fdr me to get the news of Miss Louise’s death, tnere may 
be one circumstance explaining it in part, for the first week in 
February found Louisiana in the grip of the big freeze and 
perhaps at that time everybody was so busy stoking heaters no time 
was found for correspondence.

two other things i want to touch on before leaving The ^ottage.
A remarkable thing about ^iss Louise was her physical aotigity and 
her unfailing ^raciousness, for since the age 'of 3, her handicap had 
been tremendous*Polio hadbadly crippled her, her legs uneven in 
length and twisted so it was impossible for her to stand with 
either foot flat on the'floor, the soles being drawn in so that she 
actually walked on the side of her feet and her ankles. Her 
hands were also contracted with further difficulties added in later 
years by arthritis. And yet in spite of all that, she could she 
could play The Gottage pipe organ madly.' Ihe other thing is 
what may haVe happened to the 13 metal boxes, perhaps 2 or 3 feet in 
length, containing documents, diaries and letters, — many from 
Laurel Hill during the ^ercer pefiod, one item going back to 1815 
when Andrew ^aokson, moving ilorth from the Hattie of -̂ ew Orleans, 
stopped for a night or two at The Gottage, and later penned a gay 
bread and butted note. I hope these things weren t burned in a 
big "clean up" along in. mid February. So much te talk about, 
so poorly expressed. Perhaps shall do better on the morrow.....

Puresday, July 24th, 1951.

Memorandums
How nice to have your Wednesday letter with enclosures 

when a dwaddling secretary arrived tonight, the lettbr 
having spent last night and today in my armoir.

I took you at your word when y;ou suggested I hold 
aside the enclosures until less pressed for time. Of course 
I realized youtwere cleverly saying "until less pressed 
for secretaries", and am hoping' that time may be realized 
before long,.for mail is really piling up and several letters, 
including the one from ^elen Baldwin still sit unopened on the 
armoir shelf. j*Itake it these are not pressing, and X am 
hoping ^elen isn t saying she is coming this week end or some 
such. X did explore those X thought possibly pressing', 
including £udolph* s, but X was glad to learn he is heading 
for Mexico Gity direct and not via Melorse and Manhattan.

Of course, as usualjp, you told me more in one paragraph 
about the &oya ® novel than all that others have related by 
word or pen, and X am deeply appreciative. X am writing 
the Library of Congress to recommend a recording forthwith.
I should certa nly be glad to write ^err Peutchwangler about 
stiriing up some more a, out 18th century Haris. If I ever 
get a correspondence going with him, X am bound to ask about 
that snow covered staircase at Versailles down which 
f Louis XVI saw Dr. Hr ankl in .marching. If Heutchwangler 
'really .wanted to do something he might have a go at Mme. de 
Pompadour, and there would be a book we could both look 
forward to with eagerness. If somebody would only 
present that lady in the cultural plaee.in the 18th century 
she occupied, it would be wonderful, I don t know 
much about the Spain of the tjear covered by the book on Goya, 
but imagine it must{have been pretty bad. All reports 
ever coming to my attention indicated .that the Hrench troops 

~-ip Spain during the Hapoleonic (fiasco in that country was or 
were" outrageous and Joseph Bonaparte was about as bad 
a King for the * qaaniards as he was unsatisfactory as 
a husband for that Baltimore belle named xatterson, or whatever. 
You may recall it was their son or possibly grandson, - Jerraoe 
Hapoleon Bonaparte, whobecame a cabinet member of the 
President of the United States, — perhaps under President 
McKinley or Roosevelt, or some such about the turn of 
the present century*
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L-ow much fun we are eventually going to have going 
t rough the Johnson diary together. You attribute 
too much knowledge to me concerning my ability to 
illumine the entries, but some of the people and 
episodes mentioned 1 chance to know something about, and, 
fortun tely, can respond to your observation that it 
would be interesting to know the idenitity of the 
Ufitchez planter who left his all to his colored family and 
maintained friendly relations with the Johnsons. I 
believe the man's name appears several times in the Diary.

He is Adam Bingaman.

4954

The Bingamans were married to the Burgets, and as 
the late Miss Jeanne (McDowell) of Oakland was a ~
daughter of the house of Sourget, Miss Jeanne was kin to 
the Bingamans. Fatherland plantation was the home of Adam 
gingaman in the suburbs of ^atohez. It belonged to Miss 
Jeanne at the time of her death. Fatherland adjoins Goat Castle, 
with Goat Castle to the -worth of the public road running 
from Blmscourt for a couple of miles Hast to the Liberty 
Hoad and Oakland. JSext to Goat Gastle on the same road, but 
further Hast, and still adjpining Fatherland, is Monetbello, 
home of Gabriel Shields, and his wife Katherine Surget, and 
after that comes Evergreen, once the property of Bliza 
Young, confidante and,extra-marital wife of Dr. William Lewton 
Mercer, etc., etc.

" . i

• ‘ ?

Adam Bingaman was probably the most lavishly endowed 
young planter in ante bellum "atahez. I Relieve he was a 
Harvard graduate, and L know he was a ’splendid Greek and Latin 
scholar, a1< the moment I forget the name of his wife, —  
one of the Hew York Schuylers or Livingstons. Fatherland 
was a fabulous place, — only the avenue remains, as was 
■another —of ~th air places, — Hunter's Hall. ~ Adam Bingaman was 
famous for his stables, President of the Dew Orleans Jockey 
Club and the country's most famous horserace of the ante bellum 
period, - run by Lexington and Lecompte, was run under 

^r. "ingamaij's colors. Socially he was the last word in 
what was best, his prigate dinners were famous for the quality 
of the ̂ guests, — Henry Clay, Bdward Averett, John Howard Payne, 
and so on, ne died in comparative poverty but had 
done what he could for his colored offspring, —  two daughters, 
if I remember correctly. I have heaps of data about him, 
including; a silhouette of him and the reproduction of a 
splendid portrait which Miss Jeanne lent me to have copied.
That is something else ^e shall put on our holding shelf for 
eventual reference, don t yon think.

: ** -  ̂ r>

We had a splendid rain last night about 2, and it has 
been cloudy all day. Pilgrims at 3, Bev. Coughlin at 4,
Irma ^omperyac Jillard and Julie Chopin Cousack, at 5.
our letter was so nice, 1 muse sny thanfcs again..,.

Wednesday, July 25th, 1951.
J

Memorandum;
now nice to find your Saturday letter in today's post.
The past three days must have been enervating to a degree, what 

with all thenew surroundings, customs and systems to explore and over 
come. I sincerely hope you will not try to write until you have 
become accustomed to some of these new undertakings, ^fter all, 
it is conservation of energy that is most important at such times, 
and I shall be the happier to know you are grabbing at ever available 
second for rest and relaxation during the adjustment period.

^ ......  How well I understand your feelings when you say you would have
^  ,A^*^Wbeen just as pleased, had there been no parting gift, especially as 
\ ,it was accomplished with such gracelessness. And yet how much

to be pitied is such a man, bereft of consideration for everyone and 
thereby® cutting himself off from about the only excuse for 
living. How lonely people like that must constantly be, and 
every added day and year growing more and more lonely. The absence 
of any imagination, the ignorance of the joy of friendship, these are 
but fragments from tne same block that produces all the confusion 
of the final days of your association and the nerve and^ selfishness 
to keep you slaving right up to the end of the association, and 
even beyond it. Cheating people of money must give the conscience 
some mighty unpleasant moments, but cheating one's self out of 
the admiration, pleasure and happiness that might so easily have 
been a satisfaction and a memory to be cherished, how much more 
regrettable is that cheating of one's self. Door man.

In spite of all these demands on your time and energy, it 
was so thoughtful of you to include several points in your letter 
that covered matters of interest to me. I am glad to known 
that nerr Sheen has been elevated to a Bishop's rank. 0 He is an 
interesting writer but perhaps will be even more interesting as 
a member of the upper crust of the Catholic hierarchy. I enjoyed 
some of his paragraphs and some of his chapters so much, but he fell 
from grace when he went dogmatic, - at least so far as my grace is 
concerned, and had the temerity to state that there could be but 
one, church and infalability must be accepted. The first is a matter 
of opinion merely and the second but to v foolery, and I was 
sorry to see a man who could turn so many neat phrases go off 
the deep end so completely.
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Dut long be foie this late paragraph I intended congratulating 
you on the brightness of your eye in having trncked down 
so soon in the Bun-Telegram columns the name of David Snell of 
whom we had spoken so recently. The mention of his name 
reminds me of the Madam and how she used to laugh when rehearsing 
in her memory some of the episodes attending Visits to Melrose 
by Ada Jack, her husband, John Snell and David, — the latter 
when quite tender in years. The uadam loved to recount David’s 
reaction to his Mother when the latter would start in his 
direction to correct some childhood fault* Little David would 
instinctively back slap up against the wall and begin screaming:

’’Don't you dare put your hands on me. Don't you dare put 
your hands on me.” °

The Madam always declared it was such a perfect carioatu e of 
the child1s mother that everybody used to laugh as they pictured 
John Snell after Ada uack, and the wife screaming the words that 
the child would learn-and recite back so perfectly when he, in turn, 
became the potential victim.

Dr. and Mrs. Agalara came to see me today and other 
pilgrims hailed from Kentucky and Florida. I was not particularly 
expansive in dispensing Southern hospitality for 1 was busy 
trying to get a privet hedge set out all around the newly placed 
fence on two sides, of the Bindery. T must say this is a mighty 
curious month to be planting hedge, but thanks to the excellent 
'fain of Monday night, 1 thought I would have a go at it and my 
guess is that it will probably grow alright, especially as I 
keep bearing in mind Mr. Bac'helier's admoition; ”fhe time 
to plant is when ever you are ready”.

Another thing 1 wanted to thank you for was passing alon^ the 
information about the new biography of Disraeli by the Dioken s biograph 
;I suppose this may possibly be recorded in London, as is a new 
biography of Bir Arthur Cpnanh, Doyle by Carr or possibly ^err, I don't 
know. I don t know much about the career of Sherlock Holmes' ceeator, 
but have oftSn heard many personal opinions expressed by friends, all 
of whom seemed to admire him. As a matter of fact that little lady of 
whom 1 have spoken so much at length during the past week was a 
correspondent of his, and letters between London and The Cottage 
flew back and forth at a gVet rate some years before ^onana Doyle's 
death. Poor Miss -Louise and all her manuscript tresors, and now 
only Cnanan Doyle, Miss Louise and the Good Dord know what has become 
of all these papers and letters.

A^ain my thanks for yon grand Saturday letter and again let 
me urge you not to try writing until after the initial hubbub subsides 
a little. You always know I shall always understand......

[i-tLuA ft $***>  ̂11 $
GV)

h

Ai
(Ia  aAv 'll vyjj-)

Thbrsday, July 26th, 1951. 4956

Memorandum: t

If you sometimes feel like the automobile whse 
engine, not in gear, is racing at a billion revolutions 
a minute while the car is standing perfectly still, then 
you know my present state of mind.

I had thought, except for the Knipmeyers, today would 
be so geared as to permit me to undertake a dozen things 
left undone from several yesterdays, and a whack or two at 
material I am preparing for one Daisie Dell on the morrow. But 
every undertaking, inside and out, was short circuited, and 
only just this minute have the last pilgrims departed.

But, fortunately, the last were,the best, — friends 
of Will Bercy, and from his home town of Greenville, MiSg#
I think shall be hearing from them in the future, and wherfcher 
I do or not, it was pleasant to see them tonight.

? |
Celeste is having a flock of people in tonight, and 

after this hour for returning to peace at the close of day,
I shall pass by to say Howdy to some of her friends and then 

return to this machine to pound out a few letters that have 
been too long neglected. I shall send some of the incoming 
epistles under cover in the next mail or so. I just got 
around to read d-qIqii’s today, for example, and although 
it requires no immediate answer, I like to keep all out- 
going.things up to date as much as possible. You;will enjoy 
Helen s letter. She certainly writes well, I must 
be sufe to recommend Dr, Halph Bunohefor the matter she 
asked about. , I shall enclose a personal letter to him, 
inviting him to pass this way, should he find himself in this 
part of the country,

, Before I forget i,t, T want to mention something the Hev.
David Coughlin told me the other day. He said, and after 
mature reflection, covering a number of years, he plans to give 
up his Episcopal ministry one year hence unless at the time 
members of his flock for some unforeseeable reason should need him 
very badly. He plans to sell his furniture and car, --he has 

no other assets, and with his wife a two children, perhaps 2 and 3 yyear 
old, and strike out for Hew 2eland to begin life all over again in 
whatever kind of work seems to be available ’’down under”. He
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wanted to make Brazil his home hut his wife, who reminds me a 
little of Celeste, thought the climate not good there, and so 
he , ave up that idea and after much persuasion, has convinced her 
^ew^Zeland is the plaice. seems to have made an exhaustive
study of tfhe place, climate, industry, government and so on. ne 
says it's impossible to make much of an income there because 
the place has for ever so long functioned under a kind of share 
the wealth" plans, with nobody making much and nobody in want.
All this came as quite a surprise to me, — not the share .the wealth 
angle, but the idea of pulling up stakes and heading Jest, as it 
were. Without trying to probe, I wanted to find out the primary 
motive for the move and porbably didn t succeed, since it may be 
simply a Daniel -̂ oone urge to keep moving, but that seems im
probable in such a conservative personality. #hat did seem to 
come to the surface in his conversation most frequently was the 
thought that in m qw Zeland, --and 1 guess must be spelling that 
name oddly, — he feels his children would have an opportunity 
to grow up without p.ch danger of getting within range of an 
atom bomb^ This, I guess, is the first instance I have encountered 
''^TITmairwith a family, and a wife of dubious hilp-mate attributes, 
feeling so strong' an urge to get away from potential disasters 
in this section of the civilized globe. Wfeen one considers tne 
sacrifices.involved, giving up an established career in middle life, 
to head oul for such a remote place, one mpist believe the 

° impulses behind it must be driving indeed.
1 asked him, perhaps a little crudely, if it would be^ 

poswilbe for Mrs. Coughlin to return to the United States if she 
found her new home not to her liking. He said that since 
the money from the sale of their furniture and car would be 
all expended in making the trip, all thought of coming back would 
have to be given up. My next question naturally wasn t voiced but 
I almost; felt as though 1 should do so: - What if on^arriving, 
something should happen to fhe head of the f amflily,..... *

And so everybody has his problems, and I, for one, am thnakful 
I don t have to enumerate among mine the possibility of heading 
out fOr such a strange place with no -possible return ticket.
Brazil I could esasily picture as a place I, myself, would 
thoroughly enjoy spending t̂ he balance of my days, and I reckon 
I could find much to interest me in any old corner of the world, but 
my imagination fails when 1 try to conjure up a mental picture of 
somebody like Celeste, for example, in ^ew south Wales. j

I asked Dora if he could tell me anything about how a family 
by the name of Clark got tangled up thHx in the Hinder Sewing 
Machine business, for 1 had visited the home of the ^larks near 
Copuerstown, "ew xork, a splendid rambling old one story house 
covering acres, it seemed, with magnificlefht barns built of field 
stone, s looking like medieval castles, what with the. great 
circular silos built not apart from the barns, but an intregal 
part of them, like turrets at the corners, ^ence his elucidation 
how the Clarks got into the picture. So much to talk about with
you, so little to say across the fence toward which I now head,.,.

of

i,uu.Mjoo»u

-̂Tv U a/ /̂vT
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Friday, July 27th, 1951.

Memorandum:
How nice to find your letter in today’s post. The 

hurly-burly of the day’s program impelled me to stuck it away 
safely in the armoir where it will await the secretary's 
appearance on the scene on the morrow.

The weather turned remarkably cool during the night and 
clouds slowed up the dawn. About an inch of rain fell during the 
morning and a pin point sprinkle lingered on until about 2 o'clock.

* € • ' *

Mrs. Coombs drove in with little ^iss Daisie Dell at 3.
Mrs. Coombs went on to contact Belief clients in the Southern 
part of the Parrish and Miss Garber and I went into a grand tour 
and a pretty complete one11 he tour terminated on the back 
gallery where without a moments pause we began jotting down paragraps 
for the article. The lady takes shorthand notes and that made things 
the easier and more expeditious.

Celeste had invited Madam Combs to join us across the fence 
for supper. The shrimp salade was excellent and while the ice tea 
and ice cream a pealed to the palate, they did not represent too much 
of a contrast with the coolish weather which remained in the 
upper 70’s all day, and seemed, b«y contrast with recent thermometer 
readings to be something in the zero neighborhood.

We had a social hour until 9 when Madam Coombs whisked the Garber 
lady back to town and by now, 1 suppose,,has put her on a Dallas bus 
which will get the lady back home by 5 o clock tomorrow morning.

I often ponder on the casual way people in this section of the 
country travel without ever seemingly giving much thought to 
distances. Today’s visit was a case in point. Dallas, for 
inst nee, is about 300 miles from Melrose . That is about the same 
distance as Niagara Falls from Hew xork and 1 can't ever recall 
anyone casually taking a jump to bake Mxie or Ontario for 
a six hour breather, and then turning around and re-covering 
the 300 miles as though it were a. matter of course. Of long trips 
I have made for a limited Si-ay before retracing ray steps, I suppose 
there have been several in the past but they were not part of 
my regular line of procedure. But it seems to me everybody 
down this way suddenly takes off for some remote place at the 
drop of a hat and everybody takes it as a matter of course
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In the morrow's dawn, I hope little Miss Daisie Dell, on 
rolling into Dallas, will not feel too dispapointed when she considers 
what she got in five or six hours to counter-balance the 600 mile 
jaunt it took: to get it.

Ihe card from Mdith Wyatt Moore certainly carries heartening 
news. How wonderful Miss Nellie is I reckon I had better 
get a line off to her tonight, too, assuring her we are all 
holding the tnought that she may kee-p the wheel chair 

rolliigmust thank you again for having given me such an enlighten
ing account of the new Heutchwangler book about Goya and to say 
now it set me to wondering about the descendanta of the.Duchess of 
Alba. If the same family has held the Alba title down through—  
the centuries, it must represent as unique a strain in 
Spain as does the Adams or Hoosevelt families in America If 
memory serves, the Duke of Alba of our day is quite a 
remarkable man, patron of the Arts, liberal inhis politics and 
what seems to be unusual for a Spaniard, genuinely concerned for 
humanity. It has been quite a long time since the death of the 
impress Augenie, but it seems to me I remember reading her will 
at the time and in it she named her nephew, the e of Alba, was 
ner heir. It seems to me his lovely white marble palace somewhere

P^si^ly Madrid, although 1 can't imagine anybody building 
^  that PlaG9» was sacked by the revolutionists about the time M n g  ^Iphonso was dethroned but that the Duke remained 

m  Spain during the public regardless. I used'to stumble 
over tno same title in, studying the history of Spanish 
domination of The Netherlands or the ±*ow ^oun ries or whatever 
nolland was called in those days when the unpleasant and im
possible task of making the Dutchmen "stay put" fell to the lot of 
the uke of Mlba, ^ut 1 suppose the same title may have 
bounced about from one family to another so that different centuries 
saw different families possessed of the dukedom.

Desk work and domestic chores prevented me from do.in" much 
gardening before the rains came this morning, but I was 
altogether enchanted to discover some mighty fine little reen 
persimmons on the trees of the Arenbourg drive, They are about 
} hQ csiz® of pecanes bu“f by October will have "grown
o man s estate . Isn t it nice to know they-are 'beginning to produce, —

At. ^elrose the new hedge aroundc the Bindery seem to have 
come through without knowing they ever had been moved, for now 
nfter a couple of days the leaves remain as crisp and green as ever 
without so much as a hint of wilting, and today’s moisture 
certainly puts the seal of success on their continued growth in their new situation.

r n arh ° 1S- on P®0aues to -rs. ^oloman for the icayune iu uctouer, I reckon she will be honoring me with
°“ tha; fflor*ow* -t hope you may find time to catch your breat/i this week eud....  *

fyg At,J
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Sunday, July 29th, 1951.

Aemor andum:
'Thirty million times repeated would not suffice to 

give much hint as to the happiness brought by Monday s 
letter and the surprise package coming through, according to 
your precise figuring, in Saturday’s post. The latter 
was a'complete surprise and I can’t recall seeing so many 
birthday presents in a sigle little package, — the 
present for Dr. Un&exwood, the birthday present from 
Lydia for Arenbourg and the bountiful supply of weed' 
for me.

As for Dr. Underwood, I am withholding his present for 
a day or two until some of the unopened mail has been 
disposed of. arenbourg will start celebrating forthwith, 
and as for me, I waited not a moment to do something 
about a "Kool-Ghesterfield" what with the weather being 
as it is# How much all this means to all of us,
Dr. underwood, Arenbourg and me and how often in the 
1 days immediately ahead will we jointly bless the one who 
so unfailingly in the past has so generously given of 
self to make our lives the happier. What an aura of light 
must radiate from the stars in your crown. In my prayers 
I always try to call on God in behalf of ray enemies but 
how much more can I hope to resist calling down greater 
blessings on the heads of those little little ^iss Ay&ia 
of Dyme,

And how kind of you to take time out to give me a glimpse 
as to how things turned at the beginning of'the week and the stat 
i8f a new line of endeavor. What a break that you could devote 
a little time to yourself in your accustomed office, and how 
fervently 1 am hoping things may eventually get "rigged up 
in the new location that will also permit a measure of 
privacy, too.

And thanks, too, for sharing with me the news from abroad. 
Qur poor friend must be quite confused in her present depressed 
state of mind, otherwise it would be difficult to 
understand how the could ever imagine salaries in America 
could possibly counter-balance the costs involved in a six 
months round trip to America, for surely few salaries in 
that limited space of time would cover her passage. And 
any position requiring little effort on the part of the applicant

op-Ldn t pay piucn *w

SjSIl
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It seems to me a visit to America, even of six month’s duration, 
would offer no sollution, either physical or financial hut rather 
in the end would tend to aggriv te the difficulties which have smoldered 
so lonw when her trip had been concluded and she found herslef 
hack in the same setu . 4 Brushing aside the prohahle million 
and one considerations making a complete creak both impracticable 
and i possible, it would seem to me t :e only hope for her would be 
to effect entry into the country with the right to remain. Without 
knowing anything about the present barriers, I assume this is next to 
an impossibility, -̂ ut even though it could be accomplished, I suppose 
s h e would hesitate about cutting the old ties binding her to her present 
residence and relations. In short, I find myself wo dering if she 
would ever be happy permanently in either place, wondering as I do at 
the same time if it would be possible for her to make a definite 
choice and stick to the final decision regardless. I suppose a measure 
of dissatisfaction with one's surroundings is a good thinfe in so far 
as it iinpellS'- one to strive-eonstantly to improve them, but when, 
as seemingly, this lack of satisfaction become chronic and one finds 
it impossible to find happiness in any place, trie struggle involved 
to put things to rights becomes futile and impossible. In thinking 
of her case, I sometimes wond r if erhaps the best possible thing 
for her might be to make up her-mind to make America her permanent 
home. If once she could get such an ideal well fixed in her mind, it 
would provide her with a target to be aimed at, and even though the 
oredeal before realization might be arduous: and long, it might at t .e 
same time provide .just the element required to help her through the 
present difficult times and hold the promise of a desired and real 
haven as the prize. Poor child, I feel so sorry for her, and yet I 
must tell you frankly that I believe that even though she were able to 
effect any such plan as outlined in her letter, on her return home 
after six months, she would shortly find herself in exactly the same 
pattern of problems, .and that is why, I suppose, it is so difficult 
for me to see any easy sollution to the present difficulty. I 
am woi..dering if Agatha knows anything about the present situation and 
what she thinks of it I used to think I sensed a certain inhuman 
detatchraent in her make up that might incline me not to accept her 
sollution of any human problem, but x would certainly be interested 
in her opinion.

Often, in thinkin of our poor friend, I find a memory of Yellow heril 
running through my mind concurrently. Perhaps I have mentioned that episoa 
I shall risk repeating myself. Yellow Period was a saffron colored cat 
and a nice guy, too. One night he must have beomce mixed up in a pro
longed argument in front of the old store and tumbled back and forth 
with his opponent endlessly through a big old mud puddle. Uext 
mornin,_: when i first saw him, all his fur1, from ear tip to tip of tail, 
was encased in a solid block of mud, perhaps half an inch thick, he 
must have fa len down exhausted after the battle and the stuff had so 
dried on him that he couldn't navigate, I turned on a faucet and 
holding him under the gentle stream, gradually divested him of the mud. 
-after drying him as best x could I let him walk off to stretch himself in 
the sun. ^alf an hour later, in a terrific hurry, I was walking along 
the path from my gallery to the gate and did not see him stretched out 
on the path, and stepped slap on him, - but hard. It almost 
crushed the life out of him and filled him with fright. ;,r1-

I  fe a th e red  him up, stroked his head for k while a n d . t h e n  flattened 
him out again i n  the sun to dry, already late, I  dasned hurriedly 
to the h o  s e ,  j e r k e d  o eu t h e  s c r e e n  door and l e a p  inside to ;_.rab 
whatever 1 was aftern when at the moment the screen door banged, there 
was a horrible scream, -•Hollow peril, unbeknown to me, having 
jumped up and followed me just far enough behind as to get his tail 
crushed in the door. Mud caked, half drowned, stepped on and finally 
smashed That day Fate was obviously dealing out bad cards .hoo fast 
and too furiously for cat or man to withstand. Chance and pocr 
judgement also had their parts to play in the piece, too, I reckon^dome 
times it seems as though similar things gang up on human beings^and 
try as one may to discover the answers, they seem to be so elusivet at 
one wonders if lime alone oan solve the riddles.

But all this exploratory talk is after all little more than talk.
If some common line of determination could be agreed upon by our 
mutual friend over seas and her American friends, I wonder if so ething 
really concrete could be striven for and possibly achieved. Perhaps, 
and this is but a possibility, the lady might eventually be able to 
make up her mind on some definite plan. Bay that the plan would 
be based on a desire to make her home in ^merioa permanently.^ If 
such a state of mind could be established and maintained unswirving1y, 
perhaps things could eventually be set in motion over tnere to make 
her departure possible, I have no doubt her American friends could 
and would be glad to round up funds for her passage and a balance to 
guarantee Her a livelihood after she reached these shores. I, for one, 
would be glad to do what 1 could by disposing of what books and 
precious bric-a-brac I possess to supply my shajre. I will gladly 
leave decisions and details in this matter to your own good judgement and 
I shall gladly be guided whole heartedly by your decisions. I 
presume it may be difficult if not i possible to eommuncate 
such plans to her by mail but perhaps some mutual friend during 
the months ahead may be able to pass them along by word of mouth. 
if, after mature reflection^ you feel the lady would-be in the end just 
as unhappy here permanently as she finds herself to be now with 
her relatives, then the solution does not lie in the direction mentioned 
above. Ierhaps you may come to the conclusion that the lady has 
scant chance of realizing a peace of soulon either continent until 
she has established a firm foundation for peace ofsoulin her own 
heart, only after which the external facade and situation could 
be seriously attempted. But whatever you decide, you will always 
know that if i have anything that will help the good cause along, it 
is entirely at your disposal to employ in any way you see fit.

And for the moment at least ^ am done on that score. Isn t it 
unexpected to find our solve way at the bottom of page 3 when usually 
we force ourself to remain within the limits of but £.
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b i r, .r Vy
a . r«a:

fhere as much society in town today when a couple 
Cloutiers wepe married to a couple of other people, hut 
I know not which were brides and whiQh grooms. It was 
a double wedding in the Catholic Church and some sort of a big ■ 
reception afterwards and hpî  part of the latter centered on 
Oaklawn, — "Uncle Bhanor’s" place slap at the end of the 
Bermuda bridge I know not. If you must have endless details 
alp out the clothes, flowers, food, etc., I might 
eventually go into that, I am hoping, however, that will 
not be imperative, The ladies were payhaps an hour late 
for dinner but it gave Ben, xat and me and opportunity to 
chat, which ordinarily we would not have had, what wit each usually 
going his separate Sunday way.

I read a bit last night in the Conanx -uoyle biography, 
and enjoyed what I read, friere have been two or three humorous 
things in the text that have struck me as amusing during the 
past"few days and I don’t recall if 1 mentioned any of them or 
not. £iere is one, and forgive me if  ̂ repeat; -

One English lady of title when the American and English 
press and public were in an uproar because Conan Boyle had just 
’’killed off” his famous iherlock Holmes character, declared to 
friends that she was so Repressed about the death, she had so much 
enjoyed ~herlock nolmes’ "Autocrat of the breakfast fable".

Wouldn't Oliver <»endell Holmes of Boston have loved that.
This hook was recorded in London and it is interesting’ to 

note one or two salient differences between the English and 
^ ierican recordings, for instance, in the present book, the 
rendition is done exceedingly well, but w..en the man who is 
recording feels an impulse to cough, he coughs, perhaps foitifies^ 
himself with a glass of water or some such, and blandly goes ahead. 
I doubt if any American records ever carried a cough or a sneeze 
on the part of any of its readers. I have no doubt such things 
have happened during the hundreds of records read, but such things 
are always eliminated from the finished disk. In short the 
mechanical perfection of the American records is almost flawless 
wwereas the human element in the English is sometimes strikingly 
appaxant, and in a way, somehow refreshing, Ibe surprise element 
of the occasional cough somehow moves me to smile and 
I've about come to the conclusion I rather like these little 
surprises every once in a while, which doesn’t mean I would 
crave a record demonstrating what happens when one is afflicted 
with whooping cough.

ut I have written much too long, and could I go over it 
and eut it in half I would do so to save your good time for better 
pursuits, it has been such a happy \ eor end and the aeepest thanks 
c ome s f r om Br. u nd e r w o od, “r e ab /u r g and me.... #

l-y)¥V v

Ilona ay, July 30th, 1951,

Memorandum:
foday Arenbourg and I have been celebrating but poor old 

Br. Underwood, although anticipating a new and more colorful 
costume', got disappointed. I had planned to rig him up when 
A,ir, Brew passed this way, but it is now 10:30 and I can see 
headlights of the tractors still ctiss-crossing the cotton 
fields'and half a dozen tractor drivers continue to spread 
their "ghastly dew" of poison up and down the rows, relentlessly 
carrying on their biological warfare against the boll weevil, 
army worm and heaven knows what all. ^t may be midnight 
before these engines of insect death have called it a day 
and by then -*r. ’Brow will have collapsed and I shall not see 
him before the morrow, ^nd so old i>r. underwood must take 
a page from my practice and play at patience for another 
24 hours.

fortunately for the postal department, today's in- 
comin mail was light and the few letters coming to hand weren't 
of any importance, l am sure, and since Br. Underwood takes 
hi disappointment stolidly, 1 shall do the same,

A&dy assisted at the Arenbourg celebration and while to the 
average on-looker, the festivities must have seemed prosaic enough 
they somehow satisfied everybody concerned, for it wasn t 
with an eye to waving a wand and bringing forth magical-blossoms 
in a jiffy that we labored but rather in anticipation of 
projects in planting we envision for three or four months 
hence. By preparing trenches for trees and beds for plants 
during this dry season, the work is accomplished much more - 
speedily, and the sub-soil, opened up to the sun, will 
supply many an element for luxuriant growth when, in cofoer, 
damper days, the actual planting is undertaken.

Twice today e ran into bubble bee urban centers, as 
you know, these colonies are designed asjs for atomic warfare, 
all being located under ground, it isn t easy to locate them 
andone s unsuspecting swish of a weed knife can stir up 
more excitement in a second as a whole hive begins to swarm 
than anyone who hasn t gone through the experience can 
imagine, although iPhad never thought much about the 
sensitivity of the bee's sense of smell, I suppose he 
has a very highly aevel ped one, and it is evident
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that when a human intruder is all a-drip with pets ©ration, 
every inhabitant of the hidden oity Gan auto atioally find 
his target as he issues forth from his darkened home- into 
the glare of a brilliant sun. But neither 'Andy nor 1 lingered 
to ar ue when the swarming suddenly began, and so we have 
no stings to nurse tonight and everything is calm.at ^renb nzrg,. t 

so I think one .might consider the day's undertaking a 
suecesBfiL moving from the insect to the animal world, I 
must report a peculiarity of i/ie Trau w hich. had 1 not 
’witnessed my seif, X should have had '"difficulty in believing.
-one pilgrims, before making the front gate today, had 
stopned at the store to receive the do-ahead signal and while 
within reach of the candy counter, bought- a gob of candy 
of a stick for the £ year old child accompanying the arty.
I believe the candy is locally called Butter fingers, or some such.
be that as it may, the child did ; t Been to err .ueh j
about the stuff and was waving it in -Lie xrau s direction on
reaching the fronts gallery of xucca. Die i’rau is a friendly soul,
and after a couple of oo. protestations, finally accepted
the proffered tidbit. Carrying it unhurriedly to the end
of the gallery, she stretched herself out at full length on
her side, holding the nutter finger between hex paws and
calmly proceeded to chew on the thing until she had
completely finished it off. Bone of my cats ever cared much
about anythiii sweet and 1 never heard of a eat going in xox
candy before. X suppose there must have been some
flavoring in the thing tnat had a mighty strong appeal,
for undoubtedly 90 percent of the thing had sugar as its
ingredient and a sweet-toothed tabby is so ething all
out of line with the usual pattern of cat ways in this
bend of the river.

Ihe travel schedule for local citizens remains 
active, what with rat taking off to or row for x*ew Ur-loane 
to be sworn in as a lawyer. On his return, he 
plans to visit his parents in the Houston area and thence to 
the “Ho drande valley for a brief call on his grandmother 
living there. from across cthe fence X hear talk about 
South -Louisiana and Government agencies seem to 
have no end of prospective seances scheduled for all over the 
nation. ±t is so O*ood to measure ^renbourg as my mo^t 
remote point of p departure and it is pleasant to feel 
the same satisfaction in "staying put" as those experience 
who no doubt contemplate wit impatience the prospect of 
taking off lor almost any place at intervals of unimagined 
frequency.

Must apologize for the quantity of words, - mine and 
others, going forward in yesterday's post. I should have 
balanced things better by sneing but a line today, and that 
line, tahhking little ~iss ~oe on behalf of arenbour , -nr. u. and me
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'.Tuesday, #uly 31st, 1951.

a error andum:
n

How nice to find your Thursday letter in this morning's 
post. I was so glad to have such a pleasant el:at with you 
before you folded up your office and moved up a peg, as it were.

The best news your letter contained had to do with your 
rest period during the 'Tuesday night broadcasts* On awaken
ing, such losses are a distinct surprise and disappointment, but on 
second thought, it is so good to know you were thus able to 

net a little extra rest, and even such a limited amount was 
worth a billion times'more than any broadcast ever contrived.

The balance of Thursday, following your letter, and Triday were 
bound to have been mighty busy days and undoubtedly confusing 
and tiring , as such new undert kings invariably are, ̂ but 
I am hoping you had a chance to relax a little for dinner and 
so feel a little relaxed when the curtain went up on "The Hing and ", 
Perhaps you received the letter from ^elen about “the same time 
or a few days later, and it will be interesting to learn if 
yon found the Siamese rendition of "La Basa d'Oncle Tom’ 
as entrancing as did little «*iss Baldwin.

I had to deny myself the pleasure of reading the;clippings 
tonight, as t£e day's post was fairly heavy and I didn't 
finish, didn t even op jn some of the letters, - a larger assort
ment than usual because of the paucity of yesterday's batch, I 
reckon. But X am looking forward to exploring’ each clipping 
on Wednesday or Thursday, and in advance of reading i>r. Barnes' 
o^itua&ry, 1 should like to thank you for having thought of 
me and passing: it along. X # 0f course, had not heard of his 
death, and in view of various personal opinions expressed by 
people who had contacts with him, X shall be doubly interested 
to learn what the press had to say about him.

£erhaps it is general knowledge, perhaps it isn't, — one 
quirk Dr. Barnes had. This was told le either by Alfy ^aurer 
or Arthur Jonas, X don’t recal which, although both knew 
the man pretty well, and, as the obituary may report, it 
was Alphy, Gertrude Stein and ^atisse who acted on Dr. Barnes' 
behalf*in rounding up his Trench impressionists. The 
slightly insane twist of Ĵ r. Barnes that 1 had in mind was his 
mania for moving behind the walls of his museum where his collections 
were displayed, the building being so wired that Dr. Barnes could
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hear the opinions expressed by people viewing the collection.
If ti.ese remarks ̂ ere not favorable, ur. ^arnes would go into 
a furry and an attendant would i mediately he sent from 
tile master, hearing a card to tne visitor, asking him to 
leave the museum immediately, i always had the impression 
tne old fellow was mighty odd and mighty disagreeable.

There were a couple of economic royalists at supper, and 
they concurred with the master in expressing the hope ^r.
/aft mi ht et the Presidency. I, naturally, demurred applause.

of t h men said he based his enthusiasm solely on financial 
.rounds/Truman is such a spendthrift, faft has always 
demonstrated he is opposed to useless expenditures . I took 
t!,is position, - that Taft is a worse speadtunft t.nan  ̂ ,
Truman Taft led the fight to remove all control over prices, 
declaring they would the sooner strike a normal level in 
line with t e* control figures or lower , and he has led tne 
fi ht a a Inst powers to contro inflation. Of war contracts, 
involving 7 billions, 10 billions must now be paid to 
secure the same goods while oppositions to rent controls by 
fait have made it often difficult, sometimes impossible 
for manufacturing centers to attract a equate^labor supplies, 
you think that line sounded just like frank ^dwards. m e  
most satisfying thing- about tne discussion was that everyone, I 
am sure, left the table feeling just as he did before sitting
down, i kQar the MacArthur speech you mentioned although 1
did hear it summarized by the co mentators, I suppose he 
mi ht be as strang a candidate as the republicans could muster,
I have heard’ladies go into raptures about him, and 
especially the way he wears his clothes, --the same vote getting 
potentials possessed by Jimmy Walker who undoubtedly got many a 
vote on such a profound reason, ^ac~rthur certainly has

ood radio personality, too but I think the tfard politicians 
would be afaaid to nominate him and his Olympian pose 
would probably cost him a lot of votes as candidate.
Hv guess is he would have been an easy winner in any election 
between 1865 and 1912 but like Ilessrs. noov r , baft and all, 
ne lacks tne ability to convince‘the electorate of his 
interest in the humanities, and so profound was the impact 
of f. h. 3, in this field that it is do btful in my mind if any 
candidate without such a gift can make but a poor show against 
anyone who has it to any traceable uegree whatsoever. i*iter 

' a long time to pCnder on the matter, 1 s pose that is just t;.e 
reason, so puzzling at the time, !why Mr. Truman won and ~*r. 
bewey lost in 1948.; spanking breeze and a slight shower about 4 o^cloc^
this afternoon followed in sharp contrast t6 a stuffy, sultry morning 
I thitlk I am going to read a little, but it is such a good night to 
sleep .1 shall probably major in that,.....

Wednesday, August 1st, 1951.

Vegetation leaps skyward
Memorandum:

Hot and humid without any rain, 
as human forms wilt and sag.

But many a plant and tree has over extended leaped too far, and 
now that berries, fruit and flower-clusters have increased the 
weight on the supporting stems, a general collapse of the greenery 
at Arenbourg and ^elrose gives a droopy appearance tomajor 
concentrations in the gardens.

fo correct the matter a little, 1 have driven iron^ 
stakes into the ground, encircling' and criss-crossing them 

with a net work of ropes, two or three feet from the ground, 
fhis arrangement affords the plants some support, although i 
'they insist on growing slap along, they will probably start 
toppling again within a week or so. But for the moment at least 
they can get a new lease on life and perhaps *ugu t will have 
less moisture and growth will accordingly bo slow down a little.

The pilgrims trade continues in spite of the heat. But 1 
am giving "slow motion" tours, and since there is more 
plunder than anyone can assimilate in crisp ozone, there are 
certainly vast reservoirs of things to claim the casual visitor s 
interest, even though 1 neglect to point out more than a tenth
or the stuff.

Borne people from Sioux falls or bioux Bity, Iowa, just back 
from Mexico Oity were morning visitors and because I had had plenty 
of occupation before they arrived, I inspired tnem to tell me all 
about their native Iowan heath and the wonders they saw in 
Mexico let tin. them absorb any atmosphere they might chance 
to blot up at *^elrose merely by exposing them to pleasant vistas 
while they spoke of other places. fhis afforded c°nsi^er^ °  
relaxation while f got a good travelogue gratis and I think the 
people had a tood time telling of their experiences, *nd 
in view of all they probably wanted to remember about doings 
south of the border to relate to the home folks, they _ 
would arrive at their destination witf\ an ample bag of trices 
which wouldn't reveal any scarcity of details, even though 
they took away scant pickings from this bend of nane -Ivor.
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I have thought of an idea for some a/ticle for the Picayune 
which x can do fairly easily, 1 think, with Mrs. Holoman, 
and I shall take t e matter<up with her this week end when she 
drops "by,

I haven't thought of a name for the series as yet, 
hut the Picayune always reserves the right to select its own 
titles, so that will he their worry, not mine, All 1 
hove to do is to sell them the idea that these articles, if 
published, would create general interest for the average reader 
and in various sections of the State tend to increase Picayune 
circulation.

There are about 64 counties or parrishes in Louisiana.
One article for each should he planed. Mach article, 
covering a double page in the*Magazine Section, would 
carry a air sized picorial map of the individual Parrish, 
and perhaps two or three fairly large pictures of the 
outstanding scenes, historic buildings or commerical unit 
in the Parish, The text*would not be extended, merely summing 
up in readable form the salient factors in the Parrish. Phe 
series would carry some title; - "Louisiana Fragments, or 
some such, with a sub-title, Part 1 -- Hate itoches Parrish, 
or ^art 2 —  Bapides ^arrpsh, or some such, and so through out 
the role of *arrishes.

What do you think of such an idea for appal alike to 
publisher for circulation and for reader who certainly woul. 
like to read about his own and adjoining iar ishes, and 
possibly something about others adjacent or knwon to him 
through personal visits or acquaintances living there.

If the idea is accepted by the Picayune, the material 
r3quired can easily be obtained from Chambers of 
Commerce in the respective £arrishes, and little pictorial 
maps oan be *fairly easily contrived, 1 think.

If the idea catches, wve shall know it a month before 
publication of the initial article is released, and during * 
that interim, 1 shall write nelan Baldwin and hdith Wyatt 
Moore, conveying the idea to them for the States of Texas 
nd Mississippi, so they may get an opportunity to sell the 
same idea to one of their leading state papers.

Well, so things turn, and I must turn to a couple of 
letters which ought to be answered before 1 begin folding,
I think of you so often, hoping your week is running smoothly 
and the new routine is turning out advantageously.....

Thursd ay 4 august 2nd, 1951.

Memorandum;
'’cloudy to partly cloudy, with widely scattered 

showers” said the leather Man, -_and not a wisp of cloud 
put in an appearance from dawn to dark.

jjx. Knipmeyer reported one of his largest clincis on record. 
It is remarkable that when there is planting to be done, or 
hoeing or gathering of cotton or pecanes, nobody bothers going 
to th! eliuM to do anythin* about their health, hut they 
make up for lost time when seasonal lulls develops.

One baby brought to him this morning was running a 
temperature of 105. ne decided the family p h y s ic ia n m ig h t  
well be consulted and sent the mother and child across ded ^iver 
to Montgomery to Dr. Kuhlmaftn. What with polio flying aboux, 
family physicians are recommended by the clinic when signs 
PS  lithe direction oi the summer scourge.

Dr. Knipmsyer wanted to read me the article about 
Paris in last week's Life but circumstances pervented it, and 
so ate holding it over fox our setting next week.

-a-ir plane dusting of the cotton began at some strange hour 
before dawn with my secretary going to town before 4 a.m., 
with a truck load of the poison to load tne same m  the plane 
after its frequent forays from fe its home base down to this 
bend of the river, as the same secretary will be spreading 
oeath with the same type of poison, blown from a tractor all 
tonight up to 10 or 12 o clock, he found himself with 
a deserved lull at mid day and so I was able to get caught up 
a little on some of my correspondence. I am particularly 
indebted to you for the pages from the Johnson Diary, 

goes without saying that 1 read them all with relish and found 
many of the entries hilarious.

I have always wanted to take time out to look into the 
William Johnston who was instrumental in brining emancipation 
'Tbrbo'The~^arriet Battles orbit. I am under the impression 
William was some kin, perhaps father or brother of James, 
Johnston af Church dill. James lived down through the 
Civil war and was ’remembered keenly by certain members Oi tne 
Dunbar family of whurch dill, for James Johnston was
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executor of the will of Olivia Dunbar, whose estate at the 
time of her death was valued at over one million dollars but 
when final settlement was made by the executor, following the 
war, it was reported by him to have been insolvent, which, as 
you may imagine, occasioned considerable eye brow raising. It 
was this same James Johnston who, as a youth, was a frequent 
dinner guest of ■“hr. ^efferson at Monticello, prior to 1825, 
of course, and in his -declining years, the same James Johnston 
was the friend of Robert Bacon whom 1 used to visit at 
his Church Rill plantation

The fostlethwaites mentioned in the -̂ iary built Olifton, 
occupied by brands: 5?sn Bu&get during the Civil »*ar, - the 
mansion the Yankees blew up during the occupation. It stood 
on the cliffs at the Berth end of the esplanade, at the lower end 
of which, - perhaps a mile away, stood Rosalie, - the 
two mansions in ante bellum times having terminated the expanse 
of the public gardens running along the top of the bluffs, 
overlooking the Mississippi.

I included olf Reverend Rotts in the chapter, ”Men of God”
I did ns on Ratchez, but I have almost forgotten him, and must 
rummage around and see if R can find that chapter. The 
Rims, home of the Rotts which they sold at auction, ̂ according 
to the -^iaries^, eventually became the home of the Kellogs of 
today, and “*r. ^ellog, you may recall, is a £' and son of 
Madam Beaumont of "LoJ I gave birth to a daughter” fame,

I must run through the transcripts again when I have an 
opportunity to pause over some of the other names, fhe Hendersons 
mentioned were undoubtedly great aunts of Mary -Lambdin of Mistletoe, 
and one of these wreat aunts who married a Smith, on being 
widowed at their ^antua plantation home, married a second time,—  
Benjamin Chase.

A pause, as between this paragraph and th above, a 
tao on my screen door caused me to glance in that direction.
1 saw a pair of eyes, a broad smile revealing a couple of rows 
of white" teeth and lower down the red, white and green swag 
of a huge slice of watermelon, fho Bthopian announced that 
"the h 0ss done sont you this”, - a quarter of an enormous 
melon, and chilled from having been in the deeper cooler all 
day, 1 reckon, I really did need mucch assistance in 
managing the thing, and Rthopians, notoriously fond of the fruit, 
could do much by way of lending a hand, ^t least I feel 

quite arctic inside, and shalo probably knock off quite a 
few extra epistles tonight before folding up. Do hope 
you are within reach of something cool-ish, too..,..
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Friday, A ugust 3rd, 1951,

Memorandum:

Dr. Underwood, as you see, has chosen today for oelehrating 
his birthday,

?rom where I sit, it loots as though the party is Spiff ...ht “nd from where you sit, he loots as bright as a button,
"l hSe. L^ay, it'*s your party and Dr. Underwood appears to 
be traoking stright and 1 am as happy as a clam.

Both heat and humidity have been high today, tion has oozed easily and so 1 haven t minted much. I seemed esnatred most of the time as^from head to foot, but 
I reckon^the trickle in the neighborhood of the .
the more pronounced since waB for Dai si ©Dell to stirrthink of a suitable story I.am outlining for naisie ■uwtr + up ^  Ea o f h M  odd moments. If only her moments don t get too
odd, Perhpais something like ,

"She Wasn*t WAG to Washington"
or some such might be nice.

Be that as it may, I shall send an outline of a story to 
little Miss Daisie Dell, ashing her if ^ ^ s e t t s 1
filling it in. It will reyolv® an U *  a oldie r in the American gal who masqueraded as a Continental S?R~1Q*  ̂ . r 6Revolution util she got shot and unmasked. I thinkmore 
people ought to know something about the Rady and if she can he engineered into some kind of a magazine tale, ®he
ought to make ripping material f<°r iim@toestep up itsthe Army wants to trot out some patriotic film to step up i
campaign for WAG enlistments.

swart:
onSS ofV the^latt er chapters* of Esther lores' Baul Hev«. and from 
then on, I have been pondering what we aan do with her.

If little Miss Daisie b®ll oan do it, she ought to hang
flounces on the skeleton being sent £er . butsomething that in print would be up to tabloid standard, u 5  She his to incline toward something more conservative, the 
thing might be. brushed up for something appropriate f

• _ . _ _-i____ n<hn«< •+• "U ci nnnvitrv 1 S
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Sunday, August 5th, 1951*

Among today*s visitors was some cousin or possibly second 
cousin of the nenrys whose r.usband is a hanker in town* I had 
never laid eyes on her before but she seemed to know me.
She wanted to walk about the garden a bit and walk she did, but 
crossed no thresholds, for it was late and she was dull. I don t 
know what impelled her to get this far afield but I suppose 
it was pleasant to be riding with all windows of the oar 
open, although 1 should have preferred "staying put’ in the 
house with all windows closed and an electric fan going a 
mile a minute. She explained the reason for her visit was 
to invite me for dinner -fomorrow night, imagine. What 
brought that on, I haven t the slightest notion. One bit 
of bait she threw out coyly was the fact that there is to be 
some kind of a public frolic in town tomorrow sfcww night, 
the high point of which will be a beauty contest, further 
imagine, if you can. Uaturally I refused both invitation 
and bait. I reckqn beauty may well be skin deep for some 

people, but it isn t for me, and whenul think of a parade of 
diazy blondes as a°come on for a dinner engagement, that is 
just a little too much. Besides 1 shall be having 4rs.
Holoman and her pilgrims on Saturday aftenoon and in this weather 
and that assortment of people a bar rather than a diner will 
appeal to me more and 1 shall end up by patronizing neither.

A card f$om %ssKate in her inimitable style reports 
Bon t you love the wayt she puts an 0 or an © to 

stand for theoword nothing. Up wonder my secretrary has 
difficulty with her messages, — and especially the phrases 
reading ,f0 new”. She does threaten to pop in on us one 
of theses days* unannounced, and that is always good.
She also reported that her old friends, ^ertha and hope Haupt 
are? also going to "pop in" on me. !t certainly looks like a 
popping time just ahead. ~

I saw J. a moment.early this morning. I asked for news 
from Memphis, H* said he had heard from the General who said 
little Stephen is looking worse. I thinkof *he parents 
whom 1 know better, but 1 also think of the wife* and then 
I think of Anita and before l know it so many things seem out of 
joint that I find it sheer good sens© to transfer my thoughts 
and energies to whatever chances to be to hand about which I actually 
can do something.

t Bast night * got around to answer nelen*s letter which 1 
f know you enjoyed as much as I did. Out of a "clean sky 
the other day, Bxtw remarked'*Miss Helen's letters read good 
but Miss IS. *s just read theraseIves'*,-.... -

nQ new"

Memorandum:
* e

How nice to find your Monday letter in Saturday's post.
I am sorry the week end afforded so little repose.

In my opinion there must be considerable satisfaction in 
turning a leg of lamb to a neat and palatable viande, but 
when it has to be sandwiched in btween a work-a-day whirl of 
uncharterad undertakings, it is distinctly on the side of 
"out of order". Since your letter arrived, I have been holding 
t e thought that this week end may have been less cluttered up 
with entertaining anyone but your own g’ood self.

That the new line of endeavor embraces such a fleok of 
unimaginative Arabic numerals provides something for reg.et.
I am hoping that after the system becomes more familiar, the 
totals may not seem so formidable and you may discover some of 
those vast magnificiences of precision that I have heard mathematfcians 
talk about wit suchoenthusiasm, — glories which I don't mind con
fessing * could never comprehend but which must be there, such 
considerable satisfaction is express about them who have 
the capacity to comprehend.  ̂reckon much will depend on the 
personality of the individual who presides over these magical 
tablets. 1 hope he may turn out to be ever so human. That quality 
goes so far in making any undertaking the more pleasant. But if 
he doesn't prove to be such and if the plethora of numbers fails 
to bring-forth any enchantment for the one marshalling them together, 
then perhaps some other line of pursuit can be sought that 
may have somethig to do with making figures but is not actually 
concerned with getting all tangled up in them. I shall await 

reports as to how the carpet unrolls with keen interest.
It was sob good to learn that "The King and I" turned out 

so beautifully and so much to your satisfaction It - seems to me 
a heard part of one tune from the piece but the static was 
scrambling the air waves so much at the time that I couldn't grasp 
much meledy. But perhaps the marvelous coloring of the sets, the 
grace of the dances and the charm of the ensemble is of such 
quality that the music at best needs but a secondary status any how.
Be that as it may, I am as happy as a clam that you had this 
interlude ©f rich entertainment at the end of a confusing week and 
before you had to assume the role of hostess for that gentleman 
who somehow reminds me of the merchant planter in the unending 
circulation department.

I can'
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I can't imagine how you found time to make the transcript 
of Miss Louise^ obituary during all these days when so muoh has 
claimed every waking moment of your time and energy* But 
I do sincerely thank you for your kindnessl shall like the scrapbook 
entry the more because of this Added touoh of your own true 

hand.
And may a tell you how much I enjoyed the Fragonard account of 

how the better perfume should be made, The whole thing was filled with 
information and oharm. A thought the final touch about the 
rocking of the boat to put the proper touch to the finished 
essence was wonderful* If I should undertake feeling with 
alchohol, it will not be in mixing it with butterfly lilies, I 
thing, but sucheuld L ohanoe my mind, I can always round up 
a skiff on ^ane ^iver and have a go at rooking the boat for a few hours 
while the perfume proceeds to get to whatever state it is expected to 
reach. I am trying the dry rather than the wet method, however, 
more or less using the patter^1 recall so vaguely about preparing 
petals for a rose jar. It is still a little early to determine what 
if any success is likely to attend my efforts. In the back of 
my mind, however, is that haunting thing Aurellia opined when 
presented with a fine wine glass of the sloe liquor, concocted with 
such leving care: —"Put me in mind of that hog wash we used to 
like 'when children.*^

The weather has been cooperative, so far as the drying process 
is concerned. It has been well over 100 for several days, and 
although eaoh night the thermometer reading has dropped to 20 or 30 
degrees below the neon high, even so the mean level continues 
unusually high* Saturday morning at 5, for instance, it was 80, 
the coolest hour in 48. That ought te be helpful in stirring up 
the butterfly lily jar even though on more prosaic things like 
cotton, it tends te make the incipient bolls drop from the plant.
Centra^ to popular notion, it really can be too hot for cotton it seems, 
and at the moment we are in it.

A short in my heading Machine put it out of kilter Saturday 
night* I have* so muoh desk work to do and am so far behind on my 
radio listening, I am just going to let the machine remain 
where it is until *Lhursday when I shall send it in to town by 
Dr. ^nipmeyer for Ars. uoombs, should the latter not chance to 
pass’-this way before then.

We didn't accomplish much Saturday afternoon, what with 
the heat and-Mrs. Hoi ©man arriving at 3 and leaving at 4. But 
it did give us an opportunity to go over some material and 
ohart out some methods of proceedure for the series of articles 
on -Louisiana, £ar±ish fcy *arrish. I am writing to about 30 Chambers 
of Commerce for data and she willlknook off a similar number, and 
so we may be able to get somewhere when she returns on Thursday.
Se things turnand my thoughts throughout the week will be turned 
primarily in your direction.....
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Monday, August 6th, 1951,

Memorandum:

I had another little vignette from The Cottage 1 wanted 
to mention in yesterday's Memo, but I arrived at the end 
of the page before L realized it, and so a shall start off 
with it now, so 1 shall not leave it out a second time.

Dr. Hand, who passed by Sunday afternoon, had been in 
Hew Orleans during the week where he had seen Miss Bradley 
with whom he had gone to The Cottage a year or two age. He 
got this information from her, a friend, and perhaps relative 
of Miss Louise.

At one end of The ^ottage was a huge aeelia, I guess 
about the largest in this part of the world. Aunt Cammie and 
I used to just stand and admire it, it was such a cloud of 
white lovliness when in flower. Miss Louise thought it was 
planted early in the 1800*s. It's branches spread over an 
area about equal to that displaced by the average size house.

A few years ago a man offered Miss Louise three thousand 
dollars for it. She declined. Almost immediately after 
her death, however, her sister, Mrs. Ellis, to whomfthe Madam and 
I always referred to ungraciously as "fat Mrs. Duck", offer the 
same plant to the same man for half the sum, #1,500^00.
The man accepted, and by some miracle of modern moving which 
I understand not at all, the plant with all its enormous root 
system, was taken up, —Dr. Hand thought in sections, which I 
can't understand either, and moved all the ?way from St. Eranois- 
ville, Louisiana to Orange, Texas. The man who purchased it 
was none other than the same Mr# Stark on whose estate live 
the Kleisers.

Dr. Hand said there is a little island in a little lake and 
a little hill on the little island, and there, slap on the 
top of the mound was planted the great white azelia. It 
came into flower shortly after it, had found its new home, and 
appearing as it did to greatest advantage, - green water 
below, blue sky above, it was really a sight one would be 
likely to remember for ever.

How I'm beginning to wonder what else Eat Mrs. -Luck sold off.
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*As for doings on the home front, the program seems to 
have teen pretty much a duplicate of the past week:. The 
thermometer is high and there is scant air stirring.
The pilgrims continue, with an accent on departing
professors and wifes tv) whose summer school sessions at 
the college close this week;. Today* s hatch were fairly dull, 
hut not so dumb as some 1 had last week from whom I wasn t able 
to extract so much as a grunt, let alone an nQhi” or an - n i n  t i! - V '•***

But there was Respite in the midst of things when friend 
Postell dropped in to see me* Among other things, he said 
he wanted to tell me something which he had at last experienced 
and which he had never been able to understand when 1 had mentions 
the problem to him, — the ability of getting five minutes alone to 
one's self, living in the Crescent uity, he had contrasted the 
swirl qf human life in .that metropolis with the big open spaoes 
along uane ^iver and couldn't really believe it would be 
so difficult to be alone if one really wanted to be. now
he says he finds he is much more by himself in ew Orleans and 
that'during the past couple of weeks while on the Joyeous Coast, 
he has done nothing but flit with wife and children from one 
frolic or another and endless chit-chat goes on endless without 
a word of interest to him,being spoken. This afternoon he 
simply ran out on the family and came down for a go-round 
with me and some advice on how to get in touch with some 
local planters like the Jones through whose acquaintance he 
hopes to understand the .contemporary cultural manifestations 
of the region the better. < *
T ^e has been doing quite an exhaustive study on the 
slave'concentrations in America and says the two areas where 
there were the most were in the enviros onf Charleston, S., C., 
andon both baks of the Mississippi between Hatches and 
(xreenville, Miss. He says it <is quite impressive, how much 
darker the map looms for colored slave population around 
Hatches and how it lightens noticeably as one moves South 
toward the big sugar plantations surrounding Hew urleans. 
naturally there were plenty of slaves on the sugar plantations, 
but the areas were so vast and the population so sparse that 
the batches area with less wide open spaoes held a far 
greater number. Without ever giving the matter any thought,
I kad always assumed, I suppose, that the spread was more 
or less even*

But here we are again, at the foot of the page. Ho-hum, and 
my reading machine is out of whaok. Well, so much earlier to bed.

h'

- jk.c, ĵ|

Tuesday, Augu t 7th, 1951.

Memorandum* ^ ^
How nice"to find your Thursday and Friday letters in today's 

post.
And before saying anything else, may I express my 

astonishment and delight at your brightness of eye and 
ability to achieve the impossible, as demonstrated by your 
immediate discovery of full particulars about the 
Alba. That is really extraordinary, and you get an extra big 
bright star in your crown —  slap. ?

I was somehow surprised but delighted to learn Cecil 
Beaton is still making excellent phorotraphio portraits.
X remember him from way back and he was good then.

After reading the article about the proposed highway from 
source to mouth of the Mississippi I shall lend it to 

Dora X know X shall be interested and he most certainly 
should be. xt seems to tie in so nicely with his idea about
the park system.

And may I rush on to say how glad 1 am the prospect lor 
the past week; end seemed so promising. ?.sin?®?9H 3 2 P® everything materialised according to “oyle. And isn t 
it nioe lor him and lor you that the little one is Seing ° 
have a breather at home belore school starts. * or that will mean
a breather lor others, too, and heaven k n o w s ta lllm deserve one. Ai time marohes on, the more wisdom seems to shine 
lorth in the ‘Aadam's emphatie oontention that everyone ought to 
have a separate ;house. The laat that several distmot 
personalities lived at Alrosa happily or so many years is 
undoubtedly due in part to this assertion. Perhaps that is 
why courtiers are said to have murmured almost pleadingly 
to W s  XlV, "3ire, Marly". as parisheners lervently 
prayed Godj "Heaven, please*. And perhaps alter arly, the 
little larm at Trianon became so popular, a ™ * 0™  £
his own little bouse, and even Seigneur and le eine were 
so considerate as to be intimate nei**°rs> respective domiciles were by the covered gallery. Anyway,
I P am holding the thought your week end was comparatively 
solitarv and that more tljan anything you did precisely nothing., 
exopet turn through the Colorado Uuide out ol sheer indolence and 
pleasure. And how remarkable, too, you lound one so soon.
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<And thanks,'too, for giving me som idea of your 
response to Anita and additional hits of information regarding 
her present situation as revealed hy your conversation with 
Agatha. I am not surprised that we see eye to eye regarding 
the necessity of Anita making up her mind as to what definite 
line of endeavor she wants to strive for. I am 
under the impression much of today*s confusion is the result 
of a flook of indefinite decisions and perhaps only half 
realized dreams that were never very completely explored as 
to ultimate consequences. I d n*t know who in the world can 
ever think any aspiration through to any kind of a con
clusions, there are inevitably so many mnforeseen circumstances 
arising along the way* hut once in a while the individual, to 
survie at all, has to decide on one course and head for it 
with all his might, regardless of what does arise, and suoh 
a point, confronted and perhaps side stepped in the past, has 
again arisen, and ought to he faced with grim determination, I 

• think, let the chips fall where they may. Except for that 
one free negro of Civil iyar time ^ashington^of which I spoke at 
length some years haok, I know of no one who can have his oake and 
eat it toe, and I fear th^t is the hig problem facing Anita 
today. It appears she can t quite make a go of it in 
#urope and yet hasn t quite got enough courage to break away 
completely and try fiaking a go of it here. Of course it is 
just possible that in view of the unhappiness and high nervous 
state in which she has floundered so long, it may well be 
impossible for her ever to find contentment in either place.

I was wondering, since one can t ask her directly about 
coming here to life, what with the°chanoe other eyes might 
see the letter, if it would pernaps be possible to inquire 
if both husband and wife ever considered making their home here 
and recommending that tit might be sound advise for one of them 
to come first and secure a measure of foundation for a 
permanent home, with the understanding that once this has been 
achieved, the other might follow. So that the husband might 
not jump at the chance to be the first to move, it might be 
pointed out that opportunities forwomen to secure places seem more 
favorable than for men. Shis, of<course- is merely a thought. 
«Then, too, there is the somewhat disquieting thought in the 
background that in view of all she has gone through and 
her naturally frail health, the lady herself is in slight 
condition to sustain herself anywhere under favorable circumstances. 
I think she is the type who expended most of her strength by 
using up her nerve reserves in her day to day existence in 
the 1920*s and 1930's, and that, by most scales of measurement, 
would just about have depleted her reserves by 1950.

0£*0 fjlitfQ I L O  % « OOv , Bi *
Well, we shall await her next letter and in the mean time 

continue to keep a mind open for thoughts of other possible 
sollutions. The day began

4 9 8 0

Wednesday, August 8th, 1951.

Memor andum s

Again I found myself unexpectedly at the end of 
the page last night before I had spoken of the good news coming 
from Atlanta and Miss Nellie's wonderful recovery. Aside 
from the amazing strides made by surgery in pinning a broken 
hip together to make recovery for even the aged so 
surprising, there must also be taken into oonsidotation, I 
suppose, the faot that Miss life Hie herself has such remarkable 
courage to carry through^

Often Mrs. Brandon has spoken of her mother and how 
for the last 7 or 8 years of her life while living with her 
daughters in Atlanta, she had to remain in bed, following 
a fall that broke her leg or her hip, I don't recall which.
I have no doubt the rememberance of her mother's invalidism 
over such a long period must have made a profound and depressing 
effect on the daughter when she first realized she had 
suffered a like injury, and the whi will to recover 
and move about again, even though at the moment it be on orutohes, 
must represent much more force from within than many of 
her casual fribnds might realize.

Sometimes I ponder on all the changes she has experienced, 
her two distinguished grandfathers, Dr. harper of 
Baltimore and B. 0. Wailes of Adams bounty9 the 
amenities of life the Fontsylvania plantation pres-suppoed during 
her girlhood, the ravages o| war and reconstruction, the poverty, 
failure and determination to go to Atlanta and get a job when 

'girls and particularly daughters of the noblesse never dreamed 
of going into trade. Suoh things and a dozen more, and 
'through all thd heart-break and disappointment, her spirit 
never*falttexedever faltered, her mind never lost any of 
its interest in a multitude of people and subjects, her 
sweetness never lessened, her sense of humor never dimmed.
What vast burdens from the beginning she has had to bear, and yet 
how matter of course and casually she has managed them and 
invariably come up smiling. What strength God gave her. How 
wonderful if, when she finally does go on to a better world, she 
might be able to leave her vast reserves of morale that 
it might be distriubted to others who weren't so mightily 
blessed with the balm of courage but nevertheless had their 
full share of problems to bear.
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„ < *It must bo perfectly clear that as I have written the 
above lines, the thought of the parallel between the 
character of %s, Brandon and little Miss Lee of Lyme has been 
running through my mind. Anita has been present, too, and 
in admiring the fortitude of the two ladies mentioned in 
face of baffling obstacles and sorrows, and I oan but 
regret that over wroght nerves and an absence of physical 
stamina had prevent Anita from discovering and developing 
the more positive attributes which have carried Mesdames 
Brandon and Loe to such pinacles of admiration for all who 
have known them. T

A new moon turns the fluted shaft and steel spheres of 
the sun dial into gleaming white marble against the 
dark back drop of the bamboo hedge. Were my Reading Maohine 
functioning, * should probably rigg up a concert for myself 
on the gallery for it is oool there, following a day of 
inordinate heat. But the machine sits on the bench on the 
front gallery, awaiting Dr. Knipmeyer's visit on the morrow, 
when I shall hand it to him to oarry to town for me so Madam Comb 
may have the electrician again attempt to discover the short 
that knocks the whole business out of whack so frequently these d 
days.

Loth in town and country, the heat has so dried the 
earth that great cracks are developing, as they are want to 
do at this season, fortunately the soil in close proximity 
to Can9 River never developes these vast oepnings and so 
we don t have to worry about the trees at Arenbourg 
suddenly finding their root system oleft by some unexpected 
orevass, Rugene tells me that*in«his yard in town, an opening 
developed at a distance of but a few inches from the 
trunk of a young oak tree. Thinking to close the spaoe 
wfiich would let in air that would dry up the tap root, he 
put a hose in the yawning spaoe and let the water run for 
over a quarter of an hour, after which, on inspecting, he 
found -fhe istuation exactly as it was when he started, and what 
with the opening being deep and lengthy, *not *df dp ’<Jf water 
could be* seen.

My rounds made at Arenbourg these days are more 
exploratory and enjoyable than anything connected with 
weeding or other labors effecting the soil, for it seems 
better during this dry spell to let the dew do what it oan 
by way of providing moisture and the weeds are obviously providin 
more moisture through this medium than they are absorbing.

Shall write a note, to Madam Storm and then fold.
Told ^obina you had the Johnson ^iary before local libraries 
and now I notice Briarwood has it.... .

'V'Gv j **}
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Thursday, August 9th, 1951.

Memorandum:
How nice to find your Saturday letter in today* s post.
it is most thoughtful of you to give, me such a clear sketch 

of your contemporary surroundings. It certainly dounds dull, 
at best. Do you reckon there is a possibility that if it doesn t 

take on <a few gayer spots, it would be possible to get a transfer 
to some other type of endeavor in the same organization, I should, 
imagine less figures and more secretarial work might be ever so 
much more preferable. I suppose the only, possible advantage 
in the present set up could be expected if by some twist of the 
wrist, one were able to, convert himself into some kind of an 
automaton or adding or subtracting or dividing or multiplying 
machine^ when entering the office, and transforming one s self 
into a human being again on going out the door. The mental 
picture I have of the present lay-out must have been formed by some 
movie I saw a million years ago, or perhaps it was in the late 
1920*8 when men, as described as occupying a supervising desk, beoae 
to astonishingly like machines they eventually jarred themselve 
slowly but inevitably toward the nearest windows, ana 
tomato juioe was all over the side walk below. It was - ,
very striking, the stealthy ̂ madness that overtook them, and the splash 
of red was the only color in the f ilm which otherwise was all b&ack 
and white. »

In a way it reminded me of that early, early film of The Train 
Robbery, of which I may have spoken to you before. The hero was 
tied to the tracks by the vilian, or some such, and the heroine 
disocvering her lover's plight, somewhat immodestly .for those days 
slipped off her red flannel pettiooat, —  it was the only bit of 
color in the film, and swining it mightily around and around over her 
head, sped madly down the railraod track to flag down the approach
ing train. The killing thing about the piece was that the color 
artist who touched up said pettiooat, didn t e^rry the thing 
through to the bitter end, so that to everyone s astonishment, all 
of a sudden the undergarment, just as the train rounded the corner, 
turned lily white, but went right on waving. Naturally the train 
stopped, - less at the signal, I suspect, than out of sheer astonishmei
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Wasn't that gay that you should have stumblkd over Dr.
Millers Camel Bells of Bagdad when searching for Colorado.
I, have heard Dr filler speak of the hook, hut I den t know 
much about its contents, ^ome to think of it, I ha*e yet to 
read Jungles ^referred.

And thanks for giving me partioulrs about the latest twist 
in literary matters, and the prospective release of Mr. Dane's 
latest opus. I am completely floored by your; memory concerning 
the make of the knife for *̂ ames Bowie. You were so right, and 
I can't for the life of me Understand how you oould possibly 
have remember the name of Blacksmith Fitzgerald of Natchez, 
but he it was, regardless of what % .  Wellman has to say, and 
the old^Fitzgerald smithy was still standing the last nigme I 
was in “atohez, but I reckon it may have evaporated by now, since 
it was In the same block as The Priest's House, and 
on the North side of the same square where probably Dr. Meroer's 
town house still stands, but where Lawyer's How, adjoining, 
does not stand. . ■ . -

In one of our Natchez papers, and the year elides my memory, we 
have an account of Fitzgerald's death, with particulars regarding 
some of the fine blades he contrived in his time, including 
the item for % .  Bowie who, as we know, was living aoorss the river 
in Louisiana or back on our side in Adams bounty before heading 
out for Texas. I remember Mr. Fitzgerald also made a fine sword 
for Governor Quitman of ^onmouth Plantation and ,1 believe 
that was in 1858, which matters only since it indicates Fitzgerald 
was -operating his forge at that time.

*

< I had quite a busy day, but it turned out rather differently 
than expected. There were 7 in the Knipmeyer party this morning 
and they were late in leaving, so I leapeded from the ^ucca 
gallery to the Meir0se dinner talbe where some B. E. A. people 
had assembled to break bread. Mrs. Eoloman, fortunately did 
not put in an appearance, which gave me an opportunity to get 
caught up on some rag-i$ail gardening I had left unfinished yester
day. I did a bit of telephoning, too, and. located what is said 
to be an attractive pictorial map of the Farrigi of Natchitoches, 
which may eventually be used for the Picayune stuff. I also 
made the most of the Knipmeyer visit, for I sent beak the Beading 
Machine with a note to "‘rs. Coombs, suggesting it be shipped 
to Baton Bouge for profound attention* 1 * * am glad the thing 
played out this time just as J had finished a book and not 
while I was in the midst of one, for somehow one never seems to 
pick up the ."feel" of the volume that.a sudden break necesitates 
the putting of .same on icq for an indefinite period..

I shall write but a couple of short letterw and then start
folding up my beard. So glad your Saturday weather was so perfect, an
may it continue.....
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Friday, August 10th, 1951.

Memorandum:

And so the week runs out, following the same pttern 
of excessive heat, cotton bolls exploding and 
the prediction for this years orop for the Parish estimated 
at 48,000 bales as against last year'* 83,000*

The crop of red bugs must be fairly high, regardless 
of forecast and a couple injufudicious trips through 
high weeds,today gave me an opportunity to judge for myself 
without waiting any reports from the experts.

■ * '

Mrs. Ooombs dropped by tjiis afternoon to report on the 
Beading ^achine which had been worked on all morning by some 
town electrician. Re attributed the failure of the tubes 
and tendency toward short circuits to atmospheric conditions.

( I know it it is hot, tbut not quite that hot, and so 
I recommended the machine be returned to Baton Bouge for 
repairs and so these next few nights will be without 
musicales.

1 I got off a letter to Daisie Dell,5 telling her I should 
be glad to go into the matter of a short story with her —  
if she was interested, —  after the ^elrose articles are 
completed. That is all I had to say on the subject, which 
certainly leaves her in the dark as to details.

Those can be forthcoming at any time in the future, 
and in the mean time instead of asking for this information 
from ^enneth de Frees of Shreveport or Sarah Jones in 
Baton1 Bouge, I thought I would fiux first mention it to 
you. I had expected to get some of the details from 
the labors of the reading machine, but as that is id 
indefinite in the extreme, I shall give the endless details 
herewith.

If at any time between now and the holidays you should 
be in the neighborhood of the Public Library and have a 
little time you could devote* to the business, I wonder 
if you would mind looking up the vital statistics oovering 
that gal who fought in the American Bevolution, as mentioned 
by Esther Forbes in her Life of Paul Revere. The 
account appears in one of the last chapters of the book, 
when Paul Revere is running his oopper foundry at Canton. 
Mass., where he visits the lady veteran. I think
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she may "be listed in any enchclopaedia of American personalties 
'but perhaps not* Surely she must he well gone over in 
certain Journals of American history of ^assachusettes, or 
whateeer that publication by the Historical Society of 
Massachusetts* I am amased at myself that I don*t even 
reoall the bags name*. ;

Possibly there have been full length biographies written 
about the lady. I believe Mi^s Forbes mentions she worte 
an autobiographical sketch of her life which was sold in 
pamphlet form, but this would be old and rare, and all

I we need for a s ort story are the vital statistics. It 
would be nice to know in which battles she fought but that 
isn t necessary it would also be nice to know if her 
husband died before or after she did. As * plan to 
incorporate these main points in the outline for Dhisie 
Dell to do a short story, they will be quite sufficient a 
skeleton wh on which she can hang some flamboyant bit of 
tabloidism.

But, — and this is a great big But, -please, please, 
piease don drop everything, <—  or anything, and head slap 
out for the library. Perhaps Daisie DqH  will ni> be able 
to undertake the thing now anyway, and even though she may be, 
she can well wait until the turn of the year at least, which 

provides us with ample time to try the I. I. P. l. if 
possible, and if not, to have another go at the Reading 
Machine which should oertainly be back o^ deck within a 

at the a longest* Whenever  ̂mention anything 
?r.tis 1 shall be ,so happy \ t  you will simply say so if
things get gummed up so you haven t an opportunity among all 
Jq9,0̂ 91 demands on your time and strength to sachet around 
4dnd Street and Fifth Avenue. By being assured you will be 
quite frank about such considerations, * shall always feel the 
more free to bring up possibilities when they arise.

Twice today, I found myself with ladies*a little unstrung 
^rs* °o Grabs' sister had had a reservation on 

he Southern Bftlle and ̂ learned only after hearing a radio 
report of a bang up wreck of the train that her sister 
had missed connections* I haven t heard details of the 
disaster but believe several wefe killed. Fortunate mis- 
conneotion, that one. The other unstrung lady was a tourist 
from bouth Louisiana. They were lovely people and I was

^a^Qn'akaQk when, after telling them the reason for 
■Lhe hapel of the "lessed ^artin, the young lady's tears 
began quietly cascading down her oheeksand she remarked a 
littlb huskily: "This is the first time I have seen evidence 
people outside the Church oan do this for others outside 
their own church and their own race". Well'*'so it goes, and 
Please do*fit drop this and head out.fw  the library! pleasT...
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Sunday, August 12th, 1951.

Memorandum:
And so, after leisurely, — or should I say, laggardly 

pondering on the matter, Hastings House declines. I 
-shall jot down a response and attach the same herewith. f 
you think it suitable and should find an opportunity to 
drop a letter in the post .along such lines, I^should be 
indebted to you. It seems to me if would be interesting 
to know what they, as publishers, would think should be supplied 
by way of .funds. It seems to me Mrs Stern put up two thousand 
dollars for Doubleday to publish little Miss Dormon s 
Wild Flowers of Louisiana. If remember correctly,-the 
plates in that opus were in color and what with the 
differences in prices obtaining then and now, that figure 
probably represents Little or nothing by way of comparison.
Still, it would be nice to know, for it eventually might be 
used as a working basis on some line of .endeavor or other.

It seems to me Dobbs ^errill of Indiahapolis^might be 
the next organization to address a letter of inquiry as to 
rheir possible interest in considering such a manuscript as 
we have to offer. Unless I hear from you to the contrary,
I shall drop them such a letter shortly.

The Hoe ^enry, seniors, arrive late last night, after 
a telephone call in the afternoon had announced their intention 
to head out in this direction. They plan to remain here 

until bright and early ^onday morning when they will head 
in a gnerally Northeasterly direction, with the Ureat Smokies 
•and the Ashville area as their vacationing spot.

Hat, I believe, is in the &io Mrande valley with his 
mother but is expected bpok here by tonight, and so will 
perhaps see his papa before the latter departs. It is 
my understanding that Pat will not * join a law firm in Natchitoches, 
as I had supposed, but will devote himself to plantation 
operation slap on home ground. This information comes 
to me as a source of great satisfaction for I think he 
has affection for the place and more appreciation for what it 
stands for than some of his uncles and one may assume, 1 
suppose, he may tend to reflect his father appreciation of the 
place, too. ^efin^tely Joe and J. u. oare for the place and 
with Pat as H. s little helper, the prospects seem pleasant.
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Because of the heat and a day cluttered up with 
family and pilgrims without five minutes to catch my 
breath, this letter will not cover much about the manuscript.
But while the thought tinkles in my tired brain, let me 
disregard coherence and jot down a couple of notions.
I shall send an exploratory letter to Mr. Gain in Maryland 
scouting the possibility of submitting the manuscript 
through his good office to Alfred and Blanche Knopf, with 
the idea that something may perk in response to this suggestioi 
while the manuscript itself is traveling down this way or bein* 
lasooed in Manhattan before leaving the isle. That will 
help us in determining our next step, assuming 

^r. Gains is still on earth and a response is forth coming.
It seems so long since last we heard from him.

The thought occurs to me., too, that a re^arrangement, 
of the material might place the emphasis on the Gane Rive^ 
country, assuming that the personality of the Madam doesn t 
sufficiently intrigue the average reader of manuscripts to 
recommend publication. We can ponder on this matter at 
a more leisurely moment. It is possible that book might 
be entitled "Land of the Children of Strangers" or some 
such, with the chapter aboutthe mulattoes plaoed,jA_the 
begi^TH ng .The second chanter would introduce the Madam 
into this strange setting, letting the balance oT the book 
follow in a succession of particulars about the Madam and 
Melrose. Such an arrangement might thus follow along more 
conventional lines of the usual book set up and therefore 
seem ̂ ore acceptable to the average proof reader or manuscript 
reader who probably is hedged in fey a standard pattern.
Still, no matter in which sequence the printed material 
might follow, the production cost, I assume, would remain the 
same. I suppo.se it is the presence of illustrations that 
run up the costs. Perhaps half of the pictures should be 
eliminated. I wish Hastings House would give us 
the benefit of their knowledge on this point. It 
is such a hope that restrains one from exercising the 
natal impulse to denounce them roundly for having kept the 
manuscript such an inexouseably long time.

Well, so much for all that. On the home frontJoe,
J. and I discussed the matter of the marble slab. I 
recommended it be placed level with the brick flfcor in the 
library, similar to the "birth certificate" in the winter 
dining room. They concurred. I think we shall go ahead 
with the execution of the business without consulting the 
other members of the family at all* .The boys agreed it was 
fitting their Mother’s memory should thus be preserved in marb 1 
in the library. I kept to myself the thought such a heavy stoni 
might serve as an excellent paper weight to keep the 
books from sliding out of Melrose in the direction of
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Monday, August 13th, 1951.

Memorandum; *
How nice to find your letter of Wednesday and the Colorado 

Guide in today'*s post.
^earnestly urge you not to try writing during the week 

during these days of re-adjustment# The business angle 
sounds like a.pain in the neck. It is to be hoped there is 
a promise it may change radically for the better shortly. But 
if such a prospect doesn t present itself shortly, it would 
seem natural that you sh8uld cast about for some other 
connection, either within or outside the^nterprise. I suppose 
there must be lots of people with minds like an adding machine, —  
with emotional inclinations and enthusiasms rigged up along the 
same impersonal metallic lines, and such lines of endeavor would seem 
to be made expressly for them. But for those whose inclinations 
are less in the direction of mathematical perfection and more 
concerned with the ̂ humanities, .̂ suoh concerns seem altogether 
inadequate in giving satisfaction, no matter what the approach.

Specialization, wonderful in its accomplishmens, so often 
fails beoause of the inability on the part of the specialists to 
keep a sense of proportion and-an ever present consciousness of 
the relation of the part to the whole. In the matter of 
specialization wherein figures are the paramount consideration, 
each cipher becomes as a millstone about the next of the 
one who must specialize in such entities whose true signifcance 
has been forgotten by laborer and those designing the labor, if 
everything aside from the numerals has been eliminated. To 
avoid the distracting elements in a complete change, it is to 

be hoped something human may arise from the existingy set-up, 
ut if it doesn't and soon, let us "hold the thought some otner 
line of endeavor, and much less impersonal, may present itself.

But you have consfl.fl.ered all these and a hundred other aspects, 
and forgive me for re-hashing them over again. I think of 
you so often, however, in connection with this problem, and 
I dont seem able to resist voicing my feelings just a little 
now and then.

It goes without saying I am enchanted to have the Golorado Guide. 
I have turned through the pages of illustrations twice over, and 
am impatience for the opportunity to explore those pages you have 
so kindly thought to indicate with markers. I shall
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possibly have an opportunity for suoh mea derings before the 
week: is tout and shall report my results at Rocky fountain 
prospecting a little later*

I wanted to mention before this sitting how much I appreciated 
your account of the ways of the bee, as covered in your le ter of 
last week:. I am so glad to be reminded of old Fabre who seems to 
have been quite a specialist in that department. I am going 
to write old Xenophon's successor to do something about it.
A movie of bee doings ought to be about as fascinating as anything 
in that line of specialized subjects could be. I suppose my 
interest would be doubled at the close of the present season, I 
have had so much experience with various races of the insect this 
year. Today, for example, I undertook, to knock down a hornet's 
next built slap at the top of the stairs on the front gallery 
of the big house. The nest was on the cieling,* slap above the 
rosebush clamboring up that side of the house. At full noon, 1 
luiocked the thing down with a weed knife, - an insturment about 
the size oef a golf stick:, with the knife part at the bottom a little 
more expansive. I accomplished the dislodgement with one swing at 
the hive, just over my head, and in the split second between my swing 
at it and its landing on the floor of the gallery, I stepped 
inside the screeen door going into the town room. A 
billion hornets instantly were swarming on one side of the screen, 
apparantly anxious to attack the marauder, and furious because they 
were so near yet so far. It was the first time I had ever had 
such an excellent opportunity to see them at such close range when 
they were in such a state of fury. ,

Today was Rat's birthday, - his 23rd, L believe. I 
had found a 5 by 7 print his grandmother had had made years ago 
for him, but had forgotten to do anything about it. It was 
a shot of *̂ at and one of the Metoyer's likeness, a youth serving 
as chauffeur in the summe t of 1941 when the Madam, £at and I 
did some considerable exploring of the Latchez traces* The ten f 
years between 13 and 23 naturally makes quite a difference in one s 
appearance, and naturally Pat was deliahted and amused at this reminder 
of the days of his youth, so to speak.

I got Juanita to run through the 8 or 10 pages of the 
Garber article which had arrived in Saturday’s post. The 
article seems pleasantly contrived, and is about half done, I fancy. 
There were perhaps 8 or 10 changes necessary. Miss Caramie, for 
example, was not the wife of Joseph ^enry, Sr., but to the average 
reader, such details are of no consequence, but they might as well 
be set in order when possible.

In yesterday's letter 1 t^ink I didn't mention that the 
Rands came to call ^unday evening and were glad to find Joe here.
The Alexandria Garden Club will be here on Wednesday and
J. H., Celeste and# I will go to the camp for sunset supper, tlie
husbands of the cfub members coming up for the collation.

• Again please don't try writing until things get smoothed out
a oit.....

* Tuesday, August 14th, 1951.

Memorandum;
Row. nice to find your* Thurday letter, - the 9th, - in 

today's post.
The best news it contained was that you areT taking a week off. 

If only you will really give yourself a little rest during the 
week, how happy I shall be. But proba ly any change from all 
the hurly-burly of winding up the other office and sampling the new 
will represent some kind of relaxation but I sincerely hope right 
at this moment you are getting a real breather.

And may L thnk you no end for the magazine you sent along 
with your letter. i knew nothing about M.5 de Soulgeange 
and whence came his fine Chinese magnolia which turns out to 
be as much, perhaps, from -^ndia"as China, but who can tell where 
one leaves off and the other begins in the Hiraalyas. If it was 
the impress Josephine who honored the finder by giving the 
tree his name, it seems odd I dongt remember seeing 
any of these at Malmaison where it seems as though there should 
have billions of them, —  and at St. Cloud where the Court like 
to rside before Josephine's retirment to Malmaison But my 
memory carries not a single one in either of those'plaoes. Perhaps 
I was always too enchanted with the flowering of the horse distorts 
to give the souleangeanas a fair gander. Even in America, 
one seldom sees more than one or two in the more extensive gardens. 
That is why Bellingrath comes to Aeirose at Magnolia time, I 
suppose. But for the life of me L can't recall any of these 
trees of any moment in Europe where the climate should be 
most favorable for them. Do you rdoall having bumped into 
many of them in any Mar oh, April or May European Springs.

It seems a little odd, come to think of it, that neither 
Bronx, Brooklyn or any Washington, D. C. parks i know of have 
many representatives of this tree, and this in spite of 
all the excitment about the cherry trees at the Tidal ^asin and 
behind the ^rookly Museum. Perhaps we had better put a bee in 
somebody's bonnet about planting some American souleagean&s 
forthwith, '̂ hey really ought to give the cherry trees quite 
a run for their money, both in beuaty-and popular appeal.

It goes without saying that T am consumed with impatience to 
get into.the account of the gardens of Sceaux, too. Lord, Lord, what
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a heap of things to be looked into, so many people ;with time 
on thefir hahds and such b'right eyes with nothing to read. But 
we shall get caught up eventually, or perhaps never, and in a way 
it is oertainly exhilerating to have so many things like the Bceaux 
business awaiting one's opportunity.

As for in-coming mail, I think I am doing pretty weftl. There 
is a letter from Lucille **assey, Kenneth de Frees, Lora and 
several more uncertain characters that have been sitting here on my 
desk for a week, - and I am hoping to get to them Thursday for Lr. 
Knipmeyer, while T reserve the i portant ones exclusively 
for my secretary. Half of Laisis Lell's artiole will wait for a 
while, too. It Game in today’s post with a note that founded 
a bit dizzy.

Frankly, I am putting a couple of my old and out-worn 
resolutions’into practice after all these years, and am going to 
slow down considerably u#til after this tremendous heat wave has 
gone on its way., I didn t loose consciousness this morning about 
10, but I oouldn^t walk Straight and was lucky enough to 
make my gallery fthere I stretched out plap on the cool bricks and 
remained there foi a couple of hours, almost floating away in 
seer sweat. I took it easy this afternoon, and propose to 
follow the same program until it cools a bit* Tonight I 
feel just fine, but shall do scant physical jl labor on the morrow 
and shall harangue the Alexandria, orowd but most briefly. In this 
section the thermometer ̂ aga-.n went way over 100 and the 
prediction is the same for tomorrow. Fortunately, by closing this 
house before dawn, I keep it 20 to 30 degrees cooler during the day, 
tranks to the insulating quality of the mud walls, and an excellent 
eieotric fan keep the air stirring merrily. By the way, in 
checking up on myelectric fan Sunday, Joe ^enry told me that 
using a fan turned on full speed consumed no more power 
than when turned on at 2nd or 3 speed, - a fact I never 
knew before, and one which is of little perosnal interest at 
Melrose, since nobody ever pays any attention to such things, 
but I find the fact interesting and a little odd.
But perhaps a gasoline engine runnig at low speed uses as Hit 
much gas or fuel of any kind as It does going at any ether 
speed, - or perhaps not', - I wouldn't know.

Some kind of a party for the young folks at Celeste's tonight. 
Hot being in that group, I declined her invitation' and another 
for Friday night at the plantation just down the.river from 
Melrose, tomorrow night at Aand camp will be ample for my 
speed. My day has been so happy because of the anticipation of 
reading your letter. *ndi now it is the happier because I know you ar 
vacationing a little, but resting more, 1 hope....

i i

Wednesday, August 15th, 1951.

Memorandums
It's late. August is half gone, but the heat in 

the 100's continues. Franklyf I feel not the slightest 
ill effects from my little dip in yesterday's sun, and 
although I had a fairly full day, I did avoid too much 
physical exercie under the cloudless sky.

And since 1 can't use the old adage in fair weather,
"it never rains but it pours", 1 guess I might say the sun 
never shines but it'boils. -For after a fairly diversified 
morning, including a few odds and ends to be looked after 
before the Alexandria Garden Club arrived, picture my 
surprise when in passing through the upper chambers of 
the big house between 2 and 3, I was surprised to find a couple 
beds in your room occupied. * took the siesta-takers 
to be Celeste's two nephews, but was astonished when one 
of them sat up in bed, clad in a scant slip and it 
turned out, —  not the slip but the siesta-taker to be none 
other than % s s  ^ate *erkins along side whom dozed one Ars. 
Holstead who had driven her down from ^onroe. You could 
have knocked me down with a fender But bed was a good 
place to park at that hour and mid*day rest after such a 
100 miles drive in the heat was an excellent idea.
* I received the Garden Club, after greeting 

Miss kate and pushing her back into the bed, and later 
the two guests from the upper chamber joined us in the 
library of the big house for cold cokes and a mighty 
sketchy piece of speech making on my part The garden 
club eventually went on to the Hand Camp And I 
did d little round with ^iss ^ate and “rs. ^olstead, and 
sat with them at suppdr until the husbands of the Garden 
Club arrived for a little tour on their part before going 
on to join their wives. Celeste, J. n. and 1 followed 
shortly afterward^

We ranged about under your cedar with much tall and 
• well frosted glasses, followed by a marvelous s pper 
and a movie. The moon was full and equall to the occasion 
throughout the evening, while & pleaseant breeze

K
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lent a hand to making the air delightfully different from 
the sultry stillness of the day. Somewhere plugged into 
the cedar a gramaphone was playing softly# _ much 
Strauss a well modulated "but boistrous Overature to 
William*Tell and some excellent piano concerto 
music which * did not recognize My companions were 
pleasant and the evening played*out fast enough.

But 1 know not how Miss ^ate fared at ^elrose but I 
reckon she was ready for moresleep for both ladies were 
in the ^and of ^od when 1 passed that way on our return.
, t ; ' **

What with telephones and telephaphs being what they 
are, the ^onroe ladies were a little out of order in 
not telephoning or sending a message concerning their 
plans. But perhaps I can get some talk in early tomorrow 
morning, —  and I am hoping a little assistance in running 
over the Garber article, after which the Knipmeyers will pass 
this way, and another day will be have shot before it 
really gets under way.

I suppose one reason * miss events on the radio 
is the jamming up of days such as the present. I 
did catch a line “regarding the death of william Randolph 
Hearst 0n the Bsso news broadcast last night or the night 
before. I should have liked to hear what someone like 
Frank ^dwards would do by way of fan obituary, but I haven't 
heard anything at all, as of up to now. I suppose 
the Editorial writers and especially some of the commentators 
ought to take the hide off the late unlamented gentleman. 
Anything said unpleasant about him will suit me. Gf 
all American publishers, he and old Golonlel MQGormick of 
Chicago stand about the highest financial, I suppose, and 
the lowest ethetically of any publishers I know, ^ew 
'types pf bad men, operating within the' law, have 
undoubtedly moved into the place in the front rank, held so 
long by old aearst. I suppose he was a product of his 
time and may escape a great deal of criticism on 
that ground, ^ t  any way you slice it, - and many ways 
might have been tried, he was a bag and if he had 
any influence at all during these latter years, * am 
glad it no longer exists.

L meant to'thank you^yesterday for telling me of
the latest wrinkle being cooked up by our mutual friend
abroad. The move seems so unwise, so futile, and at the
same time so desperately determined to make the
trip that one cannot help wondering if the determination
stems really from a desire to make money or merely to
get away for a little while. If broke, how can she make the trip
if not why does she make it. t shake mvi snaxe my head and ponder an

Thursday, August 16th, 1951.

Memorandum:
Another full day and a hot one, with an offcial 

high listed at 104 and a possible low of 77 tonight.
Vegetation gradually takes on the appearance of boiled 

lettuce, although the tap roots of most things, both at 
Arenbourg and ^ l x ose, will maintain vitality for the 
roots and stems, even though the leaves continue to wilt 
until reaching the vanishing point. Already the Chinese 
magnolias are half divested of their covering but the 
buds, being put out for February, constinue to hold firm.

The forecast for tomorrow Ls. fair and warmer and 
cotton pickers must be busy, for the gin has been chugging 
along merrily for the past couple of days.

Miss &ate took off from Monroe between three and four 
t is afternoon. I suppose the breeze created by the speeding 
car ought to give a vague suggestion of air circulation, but 
heat arising from cemement pavements must be excessive.
The lady next door speaks of having awnings put on 
her oar this year and air conditioning next year,. The 
social whirl is difficult to maintain in the present season and 
for the first time today 1 heard speculation as to the wisdom 
of taking sleeping pills in order one may get the relaxation 
thus possible when uneanding parites make one so tired 

it is impossible to sleep. Everybody, it would seem, has 
his problems, and probably if he hasn t any, he oan 
create some. As for myself, i continue to avoid too 
intense physical exercise and scurry from shade to shade 
until the thermometer drops a little.9 1 continue to 
feel fine and propose to maintain the status.

The Knipmeyers brought two guests with them but 
in spite of that, 1 was able to run through the balance 
of the Dallas article, having sent thetpilgrims to do 
a bit of touring on their own hook

Regarding the Dallas article, it was well 1 ran through 
it to catch the reference to ^x. ahd Mrs. . "ennry
as operating the plantation, "either the ladyvnor her 
in-laws would have been too entranced with such a statement 
in print.
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It goes without saying that I was impateint to 
got* to read the 'article about Souleange and about, Sceaux, 
but in the little time left during rhe Knipmeyer sitting, 
he was anxious to read the article and the captions of the 
pictures from Mfe, covering the issue of about three weeks 
ago about the birthday of the city of *aris, and so we read 
that. It was well done, I thought and extremely interesting in 
the choice of particulars set forth, for to do a thing 

wellin such a limited space, bringing forth the salient 
features and influences covering 2,000 years isn t easy.
That both A%poleons got mentioned, and the first^several times 
wasn't surprising although, had I had a finger in the pie, Louis 
XlV would have been mentioned at least once, for I reckon he 
did as much to beautify the city as any of the Bonapartes. They 
could have slipped him in so easily when speaking of the 
Vendome oolume for it was in a Quatorze square it was erected, 
or they even could have remarked that it was Louis ^lV’s 
Invalides that "apeoleon found his final resting place. Of 
course the article did remark that aris became the cultural 
hub of the universe in the 18th century but they might have 
added the reason, — the creations of Quatorze in the 17th.

The important thing is we got the article read, 
and I shall hold the thought that some lucky fcreak 
will open up the Souleange and Sceaux business almost any day now.

With my reading machine sitting in Baton Rouge or 
some such place, the Hew urleans ^ublic Library is eginning to 
bombard me with an odd assortment of books, imposing in 
tonnage and odd in the few titles I hage glance at. One 
dubious volume seems zo recommend itself not at all so 
far as title goes, — ’’Red F&annels and Green Ice" Something 
tells me when the machine gets back and I have had an opportunit 
to skim through a page or two of some of these, the Hew Orleans 
institution can brace itself against a tremendous avalance of 
trash. And speaking of books, I herd a lady say yesterday 
she had just re-read Gone "Uth The ’yind and found it just 
as entertaining as on the initial go-round when the book 
first came out. I find myself wondering who recorded the 
story and how it would sound today. Frankly I don t know when 
we shall be likely to get an opportunity to sampli it, what 
with so many other things on the "must list, but it is 
nice to think of it as a future possibility on the ^renbourg 
holding shelf, don t you think*so.p

Your week of respite is more than half gone and 1 am hoping 
you have been able to grab off a little complete relaxation.
I find my thoughts turning in your direction so constantly during 
this re-adjustment period. Do please take care of you....
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Friday, August 17th, 1951.

Memorandum: *
' And so I brought Lydia’s wrought iron oandlabra from

the Chapel to light our conversation, and it’s a pleasant 
glow they shed from their place on the candle stand 
hard by my desk. <

I pen these lines about 9. The electricity failed 
two hours ago* It isn’t inconveniencing me any but 
I can’t help wondering how Celeste and her nephews and the 
others guest are making out at the party down the road.
With the thermometer still in the hundreds, it shouldn t take 
Ion- for the ball dresses to look as wilted as the leaves 
on the trees, I should imagine and in these days of air 
conditioning, - when it does condition decorative fans as 
a lady’s accoutrement are probably well in the discard, well, 
all I can say is that they could bring them out again and to 
great advantage on nights such as these and under such 
circumstances.

■̂ ut before continuing with these endless weather reports, 
let me mention while I think of it, - and I^forgot to 
mention it yesterday, — the manuscript from astings arrived 
and I shall sit on it for a while until we see what is what on 

the docket for our next move regarding this item.
Since Pat is going to be a planter rather than 

a lawyer, he will pass up what might have been his first 
case which might have turned out to be one of the most cock
eyed ones in his career. ' For a legal souffle of little 
importance impends with two Melrose residents as parties.
You are acquainted with both, through the pages of The 
Friends of Joe ^ilmore and through personal observation.
They are Mattie, the cook, and Sam Peace, her one time husband, 
and now house man at Melrose. After tne events described 
in the Gilmore opus when Sam murdered Mattie’s lover,
Sam quit Mattie for good and I suppose they have been 
living their separate lives for about 20 years, during which 
time Sam has had two successive wives and for the past 5 or 6 
years has had not only a wife, - the widow of Flam Brown, but 
also a flock of bBuouwn offspring and some of the latter s 
children to boot, ^attie, during this interim, has

iL
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a ?odSst family* - a daughter, Doris Metoyer, said to be sired by Ben Metoyer but probably by Mat Burden 
' and a Particularly spoiled an disagreeable boy of 10 *
Dubreuil °f years younSQr tha» his sister, sired by Westly

»i ?0On wJlQn the store gallery was "wedged
out with lolling plantation laborers, the Sheriff appeared 
with a warrant for Sara’s arrest. Mattie is the complainant

^f111 to foroe him to support her twoiilegitmate children, begotten 8 or 10 years after she 
and Sara had broken all domestic ties

Sara, being part Choctaw, took the arrest stoically 
1 e?ougn, ana even with a dash of humor. J, a. immediately
Mattie S? jail WaS waived until the Court sits.Mattie is a fool, of course and has long manifested signs
of mental alterations but what seems remarkable in the
their^annoi^tefa?t V**1 b°th °f them GOntinue to go about their .appointed tasks, apparantly unmindful of the other's

30 aS trouble makinS Propensities go. It
onSthe 0x^ifiy ih ®xP?°*eJ that Sam might emplof his old revolver 
^  *7®£' t* * !!hat practice'he had a couple of

f 3 *or Matti0» i1: would not be out of line if the psychiatrists found her a berth in the culinay
SOmQ atatQ asylnm for the insane. So far as the matter ever actually reaching a Court hearing this 

S0!“S t0° siiiy to suppose. What will probably happen will be 
a telephone from * to the District attorney? - m^d we shall probably hear nothing morei

f

I think I made no reference to the letter from the ax-
scientific fieldfh t“ y9S^rday's Memo. Obviously not in
relations ft ®2 °!?en in tha ciroule of humanrelations, it is the intention rather than the performance
that counts most. *nd while the letter in 'itself was
f2iL!nous?v,ia itf details, I was touched by the apparant
effort on the part of the writer to laboriously set down such
enff^btaf P“ tl0^lars. oalculated on Murrell's part, to nli^nten and entrance me.I. sometimes wonder, too if the
larger Ir Ztlll °t t l ™ 1 and seemsal50Ut' the same to Oane Bivsr natives removed from their familiar acres, as contrasted with the

' “ ^ a  ?oSt°heS EL*?- 12° ° >  0haSin6 aboftlhf w o r U  ^  t h6i a!pian' and on» almost to Vienna, 
nrd nf ?v?Qrn oontacts with home make that place seem nearer 
or possibly more remote So much to talk abiut a n H o  speculate 
on. But must blow out the cnadles and fold for tonight....

Sunday, August 19th, 1951.

Memorandum:
I write a little later than usual, for the clock points 

to1 eleven.

The week end was hurly burly with family and pilgrims 
and we sat long at table across the fence tonight.

Teh General came Saturday noon and the Joe Henrys, returning 
from x,iorth Carolina, came afternoon. The General's wife, 
after seeing her sister through another successful shock 
treatment for mental disturbance, took the ex-patient from 
Dallas to Shreveport, and then came here for Sunday dinner. 
Afterwards they left for Baton H0ue and the Joe ^enrys remain 
until tomorrow afternoon.

•̂ at and Dan ^enry went to ^emphis to see little Stephen 
and will return tbmorrow. The General tells me~TEere is ~ 
a chance his son may live, — he has already spent a week 
at home with his wife in her Memphis apartment, but will 
have to remain in the hospital for about a year and a half at 
least, ne will always be in the same max pnysical condition 
of complete disability from the waist down but there is a 
chance some mental aptituae may give him an opportunity 
to become active in some line of endeavor after the hospitaliza
tion period has been completed.

I was glad to learn a few details about the possible 
cause of the boy’s misfortune. He had been in that branch 
of the service requiring periodic jumps from air planes. One 
Friday he jumped on schedule but was not stricken until the 
following Monday when an artery feeding into the spinal 
coumn suddenly ruptured. I believe the spianl chord normally 
is suspended in a tube or column of blood. The breaking of 
the artery automatically left the chord without the 
fluid in which it floats and that portion of the chord thus 
exposed became permanently non-functional at that moment.
I believe that section had to be removed and as the nerves are 
somenowdependent upon it, all sensations below the point of 
removal are forever put out of commission.

Jumping from planes is so comparatively new that scant
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statistics, covering any length of time exist. *t 
seems, however, that every time nearly every person jumps 
the jerk of the parachute as it opens gives the body a 
tremendous wrench, and most people faint temporarly, - 
perhaps momentarily, from the shock. Probably lots of 
things are more or,less put out of line momenarily at 
least and what the ultimate effects may be, and especially 
following continued jumping, is as yet comparatively unknown.
But just as the life expectancy of a cowboy is 35, because 
of the internal things that happen as a result of falls from 
horses, so, perhaps, the longevity of the parachutist is 
appreciably limited. Ho one can say for certain, but 
perhaps this is but another of the high costs of war and 
the preparations for war. What a commentary of man 
that he" can t rigged up a system that will not require 
such a devistating expenditure of life and treasure.

I didn't inquire too closely as to how much of ^orth 
Carolina the Joe ^enrys explored., As they drive unsually 
slowly, I reckon they spent from two ro three days going and 
returning, and as they left here on Monday and returned 
Saturday, witfc six days thus taken out of the week for 
travel, I don t see how there could have been much left 
for vacationing as that word,is usually understood, but they 
appear refreshed from their outing and in a gay mood, that 
is all that matters.

The General spoke with<me at some length regarding 
the possibility that he might, the probability that t»e 
would buy some kind of property for a permanent home 
in Baton ^ouge. As 1 understand it, the charms of Washington 
seem to have faded, especially from the former enthusiasm of 
his better half. I am glad of this prospect, for 
that means the General will be closer to home and it is 
always a pleasure to be with &im.

Six or eight Hew fork pligrims gave me little news 
of doings in Hew York whence they came, and I, in turn, 
pour but little water in their saucers, they were so shallow. 
Besides, in spite of a partial cloud coverage, the weather was 
hot-hot, and only real pilgrims can find much at a shrine 
under adverse weather conditions.

Except for teip minutes to take off my beard at 3 this 
afternoon, I haven t been alone since 6 this morning, and so 
looking forward to^our little chat, no matter how dull, afforded 
no'end of anticipatory pleasure for me. ^aving caught up 
on my reading would have been a pleasure, but 1 certainly 
didn t mind the absence of my machine, since there wasn t even 
an opportunity to glance in its general but vacat accustomed 
place. And now 1 fold, and may your week endhave been less 
hurly-burly and with 1 crammed full of relaxation......

5000 W tH A  %

JxL
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Monday, Auugst 20th, 1951.

Memorandum:
How nice to find your letter in this morning*s post.

Oddly enough, I have had more secretarial assistance 
today than in months, and yet because % .  Brew sent word he 
couldn't make it tonight, I have tucked you'r letter safely away 
in therarmoir where I shall have the pleasure of taking it up when 
Mr. Brew passes this way on the morrow. The usual run of 
the'mill mail is alright for any one to lend a hand with,,but 
letters from Lydia are reseruved for one old standby, don t 
you think so. °

In passing, 1 might add that, as in the case of last Friday 
night, the aviators and the high power line people are showing 
no imagination these days, for again we are without electricity, 
the lines probably cut by some low flying plane. It is hot 
and dark,and all quiet, save for the tap of the typewriter.
I wouldn t mind hearing an electric fan purring away softly, 
but sometime between now and midnight that pleasant tune will 
probably be forth coming.

As is probably the case in many a household, but seemingly 
with great repetition in the local set up, everything is by sixes 
and sevens. Paynie started a row wit* Joe at dinner over 
the library, Joe holding the fort to retain it, and what 
with the hot weather and a short temper, jumping on Paynie a bit 
roughly. *aynie finally left for town without saying anything more.

Pat returned from Memphis this morning, having been 
sick to his stomach all night on the train. His temperature is 103, 
and during the afternoon br, Yaeger of bloutierville called and pro
nounced the malady some kind of an intestinal disorder, caused by so 
some virus that is very contageous, so care will have to be used 
to avoid infeotion. Joe delayed returning to
Conroe until after the doctor^ visit, and finally it was decided 
Juanita would remain here to give *at medeoine every 4 hours and 
Joe would return on Saturday when it is expected at will have 
recovered. Thus, after just having visited his mother in Texas 
last week, Pat finds himself at ^elrose being nursed l?y his step
mother in Louisiana, although both ladies1 homes aren t 45 miles 
apart in the Houston area. How curious things do twist on occasion.
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Some time back I think I mentioned having received a letter 
from Lucille. A newspaper came a day or two before, and I 
assumed the latter to be from nelen, containing the article 
she had mentioned as stirring up for the press. Only today 
with Juanita s help did I get around to run through some 
long delayed-letters, and on reading Lucille’s 
discovered the newspaper which had also been-
on the holding shelf was not from nelen but from ^ucille, and carrie< 
a news item quite different from the one I had supposed. I 
shall enclose the clipping under separate cover, and -Lucille’s 
letter, if 1 get an opportunity to get the address before 
mail time, -4 the Lucille address5, I mean.

The latter lady has been want to write rather 
lengthy epistles without much vital news items, 
and so I foolishly had neglected reading it. Perhaps 
«I shall have better sense or get a better secretarial set-up 
in time.

it will be interesting to see what new paths Helen’s life 
will take. Perhaps she and Carolyn will not hi't off a - 
few picture-story things together, i think &elen 
would not be the type to go kiting off to India or some other 
strange place on a mere travel whim of Carolyn’s. Perhaps 
Old Bonita Hanoh will now get something of a 
resident landlord if Helen, assuming she is free of 
Waco ties, should decide something ought to be done 
with Carolyn’s place. It will be interesting to see 
how things work outy
. Back on the home front, anyone would find i^tonight’s 
set up*quite a pictorial impression of a Eugene 0 Ucil’s play 
of some kind or other. I don’t know where Ben is? J. n. is in 
St. Louis. Hugene is at home-in town. Juanita 
is in the upstairs sitting room, reading by the light 
of a kerosene oil lamp. -*at is flattened out in an 
adjoining bedroom. ’Madam Regard is in town at some kind of a frolic. 
Celeste and her two nephews are in town playing cards at the Elks Clb| 
while I am sitting in the dark of banana-shaded Yucca, having 
this little chat with you. What a lay-out. Sven Lie Prau seems 
to think something must be a little out of Joint, for every 
down and then a paw* is pressed against the soreendoor 
and then with claw’s inserted, the door is pulled back enough 
to make a little racket, as much as to say that 
somebody ought to have a little sense and take up conversation on 
a more lingural and less meohanioal line, -knd so I must} for my 
guess is x am running close to the5 end of this page. It s  
so nice knowing I shall be reading your letter on the merrow......

Tuesday, August 21st, 1951.

Memorandum;
How nice to have your letter as in yesterday’s post, plus 

the double blessing of two in today’s.
■̂ ow kind of you to be so thoughtful in writing so many 

interesting details regarding the local soene and for going 
to all ,tho trouble to rescue data that will be of servic 
on the farish articles, the copies of the Hastings ouse letter
and all.

You suggestion that *elen might he a suitable person to 
look over the manuscript is most timely. **om ^“I11® r th1 _ 
letter, * gather the ladies might plan a little trip o;ex this 
way, as soon as Helen gets things straightened a* ° ™ div,^drtn 
so  ̂shall sit on the manusoript for a little and if they 
c o m e . c a n  ask *elen about it. ,At is quite possible she’will 
have a-program awaiting her Waco teturn t h a t ' £ ® ® P  _ 8slbl, 
busy indefinitely, but on the other hand, it is ^ lt®P°if® 
that the new situation that has developed in her h0"®®h°J;da“ L rinK 
well provide just the sort of thing she would like most to do during 
the interim as between now and the next undertaking. I ,
appreciate your suggestion and shall be guided ^G°°rdlxf1^:11 

*mvthine about the larger pictorial map you have. 
ample^timofto give it consideration after the next move has been
undertaken.

According to my calendar, there are 8 more days of respite
between now and the descent "en masse" of the ® ^ ® *  to
-hrmrrti r\s school contingent, -I wonder-how you have the courage z 
faoe the siege and at the same time 1 wonder how other people 
he so devoid of imagination as to never have it dawn on them 
that under most favorable ®®»a^ions without ^  guests y o ^ d a y  
are already full to running over. Xsn t it wonderiul 
oi those wearing a dummy s mask oan get away with.

And may 1 thank you ior the extracts from *i ss f?0®®' „+hatioallv 
opus covering'little 4?ss Deborah Sampson. What a W j M f  enthetically 
her unimaginative parents didn t name her not -oeobrah but Delilah.
That really would have been something to go along with our ol 
friend, fcing "olomon.

But sneaking of the lady, — another title this moment comes to
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with the General on Saturday to say that I was contemplating a 
manuscript which .might b<e suitable for movie propagando in 
recruiting Wacs, — just that and a nothing more, and asking him 
if he had any ideas. He recommended, —  and' it seemed a good thought, 
that while it probably didn’t make much difference if the article 
were called to the attention first of either the movies or the *rmy, 
it occured to him that a n± nice wedge might be driven into the 
outer brass by sending it not to the publicity section of the 
Army but semi-privat6ely to the bag who happens to be at the 
head of the Wac organization. If she could be properly intrigued 
by the value of the thing to her particular branch of the service, 
her resulting pressure might start the cameras going in the 
right direction. Don t you think that seems sound.

ft
I haven't made up my mind as yet about giving the thing to 

Baisie Dell or Mrs. H0i0man. It occurs to me Mrs. Holloman 
momentarily has some advantages over the Dallas Daisie. In the 
first place she w is where I can reach her by telephone and 
close enough to get up this way if I should beckon,, so that 
much of the stuff could be dictated rather tahn written out and 
passed along by post to Dallas. Then there is another advantage 
in the Holoman situation, ^ and that is that if the article or 
story, depending on which way it is treated, — if said article 
should not be accepted for publication ?by a major magazine, we 
could ncr% doubt get it put through some Louisiana periodical for 
the sole purpose of getting the copyright established, which seems 
so important as a precursor of anything concerning at manuscript 
for movie and probably Army use. I shall contemplate theis matter 
a little further before making a final decision. I didn t mention 
the subject matter when T sceuted the idea to D. Dell and so 
I feel comparatively free to make the final chpioe without 
any chance to having it gone into, ^hat-puzzles me, however, is 
that none of the hundreds of thousands of readers of Miss Forbes 
book, - or Miss Forbes herself, didn t think of the propagando 
value of this item. rerhaps sojnebod$ did, for all I know, and 
got turned down. But on the chance they didn t, it seems worth 
taking a crack at.
' How nice to hear from good old Herr Heinrich. I am so glad 

hu is getting along alright and how nice you could give him such a 
pleasureable evening.

I feel no ill effects from the little round I had with the 
heat last week, tut am avoiding getting too hot during these hot 
days, Pat was better this morning but his temperature rose again 
this evening and the doctor, here thip morning, will return tonight.
He isn t gravely ill, but requires medical attention for a few days.ft

Again my thanks for giving me such a wonderful dpy and again my 
sincerest appreciation for all the thoughtful things you included.... .
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Wednesday, August ^2nd, 1951.

Memorandum:
Another of those days, - hot, humid and hurly-burly.

On the good side, Pat improved markedly and J. H. 
returned from St. Louis. . -• «

On the negative, the entire Hhreveport contingent, except 
the physician, arrived unannounced about an hour before spper.
There was a vast to-do about which of the three children were 
to spend the next two weeks here, the eldest definitely no 
wanting to, but finally being left behind as the car pulled 
out at first dark, for the lady confided to me she was bound to 
go home since she would most aertainly stir up a riot with 
Juanita if she remained more than an hour or so.

Geleste took her nephews to^QW Iberia today and will 
not return until the morrow. I thought to stroll over to 
call on Madam Regard about 8:30 tonight when, to my mild sur
prise 1 discovered the ^hreveport car back at the side gate 
again! Apparantly the whole shooting match changed the mind, if 
any. Tomorrow bids fair for something fine, too*

I held out a letter from Robina for my secretary to run through 
with me tonight, but he failed to show up. The non-descript stuff 
that characterized the balance of the post, - Holoman et all, were 
of secondary interest to me and so 1 got Juanita to run through 
them for me,

I shall respond to the one from the Dallas Daisie before 
calling it a day. It just occurs to me I shall ask her if 
she is interested in collaborating with me on a story of J&ne 
Loiig, Grandmother of Texas. I have quite a lot of data on tnat 
lady and a few ideas for novel presentation. I reckon Dallas 
has an elegant library and perhaps the lady can find any missing 
points there, should any be needed to round out the tale. I 
have long thought somebody in hniix Hollywood should do 
a Grandmother of Texas film in the best approved de ^ille tashion, 
and perhaps we can stir up a soript. This leaves the choice of 
the Wac business to be settled as between “‘rs. ^oloman and Helen,
0 ^ (1  ̂ shall decide about that after getting some inkling as to 
what Helen has in mind for the immediate future.
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" S A M P S O N  W A S  A f 0 M  A I" or the name spelled 
in the Biblical fashion of ^amson, might he an arresting title 
for the % o  thing, I suppose the title might incline many 
people to glance at the first paragraph for disappointment in 
discovering the thing was not some Freudian hit of clap-trap.
The first paragraph, therefore, should he intriguing enough to 
carry the confused reader on a little further. Perhaps the 
opening line could he to the effect that "Not Delilah hut Deborah 
gave the hair cut that oatapaulted herself into the Revolutionary 
Army therehye giving herslef claim to being America s original 

* — or some such. The next line- should hasten on to explain 
that^eborah ^amson, or Sampson, as it was then commonly spelled, 
ranlLS-’first as the most alluring of all our ancestral heroes, and so
on and so forth.

If you have any reaction to all the above, such as finding 
the "Samson Was A Woman" too trashy or what ever, I hope you 
will not hesitate to pass along your impressions, favorable or 
unfavorable. *̂t seems to me the title is dishy enough to 
attract attention, and since the whole thing is conceived pure 
and simply as a pot-boiler, that is.about the only excuse I can think 
for anything so sensational. One or two people have opined that 
the last Aswell thing is so trashy that only the title sold it to 
the movies, but if that is all Jimmy wanted, then he got what 
he was after, although I am h0pinS in the Samson business the 
reading public of a little higher quality will find something 
more illuminating in the material offered for consideration 
than in the silly dish water the aswell thing apparantly is.

l intended saying in yesterday's Memo how glad l  am you 
have found some more federal auides. l must cheok over what 
there is in our bookshelf on that score so you may be 
buided accordingly in the desiderata department. Perhaps 
I have already made such a list and sent it some time back, but i 
sha 1 enjoy checking up m  the matter again regardless.

If I didn't toss out ^s. Eoloman's letter of today, I shall 
enclose it. She refers to an article on Jefferson iaris!; which 
appeared in last Sunday's Picayune. udd, isn t it, how such 
ideas come into focus at the same time in minds quite unknown, 
the one to the other. *

Well, so things turn and I have enjoyed our little chat.
Now I must turn to some correspondence and thence to bed, for 
I want to be up and absent by the time the racket breaks out 
at the big house, come the dawn, don t you think so.....

Thursday, August 23rd, 1951.

Memorandum;
aow nice to find your ^unday letter with all its 

enclosures in this morning's post.
How noble of you to have given up so much of your vacation 

time to labor in my behalf regarding little Miss Sampson. Your 
condensation of the salient events in that lady's career are 
precisely and all I need to carry through the article 
I have in mind As soon as **rs. Holoman gets through dragging 
in pilgrims and when the weather has eased off a little,
I sha 1 begin dictating with gusto, having had a few days in 
advance to mull the story over in my mind.

I wish Carolyn Hamsey weren't, such a bag, for she knows 
the right people in Life,, and if^I aould cntadt the same, I 
might be able to sell them the idea of doing a pictorial 
thing about la belle ^ampson for. their issue that will 
appear during the week in which Army Day falls. With 
Paul Eevere as something to hang the story on to, there 
ought to be plenty of pictures available to provide,

*■< • ■ M

interruption
Ho-hum..*..it makes me tired to think of people who 

have picked cotton in heat hovering around 1G0 all day who 
are just now starting out for a wake somewhere off Red River 
way. Two of the wakers stopped by here just now, ostensibly 
in search of my secretary, but more likely in hopes they 
might find a little snort to get them started on their 
journey. It's too hot for-such a stimulant, it seems to me, but 
I am not opposed to others having a go at a glass, if they feel 
thus inclined, ^o 1 reckon their steps are a bit more brisk 
as they head off across the cotton fields beneath 
a multi-lighted canopy of sky.

People who say negroes don t like to work, may be right,—  
so many white folks don t seel to like to, either. And they 
may be right in saying Regroes are lazy, so many people apprantly 
' are. But those who assume the negores haven t energy are 
so wrong, in evidence whereof I offer tonight s wake which 
makes me as tired as a corpse just to contemplate.
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I especially appreciate your kindness in acquainting 
me with certain aspects of :the business world as viewed 
from your immediate vantage — or disadvantage, point. I 
find your fortitude wonderful while at the same time I 
hold and shall keep holding the thought that some 
twist, man made or divine, will convert the present nature of 
the labor into something quite•different and altogether 
more interesting and above all less demanding on time 
and strength. I am all opposed to giving advice regarding 
matters al?out whose finer points H can't hope to appreciate, 
but 1 don t hesitate for an instant to-urge you, to pray you 
to stick^to your determination to make it quite clear to the 

powers that you have no intenti n of t doing two or 
three people s work within the span of a day, and that you 
are equally-determined to work but the appointed number of 

"hours, with positively no over time. After all, your health 
comes first, and one way to conserve it is by devoting 16 
hours a day at least to something other than plsying out the 
role of a human adding machine or some such. It is certainly 
Unpleasant to have such things, - and the correcting of them, 
to contemplate^, but correcting them or tossing them out of 
the window is ter ibly important to get things going 
in the right direction, and, f must add, have often been 
surprised how easily, sometimes,, what seemed to be the 
"most difficult nut to crack has readily crumbled when 
the pressure is applied, (interruption)

As between this paragraph and the above an hour elapses. 
Picture my surprise when 'Sr. Oberdyke loomed out of the 
gloom of my banana draped gallery. We chatted here 
and then joined his wife at their car by the front gate and 
chatted more, ,‘Ihe are threatening to honor me on the morrow.
I wish he hadn t told me one thing he did4'-»to wit, - a 
paper exists, being the one in which one Pierre "letpyer frees 
several children of ^arie Theresa {Coin-Coin)1s c .ildren in 1812. 
How, what in the world can that be all about. His historical 
mind ife pretty good and  ̂reckon he has his facts correct, 
although there may be some confusion along the line. I 
know I am nothing but confusion with such a piece*of information. 
Hut tomorrow may throw additional light on the business and 
I am hoping they will come early so I can digest much before the 
Alexandria-Oincinnati-Syracue c ntingent blows in.

I haven't had such a busy day, although the continued 
heat tends te make it enervating, fortunately Sister pulld 
out this morning around 9, without bothering me to say goodbye.
She took her daughter with her, leaving only the two boys, one of 
whom is mildly under the weather, asthma, hay fever and I know nfcb 
what else. But Pat, although still in bed, is definitely on the 
mend and was able to get up and take some soup today, so that 
bed may be cleared for a new patient on the morrow.. So much 
more to write, so much more to chat about, but then there always 
is* 1 hold the thought so constantly these days.... .

r r ' f JL>* ̂  f1
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Friday, ^ugust 24th, 1951.

Memor andum:
How nice to find your Tuesday, the 21st, letter by 

air in this morning*s .post. And how kind of you to 
shsre with me some of your suggestions regarding combatting 
effects of too much sun.

I am particularly touched by your offer to send along 
some saU tablets.* fhe?e I procured and have been taking 
since last week. I don t need them so much at the moment, 
for I am really sticking closer to the shade and am arrang
ing mv physical efforts to expend themselves during 
the oool^of the morning and the evening, and concentrating 
my efforts on desk work during mid day when things sizale 
most mightily. ? t - «

Isn't it interesting that you should have read of the 
bail storms in the Alexandria area, for I had heard nothing 
of it at all The storms that flattened t ings in the eleotnotiy 
department merely cut off our current hut never did e ,a rop 
of water drop on us. At this season of the year it isn t 
easy to get local news broadcasts, what with the static'■'being 
so concentrated at frequent intervals, although at the same time 
the more remote stations come in quite clearly in nicer 
I prefer W. H. 0. I>es H0ines, but can scarcely get it 
after late Spring and during the ensuing months of prolonged 
light hours. Hut this past week while local stations have been 
muffled by static, Des koines has come in with gr at clarity, 
and so 1 am better informed as to what is stirring in the 
corn and hog belt than in the cotton and sugar.

The. drought that has been obtaining in -̂ exas for weeks seems 
to be pr tty ^finitely uPOn us in this locality at the 
moment!? although the papers talk about 'widely scattered showers 
which are probably lessening the devastating effect in 
some places. I am d trying to keep our things watered but 
even so, many of them incline to look pretty wilted, i 
suppose this may be due as much to the heat as to the dryness.
But today*we had a break, for it was only in the mid 90 s, 
although tomorrow we are promised 100 reading again.
I continue to feel fine and promise you shall qo my besr 
to keep in the same condition, avoiding the direct sun rays until 
after this oven business gets turned off a little, as it 

is bound to be before so very long now. I guess the 
Gulf hurricane petered out before any of its effects reached us,
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although X have been holding the thought that even though 
the winds might die out far south of the border, the pulling 
power of the low pressure area might incline some rain clouds 
to hoover over this neighborhood. The Worsleys and Dee
Herzog and^her daughter, Betty, were scheduled to arrive in 
Mexico ^ity last Tuesday, and X believe they accordingly were 
well ahead of the storm which didn t hit the Mexican coast 
until about Thursday, 1 reckon.

This morning’s sitting with1' the ^berdykes was brief not 
morethan an hour or two, and interesting alt ough a little 
wearing, The first part wherein we looked at photostats of 
maps was pleasant, and especially a Frencg may 0f the 
country from the Atlantic to the Rockies, - the Gulf to 
Canada, drawn t»17 or X718* It was impressive that 
atchitoches and uatchez should have appeared rather more 

prominently indicated on said map that Hew Orleans. I 
was impressed by the comparatively comprehensive notations covering 
-i-exas country and the ^-er Missouri section Dr. 0 said that 
during the past year he uiscoverd that a small party of 
exploreres, - .French, I suppose, or perhaps prospectors, traveled 
up the ^issouri in 1699# spent the winter in what must have been 
a God forsaken region, and returned being what they supposed to 

1)0 copper ore but wljiich turned out to be nothing but some kind 
oi red clay I hadn t known before the upper Missouri had been 
^raveled that early^ _ over Iqq years before ‘-iessrs Lewis and 
Olark would penetrate to its source.

Xhe latter portion of the istting was maddening enough.
Herther husband or wife knows any French, ^hey had copied the old 

the ^tobitoches recdrds as best they could guess.
These they tried reading aa back to me, untutored in pronunciation 
unacquainted words might have originally been spelled or shuld
nave been, - so that about the only thing £ could comprehend was the 
proper names and sometimes these were difficult to guess There 
Sri p°fw a q 6' about Peirre ^etoyer doing something or other with
“ i! IQa ^ L « ° P ? « r ^ n ^  her 0hildr011. Augustin, Suzanne, Louis and 

^  have b00n a guy whose middle name was
th«? thG datQ was 0ither 1788 or 1812., and not evenat v as clear, ihey are going to try copying the ting again, and 
perhaps we shall eventually discover something of interest.

, ,^n the midst of tn^ Sitting, rs. ^oloman telephoned to say she 
and her pilgrims couldn t make it,~- thank heavens.

t r*

Itg ? s be0n so pleasant, having your unexpected letter in today's
the  ̂ n? thf, T  "fl* erid lor you again turns out much after
t.rfa f f  f  f  bhS y01J aan only Sst a breathing spell betweenhand-upnags over tne adding machine and before the next migration
strikes you. how oonstantly my thoughts will turn in your direction....

Sunday, August 26th, 1951.

Memorandum:
t

The heighth of folly would be to write a letter when one 
ends up exhausted at the end of a blistering day, crammed full 
of pilgrims without end.

But our little conversation when darkness settles down 
never fail to give me rest and relaxation and so X have been 
looking forward to this hour for hours.

The weather pattern remains just as before, with the 
thermometer seemingly a little higher, the leaves on the trees 
wilting a little bit lower as they gradually sag to a fall.

Hat, Ben and the two Wenk boys and X- dined together at 
the big house. Celeste sent word to say the Sullivans who 
bought Miss Louise’s Cottage, were scheduled for 2 o'clock.
Just before they arrived, Bat, from out of no where,-brought 
forth a girl friend, ust up from Alexandria, believe, and 
they wanted a tour. Before 1 had finished with them 
the Sullivans arrived, but a card gam©- was going on at some 
camp up the road and Celeste had to tear herself away for that. 
That left me 2 ^ullivans and 4 of their acquaintances. We 
toured and the sun blazed. As X was saying goodbye to 
them Judge Stephen’s brother, wfie and two other gentlemen 
hove into sight. The wife had been to finishing school 
with Geleste, --Ward - Belmont at Nashville, or some such, 
and they both received the same veneer. Period. I started 
out with the Htevens posse and Blythe Hand with three unknown* 
arrived. I gathered the three latter together with the Stevens 
and headed out, parking Blythe and the elder Stevens on the 
front gallery, the thought occuring that plantation life 
is wonderful with nothing to do all day but sip mint juleps on 
said gallery.

In the midst of the tour, - at the African House, - the 
Heverend Gillie turned up from some place. He wanted to contact 
the Hands. X deserted the pilgrims and ’’drug” the Hev. Pompey M. 
to Madam,Hand. X hope they settled the showing of the 
ba£tisin pictures at St. Augusteine’s on ^ittle Hiver for
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one of these Sunday nights, I never did get around to inquire.

and so the day turns and I haven't missed my reading 
machine as yet.

i?or several days i have been intending to mention how 
thoroughly 1 have enjoyed the articles you so thoughtfully 
sent, - the-one about old ^oulange and the other about 
Scearx. Tne Chinese mangSbibias will forever mean so much more 
to me after reading the article you marked for me.

■ :'v; < ;*'>3 ■ • t  -U  '

As for the one on ^ceaux, I am so glad to have this 
partieuxar one, for it contained data X had not run across 
before, events that transpired there when Colbert was building 
the place. Once X had a book about *^ceaux but X never read 
it, for it was too late for me to try when it came to hand.
But having done some research on my own hook years before when 
I was interested in the restoration of the gardens. I rounded 
up quite a few historical bits about the place, mostly 
concerned with the years following the occupancy of the place 
by oolbert and later by his son. Then it passed either to 
^ouis A1V s son, _ Comte de Toulouse, .or to ho fhe 
i>UQ de Maine, and it was under the Luchesse du ̂ aine that 
the literary lights sparkled so brightly at ^ceaux, including 
mein lieber Voltaire, etc. Later it passed to the Luc de 
Panthievre who ldved the place ana it was with him that his 
daughter-in-law lived, - Srincesse de Lamballe, after her no
account husband had died and before she became Surintendant des 
infants de France. All this Maine, Penthievre, Lamballe 
period I' knew better than the Colbert era, and so the article 
was twice delightful to me, and again my thanks for your 
thoughtfulness. *

-d s post came a post card from somewhere around
Boulder ^olofade just after X had turned off the radio telling 
0:* setting off charges of dynamite in that place
and,killing some people working on the water shed for Denver.
Isn t it odd how one begins getting interested in some place and 
befere one knows it, the region begins cropping up in print and 
ether waves from all directions.

But I must take a shower,.nqw that I am rested, and 
tnen write some letters, - Charles, Madam Mar00 and so on, for 
they will be expecting the postman to be ringing their bells 
Aave thought of you so often between jumps today, honing- you* 
had found a nice quiet nook and were really getting some 
genuine r laxation.......  6
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Monday, ^ugust 28th, 1951.

Memorandum:
t ? * .

The heat continues, — 103, and so do I , about 100, but 
mostly in the shade and.a vastly reduced speed. I took 
some quinine last week and the buzzing in my head is considerable 
but I think there may have been some connection between the excessive

?nd in°iPientTmalaria Trom years gone by, so a dab of 
quinine ao no harm. X have had no fever since the day 
the sun knocked me out, but I see to it that X "stay put" during 
the noon 2 period when things seem hottest. r

, . Panache's cage with the circular wheel continues to whirl and 
* W*?-told the lady herself that she simply has to do somethinaeoxt; getting some rest. ,This I can well imagine. Yesterday 
or example, she lingered after dinner long enough to greet her

ir^ nQf* Q0?1?f ^his for a tour» But immediately after greeting them turned them over to me, as she had to fly up the road in 
.th® Bermuda neighborhood to have a game of dards. She got back 
just in time to take "J,adam Regard to Qhurch and as they

thG ya*d ».T J’Ust as the car st^ted, in fact, before the .rent door, a wheel passed over the leg of her pet Persian
L , ; . ,  °f th?fQ thin&'s culminating months of nervoustension and it was pretty good. X think the cat's was 
or oxen, he goes to the animal special.it on the ~mor4cSw.

X am wondering how thm new air conditioning thin** is goine’ tn 
pan out in the bed room which, since Saturday evenig^as 
become a living room in the day time and bedroom at*night.
It s jusu xine as you step into the place, but the rest of the 
house seems like an oven when you step out of it If 1 had

W0Uld *urn u  off\ n thQ morning and turn it on again at night when ready to fold up. I doubt
if should find the sudden switching from Ion to 7o and 
back again every five minutes during the day ver helthful

"k° mQ»too, that the rest of the house, quite bearable 
x i * f ? 0».b0?omes intolerable when constantly contrasted with 

?rt^° *?*lu!no® of one single room. The nice thing
aand in thshslconatDlLeni^ie firSt hla0S 14 is none ^  tasiness worry "bout 4 plaoe U  is a Problem X, myself, do not have to
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Sometime back^you were so kind as to let me know some 
'doings in the literary world, including an announcement of 
a new biography of Disraeli by Hesketh Pierson, I intended 
inquiring at the time if it was Pierson who also did the Post 
Script to the G. B. S. biography. I believe you told me 
when mentioning the D. S., but the point slipped my mind, and 
so 1 inquire about it at this late date. 1 don t know 
anything about 'Hesketh ^ierson but P assume he must be one of 
Britain s most popular biographers of the moment. I -suppose 
he mustpwear the crown of ^trachey who held first place in Ingland 
in the 1920*s, P suppose, That was a remarkable era for 
biogrphy at a time when people weren t supposed to be particularly 
interested in reading Skipping.-th8 more profound 
studies, it is remarkable so many volumes should have come from 
the pens of Ludwig in Germany, Zweî ' in ^ugustia, ^aurois 
in France and— oddly enough, —  P can t off hand remember 
the popular biographer of the united~States of that period..
I liked ^traohey s Victoria, Ludwing’s ^apoieon, Zweig's 
Marie ^ntoinette-and ^aurois's, --but I ’m not sure P ever 
read any of the latter’s works straight through although perhaps 
I did explore Shelly to the bitter end, — although the fact 
that P am uncertain -.bout it seems to indicate I, myself, wasn't 
in a mood for the thing when P read it.

I should like to see some parallels of popular -European 
biographers of the 192(Vs and the 1950 s, but P suppose 
Europe, especially the ^ermanio sections, are too much in an 
uproar today to be producing biographies of note. I have 
even forgotten about Eonohtwangler, — and thanks for calling 
my attention to the spelling, . but it seems to me he was 
German or Austrian 0nce» hut I’m not certain. P suppose 
he is the same one who wrote,the Ungly Duchess in-the 1920’s, 
and if so, he seems to be about the only one of that school who 
has come down to us as an active writer in the '50’s.

Either this ^onday or next, according to my radio, Lux 
Radio will inaugurate its winter season by presenting the 
Mud L fk with 'Lrene D-llnn# if it is tonight, I have missed 
it, if it is to be next ^onday, P may catch up with h it. 
tomorrow being the 28th and the next day, the 29th, I suppose 
preparations for and the arrival of endless excitement 
on your own hearth will scarcely permit any plans for Mud 
Larking or any other kind. Ob, Lord, may school open soon.....

Tursday, August 28th, 1951.

Memorandum:
Pou will be interested in all the enclosures and 

the ones from-Dora and Madam Marco are heart warming.
What a loud ’’Amen” goes with Dora's, — in the halo 

department, and Madam Marco's fortitude is inspirational. I 
am so sorry Natchez people don t write. Period. Somehow they 
remind me of my gradual acquaintance with thd ways of hill
billies. Nor example, once P thought hill billies didn’t 
like urfexfca negroes. They don t. Then I discovered they 
don t like white people w^o live in the river bottoms.
Theft I found out they don t like each other. And in somo 
kind of a like line, P once thought Natchez people didn t 
write letters to people.they didn't know. They don't, p 
Then 1 learned they don t write acquaintances. Later, and 
as Madam Marco’s letter°indicates, they don t even write
their friends. Remarkable,, isn t it. *

p
The heat continues unabated. But P notice it seems more 

bearable or less bearable, depending upon the day to day 
state of the individual, for some days when it seems blistering 
to some it doesn t to others, and vice versa. Today 
seemed especially trying to me, and actually knocked out 
one of the 5 o'clock pilgrims'who, in reality, should 
have been knocked out for coming at such an hour, but 
Pat and ^en didn t find^it as trying as yesterday. Well, so 
it goes, and the°plants wither and somewhere or other moistures 
is being accumulated that will probably give us a whash out 
when the time is ripe.

We. are currently having an anti-rodent campaign and 
Die P‘rau is vacationing upstairs in the African House I 
had supposed the place might grow monotirious after a solid day 
there, but to my surprise there wasn't the slightest 
interest manifested in leaving when P passed by with 
meat and drink tonight. With the air so dry, the 1080 
poison set out in lily cups will have killed all rats it is 
going to within a 48 hour period, for by that time the 
evaporation of the liquid will be complete, and what ever 
remains disposed of. We put out a food poison, too, called 
"D - Gon”, which looks like corn meal" and to which the rats 
-
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return for additional food for the succeeding three days 
after they have first sampled it. The first sampling 
is sufficient to kill them, hut the process is slow, 
and so, like the condemend culprit awaiting the electric chair, 
they have every opportunity for a fine meal before the end.

One drop of liquid 1080 in a rat and any cat taking a bite of 
said rat dies, hut the same rule doesn't hold true for 
thesolid food such a "D-^on".

I didn t know until today when the expert "Pied Piper” 
told me lots of things about rodents, that there are 
types of rats and mice that specialize in eating one type 
of food, and another in a fare quite different, and that 
the variety of species and preferences is quite extensive. 
Accordingly, in solid foods, one has to cater toa variety of 
whims, hut with the 1080 liquid, that gets them all, since they 
all incline to drink water which they take the 1080 to he.
I understood from the expert,' too, that 1080is so deadly the 
federal agencies "use it with trepedation. He says if 
a bottle of the stuff were tossed into a cistern, for example, 
it s so powerful, even when diluted by hundreds of gallons 
of water, it would kill every Human being who might 
drink the water As the stuff is sfc tasteless, colorless 
and oderless, it certainly ought to accomplish great things 
were it to fall into the hands of some contemporary Borgia, 
nothing was said about chemical warfare, but B suppose it is 
just this sort of thing that could be devastating, were it • 
ever to be employedon unsuspecting civilian populations Gastor 
oil I believe, is the anti-dote, (and why the hypen, J* know 
not), but usually the antidote is of little or nonuse,'since 
the-patient has usually died before anybody can hit at 
some uch as a hypheii.

Por a moment this noon, I thought there was a 
chance x might eat out of doors in the shade of the big magnolia 
by the side gate. I t was fiddling about there with(some 
plants when I heard ^eleste say • ""Darling, wouldn't 
you like to eat out of doors today* staying nice and comfortable 
just where you are. " — but it turned out she was talking to
her cat which had crawled under the house. And so B ate inside 
as usual. B'he cat, B am told, gcpes to Aexlandria for X Hays 
tomorrow. Just so long as 1 don t have to, I shall not conplain.

Yesterday or day before I inadvertently sent a letter 
which 1 thought was from ^astings n0use. If it turned out to 
be frome Bichhmond, Urgihia, I need the address of the Dashiells 
and if it was from'somebody else, just let it go, for I need it * 
not. I caught up with a re-broadcast of the Mud ^ark last night 
<to my surprise. Hope you heard it, too.......  - *

C AixJutrT
J Yx A n a

PJL cu^ aaaj? Aa J*~
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Wednesday, August 29th, 1951,

Memorandum:
Once today, but only for about 10 minutes, it looked 

as though we might get a cloud. But the heat goes 
merrily on and blue skies obtain in all directions.

J had a rather curious mail, - the Baris letter from 
Duncan Elliott being a surprise, the one from Rudolph if 
I haven t already tossed it in the basket, was only midly so.
His style so obviously expresses his regret at having 
found no line of invitation to ^elrose in my last letter 
to him 1 feel a little shame-faced for not having invited 
him and yet, in view of all the heat and nenrys of the 
nast couple of weeks, I am mighty glad td have been alone.
Littl ŵ ias._Baisie BejU doesn t know it but she needs moral 
support. Por some reason, she appears to be suffering 
from a negative s slant on things. I am sorry such a 
nice person isn't more favorably situated, but at tne 
same breath, I must hasten to add that I know several 
■neople who aren t precisely ideally situated and so long as 
she has health tnd aspirations, she’ll make it alright. One 
of these days, perhaps in a couple of months, 1 shall^ 
tell her the story of the Hevj.1 who unsuccessfully tried 
to tempt the saint but failed utterly up to the next to the 
last second when, on leaving, he turned back to see tne saint 
shedding a tear, in pity for himself, fhe nevil was 
enchanted for he was smart enough to realize anything _
can be wroght by way of havoc eventually with a s*oul feeling 
sorry for itself, it's a little early to pass that tale 
along to Dallas, but the time will come eventually.

net Dew Orleans agent, b„ the way, is that oreiger or 
Kreiger or whatever woman, of the Basement ^ookshop, and 
pal as i understand it, of ^arnett nane. B shall not 
wait several months to aavise the Dallas Daisie abput 
what B think of certain agents of ^ew rleans, don^t 
you think so.

I need scaroely.tell you bow enchanted I am at having 
.a new reading maehine. A letter from r. Ayoook of tfaton Borage 
advised me it was being sent to atchitoches, ana^ a 
similar one must have gone to the Welfare office in town, 
for wLfs. Ooombs met the train and dragged it down here 
this afternoon, leaving;B>r. °oombs up Bermuda way under the 
bridge, fishing. Pilgrims'came from Boston just as Mrs. oombs
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spinning, as the things usually need a hit of 
Is the Boston-contingent was going out one gate, Blytne 
Rand and B. ^eupler entered hy another. Then spoke of you 
and ashed me to send along greetings. rs". ^oombs and 

Blvthe were Alexandrians years ago Blythe Being a Dit 
more mature, I believe, in those y<3ars when a lew years mak.es 
so muoh dillerenoe. But they were glad to talk, over 
old times and while B. Keupler is not my favorite ch»r»ot®x - 
I wag glad to have a round about iris and oven heat botantioal
problems.

o ' -  i!t

Three big old drilling contraptions cluttered up 
the garden in front of the African *ouse today, engaged in 
taking up the pipe that had been drilled a few hundre 
feet into'the ground three or four years ago at_that 
spot by the old fig trees where I planted the circle 
cannas to conceal the pipe that protruded^from the hole m  
the ground that never brought forth anything but oil and 
salt water. It seems they are drilling anothertwell somewhere 
back in the pasture toward little Hiver with some of the pipe, 
and the rest they are leaving on top the ground -under the 
fig trees in the garden where they are threatening to try^ 
drilling for water again in a week or so. The canna bed is 
but a mare1s nest at the moment, but the cannas will come back 
next Spring, fortunately the Guernsey lilies that 
border the elpise around the African *ouse have not yet 
put u-n their blossoms, so they have escaped this first on
slaught.  ̂ am hoping if they must try again to dig ano her 
well in the same place, they will get about it.before September 
15th when he lilies will have started making up their minds, i 
hope they get. water, too, for i should thoroughly enjoy one 
good long drink* of just plain water.

I called on hie frau this morning and sat and chatted^ 
a few minutes butdidn t linger as long as I might have, since 
the poor animal was obviously hungfiy, but too excited at having 
a visitor in her solitary menage to be able to consider food whil 
not alone. « The heat has evaporated all the 1080, but 
just on the chance I haven t caught up with all the devastated 
rodents, I* shall let the solitary occupant of the African 
House remain there another day. I should not like 
to repeat the experience I had with poor old Grandpa.

Celeste took her cat to Alexandria for an X Ray and 
a bone in the foot, I believe, was found broken, and the 
same nut in splints, but 1 haven’t seen either oat or mistress 
and so shall probably have particulars on the morrow.

Today, being the 29th, my thoughts have turned in your 
direction so constantly, and especially along about first dark when 
you,should be getting home to a quiet apartment and are not. Please 
don’t try to write until the hurricane passes,....*
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Thursday, August 30th, 1951.

Memorandums '

How nice to find you,r letter in today’s post.
Tt is tucked away safely in my armoir, awaiting the 

advent of a confidential secretary. Dr. Knipmeyer 
ran through some of the other incoming items with me, but 
naturally, the seal on yours always remains intact until 
first dark brings the Bthopians out :of the fields.

The routine can be broken easily enough for no reason 
on earth, but this evening there is a measure of excitement 
and an goodly crowd at the gin where fire wast discovered 
in one of the sections of the vast and complicated system that 
conveys lint to the pfess and seeds to thestorage barn in 
t e opposite direction, Pire is such b elusive thing in cotton 
that vast care and endless exploration must follow for hours 
after the swish of an elusive blue-ish flame has been noted by 
any of the workers along- the complicated system. And so 
I reckon Mr. Brew is inspecting endless twists and turns in 
the endless machinery and I shall not see him before the 
morrow.

? t c ■

As for people who work in State offices, this week end 
s ould be remembered as pleasantly "long”* for today is 
the birthday of Huey Pierce Long and a legal holiday in 
Louisiana. But to make the thing more "long-ish",
Rarle*Hong, by authority as Governor, declared Friday 
a holiday, too. Ho federal or State offices are open on 
Saturday or Sunday, of course, and what with Monday being 
labor ̂ ay, many people are really getting a break. I 
certainly wish you might approach such a span of time for your 
own good self, what with all the excitment going on on the family 
heart&bat with the heat continuing unabated, everyone proceeds 
instinctively by reduced speed. That this slow motion extends 
into the cotton fields is evident, they say, by comparing the 
amount of the fleecey stuff picked this year as against
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last year’s account boots covering the same period. This 
year the aotton is more abundant and the bolls wider open 
mating it easier to gather up a sact Tull without having to 
travel very far and with scant'exertion, butthose 
advantages are scuttled by the enervation that lays hold 
of the field hands, and while there is usually a reserve of 
freshly picted cotton to be ginned at this season when the 
mechanical operations of making the stuff into bales cannot 
keep up with the flow of the snowy stuff, this year the 
balance seems almost perfeot and only after a cool spell brings 
renewed energy to the field hands will the gin begin lagging 
behind.*

Tuesday's anti rodent campain has already brought 
forth striking results. In some instances one doesn t have 
to see to be convinced, for the stench of decomposing 
rats is devastating, especially on the ground floor of 
the tig house where one or more animal must have escaped 
the servants and is exuding an armma that ought to make 
it easy to keep pilgrims from advancing too whole heartedly 
on the place. In view of theprolonged week end into which 

we are entering, 1 have no doubt the number of people passing 
this way will be stepped up sharply, but perhaps the scent 
assailing their nostrils will impell me to be satisfied 
with just one look without any desire to penetrate 
muoh closer to the buildings than the big oak, —  I hope.

I have read but a page or two from tTGrime and Punish- 
ment“, what with the weather being warm and drowsiness 
readily catching up with me at the close of the day. There 
is another element, too, I suppose, - my failure to get 
interested much in the doings of the characters thus far en
countered, which probably permits my head to start nodding 
sooner than it would were 1 fascinated by the doings of 
the people being presented. Somehow they remind me of the 
cow who*contributed a pail of milk to sweet Qhafity, and 
immediately turned around and kicked the bucket slap all 
over the ground. Cows of like character may be fascinating 
to some people but they leave me pretty much indifferent, 
as do the Lostievski antics of the people thus far coming 
forth in the present opus.

And while in the animal section, I might report that 
Celeste s cat’s foot or leg or whatever was put in splints 
by the a&exandria expert yesterday, but last night the cat 
removed said splints and so 'f. took the cat back to 
-a&Qxandria today and it will*reraain there for a.while until it 
can get on without crutches, Hie *‘rau continues to sit 
in solitary randeur in the African House and, as for me,
I am about to splash through a shower and fold,...
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Friday, August 31st, 1951.

Memorandum:
How nice to have your letter which came in yesterday’s 

post. The only trouble is, — it is still safely tucked 
away in my a^moir, awaiting the arrival of my secretary. I 
hope he didn t get a sun stroke in the field or and more 
probably, cotton money didn't go to his head, if, inedded, 
he sold a blae or two of his raising on today’s market.

The clock points to 9:30. Perhaps he will make a 
round later. The thermometer stands at 85 and we are 
'promised another reading of 106 on the morrow, in duplicate of 
today's high. But there were pleasant stirringsyof air all day, 
and although they were hot-hot, still they didn t seem so 
stiffling as lifeless air of yesterday, and any circulation 
tends to ease heat by the evaporation process, I reckon.

another circumstance made the day seem;less oppressive, - 
ample supplies of pure water which is probably the best 
drink in the world, and especially when one is thirsty. In 
view of the dysentery that has been flying around, it has 
seemed to me wise to avoid local water supplies and while 
I have su bstituted milk and cokes, water is the thing one 
craves most when plenty of licquids are needed Dr. Coombs 
had heard I was avoiding local sources, awaiting the gushing forth 
of a hoped-for new well, and immediately sent me several gallons 
this morning and said a fresh supply would be delivered 
on Monday. It is certainly most kind of him and I am making 
the most of all this treasure of purified H 2 0. I reckon 
it is exactly what I needed, for after consuming a couple of 
quarts before 'sun down, I felt more full of pep than In days.

I am always forgetting the folk ways of The* field hands when 
it comes to cotton picking which probably operates 
differently in the ^ane ^iver country than it does, for example, 
in the ^elta around Memphis, where no one is paid until the 
entire crop is gathered, and often in that lush region, there 
are still miles of untouched cotton still on the stalks when 
the ploughs start turning for Spring planting. Locally 
people work leisurely on Monday, full tilt on Tuesday, Wednesday 
and xhursday, knocking off completely on Friday morning about 
10 of 11. In this heat they are wise to take the long week end, but 
hot or cold,: they take it regardless, for by then they 
have enough money for Saturday night and that’s all that matters.
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And just as I turned this page, a timid knocking at 
my screen door revealed the presence of a diminutive 
ISthopian messenger, anfiouncing that ‘““r. Brew "ain t "been 
feelin' so good yesterday and today"* So that’s $hat s the 
trouble, — too much sun, I reckon. Unfortunately the f 
messenger had never taken time out to learn his A. 3* 0. s 
and so he was not of great help in deciphering the mail 
department. But r  am glad to he advised I may expect
assistance on the morrow, and while I accept these enforced 
interruptions in the exchange of our thoughts with had 
grace, still at heart I am gxxfcl grateful that the 
interim stretches over no longer a span than 48 hours,

Wh&t with your household "wedged out" at every seam at 
the present time, you certainly can grab off hut sparse 
moments for pondering on any subjects other than what’s 
next at the office, what's"next on the home front. But 
when things have quieted-down a little in the days ahead, —  
as though life ever does actually quiet down, I am 
wondering what you would think about the chance of 
getting a response to any letters you might write, more 
or less at random, to a variety of organizations and 
institutions, setting forth in said letters that 
the retirement of the individual to whom you had been 
confidential secretary impells you to consider 
a like line of endeavor in as much as the impersonal 
business in which you are currently engagedHlfsztx requires 
little' except a purely mechanicaloperation of the 
brain and therefore might well be exchanged for 
a line of endeavor wherein other attributes than the 
purely impel-so al qualities of the mind nxs may be 
btought into service.

One of the most vexing problems of modern organization 
in aimost any line of endeavor is the fact that somewhere or 
other somebody or other is casting ahout hopelessly in search 
of someobdy or other for a particular job, and that latter 
somebody is perfectly equippd forf said job and dying to 
have it, — but the seemingly unbridgeable gulf is so 
difficult to be crossed and contacts established. What 
I am wondering is your thoughts as to the chance to one 
such/letter chancing to arrive in an organization where 
a void has developed and thi’s proposal would be welcomed with 
Vast satisfaction. One thing that would operate in your favor 
is the fact that you are not pressed for time and often 
when one is not, things seem to happen with so much greater 
rapidity. Then, too, the 908 business affords a completely 
confidential handling of such matters, and so on. But 
this is merely a thought on a hot-hot night, and may well be 
set aside to cool' and possibly forgotten. Still, I am curious 
if anything would happen, say, from the Metropolitan Museum, 
or some such, even though such organizations afford little
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Sunday, September 2nd, 1951.

Memorandum:
how . nice to run up on a secretary on Saturday, so that 

we might resume our conversations through the medium of 
your grand letter which I had kept tucked away for the past 
couple of days.

And may d say thank you, too, for having shared with me 
the transcript of the Scardsdale epistle. Somehow I 
feel I comprehend a bit more fully the somewhat sluggish 
mind of the writer of such a composition. And yet, because 
of its very ponderous quality, it may well serve as some
thing of unique value for the simple fact it is so labored 
and obviously intended to state nothing but facts, shorn of 
all grace and the usual amenities. If and when such a 
letter should be used, it would merely be attached to 
one wherein would be stated the S. B. connection and 
the statement brought forth after so much passage of time, 
would accordingly supply the unadorned yet very positive 
collaboration of the statements made in the letter under 
your own hand. I think it would take no wizard to 
catch a glimpse instantly on reading the director’s 
effort that he is obviously a self-centered bag who could 
scarcely be expected to pull himself sufficiently out of 
the mire of his own murky depths to toss off anything 
other than just the be-labored mental confusion in which 
he wallows through life.

I am particularly touched by your facile thumbnail 
sketch of the neig bors, their present situation and the 
preperations for their departure, the plunder assembled and 
the vast impedimenta of helter-skelter mental bundles 
that will last them throughout their vacation and will 
be slap on their back even after they get back home again. It 
seems a little trite to remark so many ills are economic and 
het this seems so pai .fully ture in the case of the girl friend 
that one cannot help picturing quite a different set-up, if 
by some miracle the necessity for laboring so heavily might 
be removed. I have long hoped the offpsring might eventually 
1 be able to aid mightily in easing the economic burden, once 
school was finished, but I reckon that hope is pretty dubious,
1 have a feeling the whole menage would have cracked up and
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gone to smash a long time hack, had it not been for 
your presence in the neighborhood and the safety valuve 
you orovided for the poor soul, so long hard pressed both 
economically and<p spiritually.

• * < „ * * ? *  night I got around to try out my new machine and 
m d  it works wonderfully well. I had quite a stack of 

5°?^? t0 sample but had been impatient to undertake ^ostievski's 
Grime and Punishment which I had never read. I had a

fov^rhn?r g0 thing, but finally put the volume
ffx?! "a?or1 of something less exciting. In harmony with its 

« . » the book starts right off with a couple of murders but by some
curious twist of the author's *rt or some kink in my own frame 
01 m m a , I soon discovered I was breathing murder with
?Jor™v,5?QaJh I?ysQl:f and so concluded I might as well shelve 0 business for a few days and see if the same mania 
turns up at the next sitting. Although 1 was in a 
fairly kindly disposition, when I began reading, I shortly 
found myself so inexplicably in a mental state altogether 
sympathetic to that of the central figure of the book that I

astonished at'myself, Usually I haven't time or energy 
to waste on people for whom I don't care so much, but through * 
the medium of the novel, I seemed to have no difficulty at all 
in working up quite a "mad*1 * * *, which is about the silliest thing 
I have experienced in ever, so lo'ng. I never ran across ' 
anyone who read the*book and 1 am beginning to wonder if
to that not)ody Gan ever Persuade himselfto proceed far with the business, but 1 suspect that some sub-
chancedUtoirrn«ato°n>,WaS battin^ ia my brain and justTP«??frd che surface when your friend, Mr. Scourby,

§2? t0 business. A subsequent sampling 7
how ISmake8out! f°r m ° and 1 Sha11 adviSe *ou later

to a during' the night and must have sunk
readv to up m i ^ e?or? ra°rning, which made me sleep sloundly and eaay to be up and about a little e rlier than usual The
?h2i.BS S h h« L 5 atotlSn2? soa® of «>« long banana leaves from li!t l07fly Shades of yellows and browns, with
M  toward the end of the leaf to make each one
of t ;m L  L°°!jer s tail- 1 gathered a huge armful i.rn;;®ra,a d arranged them as a huge golden brown bouquet of
“  ” !r2nt °f tha deap blus of th® tossedMartin s blue-black statue. Somehow the white of the
theUb?-vr draperies, plus the pink of the mud walls and 

^ 111 lant hiues and reds of the stained glass made a
withnn10nnna?nbl?ati?n of oontrasting colors and objects, and i.itnal one lovely big harmony for the early Sabbath morn.
1, J ut,of'® °l?ar 3k-V> “is- holoman called me long distance
def?nftfli\Tut,i°omlnf UP this week end to work. I said Ho, but
! ! ^  f; ,̂ f,rs is plsnt for her to oonoentrate on without^  so soon, ohe sa.d she had a thesis about the
lmagine^a.?iaysi 10 th® revolution and was goinng to study it.

* ./> ̂ 1
OoaJL laAtiwi {A

$l
J DO
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Monday, September ̂ th, 1951.

Memorandum:

&ow nice to find your letter }.n today* s post.
My secretary read it, — and I didn t oorrect the matter, 
being dated Monday, August 29th, and i am sure it was 
as of Wednesday, since you mentioned The Mud -̂ ark.

as

My secretary has really -been under the weather with a 
high temperature and I give him only your letters and any 
others that might seem ultra confidential. i have quite a 
stock of secondary ones which Ur. Knipmeyer can ruu through with 
me on Thursday if the secretary doesn t perk up before then.

. ■ . o
i am thinking of you especially during the current influx 

of folks from "down yonder" are converting the hearth into 
something akin to Grand Central Station. How right you are 
in contemplating giv ng some hint to the parents regarding 
the local situation and point out that while fun is fun 
you can’t tpcl die laughing, — and especially over 
other peeple s children. It is really wonderful how dumb 
people can be about avoiding anything by way of imagining 
how other people have to arrange their own existence without 
forever taking other’s ways of living into consideration.
Usually something about as subtle as the kick of a mule gets 
ideas across to such people, - especially when it suits their 
own particular convenience to ignore the common courtesies 
to others. -̂ ut I agree with you it is about time such a mule- 
ish broadside be issued. Herhpas, — and just for a change, you 
might lie -and. tell them you are expecting "some friends of your 
own to park on you indefinitely and that while you would just 
love to push, the Concourse walls a little wider and take all 
of °outh American under your wing, that, under present circumstances 
seems impossible and that of course they will understand.

How characteristically kind of you to think of me in 
regard to supplying the name of the Chief ^ariestess of thw MAG^.
Any time is conveninet to have it, as I shall attach it to 
some of my notes, but shall not make use of it until the 
manuscript has been completed and the thing read for a copyright.
I have written another three or four pages of instructions, plot 
and details to ^8. b-oloman, and with what has already been supplied, 
the thing ought to begin taking shape before long.

How nice that you all are got luncheon for your predecessor. I away
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the gathering reveals somepleasant attributes on the part of 
some of your associates whom you may not have had an 
opportunity as y6t to get to know very well.

I came to the end of yesterday’s Memo before * realized 
I had arrived. I intended to say 1 supped with the ands and 
a flock of technicians after whichwe had planned to go to 
St. Augustine’s to show some pictures and to make some recordings.
But much lightening rumble up from the Montrose Hill*§ just 
as vie were breaking bread, and.the chief mechanical wizard 

' of the party, fearing he would get?bogged down on Little Biver,
should it rain, decided against goings I felt so sorry ~ ~
for all the negroes who had made it a point to swell their
numbers for the occasion. Of course it never ained a drop
and the boradcast for the balance of the week is fair and
warmer.

The enclosure about the Briarwood damsel sounds ominous.
”01e Virginie" for years has had a whiskey voice, which always 
seemed hilarious, what with her and Caroline "being prohibitionishts. 
I suppose "tumorn is the correct word for her difficulty, I hope, 
but 1 think both^girls are quite insane to dilly-dally about 
the proper and* convenient time for an operation It has 
always been my hope that "ole ^irginie" may survive Caroline, for 
the former has both .feet an the ground-so far as being able to 
stir up a grand meal aVid rig up astonishing frocks, etc.

It has always been "ole Yirginie" who has acted as Mother-hen 
to Caroline’s baby chick but perhaps the role now stands to be 
reversed, although Caroline will offer scant feathers for anyone 
trying to get in under the feathers that she may be so bold as 
to spread.

The strange holiday week end has terminated and it seemed to 
make little sense. Business was at a standstill on some days 
but today, — Lyle s birthday, by the way, — everything in town, 
they say, was doing business except the banks, which, off hand, and 
not being too notoriously on Labor’s side, might have seemed to have
been the only institutions that would have remained opens.

: ■ ’ • - * « ' 1 , _ . , \ , , .... ;•

I shelved "Crime and Punishment" for a little and am 
perfectly delighted with Henry Biei&, Mcminger’s "The American 
Mind", volume 2 of which came to hand first, and-so 1 began 
reading at that point, and am perfectly delighted.

? *And thanks for telling me about radio doings. I didn t 
know Messrs Thomas and Merrill were back again. Thanks much.
I think Bibber and ^olly said they ould be back October 3rd, or 

some such date, possibly just early uctober. I am 
glad we are going to be able to do some ccpmmon listening together 
on these apd other broadcasts. Please don t try to write while 
all those down yonders" are all over therplaoe....
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Tuesday, September -3th, 1951

Memorandum:
<* ■ "

The enclosed letter from The Cottage is interesting 
primarily because it establishes the date of the restoration of 
that lovely place. As a letter writer, la ^ullivan scarcely ranks 
as' a Marquise de Sevigne, and I laughed when I got to the place 
where she cautioned Celeste and me not to blovj in before autumn.
If the lady only knew how difficult it is to pry me: loose to 
get as far afield as latchitoches, she wouldn t he worrying 
nbout me ranging as far away from home base as the ^elicianas.

I shall write her, recommending that she get in touch with 
"Bat Mrs. Buck", — that is to say, Mrg. Bllis, and see if that bag 
has or has not-burned up all the contents of Miss Louise s several 
tin boxes of ante bellum correspondence. Further I shall offer 
to make notations concerning the identity.of people, places and , 
events mentioned in the letters. I reckon those letters have long since 
gone up in smoke, — it was cold-cold last February, if memory 
serves, when Miss Louise was dying and I didn t know it, and 
probably the letters made a grand bonfire. 1*11 bet dollars to 
doughnuts "Bat Mrs. Luck" never so much as heard of Cousin Bliz 
Young and probably has no more idea as to her association with 
Dr. Mercer than the man in the moon. I shall suggest that 
after the letters have been annotated, they might be bound into, 
a volume or volumes and take a keystone place in The. Cottage library, 
but it is problematical if The wottage will go in much for books.
Stull I recally think that is where these papers should be, and 
I reckon there aren t many people living who know much about the 
ueople who wrote th8se letters or to whom they referred. Besides, and 
more selfishly, I can think of no better way of rounding up this 
data that through Madam Lullivan, — assuming they are still extant, 
and if I can help her in injecting some sense into their implications, 
she can render us a service by giving us an opportun ty to have a 
look at them, Among other things in the collection are 
letters to and from ^aurel *111, Mr. Mercery’s will, particulars 
about ^nna Mercer, her final illness and death in Laris ana her 
return to ^aurel Mill, via ^ew Orleans and the S. S. Princess, 
draped in mourning, chartered for the exclusive purpose of 
bringing the body from % w  rleans up to Hutchin s landing 
at ^aurel -“111 for interremOnt in £t. ^ary s uhapel on the plantation.
I shall go- in to none of this in my letter-to The Cottage, hut it 
is pleasant to contemplate as a possibility, - the chance we may yet 
track down some of these forgotten pages of a fabulous past.

The letter from ^rs. M0ioman speaks for itself, iipparantiy she 
is interested in the subject and what with -Army Lay in April, we might
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svall expect to have the story wrapped up well in advance 
the required publication date.

t -if Life would^t do something with pictures on this
suhjeot! T s  I have no pictures and the story is open to anyone 
, ! j. - „ thft hi«torv book, pages, there isn r much

1 -  S v *.i?  «  “ **
seiStt «?«•>■.

g -m m&si ssspeople and places and a general drum-heating for the i< A t s on 
Army bay, don t you think, so.

I saw Celest for a moeht this morning. She £?r
oat hack, from the hospital, his leg in a splint, and looking 
quite like; a veteran.

rj- rvort^inlv kind of vou to offer .to try deciphering  ̂
the Overdvke renditions from the *’ench of the Natchitoches 
h  i o ndPostel 1 says he has had unproductive contacts with herr oyerayke 
to far as sharing material goes, and it is quite possible we shall 
hear nothing more reading the said records. I suppose thej will 
quite a shambles dven if they ao come to hand but there u  
•fh-incr fiVmit it the Overdyk.es know they can t. copy the stuii 
correctlyi so if no translations can be made they will have no one 
hut themselves to tahnk. It occurs to me, however, that even 
thoueh'ft they may provide no complete legal paper in the ,lot> 
tnevmi“ht offer a couple of names and dates which in themselves 
m ^ h t  iloline us to have someone elsa, such as Jxs. plenum, 
ĥ ive a £0 at them with a campsa. Another intersting i^om thQ 
Ovlrdykls uncovered was a bit of the 1850 census when some noble 
cerson went from house to house the length of *ane iver s
tn r-et the names of the inhabitants, their marital status, - and 
thelf s e e L H o  be lots of unmarried people, the various occupations 
of the individuals, ’the number of slaves they
of their property and so on. I am hoping ^riend Posoell ,,,
get a copy of this and he and X oan tour the s h  neighborhood a bit 
next “ummer. I believe the records covering this section are 
in L  3 % .  on micro-films taken from the Federal oenus Bureau
in Washington, or some suoh.

1 ureii so things turn, and I am holding the thought the 10th or 
12th o?September may brMg peace in its train for your household 
and soon. I ’m feeling alright, drinking tons of water, and 
hope you are grabbing off a bit of rest in spite of all the nurly bu ly,

p q c A a a a  u  ^ (
Wednesday, September ffch, 1951,

Memorandums
As all September multiples of 7 come on Friday this year, —  

a fact i have just considered, I take it my letter of Tuesday may 
well hatfh been mis-dated.

This morning I telephoned Dr. ^nipmeyer to bring some 
L. D. T. powder tomorrow and learned from him that Natchitoches 
had had*quite a rain late yesterday and a wind that took off a 
few roofs and uprooted a few' trees at the college. With 
so many localities in this region getting a sprinkle or two, 
we may perhaps anticipate a couple of teacups cascading down from 
on high'-at this bend of the river soon, I hope. I listened 
last week to the account of the new hurricane over Jamica and 
held the thought that its water content might eventually blow up 
this way, although we don't need its twisters, but i don t 
hear the radio mentioning'-the thing any more, so assume it 
may well have blown itself out.

I am perfectly delighted with the nenry Oteele Oominger 
"American Mind” , and although I have read but a few more pages 
from volume 2, they are all to my liking as a survey of^ 
trends in haw, Architecture, Sociology, etc., in the United 
States from McKinley to F. D. B. Mr. Oominger finds that 
William Jennings Bryan, T. Boosevelt, Woodrow Wilson and F. D. R. 
were the great purveyors of thought for the advancement of the 
country, and especially an adjustment, - really a revolution, in 
the interpretation of the place of Government in relation to 
the governed. And the greatest of these, he finds, ifi F. I). R. , 
and that, of course, finds an Amen irom my benoh.

There is an excellent account/ probably several pinted pages, 
regarding the viewpoint of Justice nolmes which makes good 
reading and makes especially * dear the contrast bet een 
Justices of his type and the old die hards such as MoReynolds 
ond Sutler who tried so hard to block all welfare legislation.
Of the one or two things  ̂wanted to pass along, --and for what 
reason I know not, except that I thought you might like them, 
was, for example Aristotle’s definition of Law, —  reason 
uneffected by desire” , which, after all is pretty goo$, but somehow 
makes me smilo for its sheer brevity. Mr. hoover isn t vastly 
crdmirad bv ^  Oominger who cites a ^oover veto of Mueole Shoals 
project --later to be incorporated in the vast T. V. A. program, 
wherein’Mr ^oover pointed out it would be ruinous to the country
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If the Government should venture into anythin like producing 
nowar As Mr. Cominger points out, after i1. D. H. had put the 
orogram*through, even the electrical interests which formerly had 
efclisted all the hoovers to quash Muscles Shoals, actually were 
enchanted and made ample profits after the Government had begun 
producing said power and turning it over to the compies for 
distirubtion. Poor Mr. h00ver# he seemed to have such a genius 
for making predictions that invariably turned out quite the 
opposite.

Dr Coombs kindly sent me several additional gallons of 
water today, which I am glad to have and which a shall consume 
fairly soon if b keep on my current schedule, ^e also sent, an 
invitation for me to accompany him and Mrs. coombs on a _ 
little one day excursion to Natchez, Miss at any time auring 
the next month, if 1 would care to select a day that would suit 
me. That, of course, was easy, — hone, - but it certainly was 
kind of him to invite me. Naturally, when I get arouna to go 
to hatchez, it will not be with acquaintances, and unless 
I put on some long whiskers, it would be disastrous if should 
plan to spend but a 'single day. ^an you imagine, for example, 
the resulting howl if someone like ^ary Rhodes shoula here of me 
being in the bluff ^ity.

I saw Celeste for an hour this morning, - the longest 
sitting in I can't remember how long, fhe Civic Service Deague 
or some such organization in town appointed her to effect 
some kind of a business and I lent her a hand on stirring up 
a scenic plate of Natchitoches, to be manufactured by some 
Baltimore concern within the next six months or so. . ine 
plate will carry aboht 8 scenes and on the reverse will give 
the founding date of the town and a poem by a scribe of 
the town who did a nice verse on the community.

.Naturally, as b forked out the idea, ther e concurrently 
ran through my mind the possibility of making' use of a 
pictorial map of Melrose for a like undertnking, and later 
I set about seeing what would be nice for a border. I concluded 
sprigs of cotton bolls, crossed like crossed swords fould be 
nice, with a pecans separating the cotoon bolls* Don t 
you think the products' of the plantation would be nice for 
a motif on such an item. Well, we shall see what the manufacturer 
has to say about it six months hence, fracking down a picture of 
a pecans was pleasant inside employment during the heat of 
high noon, 'and best of all, b found what 1 was looking tor, and 
that was jthat.

f I had thought Daisie in the .bell' jai0ht come through with 
something before now but I reckon she is hot and busy, as, 
indeed, aren't we all. Do hope you are getting a little 
sleep at night ev:n though breathers are infrequent in between.....

j y u ,  §00

5030
[mi

Thursday, September 6th, 1951.

Memorandum;
b must make a note on the calendar. i?or, Delieve it or not,

I actually went to town to the movies.
for months Celeste has been after me to go to see  ̂

the contempoary version of Show Boat when it reached this 
region, and today was the day. At a luncheon ao ra ŝ 
last week, the two ladies had planned the business, - put 
agreed on no date. And since today fitted in neatly with Geleste 
program and mine, today was selected and Ora was to be 
notified by telephone, with a brief frolic at her house, 
either before or' after the movie. But the recent wind storm 
in town has the local telephone out of commission, and 
so wra could not be contacted and b never did see her.
Madam Regard and the Wenk youths were substituted for ura, and 
that was that.

I liked the picture^ and thought the music nicely^ f itted to 
the mood. Having seen the stage version at the Ziegfield 
with Rdna Mae Oliver as Darthie, and the rene Dunn movie version 
in which Haul Robeson was wonderful, I am glad to Have 
Been this third version which impressed me' less with its stellar 
personalities than with the nicety ol balance of the whole 
business, The only other time It have attended a movie in town 
was with the Madam when we saw ".*11 fhis and heaven, , Too , 
and b think that was quite a iqhile back. I hope b don t have 
to go to another in a briefer interim.

c *

Being in the big road added nothing to the perfection 
in the operation of my somewhat imperfect secretarial system, 

and the net result is that I never did see *̂ r. Brew. But Dr. 
Knipmeyer assisted me with two or three items during his 
morning visit.

You will find hilarious sections in the letter from 
Daisie in the Dell (and as I write the last 4 words, it 
suddenly occurs to me we might stir up a mother Goose jingle 
about Diasie in the Dell and Hussy in the well). I 
liked the part of her letter setting forth her interest in 
old houses. as for her feelings about the Hew^ rleans agent, 
my opinion, without any substantial grounds, isn t high.
And if Miss Daisie, to whom Jane Dong doesn t seem to appal,
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wants a Cane Biver story, I sha 1 be glad to toss her a plot 
from a dozen I have kicking abouti P

i'here was â .so a timely letter from Mr. Gain which I 
shall not enclose at the moment, as I need to send it to 
hr. ■•■'and, or possibly a transcript of a prt of the 
letter for Mr. Gain is tremendously anxious to get some 
particulars about a place in the environs of Alexandria, and 
TV shaxl oe Slad to send along some information I have about 
the place, which chance to know about, coupling the 
same with a request from ^r. Gain regarding Knopf potentials,

sam® tlra8» . sha11 mention that additional information 
which he requests will be forthcoming shortly, thus providing 
an excellent opportunity for a bit of mutual "back-scratching" on his part and mine, 5

plan?ati0*J arG in the midst of the seasonal scuffle cen ering about the amount of lint not coming 
from the fields. I suppose there are always■major factors 
accounting for the September let-down, as well as a few
f n r ? ? ^ S?Sn Var^ from,X8ar tG year. A major factor for dilly-dallying in the fields thus far this year must be 
t ® extreme neat, which ought to slow up any line of 
endeavor, Then there is the fact thatSaturday nights 
since cotton picking began have been gay because of the 
presence of a little money in everyobdy’s pocket, and a
^ fiCiQnGyom?me? tari?'y seems to tend to discourage effort o future Saturday nights, since the virtue appro ching 
folly Ox the field hand is to give scant if any thought^reyard-
a5Snt°?£r° 8 n!Qd5* *hQn thQre is the usual gram! ling 6 -bout the payment of insufficient rates per pound for the
picking, backed by the knowledge that every year as the 
season aavancesand the planter increasingly desires to 
imsh his ginning, he will inevitably increase the rate 

in payment of picking once or twice at least, and so "slow- 
up tactics are set in motion every year after the first
X s e d  lhenUSinnm ttinf- the white stufl filing hasf t80* thQre a*G tnose Who have smashed up so
‘r durinS the Yea*, the garage bills credited
no the harV8st earnings, that many a familyno matter how madly exertions are made, will never bring * 
rneir account out of the red and naturally there can’t bea 
much enthusiasm in waging an economic battle whose out
come on the side of defeat has long since been determined in
fhIav Qn* LikQ watQ* ma*ks on a legal paper held up to f GVery yoar at this season these factors begin to
aai?ttloIT1mor^Qn as on® scrutizines the balance sheeta iittie more carefully. By SOme miracle I have never comnrahnd«a

sy-'t'ia-ss zz s m s . s i t r j r -
W

&
C
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Friday, Btptember 7th, 1951.

Memorandum: t ,

how nice to have your Saturday letter and to pleasant 
to marvel at your ingenuity in getting "Grand Central Station" 
cleared of the crowd momentarily by sending them off to the 
movies. I had always thought of the movies as possessed of 
many virtues, but not until 1 read your letter did I 
fully appreciate how valuable a thing they could be.

But "lease don fc try writing until things get quieted down 
a little and you yoPrself are backr.on to some kind of an accustomed 
routine.

■ . . ”v'“' * ^

You got the reflect glory in the halo department all mixed up 
but that’s alright. At is people like you and ^rs. Brandon 
who light the way for so many people. I wish you both could guess 
half the happiness your crowning glories shed on others.

ÂntJ thanks much for the address and for sending back ^argaret 
Dashiel s address and for sending along the nesketh Pierson review.
I am hoping to explore the latter this week end and I shall set the 
W A 0 number aside for definite use when the Samson article comes 
to a boil. There was another article, --I mean another letter 
from Mirs. ^oloman regarding that matter which I shall enclose 
herewith or send along under separate cover in the next out- 
oing mail or a subsequent one. xt seems to me there are two or 
three items of correspondence yoh would enjoy running through 
although none of them are of great vitality,

In one of my recent Memos x believe 1 referred to the 
general discord chat usually obtains at this season of the year 
when settling time comes for those who have made a crop on shares.
I thought of it tonight when % .  -̂ rew came by. ^e said he had heard 
a lot of talk about people getting cheated and sb he had decided to 
settle for 4 of the probable 8 bales he is going to make this 
year, just to see who things really were rigged up. ^e said he 
went over the account with the boss lJ. n.)~who explained the 
cost charges as he did to everybody else and that he made the 
whole thing perfectly clear, --how much per acre the various serices 
cost, - ploughing, dusting, etc., and that it was all perfectly 
clear to him (Mr. Brew) and that he would come out with a
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fair profit. Ho siad ho realized the property owner wasn't out to 
xoose money but that he tought the local planter was unusually fair 
and just in his charges. "All that other stuff the other colored 
folks had been talkin was-just plain old nigger talk," he 
explained,5 ost of them are always spending money ahead and then 
when it s all gone at settling time, they complain against 
the oroperty,owner and what do you think, those folks making such 
a racxetdidn t even know how many acres they were cultivating 
and how mucjipper acres was being charged for dusting and such like.
It £ like it always is, jus a lot of old nigger talk,”

*nd when_a colored person say the word "nigger" he really 
means he is disgusted, Ho reference to all this sheuld be made, of 
course, since he is the present confidential secretary, but 1 pass it 
along, thinking you might enjoy the little glimpse it affords of 
different reactions. «

Ahe news in ^obina's letter about Hr. filler of ^arlin is 
intersting. -1 reckon this may be the last the Mississippi 
Valley may see of the little medico. I am glad she is going to be 
with her sister in California, but one never knows if she will 
remain there or not, so long has she flitted to out of the wav 
places about the world. *

f*ate last night through a barrage of static, I think I heard 
tne announcer state James . Gerard had died. A hurly-burly day has 
prevented me from getting any news but perhaps there will be somethiig

, ^ r a ^ t i m e s  in years gone bye, Hate tossed me into 
circles frequented by r. ^erard and so x have always followed his

a2fthS frp-i?b8r ,yeafS r̂ith int®rest« I believe he owned some of that 46th street property between 5 and 6th ^venues, and if there was 
any place he didn t have holdings, I haven't heard of such. I

haJG ,raentl0n®d owns Ho.seshow ^ake Plantation between 
Montrose and Cypress m  this neighborhood, and 1 believe he has 
long maintained a_Shreveport office to look after his interests in

• °n?e4-lt ,s?Qmed tb 'me heard it estimated his wealth -n-, million but at best that is'probably nothing but a guess.
There seem to be two schools of thought as to the status of the
h9an"d d t h ? i tirae °f *is dSath- J- said he understoodne lo„t practically everything some years back, which means I

: r rst was down to his last yacht \  while’others seem to think 
a come-back. One nice thing bout .it is that ^e rst has 

gone on to his last reward and so will not be able to cause any more 
misery on this earth, for, in my opinion, he trumped up more troupe

peopJ0 tha? any puDlisher l ever heard, of. It v§as
heir °nQ th,at to puzzle me a little how when at theheight of his newspaper circulation and his yellow journals certainly

. ^ Q:n0?daus fodlowings> hQ never could get himself elected to 
office which, to be perfectly fair, must be recognized as something 
of a star in the somewhat battered crown of nomocracy. S

,3or °rm^rqnJ0i  ̂flb0UJ» musP fold now. Again my appreciation
h m  h i X t L d f  u o ;sT t ? fh ?  “ 9 urse you not to ^

5034

Sunday, September 9th, 1951.

memorandum:

A quiet week end with an occasional stir of air Pleasantly 
tempering the continued heat and I like it.

In Saturday's post came a letter from Madam Storm whose 
,address in SouthGarolina Caroline wouldn't, or at least, didn't 
provide. It seems to me her letter reveals an unusual personality, 
I met her but once, perhaps a couple of years ago. In 
looks, she reminded me of marie Dressier when done up as a dowager 
duchess, — and about the same age and weight as la Dressier. 
Although her letter isn't short, she has nevertheless poked in 
quite a few topics, succeeded in giving a little thumb nail 
sketch of her economic royalty as revealed by her political 

enthusiasm —  and distaste, and even injected a pleasant smattering 
of humor,^all of which seems pretty good for a lady of her years.
My ^uess is that ^he might make an interesting correspondent 
if Charleston isn t afflicted with the same malady of writer's 
cramp that so generally discourages pen pushing in Chaleston's 
mid western counterpart, Datchez.

A person possessed of tons of gold and vitality, I'll bet she 
waves a mean septre at the convergence of the 'Gooper and 
Ashley Aivers. Perhaps I had, as la Storm suggests, get into 
correspondence with my old friend Arabella Mazyck who, in 
contrast to la Storm, is a Charlestonian of quite a different 
prsonality, — faded gentility and faded fortunes, but nevertheless 

in spite of the vitality and wealth, a lhdy through and through.
Only today I learned that another letter of condolence, -- 

for the third time this year too much belated, must be penned 
before tomorrow's post goes out. It will be addressed to 
fea*- ^aird^whose hus and bought the Sam martin plantation, 
formerly xrudhommer up the: road a piece. I"have met Mrs.
Laird but once and as my grapevine runnihg up her way doesn't 
function much, I have only just now learned that her father - 
was the engineer on the Southern Belle when it and the 
troop train crashed head on down:the road somewhere a few 
weeks back. Celeste had stopped at the ■kaird. place recently 
when some of the‘personal effects of her father reached Mrs. Laird. 
Celeste said his watch looked ever'so much like a slightly 
battered apple in shape and resembled a watch not at all.
I assume tne owner of the time piece looked like nothing
and for all I know, it may have been what was left of the watch
that established the identity of its owner.
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This noon I broke bread across the fsxn fence, and 
while at the board, J. H. was called to the telephone to 
be asked, — I think the call was from somewhere in Texas, if 
he wanted any Mexican laborers for cotton picking. His 
response, I am sure, although he didn t comment on that point 
in mentioning the matter, was definitely negative. These are 
the imported laborers that Frank Edwards has frequently mentioned 
in broadcasts I have heard during the past month.
I asked J. H. if some standard of wages was established 
for such laborers, ne said they were paid "the prevailing 
wages of the community". And I think Mr. Edwards could 
do quite a lot with that. Tt is the custom in Louisiana, - 
and I suppose'all over the South, - to begin paying two dollars 
or two fifty per hundred pounds picked, with the wages gradually 
increasing as the season advances and the prospect:of adverse 
weather making it desireable to get the crop harvested before 
the rains deteriorate the quality of the lint and thesebye 
reduce the rate paid for'bales harvested after such deterioration 
has set in. But if swarms of laborers are imported from 

beyond the Bio Grande, and paid the "prevailing wage”, that 
naturally would mean the loyVeit rate* as paid at the-beginning
0 the hargest, since the whole crop would be out of the 
fields and in the bales before there was a chance for the 
picking rate to be advanced.

Several plantation's in this area have contracted for 
such labor, including the Williams properties, administered 
by J. Williams, brother of B. B. and Mrsa. Vernon Cloutier.
1 mention all this because believe that you, like me, 
find added interest in news items, and especially those that 
are spoken of with enthusiasm by some co mentators and 
damned by others, and especially when circumstances bring 
the operation of thosh predicted events slap to our-own 
door step, so to speak.

In the' animal kingdom, I saw something today I had never 
seen before. It was Celeste's Persian cat, in playful mood,

* staggering around with Charlie, the daxhund, and suddenly 
climbing a tree, regardless of the fact that one of its 
hind legs, broken by the automobile accident, is in splints. 
Seeing Marybelle de Vargas clip off a few sentences on a 
typewriter with her toes, since she had no arms, was one 
thing, but seeing a cat with one leg in a sling, so to speak, 
ample up a tree, is something else again. What a pity 
Bipley had to pass ;Out, — or perhaps he would have any way, had 
he been told that one.

I have thought of you so often this week end. Let us hope 
the next one may be ever so much more solitary......

Monday, September 10th, 1951.

Memorandum:
a bit cooler day, and that is just as well, what with 

all the people "hoovering" about under foot.
Pilgrims from uregon, South Louisana spattered up the 

calendar from too early until too late, that "Ghost 
Along the Mississippi", and not my favorite character, - 
one Clarence LaughU^- arrived with as assistant, - a 
young lady from ^os •A&geles, at a quarter before noon* ue 
is perhaps among the more coneieted people 1 have known, and 
about as inconsiderate as any 1 can think of who pass for civilized, 
and the worst part of it is, he is rathe civilized in many 
ways. I was told by a joint chorus of himself and his 
secretary that they had stopped at the Natchitoches Hotel 
last night, that one of them had had a cup of coffee and 
the other never ate ̂ any breakfast at all That was a 
little too much, and while  ̂ let sthem take plenty of pictures,
I was decidely on the mule-ish side regarding the forcing of 
an invitation to dinner, and I accordingly marveled to their 
faces at their vast indifference to food and said I certainly 
would not try to corrupt their inclinations by the mention 
of gumbo or anything so mundane, and flitted on hurriedly to 
some other topic and let the business go at that.

They cluttered up the blance of the day for me, taking 
their Id pictures, but as this is on a business for the 
Library of ^ongress, with a couple of thousand shots 
to be included'"of Southern plantations, 1 didn t hesitate 
to cooperate to the extent of letting them take pictures, 
but L drew the line on letting them take me and Southern 
hospitality for a ride. . > -
f Pilgrims came right after dinner and I had both^ 

pilgrims and photographers under foot until nearly six, when 
the whole posse pulled out in their separate directions, and 
a ca^ tearing down the road, came to a grinding halt at 
the front gate, and quite unannounced, out stepped lister and her 
daughter. She staid for supper and is spending the night here, 
but it is mere whimsey, for: she threatens to take off again 
for home on the morrow, leaving the boys behind, although 
they are scheduled to be in school again next Monday. In 
short, it has been a day.

\

M
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Mr. Ghost Alon^ the Mississippi is doing his photographing- 
on a Federal grant, and 1 didn't know they were making them, 
any more, - or ever made any. believe it was a Oarneigie 
grant or a Guggenheim grant that Frances Benjamin Johnson 
operated under for so long. Personally 1 doubt if the^
Federal ^ovdrnmnet is making any GBAHiS. 1 imagine this is 
some departmental job the fellow has round up, and perhaps 
tricks it out as a "grant”. 1 certainly don t care what it is, 
for he is still a bag.

*Ee prides himself on never writing letters and it was with 
vast concession, as thought leaning- down from ^eaven that he 
told me that if 1 ever came to xiiew Orleans and if the pictures 
he took today came out satisfactorily, he would let me see some 
of them. Imagine.

he says there is a show currently in progress at the 
Mtfseum of Modern Art, Manhattan, in which are exhibited unusually 
fine photographs from about the coynry, taken by camera experts 

whose identity is withheld. It isn t quite clear to me 
why a great camera artist should want to keep his name unmentioned 
in a show that includes one or more of his pictures, but I'm 
a little old fashioned and what the latest wrinkle is in the 
wimsey of the camera world, I would presume to comprehend. But 
I should like to see the show and I hope it lasts a long time and
contains some inter sting items, if you get to see it.* v

In today's post came a letter from the ^verdykes, but 
I doubt if it contains the remarkable transcripts they made of 
the French records in the Natchitoches archives. Of course 
I never did establish contact with a secretary, what with 
the unending program of hurly-burly that lasted until long 
after people with any sense were probably in bed.

On Saturday I learned Geleste planned to go for a thorough 
check up at some Alexandria medical institution on Monday, but 
I saw her momentarily this morning and this afternoon she had 
not returned from a picnic with the Wenk youths when their 
mama arrived. uf course, I think she is perfectly sane, if 
she seems to be in need of expert medical attention, — in thus 
heading out for a for Tic in the hills, which k s  a heap of 
advantages over consulting rooms, I expect.

And so: the world turns and my petulance crashes through 
these lines, I suppose, to indicate 1 would do well to fold up, 
which I do herewith..... ..
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Tuesday, September 11th, 1951.

Memorandum;
f

It was a little more placid from after dinner, and as 
one of the boys insisted on going home with his mother, only 
one of the ^enks remain, and a solitary number never works up half 
so much racket as when a couple of them combine.

Along about 5, there was a little sprinkle, marvelous to 
relate, and while it didn't get anything very damp, — and 
the "dew” was limited in extent to an area about twice the size 
of the garden, it did cool the air a bit and I think it 
will be altogether pleasant a little later when I propose to 
institute a little private musicale on the gallery where 
a deep shadow already throws into startling relief the 
whiteness of the sun dial against the dark green'backdrop of 
the bamboo hedge. It's going to be an all Hussian evening, I 
think, for I want to resume Bostievski for a page or two, now that 

a I have finished ^ominger, and I want to intersperse "Grime 
and Punishment” now and then with a whirl with mein lieber 
Peter Illyovitch.. And as I write the final word in that 
sentence, it suddenly occurs to me that I have forgotten what 
the Hussian name is, — the proper name, which must be soething 
like Illy or some such, since the "ovitch" section, as I 
understand it, always is tacked on^to a man’s name to indicate 
his father's name, as for example,'Peter Tschaikoyski's papa's 
name must have been Illy or whatever, since sonny s name in 
the'middle was Illyovitch, or something that sounds like that.
But be that as it may, I feel like a musicale, and a musicale.
I shall stage, - unless sleep catches up with me before hand.

* Herewith orunderxt spearate cover, I am sending along 
the Overdyke concoction. It seems to be, from the first and 
only line I read, a rare combination of English where he 
could translate, and French where he couldn t, and §ince he 
couldn t read the original much any way, pePnaps he did.well or 
did not do well in'doing a bi-lingual business with it. Please 
don't rush into a struggle with the business. And don't be 
depressed if you can't make anything -out of it, for the doctor 
himself said quite frankly when he was here that he doubted if he 
got a third of the letters right, which really doesn't leave much 
for anyone to go on, especially if there be many words of but 
two or three letters. You can keep his hen tracks in the original, 
I suppose, or, since they probably represent no particular trasure,
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we oan return them to him, - just which ever you think is 
bett'er. The fact that he copied them on to the present 
stationary indicates he da is keeping his original notes which 
I distinctly recall were in a note hook of. ome kind.

I must say in passing that while I have not thought of Marie 
Theresa in connection with her nickname in months, and I was 
accordingly quite taken aback when hr. ^verdyke in his best 
English, referred to her, not in the French pronunciation of 
Coin-°o.in, but definitely in the English which cer ainly 
sounded like the- jingling of- a lot of small change*

t - -p'r*--'

fnere was a note from Mrs. ^oloman, attaching conies of 
letters she had-written at my suggestion to several magazines 
asking their Haitors if plans were currently being formulated 
.for their is She schedule to appear on or bo fore Army Day, - April 
6th, and if they would be interested in an Army story, with 

emphasis on the female side of the armed forces. I haven t read 
the copies as yet, but am just hoping they are alright. £ 
sent her a complete letter so shewouldn't have to fly off the 
handle into too.much talk about the ^evolutionary aspect of the 
tale, but I don t know if she copied the letter or put in a 
few Bamson flourishes or not. Bhe said her hu band is getting 
bupy, determining how one goes about copyrighting a story 
"because we want to get it Copyrighted before it Is published”. - 
how silly^a person working on a newspaper doesn t know that 
the copyrighting process is accomplished only wfth the publication 
of the piece and cannot be copyrighted any other way. But 
I shall let her husband go ahead and expend endless time and energy 
in getting full particulars, - for I havesforgotten how much 
satisfaction he got out of making- endless daily trips from 
Alexandria to Natchitoches, and the special trip he made' to 
Melrose tr.e following ween end to announce the startling news 
that Melrose, according to the reoerds in the'Court House, is 
.indeed, slap on the spot on the map-where it has always been 
. so designated. ;As a lady I once knew who had heard some 
English, remembered some phrases but invariablyrgot them just 
a bit out of whack, once remarked;

< '
,,!fhe mountain labored and brought forth a moth hole.”
^  - *

•//ell, along about now, that’s precisely &err Moioman, of 
White, holoman and White, attorneys at ^aw, is up to.

^bout toiiight, falsie in the j>ell is also probably in a bit 
^ tizzy. h© rather long letter I wrote her last week late, 

probably reached her t.ue hand today, and what with all the 
facts and fancies running through the piece, she will be going around 
m  circles trying to make a pattern out of pieces that can't 
pOESibiy jibe, poor Uaisie In the ■‘'ell, perhaps she deserves
B u f  now fo? a6mu™silall1!arl l  iU s K A lt iA K K . .

Wednesday, September I£th, 1951.

Me orandum:
-“•nd so the rains came without any Gulf hurricane to 

blow things around. It started around noon today and has been dri 
drizzling along intermittently ever since. Being of the 
gentle sort, it will penetrate the deeper, providing an long 
over due respite from the drought and giving ample moisture 
for the balance of the dry season that may stretch between 
mid September and November.

I had quite an interlude this morning when across the 
fence I was received in pajamas'. It seems the night h^d been 
sleepless, following a domestic ripple or two. It isn t so very 
difficult to dry the tears of a child but it seems a hft futile, 
when one realizes the peculiar sense of values that form the 
stuff with which one must work. It s a mighty p<?or brand of 
freedom anybody enjoys when he or she really isn t needed 
at all and that seems to be about what the situation is, a bird, 
that simply must flit thither and yon whenever the impulse ipoves 
should not*be too surprised if its presence or absence isn t 
noticed much and that seems to be about what the present 0 
matter turns on. It all boils down to everything and nothing_ 
and one can but pity such cases and regret the absence of a grain 
of classicism which, in'flat contrast, gets the most out of whateer 
is available.

Poor old Dostievski is still having hard sledding. I 
read a few pages last night during the ”entr actes' of my , 
Tsohikovski evening. Ait in today’s post came Hugh Walpole s 
Fortitude which John Brewster, the reader, recommended, and so 
I have tran fered the Russian opus to the holding shelf*to 
have a go at the English novel, just to see if "hr. Brewster s 
recommendation has merit and if I shall like Fortitude as well 
as The Cathedral; which is one of my favorite novels.

my chance I hea d Beantor Hllender oh Capitol Cloakroom 
last hight and was impressed that the swarthy little Cajun of 
the days of Huey -̂ ong wasn't more hill billy in some^ of his 
statements than he was. He spoke of being in the rient on 
different occasion and solved Japan1s over population by 
transporting the excess population to the Phillipine Hislands. 
ge spoke with confidence, too, on how nice it was_that thejapanese 
were about to emerge as one of# the great Moomcratio G° ntries.
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I am wondering who is going to push the Japs, from 
their new democracy any where, and equally 1 wonder who is 
going to persuade the Bhillipinos to let the Japs take over 
their islands, even if any Nipponese has a mind to. The 
Senior Senator from Louisiana is a hag to start with, and even 
more of a one when he really gets wound up

r'rom the enclosure you will note that ^arah Jones is 
employing he. vacation on a kind of "busman's holiday , what 
with the conjecture, from what she writes, that she must 
have sitied the Natchez library, during her outing. It 
was ice of her to remember about the butterfly lily jar, but 
I have given up all hope of having any success with that undertaking 
until I find someone with more brains than 1 possess for such an 
undr taking. What with the tendency of moist things to 
i i  mildew in this locality# it is imperative to dry the blossoms 
before "jarring" them, and in view of the hot weather which has 
been ours of late, even the perfume has evaporated, leaving 
no aroma at all. But perhaps Barah will stumble over some other 
method, probably requiring much paraphanalia, and the blossoms 
of the butterf ly lilies will'remain com "aratively safe from 
getting themselves embalmed.

Becently I think I mentioned the pink Soulangeana that 
for no reason on earth suddenly unfolded its blossoms in 
mass clusters, all of them pure white. I take the whiteness 
to be a result of the intense bleaching the'heat has been giving 
vegetation# But now the Joral ^ush, -- crybaby bush, has jumped 
its traces*and is begin, ing to come into flower. But quite 
contrary to the paleness of the Soulangeana,' the Ooral bush is 
stained a deeper dye than ever. I don t make any sense out of 
either item blooming at this season, afld even less do 1 try 
to figure out why they act so peculiarly about their accustomed 
color scheme.

I have recently knocked off two letters in the same post, and 
one, - to uirs. Wagner, currently residing in Wathcitoches, was 
altogether unsatisfactory while the other, to ^iss Nellie turned 
out precisely as I wanted it to. In my letter to her I took 
occasion to remark how letters held come to me in the same mail, 
although stemming from far flung and unrelated people, remarking 
upon the glories of such a personality as hers and what an 
inspiration her career is to those who do not know her, save 
from reports that get about. That is one letter i wanted to 
write while there is still time for her to read it, and I 
am glad to say it seemed to write itself.Outside a gentle rain 
continues to dampen the great «out of doors and Arenbourg must be 
tickled as aren't we all.....

5042
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Thursday, September 13th, 1351,

hemorandum:
You will note from the enclosures I have a tairlygull schedule

^ e a5 u ^ ? ^ o o “ t M p na ^ eV ’V e Bte*aay. *b hoped, «  enoonpasBln
void developed about the family hearth.

Tv, nf the hurly-burly situation obtaining in these parts,
this vveel endthShand ywouldlr’t seera to he made tor the reception 
ot the three 1‘exas numbers. Rankly, I was a little taken aback 

bhsuch an unexpected announcement, the more so since I haven t 
hintea about the advisability ^ g ^ ^ h ^ f ^ ^ ^ ^ v e n ^ n o w s  ^hen. 
and partly because I have^t J e e r ^ ^ U 1 mate tuings
UW  ttlpniasier although with the houseful of ^enrys in the offing 

this week eAd?,I view the next few days with scant enthusiasm.
As for the other enclosure, it speaks for itself. ^ i^ sly 

haisie in the Ball ,1b languishing- for friendship
“  r/jssu i r i r z  « .— n  .»>

s £ » r s S  i t  J  .■s.’sas.: j a r t - w uth ™«tSetic souls but rathe* the condition in whichKffSS. 1. .rt~.uth.jgh
t HVP no reason for such an assumption, it occurs to me sne nuty
rre«y much^weigntcd down by her -other and if so, sne per^apa
cannot develop*, friends as readily as if s h e t h f n g  she will he no o0on as she discovers that tne spirit is tne uning, -uo 
a“ “°r“ ?rarfca-.d anv domestic drawbacks and cultivate a flock ofsawsrsws —

Yfi«tsrdav1s gentle rain continued all night and all day and is 
fftvlng vs etation a wonderful soaking, Ihe weather man says a oold fror
fa’ioflS ^ h S « d  across Oklahoma in this general direction,
eo 1 take it we may look for cool and fair days, suggestive ox 
Indian Summer just ahead.
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I saw deleste and ^adam Regard for a couple of moments this 
morning’. A telephone ccall came in at cofiee time, announcing 
the death of Jeleste’s ’s old friend, — mother of her sister in 
law in iaansura, and then and there both ladies decided they would 
head out for that place at noon and return Friday or Saturday, ■‘■he 
troubled waters of yesterday seemed as calm and placid as a marble 
slab and this little interlude will undoubtedly form just the proper 
aftermath to mate a rosey glow over everything.

xiast night the static was so ineessant I devoted myself 
exclusively to Walpole1 s Fortitude* I like it, although 
it *is quite different from his Cathedral. "Fortitude seems to be 
the history of a man from childhood, - 1 have got him up to 17, 
and a mighty unhappy childhood it was, although he has been 
greatly braced against unhappiness by a sentence he heard on the 
lins of an old man, - "It isn t the length of life that matters, but 
the courage we bring to it". -John Brewster reads it very well and even 
sings some of the Christmas tunes \jjhsn at Christmas time, the 

serenaders stop in front of the boy s home. But iortitude is not 
a book: I would' recommend first to one who had not read The Cathedral, 
for tne latter, quite different, is much more to my lilting.

My youthful friend, Robert ^eblieux,<drove down from town 
to see me this afternoon. He is a college freshman this year and 
as such, had had all the hair shaven from his head, and so wore^ 
something looking like a gay jockey s cap to cone al the hair line 
that has vanished but completely, "s brought a framed picture 
of the view of Front ‘Hreet, in Hafbh.it ocnes, as viewed from 
the far bank of ^ane iver. It is about £ by 3 feet in size 
and will one day be treasured by people who want to re ember 
how the place lookingd in the old days of 1950. His Mother 
sent along an?invitation for me to come to town xor supper but O j. 
course I declined. Rob'rt s arrival was perfectly timed, for 
i was just.scuffling about-with a cotton and pecane motif I had 
in mind for a ceramic border and it took him but a few seconds to 
bring order and beauty out of the chaos of one of my inimitable sketches

The Knipmeyers, undaunted by the rain, put in their accustomed 
appear nee this morning. We had a bit of a clinic on the side, as 
I thought- a enecillin shot would do no harm to a mildly noticeable 
kidney business and, for all x know, mightadd clarity to the buzzing 
that lingered on following tne sun business a while back. And 
so we killed a bird or two with a single shot and nobody got too 
soaked in the doings.

I must:forget to report th t Celeste’s cat had his leg tanken out 
of the splints yesteray an so he may now climb trees regardless, 
although he didn't do so badly with the thing in a sling*,...

!xida , September 14th, 1951,

Memorandum;
I suppose I have a vague concept of how it feels to 

find one1 e* menage over run with too marly South or tne noraer 
numbers. But come to think of it, Waco really isn t south 
of the border but only down that way.

I had counted on Carolyn and -^elen and possibly Lucille 
but not on one Ida somebody, too. They came this afternoon 
and remained at Yucca until 10 tonight and after spending 
the night in Natchitoches, will return on tne morrow, and
auain on Sunday. , ,Helen seems to have lost much flesh but^otnerwise
seems well adjusted to the new prospect of lif-J which her 
husband’s death occasioned. 1 Relieve she will continue to 
make hr- home in Waco. t

"ut with five people in the circle, conversation isn t 
so gobd on the purely personal side, since "only two people 
can talk".

Ida somehow suggests little Miss .alberta in a^larger 
edition and probably about the same age. She is distinctly 
on the literary rather than the painting siae and had 
ouite a faw.interesting things to relate, including her 
contact with «ugh Walpole whs., he was in Waco a number of 
vears ago. One of her favorite coons is his rortituae ana 
perhaps i shall find time to let her hear a page from tne 
Heading Machine on the morrow.

fhere is but one social drawback so far as Ids is concerned. 
It v»a° doubly noticeable because of tne failure of a mechanical 
contrivance in the bathroom, for it woula seem Ida has 
weak, kidneys and Journed to tne bath perhaps o or 8 times an hour 
and somehow, either through chance or irom over working tne 
outfit soon discovered the flow of water into la chaise 
had come to a halt. As I am not expert'at plumroltng, and 
as local plumbers are not likely to be easily
j.riday night at first dark, the operation of said convemenoey 
was not as smooth as it should have been atid I found ray su,- 
conscious mind casting bout in hopes I mi^ht be a le o 
jo something about the bath room before tne next assault 
begins on the morrow.
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^he weather continued damp all rb last night and 
well into mid morning, wit' occasional drizzles that 
added to the store of moisture already accumnulated. The 
clouds remained heavy until sunset, so there was little evaporation 
Toni,ht, however,’ the sky is clear and the moon big and fat,' 
and probably a little brighter than usual, what with the 
new washed atmosphere and pe haps because it is much cooler.
After all the tain about heat during July and August, when 
the thermometer dropped below 70 tonight, with a promise of its 
touching 60 before morning, it really seems quite *Arabic. This 
will c.i-VQ vegetation a wonderful new lease on life and already one 
catc.es a stronger perfume alon0. t_,e gallery where the 
butterfly lilies are really coming into their own.

« Helen hadsome interesting personal experiences to recount 
and i only regret she didn t have more opportunity. She 
said she and a Texas girl-friend got their first job after 
graduating froi school, as secretaries of flloyd Gibbons, 
the war correspondent, who at the time was doing news broadcasts 
.in hew fork, where he lived at Hotel Shelton. He had his office 
in his suite at the hotel and his mania for chorus girls made 
something of a shambles of the apartment-office quite frequently.
He had a third secretary, a Mrs. ^esbit, sister-in-law of Mvelyn besbit 
who.figured in sensational trials punctuating the career of Harry 

Thaw. If the supply of b b x chorus girls ran low, Mrs. 
uesbit was supposed to "double”, and on occasion Mr* (Mr.)
Gibbons would tell ...is coniiaentail secretary to recommend to 
the lesser secretaries that they remain all,night at the Hhelton 
which, naturally the did not and which didn t seem to provoke 
their employer. She said the whole experience was decidely 
on the nightmare side, but as she and hex friend survived, the 
training in such a mad house proba ly was advantageous.

^In Washington last April, - on the trip that included 
the arper s J-erry detour, she stopped at a Washington Hotel,
Our of her frien s told Torn Connelly, whariman of the foreign 
relations Committee that Helen was in the hotel, and 
^ele was a little started when stepping out on the messanine, 
to hear Senator ^onnelly shouting from the main floor to her, 
saying Helen, uelan, come down her and see if 'you oan remember 
your old iriend". ^elen said he remembered her through her

^n0r, out reports were all over the place and when the Senator 
em:.raced her, flash light bulbs exploded and next day’s news
papers had much to say about "Miss •uelen Pool", and her prolonged
friendship with the senior Senator from Texas -- But all
this must make mighty dull reading and besiues the hour grows late, 
now sincerely ± hope your week end may be a quiet, happy one.....

l
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Sunday, September
(>

l/'th, 19 51.

Memorandum:
How nice tofind nofexpeotefyo;

“oulf Xfind^an opportunity to take typewriter in hand before 
the week had played out completely.

i!ow that all the edueat:^rhop^they^ll2^ ! ? 11̂ 5and3that 
for the winter semestre, let s n r  fg olently restrained as to
holiday, breaks along g ®  - “ living about, especially in
discourage the youngsters f B y «oTty the Boston student of

u e r h a p ^ h i s . M a s n n i  le\he exception proving the rule, -  I ho e.

" 1 appreciate your thoughtfulness f  ̂ a ^ e ^ i n e T ®
that our mutual the"thought" that conditions
am all in favor O x ^ v eJ t t °uch an aspiration may be
realized^even heap of thought-holding,
hut the individual involved is worm.

On this side of the a l f  blue6^ g o l d ^ n d
almost perfect from a " ^ ^ P n t l v  tempered moonlit nights, moderate sunny hours and pleasantly t p  t mada a shambles

r 3 t u " out ofstep inclines to enervate any one.
/ The three > W  -ladies had been ashed to come down "after 1 in 

afternoon". Suite naturally tney toofc^ ^  before.
that to mean might make it precisely 011 th9 dot’deleste anticipated they mignt ^  ^  S9Iving, giving her an
and prepared coffee -> f "t promptly at 2. Actuallyopportunity to take off for to, p . t y  headed them up
the ladies got here a little after 8, and at x £st QT1 thil3gS
the road to see diemence and co some expiori o the
at the big house until after tre supper nour. . - her
ladies returned and e.il.u «  “ °.d “ tea. < M  - W *  .

i S S t h u a i . ™ ,  I «  =■>* »a* “ *• » * “ *

tr
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slam which seems to he extraordinary in the gaming circles 
in which she participates.

I stuck: to home base during, the succeeding couple of 
hours and later, when across the fence had called it a day, I 
accented an invitation to have supper at the hotel with the 
ladies, - and so x finally got to have a chat with them without 
interruption.

■Chis afternoon the ladies returned about 4 and Carolyn 
and ~'uth somebody from Maryland arrived about 7. the two 
new arrivals sup ed across the fence and then rounded out the 
circle on the lucca gallery I had expected ^arolyn and the Maryland 
number to remain all night at ^elrose but by 2;30 when thoughts of.
folding up came, all the ladies decided that they would 

make the trek to town together, and let us hope they are all safe 
and sound in dreamland by now.

I think this trip -has been good for Helen and if so, I 
am glad to have had an opportunity to expend a bit of energy 
in the hospitality department. But, frankly, I am 
not at all sorry the week end is drawing to a close. I 
don t think three women make the ideal co ibination for a travel-rest 
curi, and when a couple nupre are added to the hejira, I am 
sure such a posse wouldn t suit me at all, were 1 the patient.
^ut perhaps t e buzz was sufficiently distracting to eliminate thougnfc 
of the past month from the mind, and if so, then it was a good 
investment of time and energy.

,It goes without saying that the literary department 
didn t get far under existing conditions but somehow 
I di® manage to knock off a few letters this morning before 
the wheels of the day got to turning. I jotted down a couple of 
•cages of outline for a story which i/aisie in the ^ell might 
concentrate on a little and I passed along some more paragraphs 
to Mrs. Eoloman for "Samson Was A Woman",,

All in all, I Luess it was a good 48 hours and of one thing 
I am certain, - both people and plants all react wonderfully 
to the advent of cooler days, and there is such a vitality' 
in the air after the prolonged heat that I am really astonished 
at the eppe ranee --such a* change for the better, in the ranks of 
both my floral and human friends.

I reckon many of the cotton pickers weren't sorry to 
be rained out of the fields, for the major portion of the 
week, and after tomorrow, when most of them will be getting 
over today, notton really ought to begin rolling.

So many more little points to touch upon but 1 shall let them 
slide for another sitting and fold up my beard at this -point.
It is so good to have your letter, but don t try writing until 
things get smoothed out a little more. You®know i’ll undrstand....

YuLU■vo !
Jk ̂  fJi\,Q asJ/l u n - i o j i v v

Monday, September 17th, 1951

'. V
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Memorandum:
Indian Summer continues, -‘•'he accompanying ozone is laden 

with much vim giving elements which are certainly timely 
in the wake of the busy week end.

There was cultural inspiration, too, in at least one 
group of pilgrims. There were five men, including an 
archlologist, the State Park Commissioner and the Director 
of the Chalmette battlefield where one A. Jackson fought 
and won his battle of ^ew urleans. Everybody seemed enchanted 
with their tour and would be here yet, I feel, if other 
claims on my attention had not inclined me to break the 
sitting, but I must say I did so with reluctance.

I was glad to have a look at a watch one of the men 
carried. It had belonged to the Captain of the Bobert H.
Lee boat that raced with the -Natchez on their famous sprint to 
St. Louis from Mew Cleans. It was delightfully old-timey, 
rather fatter than contemporary time pieces of its kind, with 
the face covered in the same fashion as the back.

I had forgotten, — if I eve knew, that eventually the 
Robert 3. ^ee caught fire in the Mississippi, — oddly enough, - 
just off the city of Uatchez. Her Captain beached her on a sand 
bar &nd thus saved most of his passengers, and there were many 
aboard on that trip. It seems the beaching of the boat 

and the progress the fire had made cut off the Captain s 
quitting of the boat by /the pilot's staircase and by the 
front of the boat from which he might have jumped, had he not 
beacned the vessel.( And so he got what running start he could 
on the little pilot s deck, and leaped over bo.ar<J. into the Missis 
iss^ssippi toward tne rear of the To oat and wasn t hurt, 
although the watch probably, as its master, had to have a 
cleaning after such a' plunge.

■ It sjust occurs to me that the Robert E. Lee's famous 
rival, the Natchez, also burned later in about the same 
place, — off -Natchez. I recall that when the engineers were 
dredgeing tire bottom of the river in preparation for 
putting down the foundations for the big old bridge , built along 
about 1941, the dredges brought up three of the big old 
letters that had once graced thevessel, - the ”B,!, ”3" and
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I don't recall the third, I must ask. somebody whatever was 
done with these souvenirs of the fabulous boat racing days 
on the Mississippi,

I got atound to run,through quite a lot of mail this 
evening, although I didn t finish and I did not have 
an opportunity to make a^note of the Met oyer paragraph 
in the Postell letter. If you would make a copy of the 
sentence covering the Pierre Metoyer business some time, 
and if convenient, - either in pencil or on the machine, on 
a slip of paper so l can paste it in my scrapbook 1 would be 
glad, --That is distinctly a non-rush business, and next 
September would be just as good as this month of 1951,

Of course this information concerning the birth of 
Pierre Metoyer, and the assumption that he was unquestionably 
a broth of Thomas, throws the whole mulatto lore into a 
tizzy, for everybody, white andx,chocolate, in Natchitoches 
Parish has always said Pierre and Thomas were brothers 
coming to Louisiana from Paris after Louisiana passed from 
France to Spain, Perhaps this stemmed from the desire of 
descendants to establish a European connection as direct 
as possible, or perhaps merely because nobody- in the 
last hundred years knew anything about it and were content 
to,pass alongdata as dished out by parents and grand parents 
whose minds were hazy on the point. Be that as it may, 
it certainly makes the mariage^of Thomas to Marie 
Theresa the more sensational from a local reaction, since 
it was probably more startling that a colonial, born in 
this neighbo hood, should marry a nsgress that if a 

man did who came in maturity from a country where color 
problems had never existed.
, And in view of this information, it woul be 

interesting to learn where the father and mother of Pierre 
and Thomas lived, — in town or in the country since propinquity 
mPy have played a part in the Tho as-Marie i'herese romance.

? ■
In the 1850 census from which Dr, Qverd. ke made notes, 

there were Metoyers who werex white who lived between 
Bermuda and Melrose (Yucca). Perhaps these property owners 
in this area were occupying lands inherited from ancestors 
who were grantees in this neighborhood., suggesting a 
neighbor relation in the proceeding century. I believe the 
1850 census of this region is in Washington and 
copies have been supplied regional center's. It is 
possible but nob pxobablf that the New xork Public Library 
has a copy of this 1850 census. So much to talk about, 
and here we are at the bottom of the s:.eet, More anon....

Memorandum:

Tuesday, 18th, 1951,
h S Sm  4  ̂ ^

The enclosure, as the writer points out, isn't muoh, and 
I don't see what brought it forth unless she felt- the impulse 
to write, which may or may not he truef

But instead of taking Miss Bormon apart, I might as well 
break down and confess I&should like to impose on your good 
nature a little in the pioture department. The week end ladles 
saw your enlargement of the Madam and me and Miss Ida, of Alberta-ish 
persuasion frankly asked me if it would be possible for her to 
borrow it to have it photographed. She never knew the Madam, but 

< she seemed enchanted with her likeness, Naturally I didn't want 
the photo raph to leave its fleur de lys setting, but 1 thought 
you might still have the film from which the enlargement was made, 
and if so, it would be so nice to have a small print, say 3 by 8 or 
some such made for the lady. I feel rather sorry for the poor bag, 
for her health obviously isn't too good and she does seem to ifc be 
the type of person who would-really entfoy the picture. * 
think I mentioned she has a book shop in Waco, but I don't know 
its name.* She mentioned 1*Illustration, the christmas number, 
so it is just possible that in times gone by there may have been 
business in that direction.

But the need for this print is about as urgent as the 
necessity for me to begin thinking about a new Haster bonnet,
I d<?n t care if the thing is procured this year or next, so please 
don t<*iet the matter give you any concern before the end of 

. the*hollday period at the earliest. By then I may start running 
a little low on the Chapel (Kleisex painting) and the African House 
and perhaps the pictorial map (Nina), these three In a small sits 
that will go into ordinary envelopes.

In all these pictures, there is no rush whatsoever. You were 
so kind as to ask me to advise :you whenever any of them started 
running low. Well, 1 am anticipating a little, for they really 
aren't low, but they are going to he the ones likely to 
run out by early next year, and so I mention it now to allow 
ample time and to enable you to grab at said films when convenient, 
and in no way feel rushed to get to them this month or next. Please.,.

I got so busy talking about the Bostell Meteyer data in yester
day's enclosure that I forgot, as I had intended, to urge you not 
to feel in any way rushed about the Overdyke business. We
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I don't recall the third. I must ask somebody whatever was 
done with these souvenirs of the fabulous boat racing days 
on the Mississippi.

I got a ound to run,through quite a lot of mail this 
evening, although I didn t finish and I did not have 
an opportunity to make a^note of the Met oyer paragraph 
in the iostell letter. If you would make a copy of the 
sentence covering the Pierre Metoyer business some time, 
and if convenient, - either in pencil or on the machine, on 
a slip of paper so I can paste it in my scrapbook I would be 
glad. — That is distinctly a non-rush business, and next 
September would be just as good as this month of 1951.

Of course this information concerning the birth of 
Pierre Metoyer, and the assumption that he was unquestionably 
a broth of Thomas, throws the whole mulatto lore into a 
tizzy, for everybody, white and ..chocolate, in Uatchitoches 
parish has always said Pierre and Thomas were brothers 
coming to Louisiana from 2'aris after Louisiana passed from 
France to Spain. Perhaps this stemmed from the desire of 

descendants to establish a European connection as direct 
as possible, or perhaps merely because nobody in the 
last hundred years knew anything -bout it and were content 
to pass along!ata as dished out by parents and grand parents 
whose minds were hazy on the point. Be that as it may, 
it certainly makes the marriage'of Thomas to Marie 
TheresQ the more sensational from a local reaction, since 
it was probably more startling that a colonial, born in 
this neighbo hood, should marry a negress that if a 

man did who came in maturity from a country where color 
problems had never existed.

And in view of this information, it woul be 
interesting to learn where the father and mother of Pierre 
and Thomas lived, — in town or in the country since propinquity 
may have played a part in the Tho aS-Marie Therese romance.

In the 1850 census ..rom which nr. Overd ke made notes, 
there were Metoyers who werex white who lived between 
Bermuda and Melrose (Yucca). Perhaps these property owners - 
in this area were occupying lands inherited from ancestors 
who were grantees in this neighborhood., suggesting a 
neighbor relation in the proceeding century. I believe the 
1850 census of this region is in Washington and 
copies have been supplied regional centers. It is 
possible but not probablgr that the Lew xork Public Library 
has a copy of this 1850 census. 8o much to talk about, 
and here me are at the bottom of the S: eet. more anon....
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Tuesday, 18th, 1951,

Memorandum:
The enclosure, as the writer points out, isn't much, and 

I don't see what brought it forth unless she felt - the impulse 
to write, which may or may not be true#

But instead of taking Miss £ormon apart, I might as well 
break down and confess Izishould like to impose on your good 

nature a little in the picture department. The week end ladies 
saw your enlargement of the Madam and me and Miss Ida, of Alberta-ish 
persuasion frankly asked me if it would be possible for her to 
borrow it to have it photographed. She never knew the Madam, but 

< she seemed enchanted with her likeness, naturally I didn't want 
the photo raph to leave its fleur de lys setting, but X thought 
you might still have the film from which the enlargement was made, 
and if so, it would be so nice to have a small print, say 3 by 5 or 
some suoh made for the lady, I feel rather sorry for the poor bag, 
for her health obviously isn't too good and she does seem to fcfc be 
the type of person who would-really entfoy the picture. * 
think I mentioned she has a book shop in Waoo,% but I don't know 
its name.* She mentioned L 1Illustration, the Christmas number, 
so it is Just possible that in times gone by there may have been 
business in that direction.

But the need for this print is about as urgent as the 
necessity for me to begin thinking about a new Easter bonnet,
I d<?n t care if the thing is procured this year ox next, so please 
don t^let the matter give you any concern before the end of 

* the^holiday period at the earliest. By then I may start running 
a little low on the Ohapel (Kleisex painting) and the Afrioan House 
and perhaps the pictorial map {Hina), these three in a small site 
that will go into ordinary envelopes.

In all these pictures, there is no rush whatsoever. You were 
so kind as to ask me to advise :you whenever any of them started 
running low* Well, * am anticipating a little, for they really 
aren’t low, but they are going to be the ones likely to 
run out by early next year, and so I mention it now to allow 
ample time and to enable you to grab at said films when convenient, 
and in no way feel rushed to get to them this month or next. Please,.

I got so busy talking about the Postell ^eteyer data in yester
day's enclosure that I forgot, as I had intended, to urge you not 
to feel in any way rushed about the Over dyke business. We
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dnn't have to batch bay train with that either. It will
fee interesting in the event his scrawls make any sense at all,
to see if the Postell information adds anything to the sum to al
of the uverdyke.

The ozone continues so wonderful 1 
to be up and putting a dozen i ons in the fire all at the same 
time. Some of the'big white lilies, responding almost 
immediately to last week's rain, have begun unfolding and 
thev are auite lovely. 1 have one with a stem about a foot l0F§ 
in a orema da menth bottla hare on my dost along side Uttla oid 
Yueoa nods sedataly at every tap oi this machine, so if
you have a ploture of flowers taking on human at tributes, you 
will be altogether oorreot in your ^  that
reminds me of some passage from an Oscar wilde fairy story, - 
could it be The Birthday of the Infanta, - and I guess it is spelled 
Enfant a, wherein the roses and lilies have such a conversation, o
is the tulips who do the talking. 1 must read that again 
eventually, it was so enchanting.

Jhe Cool weather is timely in respect to Helen's Box of 
man's garments which she brought for me to paroel out to some 
local people who might make use of them. In *h9r8
were some long sleeve and leg underwear ^thopians seem
to love when the full heat blasts of summer fade away. TBese 
"long handle bars", as I believe *red Allen used to call them,
must be warm but I oan‘t remember ever h a v i n g ^ t L ^ a m e  tvoe As for myself I always seem to be comfortable in the same type
of abbreviated underware throughout the year • t
you, even at the risk of convincing you i ought to Bave my
head examined, I like to go to the other extreme an* keepthe same
bed furniture throughout the entire twelth month. Sleeping
on a wool taok with the thermometer at 106 makes no sense at all,
“  course. I suppose 1 merely push baok the couple of quilts for
X can t believe i really cover u« j,n Jll3-3T» esPeoifli? °
under'■me. But the bed is sufficiently ample in width.asyou 
know, so one can really pile up quite a stack of stuff on one 
side without ever sensing, perhaps, that it is in the way, which i
certainty isn‘t.

On Saturday we are to have a couple of new telephone numbers, and 
I shall pass these along as soon as they are known, - One direct 
line at the store, and one party lino at tho h0*®*» «' 
grantor rural areas are being brought in under the dial system 
and that requires ohange of numbers throughout the area.

I think of you so often at close of day and am hoping you are 
folding up at business whenever the gong strikes. Over time is 
so bad from a dozen points of view and X fervently hope you may 
have a little time to yourself at close of day.....#

Wednesday, Sept. 19th, 1951.

Memorandum:
' ,

how nice to find your Friday letter in today s post, 
along with the reproduction of the Sleeping *ypsie. And 
what a grand time I have had reading all the news you have so 
kindly sent along, — all except the page which can be put in 
all "mains", for just as we were getting to it, a messenger came 
to tell the secretary somebody needed a quick trip to the doctor 
in Cloutierville, and so 1 sent hi i off forth with, and so shall 
have the pleasure of your tour of the photographic section for 
the morrow.

now glad I am to know that there was every chance that a 
quiet week end might be realized and somehow 1 continue to hold the 
thought after the events of the week end have actually transpired tht 
in reality you did get the hoped for opportunity to collapse at 
will.

Isn't the Denholme Elliott - Duncan Hlliett business odd, - both 
actors afid with names so close. I laughed to myself as it occured to 
me that perhaps thetheatre played a trick on the audience and that 
twin actors, in fact, did appear in the piece which the audience 
supposed but a single actor was interpreting in the dual capacity. I 
have an idea I shall hear from Duncan Elliott againk - if not from 
Benholme, and you may be sure I shall inquire about the matter.

*ou are so right about the location of the *venue Victor Hugo 
which is considered quite a desireable section of the residential 
district. *he boy friend is somewhere near by, - 4, rue de la Cure, but 
I have forgotten just where that street slides into the Beis neighborhood.

You will laugh when you learn that news of the General's appearance 
in the Picayune came to me by way of your own faeile pen. Celeste 
menti ned having something to read me from the Picayune a week 
baok, but didn't say waht it was, — and of course i never heard 
any more about-that. I had never thought of it before but your 
suggestion of the resemblance as between the General and the actor 
is a point well taken

And thanks for telling me of Herr tScourby jjind the doings of the 
Shaw business. It's a curious thing, for I can t recall if 1 ever went 
to see St. Joan. I thin* I did, but if so, I must have bene passing out 
with a cold or some such and was too ill to have the thing register 
distinctly on my memory, ^t is quite possible I did not go, however, 
but have merely^ imagined how the piece would be presented and thought about
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it §o often that fancy has become fact. I remember most distinctly 
how much 1 enjoyed reading the Preface of the play however, - and 
more than once. As Y recall the Preface, so called, is different 
from most notices proceeding anything, be it history, fiction or 
theatre, for it is much longer than the material it introduces. I 
think the thing, - the Preface, - is^ell worth reading, and if I 
recall correctly, the Holy *apa didn t like it much, and perhaps it 
was put on the index. I must sometime ask some of my less bigoted 
friends of thja cloth just how the Church reconciles the condemnation 
of the lady and her subsequent connonization. There is nothing very 
extraordinary in the jump from condemnation to oannonisation in 
the history of the world but I don t suppose it has -happened often 
in Church history since one act wouldt seem to prove that the other must 
have been a grave misoarriage of justice, and L doubt if -dome ever 
admits error.

«

Today*s post was fairly heavy and I got but one or two items 
read to me by a passing pilgrim, saving the rest for the confidential 
secretary who, as indicated abvo®, got only your letter read before 
being called away. There are letters from the harnesses, ^iss Myra,
James M Gain, Miss %llie, Kenneth de -“rees, uaisie in the He 11 and 
heaven knows fro where all. I am glad tomorrow is Thursday, for 
I shall press ux. &nipmeyer into service when he calls and hope X 
shall be able to retain half the stuff covered by a single reading.

Life ^agazine which usually comes on Sa urday arrived only today, - 
and in the same post came the autumn quarterly Talking Book Topics 
which contains a few items 1 think T shall like, although I 

, was interrupted when playing the recorded review and didn't finish 
| it. It is read by John Knight whose voice it is a pleasure to hear 
[j in view of previous correspondence. X notice Alexander acourby is reading 

some contemporary mystery novel ur perhaps it isn t a mystery thing, - 
"The ^ast Train Gut*1, - something about a Viennese^ew who gets his 
art treasures oyer-the border just in the nick of time* or some 
other such thrilling piece of business. Something by francos karkingson 
Keyes, - "Joy Street", and so on And a book about Jesus as view by 
hi8 contemporaries by Harry Emerson tfosdiok which I think I shall eventual 
enjoy A novel which soulds like its title might be "Old ^ertatius" 
by Reginold Arcole, - or some such sounding name, has do to with an 
old gardener who devotes 60 years of his life to an old English 
garden, which X suppose X ought to read to get some pointers from, in 
order to see how the old fellow*s experiences coincide with mine 
during a like period.

Well, so things turn, and the weather is marvelous, sunny and cool.
X reckon i owe you an apology for having sent Memos that were pretty 
terrible, following t^e last week end, for there *was too much doing here 
to give one a chance to catch breath, let alone have a quiet chat 
before sleep caught up. But i am in my ol-d stride again and hope 
you may say as much for your own good self........

^-Caut, Jk., Qclui 

J&~)0 j  |yll , ,
5054 "

Thursday, September 20th, 1951.

Memorandum:
How nice, -Jhow doulby nioe, to find two fat envelopes 

in this morning*s post. Mow many clusters of oak leaf design 
are yours by all rights, and yet I feel shame-faced enough 
when  ̂think of all the mountaineous labor * pushed on to 
you during your first week end that was supposed to be reserved 
for rest and relaxation.

As for your labors both on the Sampson lady and on the 
Overdyke scribblings, X am still humiliated by the titanic 
efforts involved. X shall write the Overdyke person that 
we shall have to have some kind of a photo-stat before we can 
unscramble the business, since the absence of dates and the 
entire text leaves even more problematical a matter which 
is puzzling to start with.

The Samson material is wonderful -and ought to provide 
everything we can possibly require. Your labors will be in 
my mind particularly on B©w Year's Bye, - a time when A like 
to take time out to run through the year and think of all 
the things for which A am indebted to you for enlarging my 
vision and all these-pages of information have greatly extended 
the perspective of things about which I knew nothing a year 
ago.

I should have remarked before this line, that the attached 
bit of paper i found en the top of the manuscript from Bastings 
House package which I Opened today, and then re-packed and got 
off to ^r. Gain I suppose the notations have to do with the 
manuscript to wftich it was attached, ‘and the faot that it says 
something to the effect that -something would be a good opener, 
somehow suggests some consideration in the direction of publication 
beyond mere examining the manuscript might have taken place.

X was delighted to read your account of the exhibition 
of old photographs and you did it so comprehensively that it was 
as good as feeing present. I*m so glad you mentioned some of 
the photographs being blue and white instead of the conventional 
black or brown and white. The effect must have been startling 
and odd, and probably quite distracting, since it probably g^ve more 
the impression of oolor printing than photography.

That la £. B. Johnston should have been represented is 
interesting. X guess she did make an early appearance on the 
national scene with her photographing equipement, but I hope 
she was less of a bag 60 years ago than she is now, £ -

_tk__ u
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I have asked several people for news of her but nobody seems to 
have been around Bourbon Street where she lives and X guess 
she doesn t mosey about muoh*

Going baokato the Metoyer documents, you may well imagine 
my, P?rPXexity trying to make any sense out of what Dr. 0. was 
talking about when he had such a text before him and didn't 
know what he was saying when reading from the same, The e

^kXng is so confusing l^oan make little sense out of it — 
and by that I do not mean your translation but rather the 
import and implication of the documents. Sven the matter of 
the marraige to Buard seems confusing. The Buard familv was 
among the wealthiest in the province, and one of the Buard 
girls married Mr. ^eeompte and ^*uard money bought Magnolia 
plantation and even after the Civil War, some Buard*Xecompte 
daughters were receiving fifty thousand dollars apiece 
a® Iap? 0f mother s estate. Somehow X get the impression 
that Eierre ^etoyer, remarking his wife cannot effect the 

documents in which he is dealing wi^h Marie Xherese, suggests
tft B^ard lady and married a second time -

^erest(Coin-Coin), and yet that is impossible, what 
l £ * V S e °^^ining at the time. And since I don t know
the date of Ahomas Metoyer*s death, I am wondering if*the

business cpuld have something to do with 
the settlement of the brother's estate. Perhaps we shall have

on ioe untXX m e n d  Bostell passes this 
4 s Phot°&raPhi« o^fit, although there is a ohanoe that 
«Sa??°n bu?in&BS is ^X^Xshed, I can work up a little 

?* Mis0nthusiasm to get her to take a 
of the thing.l and in the mean time, X shall try to

the material^ 1 ' l  °J?rdy£e Shat w l U  determine where e material is located, m bundle* book or whatever.
bf ^ nt9rast8d ln "hat Cain has to say 

r i U ^ ’ f?P98ially Children of Strangers! I ink r. ain must write for and be in the same qIarr w i +Vi
andPm L n o U a iconMSttSfdi 8°?U?t $i8dain the moonlightbouiaiaa** Jsrsonally I think the moon in 
«+i»^oUnt4 l08allti*B* d9P8ndin« on latitude, longitude, looal 
and 9to»» difl8r8 from moons in other dimes
l d t  h d  r L « k 8«#afS°iia8 and hon9y s^ l e s  and what hare you *T ® hank °f Idaho or some suoh region whioh certainly 
isn t Louisiana. 1 thijik that school that doesn't see sueh 

!!?”! ? * di8tin8tl»9 is of the same sahool that^ould lit
I n d i v i d u a l ? t i 1 P80pi* the " orld 0T« .  allowing nothing 

?haindiTi» lity,neithor 88 to Persons or places, - and 1 think 
- *l0nt- ut ib 18 "rtainly kind of lir.oain to have
thi°»nn»i< ®Musoript, and his observations, discounting 
the moonlight and magnolia twist, ought to be helpful. ^

t?8*® 1 “U8t 8al1 you blessed for having given so freely of
it on “y *>9half last week end. If only
it ware possible for you to really get a little rest this ooming one.

5056

Friday, September 21st, 1951.

Memorandum:
An all day drizzle with the thermometer in the 80*s, and 

seem ngly cool after **uly and August.
Eobina recently asked about Saturday or Sunday for a visit.

I advised Saturday would be perfect and went ahead to arrange 
a couple of appointments for Sunday. A letter from ^obina 
says Saturday is out but Sunday will be fine. I*m glad to 
hear that.

*  i
The note from Budolph had a bit of news, for X didn t 

know Kenneth was married. r
There is something of a laugh in Misenthusiasm1 s letterf - 

telephoning Dr. Band about joining the historical Society.
I am all in favor of just as many'members as possible, but for 
an unhistoric mind inviting a definitely h stoke mind to join 
suoh a Society has some kind of an element of humor in it.

X read a little last night for sheer entertainment. Xhe  ̂
book had a somewhat dubious title, - "Bed Flannels and Green Ice 
and is by Arthur Por+aofc or Protrack or some suoh sounding name.*
It turns out to be an account of the Coast Guard operations in 
the Greenland area during the war. Xt gives some glimpses of Bi land of which X know nothing and is relied off in a style 
distinctly Babelaisian Humor runs through the business in a 
slightly bawdy sort of way, and X imagine a few pages at a 
sitting would be adequate. I have quite a few letters to rite 
to ight, so X reckon X shall not get around to read, but if d0*
I suppose I shall have another go at "Crime and Punishment ,-which 
ought to be just the thing sandwiched-in between Bed flannels.

The deciduous magnolias seem to be just as ridiculous as 
ladies rushhing out to buy winter hats in the middle of the summer, 
for three more trees have started unfolding their lovely blossoms. 
Personally, X don t care when the ladies wear thier winter hats 
or when the magnolias make up their minds to don their 
winter finery, but there are comparatively few flowers in late 
January so that the magnolias at that time fill a very special 
need whereas in September they seem to he "waste their sweetness 
on the desert air, of toe much eompetition.

I learned the other day that ^rs. Charles Wagner had moved
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P. S. — Madam (Mrs. S.) Regard's birthday is October 4th, 
just in oase..•• 1 believe she will be @1.

back: to ^atohitoohes but the letter I sent to her there was 
returned* ‘̂oday I inquired if there was a telephone in her 
name* There was, and so I telephoned her, - and established 
contact* She talks much as she writes, and in her oase at 
least, bsevity is not the soul of wit* But there is something 
so oold timey about her talk that it seems a cross between 
a page out of the Say *90*8 and a script for B. Lillie to do 
a travesty on a determined fuss-budget* 1 have never seen 4rs. Wagners 
Uatohitoohes house but believe it is just a house which after 8 years 
of absence, probably needs some repairs, but she would never use 
such a word, and in winding up her mother’s Iola property, she 
naturally required the services of a lawyer, but never would she 
think of using stioh a word* I recall one of her sentences this 
afternoon*

"My attorney assure me I shall not have to return to ^ansas, 
and for this 1 am filled with gratitude , since my presence here is 
mandatory, what with restoration required for my local domicile,*
t r y )  •.

* Mrs. Wagner, in a word, is a sight*

* am still turning over in my mind the tremendous aiaount of 
work you did last week end and am still blushing at the thought 
of it* If only you can get a break this week end and really get 
some of the rest which you were denied last Saturday and Sunday*

I have turned over the matter of the Bierxe Metoyer business in 
my mind and am wondering if the annunity mentioned could be something 
in the nature of rent on property belonging to Marie Therese. 
i*or the life of me, I can t imagine why annunities should be paid 
to a woman of color on any other gounds since the people of color 
had scant standing in the courts, and especially after the Americans 
took over* when, i think, there wasn’t even an opportunity for 
a person of color to start suit against a white person, although 
under dpain, as evidenced by batches records of the same colonial 
epoo, color did have some hopes of getting a case decided on its 
merits and not on the color of the contestants* Perhaps that 1,300 
acres* that bobbed up later in Pierre*s career had something to do 
with the ^arie Therese money matters. But at best it is all so 
pussling that I can’t make much sense out of it. Itshall write 
Misenthusiasm tonight and start putting a bee in her bonnet on havdng 
a go at ^atohitoohes records again.

And so the week plays out and frankly, I'm not sorry the 
Texas ladies will all be in Texas, for I am hoping to accomplish 
muoh more this week than last. Sheall be thinking of Miss Lee and 
holding so many thoughts.,,*.,,*

T A i
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Sunday, September 23rd, 1951*

Memorandum:
Mine was a pleasant week end* I am hoping yours may 

have had a few little glimpses of pleasure, too.
Saturday it driaaled but today was sunny, warm and 

humid. Tonight low hanging clouds suggest more rain in 
the offing for the morrow.

Saturday*s post of skimpy, - only 2nd class stuff, , 
which turned out to be just as well since my secretary didn t 
turn out at all. * reckon he will have a piece of work 
cut out for him when Monday’s post arrives.

Robina came this afternoon with Louise Gregory and 
Kenneth de *’rees. Celeste had come over about 1*30, and 
I reckon ^obina arrived about 2* Celeste left at 3 for 
a party Miss Sally s cqofc was being given in the quarters 
at Magnolia, T'he ©o©k s name is Rosa and has been with 
Miss Sally for perhaps all of her 63 years, ^very year there 
is a birthday party in the quarters and quite a few of 
the white folks who frequent agnolia attend, - Celeste 
and % d s m  Regard, the Knipmeyers* , I suppose, and so on.

Robina and her party departed from here about 5 o'clock, 
and we had really had a pleasant sitting. She had brought 
an excellent grade of’Sherry and it was pleasant on the 
gallery, sampling a good brew and getting caught up on 
conversation.

I supposed across the fence around 6:30, and Celeste 
said the ^agnolia party was a great success. Tt was 
probably doubly so since Miss Sally, - an ardent prohibitionist 
couldn t get out to the quarters so that her punch was but 
one of*a variety of beverages set forth for the delectation 
of the guests. Celeste said she contented herself with a 
couple of bottles of beer and had difficulty in avoiding 
the gin and whiskey drinks which she felt wouldn t go so well 
with birthday cakes of vast sweetness and heavy eoloring.

Saturday afternoon -^obtert (Roberta Deblieux dropped 
_- Vw-sTir.4vior o fins hnakat of water hvachinthes
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loi me of a ootton and peoane motif, h# was perfectly elated 
when he learned there is an Indian mound on Melrose. I 
had never thought about it until he expressed the opinion 
that it is the only one in Natchitoches Parish, he knew 
of no others and seems to have done some scouting about 
for Indian relics. The nearest ones we could think of 
are at Jonesville. about 75 miles hast of ^elrose on the 
road to atehes. X believe most NoTij.ai.ajm and Mississippi 
Indian mounds were built between- 700 and 1100 A. D.. 
according to the few archiologists X have known and X have 
always wondered at the sights selected by their builders, for 
while onoe in a while you may find them on elevated places, 
as at Foster’s Mound plantation near hatches, there seem to be 
just as many that are built In low places which would have 
naturally endangered them by seasonal high waters. Perhaps 
the Indians had some special reason for hitting on some 
particular place, —  regardless, — or perhaps they are 
like many people of any epoch who seem to just start building 
where ever fancy strikes them without regard for situation.

Xt was a rough week end in the local honkey-tonks.
Sam *eace was stabbed three times over the heart by his 
present wife, the widow -crown, in a Cloutiervilie joint, known 
as the Jungle *°ar# Sam always gets a bag for a wife, and you 
will recall in "She Friends of *oe *ilmore Nyle tells the 
tale of Mattie -and ^am and how ‘SanrfcillecL^the manbecause 
he was accepting the come*on looks that **attie was waving in 
his direction. Same was taken to the ^afchitoohes hospitral 
and a few hours later a call was sent out for blood, From 
that gather ^am is going to make it, since if one survives 
the initial assault, modern transfusion methods seem to 
get things perking again alright. Should he die, his wife 
might get a few years in jail and that would be to great 
advantage to her children, for they certaj,nly would do better 
with mama behind bars than at home.

At the ^elrose honkey-tonk last night somebody was 
stabbed and as the victim lived on Magnolia, was rushed in 
a car down there and 1 understand there are stains of blood hi 

over the gallery steps down yonder where the man went to appeal 
for medical care. a s Magnolia is in the opposite direction 
from atohitoches and the bridge is out between Magnolia and 
loatieryille where Dr. aeger may sometimes be found, the 

trip in that direction seems as puasling as the position of 
sights selected for Indian mounds. •

Njrt the hour advances and X must knock off a few letters 
before folding up and so to read a page and thence to bed. I 
hope your *unday evening may be redolent with quiet, too.....
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Monday, September 24th, 1951.

Memorandum!
low nice to find a neat package awaiting me in the post 

this morning. I have already broken in on the Kools and snail 
break in on them further before folding up my beard tonight.
And how nice to find the new ribbon inserted with the 
cigarettes that satisfy. I had to borrow a slightly used one 
from the office the other day but it inolines to be at>it 
nerve wracking or is it racking, but regardless of the finer point, 
it has a flaw in it that impells it to Jump the track every onoe in 
a while, and that, really, is distressing. And so I am 
doubly appreciative of today's gift and the next time this 
one gets eut ,of whaofc, 1 shall ask **. ■“raw to substitute tne 
new one so the mis-behaving one can be held as a reserve for 
emergencies.

As for the cigarettes, A have put some in safe keeping in 
the armoir and the others I-have put in r. Marnes8 s humidor 

here on my desk, hard by Xucca and the Aeysrend Dudley and many 
a time in the days ahead my thoughts will reach out as my hand 
stretoh forth to sample your nice gift.

Bless your heart for thinking of me, my nicotine inclination* 
and my buttress for old Dr. Underwood.

This morning in the first gray of a sultry dawn, I 
thought i was seeing things as I glance aoross the white garden.

• l o * I was *’or at precisely the moment I stepped out on 
the*gallery in that silent portentous moment of fi*st light, 
something white stirred half way aoross the garden, the 
ehostlv mass of the great sun dial seemed to incline a littl 
in my direction, hesitated just a moment, and. J*®?**! 0̂ e *hi 
metal orb let itself down from its high base to the 
There wasnt a breath: of air stirring and the great oi*eles ol 
steel spmehow landed on the Giant aboard surrounding the 
base of the eolumn, so that the whole thing was accomplished 
noiselessly. The oolumn remains ae staunch a *8
ever. What had ocoured was the rusting away of a bolt that 
partially held thf dial in place, and the one tolteliminftted, the 
other ones oouldn t quite support the weight, hen0? •.i, 
the gentleness with which the whole big business la* 
i a i  glad that X hafe it in hand, for I have long delayed adding 

the other gat oirole, but now that the mountain has moved to 
Mohamet, it will afford an excellent opportunity for me to have a 
go at completwing the thing.
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Along about dusk tills evening, in a fine drizzle* I 
thought 1 was feeling things on the back of my head, Just 
after coming through the front gate. Lei I was. A eouple 
of bees from their hive in the wall of the old store hard by 
must have |tuddenly gone on the war path for no apparant reason, 
for I hadn t so much as glanced in their direction. I gave 
the two assailants a sound slap which finished them both in 
a single blow, but their stingers had already penetrated and 
something resembling a double goose egg, if you can imagine 
such a thing, protrudes at about the plaoe the "bump of 
knowledge" is normally situated and I imagine a side view of 
my head suggests something akin to 3d Wynn as the ^ire ^hief.

Ihe enclosures speak for themselves. I had thought Baisie 
in the ell might give me,a hand on the Great Broadcast story 
but she’ apparently missed the point of the whole story, as 
suggested by quoting the Bible tq indicate that the world 
has already been told Just how ^hrist will make his second 
appearance. xn my story, as outlined for her, I was careful 
to leave it to the decision of the reader if the rumor of Bis arrival 
and the Person the crowd acclaimed as the Savior, was, in reality, 
a very shadowy presence who might or might not have been anyone 
other than a casual passing pilgrim.

But now that Baisio in the Bell has bounced the idea back at 
me, X shall take it up with Bigenthusiasm after we have completed 
the Samson number. X think • can dictate my version of the story 
to her in a single afternoon s sitting, and she can easily 
enough transcribe it and add-any flourishes that seem to be in 
orderford this afternpon from the satohitoohes hospital indicates 
that transusions turned the tide in favor of Sam Peaces life and 
that he is going to survive. Phis episode of Gane *iver domesticity 
is illustrative of the difficulty in anticipating reactions.
Poliowing the stabbing, Same was rushed to the hospital while 
his wife who did the stabbing spent the morning and afternoon 
at the local honkey-tonk. ^ast evening, *attie, a former wife, 
called oh him at the hospital. Phe present wife, fortified from her 
day in the beer Joint, was also a caller. ?am was alseep but 
she awakened him and he seemed pleased to see her and asked her to 
iemain in his room with him all night, which she did. Apparantly 
in this case "stabbing makes the heart grow fondear".

I put a tiny package in the mail for you this afternoon. It 
is but a couple of persimmons, placed in a small box in hopes it 
may eventually be more easily managed in the more restricted 
surroundings of the new business address.

So much for local doings and now X must knock off a 
few letters and then do a little reading, punctuating the 
turning of each pancake by reaching out for a penquin.......
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Tuesday, September 25th, 1951.

Memorandums

pla.ni. "n. In the poet. “ ” } * • £  L ahall dt„
a n r rt - L raSP»ateers8o? i X J a t i o n  and refreshment for time un, 
measured.^

And ho. gayStd^tha^anothei tbrithdayn8urpri89*Jias1 MriTad®
^replacements from the heat and new * £  t0
permanent blossoming ® J o ^ ^ o j e e t f . l n d  ho* doublygive suoh a mighty hacking to all our projects, «  # for the
precious is each shrub and tree forever symbolises in
birthday celebration, sinee each one oi them th.tr
my thoughts one little Uiss le., 8 i i m  afar can

“ *that is the thought that little # please always remember

pray you, so far as d r - 0°S°“ omfJrts hive been taken your munif ioenoe only aftel yo mind a8 bei my foremost
care of. Bo, please,. aiway» * f if I am assured you axe
J i S i y ' S v i S ' t S & M  toPyP?ur°o«n preo?ous sell before sny one and
everything.

And, thanks, ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ “t ^ L ^ i n H h ^ k s ^ f o r ^ v S ^  
oontained in every line y ° W  s situation. I think she
such a comprehensive P*®™* t the machinery for eventual 
ought to make up her mind to s Statos, if that is whatresidence, - perm^ent. - in the United . ^  to adjust
she wants, or else I think she ought ™ t““ 8 t* remaln there. 1 
herself to conditions at home her sell and is flying in one
suspeot she oan t make up k®1 01,Bosite in another, and then, 11
direction In d m  “°?d ?- one^irection or the other, ismade acquainted with drawbakks in o - ^er -̂ Qat friendsinclined to attribute unsympathet io impsesto  helping
.ho are really ? ^ ^ ™ ° “tuluty ^ u  lo “ remember when I stuck out
s * , . v a  S ! w fs «  « « • » < * »  -  »*•* - »
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to consider the evil road dwon which the political opportunist 
of the period was leading a nation. I think she didn't grasp 
at the time that 1 was really concerned for her ultimate happiness.
I think she perhaps still finds it impossible for her to realise that 
those of her friends in America who are acquainting her with a 
true picture of what she would encounter here are not giving her 
proper consideration. In short, I think in her present state of mind, 
she expeots affirmative answers to everything and attributes false 
motives to those who do not agree affirmatively to questions whose 
answers she can't possibly know from such a distance,- and whose 
answers must of necessity sometimes be in the negative. I suppose 
if she wanted to make her permanent residence here, it would be 
a long road to travel, but it would be better for her to start the 
ball rolling, for that would give her a feeling she had begun 
moving in the right direction, even though the time to reach the 
destination might be long. But I doubt if she really knows what 
she really wants, and until she makes up her mind once and for all, the 
I think it better for her to 11 stay put". She apparantly can't be 
contented with her immediate surroundings and family, I thin*, were 
she able to quite either one or both, she would suddenly discover 
that she didn't want to do that either. It is perhaps a 
mental and emotional upset that has to be corrected before anything 
positive by way of a definite program can be formulated. In the 
mean time she doesn't realise how much she distresses her friends 
who obviously can de nothing for her really until she has mastered 
her own mind and emotions.

And thanks for again offering to do something about some 
prints for me. I mentioned two or three that will eventually be 
running low in a recent letter, but again 1 urge you not to rush 
into this matter, for time doewn't press, and taking care of your 
own strength is most most important, i'he Kleiser painting of 
the ^hapel seems to appeal to so many people, - I reckon it 
is the presence of the figures in it that makes the appeal.

And thanks for telling me of the film taken on the Ganges, of whic 
I hadn't heard. *nd thanks, too, for telling me about the publication 
of the^books.on the anniversary of the fimeS. It is so thoughtful 
of you to send me a copy of the 100th anniversary issue. It 
also came today, and I have flattened it out in a big folio holing 
some 1865 newspapers, and I shall have a go at it whenever the first 
reader passes this way.

I find it perfectly maddening, that intolerable situation in the 
"Qaves of the "indB", called ah office. We shall tink about the 
matter in the weeks-ahead. I wonder if in something like i'he $ew Yorker 
a paid notice might produce something unexpected, - and desirehble, 
to the effett; "Confidential .secretary to business executive, retired, 
considers associating as secretary to publishing executive, “ or
some such. We'll think about it. It might be inserted in some *rt
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publication, with Art director as the individual to be assisted, or 
some such. lt is well to turn these ideas over in our minds 
during the weeks ahead so that if something cannot be effected by 
way of change in the organisation with which you have so long been 
associated, another type of business might be sought, uf course 
the killing thing about it is that there are probably dosens of 
people in^anhattan who are really in want of someone whose 
gifts are all concentrated in your own person, and yet they flounder 
about unable to know where to search for such a person while you 
at the same time are wondering as to their identity.

The thought about the Hew Yorker probably arises from the 
fact that I once knew a small business that was on the 
point of being folded up along about 1930, the owner prepared 
to call in a second hand dealer in office equipement and 
with the furniture swept out for a few hundred dollars, the 
office closed and the owner prepared to board a boat for retirement 
abroad. A friend chanced to hear of the matter, ontact was 
immediately established with the office holder and the recommendation 
made that an advertisement be inserted in the ^ew Worker, explaining 
that a business was for sale because the owner was retitng. A 

* month went by and then'a letter came from the middle «*est from 
the playboy son of "a banker. 2he youth wanted a going business 
in Hew York, the father wanted to pay any amount to get the 
youth to doing something, and the owner of the business disposed of 
the office, along with files and equipement of dubious value, for 
a handsome profit.

The trick of the whole thing, it seems, was the faot that , 
the advertisement appeared in a publication in whioh one wouldn t 
expeot such a notice. And, of course, there was the element of*lucfc 
I suppose another element in the business was the faot that the 
lady selling the concern had just been given a divorce and 
a cool hundred tousand dollars by her ex-husband and so really 
wasn t dying for immediate cash. It seems a little ridiculous, 
but^often good jobs seem so much more easily within reach if 
one's need isn t desperate. I am wondering if the Saturday Review 
of literature dver carries advertisements for positions.' I certainly 
never saw such a thing in any Art magazines, and possibly the publishers 
wouldn t carry them, if they were proposed. And yet it seems to me 
the most natural and serviceable thing in the world if magazines 
devoted to some particular field should carry advertisements indicating 
the availability of personnel.

But all this is something to be considered in the weeks ahead.
I merely jot down these thoughts without thinking them through, so that 
we may both oonsider their possibilities, and if they have anything 
owrth considering or not.

Switching back to the home front, today's mail included a letter 
from Shearwater, recommending I take up the corckery business with 
the Camark lottery Company of Camden, Arkansas. I shall. 1 neglected
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Wednesday, Sept. 2’̂th, 1951.

Memorandum:
Much sunshine today and much gardening and enough pilgrims 

to make the hands of the alook whirl arond at a great 
rate, and although I oould probably rirest my eyes" without 
half trying, still I am wondering how we made it in a single 
jump, seemingly, from dawn to dusk,

I spent both the early morning and late afternoon hours 
at Arenbourg, talking about the birthday surprise and considering 
what would go where and what would hold the best promise for 
this spot and that, ^t goes without saying suoh hours are always 
a delight and primarily because of the feeling of companionship I 
experience at such times.

The post wasn't, of much account todayk - quite a lot of it, but 
all on the dull side, I have a lot of it scattered about my 
downy couch and if A can find a Baisie Dell letter, I shall 
enclose it.

In a recent letter, by way of giving her a side light on the 
Madam1s personality, A remarked t^at with the publication of 
the M©irose article in the Dallas paper, there would probably be a 
quickened interest in ye olde plantation on the part of many of the 
newspaper's readers, resulting in an increase in the number of 
pilgrims, reminding me of the Madam*s idea of sending ^r. Miller 
to Madagascar to bring back a man-eating tree to be planted by the 
front gate to grab off intruders.

And now Daisie in the ^ell asks if 1 want the article 
denied publication. What's biting her and why does she think i 
went to the pleasure of having her here, providing copy 
and so on A think she is a little too wrapped up in "aisie in ^he 
Dell and fjoseibly has a chronic case of self pity whioh she hasn t 
been very successful about combating, if, indeed, she has made * 
any attempt,

Rejection slips are depressing to say the least, but, and after 
all the^aisie is "free, white and over 21,w and by now ought 
to get control of herself o er such disappointments,

it is obvious I must put on my aot of "Dutch Uncle1* and 
give the lady a verbal slap on the wrist in my next. I shall point 
out two or three things that may eventually be helpful to her but 1 
none of which will improve relations with me.
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And, of course, the hilarious part of the whole thing is 
that I seem to be behaving Just as badly as Daisie in the Dell,

I was glad to see Mrs. Gombs and % s .  Wood this fternoon, and 
use their advent as an excuse to collapse for a pleasant twenty 
minutes. Mrs. Wood was driving the car, for it seems %s. Gombs 
was just^discharged from the hospital this morning but what 
her difficulty has been didn t get to inquire, as pilgrims arrived 
just before we got to that poiflt, but 1 believe the matter may 
have to do with the recent ligament strain she experienced, but 
I know not if it required surgery,

The lady across the fence was supposed to go to the hospital 
today for some kind of tests but she explained to her physicians 
that a Wednesday party simply made hospitalization on that day 
possible, and so reckon she may head* out tomorrow.

On the back gallery, the stepped up tempo of traffics among 
our smaller feathered friends leads me to wonder if the annual 
migration may be already on the move, I may have remarked that 
one of the.smaller flower shaped feeding dishes is attached to 
St. Giggin 8 spear or pike or axe or tfcx whatever the thing is 
that projeSts above his head, I toss a couple.of butterly lily 
blossoms on the surface of the fountain and within a few minutes 
a veritable flock of humming birds are eiroling about the rim of 
the fountain, - inside rim, and the number of "helocopters" standing 
about in formation around St. Giggin has increased in number from 
perhaps half a dozen at a time to a dozen or a dozen and a half, 

all beautifully mannered and nobody pushing but each one eager to 
have a go at the honey in the little oup. The sudden increase 
in the number of customers may be aeco nted for merely by increased 
popularity of St. *iggin among local residents but the number 
was augmented so suddenly that perhaps the migration has something to do about it too. ^

I am finding much interesting information in “Venerable Ancestor" 
inciuding an account of a catom, beginning 1,400 B. G,, and ,f
celebrated annually down to the 20th century, wherein the 
mporer in public ceremonies, called on God to, recognize that he.

t0?* sins of People on his own shoulders,and that they should be saved from disasters, with the JSmporer if 
anybody, being the single individual to atone for the sins of 
each and all of his subjects* The parallel between this concept of 
bearing another s sin and the Christian concept 1,400 years later is 
certainoy striking. -  Bow for a *ool and l  little ^  mediation 
contemplating the happiness I owe to little Miss i,00 and thence to fold
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Thursday» September 27th, 1951*

Memorandum:
Much piddling today without too much accomplished 

in any.one line of endeavor but a few things undertaken which 
gives an anticipatory sense of satisfaction nevertheless.

The warm weather continues, - as does the rain.
The Knipmeyers with their grandson were half an hour later 
than usual. They had just turned in when a cloud burst 
descended and so they remained in the car. ^ater was so 
plentiful when the shower ceased, they all three removed 
shoes and stockings,. leaving them in the oar and thus 
paddled over to *ucea barefoot, which provided a note of 
gaiety when x met them on the gallery,

I learned that ^rs. Coombs’ difficulty had to do with 
the stretching of whatever holds some bone or other to the 
pelvis and she will have to proceed at vastly reduced 
speed for the next several weeks. The Knipmeyers admire 
her effeciency in the ^elfar department and 1 belieye 
there has always been satisfaction on Dr. Mnipmeyer s part 
with the cooperation the ^ e l t a x e  Department, - at least rs. 
woombs* section, when cooperation with the h e a l t h  Department 
has been necessary.

because of the lateness of their arrival, the visitors 
remained only long enough for a brief chat and a quick glass 
oi wine and then were on their way to ^agnolia. The boy 
friend used to talk about the delightful custom on South American 
haciendas when one was met at the, gate by a sergant bearing 
a basin of perfumed water and towel for the arriving 
guest to make use of before entering the enclosure* 1 
thought of.it when the proceedure was reversed and the 
aceomapnied departing barefoot guests were handed towels 
when they reached and had mounted their horseless carriage 
in order that their stockings and shoes might go on a little 
more comfortably.

You will find Bora in quite a gay mood when reading the 
enclosures. In my letter to him regarding the visit of 
the Texas ladies, I suppose I must have expressed regret 
that in view of the physical difficulties one lady was
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experiencing, a water pagent could not have been arranged 
or at least a fishing party on Cane ^iver. His response 
is certainly hilarious.

with the rain knocking cotton pickers out of the fields,
1 was able to get caught up on some of the material 
I had run through hurriedly before and I was glad of such 
an opportunity. I read quite a bit of the front page of 
the 1851 **ew xorfc Times and was altogether delighted. It 
was almost as qxhilerating as the too brief quotations from 
Madam Gannett s diary, and I re-read your splendid condensation 
of the article^which reached me last week. There were 
several expressions in both her ^iary and in the article that 
reminded me of ante bellum expressions, long since passed into 
the limbo of useage. A case in point is Madam Gannette's 
expense account in Albany, and especially the money paid 
to ‘‘‘r. So and So for "finding candles"*

That reminded me of some of the early notices that used 
to appear in the advertising columns of the ante bellum 
newspapers, especially the ones setting forth the virtues 
of this private school or that, and giving details as to 
expenses of tuition, board, etc. Often in those advertisements 
one notices such a line as "Bed and board, #20* per 
quarter, pupils to find their own bed clothes”*

v  * k *  < *  *  s  1'. I  ' v ?  y  O  ■ i .  i, i '-.v 'V  - '  4  .4J  k, - ' 1 &  * v

The first time 1 ran up against that line, I was 
enchanted with the mental picture I had of little old fashioned 
girls and boys, suddenly arriving in some strange institution, 
and immediately set to scurrying about in a sort of ^ide and 
Beet" game, seeing which one could "find" bedding first. I 
can t recall running across the word "find" meaning 
"supply" or "furnish" in any other connection but I suppose 
it may have been used-in connection with other things than 
students attending school.

At the same period, the word "want" was so often employed 
in place of the word "need“ as is currently used. Old 
diariest and letters are always saying "We are greatly 
in want of rain* or some suoh. I recall one entry in a 
plantation diary,•■‘kept by an overseer, who waas speaking of 
a spinster which had this remarkable line:,"She is 
greatly in want of a consort but thinks she has no need of one."

I shall make a little round next door to see how Madam Begard 
is making it and then hope to do a little reading on the 
"Venerable Ancestor business. Celeste went to an Alexandria 
hospital this afternoon for her check up, planning to stay a 
day or two at least. She telephoned Blythe before leaving here, 
so 1 suppose they are having a frolic tonight. wLadam Regard 
will drive to Manuura with a priest tomorrow, and so the week
end may be rather in want of resident ladies**••*«
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Friday, September 28th, 1951.

Memorandums
how nice to find your Monday letter in today's post.
And thanks so much f r letting me see the Picayune 

article. * find the picture a good one, with perhaps 
a few lines having been added to the face since the picture 
was taken, for the accident last April to the little one 
did leave its imprint.

I am so glad to have had an opportunity to run 
through the article, and I am returning it herewith.

It seemed odd it didn't rain today. It is cooler and 
tonight there are billions^of stars, so perhaps the week end 
will get an opportunity to dry up a;little, — in the 
cotton fields, at least, if not in the sx honkey-tonks.
My secsetary tonight told me he had seen Scan Teace today and 
that he looked awfully pale. I always have to exert a bit 
of facial control when a colored person speaks of a person 
with, an ebony skin as being pale. Sam was brought home 
yesterday and is being cared for by the lady what did the 
"stobbing"., Mr. Brew also said the hospital bill for 
patching up the results of the Sunday morning frolic stands 
at |127.50, which, as said secretary remarks: 2S "pretty 
much takes the wrappings off at least one bale of cotton", 
for I assume the lady's crop earnings will be deducted for 
the hospital charges.

At supper 1 asked K  if he had heard from Oeleste and 
he said he had talked with her but the doctors hadn't said 
as yet if there is anything wrong with her. He is a sly 
minx and is forever saying something just about as braod as 
that for like everyone else, I reckon he thinks if 90 per 
cent*of the pa ties were given up, she probably would be 
feeling fine.

I wonder if i mentioned yesterday that "Gone With 
The Wind" had arrived in Talking Book form. It seems as 
thought £ bad read the book but yesterday, and yet it must 
have been 12 or 15 years ago, for I had a go at it before it 
had been put into public circulation. I have too many 
other things to study at the moment to do much dallying for 
sheer diversion but I shall sample a couple of chapter to
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see if I still enjoy it as raaoh as before, and also to 
see what the effect is in having it read to me, since the 
other time i explored it, I was going full tilt under 
my own steam,

I am sorry you had the special trip to the Library on 
Saturday, only to find the special rooms closed, ^ow curious 
that they should being the autumn season on October 1st 
rather than i mediately after ^abor Lay when I always think, 
that everything in Manhattan, including men's straw hats, - 
make a definite right about face when the first Monday in 
September arrives,

Wasn t it odd how your inquiry about prints and my 
nervy request for some arrived at just about the moment 
your generous offer was being posted, I agree with 
you that it is good we have the photograph fcf the Kleiser 
canvas, especially as the original has gone into a private 
collection and probably would not be available for 
photographing, *

Perhaps P mentioned that ^adam Regard's cousin, - Sister 
Bonaventure, - or some such name, who was here with aflocfc 
of nuns a while back., wrote to madarn Regard, asking if it 
would be possible to have a written account of the 
old couple who were early visitors at the Ghapel. I 
jotted it down fwx for Madam Regard who chanced to read it 
before sending it on, and after reading it,.returned it to 
me, asking if a copy could be made, as she would like to
have one, I shall enclose it herewith,, thinking you might
like to have it in your scrapbook with the Kleiser 
print.

And speaking of the Ghapel, it really looks quite 
gay tonight, for this afternoon 1 decided I was bound to have 
a little private musicale tonight for Grandpa and me, and I like 
to have the doors open into the sanctuary whenthe tapers in 
the Chapel suggest a galaxy of stars, moved down from the 
vast collection studding the sky, I suppose what the determining 
factor in deciding on the musicale tonight was the ..discovery 
that a couple of Pucca plants were in full bloom on the river,
and it didn t take me long to dig up one and set it in a big
tub, placing itjust under the big old ^ross, opposite the 
Blessed ^artin*s corner. Phe leaves of the plant are perhaps 
3 or 4 feet inheight, and the cluster of dozens of pure white 
blossoms stand perhaps 6 feet from the ground. Installed 
in the Chapel,' and illumined by the soft light of the tapers, 
it really is quite lovely and altogether in harmony with the 
unique coloring of the mud walls, the dark statue and all, and 
I know the music emenating from the base of St. Giggin s * ^ountai 
will be lovely. I 11 be thinking of little Miss Lae..r...
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Sunday, September 30th, 1951,
' ' ' ... . . . .  f s ‘ f ' j :"f?

Memorandum:
t

C

A lovely day with cloudless sky and a gentle breeze that 
make the 80 registered on the thermometer seem cool, I 
hope it is equally pleasant in the metropolitan area.

There is no accounting for the flow of pilgrims and by some 
unexpected twist, their numbers were very few, suiting me to

At six this morning, Napoleon Bonaparte Carter noticed a 
smudge rising from the ramp on which cotton bales are kept between 
ginning and transporting to town. Four bales went up in smoke with 
nobody understanding how they* could have ignited.

Celeste returned home on Saturday afternoon but  ̂did 
not see her until this afternoon around 6 when she came by to 
invite me to break bread with her and Madam Regard, i had 
started across the fence at 3 but South Carolina pilgrims interposed.

Celeste reported that the only thing the hospital found 
that didn't seem in perfect order was a possible slight 
dislocation of some bone in her back, and as that seems to be 
comparatively insignffcant, so far as correcting is concerned,
she was naturally happy.

■ . ?

Blythe had called on her wile at the hospital and Celeste 
found her a little on the depressed side. Hex physician told her 
that Dr. *and was also upset because Ed Rand's little girl, alien 
Locket, was in the hospital, having her first go-round with 
braces for her legs, Ellen has inherited ■t'erth disease from 
her father and I believe that difficulty in the hip department, 

making support of the body uncertain, increases with,the growth 
of the individual. But they say Ellen Lockette doesn t mind 
the experience, explaining to some of her friends that in 
the hospital she finds lots of folks her own age contending 
with braces. It seems the other children are polio victims 
whose deformaties have already touched a base from which they 
may rd.se, or at least sink no further, while Ed s daughter 
faces the prospect of a continued sag as time marches on.

That probably explains why the grandparents are depressed and 
the child isn t. And besides, I reckon, the child growing up 
with such, a condition inclines to take it as a matter of course 
and the gradual increase of the problem is so slight as to be 
scarcely noticeable.
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I was glad to hear that in spite of family concerns, Blythe 
was maintaining her social engagements and on Thursday spent 
the day in Adams Gounty. Mary Lambdin gave a luncheon at 
Mistletoe which turned out to he a banquet, according to 
Blythe, and as Geleste pointed out, it really must have 
been something if Blythe found it a banquet, since every 
meal at the Rands is precisely that. Mistltoe is reported 
as more delicious than ever and the gardens surrounding the 
place altogether enchanting. I should like to see how 
the horticultural aspects of the place have altered since the 
day "ary and 1 shooed cows away from the front gallery so we 
could lay out the parterres immediately in front of the house.
We had dragged several bushels of Giant's ^eaxd, various kinds 
of lilies and so on from "elrose,t and it was fun, starting 
from scratch, on what 1 assumed would eventually expand into 
a garden that might be as delightful as any in Adams County 
when Mary got through with It. At the time, we sketched out a 
little lakd to the right of the house where water fowels might 
disport and native iris bloom with abandon. The next time 
I write "ary, I must ask her to sketch out the present appearance 
of the gardens to see if this feature has become a reality and 
to get some idea of how the other units finally developed, if 
I remember correctly, her map of the Mistletoe layout was 
comprehensible, and perhaps a garden sketch to go with the 
house planse would be worth having, too.

Le plus jeune fils de M&dam etait ici aujourdhui for diner,- 
il et moi. La bibliotheque est encore dans some perruque. II 
ne parle pas avce moi, nl Bon Jour, ni Allez-vyous ennenfer. A 
meme tempsl'amie de son frere aine etait avec Mme. de Montespan 
au bord du lac, et c'est comme ca le monde marohe.

Saturday's post was faily heavy but by Monday night it 
will seem more so, for the week end was apparantly too mucty for 
my secretary who, flush with cotton money, probably couldn t 
quite bring himself to such a mundane occupation $s exploring 
correspondence, i intended sending along Lucille s letter 
in Friday's Memo, hut held it back to get an address from 
the clipping enclosed in it. But I shall retain the clipping 

and send the letter along regardless. It turns out from the 
clipping that Miss Ida's last name is Orand, and that somehow 
seems to ring a bell somewhere or other in one's memory.

The recent damp weather plus the abundance of sun has 
produced marvelous growth in all things green. In the past few 
days grass has jumped 3 or 4 inches, weeds 8 or 10, and 
trees and bushes show a new growth of three or four. With another 
month for growth, the advance should be impressive, and if the 
winter be mild, the gains ought to be permanent.....

I

Monday, October 1st, 1951.

Memorandum;
The blue and gold weather holds and the temperature is 

perfect. May it be Indian Summer in your neighborhood, too.
Most of Saturday's post along with today's wasn t of much 

account, fortunately, since the meandeiinssecretarysafter 
too full a week end, was droopy when he finally arrived tonight.
I reckon I would be even more so if i had had as full a 
week end and then picked cotton all day to boot.

I was not sorry he failed to finish a letter from 
juaisie in the ^ell which I shall hold over until the morrow, 
for seemed to be a little on the dull side, and after reading ,
the first couple ;of paragraphs, the secretary, who never .p^ s mu h 
attention to what he is reading, broke off to xemark that he 
thought he had read this letter before. *xom that I take it 
that Baisie in the Bell must have a style or a subject that 
tends to give the impression of repetition. Poor Baisie in the e •

I shall have to get a letter off to *rs. Holoman telling 
her to hold up writing Washington about the manuscript. I 
don t seem to be able to get it into her mind, --although 
Heaven knows I have explained it both in word and letter enough, 
that the story must he in print before Hollywood will consider 
it at all, and that if a national magazine wont 
must be tainted in a newspaper. Surely she and I ought to know 
enough newspapers who would run the thing through their columns 
and be glad at the chance to do so. Enthusiasm, persistency and 
addle-headedness seem to be her primary qualities, and while 
the first two are strong enough legs for any three cornered three 
legged stool, it wouldn t be much of a thing to rest on while 
milking a cow if the third one tsn^t ro-enforosd by something 
more substantial.

I was interrupted twice while running through the Shreveport 
letterbut I guess I got enough out of it to respond negatively 
to the invitation for November 20th, and to express my 
consernation at the thought of 65 8 year olds all squirmming 
around at a single birthday party.
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In the crockery department, i seem to be having little 
luck in patronising "home industry'*, lor I have approached 
three different manufacturing concerns in this area and 
each, b, coincidence, has responded in an unexpected manner*
Perhaps I have been so long out of touch with business letters that 
I don t know the latest trends in that line, for I was 
gentlj surprised when each house responded;
* "We want to thank you for your letter and to say we 
want to cooperate with you in the manufacturing of the item 
as descirbed in your letter of the So and So*

"We regret to say we cannot manufacture this type of 
merchandise, eto., etc.*1

from the opening sentence in each letter, I assumed we had 
established a connection near home that might do business, - only 
fto read the next paragraph and learn quite the opposite*

I had hoped that Shearwater Pottery in Ocean Springs, M s s * , 
might be able to do something, for the proximity to Melrose would 
keep down transporation charges, but they said Ho, and Camark 
Pottery of Camden Arkansas said Ho, and some Louisiana outfit echoed 
the same thing, I believe a Baltimore house will be able to turn 
out something, however, and so if there is any business, it will 
have to be done1 * * * from up that way, thus increasing costs by 
transportation charges,

e

Ln the second class mail today, - and heaven knows belatedly 
enough, - came from Sssae % e  a copy of the William Johnson Diary,
With the nip and tuok method I have to employ to get first class 
mail read these days, I certainly don t expect to get far with 
the Liary* Accordingly * tossed it at Madam Regard to prowl around in 
and while she Wont find it* so* entrancing as some of her 
religious tracts, she may discover a few things in it that will 
divert her a little* I am surprised at its fatness and am so glad 
this volume is numbered among those which we shall keep on 
our holding shelf to wade through with infinite pleasure when 
we are able to explore such business on the* Arenbourg gallery,

I got around to do a little more reading before folding up
my beard last night and continued to find the Mitchell opus as
entrancing as ever* Did you ever hear how people liked the book
abraod* I am wondering if people who never heard much about the
Civil ^ar would nevertheless find the story and the characters
sufficinetly engaging to make the novel entertaining regardless,
I feel so much like a literary evening, I am glad for your sake I am
at the bottom of the page and so much stop,,,,,#

I Q yU sA si i
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Tuesday, October 2nd, 1951,

Memorandums
You might pause, if you haven't already done so, to run 

through the Cain letter.
The laurels, naturally, go to you.

\

hut we both oan find a measure of satisfaction in 
receiving the frank, impressions of suoh an author, playrigh 

o+nri AYi I suDDose everyone in assembling a manuscript
it^eems'^pretty^ubiousi'^n^after^ejeotion^llpskstar ̂ fluttering

thenceones;*along t h e ^ ^ o f a ^ r U e r ^ o  has ^ d \ u o e e s s  in
the £ k * £ » t  « ^ a i r : Tr t = ! M  been published.

I shall write him tonight, saying that X think the material
shall*18*suggest6 * *that t h e ^ ^ t a t i o n ^ o ^ d  M  the perhap s, but shall ugg from Marie Therese to “Hss

Oammie^should*?evolve, and what makes ^ el* X n f m I e s 9 is the faot that it had two suoh remarkable personalities.
I shall go on to say that while eaoh lady ^ d h l d fe fe3S about hook devoted exclusively to herself, this one shouia oe 1 0  

eaoh but rather about the plantation they both m U * t h e s i s  
H o p e  he will get the point and c o n v i n c e ^ m e ^ U r n T x
r f v o u C d  “ 'are as onfinTh^ satisfaction we derive from 
knowing that someone who knows what lie is taj-king a ouss r̂ £3r.» £ »«-
the*labor of love which we have expended on this manuscript.

•seldom do 1 get around to hear Edward Merrill these days, but 
I did ohance^tohear him tonight. I am hoping you may have had
the good luck, for X thought his biu raphicalsektch^ ^  ^

"uaizc the great old xnaian b owu 

have accomplished down through the ages, nor isoi,
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count the knowledge given by “r. “*errill as one of these inspirations.
■ -  - .

.1 don't know if you ever had any of the correspondence, slight, 
at best, that occasionally used to come to me from Avalon Daggett 
Metcalf. She passed this way today, and I was glad to see her again. 
She has divorced i4r, ^etaoalf and taken back her Dagget name.
She is taking pictures in Louisiana after spending quite a while, - 
perhaps months or years, in the Navajo and

Apache Indian Reservations in Arizona. It is intresting 
to hear of conditions there,and a little depressing to know 
of marvelously built hospitals, equipped to the last word 
in modern scientific gagets, operating rooms and so on, — and the 
whole buildings empty while Indians die for lack of medical attention. 
As * understand it, Congress cut approrpiations on this point and, 
as everybody knows, the American Medical Assocaiton blocks 
every attempt on the part of the federal Government to make funds 
possible so more doctors may receive an education to attend 
to the needs of the ailing. A‘he world is getting better all 
the time but we are certainly’ lagging far behind in places.

Avalon Daggett is a cousin of Dr. Harriet Daggett of whom I 
may have spoken before. Dr. "arriet was teaching in the college at 
Hatchiotches years ago. Her hi ling, mother, two sons and a 
husband who was a swell number but entirely unfitted for rounding 
up wealth, lived with her. She packed up the ailing mother, the 
two children and with her husband's assistance, Journeyed to 
Hew aaven where she took degrees in Law. For a number of years 
she has been on the L. S, U. faculty, holding a chair in some 
branch of Daw that seldom if ever has been, occupied by a 
woman in any university, it is said.

*he is a remarkable woman, Dr. Harriett, and I was glad to 
send her greeting by Cousin Avalon.

I am so glad to learn that tfobina is going To take a little 
Jaunt to ^ew *ork, - or at least 1 assume she is going, although 
come to think of it, I am not sure she said so definitely in her 
letter. I reckon,this ought to be a pleasant time to travel 
and 1 think she enjoys being in the big road. <

Mrs. Wood telepnoned from "atohitoches to advise me that her 
friend, Mrs. C0ombs, has been put back to bed again. For some 
time the Goombs have been trying to sell their home near the college 
and build on a rather extensive plot of ground in $ast "atdhitoches, - 
on the far side of the town and across the river from their 
present domicile. It seems a sale was effected Just before Mrs. Coomb 
had her accident and now she learns they must move by the 15th of 
this month, and ground hash*t been broken as yet for their new 
home. Lid somebody say it never rains but it pours.

^ell, be that as it may, I must now turn to correspondence, and 
it has been nice having a little chat, especially when the conversatio 
could include such a pleasant note from our *

aryland friend......
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Wednesday, uoto'bei 3rd, 1961.

Memorandums
Another cloudless day hut pleasantly cool. A w  sun 

has lost the lull intensity ol its heat hut is still strong 
enough to pale the scarlet ol the Guernsey lilies to old rose.

What with «*. H. ‘ s hirthday'today and Madam Regard's tomorrow, 
we dined across the lenoe this noon. Shore were 11 or 12 people 
and delicious lood. 1 didn-t lind conversation exceptional 
•enough to report any original ideas hut it was gay enough, 
and Madam Eegard’s dressing, the turkey, roast pork and so on 
were splendid and a couple ol good wines and the oreme de oaooa with 
tx.e demi-tasse gave Just the proper tone to the table.

lo orrow night Celeste is having, I guess lor “adam Begard, 
a hit ol a card game, with a lew representatives Irom ^agnolia, 
the Beverend fathers Irom St. Augustin s and so on. I may drop 

in merely to say Hail and Earewell, and shall hand Madam Regard 
a package on departing. It will contain a hottle ol champagne 
which has rested long enough in my oellar. 1 .
credit for big heartedness in making such a gift to Madam Regard 
for the delectation of her little gathering, for while there 
are certain wines that mean much to me, champagne is not one of them,

Little Miss Avalon Daggett pssed this way early this morning 
to take 8omfr-*ulg*“mgVie H IBnrb* the Southern exposures of the 
African and the big house. *tound about f s*?.®
returned to get some shots of ^ucca from the »*hite arden. he 
day was perfect for her business and I am hoping she finds 
the films satisfactory,

I ohatted with her for a few moments before she left. She 
told me she has sold several films, requiring twelve and a half 
minutes for a showing to Television program directors in 
California and that she does a bit of lecturing with her pictu es 
on the «est Goast. She has a booking with some agency which 
specializes in lecturing courses of this kind, - travelogue pictures 
with the*photographer explaining the soenes to the audience and 
enlarging on the subject matter of the lecture whenever desired.
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She said the agenoy that books hex is rather successful in 
this line; of endeavor and photographers of standing from various 

different States are signed up with the conern. She said she knew 
of but one Louisiana photographer who had been under the aegis 
of this particular agency, - Vaughn*s Book Corporation, or some 
such, and that photographer' s name was 'Ciarence'haugfrlin who has 
turned out a splendid book aboutGhosts Along the Mississippi She 
said the head of the vaughn agenoy had severed the Laughlin* 
connection, however, soon after it signed up Mr. ^aughlin, for 
said Laughlin was too temperamental and unmindful of people and 
schedule to permit anything like a satisfactory arrangement as between 
himself and the organizations Vaughn represented* Almost as 
an after-thought, she asked me if I had ever chanced to meet Mr# 
Laughlin. I confessed * had.

Today's incoming post wasn't of any moment and fortunately I 
got a passing pilgrim to run through the few letters with me. I 
learned after first dark tonight that my secretary is having 
marital problems that have thrown him out of schedule, and for 
once it is pleasant to know the contents of in-coming mail and 
not having to pile it up to add to the morrow's assortment.

I have been trying to keep up with the doings of the Governors 
at their Gattlingburg pow-wow, but haven*t gleaned much from all 
the talk, . f the several dtates would only elect baseball heroes 
as their uhief Executives,* then the Governors might hope to make 
the front page of the newspapers.

I smiled in my beard when Governor Jimmy %rnes of South 
Carolina expressed the hope that Senator Byrd of Virginia or 
Russell of Georgia might receive the nomination of the ^eomoaratio 
Party for the Presidential race next year. Byrd, being as much of a 
die-hard as Byrnes, seems logical enough as a selection from 
Governor Jimmy Ms for ^useell, I don^t seem to have him very 
well pigeon-holed in my mind, - or didn't at least, until he 
received the Byrnes blessing, and that automatically lets him out, so 
far as my enthusiasm doesn t go. I am surprised Byrnes didn't 
pat Senator George of G0Orgia on the head. After all, George of Georgia 
is always slitting loop holes in the tax bills for the giant 
corporations to slide through, and that ought to please the 
bouth Carolina Governor no end.

Well, so things turn on the political merry-go-round, and 
come to think of it, merry-go-round must be an American word, and 
I should like to know somethinga about its coinnage. In Mr.
Walpole1s "fortitude" the home of a newly married couple is 
Roundabout, which, if memory serves, with what the English style 
what the ^renoh call Montagnes Busses. Curious, in a way, the 
contraption should have such a variety of names. I'm wondering if 
the German parallels any of these.......
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Thursday, October 4th, 1951,

Memorandum:
Mow nice for me_, how nice for Madam Regard, when the 

postman brought each of us such a delicious message, only I got 
the lion's share of the mail, since I inspected the lovely yellow 
roses and blue forgetmenots in her envelope and whe read me 
the perfectly sweet personal message you penned that so perfectly 
matched the accompanying verse' of the card, --whereas, by way 
of contrast, poor Madam Rega d never even suspected that slap in 
my own pocket Was a much longer and much lovlier penned epistle.

Blessings on you from us both, ^nd let me hasten to add 
that Celeste, not knowing Madam Regard had shown member greetings fro 
you, read it all over again and declared she thought you to be one 
of the grandest persons she ever knew. And would you mind telling
me who doesn t.

*
But getting on to my own mail when my secretary arrived, 

let me first day how sorry I am that a cold flattened you out 
as last week end was approaching its close. I spcerely hope 
you are definitely on the mend and that you didn t try to 
rush back to the "Cave of the J(,inds* 5too soon, ^erhaps it is just 
as well to impress that organization with their miserable climatic 
conditions by absenting yourself regardless, and if the neeewsary 
changes aren tmade at once, I hope you will just take time out 
when you havin’t a cold in order to underline the necessity of doing 
smething on their part.

Everything you had to relate was news to me, and I am glad 
David Snell is doing nicely and I am glad that the Metropolitan 
is dreaming about a Columbus Circle establishment. For years 
that site has been given much thought by people who wanted to 
improve the whole neighborhood, but always something blocked 
'their plans, and sometimes it was something but some body in 
the person of old Wioliam Randolph M©arst who succeeded in thwarting 
at least one set of plans 1 chanced to have a bit of inside information 
ribout when planse for a national theatre, a.Cafe de la Baix fcidewalk cafe* 
and so on were planned. I kept a close ear to the ground in those 
days and used to travel around the circle, usually after dark, with 
some of my friends living, when in Africa, at hotel des Artist, 
there on 64th or was it 67th Street, - Faank du Monde, Robert 
and Bessie ^otter Vonnoh, Fanny Hurst and so on. At one 
time it looked as thoiigh the project had reached the boiling point, but 
somehow old nearst sucttled the thing .and all the plans went to pot.
It's too bad he didn t go the same place long before the plans did for 
then they might not have gone.
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In one part, you will laugh where I winced, on reading the 
letter ftnclused , while in other parts we shall roll on the floor 
in hilarity ath the obvious results of Dhe mis-reading of a single 
letter in a single word. The part where I winced is where 
Mr. Cain implied in his letter to Alfred Knopf that I had done 
the typing. The part where we can both fall out is in the 
synopsis wherein the "wild birds” fly into the manuscript so unexpeot- 
edly. Obviously what^happenad is this:

Mr. Cain who may know more about Louisiana history than 
Louisiana botanical matters, somehow substitued the second 
letter of one word for another, so that Madam Trichell's account 
of natiye iris ~~ turnout to be a symposium on a flock of 
our feathered friends, popularly known as ibis, Sever until 
tonight did 1 recalize how closely identical those two words actually 
are, - "iris” and "ibis”.

- . •

Well, a laugh is always worth something and in the sum total 
of the Cain efforts, that slight slip up outs no ice at all.

1 am sure you are in agreement with me that he did nobly by 
us in the care and trouble he took with the listing of data and 
so on. I wish he hadn t said it would probably be a Louisiana 
item from a point of view of sales, since I think wkx mot of 
the sales would be consummated in Louisiana, the majority of the 
purchasers will be by ± people from other States passing through 
Shreveport, Natchitoches, Baton ^ouge and ^ew urieans. I 
shall touch on this point when making acknowledgement ftf 3bhe 
Cain letter later /tonight.

Tj : */■ > j 4  ■. >• ' ,  ■ ’* t  ^ ’ •

With the weatherso perfect and so many things I want to 
do at Arenbroug, Yucca and Melrose, 1 reckon I shall just have 
to nail my paddles to the floor and grind out a long-ish 
Preface, just in case Herr Knoph should drop a come-on note to 
Herr Cain. Since I speak so unconcernedly with you about 
things I have undertaken at Melrose during the past decade, it 
perhaps sound odd to you when I confess that I experience the 
greatest confusion and reluctance at setting down such matters, for 
publication, as suggested or implied by Mr. Cain regarding Melrose 
of the present moment* But perhaps I shall be able to side-step 
that aspect by putting something else in its place, that will 
serve just as well. In any event, 1 shall try, and we shall see what 
we shall see.

And before closing, may I thank-you again for the happiness 
the in-coming post brought.today, and to say how much I appreciate 
your assurance, so 4delicately expressed, regarding you part of 
tha ^renbourg birthdays. How bright is any day when lighted 
by my "ady of the Lamp......

Friday, October 5th, 1951.

Memorandum:
now nice to find your Monday letter in today’s 

post, along with the clipping and the pictures which I
liked much.

Sirst off. let me respond to your inquiry regarding 
Madam Regard's initial. It is easy for you to remember, - 
"E", as in your own good self, and doubly potent as a 
memory brightener because her name, like Aunt Blla s, is, 
indddd. Ella, and as her husband s name was Emile,
"E's" have it all the way through. Oddly enough, I ,„-an,h(,r
might as well confess, I had to pause momentarily not to remember 
the initial, but the name, for 1 think 1 tnew the
ladv for 10 years before ^ ever did know what the »
and being of the old school, 1 always think of her not 
»s Marv §ane or Sue, but merely as Madam Regard so that 
the^name by which the B began it had momentarily slipped
my mind.

The caption unaer the pioture of the -“iseahouer home 
stated the place is 10 miles west of the Are de IriumphQ.
That set me to think of similar distances in this 
neighborhood and I figured it Is about 10 miles down to 
Moe-nolia and 10 miles up the rdad to Beaufort. And 
since ^agnolia and Beaufort seem just around the corner fr?? 
w£e?e I6am sitting, it occurs to me that if somebody hasn t 
dona so already, somebody ought to do something about -
the wly spaoetends to telescope under certain oiroumstanoes, 
just as many a writer has remarked upon the same telescop 

phenomenon in the real^of time. As this thought 
has lust flitted through my brain, 1 am quite unprepared, - 
^ d  aren11 you lucky, L t o  go into the matter with any coherence 
and at any length at this sitting, and yet I must say 
there ought to be, if there hasn*t already been, a ^ArtRiri
speculation on this point. It would seem to me that certain 
places in the world somehow eontraot their geojpaphie mileage 
fo? people inhabiting the region while other places seem 
to expand distances that are identical in bu* some
much further in traveling, although road con^ i0J?0tahQW far 
forth are about the same. I never can remember just how far 
Melrose is from New urleans, perhaps 250 or 300 miles, - a
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distance which no one around here ever gives a second thought 
when jumping into a car and tearing off for the descent Gity.
I try to envision where the arc would swing if one were to 
place the point of a compass on Manhattan and swing a 250 
or 300 mile'radius, northeast it would probably strike 
some place in Maine, north some place on the St. Lawrence, 
Westward would probably take in Syracuse, Buffalo or 
Pittsburgh and so on around, and I doubt if people in 
that circumference jump into their horseless carriages and 
head out for the metropolitan area with such abandon as 
people at this bend of Sane ^iver are likely to do in heading 
South,

In the matter of Time being telescopedfor the 
individual, I suppose it is^Memory and the frequency some 
particular event is brought To the fore that accomplishes 
the triok, even as I seemed to have read the Mitchell opus 
but recently whereas in reality, when confronted by the 
business, I realized it had been about a decade And a half 
'Perhaps it will turn out that familiarity with the road to*any 
given point accomplishes the seeming reduction of the mileage 
and'accordingly makes a proposed journey seem but setting 
out toy a turn around the block. I started off by saying 
I wasn t prepared to discuss this point, but I certainly seem 
to have had quite a go at it, - regardless.

Your inquiry about Die *raU is most timdly, and for this 
reason: - This afternoon, the Yucca flowers having completed 
their cycle, I removed the Yucca from the Ohapel and 
substituted something quite pretty in it place. I have an 
old wooden chopping bowl about 2 and a half or 3 feet across 
which I filled with dozens of avrious shapped and sized 
golden persimmons, placing the business slap at the feet 
of the Blessed ^artin, the gorgeous golden-orange heap of 
fruit Contrasting deliciously with the deep blue of the statue*s 
robes. My secretary had told me he would be a little later - 
than usual tonight and so, at first dark, I lighted the tapers 
in the uhapel with a view of communing a bit in said sanctuary 
at the close of day. A pleasant fusion of contrasting colors 
blended one with the other in the candle light, but a 
somewhat dark shadow Cut across the mound of persimmons until 
Die Frau, deciding it would be nice to join me on on of 
the pews, stood up in the midst of the profusion of fruit, 
arched her baofc alarmingly as her tail stood s taight up except 
for a crook at the end. Then leisurely she hopped out of 
the hargest offering, the shadwo automatically disappearing, 
and came over and nestled on my lap.

^he weather has turned pleasantly warm, - upper 80*s or 
lower 90 s and tonight's low will be in the mid 70*s. A 
young moen is sliding down toward the Montrose hills and 

* the bamboo hedge is electric with fireflies. Just as sure 
as anything, there s going to be a lutoraoker Suit program 
on the gallery before I fold up my beard. I shall think of you .
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Sunday, October 7th, 1951.

Memorandum:

*nd so the Saturday night supper bell rang and, as usual,
I expected to see the forms of several gentlemen appear. But,
Lol --and picture my surprise, when five Wenks appeared quite 
unexpected, and unannounced. Deed I say more regarding the week
end and the vague buzzing in the head that still lingers on, 
even though the night has passed and another hight has begun, and 

peace has returned to this bend of the river.

Saturday's post was light, but it did contain a couple 
of letters and a card or two. and I was particularly glad to 
find a letter from Dr. Band, containing particulars regarding the 
mattter of the ante bellum watering place in the Alexandria 
area about which ^r. Gain inquired some weeks back. It afforded 
me an opportunity to write a little note to the latter, enclosing 
the Band letter and making but scant reference to the other 
matter about which correspondence has been laden of late to 
Maryland.

After all the shouting and tumult on Saturday-night,
I got around to do a little reading, — Will Cuppy's "Decline 
and Fall of Practically .Everybody". I found it amusing and 
just what I needed after a riotous supper. The book -should 
not hage appeared in the form it did, for it is a collection 
of biographical sketches, wherein everything paradoxical and silly 

regarding the historic characters is set forth and while each 
has a remarkable number of humorous points, it is only the 
paradodGsical side that is stressed and the thing begins to 
pall a little in its hilarity after the first to or three sketches 
have been read at a single sitting, it seems to me the collection 
would be better if published in a daily column in a newspaper or 

in the monthly issue of some magazine. I found myself giggling 
on every page, but the portraits of the world's great 
were as lop-sided as are most of the full length biogrphical 
sketches, which, perhaps, somehow evens things up a little, but 
would be better in themselves if the positive were really 
balanced off against the negative, - and the negative seems 
to be th big thing in the Guppy rendeition. .' I don't 
recall any direct quotations, but something like this suggests
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how the author handled things;
"Everybody knows Louis XIV built Versailles, but he 

liked-garlie, too, but since Madame de Maintenon ate garlic 
also, that really didn't matter.*

A little shower some ime during t&t ushered in a wave of 
cool air making today most delightful. Everything in the 
botanical department that slipped and sagged during the big 
heat wave suddenly took a new lease on life and the 
butterfly lilies and sweet olives are heavier with perfume 
tonight than ever before. The gardenias, too, which went 
into a tail spin as a result of the February freeze, are doing 
the strangest things now that October has arrived. Some of the 
bigger bushes which had neither leaves nor blossoms in May, as 
is their custom, have suddenly brought forth a wealth of 
flowers that somehow seems to make the calendar seem all 
out of joint. * silver jar of cape jassemine here in front of me 
vibrates jauntily with each tap of this machine and the aroma 
of my boudoir puts the fame of Araby in the shade. Deciduous 
magnolias in September instead of February and gardenias m  October 
instead"oT May is or are elements by which 1951 will fcong 
be remembered as something out of the ordinary. It is my 
understanding that pigeons inclined to be-get a new batch 
of off-spring every month of the year save August, but 1*11 
be not at all surprised to learn that this year they all stirred 
up Siamese twins in the 31 days between July and September.

< •

It goes without saying X was glad Dr. Hand came by late this 
afteroon, - and withal, - alone. I guess it must have been 
two or three weeks at least since last we had an opportunity 
to comoare notes, and since the others at the camp were 
busy at cards, the doctor wasn’t encumbered with outriders.
I thought he looked rather better than usual and he seemed in 
good spirits. spoke of the third Sunday night in the month 
when we are scheduled to present the pictures at St. Augustine’s, 
find to make wire recordings of the service and singing. I 

am hoping the new gravel road out yonder may be completed by 
then so fear of getting bogged down bogged down.

Ur perhaps that was not the way the above sentence 
should have ended. Just before reaching thq period, J. a. came, 
saying he had brought home a fine oyster loaf and asking me 
to join an attack on the thing next door, along with Celeste,
Madam Regard, £at and -Den. Madam Hand had sent me an elegant
supper but nobody needed know about that, and I reckon ^obdoy 
6uessed I was already stuffed, what with the guston I went 
after the oyster section. I hope the week end has had some 
pleasant interims for you and that you have even had the good 
luck to discover a few moments just for yourselfHubbub matters 
so little if, in the end, the promise of a few moments along, comes 
true.•••••
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Monday, October 8th, 1951.

Memorandum;
The elegant weather continues, pleasantly cool and 

no end of sun.
I shall not have to be rocked to sleep tonight, what 

with much physical activity from dawn to dusk. This is 
the season when the cotton hulls begin to pile up at the 
gin and I like to make the most of the opportunity to get 
first rate fertilizer for Arenbroug. Today we got a goodly 
amount and while the trucks were being unloaded, T was 
busy with a wheel barrow,, pushing gobs of the stuff about so 
all our little friends will have nice snug feet when the 
cold days come, not to mention the extra vitamins that 
will come their way when the moisture begins disolving the 
acids in the hulls. I like days such as these, for 
the activity suits me to a I when there is enough ozone to 
give one plenty of pep. T suppose I find it gratifying 
also because the hulls before getting soggy, show up mightily, 
giving me the impression I have done ten times more work at 
distrubting them than I actually have, and there is nothing 
like feeding the gardener's ego.

I guess there isn't anything of interest in Kenneth's 
letter, but x send it along ,regardless. Uh, yes, it just 
occurs to me*he mentioned the rrincess der 0r however
that lady spelled her name when rendering it from Chinese 
into English.

As you know, I used to skip down to Washington occasionally 
when the de Lignes represented Daiginm in the wapitol.
Eome Manhattan friends chanced to be on the train one time 
when 1 was heading that way and ^hey inquired as to where I 
visited and I told them.

A couple of years later, when I chanced to be in 
Charleston, I had a tel gram from these Manhattan friends, 
urging me to r turn to the city by a certain date, saying 
they had a surprise for me at dinner on a particular date.
I cut short my Mouth Carolina visit and rushed back to town, 
and on going to dinner was told that in a few minutes an old 
friend of mine, invited especially for my delectation, would 
arrive. Well, T waited, having not the vaguest notion as
to who in the world it might be, when, LoJ the other guest
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arrived, and to the astonishment of our host and hostess, 
we didn t seem to r-ecognize eaehoother. The hag was the 
Princess der Mnge or whatever, and a mighty entertaining lady 
she turned out to he hut I thhought T never would get it 
dinged into the head of the hostess that there was a 
little difference between the "‘‘rincess der ■Hnge and the 
Princess do ligne. Before the dinner ended; howe/er, mine hostess 
finally did see the light, explained to the Chinese number and 
we had a good laugh all the way round, i think: I should 
not have given up a few extra da$s at Charleston to break: 
bread in Manhattan with the der linge person, but now, as 
I look, back on the matter, I guess I am glad I did.

**nd speaking of Washington, I am sorry to hear narold 
Stasson has felt it necessary to testify before the foreign 
■delations Commiette as to whether the proposed American 
delegate to the U. B. did or did not favor withholding 
aid to Nationalist China. That whole matter was such 
a difficult decision to make a few years'back, and merely 
because so ebody thought the "Mississimo" shouldn’t get 
too much assistance certainly didn't mean the person who 
thought so was a flaming Bed. I have always felt ^r. Stasson 
was inclined toward the liberal side of the Bepublican 
Party and that there might be some hope for the *arty 
if a bit of liberalism somehow crept into the organization, 
but ^r. btasson s position in the pres nt matter seems to 
indicate he is g§tting off on the wrong foot, although 
let us hope he may merely be playing politics a bit.

I have been wondering what in the world ever happened 
to that lady up in ^Georgetown, Connecticut, for it seems to 
me we haven t heard from her in quite a while, ^he other 
day when I §ent the persimmons, I sent a couple to her but 
1 shouldn t be surprised if she might be some here in the 
big road.- I trust whoever receives her mail for her, if she 
ist absent, will have the good sense to open the little 
package and dispose of the contents for they certainlys 
ou6ht to be fairly ripe by this time.

Supper was late tonight, and while waiting for the 
culinary department to make up its mind, if any, I introduced 
a temporary new note in the Chapel. In the corner behind the 
big cross, 1 placed one of the big old oil jars, and in it 
1 stood a dozen or so big old plumes from the ribbon grass 
which always remind me of Gustave Bore ‘ s gigantic fans, figuing 
in Pharoh's Court. The stems attain a~height of 18 to 20 feet 
and the plumes are a foot and a half to two feet in length at 
the top of the stalk. Naturally I had to cut them’back considerabl, 
but even so many of them still reach the ceiling and the others 
bend and sway above each arm of the cross, and the whole 
business is sub-tropical enough to balance the dusky

?hQ Blessed Martin’s skin and when the cnalles are 
lighted tonight, will be just a touch eerie, perhaps.,...

Tuesday, October 9th, 1951.

Memorandum;
'The Indian Summer lingers on.
And today was a transcript of yesterday, with the only 

variation being in the time schedule, for the cotton hulls 
left the gin an hour earlier which is just another way of saying 
the day got under way well before breakfast.

The post contained a few letters but none of them of any 
particular interest, although T can’t speak for the one from 
Atlanta, for T shall hold that until Thursday since Dr. Knipmeyer 
seems to manage that difficult script with comparative ease. If 
■Ur. uverdyke could only push Dr. Knipmeyer into the Natchitoches 
archives, we really might get somewhere.

T was quite delighted with the little reading I did last 
night from a book whose title I have already forgotten so far 
as the precise wording goes. Perhaps it is "Jefferson and 
Madison’ or possibly "The Friendship of Jefferson and Madison", - 
a 1950 publication by A. Knopf, The author is Adrian Koch, or 
some such sounding name.

The style isn’t isas readable as some but the material 
is splendid, and it may be the style would be different if 
A. Scourby were turning the pages,d or T suppose the reader may give 
some impression as to the style of whatever he is reading.

The study, thus far examined, gives quite interesting aspect 
of the two gentlemen from Virginia, making clear that T. Jefferson 
excelled most in the philosophy of Government while is friend of 
fifty years standing was expert j_n presenting and pushing 
through legislation frequently the latter embodying the ideas of 
Jefferson. I had not realized both men worked "hand in glove" in 
this fashion and a re-reading of some Jefferson biographies, with 
this in mind, might make several episodes regarding the constittion 
its formation and adoption more comprehensive.

JL/uring Jefferson's long sojourn in Paris, - perhaps from 
1780 October, 1789, he and Madison were in constant
dorrespondence, each giving the other clear ideas as to what was 
going On» s0 that Jefferson returned to the United States pretty 
thoroughly in touch with everything that had transpired his 
absence and Madaison receiving a liberal education from the 
Jefferson correspondence and publications sent him so that ^adison, 
although he never left the country was supposed to have been 

one of the most internationally minded men in Congress.
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Wednesday, October 10th, 1951*

It seems Jefferson did a great deal of shopping for 
Madison in laris, sending him not only books, pamphlets and so 
on, hut acquainting him with such items as a splendid clock., 
sitting on columns, etc., etc., while Madison, in return, was 
constantly sending graftings of trees, various types of grasses, etc. 
There was one ^adison shipment to Paris that seemed to bring 
transportation problems siap down to the present. Mr." Jefferson 
acknowledged with thanks receipt of a box which he said he supposed 
had been started off, filled with pecanes but only 13 were in 
the box by the time he received it. I must tell that 
to J. a. who ought to t,e heartened to learn pecane losseses 
in transit are no new wrinkle.

^r. ^efferson in one letter suggested it would be' nice to 
receive some red birds, - cardinals, 1 suppose and some opossums, 
the red birds he thought would make nice gifts to the ladies and 
the opossum would greatly interest the gentlemen, interested in 
odd fauna from America. But Mr. Ma<}igon was attending to State 
business in hew *ork at the time and it appears red birds and 
opossums weren t so plentiful in the Manhattan area as in 
Virginia. Mr.ft̂ och speaks of two * valuable biogrphies of Jefferson 

r and ^adison _ the former by Dumas Malone, the one of Ma&iSOn by 
Bryan or Bryant or some such name. If memory serves, the 
Dumas Maione biography 1 read went only as far as Jefferson 
sailing for Europe, so * assume there are or are to be two or three 
other fat volumes, covering the balance of his career. Should 
you chance to notice reviews 0f these as they appear, I should be 
glad if you would mention it. so 1 can prod the successor of old 
Xenophon Smith to get them recorded. _ -

I understand the gravel road to Little River has been completed, 
and ■** wish 1 had the complete history of how that was accomplished.
A year or so ago, I believe, J. H. was after Governor -bong, ostensibly 
about cattle, but probably concerning the trail from Jane to Dittle 
Biver, exclusively on Melrose, to be declared a State road, and 
thereby calling for State construction, as was the ease of 
the Montrose lane and the new Jane ^ivhr bridge, which ought by 
rights,  ̂ suppose, to be called the John Mampton *enry bridge.
That was* probably put over through Senator Fredericks, -But since 
the Governor demurred on the Dittle Biver project, it somehow 
became a Baxigh project, and it would be interesting to know how 
the pushing was done and how the trick ‘turned Political influence 
in more than one quarter certainly pays in real 'estate improvement.

f

1 have thought so often about the little humming bird whose 
flight by plane on its way South you acquainted me with recently.
Tonight there seemed to be more of his fellow travelers than ever 

around St. Giggin fountain, so 1 reckon the big parade must be 
in full swing. Bflt now i

must swing mtoh tub - /• - . r ’ '

Memorandum:
May I tell you that an elegant assortment of pictures 

came from your true hand in today's post, haying traveled 
safely and arriving in perfect condition. There were tnr 
large glossy prints which were quite unexpected, a s  
each of these varies slightly in measurements, I 
take it they may be originals sent you some time back.
^f so, I ^ h oping you did not deny yourself these pictures 
if you could use them in the scrapbooks or otherwise.
My scrapbooks aren t any good and whneverthere is"but 
a s n°-le print of Something or other, 1 should much prefer 
you-to have it, for you would do so much better by any and all. 
Do let me know if you are without likenesses of these, and if 
so, I shall be glad to return them at some time or otner 
when shipment is being made in your direction.

The little snaps of the Madam are quite gay and I shall 
get one off to little Miss Ida Qrandforthwith I think she 
had in mind to use the same with or in connection ^ t h  
of Lyle's books, and she will appreciate it much. I thi 
I shall-send one to Miss Nellie, too, for I doubt if she 
vioq nna o-p the Madam and F know it would mean much to 
her. There was a surprise in the double-dip in the reproduc ions 
of the African House, and since both views are to hand,
I think I shall write Camark later this ^e^r * ®th.
each of these to see if they might be inspired to do something
ceramic along the African lines suggested. As 
for the Chapel, the big house and the pictorial map, they 
will come in so handy in the days ahead, and I ° â o t  * 11 
you how much your kindness in doing all .this xor me is 
appreciated, i am hoping you didn t rush yourself into 
exhaustion, handling the matter with such dispatch I am 
delighted to have all, but honestly hope my request did 
move you to jump slap out of your chair to get the business
attended to,

A letter from Robina in today's post touched on 
a minor point regarding the 1 dy visiting here last end,
and in accordance with request, 1 destroyed the letter
immediately on reading, although 1 hadfh ! Snd® h SoithoSah along, had that request not been specified. And although 
it seemed of no interest at all, I naturally carried out her 
request immediately. She, - robina, says she is lonvin^ 
for Bqw 1ork, - driving, - on the 13th, Saturday, and
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will be at Hotel Knickerbocker, - somewhere near 6th_Avenue 
and 45th Street, she thought, and near the theatre district, 
but I can*t remember such an hotel on 6th Avenue, and 
it seems to me the old Knickerbocker I used to know was 
about 45, perhaps 44 or even 43 and Broadway, but that 
institution may have gone with the wind years ago. She 
didn t say wl\en she expected to reach Manhattan or how long she 
planned to stay.

I was glad to learn that Caroline and Virginia have 
been to Shreveport and that the operation on Virginia s 
wind pipe was a success and they were back at Briarwood again 
a couple of days later, expecting to return within a few 
days to have whatever dressing is necessary. I seem 
to wonder how one goes about dressing a wind pipe, but 
then there are so many things I don t know, and especially 
so if the Bormons are involved. °

The letter from Daisie in the Bell is alright but 
oddly enough * can t recall for the life of me what she is 
referring to 4-q th$ earlier part of the letter, - that part 
about evasion or lie or some such 1 suppose it must 
have had something to do about Bafcchez, for I recall having 
told her ^erchel Brickel, after planning a history of Batchez, 
discovered to his consternation that the thing about the , 
place that makes it unique is just the sort of stitff you can t 
set down in print. I guess perhaps that may be where evasion 
or lie c*pe $n, and yet that doesn’t seem to fit it exactly
either, and for one thing, I'm sure I donpt care.

Ben’s qar got pretty well smashed ,up last night 
but he didn t get hurt at all. I suppose the hour was 
about 8 p.ft. and I believe he was on the cement between 
Montrose and Cypress or Jatchez, - the same cement you 
must have traversed when going to Beaufortc, before 
turning off on to the gravel. ^Going in the same direction 
Ben was, - a brilliant headlight on another car coming toward 
him, was a big old truck to which three trailers, - one after 
another, were strung out. Haturally he didn t anticipate 
such a vast parade between him and the truck^ahead, and so 
he carshed, - his car going into the ditch and coming to rest 
upside down. He certainly was lucky escaping without a 
scratch, and this in spite of the fact that among other things 
the wind shield was shattered.

The weather continues to hold., clear and cool, and 
the cotton hulls continue to f.ly. It’s been a happy day» 
and my heart is happy particularly because of the 
package in unfailing evidence of the kindness of my Hady 
of the amp....
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f Thursday, October llth, 1951.

Memorandum:
How nice to find a fulsome, fat envelope in a familiar hand 

in this morning’s post. I reckon I dori t have to assure you I 
have relished every word in your letter«-and every picture from the 
Metropolitan enclosure.

Uoblest expression of air in your letter was your offer, in 
spite of your currently harried existence, to do something about 
the manuscript if necessary. That, reallyf is noble. But let 
me heasten to say that is something I cannot envision and I don t 
mind adding I should rather see the manuscript remain manuscript 
than think of adding to your present burdens. After all, if 
anyone wants to take the thing apart, he is free to do so, but 
he can tfolly well put the thing back together again after having 
his fun.

It goes without saying I am perfectly encha ted to know you secured 
tickets for Saint Joan and Call Me Madam. I know you are going to 
relish both of them and the one ought to be as provoking for thought 
as the other for hilarity. I can’t tell you how glad 1 am 
to think of these as being in store for you. J. H. has the 
music from Call Mo Madam and I hear it frequently, and it just 
occurs to me I had better write library of Gongress tonight 
asking that A. Scourby be given an opportunity to do the Shaw 
opus - with Introduction, for I should like to run through that 
again, and doubly so, now that you are going to witness a performance.

It is certainly g nerous of you to confide in me regarding^ 
our mutual friend and her problems. I am so appreciative of this 
spot light for it unfolds and makes double clear a whole set of 
circumstances I had supposed might be possible but was reluctant to 
probe into without some volontary opening of the shutter a little.
I shall probably refer to the individual aspects of the case from 
time to time in the future but at the moment I would confine myself 
to what is now quite comprehensive about the status of the child..
With apologies to Miss Mitchell, I would find in the present instance 
a figment of Scarlett’s little Wade Hampton Hamilton, something' a bit 
on the incidental side in the mother's affection and therefore of 
but secondary consideration. It is possible, of course that once 
over the present shoals, sailing may be a little easier for the mother, 
but the waters, I believe, will always be troubled. Personally 
I am inclined to think it would be just as well if she did say 

Farewell forever to the whole set-up in which she finds herself,
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and since there will always be the memory of "Ashley”, the 
absence of husband and child will, if missed, only tend to fill in 
the gaps of sorrow stemming from quite a different direction.
And I come to the tentative conclusion that absenting herself would 
be a good idea, for I am perfectly sure she must be in a perpetual 
stew under present surroundings, and that must make life 
exceedingly difficult not only for husband and child but all 
within the radius of her personality. Were she to take herself 
some place away from them, temporarily or permanently, there would 
be a measure of peace for them, -so important for the child, and 
she might develops a "martyr” complex that wouldtake the place 
of the present tangle that must keep everyone including herself in 
a mental and temperamental scuffle.

You will be pleased to note from the enclosure that the manuscript 
has gone to Knopf and that Mr.; Caine tactfully offers a Preface, I 
had already written one which in its "shmirfink" condistion, I have 
sent along to him to make whatever use of he pleases. The 
Bermuda gentry would' die at a Melrose book entitled "*he 
Joyeoua Coast", but they are' healf dead anyway, so that doesn't 
matter much either way. I opened all stops in acquainting 
Mr. Cain with the battle to keep ^elrose intact, — enjoining confidence, 
of course, but thinking it might be helpful to him to have an 
understanding of the set-up, should he undertake a Preface, which, as 
I pointed out to him, ought to be written with but three people 
in mind, in hopes that an evaluation of the heritage in print might 
possibly do a little eye-opening I am glad to notice 
that in his letter to“A. Knopf, he lifted a paragraph from my 
last letter to him, - regarding the possibility of no great 
initial turn-over but a prolonged continuation of sales over a 
period of years.

■ - ' • « ’ e
' \ ' f ;In my letter to him today, I took the occasion to drive home

a few other points pertinent to the business, and as this should reach 
him before he hears from Knopf, txxere will perhaps be another cogent 
argument or two that will find its way to Knopf. I note 
in today's letter, he still has Miss Cammie contending with wild 
birds, which is pretty funny, I think, but I made no reference to 
that, assuing the proof readers will eventually pluck the Madam 
out of the feathers and put her back into the flowers. But in 
case that error, by some miracle, should carry through to the 
•finished book, that would be alright, too, since it would 
set the countryside to talking, therebye giving added impetus to 
interesthn the volume.

I understand both your desire to 'have a little chat with 
•ftobina and your uncertainty as to an opportunity. In mytcorrespondence 
with her since she announced her -̂ ew ^ork trip, I Haven't mentioned 
your name, feeling that since you would have her hotel address, you 
could use it or not, just as opportunity presented itself leaving 
you both free to however your respective calendars turned......
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iyFrida.;, Qcotber JWfth, 1951.

Memor andum:
A lovely day and a lovely ni^ht, cloudless with only a 

difference in brilliance, as between the sun soaked day and 
the moon looded night.

But in spite of all this, I seem to feel the sniffles coming- 
on, and I don t like it much. Perhaps I shall be able to side
track them, I hope, fur I tam supposed to give an harangue 
on Monday night and I don t want to be too nasal.

r
From someplace in South Louisiana this morning the President 

of the Historical Society telephoned me to say there was to 
be a meeting at the wommunicty Genter in Alexandria and asking 
me if I would come to Alexandria to hold down the floor, arriving 
a 6 o'clock to be guest at dinner at the hotel prior to the 
sheduled meeting at 8. naturally I declined the dinner with 
thanks but said I would be on the stage at 8.

Heaven alone knows what I shall talk about, but 
what with mid October being upon us and the sniffles flying about, 
I might h^ve a go at a symposium on the ante bellum cold or some 
such, don t you think-SO.

r>
I am so glad you spoke to me about the Old Dirt Baubber and 

the Garden Gate program, noting the time and system. I 
didn t know it was available at that hour and I shall be 
enchanted to fish around in local ether waves to see if I can 
track it down. I know the program and like it tremendously#
I don't know how long it has been going but the Madam used to 
like it and usually listened on week days either from 8 to 8:15 
or from;8*45 to 9, I have forgotten which.

And thank fliou much for telling me what he had to say 
about the "fall bloomers" as -̂ rs. M0ore styled them in an article, 
and the fact that the blossoms will appear in the Spring 

regardless. I am so glad to know this but frankly I should 
never have guessed it possible, and especially in the case 
of the deciduous magnolias, for the latter are in the habit of 
forming their buds for February flowering in the summer time, 
and now that these buds have blossomed, it will be marvelous
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to see them re-form a new set of buds, what with the leaves 
falling, so that the tree will he ready for hanging out 
its Spring finery as soon as late January or early February 
arrives,

I had never thought before about excessive heat inducing 
a dormant stage Just a cold spell does, X suppose this must 
be the miracle that keeps many types of vegetation from 
dying of heat exhaustion, and I must say I think there is 
a wonderful hint for human beings in such a proceedure.
Wouldn t it be interesting to know if any of the hibernating 
animals, so often furred creatures, ever follow the example 
of the world of vegetation and simply hibernate in mid summer 
when a heat wave such as the 1951 number rolls 'round,

And before quitting the garden department, ■*» should like 
to remark that I did a bit of reading last night from a 
booktabout a gardener, a novel sort of thing, short and 
pleasant. I believe it is by an Englishman whose name I 
can only guess as being Reginald Achen or perhaps Argele or 
some such, for it isn t pronounced with scant distinction on the 
recording. The name 0f the book 1 am not sure about either 
but it sounds like "Old Herbeceous", or some such, and as the 
man who spent his life as gardener on an English estate is 
named Herbert, I reckon the title is something like that indicated 
above, iheref s no particular story* thus far, and I hav half 
throughf bnt merely an account of a life devoted to gardening- by 
a youth and later as a man, his sympathy for his charges, his 
scared enthusiasms with the mistress ?of the estate and so on.
It's a civilized business, the book, and I find it restful # . 
and to my liking.

I guess there's nothing of much interest in the enclosures, but 
I send them along regardless. When Sister was here, I asked
her for Hina address, since I hadn’t heard from her in months,

on getting the address, 1 scarcely know what to do with it other 
than write to the mayor and aldermen of Corpus ^hristi, denouncing 
them roundly and demanding they start getting a little sense into 
their civic activities by chaning the name of Hina’s street 
to Smith or Jones or some such* Can you imagine any body in his 
write — that s funny, - right or write mind, ever foisting 
such a name as that on any thoroughfare. And the killing part of 
it is that it is South so-and-so, suggesting there may be a Horth one 
too. Why anybody living on such a street ever gets a letter is beyonc
me. How for a couple of asperin and a bit of "Old Herbeceous" and so to bed..,,

'° n l  f t  
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Sunday, October 14th, 1951.

Memorandum:
The marvelous weather continues to hold.

So do my sniffles,
I don't reckon Miss Ida’s kidney trouble is catching but 

the old difficulty of a year ago last summer made another round.
I immediately set to work on the water treatment and I am feeling 
better in that section. If it definitely isn't on the way out 
by tomorrow, I shall see the lady doctor or Hr. Knipmeyer in the 
morning, and how I feel tomorrow night after my appearance 
before the Historical Society will depend on whether my visit 
at the Hands will be purely social or vaguely on the 
professional side.

There was some kind of a gathering at the college yesterday 
and some of those attending myst have played hookey for most 
of the day, for Mr. Armstrong, President of the Louisiana 
Art league or whatever it is called, came down in the morning and 
began a rather lage oil of the big house, returned to town 
at noon, but came back around 2, bringing a Miss Smith, artist, 
with him, and he continued work on his canvas and she started 
one on her own hook. They painted until dark. Mr.
Armstrong is an old friend of little Miss Alberta, Hina, the 
Kleisers and so on, and it was pleasant to resume our former 
acquaintance by touching on the doings of mutual friends.

Dr. and Mrs. Kyser of the college brought some people 
from Illinois i-n the late afternoon. They were heading for 
Alexandria where Dr. kyser intended taking some night movies of 
some college k football game down yonder.

He said he intended going to Alexandria again on Monday night 
when the Historical Society would hold its meeting there , Apparantly 
he hadn’t seen the newspapers indicating I would be the guest speaker, 
for he asked me if I wouldn t like to attend a meeting as guest 
of himself and Frau Kyser, I thanked him and confessed I had 
contemplated attending but had alreaay made up my mind regarding 
transportation, should I finally decie affirmatively.

Haturally I hope his concentration on his sport movies will 
keep his mind so engrossed that he will learn the identity of the
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speaker only when the introduction is made.

I can t say I have done much over the week end although I 
did enjoy doing a hit of reading from "The Mature Mind hy Overstreet.
It s an entertaining hook, and gives some pretty good hints on 
how the human mind so frequently does not increase in growth to 
keep pace the the passage of the years. In one or two passages I 
found myself thinking of our mutual friend across the Hhine I 
suppose she was especially present in my thoughts during a section 
wherein the author speaks of the neeessit of the whole of each 
individual life growing and not a mere part of it, and how often it 
happens that the increase of knowledge* and the accummulation of 
endless facts guarantees little or nothing if emotional maturity 
has made parallel progress with the hrain. Knowing next 
to nothing about ner situation, I expect I am scuffling 
around in the dark in trying to formulate much of a complete 
picture of her present status. heveitheless because she is 
an old acquaintance, I cannot help dwelling on possibilities as 
vVllL diVe some ^S^t on the matter. At the moment it seems to 
me that perhaps not so much in childhood as in adolescence her 
emotional career struck a road block which she hasnst as yet been 
aUe to over come, ana it may be this factor which tends to make 
n r. ,i. such a secondary role in her current outlook and
ap sir rations for tne future. I reckon we have all known dozens of 
parents who remained more infantile throughout their maturity 
tnan their own children, so that the latter, at best, are mere 
dolls in the affection of their parents and thus can be 
dismissed without too many qualms when their teen age emotions 
find their offspring getting in their way.

i'or the se.cond time in as many months, I chanced to run 
across the name of Andrew h. White in this volume. Once ever 
so long ago, and shortly after meeting ,,rs. White, I read the 
big old two volume autobiography of her husband and found it rather 
special in many parts. Long before hr. White was enlisted to 
organize tne establishment of wornell university, he had had 
some experience in the State department, and I recall one evidence 
t em?r^anle raind that was m0ntioned-in the autobiography,
hi^on?f%r,A!+a y°£n£Ster in the diplomatic service, Mr. White found

Q^ersbourg at the beginning of the reign of one 
for --perhaps Nicholas 1st. Because of thes importance
wnbid f  ?! t? k?ow wha  ̂ P°liQy the new ruler of all the ^ussias v0,^d Pur û0» ancL since notes could not be taken at the initial 
auddecne and speech from the throne, it was important ^r. White 
shouiu retain as much as possible o* the main points covered in 
T H o Su«Q^ and jj£ansmit them to Washington immediately afterward.
transc?in*tdnfaw / eaXS When Washitigton obtained an official
been f 1 th sJQ2Gh’ it ^as discovered the White report had
been identical. »ord ^ " o r d a s t h e  official version of later years reve
two for your own good sllf?^. pl9*SMt end and found a moment or
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Monday, October 15th, 1951.

Memorandum:
Another glorious day and although the calendar says 

the moon reached its maximum last night, it seems equally full 
in the cloudless sky tonight.

I feel slightly on the up^swing, but not possessed of 
too much energy to do more than supervise the dumping of more 
cotton hulls are hxx Arenbourg and be-stir myself to chase out 
four half grown hogs that twice invaded our little kingdom.
On the-morrow I sha 1 take a gun with me when I march up the 
road and I shalll fire a couple of shells at anything I find 
trying to sample plump magnolia roots or lily bulbs. I expect 
but one salvo of heavy artillery will inspire local citizens 
to stop turning out their porkers, and if it doesn't, then 
a subsequent fire will terminate the inclination of four legged 
visitors to sample our vegetation.

The long distance telephone the other day , inviting me 
to be guest speaker, came in on Celeste's wire and she over
heard the conversation and when it was terminated, she asked me 
if it would be alright if she drove me down to Alexandria.
.Naturally I was agree ble, and as we decided to leave here around 
six, I had supper with her, since we eat later at the big house.
At supper, she asked if I minded if ^adam Begard accompanied us.
I thought it would be nice. And as we started out, we headed 
toward St. Augustin's, Celeste explaining she hdeinvited 
father Bondeau to drive us, “he is such an experienced driver".
At the priest's house, Father Aondeau appeared in best bib and 
tucker, followed by Father Callahan. As not one of 
us belonged the (to the) Historical society, it did seem like 
a fairly large order for gate crashing when we all got laid out 
in the Cadillac and headed down the road, but if such a 
collection of quasi-historical individuals could take it, I could.
I laughed in my beard, for it reminded me of the time I 
made arrangements to give -Bill wones a rouftd of Bathcea, only 
to discover on the dawn we were to start, that instead of ( 

one white person shepherding one colored person, through Bill s 
invitation, unknown to me, there would be three colored persons 
instead of one, I had rigged up things so -̂ ill could see the 
interiors of many of the old mansions, partly through requests 
to friends who chanced to be fairly liberal, and in the other 
places I wanted him to get inside, I had fixed it so I would 
B/ive a sore foot and so require Bill's arm to lean on, thus getting 
him past any forbidding portals. But as I had failed to
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figure how I could lean of the respective arras of three people 
all at the same time, the trip turned out quite differently from 
what I had originally anticipated.

But ev rything went along smoothly in tonight expedition, 
and we naturally were all invited to join with the actual members 
of the organization, for the President was very hind in receiving us 
and I was glad to have an opportunity to chat with several old friends 
before the session got under way. Qf course the hands were 
there and a number of their friends and Blythe's mother's 
friends, and a host of people from South Louisiana, many of whom 
I# have greeted and forgotten when they have passed this way as 
pilgrf’iae. speech itself went over alright and when I had finsihed, the 
President arose to Express the a preciation of the Society, and’ 
in concluding, called upon the officers present to hear and act on 
a motion he wanted to present then and there, the up-shot of 

which was that I was made a member of the Boceity forthwith, which 
1 thought a very^ pleasant gesture. Afterwards, Celeste took 
the Melrose contingent to supper at some Alexandria restaurant 
and here we are back home at midnight.

Dr. ^and had something to tell me that I think you will 
like as much as i. A couple of weeks ago a taxi drew up in front 

of his house and from it descended a huge Aunt Jemima and an 
enormous portmanteau. She asked him if she could see Dr. Hand 
and he foia her she was looking at him. She said: "Lord* and ' 
you don t know who I bes. I'm Florence, the same one that 
used to'■'put you over my knee when you was nigh on to 4 year old."

It seems his old nurse, after the Hand children had grown up, had 
taken service with somebody else in Texas, - San Antonio, I believe 
and for 40 years the contact had been broken. Florence had saved her 
money and in Beptember heard her little old King was now a doctor 
in Alexandria, La., and so she just gathered up her duffle, 
without learning more and without writing anybody, and just headed 
out toward the relican Bthte. Dr. Hand said; "And so we have 
been having an extra house guest during the past couple of weeks and 
she may remain with us for a while. She follows Blythe around every 
step she takes (the poor old thing must be worn out), and 
whenever ^lythe goes to a party, she summons Miles, the ancient 
Rand negro gardner, to drop his hoe and devote his powers of 
entertainment to Florence Naturally I am dying to meet 
Florence and 1 asked that she brought to see me when they bring her to 
Cane ~iver. There is something about the final contact of the° 
long lost frienas, tne average person in reading about it would say it 
is a pretty story, but only a story,

1 shall dash off a few lines from my speech but shall not take 
time to arrange it chronologically, as the hour grows late....

Tuesday, October lwh, 1951.

Memorandum:
iiow nioe to find your Wednesday letter in today's post and 

to know there was a promise for a quiet week, end ahead. I 
so much hope you were able to realize this hope and that you 
allotted yourself a heap of time for relaxation.

And may 1 thank you for the clipping-you enclosed about 
Oakley. It is heartening to know plans for the place 
going ahead, and naturally I was enchanted to run acros~ the 
name of Jumel mansion again, for memories of that ola place 
are always so pleasant. I probably have mentioned on several 
occasions before that following a visit to new lork, the Madam 
ioltver after declared she saw but one place where she could 
live happily inthe great city, — Jumel mansion, and although 
sh00mayPnever have paused to think much about the reason for 
this impression, I have no doubt that it is because of its 
situation, it perhaps seems more isolated from the urban d
skelter than any other residence within the city limits she chan0ea
to visit.

But I was a little taken aback that the Jumel mansion 
wall caper pattern should have be selected to decorate the 
wnlls of the ground floor east room of Oakley. I never heard 
of an ante bellum mansion of Louisiana that employed wall paper for 
decorating its walls. There were probably lots of good_ 
reasons for this, the type of decoration in furniture being 
one of these reasons, the taste of the people, perhaps, for 
plainer interiors, tne size of the rooms another factor, but 
most of all the climate where the moisture is so great that 
wall caper would be much less satisfactory than paint.
I remember when the Pilgrimage Garden Club decided to do over 
Stanton Ball, thoy went to great trouble to get the proper 
decorator who had some wonderful wall paper he ^a,dpounded up 
in Dew -ork or Europe and this was employed because of its beauty 
instead of an replioa being attempted of the bottom layer 
wall cacer found on the walls of btnaton Dali. One of the 
members?of the Club showed me the original wall paper, in one of 
the rooms, uncer two or three layers of later layers. 
reminded me of the wall paper episode at Bo sod own, for 
neither the Stanton *oll ladies nor the Hosedown bags bothered to 
examine the business carefully, th&y might have discovered, had
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tney vhat much sense, that beneath the wall paper layers 
were coats of paint on the piaster itself, clearly indicating 
that long before the wall paper had been applied, probably in 
the Gay 90*s, paint had been the order of the day from the 
beginning until tastes and pocket books collapsed.

One reason for the luxuriance of vegetation in the at.
■iirancsiville area, and one of the heavily contributing factors 
in the success in growing camelias is that area is the presence 
of so much moisture in the atmosphere, for in the case of 
camelias especially moisture is a prime requisite, and yet, oddly 
enough, tney don t like water much around their roots, The 
heavy d^ws and damps accordingly were just made for them. But 
it wasn t made for wall paper, and of all places on the ground floor 
whose wails are of brick. Well do 1 recall the last time 
the Madam and 1 were there, Soebody with no sense and less 
taste, had papered the great drawing room on the upper floor with 
shmey tile design square motif, usually employed to decorate 
bath rooms in Northern small town homes. The effect was awful, and 
even at that«elevation, great'festoons of the ceiling paper had 
begun sagging half way down to the floor, The Jumel wall 
paper design, I fear, is going to have hard sledding at Oakley.

I was so sleepy when writing last night, I can't recall if 
I mentioned seeing ^rs. Roloman, following the meeting, There 
were so many people to speak with, I had but saant opportunity 
to chat with her, but 1 did learn that she had been-able to 
borrow the female Gazette or whatever, containing the article 
about lâ  belle amson and is currently running through the piece 
with a view to bringing it up here for intergrating a few passages into the article.. ■ ~ j c

- *• ' f

A-r GaSt this gening and learned that1 r. 'Taft has but definitely tossed his hat into the ring I 
certainly hope the Republican Party doesn't nominate him* I can't

* national election. If the Republicans nominate 
"it S ?dd I.neVQr Qan recall how that name is spelled, ne cr having seen it in print, the General ought to win the election 

dowm; Professional politicians seems to be backing' him,
but I <?an t believe he is their real choice, since he probably 
wouldn t fie too easily hood-winked and pushed about by them. Said 
poll lOians must therefore find themselves somewhat up a tree, for 
t.iere will be no polums at all for a Republican horde of office 
seekers-if they can t elect a President, and there will be pretty 
poor pipkmg for the ward healers if an uncontrolled man of the 
general s stature gets in. So many things to talk aboutand 
so little time to do it.... «

Wednesday, uctober 17th, 1951,

Memorandum;
How nice to find a fat envelope, containing your f

Saturday letter, together with the ^rt enclosures, in today s 
post.

I know not where to begin touching upon the wealth of 
inf or ation you so kindly past along, Put before taking up 
any individual items, I must remark upon the unusual beatity and 
facility of expression running throughout the entire three 
pages, I am hoping tomorrow s in-coming post may be limited so 
I may have the sheer pleasure of re-reading the letter, not only 
to refresh my mind after a single reading but especially for 
absorbing the unusually pleasing effect the whole composition 
has produced on me, There are so many things for which I 

am indebted to yoy a billion years would be too short a time 
for me to enumerate a fraction of them.

t

And thanks, too, for your thoughtfulness in giving me 
a hint as to what the clippings contain, for 1 did not get 
to them tonight, but shall have an opportunity to explore them 
on the morrow. The anticipation of getting to them produces a 
very pleasant sensation in itself. The information that the 
catalogue of the Boston collection is priced at #£5.00 was 
a stunner. Of course, some simpleton is trying to unload an 
expensive publication. You may be sure there is a modestly 
priced one available for others than millionaire carriage trade. I 
wish I might think of someone in Boston to whom I could write to 
ask for one of the less flamboyant ones.

Aftd thanks for telling' me of the little Stanton Island 
lady on whom : ood fortune smiled again, so belatedly. She 
was luckier than Elizabeth Brandon Stanton, for example. And 
I have been holding„the September £7th ^ife to run through 
it with some passing pilg ims, and now I find a double incentive 
in undertaking that adventure.

Until you mentioned the "late" *£rs. John D. B., Ur., I 
didn’t know she had died. And I didn't know she was a 
collector of Primitif paintings. Perhaps Life wll sometime 
co ie through with some pictures of the ^illiamsburgh collection. 
That is something I should like to see.
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And thanks to your remarkable memory and kindness in 
giving metinformation about the new Dumas Malone volume on 
Jefferson, I shall write Library of Congress tonight, asking 
that this second volume be put into production immediately.
On occasion, I believe, they have recorded some volumes before
released for public circulation and I want to get this one
"cooking" forthwith. I suppose this one will be concerned
with Jefferson’s Paris days, since the other one took him
up to about that time. The Ights of % n  title would seem
to confirm this, too, "since he devoted much time in Paris
to conferences with political leaders there who were
interested in introducing some kind of reform into the
faltering Bourbon state. I learned from the book I was reading
last week about Jefferson and Madison, — I guess our letters
must have crossed referring to the earlier ^alone book, -
that in the Spring of 1789, I believe it was, Thomas Payne
came to Paris and was a guest of Jefferson in his lovely
ho e on the Champs Elysees. It has been so long since I have
read, a life of Payne, I don t recall if he had a very active
finger in the pie of Paris fchat brought forth the French
Bights of ^an that reflected the American -^elcaration of Independence,
but 1 reckon he may well have done so. The 1st volume of
Lumas ^alone gave such an interesting pictu e of the personal
life of ^efferson as- a Virginian, I am hop ng it may be equally
generous in giving us pleasant prospects of the Paris countrysides
during the Jefferson years of residence there. I am hoping,
too, that there will be an ample account of little Miss Maria Cosway
and the Marly picnics she and friend Thomas were want to make
all around lie de France, but Marly in particular.

It is pleasant to find Robert Moses quoted and to know he 
continues to beat the drum in the right direction: I suppose
his reference to the Federal housing bill is to clarify the 
fact, or possibly remind some property owners, that if they hold 
out against the plan to re-do Columbus Circle, the Bill gives 
the city the right to start condemnation proceedings that would 
eventuate in the transfer of the property regardless. If I 
remember correctly, two pieces of property on the Circle that 
belonged to or were controlled by ^earst were what used to be 
called the Coamopolitan Theatre, if memory serves, on the South 
of the Square, and an office building, - I think there was 
a Child s .Restaurant on the ground floor, on the Horth East 
coerner-of 59th Street and Broadway, if, indeed, that section 
of the Cicle may be said to be a part of Broadway. I am 
wopdering in which slice of the pie, radiating from the circle, 
rhw^Metrpolitan plans its new home.- I hope on the South, but l 
can t think why I hope so. •

It has been such a pleasant day, and your letter at its close, 
made it perfect, -“■gain my thanks and my blessings on you for your 
unfailing kindness.... .

Thursday, October 18th, 1951.

Memorandum: . . .
How nice to find another grand letter of Saturday in today s 

post. A d t. anks much for all t*he news you so thoughtfully 
sent along, and all of it was news to me.

I have to write the General tonight and I shall be glad 
to have this reference to his 35 million dollar program for 
enlarging his outfit. Some outfit, if you don t mind.

I had not heard a peep about the death of Louis Adamic, J'nat 
a tragedy. The few books of his that T have read 1 have 
found informative and often entertaining. He certainly 
was much abvoe the average and about the only person in sucn a 
rank from the country he called his native laiid, at ie^st 
Pbout the only one I know of in this present topsy-truvey
world.

$as the Dumas Malone business wonderful, the way our 
thoughts touched on that gentfc&man’s works at the same time.
The Library of Congress had better start putting on its ear muffs, 
for I am going to ding at them incessantly until The Bights 
of ^an gets recorded.

The fine weather holds and I am again back in the pink of 
condition to enjoy all of it. My response to s
penecillum shot was immediate and I seem to be bubbling ov 
with energy tonight. It.?s lucky, for I have a couple of 
billion things to do.

i am a little surprised that I should have so much pep, for 
I certainly had a busy day, although not particularly wearing from 
a physical point of view, "at pilgrims sometimes are a little 
wearing, even though nice, as were today Sj and thi_ a^ter 
I had twenty six.

There has been some racket going on to disturb the poac© of 
the garden between here and the big house during the past 
hours, in the form of big old machines on trucks, a big 
old derrick, twice, as high as the big house, and much rat bln 6 J 
banging. A water well was being drilled immediately behind 
the big house, and from the gallery of the ^adam s room, I 
could look slap down on top of the doings.^ somewhere 
in the neighborhood of 100 feet down, a vein of clear water 
was struck, and it is hoped it will be without any oil or 
salt, so it may be pumped into the pipes of the present Melrose 
system, eliminating any need for drawing on any Cane *iver water
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whatsoever, I hope. I guess the pipe doing down into the 
earth is hut a foot or so from the edge of the hack gallery, so 
that the engine to pump the water may^he placed just inside 
the lattice work of the gallery and so he completely 
concealed. I am glad to say the hig old machines pulled 
out tonight, just after dark, taking their old derrick with 
them. J. and Celeste were hack from Shreveport about 
the same time, having gone up there to bring hack
a new pump for the1'' well.

You have alr-eady enjoyed, or are on the point of enjoying 
the two enclosures. That Georgetown lady, at long last, 
has come up for air, and.it was worth waiting for. She 
writes so well# And in little Miss Baldwin s letter you 
will find as many laughs as I did, for she,$also, knows how 
to turn outan hilarious phrase on occasions, I am so glad 
that Tom Gonnelly and is the other Texas Senator named 
Johnson, were so kind as to invite Helen to Washington and 
to make things so pleasant. It isn.t clear to me just who 
Ruth is, hut I assume she was.the girl who was here with 
Garolyn a month ago, although I am not at all certain. I 
thought the inside glimpse of "arion Bavis was pretty entertain
ing, too. I am not sure any lady appears to advantage with her 
hack hair down, hut surely when one reaches Mie£ Davies* years, 
it can t possibly shed much glamor. Naturally I am clad Helen 
is goiflg to stay in Waco for I like her letters and something 
tells me if she ever got on to the Washington merry-go-round, 
her occasional letters would be even less frequent. Then, 
too, her »aco home is ever so pleasant, Garolyn tells me, and 
it is much pleasanter thinking of any friend comfortably housed 
than cooped up in some Washington lean-to. I believe the 
Baldwins purchased some acreage on the edge of Waco quite 
a few years hack, plantted it heavily, if it wasn't already, and 
now find that they have quite a little island in the urban 
tide that eventually flowed in their direction. I suppose 
Helen would like to keep it intact hut even though she ever 
should feel it adviseahle to sell,’her property would 
he highly desireable if any portion of it were cut up into 
building lots, and she would still have her home, too.

. t

I finished Overstreet’s The Mature Mind last night, and must 
crop Bora a line recommending it. There could have been a lot more 
included in the hook and it was a little hazy on one or two points,- 
especially Russia, hut I found it excellent throughout, especially* 
the part nn religion and how the professional dealers in that 
commodity so long ago got the thing so hopelessly gummed up for 
succeeding generations. The air is so balmy tonight, I 
can’t resist the impulse to have a Ischaikovski concert 
on the gallery as an interlude between our little chat and 
knocking off some mail. I shall he thinking of little Miss Bee.....

Friday, October 19th, 1951.

f *I

Memorandum:
A lovely day, with a gentle breeze blowing and 

cotton hulls flying....*
I smiled over two or three things in Mrs. Holomans 

letter, not the least being her reference to the word,‘■'Either. 
If I acknowledge the letter I shall begin by saying:
* Once upon a time Miss Gammie, after years of searching, 
secured a single yellow magnolia. When it reached Melrose, 
she gave it to a gardener, saying, "Just get this thing 
in the ground. I don't care where, — either side of the 
house."

And so the gardener, — a lady gardener by the name 
of Ethel, knowing full well that either meant both, cut 
the yellow magnolia in two, planting one on the West side of 
the house and the other on the Bast, and the results left
much to be desired.

My morning was cluttered up by a flock of Brudhommes, 
but some of them were nice and so I didn't mind. One of them 
was Mrs. Murray Bambre, daughter of Br. Hebert Brudhome 
whose father was Ailhaud Prudhomme, who inherited the 
iovely old plantation above the Joyeous Goast, once belonging 
to his bachelor uncle, Jean rrudhomme of whome we have 
spoken before. Madam Lambre was enchanted with the butterfly 
lilies, a flower she had never seen before. How that 
the excessive heat has lessened the lilies are doing 
wonderfully. I must make a mental note to send her 
a bushel of roots along about next March. I have already 
planted several of the Joyeous coast plantation gardens with 
this item, so before long the humming birds in that 
area really ought to be on a perpetual frolic.

It wouldn't do me any harm if I paid a little attention 
to the Melrose garden for the next day or two, for where 
the big old trucks stood for 24 hours behind the big house, 
pumping water from the new well, the greensward and 
borders of Guernsey and Rain lilies, not to mention the 
Giant's ^eard, look as though trenches had been hastily 
dug, what with the trucks having gone down to their hubs 
when they tried to pull out over the water soaked ground.

.- • ............. ..........— — ~ T ^  1 “ “
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I am glad to say I have at long last succeeded in 
rounding up a satisfactory manufacuring concern, — I hope, - 
to bring forth a limited number of plates, -dinner plate size,- 
the decoration 5f '̂ hich will be based on Hina's pictorial 
map of the plantation> together with a couple of notations 
giving scant paiticulars about thp place and a pecane 
and cotton motif intersected to suggest the main 
products produced on the place. Oddly enough, although 
there are lots od corckery manufacturing establishments 
in the ^ulff States area, it was impossible to find one 
.-which could bring forth anything like what I had 
in mind, which, come to think of it, may be more of 
a reflection on my mind than 0n the local manufacturing 
concerns. I had hoped Shderwater Pottery of Ocean springs, 
Mississippi, might be enlisted, but was disappointed, and 
the same held true with Texas, Louisiana and Arkansas 
concerns. *nd so I finally ended up as far afield as 
Maryland and I am hoping, after all this casting about, 
the final result may not prove too disappointing. There 
is a chance delivery may be made by mid December, but 
I am not fussy As to delivery date, just so long as 
the thing is accomplished.

They will not be put on the market but any of the 
ITenrys or any of the .^adam* s friends who may want them 
may have them at coat.? I mentioned the possibility that 
such an item might be available to several people and 
the response was so immediate that I discovered the 
whole Shipment would be spoken for before an arrangement 
for appropriate design and tile manufacturing thereof had 
been completed. The Madam always liked souvenir plates 
and I think she would be one of the first ones to rush 
Out and get one of these, had they been available in her 
day. But "better late than never”, and it is 
satisfying^to'know that the Melrose of our time will 
linger on in collections of old china, recalling 
the memory of nye olde plantation" in this somewhat 
fragile fragment of historic record*

Fankly, I think I turned out a much prettier design 
tr an the one that finally had to be a’ccepted, hemmed in 
as i wa£ by my desire to produce the thing without calling 
on the Estate to dabble in the business at all. Perhaps 
something more attractive may be contrived at another time 
but* this substitute piece will be alright for now and those 
who like it for what it is can like it and those who don't 
may sit on a tack*

*nd so begins another week end. Last night's musicals 
was such a success,  ̂ think I shall arrange another 
forthwith. I' do so hope you week end may be ever so pleasant...

*
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Sunday, uctober 21st, 1951.

Memorandum:

as tirla as a ti?lc: aS dusty as a forgotten attio and
was altogether peasant. ^  alth0Ugh a™ ^ n t ful,

at t J hL h aaf n *°I the amidship is because I banquetedat the *and damp at sun down. The dust came from the plrade
the bnnti^f^ a?lV orth t0 Augustin’s on little fiiver where
a And the tiredness comes from
all of'theirfwL,,^^ mra5er6d to° many Pilgrims, even though all oi them were pleasant enough, . •

we W n « ! ! * P?«h2F!t?a i0Ur altSr ful1 dartaess had come that 
u=ual butSw h thTiht-'l6+i1Veh J^lhe sky seemed a darter blue than
of noarnh "wnrt ^ lla?n1L Studd0d with stars« A capacity crowd Uo^roes wedged out st. *ugustm, all pews filled all avaiable suanding room occupied, including the window sills. 1 avaiable
carrvinp i?°nf%>?aa t0 °°me outside to mate possible the carrying in of the screen, projector and allied paraphanalia.
fmiro ht^AS»ha^ fc9!? brought from somewhere for the white
Blvthe aid i ^ r n  the “ordon Randolphs, the “ullivans and 1.
of old nenrikwun f1?3 t0 rell“9Uish ours in-favor of a couple of old people who had never seen a movie. At wasn t
sneer graciousness on our part, for we wanted to be°at the 
?herpictu« started? *P in fl°nt’ S° ™8 °°Uld withdr»  easlly *en

P o m r e v ^ ^ i ^ h ^ ^ ^ ^ F v 3017108’ Sitings by the Bev.ThAP?Lw- h10^.10110™63 by the singing of many spirituals.
woman whI ???h^!iAr-WeF  !x0®H®ut, especially one man and one woman who alternated in leading tne various songs, all of
h?s no"?ian?nnr F thout “usi°al aococ:‘Paniment, as the church of h  fbgfulsom quality of the combined voices°f those in attendance, perhaps two or three hundred, was 
specially moving, and an added sensstion of unusualess for
th? fl?orSe?rtho',?S add8dtF  th® ®ound -of feet, Heaping- time on „h? a? the congregation swelled into such hymns Is"When the saints “ome * rchipg. In". w a

*%

t Ia 01} lights went out and the film started, Blythe and
? 6r! ;; sat on the stePs» listening to t£e giggling at first and then the shouts of hilarity, was the
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picture progressed. As the major portion of the film was 
taken in front of St. Augustine's, pro^aly nearly everyone in 
the audiehce^a#v been present when the thing was "turned” last 
August, and that circumstance, of course, must have made the 
whole thing doubly interesting to the audience who not only 
recognied their immeidate surroundings but themselves as well.

The collection amounted to something like fifty dollars, and 
the -dev. ^illie, in announcing' the figure at the conclusion 
of the film, again expressed his appreciation for the pleasure 
the show had afforded all the colored folks, expressed the hope 
the white folks would come any time to "make the Chur ah folks 
proud " and gave a brief account of what the night s collection 
would be used for. °

*7hile the picture was being, show and ^lythe and * say on the 
steps beneath the stars, she. spoke at some length 
regarding Ellen Socket. She seems vastly depressed over 
the child s unstable legs. This attitude somehow surprises me 
for I had*supposed the fact that the child would always have Berth 
disease had been accepted by the family from her birth, and 
that with the passed of the years* this factor, having been 
accepted as inevitable, would be relegated into some inconsequet- 
ial place in the £ack of ^heir minds. I was glad of the 
opportunity to let her talk and to toss in a couple of phrases 
in response' and rebuttal, or however the word is spelled. It 
is true the child will probably always have to wear braces and will 
not be able to walk with ease but on the brighter side, she has 
wonderful health, a keen mind and a personality one encounters but 
once in a million people. And su ely God is good to have 
compensated the cohild mightily. That the grandparents should be 
as distressed as they are is natural, of course, and yet the fact 
that their own child, Ed. went through the same mill from bith 
to now would somehow have beamed to have provided them with 
the fortitude to take a duplication of the affliction in the next genera
tion more stoically.

*  V; ^  ; 7\/ t

While at supper at the camp, lir. -“and passed around a little 
iron-looking' object that reminded me of a paper weight. It was 
the microphone or whatever used in maing sound recordings. V»e 
all spoke a few words "at” the thing, and later, at Church, 
a wire recording was made-of the service and singing. After 
we returned to Cane Biver, it was planned to go to the camp to 
play back the recording, but I demurred and descended at the front 
gate to have this little chat with you. Now for a hot shower 
and a nap before another dawn.....

5110

Monday, uctober 22nd, 1951.

Memorandum: -f

The weather man says the cold wave rolling Southward from 
the GXeat' Plains hast stalled on a line from Little Bock to Dallas 
wherethunder showers are softening thing up a bit and cooling 
them off at the same time, -it this bend of the river today's 
thermometer reading touched 90 and a low of 72 is predicted for 
tonight. Things in the plant world are growing wonderfully and I 
hope the cold front doesn't get started again and nip them in 
their tender new greenery?

I might have done more today, had a school of architecture 
not had to be received, and more would be done tomorrow if there 
weren t a school delegation of historystudents scheduled for the 
mornifl and a flock of ^rmy officersd rom Gamp Polk for the afternoon.

The plantation functioned at reduced speed,, not because of 
an excess of pilgrims but rather because so many native sons must have 
had a rough week end and weren't quite over, it yet. The amount 
of cotton picked by hand cwas probably not gre t under the circumstance, 
and I believe the mechanical- cotton picker- was out of ’joint and 

picked none at all.
I d.n't recall if have mentioned the presence of a cotton picker 

on the place before this late date in the season. ^though some 
Cane “iver plantations own these contraptions, Melrose has not as yet 
invested in one. it has seemed better to J. -d. to rent the service 
of one and its operator, for it seems several enterprising people in 
various Gulf State sections, part time employed in some line of 

endeavor other than farming, have invested in*the cotton pickers and 
are glad to put them to work where ever there is a demand for 
help in getting the hand picked crop to rolling more speedily.
I believe the one or two machines currently being used on Melrose 
belong to a Texas man whose job ?throughout the year is in a 
milk station or creamery, and as milk production is inclined to 
be low at this season of the year, he finds tfmplejtime to 
exercise his energies in gathering cotton. I don t know how much 
a mechanical cotton picker costs but I believe around 4 'or 5 t ousand 
dollars. This seems to me quite an investment for a man
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•whose income from the..processing of milk. must, he rather modest, hut 
I rechon he knows what he is doing, I don't know just what arrange
ment is made for renting the machine and the servijes of the 
operator, hut I believe it hoils down to payment on a hale basis 
rather than outright rent based on time, I am under the impression 
the plantation pay the operator of the picker about $35.00 per bale 
and this would bring the price pretty well in line with what is 
paid the hand pickers. It requires about 1,200 to 1,400 sounds 
of raw cotton to produce a 500 pound bale, much depending on the 
weight of th© cotton seed when extracted by the gin. I believe 
th© hand pickers are receiving $3.00 per hundred pounds, which 
would of course make the cost for the hand picked bale higher than 
the me Chanically produced bale, but the hand picked bale will 
be sold at a higher figure per pound, since its quality will be 
higher and will not be so trashy as the mechanically picked bale which 
cannot, as yet at least, avoid having much twigs, grass and what not along' with the cotton.

week when I welcomed a group of history students on their 
arrival unaer the big oak, I said I regretted no teacher I ever had 
told me why any subject I studied was worth studying, leaving

to £igure that in some instances I hadn'tdiscovered the answer yet. But in the matter of History, I
thought all of us might consider ourselves as individual oats suddenly
unknow^infomnSp1t in a attic* a11 of which was strange andunknown, some cats, most of them, in fact, would be content
o stay put and grab off any rat that chanced to pass bye. having

the w^ere, hQ» thQ °at, canio from and having but 8the hazeiej; notion as to whence he would go, once his attic days
oxnlorenhi«rmt t ^ ed,n ^ ?  an2th!r oat woul<l feel an impulse to i?Jtl0, ? Jittle, find the place most suited to his physical 
comfort, aecide which were the main routes traveled by the rodents
his general 1&y of the place,^discover that
more^uli fn?edU T0*i!!aS & fuller» and his food basket themore amply filled. I then opined nope of us would kno: whence we
came or whither we were going but life might be a little more
w H a d f  onrThi*nh%!!nd some notion aa *<> W  had happened before e made our bow on the scene and by observing the charted courses of
earlier streams of civilization, we might even =uo=s a iitt?«
as to which way we would move along before U  c Ce ?ime f w  us to
bow ourselves out. 1 remarked that the chalky white current! had

i°nor°elenb u r?n9? b f ^ . 10oai Iy “ £ “ ie = *o co lL e  eoLrT d s?rea£s

ofXhour= henoehaY l h°P?’S°n ^ Y s o o d b y e ^ f  thfgate T ^ p l e  

î.d explored his particular strange attic a little...

Tuesday, October 23rd, 1951.
f~S

Memorandum: * '
How nice to find your Qa urday air mail in today's post.

« f * *

It is certainly kind of you to have said such nice thing in 
regard to the Historical Society business, *nd it is 
most generous of you to have had in mind to make a transcript 
of the items I jotted down, frankly eyelids began drooping 
a little before 1 had finished, and I know the thing on paper 
petered out, — at least i hope it did, — more than the actual 
speech. As deliverd, I went back, as i recall^ for one more round 
of the Jitney ^ungle, but I don't eaactly recall what the point 
of the thing was, it was all s© long ago. Every time I think 
of the word Jitney, which used to mean a nickle, tacked on to 
the word Jungle, 1 laugh, the combination seems to ridiculous, 
and then when I was addressing the multitude and rigged up the 
phrase about 'the Establishment of Natchitoches or the Founding 
of Natchitoches by old St. Benis in the Jitney Jungle, my 
smmewhat sedate and erudite audience really roared. End I 
must say one good loud laugh on the part of the members of 
an historical Society is really more heartening as a good 
harbinger for the future than anything I can think of.

I certainly hope you aidn t take too much time writng me 
so as to make yourself late fof the opening guri of St. Joan. I 
shall be so glad to know how it turned out. I think 1 mentioned 
having seen the fheatre *ild do it a number of years ago and how 
much * enjoyed it.

And so you got to see little Miss Nobina.  ̂ am so glad and 
I am enchanted to know it all turned out so pleasantly, although 
I gathered all this from the line in your Saturday letter, and I 
reckon the next post or two may br^ng additional particulars. What 
with one thing and another, 1 didn t get around to write her while 
she was i$ "ew *ork, although 1 had intended to do so. But 
as i wasn t~quite up to par, * let almost everything, in the 
corresp n&ence field slide. Now that I am really feeling 
quite robust physicially, i shall drop her a line to reach her 
next monday when she will be back ho e again.

I really have had quite a busy day and shall be glad 
to fold up early tonight. * ween ago I listened to Fibber and Molly 
and the little girl with the sore tooth, but shall ppobably
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*hot get around to tune in tonight, although I Shall try.
Wq got a hit of a shower this morning, just as I was piloting 

53 pilgrims from the big house to the African ^ouse, and 
the projecting roof formed an adequate umbrella for such a 
crowd. They had arrived a little after 9 on schedule, and 
were gone a little aft r 11. T had in mind to collapse over a 
glass of port before 11:30 dinner, but before reaching for 
a glass, Sam.^eace knocked on my door to say some i'exas pilgrims,

• friends of J *s, were here. 1 swished their coat-tails around at 
such speed that I doubt if they ot much, but what they got they 
seemed to like.

I had an oppoihtment for half a dozen people this afternoon, - 
and somehow some program arrangments were made that tangled up 
my Gamp *ok pilgrims wit a ’flock of oth r people who seem to 
have been ndor the of s„me of the Madam's old friends
in "atchitoches, and before I got through with the 'thing, the 
clock was approaching 5. The people'were splendid but frankly 
I was tired when *it was all over, more tifed of my own songs, 
repeated too many times in one day, probably.

Celeste had a letter from "ole Virginie”, - a thank you note, 
written to her when she was having her operation, Hhe mentioned 
she and Caroline had made a little trip to ^ake Charles and Orange, ■ 
and I suppose ^ake Charles means kin folks, the Kaause family, and 
urange probably means the Lutcher-Staxks, which probably has 
to do with the prospective iris paintings Caroline was commissioned 
to do* for the Kleisex's friends, I am wondering if the Kleisers 
are bek from Scandinavia, a d it woul be so simple to ask 
the Mormons, but, as long ago I found out, so impossible to 
get an answer to any question M01e Virginia" says her throat 
operation was a huge success, that she has an enormous apetite and 
all apparantly trills along as smooth as the song of a bird at 
Briarwood. I wish I had that poem Lyle w'Xote about Caroline, 
one line of which goes; "Sometimes I'm Audubon, sometimes I'm God."

< I <*id a littlo reading last night, having retuned for about 
the 6th try at Dostievski s "Crime and Punishment". This 

* time T got more than half through the thing- and so shall probably 
finish it. It is wonderfully written, I must say, but the 
characters are too wacky to make them of much concern to k this 
reader. I guess I am so enwraptured, or is it without the "w", 
with The Brothers Karamazov that I instinctively make unfavorable 
comparisons with it. *

It's been so nice, having your Saturday letterand thanks again 
for all the nice things you had to say. How if I can be assured that 
the theatre turned out to your liking, I shall be as happy as a clam.....

fE
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Wednesday, October 24th, 1951.

LI emo randum: .. .... . . ■ .
The thermometer is jumping up and down like a chicken 

" with its hat off. At the moment, following a day in the 70*s, 
it’s starting to get warmer and cloudiness gives credence to 
the promise for rain within the next 24 hours. So be it.
The cotton planters wont like it, but it will be alright 
for everything on our side of the fence.

Dr. Band came to see me this afternoon. Be says the^ 
tape recording of the negro congregation’s singing on Sunday 
night was a success* It seems the time element came.out 
about as near perfection as could be hoped for. Only two 
seconds of tape time being left when the singing had concluded.
I suggested one of the Alexandria radio stations might have 
facilities for making a record from the tape recording. He 
said he is acquainted with K A LB people and will inquire 
about it. I know nothing.-about such things and,have no 

* idea if one only or a million records could be made from
the tape, but I should certainly like to have such an item.

Dr. Band wanted to consult me regarding an inquiry 
he had'received from Dr. Mattas to determine or to get some 
inkling if it might be true that certain negroes never sweat 
outwardly, at least. He had telephoned Dr. Mattas, saying 
he hadn't heard of such a thing but would run up to Cane iVLver 
this afternoon and have a go at the business with me. I suppose 
Dr; Mattas may want to include some reference to the peculiarity 
of*such a physical function in his History of ^edecine, whose 
data he continues to compile and which others will arrange for 
eventual publication,

I set to work making one of my inimitable maps, 
starting' with the Mississippi Biyar on the left, and showing 
St. Francisville, Woodville and ^atchez. To the Hast of 
Woodville there used to be a twon along about 1804, ca led. 
Pinkneyville, -- now nothing but a plantation oorss. roads.
To Pinkneyville in slavery times was brought a group of negroes 
direct from African, - a tribe apparantly not represented in other 
slave cargoes. These negroes had no sweat glands, or at least they 
had sweat glands, but the whole system was rigged up along 
unusual lines so that all waste material usually oozing out ward
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through the surface of the skin, was by some curious arrangement, 
turned inward so that the sweat was turned into the alimentary 
canal and eliminated from the body through that method.
A few descendants of this tribe still lived in the Pink^eyville 
neighborhood in recent, years, and I hope they all haven t 
been drawn away and lost in the welter of other color©depopulations 
in northern cities. Ho matter how hard these particular 
negroes labored, no persperation ever damped their skin— or 
clothing, and French Bry Gleaners would certainly have rough 
going in the practice of their profession in such a community.

Blythe and-Bilan Aockette who had been roaming the garden, 
joined us. Ellen Lockette was heavily braced on her left leg 
only, and I believe the brace extends from her foot to perhaps 
her waist, although her dress covered the somewhat severe 
looking business above her knee. Dr. Band, * am lad to say, 
seemed'"cheerful but Blythe continues to seem glum. Ellen 
Locket seemed quite unmindful of her impedimenta and although 
she moved about like anyone would with a stiff knee, she 
a^neared quite adjusted to the matter and unmindful of any 
handicap.

I a almost shame-faced to confess I have again put 
11 Grime and Punishment” aside, to be taken up a6ain when 1 run out 
of anything else. I find Bostievski treats his central figure 
in the novel in about the same way a child might treat a 
butterfly, if, as Biderot remarked, all children ire criminels. 
i'o elaborate a little, when a child sticks a pin through the body 
of a butterfly, he may get a momentary excit ment out of seeing 
the pqor thing suffer, but only momentarily, for the butterfly itself 
doesn t l$st long thus run through, and ith its death, 
the child’s reaction automatically reverts from devilish to 
angelic impulses in other directions. But -^ostlevski 
having run through his character with the “sword of fear, - 
doesn t let the victim die but keeps him fluttering endlessly 
as th§ sword thrust goes deeper and deeper and foolish me, I 
generate so much concern over the imaginary character that 
i feel less interest in the clinical study that pity for 
the non-expiring specimen.

*nd so I am letting the business rest while I take up 
"My Three kears in Moscow” by General Walter Smith. The 
reader of the /book pronounces Gen.ral Smith’s middle name as though 
it were spelled Bedell, while S. G. aenry, a friend of 
Smith, usualy refers to him as Boodle. But this is of no consequence. 
And i am liking the Smith account of Moscow and his impression 
of what the Soviet control mind is like References thus far to 
Ghurchill and Risenhauer seem to have a degree of pertinence, 
what with Mr>. Churchill’s contest at the British elections 
tomorrow and Risenhauer's possibility of being in terested in 
American elections a year hence.....

k
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Thursday, October 25th, 1951.

Memorandum;

a°w oice to find your letter in this morning’s post,
no., not nice to be so inundated by pil rims that 

my secretary never did establish contact. And so I am a ,ain 
playing my old role of ’’patience on a monument”, with the 
letter in the armoir and my impatience mounting steadily in 
anticipation of a chat with you on the morrow.

It seems the Melrose article by Daisie in the hell 
is appoaring in two parts in the Balias Morning a@ws 
one part having appeared last Sunday, and the other *1 
assume, scheduled for this coming Sabbath, - the 28th

paper» fox the same and shall sendalon6 both parts to you. I suppose they will reach Melrose 
along about Wednesday, and I shall put them in the mail promptlyt

Ihe power of the press in quickening interest in 
things has been clearly demonstrated by the reaction to 
the appearance of the first part of the article, what with 
letters, penned on Monday, coming to hand from three different 
Texas cities and three different Louisiana ones.

. ‘“‘nd today the pilgrimage tempo began to reveal similar
influences. One very pleasant couple from Kansas, visiting 
la.t week end in Bew urleans, received a clipping of the

the. lady ’s sister, living in Fort Worth.The couple didn t know about ^elrose but made it a point to 
explore the plaee as they moved -Northward from the Orescent 
wity to Kansas, Bo sooner had they departed that a car 
stopped at the store, having headed this way from Memphis. 
Louisiana cars were represented before the day got far alone 
and̂  something tells me that by the time the week end arrives*
1 shall be sighing for that Man Bating Tree ’from Madagascar *
byWhe frort ^ t « r t6d Ul9r t0 fStdh f0r her- to Plant9d

I was a little sleepy last night bu- did rend a few 
pages - rom the W. B. Smith nocount of "iiy Three ienrs in Moscow", 
he paddm6 sections, devoted to Soviet personalities and
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Governmental political manipulations are informative but  ̂ #
not too fascinating, The personal experiences are entertaining i
and suggest a repetition of what other people have done
■before, as for example the french when they exchanged
Louis XVI for a Bonaparte, what with the Russians trading
Nicholas 11 for Uncle Joe. The author make one observation
that is interesting, — the tendency of nations to provide
themselves with an autocrat from the semi-national peoples
living on the fringe of their countries, - Stalins from
far away Georgia, Germany’s hitler from Austria and
France’s Bonaparte from Corsica. I reckon he might have
cited other instances, too, if he had cared to, such as
China’s Genghis Kahn from Tartary India’s Moguls from
Mongolia <and so on.

The Ambassador praises the splendid quality of members 
of the American State department officers and employees, 
both in the ‘»ashington offices and in the foreign capitols, 
which is cuits a pleasant contrast to that heiLhth of 
stupidity, issuing from Miami last week, when that 
five, cent cigar organization, styled the American Legion, 
called for the firing of everybody, top to'bottom in 

the State department. What a bunch of numb-skulls must be 
formulating manifestoes for that set-up. ^ut come to 
think of it, their speciality has always been wrecking 
hotel furniture, rippinc up mattresses and pillows to be 
tossed out of windows and so on at. their conven.itions, and 
it appears that while that is bad, it isn t quite so 
childish as the resolutions for destroying the State 
department with one fell swoop.

^nd what about all this fuss the hard shelled 
Methodists are making about Mark Clark being appointed as 
Ambassador to the Vatican. That seems to be about the 
.same piece of stupidity and I am glad the -President is 
telling them to sit on a tack, I heard an equally funny 
report, from the o . er side of the fence, to wit, that the 
Pope is considering creating a -Papal lavy. There used to 
beJ an old joke about the Swiss ^avy but that seems tame to my 
imagination when contrasted with the Holy -Papa in the role 
of Crand Admiral. How upsetting to think of Saint 
Peter's successor all seasick and vomiting all over his 
bridge.

Well, enough of this nonsense and let me get along to 
doing a bit of mail before folding up my beard and calling it 
a day. We are promised cloudy weather with showers for 
he week end. ^ope yours is all blue and gold.....

Friday, October/^5th, 1951.

Memorandum:
♦

now nice to have y ;ur Saturday letter with its hilarious 
elephant enclosure.. I had expected to remove the letter from 
the armoir by noon, but the secretary didn't make his 

round until tonight, and so 1 continued playing out my 
Patience role, but with fairly bad grace.

I am so glad u made it in time for the very beginning 
of saint Joan, and It goes without saying I am delighted that 
¥ou, ?V3']*oye<i 30 raucil. Acquaintance with the Preface, especially
T "chink: niade the whole thing that much more valuable as
a the apical piece, and quite aside from the quality of the acting 
it must have been gay to have encountered A. Scourby in his 
purple vestments.

auu now nice cnac you and *obina hit off so pleasantly.
I sometimes think one of the best measures of friendship may be 
found in that ability you mentioned of both of you being able to 
start the conversation, not as something new, but rather just 
picking up the thread from where ever it had been dropped some time 
before. I appreciate your thoughtfulness in letting me 
know how the conversation flowed, and the matters on which you 
passed over as being of new material, for it is pleasant to 
know how conversation proceeded, so I may be conversant with 
the background when, should I encounter the lady.within the 
near future, i, too, shall have the layout clearly in mind.
After this initial meeting 0u will readily understand what I 
have written before^ __that while the lady never did understand 
half enthusiasms; It was alright with her regardless, and she 
was willing to lend a hand in their■enjoyment, --as pursuing 
forgotten ^atchez traces even though she couldn t for the life 
of her understand what it was about them that so^appealed to me.

Ana thanks for telling' me the German word for merry-go-round. 
On hearing it, 1 realized I must have been suffering from senile 
dementia or some such when 1 said the *‘xetooh for the thing was 
Russian Ilountaines. Of course the French worfi., is just like 
the German, although the spelling is a little different. The 
Russian Mountain thing is not for meiry-go-rouna but for 
the roller coaster, which certainly has a vague suggestion of 
hills and valleys alright, but where the Russians go into the 
picture, I have no idea. The next time 1 write Kenneth, I 
shall ask him about it, or ho always seems to be able to come 
up with strange bits of information at the most unexpected 
piaces. i -believe
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I "believe I enclosed a letter from himin yesterday's 
post.  ̂think, the people referred to in his letter^were 
familiary, although 1 might say that "JStt stood for ^at Allen, 
and tf T" for ilohina s friend, 'Tommy somebody or other, "both of 
whom'Were threatening to honor me with a visit, according 
to Sister on her last visit,

I was interested in,your findings regarding the Trichell 
article, --"Miss ''■'ammie ^oes on a ^ild ^oose Qhase . °ome to 
think, of it | the title may he a little mis-leading? * 
suppose people usually employ the-words, "wild goose chase" to 
indicate an e.ffort that comes to naught, and while it is 
true the ladies didn t get what they went after, .they did 
have success in quit® an unexpected direction, and so the 
trip wasn't futile, except that it wasn t what they went after they 
accomplished, hut something just as good or better. I, too, am 
expecting a note from **-ir. Jain one of these days. Let us 
hope Mr. Mioph dodsn.t sit on the eggs as long as Hastings ^ouse 
did, regardless of whether the things hatch or not.

And thanks so much for mentioning.the pictures. 1 am 
so glad to have these additional items fox my two lovely 
leather bound volumes for they all are telling pictorial 
records of the local set-up. I think, the composition 
of reter and the "ark Duke is - peculiarly fascinating, and yet 
I can t say just why I find it so. Perhaps the presence of 
the ofl jar, reminding me of Joseph ^rwin, may Auve so ething 
to do about it. As for Carolyn's picture of at. ary-on-the- 
Bayou, 1 am so glad to have it,-ana yet it doesn t quite 
satisfy'me, 191 the contrasts of the dark green 8f the trees 
somehow doesn t oontrast enough with the white-white of the 
^hurch and the grass of the knoll on which 'the church stands,
T am go ng to try to get her to have another go at it some 
time, • . ■ . "; - :i' / ■

I wqs surprised and pleased when Ida ^azurette scame to call 
for a couple of hours this afternoon. She reports Charles is 
getting along nicely, occasionally driving "the car about ^ew 
Orleans, and during her absence up here for a couple of days, he 
will go out for his meals, so he must he on the mend. She 
came up to have a look at the house on little .̂iver -̂ arm, with 
a view to having the roof fixed and the place rigged up a little, 
with a v.iew to occupying it with Charles this summer, I 
hope these plans may materialize, although the overgrowth of 
weeds that have taken the place during these past 8 years will 
probably inspire Charles to do a lot" more work than he will be 
able to effect, — I enjoyed your letter so much, and as 
, always, even though it had to remain over night in the armoir, 
it was doubly appreciated, once in anticipation, once in nealizatir

Sunday 4 October 28th, 1951.

Memorandum:
: ' - ?  " ’ _ • ; p :/ . /  . v : ' : , _ >,; ' .

Sometimes I can anticipate when we are likely to be in
undated by pilgrims. I can never guess when .we ̂ shall not.
Today is one of the latter, when i thought the influx would 
be excessive and nobody to speak of showea up. And for 
this blessing I was doubly grateful, since I had a mild case 
of sniffles and didn't feel too much like radiating hospitality.

But yesterday's quota of on-commers made up for today’s 
void, and so I am entranced at the opportunity afforded 
to catch my breath.

Along about 4:30 Saturday afternoon, when 1 had. a 
flock of Dallas people to pilot about, Kosalyn Aswell suddenly 
appeared, as out of no where, accompanied by some Florida 
people. After getting through with the Texas numbers, I 
was glad to collapse on the gallery with xVosalyn and her 
friends. I can't recall that anybody had anything of 
much interest te say, but it was pleasant jus* settin • I am 
glad to renort that James didn t come along. I believe-he 
is still nursing a heart condition which had him in a Shreveport 
hospital a month or so back.

e : "  y • \ ' . " ■ ... • ... J. _____ ’ '

Hosalyn is preparing some kind of a papsr for some organization 
or other, to be present in February. The general subject 
has"to do with Louisiana songs,., *he siad she could 
use some ideas. Between sneezes I dished out a few fox hex 
and she seemed decidedly appreciative, Fox some reason ox 
other, she didn t know that "Maryland, %  Maryland had been 
composed in Louisiana along about 1861. I gave her -1:.o details 
and outlined a musical accompaniment to be sandwiched in with 
herdiatr be, using her own gifted musical attainments 
on the piano or employing' a limited group of people, perhaps 
a quartet, to fill in the business a bit, I told her if Dr.
Rand had a record made of the spirituals, as sung last 
Sunday night at St. Augustine's, 1 would borrow that record 
for her. And so we toalked about Florida and -Louisiana and̂  
sipped a glass of wine, and had been alone, I believe 1 should 
have attacked a whole bottle. But after pushing the people 
out of the side gate, 1 folded up my heard forthwith, slept 
for ten hours without awakening, and feel much more like something 
alive and kicking today.
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I finished General Smith's "My Three *ears in Moscow” 
and followed it by David i*illienthahl' s "This I Do Believe", 
and found that the pgogression is perfect, what with the 
Smith opus giving such a convincing picture of the autocratic 
operation of one form of Government wherein the citizen survives 
only as a slave of the State, whereas the D H i i Qnthal stress is 
on the value of the individual in a society whose Government 
is supposed to function of, by and for the people, and not the 
people for it, I wish that each volume, however, had 
incorporated more personal experiences of the authors in their 
respective jobs,

1 reckon there may have been tons of books written about 
the Tennessee Valley Authority but i am unacquainted with them,
I should think a short volume giving so:..e history of that 

project would be excellent material for educational purposes, 
both for the school room and for occasional broadcasts for the 
public generally. It would appear that plenty of the 
nation s watersheds should be worked on in long range programs 
with a°view to creating lots of T. V. A,1s all over the 
place, and I may have mentioned that F, D, B, envisioned 
T, V. A, projects in*various quarters of the globe, especially 
in the middle east where millions of people subsist on’ starvation 
levels primarily because so many regions have been rendered 
deserts because of the ignorance of the population which 
has disregarded the requirements for a balance between water, 
soil and vegetation conservation for the maintainance of 
raw materials, food and power.

In another field requiring broader concepts, 1 wish the 
unlted States in the united Nations would introduce a resulution 
calling on member nations to cooperate in consigning strategic water 
ways^or the points dominating them to international control by 
t e rrlted Nations. t'i*he U. *S. mieht follow up its suggestion by 
offering the ^ariama Gana;ĵ and recommending'Gi^jaq^ar, "the Suez 
nd the Dardanelles be among the other such strategic points 
as being in line for the same sort of control. It seems 
to me this would go far in facilitating international trade and 
making public the sea lanes that have sfcant excuse for being semi- 
privaStfatohitoohes is not a dancing Parish", Celeste remarked the 
other day. ;This statement was made a bit ruefully, I think, not 
only because her native ^voyelles *arish is a “dancing Parish” but 
also because some society in town to which she'’belongs was sponsoring 
a benefit dance at the '"ountry 3lub on Saturday night. I haven t 
seen her today, but hear from Ben that the project lost moneys 
The society in question has done a lot of civic cood and I am 
sorrytheir present effort was* not successful financially, but plent^ 
of members of the group have scads of moneyso the failure will not 
seem so great if they sinpLy pay a little more individually for
their swing out and frolic. Guiious how people with monev ounoGQ ayinc ten cents for charity but don + \  1 m0UQ* 0pp0fc'8t̂* m m

Monday, October 29th, 1951,

Memorandum:
4 ■; " .. h-' hi: mV m

How nice to find your air mail in this morning's post.
It must have dilly-dallied along the way, as did all mail on 
Saturday, for only second class items came to hand,

P-ow nice .of you to remember the anniversary. I thought 
sos often of the final hour in Manhattan. Somehow the costume 
little Miss Lee was gearing is as vivid in my mind today as it 
was then. And I don t mind confiding to you that the moment I 
remember most vividly of all is the one just before parting,
"and so.etimes I sigh and sometimes I smile, 
but I keep each olden, golden while, 
all to myself."

How nice of you to have remembered and shared this all over 
again with me.

T mi, ht as well confess that I am again in my old role 
of "Patierice on a Tombstone", — not as regards your letter this time, 
but rather because I impatience for the package you spoke of 
as having been forwarded on Monday, It, too, must be dwaddling 
plong the way. But just so long as nobody is sitting on it, I 
shall not complain. Naturally 1 am consumed with curiosity to 
know its identity but I am sure it is not a duplicate of 
anything I have, for my library with a single exception, all 
stems from your true hand. I was at the Post uf'fice when the 
postman arrived this morning. You may be sure I shall be there 
on his arrival on the morrow, too.

You ask about the newsprper from which came the clippings 
sent by Mrs. Holoman. 1 reckon they must be from The 
Alexandria Town Talk. I wish somebody would tell Mrs. Holoman 
about clipping newspapers, Prom the enclosure, you will 
note that Da Storm, for one, is better instructed.

In my last letter to Madam Storm, I had asked her about 
the chance that the Gibbs Museum of Charleston might have 
had some of the laooleff oils reproduced at the time they 
were on exhibition there along about q936 or 1937 when I 
chanced to see them there. * The writer of the letter is 
mistaken in Lis statement that Iacoleff di$ only sketches 
when in South Carolina, - or perhaps he isn t mistaken if 
by sketches he actually means oils that maynhav© had a few finishing 
touches strokes. I recall very distinctly one elegant' 
portrait of a negro youth, - head and shoulders, painted in 
oil, the background being simply plain white paint* oh'the 
canvas,, with possibly a bit of the plain canvas showing
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n the lower left hand corner where canvas met the frame.
-t wasn’t a completely finished picture, perhaps, any more than _ 
sas Audubon’s deer’s head of ^ary Whitaker s, hut both 
Audubon’s deer and Iacoleff’s youth, so far asthe study was 
: x  were concerned, might well he styled something more, 1 
should say than a sketch. But,that doesn t matter, the 
lice thing is that la Storm took the trouble to make inquiry, 
confirming again what we had already supposed, — that she is 
an exceptional character. Meticulously I omit any reference 
to the sisters Lormon when writing her, although might 
easily do so, ..such as their jaunt to Orange, Texas and 
"ole Virginie’s” recovery, hut since Caroline was so dilatory or 
wilfull about not giving me the Charleston address, 1 , h
think it just as well to skp the Mormons completely, even though 
it was they who first brought the lady here.

t

I had just dropped a note to Senator Benton of Connecticut 
outlining a plan for international control of .the main water 
courses of the world used by international trade - the 
Suez Panama, etc., as touched on in my letter of yesterday, -hen 
I tuned in on Mdward Morrow from ^aris, and was pleased to 
hear him ouote from Jean Monet regarding man s grwoth 
cooperatively from the cave times to the contemporary moment.
I liked the Monnet concept of cooperation economically and 
militarily. 1 think the internationalizing of the main trade 
bottle necks are part of or is part of the same effort.
» have exchan, ed but a few letters with Senator -Denton, but 
fie has expressed himself as finding it refreshing to correspou 
with one who has no axe to grind. In today’s letterpointed out 

suggestion couldn t he brought to the public s attention 
before next year’s election was over, but as soon as the ballots 
had been counted, it might be proper for the u. S. to put 
out a few trial baloons to see.if other nations would fall 
into line, should the U. S. offer to internationalize the _
Panama Canal *f those controling the other great water ways would 
follow suit at the same.time. What Senator Benton has to do 
about all this, 1 haven t the slightest idea, hut perhaps 
he enjoys: some confidence with the C. and Btate epartment 
people, and if not, perhaps a speech in the Senate, properly timed, 
might catch the imagination 0f a few newspapers and 
radio commentators, Thousands of people must have pondered on 
this step along th road to making public thoroughfares out 
of the world's limited straits and channels, xt will be fun 
to see if any egg gets hatched.

Bhe weather continues wonderfully warm but a bit too dry.
My health seems' amply robust to make* cotton hulls fly at a great 
rate. So things turn, and perhaps tomorrow so will the disk.
It g been so nice having your letter and re-living a certain yester
day.... . «

3 $

Wednesday, October 31st, 1951.

memorandum:

About a half hour before dawn I decided nothing 
could be nicer than a little musicaleto raise the 
curtain on a new day. I tried it, and discovered I was 
perfectly right in my assumption. I’m thinking 
it would be about the nicest way to lower the curtain 
on the day, too, and 1 shall see if I am right on that 
point, too, a little later.

c

In fine I love the marvelous Strauss collection through 
the medium of Benor Caballero's macical fingers, and 
while I frequently restrain myself from wearing out the record 
in the first week, still I find it takes a heap of 
will power to keep on the brakes.

I am sorry to say a big old thunder storm came up 
along about first dark tonight, with imposing electric 
cannonading hut not a nickle's worth of water. But the 
imposing array of celestial fireworks, plus the fact that 
most of our colored friends have a sneaking suspicion that 
the witches, hobgoblins and all sorts of evil spirits get 
thoroughly under® way at first dark on this All Baint’s ^ve, 
and the upshot of the whole thing .is that tucked away in my 
armoir are unopened letters from Mr. Gain, Miss Mobina and 
Daisie in-the ^ell and one from Sister, I believe and two 
or*three others that look as though they weren t much. But 
the combination of the thunder rumblings and the stirring 
of witches is something I cannot combat when it comes to 
enticing my secretary into the shadows of the garden and 
so I resume my old role of "Patience on a Tombstone*.

Both yesterday and today the thermometer has stood above 
90, which has made the honki% of the wild geese, just starting 
their Southward migration, seem altogether premature. Last 
night from Les Moines I*heard a report on the number of geese 
feeding in the deserted corn fields of the Missouri river bottoms 
but the reporter said the real migration wouldn t get under 
full swing until heavier snows had blanketed 500~or 600 
miles farther Forth. It occured to me then I had never given 
any thought to the length of time might be consumed between 
the start of the ad ance section and the final departure of 
the last group.
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I saw Celeste and ^aaam Regard before they took off 
for a couple of days or so at ^ansura. Celeste said 
she had had a letter from the *->. G, nenrys, saying they 
were Spending this coming week end in Memphis. It seems 
S, G, junior burned his feet in hot, water, I know not how, 
hut. assume he may have been sitting in the tub when he turned 
on the water for a bath and perhaps didn't notice the water 
coming out of the faucet was boiling. How he discovered 
what was going on, I know not, but anyway, the skin was 
burned or perhaps more correctly boiled, and while 
this casues no physical pain, it seems to have had a decidedly 
depressing influence on him. Another odd point 1 didn't 
know about before is the fact that all functions below 
the place the spinal chrd was removed cehsed Completely, 
and as a portion of the stomach was above that point, that 
section continues to function while the portion below said 
point is completely inactive. Thus a part of the process in 
getting his body adjusted to the new circumstances is waiting 
for the uneffected portion of the stomach to expand so it 
can, as it grows, gradually develope strength enough to 
do the work of both its Termer part of digesting the food but 
also the work of the por ion that rests in the inoperative zone,
V/hat a high price we pay for the stupidity of war,

!. ■ . ’ ' ‘ ■?' '■ ■  ̂..ft'.®; : ; .
And on* quite another level, but equally stupid, it seems 

to me, at midnight’ tonight, when the ghosts are supposed to 
be in their ascendency, the spillways are to be opened to lower 
dane River by four feet. 1 may have Mentioned this before as 
being on the program for —  of all things, — clearing’ the 75 
mile water course of gars, I suppose one way to get rid of 
squirrels would*be to chop down all the forests, hut anyone 
who would propose such a crack-pot idea would be a nut, so 1*o speak. 
I understand the H-fcate, which has legal control over Cane River 
has commissioned two men to effect the eradication of all the 
gars from this water way,. It wouldn't be much more silly to commis 
two,men to empy the Hudson of its water by means of a teaspoon 

and you may the Gane AViver results will be just about as effective 
I suppose the lowering of the surface will be a gradual nrocess. 
requiring several days before the desired point has been reached, 

ms, ought to make the ^renbourg terrace rather more imposing 
so far as height is eoncernedlt just occurs to me R had better 
get m  touch with Puny early tomorrow morning to see if the Rand 
boats are moored suffieintly in mid stream so the big speed boats 
eont be discovered half way up the bank out of water. If 
could only learn to mind ray own business,'

Sithin the last 5 minutes the thermometer has fallen mightily 
and a drizzle is starting. It’s going to be oold and wet on the 
broomstick riders tonight.... .

sior
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Thursday, Hovembei 1st, 1251,

Memorandum: t

Row nice to have a pleasantly fat envelope, tucked away 
in my armoir. Hut I am playing my old Ratfence role on quite
a  d i f  f  a t  p.nt k flv _ f  nr t n n i D h t  -it. T whn "of-.nnri trn F.V.n

i u j . u i V A *  •  ****** ^  ̂ *0 V  ^  v  4. 4.* v# i. V . J L V #  U i .  U V

different key, for tonight it was I who stood up the 
cretary, who, if he came this way: at first dark, is bound to
TTfl W r i whave tapped in vain.

But* except for your letter, 1 did get caught up on yesterday’s 
post, having put Dr. Knipmeyer to work during his morning visit.

About 1:30 or £:0Q this afternoon, Ham Peace came this way to 
say their were pilgrims, I cursed the Dallas Morning Hews what 
with my hips being bogged down with gardening from that 
point down to the ground, 1 started toward the front gate, and LoJ 
there were Carl and Gillian Harness. We chatted until 4, and t en 
drove up and down the road, but mostly down, ending up for a 
little call on the Rands. Imagine me, finding myself in Alexandria.
'̂ nd thence hack home and it is now 10 o'clock and the outing
did me no harm, 1 reckon, although5 I found myself h.alf the time whit
in the big road wishing I were home, being in the midst of
your letter and getting read-for a little' round with Honor Caballero.

The thermometer certainly took a dip in the last £4 hours.
Yesterday it'was in the 90's, today in the 40's. It was odd 
how differently people and things re-acted. Por my part, I 
seemed to be possessed of no end of energy while a little old 
garden'snake, the first T have seen this year, was so cold he 
could scfarcel wriggle as he lay in the path .along by the little 
building not far from the side gate where the potted plants are 
house, and I had to push him over into the Giant'-s Heard- to 
keep him from beinc stepped on. He was cold to the point he seemed 
unable to do much about locomotion which just goes to show what 
may happen when one neglects getting out his long underwar in time.

The Harnesses arrived in Quebec, after intentionally holding 
up their trip a little in Maine, so as to give the Canadaian 
crowds a c. anee to disperse, following the Quebec visit of the 
Princess Elizabeth. They found, a day after her departure, that everyone 
was enchanted with the impression she had made, - even, surprisingly 
enough, the French of the lower soefial‘strata who usually are not 
too exuberant over royalty. At Chateau Prontefiace they asked the 
operator to put in a call to San Diego for them. To their surprise,

» \
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instead of saying she would call them hack, she asked them to hold 
t V jire a moment# A second later they heard a Hew York, operator 
trasmit their San Diego number and another second and their home 
telephone was ringing, from Quebec they followed the Princess"Elizabeth 
by a day for several cities and then turned South to t averse the 
£ inger az.e region and so on to JSiagra Falls, — still one day 
behindhand thence Aouth through Ohio Illinois and on to 
Oklahoma to Horman, deciding to go on*to California hy way of 
hew Orleans, which is certainly one way to get there

I find the Cain letter, although not promising so far as 
A* Lnopf is concerned, definitely on the positive side so far as 
future efforts are concerned. I like his sense of humor and 
the neat way he tosses in a phrase of gaiety, with an artistry 
that produces a maximum effect of assuranceand optomism.

■̂:ro ■ Shreveport mail pouch, the one. from our mutual 
friend speaxs for itself. It is pleasant to know the recent 
Manhattan contact obviously cemented the blocks of friendship which 
iicio. so long been in tne making I think you will agree that 
foundation stones of Friendship of such quality are made of the 
stuff that last forever.

£or t]?? other Shreveport letter, it, also, speaks for 
itself, i.rom it gather we are slated .for1 a rough-ish week end.
•<ith snow falling: tonight in the Dali s Shreveport area and the 
preaiction^ for a cold week end, I reckon the duck hunting may 
be laid aside, ho ever, and if so, perhaps the uielrose trip will 
be shelved temporarily, too, I hope. 1

amused to learn X have a new title, ——"Superintendent 
of Melrose Plantation". Such was the address, following- my name 
on a letter from some place in Texas, sent to me not at Melrose but 
Hatcm tqches, It is anot exripple from the Dallas article 
requesting permission to visit ^elrose this coming Sunday As 
ti.e writer of the letter is leaving for Louisiana on the morrow I 
cannot, of course, respond before his departure. The thing about 
tne letter head that impressed me most was the telephon 
number, —  1, — the first time I ever heard of any one possessed of 
-uch an easy number somehow I was reminded of the shorthand 
symbol, identical for the words, "We want", "one" or'"won"’
I can hear myself, in response to-the telephone operatore's 
voice: number, please , answering, "y/e want one or won."*

on t am 'bot:h sleepy and silly and
w?_ J >-'iall folding right now. The cold of tomorrow* s dawn

?he thtnss nna 1

Friday, November 2nd, 1951.

Memorandum:

How nice to find your letter of the 28th in my armoir and 
to be able to place it slap on top of a heavy mail coming my way today 
I have read your is elegant letter, relishing every word, and I 

! have gone through your noble transcription of the remarks before 
the Historical Society, and must congratulated you and enclose 
scads of oak leaf clusters for both examples of your precious 
handiwork.

And ay I thank you for including various news items for my 
delectation. I had not heard of nr. Wilkin or er —  sonTs new honor.
And the news of the Hapsburg-d’Arenberg nuptials was equally 
in the class of "latest actualities" for me. o I was impressed by 
the difference in which the two unrelated families spell their 
landed properties’ names. Who ever started all those variations 
in spelling anyway, - berg, bourg, burg, burgh and so on. Personally 
I am not fussy, fortunately fox my sake, on points of spelling, and 
d*Arenberg and Arenbourg suit me equally either way.

After the interim of a couple of weeks ox so, the speech sounded 
as unremembered with over-tones of vaguely f ami Lax phrases as, say, 
something contrived a decade ago and re-discovered again accidently.
I shall send one to Joe and Juanita, reserve one for the scrapbook 
and sit on the other two copies for the moment, not being certain 
just how I want to dispose of the two remaining copies. It 
occurs to me I might address, either by letter or word of mouth, 
the next meeting of the historical Society, tossing the transcript 
in the Society’s direction, recommending that all future addresses 
be filed with the Society since every once in a while there might 
be a kernel of wisdom or a point of historical fact hidden in each 
that,* when taken together in their eventual bound form, might be 
of value to research students ahd the casual readers of Louisiana 
history, I suppose most people read their speeches, tut the 
remarks of those who do not can readily be taken down by somebody 
like Mrs. noloman, a member of the ^oceity, and a stenographer who 
can take dictation as rapidly as the average person speaks. What 

; do you think of such an idea.

^n& speaking of Mrs. &Qloman, there was an endless letter from 
her today, 9 tenths of which Was about historic aspects of Bapi&es 
Parish, - the historical bug, 1 am glad to note, as stung herJ, and 
there was a picture she had photographed of la ^amson, with 
the hope expressed she may get up this way to run through her 
draft of the tale shortly. She says she is 6oing to Hew Orleans
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for this "bek end, - a football 0,ame, I suppose, which she can 
have all to herself, so far as I am concerned, what with cement 
seats and:freezing temperatures prevailing.

^nd then there was the letter from Carolyn to which was 
attached a rough sketch of what she envisions writing for the Post.
I got a great kick out of Carolyn’s appraisal of the Dallas article 
since Daisie in the Dell had just-cut her crown in two to share 
with me. Apparantly the Dallas article served as a gad fly 
for Carolyn. My guess is she needs one. She mentions eventual 
additional data on the mulattoes of -̂ le -^revelle, and, when I 
have her address, 1 shall refer her to the piece, written years 
ago and sent to her, — receipt of which is as yet unacknowledged, - 
suggesting she consult the same with dispatch before it gets 
printed in book form, of which, confidentially, 1 suppose there isn’t 
much chance within the immediate future, hut she needn't know 
that. I smile to myself when 1 think of what "tomiefre" there 
would be if The Saturday Evening rost should take Grandpere’s 
portrait as a model, using me in *randpere's stead, my hand 
swavely waving aside a velvet curtain to give the o'n-looker a 
glimpse of Melrose, even as Grandpere indicates St. Augustin’s Church 
in the background. While I must admit that Carolyn has actually 
had success in articles appearing the -Che Post, so that her calibre 
is known to that magazine,it would he remarkable if she ever 
got around to actually -do the Melrose thing,' she is such a 
£ arum-sc arum number when it comes to finishing- any line of endeavor, 
once she ha*s launched the project. But since she has had a go at 
the thing with the publishers, perhaps the momentum may carry her 
along, but in the mean time I shall give that matter more 
thought when --and if —  I ever hear anything more about it, which 
is certainly prolematical*

Maturning t-o the EoIonian letter, 1 neglected to mention the 
most arresting news item it contained. While in iSew Orleans, she 
plans accepting an invitation to dinner by ^arnett Kane. low what 
in the world do you reckon he has up his sleeve. % s, Eoloman opines 
that he has issued said invitation in gratitude to her for having reviewed 
or mentioned one of his hooks in Town Talk. And that just goes 
to show how little she knows ^arnett Kane, who, certainly, unless 
he has turned a mighty big page, has never been known to have re
acted to tne word "gratitude", assuming, indeed, he ever so much as 
heard of the thing. My guess is he is cooking up something 
about a personality or a place in this region and knowing of
her association with me, hopes to sound out a few steps before 
deciding just how far it would he safe to tred Really, you know, 
for a man who is so tight he refuses to expend ink of his own in 
autographying a book, it seems most unlikely he should all of a sudden 
out of gratitude, toss out wholesale invitations to dinner in the 
erection of Mrs. Eoloman. You can be sure something is cooking, and 

sooner or latertwe shall discover what it is.

th10 v? M g  y0ttr Jgak or,d WBS 80 muoh t0 your liking and may
re-re°a and K !  “Iino 18 to bs - y0ur latter torc re. a ana Caballero to bo around in circles „.lth.
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Sunday, November 4th, 1951.

Memorandum: *
* ‘ *

How nice to find your letter in Saturday's post, together 
with the card notation covering Mr. Madison. The. card I am 
sending to the Library of Congress forthwith.

I have had a billion things buzzing in my brain to talk with
you about since reading your letter, but there has been so much 
‘hurly-burly during the past £4 hours by way of pilgrims that 
I shall probably forget to touch on any of the t ings I had 
in mind.

If you don't mind, I got a kick out of your statement that 
it is nothing te knock but more copies of the Histocial Society 
speech. That is too much,' but so much like you, forever kicking 
out the red carpet for5 others as though it were the most casual 
thing in the world. But I beli ve we shall need^no more of 
the transcripts, for I am reserving one for the Society, sending 
ohe to *Joe and Juanita, and am asking both Madam Marco and 
Daisie in the Dell , to return their 'copies so I’may use them 
in other directions. But it certainly was both noble and sweet 
of you to make such a generous offer.

I am so appreciative, too, of what you had to tell me regarding 
various news items which had.escaped my notice entirely. The 
Elliott Roosevelt business both in Moscow and with the Rosenberg 
concern is shocking. As his mother pointed out in one of her books, 
Elliott was always the problem child, and it would seem he^is 
one of those people falling into the class of those described as 
"a man is simply a; boy grown tall."

The narnesses the other day mentioned ^arian Davies had married 
a Colonel Vaughn, or some such name. In view ofcwhat Ruth tpld 
Helen about the state Marian found herself, the present marriage 
seems more enlightening that one would gather, if not. provided 
with Ruth's personal account of the situation.

And may 1 thank you for passing along particulars regarding 
the proposed situation of the ne-W metropolitan sight. 1 had 
forgotten the old Cosmopolitan Theatfe had shown Ufa films. How 
long ago that seems, doesn't it. I ’m wondering if the European 

• “Ufa resumed movie making after the war and if any of such films are 
being shown in this country. 1 reckon the former American staff 
vv.-iS not likely to have been re-instated.
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Our Friday night cold snap heat anything on record for tn.is 
timo of year• There was ice on the surface of Bt, ^.iggin s 
Fountain" on Saturday morning. The butterfly lilies andcaniias 
and bananas, to name but thieo- things, loot as though they naa 
been boiled for hours. This is but definitely the ena^of their 
1951 season Oddly enough, those dw addling gardenias which^ 
couldn't make up their minds to blossom last May, un^olaea 
several blossoms on 'Wednesday and seem to have come tnrough 
the cold snap quite uneffected, which doesn’t make any sense 
at all, of course.

I chanced 
whose motto is: 
last niLh t , "and

to hear a radio, advertisement of that salt concern 
nIt never raifcs but it pours”, — that was 
I thought how apt that statement was in covering

the Solid ay-S aturd ay Evening Tost business, The killing part of 
it is ' tfi'alproba t iy  both m agazines, although operated quite apart
from each other, are probably both controlled by the same powers,
I find it difficult to decide what is the fairest way to handle 
this matter, I certainly don t want to discourage eit ei 
haisie in the hell or Carolyn? That is one certainty, blither 
do * want to get either lady out on a limb and then have to 
saw off one of them, — a limb not a lady# If she will 
do the thing, - grind out the article, I mean, Carolyn will 
probably handle it to the greatest aplomb. But, because of 
her harum-scarum, dwaddling nature, can Carolyn be counted on to 
put the thing down on paper, And if she doesn’t get around to ao 
anything^, it would seem unfair to cut short haisie in the hell.
The obvious thing, I suppose, is to suggest to Solon that she 
do a parallel article for Header’s Digest, ana have all three 
slants at Melrose appear simulaneously in e dh of the three 
magazines. At the same time I might suggest to “*t s . ^oloman 
she do one for Colliers, just to show nobody is holoing out anything 
against any of the major publications, uhat I think I snail ao 
is to say nothing to haisie in the ^ell for the moment, --perhaps 
Holidry will say ho, anyway. But i shall pss the word along 
to Carolyn that she had better get busy, since she seemed to feel, -  
at the time or writing at least, - that somebody micht be^poaching 
at any moment. Perhaps that will spur her on, and then, in tme 
end, if both Holiday dnd the Post give the nod, the haisie^in the 
hell article can be slanted in a different direction from warolyn s. 
What a business, — years of drought, followed by a deluge. I 
was ‘struck by the thought of what a time you and Hgo^and I 
would have had if the*three of us had been present when running 
through the mail and stumbling over one piece that was so 
extravagant I could only rush out with it to the trash burner, -or 
it be; an: "When albert Schweitzer started for the Congo and 
f.m. for the Cane Hiver country, a new note was struck in racial 
relations, like to echo etc., etc., ad infinitum, ad nauseum.”

So runs out the week end and hopinc. yours h-4 e been fun.....

j)cU M it lDlvi
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Monday, November 5th, 1951.

Memorandum:
And so along about 6 o'clock this evening the messenger 

from the store tapped on my door, saying I was wanted on the 
’phone. It. was Waco calling. And right here and now I must 
say I am hound to write the American Tel and Tel. ̂ to suggest that 
some kind of a signal bo fciven on a used wire to indicate a 
long distance call is being side tracked when a local call is 
in or ogress. What I never could understand is now so many people 
put through a lon0 aistance call and uhen proceed to engage 
their own wire by endless local conversation. But there are 
so many things I don t understand,

hut perhaps I should start all over again and remark that 
on receiving Carolyn's letter the other day, --you will recall 
she gave me an address and then recommended that I not write her 
until or before receiving further dx advise, — I wrote Helen 
a little note, end sing one for Carolyn, asking Helen to read 
Carolyn s letter to her, should she chance to telephone her 
from Washington.

It was Carolyn calling from Waco. She said her program had 
been unexpectedly changed and she had suddenly bounced from 
Washgiuton to Waco in a single jump. She asked if she might 
come over to ^elrose Tuesday afternoon with, a view of spending 
the balance of the day and nic.ht and the following day working
on the article for the Saturday Evening Host, She could.
And so that is how the next couple of days will be spent.

I-.chatted for a moent with Helen who said she is terribly
busy, etting things irgged up in anticipation of returning to 
the Waco Times nerald. I had sent her the snapshot with which 
you had surprised me, — one oi the -small ones, asking her to 
give it to little ^iss Ida Orand, She said she would give it 
to Ida if I insisted but wondered if she might have one like 
it. Your thoughtfulness in sending several of that print is 
thus coming into fruit in this instance, since both'Helen 
and Caroly have asked for t3:e same. It’s so strange 
this is the only gay picture a yone seems to know about that 
shows the Madam advantageously, and just to think it is thanks 
to you thatit was preserved and is makin6 various old friends 
of hers so happy to have it. May I pin a sugared bee slap on 
your shoulder.

My mail continues to pile up but perhaps I can get 
Carolyn to help me with some of it and Dr. Knipme.er the rest.
My secretary seems to have become bogged down again tonight,
and as I make. • -
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I make use of \iis services for confidential things, such 
as your communications and those from people who might 
have something just for my own ears, I*think: it better to 
let the secondary stuff gather dust a bit.

In today's post came a letter from the Garrols. which 
they mentioned as h ving been sent when they" passed this way 
yesterday, I think. 1 may not have mentioned them, what with 
other points 1 was touching on in my last ^emo, and probably 
arrived at the end of the shqet before reaching them* They, 

had driven down from Denver, --all the way through snow storms, 
and had stopped off in ^atchitoehes•with a view of dropping in 
to see me fox a couple of hours before going on to hew Orleans 
from whence they will hop off for Haiti, - if they don t change 
ti.eir mind ̂ and take a plane from Florida instead. fhe$ plan but 
r- coepie ox weeks in -̂ aiti in or^er to get back.to Denver for 
some social engagements for or on December 1st. It was 
certainly kind of them to take time out to srend a little 
while with me, ana the more so since we had never seen each 
other for raote. than 20 minutes 6 months or a year ago, on one Thursda. 
morni.% when I had to give them a rush-go-round. what with 
t "e ^nipmeyexsthere and some other people whom  ̂don t seem 
to recall, Mrs, Carroll reminds me a bit of little 0 
Miss Row Qua Brentano and her husband, suCoests Lyle >,efore he got 
too heavy. That sounds li^e a strange combination, but I 
like to pass along- such ipxessions as it may help to eive 
you some vague notion of the individuals, all of whom we shall 
proba ly know better in times ahead.

My literary evening seem to ge temporarily something akin 
mfire 2 west, even though I never in my life saw what the 

latter is reputed to resemble, There .is something or other 
abopt Oarabaldi, written by an Englishman along about 1913, and 
very erudite it appears to be, were anyone interested in Carabaldi, 
cavwni, -akaeru and all the rest of the spagetti boys who were 
C0?t!L!idV a cation of Italy, I have read but a few pages

' ?fJLk ^  b'li* vMiOle book is devoted .to. doings around Naples 
in I860, just trie summer, when the ê-ap.olitan Bourbons were on 
tneir way out/ And then there is a book called "n. G. Wells" 
by one Antonina valentin, or some such, - a French number if 
membory serves, The book is well written but as this double 
drawback, first, I npver cared for the personality of q # Wexis 
and second, it is recorded by the same reader, I believe who 
?UL A% UOUa'nJ.I)0̂ 10 on.wax> an* the individuality of the’voiceo n P casatit but unmistakeable, somehow impells me to strregie
every once in a while to recall that in reality I am not
still reading the life of Sherlock B-omes creator but the
man of the famous outlines of history and heaven knows what all,
I^snail finish the book, hoping to find Mr. Wells at the Presidential 
dinner table in Washington somewhere along the way, but I shal 

, ^ 1 hone with it So begins another week with
t muej oldening' that just has to be given first place regardless.,..
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Tuesday, lovember 6th, 1951.

Memorandum:
Winter done catched up with us again, but according 

to the 5 o’clock news this evening, Kansas and Missouri 
got a foot of snow dumped on them, - apparantly all 
the skies had to offer, and down this way it is cloudless 

with a young moon looking shivery and the stars twinkling 
with a brittle quality that fortunately doesn’t happen too often.

Carolyn arrived about first dark and after supper we 
fell to work. Our office was in the living room where we 
both occupied the sofa, stacking up a half dozen old bound 
Hatcj ez papers atop the bidet which brought Carolyn s portable 
up about right for her convenience.

It isn't elsur to me just how .she is .going to handle 
the story but l gather it will perhaps follow the mulatto 
business, following the Marie Therese appearance, touching 
very ,li. htly, if at all, on the 1698-1948 doings at 
Melrose.

She says t:,e <Post shies away from straight plantation- 
story articles,, dismissing the subjeet^with some such phrase 
as "Just old worn out plantation stuff' , but that 
'they- co e up for air when pctsonalties-are brought forward.

I sometimes wonder if this attitude is simply 
because of the lack of imagination or} the part of  ̂ t 
big city editors or if tie reading public generally isn t 
interested in “old plantation stuff". Personally 4 -
I never saw too much of it in any magazine but I don t 
try to palm myself off as appreciating what the average 
magazine reader prefers, - ■-

Carolyn took notes until nearly 11 and then called it 
a day. She will leave in the morning for Hapoleonville, 
in south Louisiana, ana thence I know not where, hoping to 
find time to whip the story into shape within the next 
couple of weeks and then return here for pictures just 
befoe or just after /Thanksgiving,, It seems the Post wants 
color pictures which will bo alright so far as they go, but 
what with Jack Frost hav nc. already converted much of 
the landscape ,from green to brown, the glimpse of Louisiana 
currently snapped pictures will presentare bound to be a 
little on the ‘ dull side, I should .imagine.
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In spite of the cold wind, I got a few things 
accomplished in the gardening dera - tmoiit, although I 
don’t* like transplanting things much when a Hast of 
air '‘tends to wither exposed roots more speedily, it 
than exposure to the sun.

But pilgrims prevented me from exposing v:.ry much ̂of 
anything except my resentment against some State officials 
who "blew in five minutes Before dinner time with a view 
of taking in the sights regardless But of course one 
advantage in meal time pilgrims is the fact that one s 
food isn t too hot when approached an hour or so after 
serving,<*which is certainly straining a point to get 
a

-aid,

rositive view on a distinctly negative subject.
\ fhe cquvernation across the fence Sunday night turned 
to the Melrose plate and Celeste named off several people 
o .whom she wishes to send same. She told me she thought 
you would like one. I agreed and said I intended to 
start one clattering in your direction, - if and when. She 
said tshe had tg ought about you in regard to one — had 1 
not considered the matter , bit. as an alternative, she ̂ had 
in mind to send you pecanes. I think she will ̂ not wait 
for the holidays to get yours going., I hope, -*ith tre 
present return of frosty nights, pecanes are beginning to 
clatter downward, dove-tailing nicely with the end oi the 
c o 11 o n h a rvest, for it is s a id' not m any mo r e bales 
ox potential bales remain unpicked. X believe the 
number of bales picked on Melrose proper passed the^500 mark 
a week or so ago, guaranteeing a • successful season in 
cotton culture for 1951.

;;ith 15 or £0 non-descript letters from various quarters 
resting in my armoir, my unpredictable secretary arrived
- en Carolyn and I were in'the opening round to note taking, 
and the letters of course went by the board. But X was 
glad Carolyn had an opportunty to see J*r. Brew again, - the 
first, time, I believe, since she took that picture of him 
sitting on my doorstep reading me ;my mail, - which^must 

have been years and years ago A ben minute chat and 
the hr-thex of the uaru Luke dropped by, which is always 
good for local color,* so to speak, and ten minutes later 
we were brck at work while sub-consciously I contemplated 
Thursday morning in anticipation of lots of secretarial 
work for Dr. Knipmeyex. So things spin, and so must X 
spin through a quick shower and fold up my beard, for the 
hour grows 1/ite and X want to .do a few tilings tomorrow morning 
before tne world gets in motion once more....

P, S. » have run out of plantation stationary,
being printed but not pet arrived.

new batch

Wednesday, November 7th, 1951.

Memorandum: t . .
■ 3 p ' g H  '.l'i m :' V f L a O : ;q':'|. ;p . • .

The recent, frosts have turned the greensward of the white
garden into an oyster 
flured column wooks white-white

'■ray under tonight11 s moon and the
,ainst

bamboo.
and so X 
‘oni It,

It's a little nair-ishn' for an
shall, tre-- t myself to a coupld

the back drop of
out of door concert
of Btrauss Waltzes inside

A hurried note 
her ,plate s i e being 
corekery rolls in.
me nti oned a J ourna1 
had mentioned it to 
shal 1 v r 1.1 e her b oni

from Botina giving' some instructions i eg ax ding- 
held for reference, if and when siad 
She appended a line, saying she had 
of mine she was holding for me, sayin^ she 
you and adding for instructions. I 
ght, asking her to send it to you.

Obviously senile dementia has set in so far as I am con
cerned, for I must toll you. in utter frankness that I had 
completely forgotten said Journal. Vaguely, now that it has 
been mentioned, I do recall having put it in her ear years ago 
on one of her visits here, but for the life of me, I can11 
recall the circumstances. I suppose some earthquake was 
in progress at tne time and it seemed just as well to 
park the thing for a time in Shreveport, to what c 
dates it covers, I haven t the slightest notion and. what 
subject matter it may contain I have no idea. At one time 
I kept two Journals concurrently, and even as I write this sentence, 
it comes back to me that I parked one of them in the little Liver 
: rea .1 ore it was swept- away in the floods of 1945, but 
at this lube date, I don’t recall what dates that covered either,
• no. what mater ini it cent fined.

'■ I am .hoping whatever comes to gour true hand from Lobina
Till ) Aiay contain r .few notations of interest, but I urge you not
/ ih ? {/ JLto delve into bhe thing before the holiday season is over, fox 

t: ere is unquestionably reams of endless repetition and the 
going will be both dull and wearisome If, by any chance, 
anything of interest should come to light ox anything which 
touched upon earlier, in said Journal has had repeicusions sub
sequently, I should be clnd if you would mention them from time 
to time if, after the turn of the jeax, you get around to 
:&ade through any of the stuff. Possibly there will be some 
insignificant points that miuht be extracted and affixed to
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the hulk, of a Melrose memorandum, but if the "hole thing
proves to be too trashy to be of interest, don’t hesitate
to chuck the whole business. I can think, of no one
but you who can appreciate the strange sensation still prevading
mp senses, following the surprise X received in having the existence
Q-i- tiiis o j x Uril cecal led to mind, Xu was Just one of those
things, I suppose, wherein Kobiua assumed I knew perfectly
veil X had entrusted it to hex while I, on my cart, had
forgotten it completely.

As for today, it turned out alright. The gaw.n was 
o illy hut c j al ss f id 1 got uite a few things done before 
Carolyn dropped by about 6. Me worked for an hour, had 
15 minutes of coffee across the fence, where, fortuntely 
5 cent ciy.r guests had dropped in, leaving it easy to withdraw, 
and then another hour of work making notes, after which we 
went up one side of ^ane -iver to Bermuda and back on the 
other, making notations as to which houses, scenes, etc, we 
wanted and the best hour, as regards position of the sun, for 
' striking tuem. fhe pictures can be taken later when vegetation 
now too drabafter t e frosts, has revived a bit. Cane Diver 
loons so odd at the moment, being down about 4 feet.
. 1_think Carolyn is making the same mistake everyone else has
in trying to eoco pass the whole mulatto business in t o 
proposed article, I can think of half a dozen people hx who 

n kL^x Sj^  T;ave &0Qe Oh the rocks on the mulatto business, .including
^swell, re. Solomon, ^yle *aaon and so on. But the 

mhiadelpnia edotiocs probably know what they want even though 
tney may have no notion re to how difficult it is’to get ‘ u*

: once m e  a. near as i can figureso far as t g subject
it^out, as of now, the article windfall intp three’main 
f-XLkJ-fLOJis, - withine in the first, as a sort of pe^lnflChtch 
tomang the much be-labored ^arie Therese, as the seoond part 
and the txi-nc eo-neluding with the mulatto community as the final 
section To use Melrose as a sample of what the civilization"was 
line would seem to me to be the logical way to handle it but 
Carolyn says the Editors are inclined to scoff at "any more 
obd plantation stuff , wur iotis how X pike old plantation stuff 
and how you like it and scads of other people, and, if you don't 
minci mê  say ng so, a heap more people, I think, like old 
plantation stuff than mere ethnological staff. Bat I must 
be rong in thinking so. Carolyn said the first half hour of 
her conference got her precisely no where, talking. about 
hoe po.mun ty in general, and then by chance, she mentioned 
• rmd it: had beon up, and the rampart.s of

0pp0Siti0̂  collapsed. It seems the, Chapel business a- speciffically requested for incorporation in tve article which
th? a arQl itself is a monument*in opposition to all the snootiness 6f mulatto prejudice Ho Hum

and if you can't figure it out, I can t either.I....* * ’
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Thursday, -November 8th, 1951,

Memorandum:
As you may have noticed, enclosures accompanying Memos from 

this bend of the river are likely to be more entertaining 
than the Memos themselves.

This would be a case in  point, for you will find 
Dora’s nice and the strange spelling in the communication 
of, — dare I say Madame Medecin Malgre B i l e ,  quite 
extraordinary. The only thing about the ̂ letter that 
frightens me is that threat of an after Christmas surprise. 
Heaven alone knows what that might consist of, but 
one good ting about it is that even the threat or promise 
will probably be forgotten long before then and so I 
feel no need to go into any panic by way of anticipation.

The weather continues chill but the skies are cloudless 
and the promise is for fair weather for the week end. If 
fair weather is helpful to the ailing, X am glad to have 
the promise of sunshine, there seem to be so many people 
under the weather. I understand'Ora1s mot;er-in-law has 
been gravely ill for ov r a week. She is about the Madam's age 
and hasn t been well for ge-rs. The latest report from Madam 
Combs is°that she is gradually 0n the mend but still is fed 
through the veins, I'believe. Her mother’s condition is said 
to bo pr carious with both the body and mind effected by her 
recent operation. ^ brother,of an ex-^heriff of the Parish 
slumped dead from his seat in a bus as it was approaching town 
this morning. I probably have mentioned ex-Sheriff Payne, and 
how much X admired him for his words to the colored hoy about 
shooting squirrels before the hunting season opened.

But Celeste’s sniffles are said to have i .proved, and 
I assume that is true since she was in town for a party
yesterda,
wh e n X pa g s e d h e x w ay, seems as fit as

ave anything
evening, and had already gone to town this morning

X passed her way. Madam Bega.d 
a fiddle and by some miracle 1 dodn t seem to 
to complain about at the moment,
' I continue to re. 

valentin book on #. G
id a page now and then from the 
Weils, and I admire t e valentin

ideas but shall never gather any warmth for mr. Wells.
Pe haps one out to like, or dislike a character prett„ thoroughly 
in order to eet the greatest amount of satisfaction out of his 
biography, hut since r̂. Wells has always left me, pretty cold, X 
can glance over his,career with about as much warmth as a 
customer in a meat shop, just after dinner, mi.J.t view the 
contents of the frozen meat section. a<?0***'*
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I listened to the President's speech last night on 
armament reduction and international supervision of war 
materials. I concluded it sas given for propaganda purposes 
ex cl;- siv ly, since it seems to have been but a repetition of 
tie perioral policy proposed in the united Nations years ago 
and cosistently scuttled by the Kremlin boys who don't seem 
to have Changed their spots any since the Original perposition^ 
ras made, Probably '"there"Vas some tie in between the 
speech and the ouick trip of Risenhauep to Washington 
and bach to^'ar s a^ain, but what . the combination 
re.sts on isn t appax nt no me as yet. Perhaps some of 
the commentators gill have some light to- throw on the subject - 
before t o week has played out. The curious-atmospheric 
conditions obtaining across the nation seemed to have 
*a curious effect on all American stations last night, for 
they v-ere all! unusually faint whereas three of the 
ilexican stations 1 bumped into mere about twice as noisey as 
usualI’he absence of pilgrims today gave me an opportunity 
fo uot in quite a few licks in the gardening department.
I must say 1 am f.r behind in the correspondence department, 
however, and 1 am bound to knock off a fev letters tonight and 
jot down a couple of, notes for Jarolyn which she may be

t ;  J . n

able to tuck in with' her other data for The Post article,
Tor one till .g , I shall' if di cate to her how-' par ad ox i cal it is 
t hat a 11 h o ugh t h e mu 1 a 11 o c , d e c e nd a nt s disdained 11 e f ou nd e r of 
the;r dynasty and carefully avoided everything that in 
any way su.^osted their ..frican ante cedants, nearly all of 
them bur iig the first two or three generations between the 
colonial .eriod and the Givil -ar, —  ap.p-arantly without ever 

liziiie what they wore doing, adopted her, - &arie The rose’s 
architectural creations as a model fox all their plantations 
homes, each finer end more extensive than hers, unwittingly 
setting the seal of African origin in every one of the mansions 
they Audits speaking of Carolyn reminds me that when she and 
I were speaking together yesterday, I tola her that without 
knowinc why, I got the impression, in reading her husband's 
obituary in the *.7aco paper, and in many instances wherein his 
accomplishments were recounted, many of those deeds listed 
might in $11 truth, - in greater truth, been set aside and saved 
for Alolen s obituary, since I felt she had attributed many of 
Prank's successful innovations in the Texas papers to him, 
whereas, in reality, they often were her "brain children”. 
Garolynt ought a moment and then remarked.that in thinking 
over the phraseology of the obituary, she must 
many of the ideas .incorporated into the papers 
editorship were in reality dependent in large 
Helen's wisdom both in concept and engineering
Vu- 1 -i art A  «io V, c-tt a  4* n V  i 4 - „  •». - • ______ 4. •   -r» .

say that 
under Frank' 
.easure upon 
skill. Ibelieve we have t-.c obituary in question. But what a 

cull letter this turned out to be. Perhaps I shall do better on the morrow,.......
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Fr iday , Li ovember 3th, 1351.

m moranaum;
H;bw*ni ie to find your Sunday letter in today’s post.

I r- :.on this will probably reach you about the time everything
will be in an uproar on the family hearth. I shall think of you 
not only on the days allotted for the uproar but during those days 
ere deeding: the business, for getting ready for such a.. on-slaught is 
always as wearing as t.io excitement of paint splashin^ and ‘~ll 
that goes with it. It is always wonderful to me how restful^i 
seems as soon as he bursh boys have folded up uhoix tramps and departed,
for even though it m#y be b .ys or *;C3ks before .veryth* , gets back
in its accustomed place, just the mere fact that the preparations 
for the attach and"the actual battle itself is finally( over is 
restful,- no matter how much fc hubbub remains in the . ake. I 
shall hold the thought, and urge you to hole it even more strongly, 
that oarticular care be taken not to undertake everything, at 
a "single attempt, first to clear the field, and afterward, to 
rehabilitate the place again. Fresh paint and drafts seem to ^o 
along hand in hand', and if one ^ets too tired, a cold can slide up n 
one so stealthily. Bo please ^ive a heap of thought to the wealth 
of little -lies Lee.

It was certainly ind of you to send aloft-, the clipping concerning 
Roane. Of course nobody in these parts ever saw it, --or if it was
seen, nothin,- was mentioned of it.’ *ftor all when the mind is

is

full of thumping one's partner’s ace and other such momentous matters, 
one can-scarcely be expected to remember lesser matters, And 
there seem to be so many partners# Along toe same l i n e ,  it 
was in yesterday's **hreveport letter that I learned there had been 
some notice in a Natchitoches paper about my appearance before txie 
Historical Society in Aiexanoria, I inquired this morning i f  t-xemLa&y 
across the fence had noticed it. She said she had. I suppose fh< 
nrobal ly the one who had the item inserted. perfy&poso she dicxn t 
mention it because she wanted the clipping for her o.wn scrapbook, 
although we usually get duplicate papers, so perhaps it was ncain 
just one of those lapses of memory. -

And thanks, too, for speaking of the ^arie Antoinette article 
in the paper recently. 1 had not seen that either, but am glad to 
know about it and to be asured you have it. Please do not send it, 
however, as I am so glad to have your recount of its contents, 
and shall feel ha pier if the original s ays in our scrapbooks 
which,you.are contr ving.

»
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**1x1 I am indebted to you for telling me of the impression 
givcp you that I didn t like to talk, about Europe. Frankly I 
can t. for the* life of °rne imagine ho such an impre- si on got. established 
in the informant's mind, unless, perhaps, it was one of those bits 
of misinformation that was passed around after senile dementia had 
overtake the poor Madam. As I look, back on those days, I recall very 
distinctly I had to weed out many an improbable that came to me through 
that channel, and there is no telling how many strange Concepts were 
set afoot in the minds of others about my mental quirks, Surely 
you must know perfectly well that there isn t a shred of truth in 
the statement, as parsed on to you. It is°perfectly true that 

in the Gulf States I talk, mostly about the &ulf States, fox long 
ago A learned that people who have spent all their lives in some community 
like'to talk about it almost exclusively and really get but secondary 
satisfaction in hearln^ other people talk about other regions,
I have noticed that once in a life time there will he someone like 
you who by some miracle is interested in lots of places other than . 
those spots that have always been familiar,. I suppose I am 
more or less in the same class, and while I hope i never hold out 
on anyone who wants to know something' abcfut some place or other 
that may not be familiar to them but chances to be to me, but 
such people are rare, ver„ rare, and I don t chance to know any 
lining in this region, I thnk I have remarked to you on previous 
occasions that while Aobina never understood me at all, I always 
found hex the finest « sort of person. It is quite possible one reason 
she never did understand me any better and that is based on such tom

foolery as the statement passed on to you which perhaps came to her 
fro the i^a&am when the latter1s mind was sagging, Oddly enough, I 
have never se n ^obina alone since the -ladanrs death and I should 
rather to i like to, since I am in a mild panic whenever I think of 
some money hi. Belle had deposited when in the South on which 
checks were to be drawn to cover any expenses incurred by shipment of 
his furniture and so on. As Botina once acted as the Madam * I agent 
in other .matters, she may have done so in that case, too, but I 
wave hesitated writing about it, feeling such a delicate matter might 
he better handled in confidential conv rsation. iGome to think of it 
at this late d<*te, there is probably no telling how that business may 
have been served up. Bqbina spoke of the possibility of getting down 
this way a /ain before whristmas, - when on her last visit, and if she 
makes it again -with friends, i think I shall arrange to see her alone 
for at least five minutes to see if she can throw any light on the 
money business. f-

,So glad you cot to see the musicale at the Zlegfield, I didn’t know 
t e captain in the origialShow Boat was the composer of̂  that delightful 
tune you mentioned. And spea^.inc of the latest film version of 

->how £>oat, agreed one hundred per cent with you in your observations 
about ^oe Brown, the. glamor angle of the pi-ce , etc. Just by chance
I was on the cliffs above X1iatcaea once when a show boat, its caliopie plsy*.^ 
madly,, went steaminL down the river. It was wonderful.

Sunday, levamber 11th, 1951.

Memorandum :■
In --ri.ti.ng the date line, I realize that for those of our

generation and'the one immediately before us, it must he 
a day and month of 30 odd years ago that everyone will rememo 
with more clarity, perhaps, than almost any other in thoir * 
lives. Perhaps somebody has already done Bn_essay on h u  - J 
hut I have never chanced to run across it. I ^  ,
in 1945 when hostilities ceased, but my memory of the day is * 
more hazey that that of 1918. I must put on my t n m a i g  G-P 
one of these days and see if I can figure this out.

Under separate cover I am sending' along a communication I 
receive periodically from the Library of Congress. ̂  1
never have a&y one to run through it for me, I thought you mic 
enjoy seeing it. Should you feel like selecting some items on my 
behalf and checking the same, - sho Id it amuse you in an oda 
moment, if you have any these busy days, you mijxt ju-t check 
?ved sired items and post the thing. If you arent amused you 
might just toss the thing in the trash basket. If there i~ 
p is opacQ iven to lotting down-some uesire item, not li^ -ea in 
' the"new editions, you mi*ht jot down "i-yle »axon: Gnilaren of 
Strangers. Houghton Mifflin. But this.envelope isn t_sent with 
any reouest that anything be done about it. IthQUcht you*-oul^ 
be iute.sted in seeing how the business is hancled^ - a-ba.iuu^ 
in which I cannot participate, since I have to scramble mightily 
‘ to even up personal correspondence.

In my last letter, I neglected to touch on the matter of the 
cotton hulls about-which you inquired. L shall |™rry ^ o n e  to 
the last cotton bowl has been ;icxea ana see if 1
send along the next time a package goes in your airec ion s y 
can see how the hull looks while still on the stem. - one 
considers the cotton bowl as about the size of a large marble or 
a small tangerine, the hull of the cotton corresponds to re 
skin of said tangerine that encompasses the ruit. une
cotton swells larger and larger, the skin or hull bursts, cli.ag £ 
to the stem where the cotton is also attached, aooa cotton 
pickers get only the lint but careless pickers snatch bo th tue ■ 

lint and the dried hull, and the later is separated from botn 
the lint and the seed when the two latter part company as they 
pass through the gin.

It is curious how few people seem to sense the value of tne
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cotton hull? for fertilizer.' Just a, int.o ante l.Uump^rioo the 
cotton seed was .fmuentl3 turned to cet ru_o* it, 8 J°aj
hit on the idea of extracting the oil, so tocr.y p»°ble torn
the cotton hulls, thereto destroying splenara foodfor
who “n s h y  the pile,, of cotton hulls placed at random =
,-bo’t t c nr dens, She has garden ana Ls^iiit^r^ted in pi 11

accordiugly inouir d vhrt I proposed to do fitn the hulls, 
one said she bought cotton seed meal for nex caielias >uid  ̂ -
rounded up endless piles of oak. leaves to put around t.nem, out 
: d no idea cotton hulls acre of any value.

The week end was co ' aratively'quiet and I ajp. thankful, xor 
the weed had been busy enough. My secretary didn t show 'up, wnicn 
io iust as well for there was no mail of surpassing interest. 1 
notice U ere is s letter from bora and one from Hina, but those two and 
the rest can wait until the morrow, .

I was mildly surprised when dining across tire fence toaay 
when as Geleete and I lingered over coffee, si e confided to^me 
that*she contemplates ^oin to Europe this spring. She^montion^a 
Xtaly Spain and fiance as probabilities. It seems cardinal oilman,
1 shoul have said Francis, Cardinal Spellman, is rising up some 
kind of a junket for Spain and is enlistingyoun^crusade, 
young in numbers, not in age, as I understand it, which he proposes 
toconduct under his wing,’ Celeste has in mind getting Dee *ertzog 
from ^agnolia to - ccoia any her, but hether Dee go#s or not, celeste 
is determined. I can think of nothing duller than beina conducted 
through S^xore by Francis, Cardinal Spellman, but for some people h mi^n 
set just the right tempo. Spain seems the big thing- the Spellman
awm.da, with Barcelona looming large in the talk, but what
Bates1onfTah# Spain have to offer folks this summer^I'haven t 
discover d as yet ..but I assume it must of necessity be something 
religions, or if not strickly reulious, at least ICO per cent Catholic.
I know not if this plan of CelesteTs is confidential or not, but 
I am • ssumiu^ it is for the moment at least,

A i*r md Mrs. Wye of Dallas ere here late this ev nia , and 
I liked the,... They had known J-yle and Mr. Boson (whatever} who 
wrote the article about Melrose for the Dallas paper, - the^one^ 
wo are usluc in the manuscript. They say Mr. B. now lives in Miami, 
has just suffered a severe heart attack buu'.is on the mend.

X red some more from the* Wells biocr. phy, and learned he had 
four times been a White House guest, - the first time in 1905 as 
o est of Theodore Boasevolfc, I suppose there will be reference to 
the i. D, B. hospitality further along1 In the volume,

Carolyn brought some Bitz crackers, hnchovie paste, carviar and 
smoked e iC-e so, and these, with a glass of port I am about to
attack on the ba all or >r it
Mr. Caballero is already poised to tinkle 
^rauBs -n-dtzos. i

i arm ton'grit ana
trough the Messers

Monday, November 12th, 1951.

Memorandum:
A gray day with a spanking warm breeze from the Gulf, 

whirling diciduous magnolia leaves about and summersaulting 
yellow butterflies in their siz-zag courses. Jhe pra^i.e 
is for rain tonight and the setting seems perfect for ohe promise.

The enclosures aren’t much but I send them along regardless. 
Poor Nina seems to be goinc along her unhappy cour.se, muen 
as the yellow butterflies in today £ bre«ze. The aeatxi of 
her cousin or her aunt plus her broken ribs, --causea by I know 
not what .kind of an accident, are but mere highlights in an 
existence that is unhappy in its day to day horizons* hex 
difficulties are due to her infatuation -or her husband who 
is still in love with his first wife, and it was xrojn Hina, they say he ot the fifty thousand dollars to pay for the life insurance 
made out in favor of said first wife. She still has some 
nr oner ty Hina ,oe.s, and I reckon the husband will remain with 
hex as long as she has. It appears her infatuation consumes 
her entire existence, including her painting, and I reckon 
it would be a great blessing for hex if the do ettic coxa 
could be cut but completely. rShe wnl never make a mo 
in this direction, of course, and so she will probably drift 
along, utterly miserable, until the end, unless, perchance, y 
some kind act of Fate, her no account husbana removes himwOlf 
or is eliminated by some other means that aoesn t take i 
into account.

I shall of course write her forthwith, but it win be 
rinsing psalms to a dead mule, for it is obvious tnat sue 
gradually slides from unhappiness to self pity, and only 
she hexsoIf could got herself out of such a hopeless situation, and 
she undoubtedly is quite incapable of doing that.

The Shreveport letter has to do with %. ^aughlin, of 
course and I’m laughing in my beard that the host ana Hostess nave 
had such an unpleasant guest. I expressed my opinion of the 
gentleman to them lonc before they invited him to stay .,-itn 
them and at least they can t say I didn’t tell them so.

« *

it is evident from his work in Ghosts ^lon^ the Mississippi 
that the map is an artist, but what a pity he is also such 
a dumb egg. Frankly, he wj.ll have to learn the gestures of 
social amenities in his future relations with Melrose before 
he gets a peep out of my whistle.
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I think. I mentioned last night I intended having a little 
musicale before folding up. It was altogether delightful, but 
on coming inside I found I was too wide awake to think of sleep, 
and so * finisher the Valentin study of H. 0, ’Veils.

■ There was but one reference to the other three visits 
to the White Haase, after the 1906 one during the Theodore 
Roosevelt administration. This single reference, and it was 
but a line or two, indicating Mr. ’.Tells much surprise in 
the unaffected and humain ualities of both Mr. and Mrs.
Roosevelt.

% ,  Veils once stated elsewhere that he didn’t line 
Proust, Lostievski and Tolstoy writings, I reckon, among 
other things, they were too long winded for a man who seems to 
have spent most of his time in riting novels and falling in and out 
Orf love. It seems to me Lyle used to talk about Mr. Veils 
having had a child hy Virginia Volfe. The present biography speaks 
of his various flights into romance, - and out of them, and 
his long absence from home and Mrs. Veils, --one of three 
years duration when he lived at Grasse with some lady by whom 
tliero was one child. I know not if this was Miss Volfe? for none 
of the names of any of friends are mentioned. It is said he 
divorced the first Mrs. Veils, -.his cousin who was a dull person 
understanding him not at all, hut the second Mrs. Veils appreciated 
h.is whimsies so co. ptetely that she* never took notice sof his 
flights into unexpected amourous escapades, thereby© maintaining 
an unfailing hold on him, even though three year interims might 
run there course bet sen his more or less permanent residences 
at home. I as-sume Veils--teGt&r-frc-iende-§• and I gather lime. Valentin 
was one of them, .but his difficult personality must have put 
quite a sir in on even the most charitable ones.

Today’s pilgrims Included people from Untica and from 
suburb of. Boston. The letter was completely enchanted with what 

she had to see, ?nd from that 1 cafchered it might be a <_ooo. a preach 
t. > th*. matter of the catalogue, — not the $15. Op one, but one 
of less grandeur. The lady was cquainted with' the current 
exhibition, and jotted down my name, ,-vith a view to communication 
with a Boston friend to see if a lo • p exnensive one may be available.

e V *-» a.... .... w i.... v  ,c - w ' '' '

Mile 1 think of it, if you should send in the îbrur,.. of 
Congress form, and if there be a place on it to insert books 
not'^montioned on the list that onerngiehes recorded, I si on Id he 
<_lad if you "ould jot down"Proust, -- reel; Cities* of the Plain”.

Tonight I sh.vll have no difficulty in fallium asleep,, for 
the day1s activities, including some transplanting and such like 
pluse the unusual warmth seems to have made me sleepy. You
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Tuesday, Bovember 13th, 1951.

Memorandum:
The enclosures aren’t much, but I thought the clipping 

about the magnolia might find a way into a scrapbook, although 
it has been so cut down, it doesn't seem to be much. Bobody 
around here seems to have stumbled over it in the Picayune, 
although that, as a statement, doesn’t mean much.

# K  . . ' - i • k;M'* ~ w  w  £ vb.Cb.; - - a,. 1 *>« * &  *■ * **

I send along the Laughlin lecture clipping, and am 
still laughing about Melrose as having been a nounoed as 
the feature of the lecture in advance notices, although, if 
one is to make deductions from the report of th© doings, Melrose 
didn*t so much as get mentioned. I wish l^had had the 
clipping last night to enclose with -ister s letter. And 
it Just occurs to me at this moment that at long last I 
know one of the many things that’s wrong with Mr, Laughlin, 
fox inspite of the first syllable in his name, there is 
no laugh in him, for surely anyone bereft of any ability 
at all to grin is bound to be in the perpetual stew in 
which he seems to he.

We didn't get our promised shower last night and 
today has been a carbon copy of yesterday, cloudy and 
warm with the thermometer at 82 at sun down.

At 9 o'clock coffee this mor ing, I tried to find 
out the answer to "Why Barcelona", but the lady most con
cerned didn1t seem able to enlighten me. I mentioned 
a couple of^points about the city and its environs and even 
dropped the name of a picture book that night give one 
a quick concept of what the place might be like, but was 
told she didn t want to read a lot of books about the places 
where she might be going. !Ehat, in the present instance, I 
can understand Two or three thousand dollars worth of 
travel with the mind kept as blank as possible in advance, —  
in order, no doubt, that all ijJpiQssio*18 may Le on blank 
film, unencumbered with any knowledge of what one is seeing 
may be all about. I oan*t get a paraody out of my mind:

*1 maixied a girl from Barcelona,
- X think it *8 in Spain, - 
It might be in Franco.,*.*."

That Jingle and the swing of the old tune seems to
fo round and round in my brain, and I smile to myself everythin© start humming the old refrain again and again.
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I am keeping a note from Bobina in today*s mail, 
as it gives some details about some stuff she wants 
shipped from the local post office* ■‘•’he only other 
news concerned a lady who stepped into hex office 
the other day with a view to having a manuscript 
fox a Marionnette play typed* '̂ he lady was Irma 
Somperyac Willard and they talked over old times at 
Melrose. In typical Somperyao style, she asked to 
have one carbon eppy made before noon when she would 
pick it up, and then, half an hour later when the 
work was well along, she telephoned to say she had decided 
she wanted 4 cobbon copies instead of one. fhe 
work was ready by noon, as agreed* fBut there it sat*
After dark, Irma telephoned Bobina at her home, saying 
she was so sorry to bother but could she get the manuscript* 
There was a lot of suorrying around, tracking down the 
Superintendent of 401 Gommexical Building, getting 
him to supply a pass key fox little Biss Irma, and so on and 
so forth. What a remarkable career that woman has had, 
always so dizzy, but somehow always in the money and 
as conscious of time as a 17 year locust.

The Dark *ufce came to see me today. Be is as gay 
as ever and I am always glad to see him. Be is going 
to school on the veteran s bin, and it is doubtful 
if this pursuit of education's doing him and his associates 
much good. I understand local honfcey-tonk operators 
advance credit on "wet groceries" in anticipation of each 
monthly check, and while the "exposure to education 
each afternoon from about 4 to b probably does nobody 
any harm, it is problematical if much imagination is 
quickened, save in the direction of how much of next month s 
ckeck can be aisposed of before it arrives.

At supper tonight, ^. **. mentioned that the S. (£•
Henrys are in Hot Springs. 1 believe the Government 

requires retired officers, - on disability, to under
go physical check-ups every year and as the Government 
operates several of the major watering places in Bot 
Springs, that is probably as good a choice as any, for 
it probably provides many a wife to make the most of 
the beneficial waters at the same time friend-husband is 
having his going-over. And while there seemingly is 
no relation, as between this paragraph and the fore
going, there may be some vague parallel, since in both 
oases money is undoubtedly being kept in circulation.

I find myself thinking Of yourr hur^y-burly existence 
along about now and "holding the thought the uproar 
may be confined to the dates originally scheduled and 
the whole thing will be over with neatness and dispatoh.....
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Wednesday, November 14th, 1951.

Memorandum:

mu
Bow nice to have your ample envelope, even though it 

t be tucked away unopened for the night.
In a round about way, I learn there is a squabble going 

on at the fireside of my secretary. Bvery so often he 
and his wife seem to disagreefor a stretch that Qstie^
last over two or three days, and when she quits the domestic
healthier a visit to he/kin folks,
^a o«rt his usual routine for evening with the boys at the
bar o* the local honfcey tank. Suriouslyenough his depression^
never impells him to drown his feelings in drink, it is said,
C t  a glass of vine or so seems to be nursed along for a 
.hole efening, but still this virtue of sobriety doesn t get 
much mail taken oare of, and so X resume my old role of
Patience. A luaty ln Melrose gardening. What with
the frost of a couple of weeks back, the honey bees having their
hive in the old store had apparently folded up winter. I
seemed like a good opportunity to e u t f c h ® ? 1tbflt had been killed by the February freeze, and so i 
went to work on it this afternoon. ^  trunkis perhaps a foot 
and a half in diameter/ but it outs easily until the saw gevs 
eloggedup with Juices still lingering inside th.out.rlaters of 
bark if one can say a palm tree has any bark. I vis
it took me 20 minutes or a half hour to cut through the thing, 

ashich I moved over to the front gate to observe the results 
of ^  landLork when L *  from out of the side of the store came 
a billion bees, swarming madly, and apparently uncer ai a 
what had desturbed their winter slumbers. 1 suppos they must 
have been a little astonished on coming out into the open air 
to discove? ihat summer had already arrived with the thermometer
in the 80*s.

I naturally stood perfectly still until the confused 
swarming quieted down a little, but I didn t return to 
!e S  Sf the palm, fox at fiist dark there were still
several hundred of ^x. Fabre’s finest ? 2+ takelust looking for some one on-whom they-misht take

Maud Pattison arrive 
unannounced, and bringing

around £ o*clock this morning 
with hera couple of Bresbyterina
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divines and their wives. The divines had been here before but 
their wives had not. The greater of the two has some simple 
name like Smith or Jones but P never seem to remember it. He 
might be interesting to talk, with if one could ever strangle 
Maud. Someone once told me this man heads the largest 
Presbyterian Church of the south and gets around the world 
quite a bit. I remember a couple of Presbyterian divines of 
Princeton about whom 1 should like to have news and probably 
this Reverend Doctor could supply it eventually. He 

asked if he might come back again and P gathered he meant 
me to understand that it might be’accomplished without la 
Pattison.

Among other things this man has interested himself in is the 
preservation of certain historical aspects of different regions 
having some resident of the neighborhood relate the details * 
on a tape recording outfit. This is transcribed on to wax later 
and is housed somewhere or other in Washington, - library 
of Congress. He asked if it could be arranged for such a 
tape recording to be made here and 1 told him I thought it 
could. **e will oommunicate with me shortly regarding the details.

I read a page or two from "Garabaldi and the ^adking of 
Modern Italy - or some such title last night. I had * 
started the bookfa eek or two back, but put it aside 
momentarily. It s the type of thing I rather like, although I 
find lot8 9T people referred to of whom P never heard of before for 
what i don t know about the Ptaly of 1860 would fill volumes. *
It seems ©arabaldi, while expending hundreds of thousads, perhaps 
millions, in behalf of keeping his ^rmy, actually the motivating 
force was from ictor Manuel who at Turin was pushing Garbaldi on to 
carve out t. e kingdom of modern taly, •—while Garbaldi was 
making these huge1 expenditures, he was allowing himself 
but 5 francs a day, and while in Palermo in JuSe of 1860, 
he was visited by Alexandre Humas, pare, who steamed into 
tht. harbor aborad his yacht. Garabaldi received Dumas and
looking off somewhat poingnantly in the direction of the latter*s fine boat, said;

"If P only had money, I should certainly like to have a yacht."

Battleships for the cause Garabaldi could purohase, but 
for hiself his five frans a day wouldn t permit h*™ to 
invest in a row boat. a f lm

The new well goes on producing water, but the water gets 
more muddy from day to day and everything in the bathroom

1?ot iifc! whita porcelain now looks like somethin* new out ol “ershey factory. A water softener and filter hare 
Been order. hope we don't run out of water before they arrive...

Thursday, Sovember 15th, 1951.

Memorandum;
And so how can P say Than You for your elegant letters 

of Thursday, Friday and Wednesday, all rolled into one, — every 
word of which means so much to me, and for your exquisite kindness 
in giving me the the corrected quotation from Henry van Dyke, 
together with the transcript of the speech to the Histoeial 
Society. I had not forwarded a copy as yet, thinking I 
would enclose it in a letter to be read by the Secretary at 
their next meeting, when the suggestion for the preservation of 
the speeches will be outlined in the letter, and the copy you 
have so thoughtfully supplied may be handed in as a 
beginning.

I have thought of you so often today, and tonight 1 am 
"holding the t ought" that the decorators* schedule may have been 
maintained so that all their traps have been removed. Usually 
such sched les lag, but perhaps they will be over and done with 

the business before the week end arrives. The mental picture 
of you with your newly contrived perruque, all done put for 
sailing into the preparations, and my present concept of you 
in the same costume, attempting to put things to rights, is 
vivid enough. If only you could be restrained from trying to 
do everything At once ahd so getting yourself worn out with the 
doings. I am hoping, too, that you may not have to wrestle with 
the bird on Thur sday but may be invited -out or, if not, at least 
be able to attack the hip of the swan without a million people 
for whom preparations have to be made.

And P haven t thanked you for sending along Mrs. Roosevelt's 
ac ount of her little journey to whantilly. How nice to know 
that treasure house was thrown open to her, too. I was doubly 
struck by her account of <Les Tres Riches Heures, and by her 
remark that she had thought of her husband and how much he would 
have enjoyed seeing that volume. Off hand, --and I 
shall think about it further, I guess she is the only former 
First ^ady who would ever have been interested in Des Tres 
Riches"Heures and her husband the only other First Gentleman 
with the exception of T. •'efforson, J. Madison, possibly 
John Quincey Adams iif he ever warmed to anything) and, 
oddly enough, perhaps Warren G. Harding. The item might have 

stood for something in the minds of T. Roosevelt and H. Hoover, 
but not for beauty”s sake but as a collector*s item. As 
for C. Goolige, P ean just see him sniffing his nose at the 
thing and dismissing it as a piece of flub*dubbery, which 
makes me wonder, in using it, where I pulled that out of.
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I, of course, had not heard of the death of Queen Amelie, and 
I'm'not sure where the Chateau de Belleiue which she occupied is 
situated, although ± know Chesney and there are some delicious 
17th and 18th century chateaux in that neighborhood.

You ask about Chateau Madrid. As one goes westwardwith 
the flow of the Seine one first encounters the Chaillot hill about 
where the frocadero now stands. A little further along comes 
Chateau Madrid, built by franco!® Premier, after his imprisonment 
in Spain. Most of the chateau has disappeared but some remanents 
remain, Then, still on the right bank of the river, comes 
Bagatelle and then that section of the Bois through which the 
old road outs direct to Saint Cloud.

Going back to the i'ooadero, and going west with the flow of the 
river, there are the delicious little chateaux opposite 
the Chailot hills, - the one franklin occupied, another of 
la traineesse de Lamballe and a dozen more when tbe bank on the 
left begins to rise more abruptly from fhe river, • and 
among the first dominat places are •dodin s Studio, high about the 
river, thenthe ubervatoire, Meudun (Grand Dauphi's home), 
then Bellevue de Pompadour, Saint Clout, then half a dozen X 
have forgotten and then St. Germain-en-Laye, Marly-la-Machine, 
Louve^iennes, Sort Marly and ^arly-le-fioi, etc., etc., to 
X don t know where. Versailles, you will recall, is to the west 
of these latter, - ^est-South-West, for it is not on the river as 
are all the others.

Well, so much for Europe,Abut not without thanking you, too 
for teling me of .blanche *nopf s return with the long delayed 
Shaw-Terry letters. Those must be the ones X mentioned a long 
time back, the volume which Shaw by suit, prevented the publishers 
from bringing out, although, as 1 recall, they had already 
gone through the press. * reckon that publicity will come to 
the fore when, at long last, they actually appear in print.

I'm so glad you found some of ^r. Van dyke's poetry pleasing.
As a child ’I wrote too many poems, lots of them about Versailles, 
and one of my older friends who knew Dr. Van ^yle, then, I believe, 
American Minister to Holland, sent a batch of'them to him without 
telling me. X was accordingly astonished when X received a letter 
from him, but as time went on and our correspondence grew rather 
brisk, X found this odd beginning of a friendship altogether 
celi^htful. Along about 1937, along with the European Journals, 
the an ^yke correspondence and much of the poetry was burned 
as p'repafations were being made for what I assumed was impending 
utter darkness. On second thought it seems to me I stumbled over 
one or two of the poems, stuck in an old book} a while back. I 
shall eventually turn through some of the volumes again and, should 
I run across any scraps that escaped, 1 shall certainly send them 
along, even though they probably making might poor reading.

gain 1 bless you for all the happiness your letters brought, 
but aon-t writs any mors until you hav%estad ii0m household shores...
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~ M t^ y t tf jvj
November 16th, 1951. ------

I i

Memorandums
The weather is carrying on again. After days °* ^Qi^ in 

the 80's the thermometer has tumbled down into the 30 s toni6ht, 
and both’the San Diego lemon plant and I *ill .bote getting dizzy wth 
all the wrappings and unwrapping that have shrouded ana de-shrouded 
the thing during the past month.

In a round about way I learned last night that my secretary 
plans to move himself and family to Houston within another two 
weeks. I shall begin casting about for a substitue but the choice, 
as you know, will be limited I used to know a panicky bag who 
was forever wailing: "II y a quelque chose partout , and 
I;:giggl9 in my beard as I find myself on the same note in the
secretarial field.

Of the enclosures, there's nothing of much importance. .
pencilled note, - or perhaps it is in ink, by la Montespan ŝ |S©sts
1 have forgotten to send her a clipping from the Dallas Morning Hews, 

certainly haven't forgotten something I never thought of, nope.
I don't recall when last I saw the lady but I'm sure it was 
long before Daisie in the Dell passed this way and so I can t figure 
out how I could have promised her anything on that score. I 
shall drop her a polite line, suggesting she sit on a tack.

I shall be glad when this week end is over, what with 
le plus jeune fils de Madam scheduled for lunch. In connection 
with same, I thought of a line from Alexander Pope as I was writing 
the foregoing sentence. In speaking of ^elrose one might say:

"Where every prospect pleasds
-And only man (spelled with a D) is vile.

i‘he new members of the college faculty will be received a.\
2 and I am "holding the thought" the wenks may not get here until 
after that reception is finished-and the guests departed. Celeste 
has been in bed for a couple of days with an upset stomach, but sne 
thinks she will be well enough to make it to town tomorrow afternoon 
for the Saturday afternoon bridge department. This is just as 
well, since I can the more easily keep an eye on the stop watch
in channeling the college faculty and so be rid of them 
before the Shreveport atoms start bursting in ail •

While I think of it, I want to invite your attention to 
a poem by Dr. Van Dyke, — The Buby Crowned Kinglet, - should you 
find yourself in his poetry. I don't seem to remember much about
the poem but it had some pleasant lines.
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about the Kinglet having his Kingdom stretching far and wide, and
there is a line something like this:

•  «

3?Sr to Southland lie the regions 
Where my loyal flower legions 
Hold their court throughout the year;
Christmas wakes the winter rose,
New Yearfs daffodills unclose...."

hut 1 see I don't remember it after all, and so perhaps it wasn't so 
good after all.* f

It was ^enry Van dyke's brother, Paul Van Dyke, who wrote 
a remarkable and very long, - perhaps 2 volume, biography of 
Catherine de Medici. I believe this is about the first life of 
that lady, mother of three kings, and of course mother-in-law of 
Mary Stuart, who wasn't damned up and down, as had been the custom 
by all earlier piogrphers. Itfs so long since 1 read thb book,
I am bound to ask that it be recorded so 1 may have another go at it.

f •

Woodrow ii(ilson named ^enry van Dyke Minister to Holland along 
about 1914 so that the latter had quite a front seat in the 
doings convulsing Jhrope in thos terrible times. I think 
Dr. van Dyke did quite a bit of anti-Kaiser propaganda during 
tho e years.. I remember one of these, - not the verses but 
the idea, centering around the destruction of the Belgian town of 
Malines. It had to do with an ancient organist who thundered out 
the national anthem by means of the carillon. It started off something 
like this:

"The gabled roofs of old Malines 
Are russet red and gray and green,
And o er them? in the sunset hour 
Looms^huge and dark St. Bombold's tower.

J 6) &
High in that rugged nest concealed, . . . , a n? / , ,
The sweetest bells that ever peeled, TTa
A'he t bells that ever swung-*, *-*■*■**$', )

The something or other, etc. and there's something about the oldv « 
organist mounting the steeple and Clul U v  cxuuU*\MjXud

To 0 ' 44k* Qouuf
"Once more he strikes the well worn keys  ̂ to . * ,
-And sends aerial harmonies ^ qji -

{someplace or other and I forget the rest?. I t\as a propaganda, 
thing but had some nice word combinations. JLu M A h

I shall return Mrs. Roosevelt's account of her Cha tilly visit 
herewith or shortly. It occurs to me how exceedingly difficult it is 
to translate the very simple words from French into English: "Les 
Tres ^iches ^eures", for certainly the very rich hours would sound 
silly enough and I recall how long T once labored over "la 
vie delicieuse" to make it sound like sbnse in English —  hn

s :  L°rP." "  ‘  *— ,hi- * • «  « . . .

Sunday, November 18th, 1951.

Memor andum:

Ho, Hum,
And since those profound words will give you an adequate concept 

of the week end, you will have missed nothing at all if you 
skip the balance of this momo.

The ice on St. Giggin's Foun ain never melted today, inspite 
of a radiant sun which gave no warmth at all. But there is 
something psychologically good on the side of sun in bitter 
weather, for somehow, regardless of the thermometer, it never 
seems quite so cold during the £ay if the skies are cloudless, and 
yet the reverse seems true after dark.

Saturday was a shambles so far as people were concerned.
I had Dallas and Jefferson, Texas in the morning, and I was 
frozen by noon. Paynie had seen something in the local papei at)0ut 
a Melrose tour for Natchitoches pilgrims for the 4th and 11th.
He made strange noises and fulminated about the business. I told 
him to consult with J. H « , as I had nothing to do with it, I 
M g h t  have added that he didn't, -  Paynie, - since on Tuesdays 
he is never in Natchitoches Parish and, after all, it is 1 who 
have all the bother*

By good luck, and I was delighted, just before he headed 
back to town, a huee bus drew up at the front gate, disgorging 
all the new faculty members of the local college. 1 reckon he 
could have died right then and there, which would also have 
been alright, and the more so, since it was the anniversary of his
Mother 1s death.

Just os the faculty*members left, Dr, Rand and a friend arrived. 
We all collapsed in my living room for a nice peaceful cha^t when 
a head suddenly peaked in the window. It was Sister, who had 
arrived with all her family. I short, as indicated above 
the day was a complete,-hurly-burly. While at supper, wiadam hegard 
sent for me. She was alone, Celeste, being recovered, had gone 
to town She asked me to try to reach her by telephone, to cont?ct 
the lady doctor and so obtain some medecine for her as her rheumatism 
had come back on her. I contacted Celeste and that was that,
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"but just as I put the receiver back on the telephone, the thing 
rang, and Lo.' it was the lady doctor, searching for Celeste.
She was amazed when I told her Celeste would be in her midst in 
two minutes. This is the first time I have had a chat with Dr.
Eleanor in ever so long, and I had to hear something about 
her Mexican jaunt this past summer. She said this was her third trip 
and while Mexico City didn't do so much for her, she was entranced 
with many of the smaller places. She threatened to come to 
pay me a prolonged visit one of these days but £irst â ee must 
recover from Virus X which seems to have temporarily floored her,
Don and the dog. I suppose this is the same thing .tat had last 
summer and there seems to be much of it flying around this section 
of the state. I pause to knock wo.od.

On the "misere" side, I regret to report that the reading 
machine has again gone out of whack. I can’t cry over leaving 
’’Garabaldi" suspended in mid air, but I am destressed that 
Messrs Caballero, Peter illyovitch and the Strausses should 
be jockeyed into such a position. I understand Madam Coombs is 
on the mend and so perhaps I may get the machine to functioning 
before the holiday season gets too far along, —  I hope.

Sister, for what reason I know not, is staying over until 
Monday, along with the children, although for all T know, she 
may have already changed her mind and gone back home. The purpose 
of the male Wenks was to come down here to arise at 4 a.m. to&ay, 
to journey to Black ^ake, between Natchitoches and Briarwood, to 
kill migratory ducks. I believe they Vafcged three, which is 
alright if killing ducks appeals to them, especially at such an 
unearthly fcour, sitting in a frozen duck-blind, but I’m glad 
my impulses don t impell me precisely in such a direction. And 
even though thePe were any satisfaction in killing the migratory ducks, 
I shouldn t find the slightest enchantment in eating the#, for 

1 never did carp much about such gamey fare.

I have thought of you so often during this week end, hoping 
the new decors has been accomplished and t^e duffle out of the way, 
but hoping at the same time that you haven t been waaring yourself 
out, putting things back together again. What a feeling of 
satisfaction it will be to know everything is in order once more 
and that you came through the experience unscathed.

Before the reading machine faded out, I stumbled over another 
reference to Alexandre Dumas. As soon as Garabaldi cpature Naples, 
the distinguished mulatto steamed into the harbor in his fine yaoht 
and Garabaldi made him head of the Art and Archiology Department, 
an appointment which pleased the Neapolitan? not at all, it seems. It 
occurs to me somebody ought to do a life of A. Dumas, pere, for 
it might be as entertaining as biographical sketches of such people, 
say, as Gonana ^oyle or H. G. Wells, don t you think so....

i'fir
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Monday, November 19th, 1951.

Memorandum:

May I tell you that Plaisir de Prance arrived today, and 
that I am perfectly enchanted with it. It was lamp light 
time before I was free to open the package and I found 
my heart as warmed by its contents as my body was being toasted 
by the butaine. And early on the morrow, I shall have another 
go at it, along about sun up, and shall enjoy it all over 
again when the more subtle colorings will stand out even 
stronger.

How nice of Dydia to have tus remembered me and how 
kind of her to have inserted the note, indicating the 
cut from the gardens of Marly#

One thing about this publication is the invariable presence 
of ideas, so often in pictorial form, that are so inspirational 
in their content. I doubt if * ever had any implse to 
copy any of them, but in every issue it seems to me there was 
always something that set me to wondering- about how something 
else would look in some sort of form, different from, but 
suggested by this or that reproduction in the magazine. As 
this issue is so mucji larger than the usual ones of the old days, I 
assume this may be a Ghristmas number, but i forgot to 
check on that point, and yet it seems a little early for 
Ghristmas numbers of European magazines to be on the American 
market. But that as it may, I am perfectly entranced with this 
item and I call down blessings on you for having brought my 
day to such a pleasant close.

The ice was an inch thick on St. Giggin’s fountain this 
morning and it will freeze again tonight, according to the 
weather man, but warm Gulf breezes are scheduled to start a 
warming process shortly and tomorrow we are promised a high of 60.

-But in spite of today's bright sunshine, the heat remaind at 
a rather low level except in the vicinity of Sister. D had 
almost forgotten how poisonous things could be. She is 
simply determined to have a rumpus with Geleste and the 
outrageous things she says about her and Madam Regard would 
be simply ridiculous if they weren’t so contemptable. Fortunately 
they pulled out around 2 p.ra., and may we see little more of them 
soon.
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I suppose the S. G. Henrys will arrive Wednesday night hut 
will prohahly depart on Friday instead of remaining for the balance 
of the week, end, as the J. ^enrys are expected to do. A 
cousin of MxS. S. G., living in Shreveport, was driving 
in tbwn, -sShreveport, - yesterday when their car was struck 
by a train. Both were severely injured and are in the hospital.
It looks as though there might be at least one, possible two 
funerals in that quarter b fore the week is finished.

I had in mind to ship my reading machine to JBaton Rout,e today, 
an telephoned Mrs. Coombs to get the proper address but 
learned from her son she was not in at the moment. I 
explained the reason for my call, and said I would telephone 
during the afternoon. I telephoned but 6ot no response at all.
Half an hour later Mrs. Coombs with ^rs. Wopd appeared at 
Melrose and I was astonished to see the patient. She will 
not return to the Welfare ©ffice for seme time ^ut is enough 
better to get about a bit. She insisted on taking the machine back 
to town with her, ho ing to get it repaired in town. Mrs. Wood 
promised she would manage transfering the machine from the car 
to the shop and back to the car again, and so I let it go.
I miss it ever so mucji, and if it has to go back to Baton Rouge 
it will probably remain there until after the first of the year, 
and so I am keeping my fingers crossed.

For the first time in ever so long, I heard the Theatre ^uild 
play last night, — Claudette Colbert in something called 
Twentieth Century, or some such. I like the Colbert delivery, but 
the thing was too slap stick to be very moving, and the 
U. S. Steel sponsors put in such a lot of eye wash about 
being one big happy family, .the thousands who have always 
worked for u. S. Steel, that I shall make it a point to 
examine the stuff even more carefully the next time I hear 
the program^ ...it is so flat-footed, .-their propaganda for 
making that*vast concern of such dubious antecedents.

For the first time in months, I heard both ^owell Thomas and 
Rd. Worrow tonight. I liked the detailed account of «*udge Street*s 
comments on the basket ball scandal, and I liked what Rd. Morrow 
had to say about responsibility resting primarily on the shoulders 
of college administrators, rich alumni, coaches, etc., who 
bid under the counter for brawn, regardless of brains, if any.
I know nothing about organized gambling on college sports, but 
even in this remote region, I hear local residents every week 
betting among themselves as to which of the various teams will win, 
and getting it a little finer, betting on the number of points 
this or that team will makelfs wonderful to me how many 
people there are who seem fascinated by the chance to making a few 
dollars by guessing on something or othexBut as I can*t fathom 
the sen'sation, I shall now content myself to resume turning 
through t'laisir de France and then call it a day...a happy day, 
thanks to the post.....

.

t u ,  H * *
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Tuesday, November 20th, 1951.

Memorandums .
Mow nice to find your Wednesday letter in today*s post.
1 fcadn*t realized before that you were taking a"vacationH 

at this time. Some vaction, if you don*t mind.
But it is heartening to know the job was undertaken on 

schedule, — I had thought you might have found the schedule 
pushed back, as so often happens, as I recall, in Manhattan, 
for such undertakings. But with things going full blast on 
Wednesday, I am hoping everything by way of paint pots was out 
of the place before the week end and that even the odor of fresh 
paint somewhat evaporated.

lour description of the color being used to set off 
your Southern scenes sounds gay enough and by now, when everything 
is back in order, I am sure it looks as pretty as can be, and 
I shall continue to "hold the thought** until asurance is forth
coming that you didn*t work yourself completely down before it was 
time to head back for the office.

I am hoping Robina was able to get the package of papers off 
to you promptly• At her first reference to them, 1 respond 
by return mail, asking her to mail them to you direct, and I am 
hoping they may have come to your true hand while your "vacation" 
was still in force, since the physical exhaustion that was bound 
to be flattening you out by the week end may have been so contrived 
as to provide you momentary escape into an atmospher less 
tinctured with the odor of wet paint, even though, for the life of 
me, I can't recall what the stuff Robina was sending might have 
contained? If it is early-early pages, I suppose it is more or 
less catalogue material, possibly written at a time when Manhattan 
contacts were more or less exclusivelydirected to Hadine. If they 
cover later years, a lot of the pages may be tiresom details about 
Hatches places and people which were jotted down more with a 
view as being used subsequently as an "aide-memoire" than anything 
else*As you have no doubted discovered for yourself, and long ere this, 
the whole business is pretty dull going, and if circumstances 

prevent you from ever getting into any of it, you will probably 
have lostnothing by way of entertainment, and by skipping the 
whole thing, will have provided yourself with time for much better 
and more profitable entertainment.
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I'm holding out ^amsey letter ior address.

The ice on St. Giggin's surface was still an inch thiak 
this morning. The warm breezes from the ^ulf failed to 
develops during the night, but we are promised them again this 
evening. Paradoxically enough today’s waather chart, as 
read by the Shreveport bureau indicated that as of 5 a.m. today, 
blustering, bitter ofod Montana was warmer than Louisiana, which, 
of course, makes no sense at all#

Sy some miracle, * got my reading machine, apparently in ' 
perfect order, backaagain today. »rs. Coombs droge out with 
it, dropping in to see me for a few minutes before going on 
to call on Madam Regard who spent the day alone, what with Celeste 
having gon to Alexnadria for some Christmas shopping. It is 
remarkable that %s. Coombs is able to walk this stage of the 
game, and although she does so with some sedateness, she manages 
pretty well. .Naturally she couldn’t manage the reading machine, 
but that didn't matter, for the meehanie who rigged it up in 
town placed it in her car for her, and 1 removed it on her 
arrival.

There seemed to be a mightly lot of scuffling going on 
in back of the big house today, __what with engineers down from 

vShreVeport to install iron from the water. The whole system was 
cut off all day and was turned on again only after dark tonight.
The net result so far as I am concerned is the fact that 
my beard seems about a mile long, since I lacked soap suds to 
work on the thing before supper.

3, am glad to say that my secretary confided in me tonight 
that he is leaving this week end and has been casting about 
trying to find somebody who can read for me. That, as you 
know, is an uphill job in these parts, but he things he has 
a possibility and will "bring him along tomorrow night. Heed 
I add that ;Ln the mean time, I shall be "holding that thought" madly.

I had some rather nice pilgrims from Kansas City today but
*they didn't volonteer their names and I didn't inquiret I am 
already so far behind in the gardening section 1 haven’t had anybody 
enter their names in guest book for months

Going back to the return of the reading machine, I need scarcely
mention that as soon as I had it rigged up again, the first record
I «ut on was that of. Senor Caballero* It certainly hadn't 
been many days since I had been without the machine, but-it 
seemed life years * had been denied the joys of your gift, and it 
was so good to hear the Struass numbers come tinkling forth once 
more. So things /turn and i am happy tonight b cause of today's 
letter a w  yesterday's ^laisir..•..*

Wednesday, .November 21st, 1951.

Memorandum:
The warm weather came back, making shirt sleeve 

operations in the gardening departmentalmost too warm*
What with the sun rising at about 6:30 these days, I 

bestirred myself at 4:30, thinking I would do a bit of 
studying through the medium of the reading machine, but 
discovered the thing wouldn't even light up its tubes. At f
breakfast time, I got the clerk to examine the thing and 
he found the fuse had blown out. Fortunately there was 
an extra one attached to the machine, and so it now turns 
along merrily. 1 never realized before such small fuses 
were made, for this one isn t more than an inch and a .half long 
and is as big or little arofcnd as, say, half the diameter of 
a penfiifcm Carolyn's letter, I take it she still has in mind 
to go ahead on the articles, -‘-pictures for the Post, written 
stuff for the Header's Digest, which is alright for me. The 
dates she suggests for passing this way aren't bad, although 
week-ends aren't too good. Once we hav made this week 'end of Henrys 
and next week end of Betty Begards, then mere pilgtos ought to be 
pretty easily managed* As fox Mr. Breux and Peter, I fear 
they will have departed by this coming Monday, but I reckon 
I shall be able to round up the Lark Luke or some such as a 
substitute. As for the mulatto section, I shall perhaps be able 
to get our Arenbourg neighbors, the Llorenz family representing 
three generations, and as they represent a dozen branches of 
the Marie Therese-Thomas Metoyer progenitors, they ought to 
block in very neatly whatever eaptions may seem suitable for*? 
their likenesses. . £ ~

We talked of Parish politics at supper tonight. The .h 
opt really hasn't started boiling much, what with elections* 
still in the January offing, but the aspirants to office are 
beginning to beat the bushes a bit here and there* I don't 
know if there are more than two candidates for Sheriff or not, 
but I know Sheriff Morris is running for re-election and / 
his chief deputy of the past 8 years, Will Black, also has 
his hat in the ring. Hone of the people of color, negro or 
mulatto, save one rather affluent mulatto who apes the whites in 
all things, has or have any love for either candidafe,- and 
since the hill billy vote might elect either candi^be if 
the colored folks don't select what is "6 of one and half a dozen 
of the other", it wi,ll be interesting to conptare the.fnumber of 
ballots cast~with; t^e numb r of votes for Sheriff tfrat will be 
cast*
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I was rather touched today when Peter brought me 
a message from Mr. Breux this evening plotting me know he 
wouldn t make it tonight but would be sure to pass this 
way early-early before mail time. Naturally that was 
not unusual, but just before he went on his way, Peters^id 
he wanted to tell me something perhaps Mr. -̂ reux wouldn t want 
him to repeat, but that hethad told *eter today that the only 
reason he felt bad about leaving Meixose was because he 

wouldn t be here to help me any more with the mail and 
that h8 was trying hard to Hstudy up somebody what could".

Da$t week Melrose lost one of its stalwart youths, 
perhaps around 18 or 20 years old. His name is Buck and 
has never been off the plantation, I believe, and doesn't 
probably know in what state lelrose might be situated, for 
he has never been to school and is rather on the dull side, although 
an active person in physical labor. A little old traveling 
circus had a tent show in the yard of the local honkey-tonk, and 
when they got ready to pull out, ^uck, then a bit high, mentioned 
to somebody he thought he would go with the hill bilies operating 
the outfit. There next stand fur a week^ showing was said 
to be in Arkansas and then they stated they were returning 
to this area to pass the winter on the following Monday.
Well, Mongay has GOme and gone and not traveling circus has 
returned, and not a peep has been heard from or about Buck.
*t seems, unbeliseeable in this year of grace that anyone twenty 
years old could actually get lost, but what with lots of 
Melroses scattered around the country and Buck probably frightened 
pink at the thought of a policeman or bereft of Any idea that 
there might be agencies that could assist him in setting his 
feet on the right track, I suppose it is actually possible 
that the boy, plo matter how much he might want to get back, might 
never see home again Ikhave always thought of peonage as something 
of a strictly agricultural product, but I reckon in the present 
instance it might well come to the surface in the tent of 
this little old fligh-by-night street fair.

And that ought to put me in precisely the right mood to 
do a bit o6f reading from some Russian novel wherein most 
of the chief characters are forever doing something that seems 
to make little or no sense. And that reminds me I have 
stacks of cartons of books occupying the bench on the front 
gallery, including the short stories of Anton Chekov, --a 
pretty good selection, I believe, including "Darling# and 
"The Confession" which, although dealing with somewhat 
off center people, are nevertheless gay to a degree. X 
must read' "The Confession" again, it seems to be such a good 
satire for having been written around 1900, in razzing 
that segement of the law or legal profession that so neatly 
makes a tight case, including the confessions of a murder, —  
only to have the victim turn upquite alive and be-fuddled by 
all the fuss. A w

Thursday, November 22nd, 1951.

Memorandums
I hope it has been a good Thanksgiving Day for you.
It was the happiest one D can remember, the weather 

so balmy, the dinner so pleasant, the pilgrims and friends 
so delihgtful.

I saw none of the Henrys until after Dr. Knipmeyer's 
departure at 11:30 when briefly 1 got tangled up with some 
pleasant Dallas people and when saying Goodbye to them, saw 
the General heading toward Yucca. We did a little round of 
the garden together, during whieh he told me he and his 
wife expected to spend Christmas at Memphis, and so we 
dropped by Meir0se and I gave him the Melrose enlargement which 
you had had made for him. &e was enormously pleased and 
plans to have it framed under a white mat, the frame to be 
of black, which really will look quite grand. May I again 
say thanks on my part, and send along his t anks, too.

I didn*t see the wife and Joe and Juanita until reaching 
the dining room, and as the S. G.'s departed right after dinner, 
my contact with the wife was exceedingly brief, and doubly so, 
since she sat at the far end of the table accommodating 14.

Anticipating Mrs, Bowman and her party at 3, I 
wasn't surprised to hear a lady's b voice at ten minutes before, 
but was quite taken a-back when the visitor turned out to be 
the lady doctor. She and Don had dined at Magnolia and 
she pleaded for*an opportunity to take a short nap while 
Don and some of the Magnolians went horseback riding. As 
soon as they had departed, she "napped" by heading up the road 
to Meiiose to get caught up on a bit of over due conversation.
I thought she looked well. She spoke with enthusiasm over 
the rural sections of Mexico and said she was thinking of 
flying to Boston for Christmas, and that was about all we 
covered before the Bowman party arrived

It seems Don is planning to spend the Winter going to 
school in Houston, studying some kind of decorating stuff, 
and the lady doctor has invited some girl contemplating 

a series of lectures on the Dance at the college to stay with her 
during his absence. She might get a rest with *on gone, for he 
hops about like a grasshopper. *
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The Bowman party were very pleasant and perhaps from 
Blythe, J&rs. Bowmanhad heard of the memorial plates. She 
asked if she drove up this way on Sunday, she might have four 
dozen. JSaturally the reply was a prompt negative, for after all,
1 have no idea when the things will he here and as for 
four dozen, that figure is simply astonomioal.

The day's mail wasn't much hut it was good to 
hear from The Shadows. I can't understand how I received 
a response on Thursday to a letter posted to ^ew Iheria on Monday, 
hut 1 am not complaining about the promptness.

As for Miss -^elite's letter, there is something heroic 
the way she keeps her banners flying in spite of all 
her handicaps. That Susie should suddenly fly off to Miami 
isn t surprising, — considering Susie, Everyone who knows Susie 
has°told me she is the opposite of Miss Nellie, and I suppose 
the Florida jaunt is a case in point, for one can scarcely picture 
Miss Nellie heading off for a round in South Florida if Susie 
were' staggering around under such difficulties.

I'm sorry for that whole set up and am glad to take .pen 
in hand with a measure of regularity for I am sure letters must 
mean much to the poor lady, and I must say I think her 
Natchez friends could do a little Better by her,Gome to 
think of it, everybody in ^atchez where the whole populace seems 
to suffer from writer s crampf recalls to mind one of the Ghekov 
short stories, — The Husk, werein a Piofessor plays out his 
life, surrounded by trappings of goulashes, umbrella, and 
all the domestic paraphanalia that tend to keep him cut off 
from the usual human contacts, even as corn on the cob is 
cut off from the outside world by the husk enshrouding it. And 
at the endjof the story, you may recall, the author asks if 
there aren't scads of people who through social propensities 
and similar time-taking devices,x m l out themselve off just as
completely from humanity, — their varied assortment of tricks being 
simple parodies on the physical tramppings employed by the 
Professor, — and my answer is in the affirmative, and especially 
in the Adams C0unty area,

I'm wondering why Miss Hellie doesn't use her typewriter 
any more, ■‘■t appears to be so difficult for her to write 
long hand, I should imagine typing couldn't be more difficult, 
and so far as the readers are concerned, it would certainly 
save a lot of wear and tear on the imagination

Well, so much for this sitting. I shall be so interested 
to learn how your day turned out. Inevitably I suppose, it 
whs one devoted to others, but perhaps ^hursd&y's attentions will 
give you a break for a slice of solitude for the week end, I hope...

" /
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Priday, November 23rd, 1951<

Memorandum!
■ ■j ; - . . * ' -v - , ‘ •' ■■ ■ ■

Summer continues and I like it, although we are 
dry enough to stand lots of water, and when the rains come, I reckon 
we shall have an abundance.

Dr. Patton of the University of Uorth Carolina came to see me 
today. He brought greetings from Dr. Hamilton, formerly head 
of the archives, and said Hr. Hamilton had spoken to him of me 
and that Miss Cammie had once mentioned that l kept a Journal.
He said the University of B0rth Carolina would be interested in 
acquiring it or any portion of it * would care to p rt with 
at the present time. It would be preserved in fire proof 
valuts, - only you know it would probably require several, —  
and that in the event 1 care to Have it sealed for a specified numbef 
of years, my wishes would be carried out to the letter, in case 
I care to dispose of it to the University.

I took the opportunity to set forth my position on a 
number of points and said that while the present political staus 
in Louisiana made State Archives a little uncertain, I inclined 
toward the belief that subject matter written in Louisiana about 
Louisiana, under,normal circumstances, seemingly ought to 
remain in Louisiana. I told him quite frankly I resented the 
efforts on the part of Louisiana universities to try ransacking 
the Melrose library, and told him why. I showed him the Library, but 
did not show him the scrapbooks. He asked if it would be indelicate 
if he asked to see a week of any year of my Journal. 1 told him 
I sent it out of Louisiana every day and that it would be held 
intact in ^ew -̂oxk until whatever final disposition were decided upon

I dropped the matter there, although Dr. Patton returned to 
it again, asking that I would consider the matter in the weeks ahead 
and urged me to give favorable and sympathetci consideration to 
the diversity of L0rth Carolina. It seems to me advantageous 
to let the University fish for the Journal, for in so doing, it 
may keep them from approaching the Estate regarding the Library.

Joe ^enry had brought Dr. Patton to me, and when our conference 
was over, I accompanied him to his car where I found Mrs. Patton 
waiting, a very charming lady. I invited her to make a little 
tour of the place and she seemed delighted. In saying goodbye I 
told her to make her husband bring! her along the next 
time he stopped his car at the gate, and we all laughed and 
parted on a friendly key. And may Dr. Patton keep! on fishing for 
the diary and hold fe up his heavy artillery on the library.
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The weather was so fine I made the most of it in the 
gardening department, up the road this morning, down the road this 
evening. There must have been quite a soeial doings across the 
fence in Juanita's honor this afternoon, for I noticed 8 or 10 
cars stationed yonder and at the big house our supper was a bachelor’s 
business. I was glad to sit for half an hour fter supper to 
talk, with Joe, for his liberal ideas are interesting and his 
affection for ^elrose are always heartening. He and Juanita will 
return to Texas on the morrow.

I was interested in the Rd. borrow broadcast tonight, 
giving considerable space to an analysis of the Hungarian press 
and all the ballyhoo going on behind the iron curtain about cotton 
picking in hungry, — 1 certainly didn t know Hungry raised cotton, - 
and how people in ^ungry had always pieked about 40 pounds a day 
until some Russian' experts came to show the peasants how cotton could 
be picked with two hands, and one hundred pounds a day could be 
gathered in a day by an individual who in 10 days could thus get rich 
by recefciving #27.00 for the 1,000 pounds thus gathered. The 
Soviet pr^ss was so magnaimous as to say that if America behaved, 
in due time Russia would eventually sent experts to the United 
States to impart the eoret of their cotton picking art to the down trodden 
American peasants. I thought Mr. borrow could have made his broadcast 
more effective by giving an idea to residents of non-cotton areas 
some idea of .what said down trodden American peasants pick, as opposed 
to their luckier confreres in the same business behind the Iron Curtain. 
Cotton picking, of course, like everything else, is accomplished with 
greater adroiutness by some than by others. .Locally anybody 
picks something more than 100 pounds a day, and several much, much more 
than that. Little Willie (Remo) usually tosses of about 550 pounds 
per day. With the experts developed by Russian training receiving 
#27.00 for their 10 days of labor and people like Little «ille being 
paid something like around #165000 to #175.00 for his 10 days of labor, 
it must be admitted it is kind of the Russians to offer, "if we ae good", 
to come over and let us share in the vast advantages ifehey are enjoying. •»

And speaking of the Tx0n Curtain doings, I can't believe anything 
very positive is going to come out of the present conferences in Korea 
regarding an amastice. At best ,the thing is a stall, and perhaps 
it is worth our while to bid for time to make preparations for the 
big bang that will come later unless the Kremlin boys suddenly experience 
a change of heart, which doesn't seem to likely I am inclined to 
think the world press services-would be rendering greater ervice 
is they merely presented the sutff as tomfoolery which only b, a miracle 
might eventuale into something.

And so Thanksgiving week approaches its close. *d>w nice if you can 
grab a handful of solitude between now and Monday...
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Sunday, November 25th, 1951.

* * ? ... ?

Memorandum:
In these parts, it has been such a pleasant, warm, quiet 

week end, I find myself hoping like elements obtained in 
your own neighborhood.

Tonight a pin point rain is hanging in the air, but 
large blocks of partially veiled stars glimmer faintly off 
to the Horth, so 1 take it our rain is only a heavy ndewB, 
and I can readily believe the forecast that tomorrow 

will be fair.
My secretary turned up with his somewhat vain 

selection for his replacement. It is Punkin as he is 
popularly known,name, L regret to say that somehow suggest 
a pumpkin and whose first impression, mentally, suggests the 
hollowness of that fine vegetable. Actually he is Fugabou's 
eldest offspring and I know not if he can read of not, —  
a subject that really seems to be of major importance to me 
in filling the propsective part left vacant by Brew.

In ancipation of nervousness on the part of any one Mr. 
Brew might bring, what with having to read something before 
such a critical audience as the ex-seetretary and I would form, 
I had cooked up an extra letter, enclosed it in an envelope, 
and when the two' young gentlemen arrived, I gave the new
comer one letter to glance over in advance while Mr. Brew 
and I were doing the other stuff, thinking the opportunity 
t us afforded would enable the youth to acquaint himself 

with the contents of the communication before he began reading 
five minutes later.

The letter he explored as we read was comparatively brief. 
It ran:
"Lear Sir*

Thank you for your Oder of November 1st,
We shall ship this order today and hope it will 

•reach you soon.
Yours very trulg, 

etc.

M . Q  .uhS ___- ~  ■ :iN
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* Whenthe time came lor the new secretary to do his 
stuff he went at it somewhat timidly. He knew all the 
words except "thank, order, ship, today hope and soon .

Yon may readily appreciate my somewhat dubious leelings 
as to the qualifications ol this accomplished young man, hut 
I could it a triumph to have somebody knowing his 
alphabet, and perhaps X shall be able to teach him to read 
a*lew things, and in the mean time, I shall continue casting 
about in hopes ol linding another whose familiarilty with 
words covers an even wider range than the new incumbent*

Tonight's radio news speaks ol some train wreck in Alabama 
and mentions-a **r. and ^rs. Buckmaster ol Hatches as 

« among the injured. II memory serves, there is but one lamily 
in ^atc^iez by that name, - and the daughter married Mary 
lambdin s elder son. I suppose we shall hear something on this 
score Horn correspondents or passing pilgrims, but none Irom 
Hatchez will proba ly take pen in hand to spread the bad 
news*

v t *

The pilgrims business lor the week-end seems to have been 
rather lighter than 1 had expected, ^erhaps everybody is 
"staying put", awaiting much road-running this next week end 
when the Irolic ol turning on the lights in town will be 
the great magnet dawing people Irom all around*

I skimmed through a portion ol a book by Cowell Tho as,Jr., 
last night. It is entitled "Out ol Thi?s World", and has 
to do with the journey the Thomases, lather and-son, made 
to Tibet a year or so ago, when Lowell , senior, got into 
some kind ol a leg Iracture or some such. 1 remeber the 
radio talking about it at the time, but as I didn t get 
regular news oasts on the Thomas program at the time, the 
whole business remained a little vague in my mind.

I lind the present volume a pretty sorry piece ol business, 
so lar as book making goes, with the padding so poorly inserted 

into the text that it seems to stickkout like a sore thumb 
every time it is resorted to, — and that is frequent. The 
volume is published by Greystone Press, - whatever Greystone Press 
may be. But no glory to the press or the aut or is relleoted 
by this ellort by the son ol a prominent lather. P never 
read a book by Lowell Thomas, Sr., but I assume he might do 
better than his oilspring, and itttherefore seems a pity th-t 
while his leg was mending he didn t give sonny-boy a hand.

Pilgrims Irom Alberta Province ol Canada passed this way at 
5 this evening, it was already hall dark, bbut they were nice people
and I was enchanted to give them a shadowy go-round.....

,U*Mi 'I I fa
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Monday, Hovember 2|pth, 1951.

Memorandum:
t '

The pin point moisture of last night never did really 
get to going beyond just that degree so that gardening 

could be undertaken with lull vigor today without any mud 
to impede operations.

i wish I might be able to say as much about pilgrims*
01 the enclosures,'it is good to hear Irom Iriend Postell 

and to learn what he is doing, although, to tell you the truch,
I am a little vague about the contents ol his letter as 
I waded through it by the hardest, having discovered that 
my secretary doesn*t know all the letters in the alphabet which 
compliabtes thisngs a little as he spells out each owrd. I 
lough in mjr beard, lor it reminds me ol Dr. Overdyle reading 
French which he doesn't know Irom transcripts ol old French 
he made from writing he couldn't read. To repeat mysell 
lor the billionth time; - "You don't have to be but it helps 
out a lot if you are........."

And apparently the writer of another letter in today1s post 
is in the latter oategory of the wacky, what with her 
request to visit Melrose on "Saturday, Hovember 28th". My 
impulse is to" write and say that will be entirely satisfactory, 
"Saturday, Hovember 28th", therebye giving both her and me 
several years to brace ourselves against the time when 
some Hovember 2&th actually falls on a* Saturday, — several years 
hence, I suppose.

Irving Knox who takes care ol publicity for the 
local Bural Electrification Administration dropped in to 
dinner today. There were two or three other guests and I 
asked Prving to have coffee with me in the library after the 
others had departed, I wanted to pass along an idea to him 
to sell both to the B. E. A. and the Parrish lathers.
He liked it much. The point ol my vast inspiration is 
just this; "There ought to be a Cane ^iver Festival Trail, or 
some such. What with people converging on Hatchitoches 
from all over the Gulf! States* area during the.lour weeks 
in December to see the electrical displays on the river bank 
at Natchitoches, — and Hatchitoches is supplied by local 
electric power, - that is a corporation having nothing to do with 
B. E. A . ,  the latter organisation, with J. Uenry as
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President*, ought to go outside the city fathers and 
persuade the Parrish politicians that appropriate 
eleotrioal displays should he stationed at vantage 
points all along ^ane ^iver where their reflections on the 
surface of the water would appear to advantage. The 
illuminations might start at Grand .Score some miles above 
Hatohitoches, and continue below the city, following 
the river road along through Bermuda, Melrose and Magnolia.
In town the electrical sets seem to be hap-hazard sort of 
sets, - enormous flowers, a big heart and so on# My 
idea would be to mate the rural sets suggestive*of 
the commodities of the Parrish, , cotton bowls, pecanes, 
etc., not to mention sets tha would be symbolic of 
some of its more unique history, such as an Indian in 
electric lights at Bayou Hatches, the outlines of a fort at 
Bermuda where the former Porst St* Charles was situated, 
perhaps a big Cross at the bend of the riger near St.
Augustin's ^huroh and so on, with the ̂ possibility of 
a huge illuminated booh just opposite Melrose. I also 
underlined the idea of setting up a huge four digit 
number at the main approaches of Hatchitoches, - and 
as you have already guessed, these digits would be 1714.
After all, low numbers in automobiles always seem to have been 
greatly prized and why shouldn't Hatchtioches oapitolize 
on having the lowest number of:any community in the state 
from point of view of founding-date.' I think just the 
numbers, - one seven one four should be the only thing 
in that particular set or sets, and if ..anybody didn't know 
what they signified, and most people wouldn't know,-then they 
would inquire if it was some new soft drink, and on finding 
out it wasn't, they might have one faot of hatohitoches 
history emblazoned on their minds. What do you think of 
all such businesss. j

Personally, I'm not much in favor of electric signs and 
even the Eiffel Tower when decked out in electric arabseques 
with or without the name of Citroen had something about it 
that was just a little, albeit vaguely, of the Coney Island touch. 
■But electric illuminations without advertising but incorporating 
pleasant reminders of our Past which, after all, pre-supposes 
our Present, too, ••-•and these single sets, advantageously 
set to produce a maximum of decore at night, ..and limited in use 
for the four weeks of the festival period, might lend 
something attractive to the oounry roadsfceding4into the town.

\ * •"« j .  ’ ' ; * I  ■ f*  • v < v. ■ * ... : V  • *' i -  -* ; •'*' %J

Well, so much for that and I liked the Morrow broadcast 
from Kansas City tonight, indicating so clearly his favor for 
some kind of a Mir r our i River program, ““after the patter of

^ B u t  there are more cotton hulls k to claim my efforts 
on the morrow and I must fold.... . « *
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Tuesday, November 27th, 1951.

Memorandum:
It has been cool-cool all day with a mist prevading 

everything including onejs garments, and as I have jeen 
outside all day, I haven t been soaked at all, but I haven t 
been dry, either. And se a nice hot shower and a good - 
butaine jet at my back makes the conversation hour seem comfortable 
and as gay as a Currier and Ives "Homes for Christmas print.

’When the postman arrived this morning, it occured to me 
I had better dash off a line to the Editor of the Hatohitoches 
Times, outlining the Cane River estival Trail idea, as 
referred to in yesterday's Memo I had but five minutes to 
rip off the thing, which I did, and it must have been a 
mighty f rough communication, but I sent it along regardless.

I am particularly anxious to have a huge Cross placed 
at at least five places along the river£, should the idea ox 
electrical set-pieces be incorporated in plans for next year s 
festival. I dn't know why somebody in the 1920 s didn t 
conceive the idea of setting up huge crosses anyway near Church 
property to shine throughout the night for it seems to me 

that would have tkane the wind out of the sails of the 
Ku Klux Klan which in those days was forever burning firey crosses 
in Catholic communities. After all, if crosses had been set up 
and become intregal features on the landscape, the symbol of 

the Klan w:ould have been pretty much robbed of all its implica
tion. I b@live there are five Churches on the river bank between 
Berry and Hatchitoches, two Catholic and three Irote tant.
Down Magnolia way there is the negro Baptist church of at.
Andrew, then, moving Horth, comes the Catholic St. Augustin 
at Melrose, then three miles up the road the negro Baptist 
St. Mathew's, At Bermuda, opposite Beautofrt, is a catholic 
Chapel, whose name I don't know, and on the far bank of 
the river is the Baptist, St. haul’s. Then half way between 
Bermuda and town Is one Baptist Church they call the hazarene, or 
some such. My idea would be to have the Protestant Churches
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marked by a huge cross in yellow lights, and the Catholic Churches 
in red or blue so that the denominational differences would 
be apparant and, as in the case at Bermuda where two Churches 
stand on opposite sides of the river from each other, the 
similarity of design will be less apparant through the difference 
in coloring. Yicoa might draw a cross, too, but'' 1 would 
scarcely know what color electric lights it would draw, since 
it seems to incorporate something other than any limited 
denominational twist,

I am having quite an hilarious time with my new secretary.
I had supposed it would be slow going at first, what with 
each word having to be spelled out, but the process seems 
a little more complicated than that, - at least on two counts.
The youth .isn't able to differentiate between "Rw and V ,
"p" and "b" and so on, which calls for -quite a bit of imagination 
on ray part as the letters are spelled out. Then, too, it 
developss that while he doesnt stutter, he has some other 
weakness, impelling him to repeat, go back and repeat and then 
start all over again. • Here is a sample t "oar — ant 
ont...ntu....tua...ua or ue." That, of course, is the word 
continue, and if you try to unscramble every succeeding word thus 
spelled out, you may readily appreciate that to begin with 
I shall have to teach the. youth his alphabet and then do something 
about smoothing out his nervousness or whatever it is that 
brings for the constant repetitions. Like the propagando 
put out by the U. S. Army recruiting offices, "You are paid 
while you learn"..

In view of this particular aspect of Cane River erudition,
I am the more impressed when I hear about missionaries in 

the orient and teachers in Russia who are forever talking about 
the vast enthusiasm manifested by the peoples of the u. S. S. R 
and of Asia to learn how to read and write. Only last night 
I h ard some Church .official pleading for money to send ten 
thousand .teachers to India to teach but 3,750,00 people in a 
certain province how to master the art of reading and writing, - 
"people who are so anxious to learn", as was explained. I 

- think that is largely yee-wash, and even though it be true, 
the same organization, if they have any extra teachers left 
over, might do well to send them into this region, although '
I haven t seen a y signs of people wringing their hands about 
learning so much as the alphabet, and the ^ord knows the schools 
in this area aren‘t doing much with the c ildren,'

And using the word "Lord", reminds me of a prayer a 
preacher is said to have muttered to himself on every occasion 
just before mounting his pulpit, it ran thus:

"Lord, fill my mouth with sensible stuff,
And give me a nudge when I've said enough".
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Wednesday, November 28th, 1951.

Memorandum:
Coolweather with a pale sun made physical activity 

pleasant, - if one tossed off one1s jacket, — and I did.
The mail continues light, so light, in fact, that 

I couldn't even find a card in a package, sent by some 
Dallas music house, containing a slow playing record 
of exerpts from Hamlet, as spoken by Oliver, to the 
accompaniment of wonderfully appropriate music. I assume 
Daisie in the Dell may be responsible, although there 
have been so many people from,the Dallas area during 
the past few weeks, I shouldn t be surprised if any one 
of half a dozen different people deserve an acknowledgement.

More requests came for a tour on Saturday, 
indicating that there, must be plenty of people planning to 
converg on ^atchitochesfor the fireworks on Saturday 
night. I understand one or two of the major net works will 
broadcast particulars on Thursday night, and what with 
all the discontented people in the workd, dying for some 
excuse to get into the big road, I reckon Natchitoches 
will experience not only 'a traffic problem but a 
housing shortage as well. ’ I have no idea where 
people from as far afield as Houston, Oklahoma City,
Jackson, Mobile and New urleans park either their cars or 
their hips I supose many of them journey to Shreveport, 
Alexandria or Baton Rouge, following the frolic. All 
I hope is that Shreveport doesn't wind up at Melrose.

Telephone calls from the R. R. A. office, the Uatchitoches 
Times and .the Chamber of Commerce today indicated my 
letter regarding Parish decors for next year's festivities 

, struck a sympathetic note in some quarters, even before 
my letter had appeared in the press, — the latter 
scheduled for a couple of days hence, I believe. If a copy 
comes to hand, I shall send it along, as I did not make 

a carbon of the thing. It seems the town fathers are entranced 
with some of the suggestions, and the suggestion that big 
old electric digits, —  1714, to decorate the midnight sky 
on all approaches to the town delights everyone. There seemed 
a concerted wish that I should insert a phrase in my letter,
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recommending the 1714 sign should be made permanent, and 
contrived so as to shine all 12 months of the year instead 
of just one. I told them they could rig up the letter 
any way they pleased, and if they wanted to, they could leave 
it just as it is, composed in a tempest and posted in 
a turmoil the other morning.

It seems the idea of doing something about deaerating 
certain localities along the river appealed to some 
people, toof - and this in spite of the fact t̂ iat the 
letter hasn t appeared in print as yet. I don t know 
how the thing got into so many hands before going to press.
In any event, I learned from the Chamber of Go merce that 
already one private citizen on hearing of the suggestion 
regarding the setting up of huges crosses at each 
of the religious centers, immediately offered to 
bear the cost of erecting one each year for the festival 
season. If this keeps up, Cane Biver ought to be all 
a-glitter along al?out the holiday season of 1952. I 
wonder why I didn't be-stir my brain on this subject a 
little earlier in^the season so the whole business might 
have been accomplished this year. But what's the difference,—  
this year or next, — just so long as it serves some purpose.

I finished the dull Lowell xhomas, Jr., book about 
Tibet last night and came to the conclusion the t if 
the Chinese Communists take over that remote country, 
the inhabitants probably will find themselves no worse off 
than under their old regime, and possibly there might be 
hopes for a brighter future.lt seems that two thirds of 
all the land is owned by the'religious orders and the 
remaining third by a few powerful nobles, while the tax 
gatherer is requested to turn in so much money from a given 
area and anything extra he can extract can go into his 
own pocket. Since no outsiders are permitted to live 
in Tibet and the only college of medecine is primarily 
concerned with teaching prayers to the students who are 
supposed to use the Kinsey-Baker Bddy system, the 4 or 
5 million people who inhabitant that strange coun ry are 
probably lucky if they just drop dead and never get sick.
It*8 wonderful to think the feudal system can have survived down 
into the 20th century on such a broad scale, but I must say 
I can't*see that Communism or any other "ism" could 
make things much worse for the average person in such a 
political set up, and there might“be a chance that 
his condition would eventually be im roved, once the old order 
were broken.

The enclosures speak for themselves, including the Montespan one.

Thursday, November 29th, 1951.

Memorandurn:
The weather continues fair, but it was ten degrees lower 

than the forecast predicted, and so I am wondering if the 
lemon plant is "cooked", for it was 32 this morning and 
this afternoon along about 5, the leon was suggestive of some
thing flattenedout by a road roller.

Tonight X am convinced I am going to let up on 
trying to do as much gardening on days when the pilgrimage 
trade is heavy as when it is light, for I instinctively 
forge ahead to make up for lost time when I get rid of a 
batch, and naturally the garden flouishes, the pilgrims have x 
a lovely time and I feel like the- final curtain of Macbeth.

And speaking of the theatre, that reminds me of something 
you will like on that score. £r. and ^rs. McCook were here 
this afternoon. They are very kindbut the Lr. is dull 
enough. They spoke of being in Manhattan recently where,
Dr. ^cGook said, they have done much theatre going and that 
they had seen Joan of Arc.

*

"Ah, George Bernard Shaw's 0pusJ w I rejoined politely.
j  ‘ *  ■**

"I didn t iw notice who was playing the leading 
male role, must ask my wife the name of the actor, it 
probably was Shaw......but what we liked especially was
the girl who played the role of Joan... I don't remember her 
name, but she was very good." * |

I think even £. B, S. might have like that one.
There were some dullards from Illinois in the Afternoon 

and more from Oklahoma, and a flock of biddies from Bew 
Orleans t£is morning. There were also some people ;from 
town, - Carmen and Camilla Braezaele, - or however they spell 

their name. Miss Camilla, now ;97, knew the Madam for 50 
years, and attended her funeral. She now seems pretty hail 
and hearty but senile-dementia must be creeping up on her, 
for when we started on the tour, she said she believed she 

would remain*by the fire in the big house.
"If A s s  Cammie is here this morning", she said, "I'll 

stay and talk with her.
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exPlain0 d to her that % s s  Cammie didn t chance to be
in v,*11! ^orningt and Miss Carmen, her daughter squeezed my hand in appreciation. squeezed

JTrida^, November 30tht 1951.

You will enjoy little Migg Alberta^ letter which 
came toaay although it seems to have been a week or two
an4 e ? t : f  tolhe brought°mew? t bb9 ;;dit?r oi the Times *icayune, penned by little Miss Alberta, too. I shall.-tuck that in little Miss 
A. s letter, even though it didn t come from her true hand 

• ^J;Pra0y0* didn t clip the date accompanying
It letter’ but i1i m U3t Wednesday, November^8th 1951It seems like a good letter and s mething tells me that ’ #
it perhaps was "inspired" by another facile pen.
are omonli^Ohio ? o ra f 80Ba °f thS “0ld8* " s,loh as "8t °°P",

t  ^

, 'iJ05ldQrInS if the Hew ^ork papers have done any thine-
Johnny Bright case. Apparently the Coahoma pat>*sg
Loia would haVQ expatiated on the business. PJohny

Towflht Ha L « 6gr? G£ lleg® student of Brake University, Bes Moines
eneaeed ?n * ?fYe been an ace P1* * "  a*d when hiake was ’engaged m  a football game with Oklahoma A. M# ^olleee ofk ^ H I w a ber, ®^ilahom, a couple of weeks aeo one n-p fin v

s broke Johnny’Bright-s ja*/ L L e S°Ai°er ^for some kind of a statement from Oklahoma, but none was *
d o n f e r e M ^ f f  i n t e ^ o n ? ? 01' l? * ly w “ hdraw from the Missouri n?kl0:*!“??„“  inter-collegiate sports, and was follwed By some other college, whose name eludes me. I surmoe?e Oiri nVmm * .  
the thing was an ae oident, perhaps for all X know ?hat 8 their prize taokler, tackled Johnny Bright around the which would seem about the onlv wav out but^« i
=*„?+ ?,• I0r ths biS ^ots engaged in super-duDersport, _ so called. The least that might have done ? ohnnis

onnf^t88b^kâ ®8l®^P9dh*b8r e^as^s^n^oraf? Ih.8fS.tball ’
• W s s H r H ’ but^he ̂ as^tball ° scheduled * remains d °unt il °the °UI 88 ’ f°r 
fufu«^t Conference withdrawal, automatically ca^ceUed a U

?porJ, GOP*0sts between the two universities - - which, naturally, I add my fervent Amen. *

. *'Q11* so much for the lbcal whirl and what goes on
mildly a n ^ B t t i o i a i i 1®3.0?1^ 60 sP°^t3 - * h ' ^  lomaho.

to I

Memor andum:
J’ourty billions ’times wouldn't suffice to express the 

infinite feeling of joy that came to me this morning in 
'finding an envelope in a familiar hand. Just a little 
cloud of worry sat low on my mental horizon, fearing, as 
I did, that all your recent domestic undertakings might have 
proven too much when the day to day course of events ar© so full. 
But the sunshine of a familiar hand dispelled all the little 
mists with a single ray of assurance, and tonight I am 
as happy as a clam.

And Arenbourg is happy, too, for I passed that way 
this evening, having had an opportunity to explore a few 
pages of a flower catalogue earlier in the day, and so what 
with the birthday celebration in prospect, plus the added 
reminders from the catalogue, Arenbourg somehow took on that 
added gaiety that somehow automatically unfolds itself in any 
piece of ground when the imagination has started flowers, as 

yet unplatted, to bursting in imaginary blossoming with the 
most tremendous abandon.

It is so good to have glimpses of your holiday on the 
Island and to know that the green room turned out so nicely.
Well can I imagine how much you might have preferred 
wrestling with your own bird on Thursoay, for often such 
jaunts to work on the skeleton anothB has prepared turns out 

to be too costly in time devoted to unsympathetic souls, 
so that it has all the ear marks of being wasted. I 
am hoping some breaks in the week ends ahead may lend * 
a certain compensation for the Thursday absence.

I couldn* t help hut laugh at the imposing array of 
letters below 0 in the report card. Somet ing te^ls me 
February may see some alterations in status for the mind which 
probably is puzzled by much that goes along with an un
familiar language, and is likely to accompany a hrain that 
prefers movies above all when surrounded by almost everything^ 
else that, one wouldn’t be likely to find except on raze visits 
to a great metropolitan center. Perhaps education isn t 
the thing for the individual in question, and probably in 
the end, he will succeed materially where others concern themselves 
with the mental and spiritual business of life. It is so 
impossible to anticipate the future for success in the former.
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ty Thank you for sharing the palm tree clipping 
l express my astonishment at your news gather

e d  may I sâ
with me, and may 1 express my astonishment at your news gather
ing propensities, as indicated by your report of the death of 
Mrs. McVoy. How odd to have news from such a remote quarter 
giving particulars about which I knew nothing. fled Gaudier’
sister, and it was Red Gaudier who wrote the splenuftrthesis on 
the Red River Raft, - the only dissertation on that subject ex
tant, of which but three copies were ever brought forth, and 
we have one for our Arenbourg library*

Last night I had such a pleasant post reading concert, 
and rather a ong one, too, - including M e m  Lieher Peter 
Illyovitch, Wolfgang and a touch of Cabalfcero. Somehow it 
all went so nicely with the reading 1 had done earlier in the 
evening, or rather the re-reading from Dr. Schweitzer’s Philosophy 
of Civilization* I wonder if I remarked to youbefore about 
my enchantment with a -line of his, following his reference to 
the splendid pattern the 18th century s “Age of Enlightenment 
had formulated and how those splendid-aspirations had been 
knocked out by all the scuffling at the end of the 18th and 
the beginning of the 19th centuries. Here is the line:

"The French devolution was like a snowstorm, falling on 
trees-in full blossom”.

Lon*t you find that a lovely line, and evep though served up 
a second-time, as may possibly be the case, don t you still find 
it marvelous. 6

I like another comparison, too, from the same pen, when 
Dr. Schweitzer, in pseaking of the marvelous designs laid 
down by the 18th century Age of Enlightenment, remarked 
that what resulted in the unexpected havoc of Bonaparte was 
like unto a garden, wonderfully planned and prepared into 
which an intelligent but untrained mind had moved and 
ploughed up a section on which first rate vegetables sprang 
up» highly desireable as vegetables but thriving in ground 
prepared for other purposes and wholly at variance with the 
original true purpose for which the fields had been laid out.

Well, so much for that, and that isn t so much, but it is nice 
to go over the ground again with you. 6

Dr. Listener, •‘■resident of Southwestern college passed this 
way this afternoon, bringing me an elegant slab of cheese from 
the dairy of the college, *̂t was good to talke with him again 

and a little surprising to learn that our friend, Dr. Gharles Y. 
uannon. is in Lebanon, the ^oly Land, which seems a far piece from 
Salt -Lake City. — But none of this matters as stacked 

up again my happiness and that of Arenbourg, thanks to your 
grand letter. How wonderful is life, thanks to little Miss Lee.....
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Sundayt December Bnd, 1951*

Memorandum:
Only the calendar suggests winter. 

it has been so warm it has been pleasant keeping all 
and windows open, while sitting on the gallery, catless, has 
been just right. This seems like the advent of 
what with all the folliage brown from the wintry blasts of
early Hovember.

I am so glad for the town fathers that the weather was 
sooo-operative, too, for it certainly made the fireworks festival 
that much more pleasant all around, and as for “P ® 1** * 
alad X didn’t have to trapse through mud and cold in the endles^ 
tours which'-were the order of the day for this week end.

Pilgrims began descending upon us before tv,_
on Saturday morning and it was a hour after aark ba*°r® * 
last of them had departed. There was good reason for people 
coming from afar to work in the Jielrose business before 
the nieht festivities got under way in town. But 1 did think 
certain Alexandria people were a little out of order in jamming 
in on this week end when in reality they could probably °°”8 
almost any day of the year But we managed “  aXri|ht. and 
all I have to do now is to brace myself against fuesaay wnen 
their will be an official tour which will pioTazblyB“ a < L lar go- hundreds and a week from Tuesday when there will be a similar g 
round. By then the first trickle of the pre-holiday simails 
groups from further afield will start in, - and so the merry go
round whirls on*

The LQtty Regard ^ouragers came early Saturday morning, 
and so Celeste had them to entertain until today. They 
are most sympathetic people and I was enchanted to take ti. 
out from my pilgrims to entertain them at Yucca f r a 
pleasant hour. We sat on the back gallery and what with 
the windows'and doors open, it was very pleasant to near the 
Caballero tinklings pleasantly modulated, xrom m-doors.

I had my supper a couple of hours later than ufual ^ast
night, and somehow was so sleepy af .t0f  f  keenmuch Saturday night reading accomplished, hut that will *.e p.
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naturally X didn't get any mail attended to, and the 
result is that I face Monday with quite a tew letters tucked 
away in my armoir. ■‘■'m so glad your letter came the day before, 
since its presence brought me so mucjp. happiness, being 

thus assured that things were going along alright, and 
even though Arenbourg had to be neglected Saturday, I 
still could let my mind wander in that direction, formulating 
birthday plans, while rattling off stuff to dolt-ish 
Melrose pilgrims. What with the weather so mild tonight,
I am eagerly awaiting tomorrow's dawn so X may "up and 
away" before the sun gets above the horizon.

There was a cocktail hour just before dining across the 
fence this noon. There were some rather pleasant people 
present, including a Senator or two and some lesser fry.
But just as dinner was about to be served, pilgrims from 
Jefferson, Texas, arrived. x knew them from previous visits, 
and so 1 had to sqeeze them in hurriedly# have been
here twice before and each time have succeeded in arriving 
just at the dinner hour. Perhaps there is method in their 
madness, but they seem too civilized for that. Today, in 
greeting them, even before saying Howdyf I said I wanted to 
know just one thing: - **Do people in Texas eat a mid
day meal, and if so at what hour,"

In my last letter X intended thinking you for letting me 
know about the ifid borrow show, - the T. V. number, for even 
though it isn't doing either of us any good under present 
circumsta ces, it is pleasant to know that some^such business 
is going on and we can always "hold the thought11 it will eventuall 
get on to the old fashioned net work of voice instead of the 
new fangled vision department.

Among the politicians, when talking on the matter of 
Presidential candidates came up for an airing, somebody made 
a profound remark. J. n. was speaking of his hopes Senator 
Taft would receive the Republican nomination, for he has long- 
been a fervent Tafts admirer. One of the politicians observed, 
in response, that he thought if nominated, imaxtax General 
Hisenhouer would be elected, - and this is the point, - "the 
Republicans had better nominate the Geneal, for if they should 
fail to do so, the Democrats might selected the man the 
Republicans rejected, and then the Democrats would win hands down.

I am sorry about the dullness of this letter. Perhaps 
I shall catch my breath between this and tomorrow night's
sitting and do a little better. But tired though X be,'I am 
withal happy to know that all goes well, thanks to your lovely 
lerter for me and ^renbourg....
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Monday, December 3rd, 1951.

Memorandum:
A pleasant drizzle for the greater part of the day, with 

the weather continuing warm, and tonight a pleasant new moon drifts 
through a warm, cloudless Western sky.

I'm hoping we may have lots of sunshine on the morrow when 
the hordes of sight-seers arrive from town. After all, 
mud isn't too happy a medium fora touring foundation, and 
it is always so messy when half the garden ends up iB my living 
room in the form of a different type of floor covering.

Before this late date, X had intended referring to your 
reference to Robina's inquiry as to how you wanted the manuscript, - 
in small packages, or one big one. This would seem to suggest
there is quite a lot of the stuff,  it's so odd 1 can't recall
any of the details, .-but whatever the tonnage, I hope it doesn’t 

weight you down too' much on its arrival at 908.
I feel bound 'to mention, too, that in running through the 

thing, you will, I hope, inconvenience yourself not at all in 
making- notes, and if jottings are considered worthy 2s of greater 
clarification, - or rather if the jottings have to do with 
stuff that may require so e elucidation I shall be glad to 
cooperate where ever memory serves. So far as I am con
cerned, the wading through of the stuff demands no immediate 
consideration. After all, we will not be making use of any of it 
this year or next, and if y0u d n't get around to examine any of 
the pages for the next twelth month, it will make no difference at 
all. I mention this especially at this season when everybody in 
urban centers is probably bogged down with pre-holiday activities, 
and I am hoping with all my heart that you are putting your 
own good health and conservation of strength first and fore
most, and that you will never burn midnight oil on such a hodge
podge as the stuff you are getting Rohi from R obina when 
there is an opportunity to get a bit of rest and relaxation instead.

Rat and Ben returned sometime last night from Baton Rouge 
where they attended Saturday's football game. They brought one

>
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of Bat1 s'sc ormer classmates with them. He remained today and 
» cams to visit me after dinner. His home is in,Winn Parish 

not far from the Long extremely modest homestad is situated.
It was interesting to hear his thoughts on the Long family 
^e thinks some of the Pongs will he dabbling in polities for 
generations to come but that probably none of them will 
be possessed of Huey’s political astuteness and his outrageousness 
in blackmailing people into giving way to every whim. That 
certainly is to be hoped, - so far, at least, as the prospect 
that none of them may be so scandalous as Huey P. It seems 
one of Huey’s and Harle’s nephews, _ not %ssfl,#but a 
cousin of his, graduated from Law School sometime back. Ben’s 
brother knew him both in Baton ^ouge and in' Washington where 
the Long youth, — I ’ve forgotten his first name, is currently 
employed as an assistant ^  one or another of the Senatorial 
investigations. It is generally understood the youth has 
a remarkably smart mind butis so crooked, he has to be watched with 
an eagle eye. Berhaps he will be the next Long to step into 
Huey s sh0es, I hope not. '

Ihe seasonal shifting about from house to house on the 
plantation is under full swing. Four or five families have 
already changed about, and the Lark Luke is now occupying 
the house almost across the road from the little cabin we visited 
sitting up on the point by the spillway.

I understand that Mitchell, the Axe, who may have been 
mentioned in some of the earlier Journals, is returning to 
Melrose, after a year’s absence on % plantation somewhere 
up Bermuda way. He is the most gifted person with an axe I ever 
knew and perfhaps one of the biggest rogues; I often wonder 
why J. *. lets such people return to the place, once they have 
departed, but I reckon he knows what he is doing, and it must be 
said from a financial point of view, he undoubtedly made 
his planting a vast success. I reckon I myself would prefer 
less f naneial return and a more harmonious group of families 
on th^ place, but the latter consideration would cut no ice in

™;MlV £ n8,ideraJi0?* 1 have an idQa that from an athdcal viewpoir it would be incumbent upon the planter to husband harmony among
* bUt 1 !?ciLOn ethiGS ousts a might small figure in plantation operations generally^

q + if*16 teils rae Le saw theBands at the fireworks in town
ni«ht. It seams they passed this way just before dark, but 

fiuains me so bogged down in pilg ims, they gave up hopes and
TS? h ° n up t^e.road> wh cil just good sense, for, frankly 
I had no wish to go to town after such a hurly-burly £ut now
I hurly-burly through a bath, and so to bed.;..

Tuesday, Leeember Xth, 1951.

Memorandum:
One of the finest days I can remember for this 

time of year,'delightfully balmy without being too hot, 
and torrents of bright sunshine without a cloud on 
the horizon. At 7 o’clock tonight there was a delicious half 
moon but now at 9 o’clock, there is much thunder with 
accompanying flashes and the cloud coverage is complete.

The in-comping mail was fairly heavy, but so was 
the pilgrimage traffic, and the only letter I got to was 
one that could be put in all "mains", - the one enclosed, 
which seems to be much along the usual lines.

As for the pilgrims, they can in rather smaller numbers 
than I had anticipated and T was equally surprised so many 
of them had sense and even interest. I was particularly 
glad to have a lady from Wisconsin who had never been 
South before. This was her her first sight of a 
plantation and she was altogether charmed

There was a Shreveport number, - the young matron type, - 
who asked if this had been the former home of Mrs. ^enk.
I allowed as how it was, and she said we should therefore 
be able to speak of her preant home in Shreveport which 
she had visited. 1 told her she might speak with 
authority about the place, since she had been there, but 
I couldn t since I never had. She was so puzzled by 
that statement, she asked me over and over again how it 
was I had never been there. Somehow it never seemed to 
occur to her that an absence of volition on my part 
might be a contributing factor.

And speaking of Shrev port, isn't it odd, in view of 
the correspondence you, Hobina and I have had on the matter 
of the Journal lately that la bag should have brought up 
the matter Just at this point. Oan you imagine her wanting 
a copy of it. fortunately she would never read a line if 
she had a dozen copies, but she might get an eye-opener if 
sheexplored it on some pages.

The stuttering secretary arrived Just as the tour was 
going full tilt and he accordingly Just faded out of the picture. 
I reckon he will try it again on the morrow, I hope.
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I read a bit more froa the Swcheitzcr philosophy along 
about 1 a,m., when I awoke and found it too waqyn to 
go back to sleep readily I find too much space given over 
to refutation of other philosophers and their ideas but 
I am enchanted with his concepts of his own ideas, And 
I must say his "reverence for life” ideas, as expounded 
in this volume deserve to be given-the widest currency, —  
a much vaster circulation than they will ever receive through 
a book of the present profundities. His dictum that 
genuine regard for all forms of life, - human, animal, 
plant, insect or whatever, seems more inclusive than 
the First Commandment, and by including specifically other 
and all forms of life quite aside from*mere human, gives 
it a stamp of breadth that is both arresting andcuonincing. If 
the ordained clergy could only get the church-goers to 
practice a little religion and the teachers of philosophy 
could nnly get some of their students to assimilate some 
of the better teachings, how many of the world’s problems would 
automatically solve themselves. xhe more 1 contemplate 
the matter, the more puzzled 1 am that people have been 
so slow in absorbing the wisdom of the ages, for surely there 
have been som pretty good religious for at least a couple of 
thousands years and more. In short, it seems to me we 
haven t lacked -the teachings b^t pupils would would, — or 
possible could, comprehend and act upon the formulae. So 
far as I know, we have yet to discover', a way to pour sense into 
tye heads of the people who simply don t seem to have any 
ability to absorb the stuff, once they~have been exposed, 
Perhpas that is the job of tomorrow’s psychiatrists,

I should say the last chpater, perhaps the last two, of 
the book, embracing the vital concepts of "reverence for 
life" should be published in pamphlet form and distributed 
widely. Personally, I'm going to do a bit of preaching to 
some of my friends who are members of the clergy, although 
trying to convert them to SwchwLtzer<is probably going to 
be up hill business.

And switching from religion, imagine my astonishment 
when, in tuning in on W. fi, 0, Des koines, last night, 
the fi st thing I hear was:

"Immaculate Conception downs Sacrdd Heart 12 to y,"
a  ■,!' C  ■'** X 'U S  . "■* SJ' U  *  "  t '' ^ - : v . \  -

You could have knocked me down with a fender, I had 
barged in on a sports review ot basketball games and 
the anouncer was runn ng through the girls1 schools at the time.

So much for sports and spirits for this sitting hut 
theU™orldmark"That P°SSibly 1 stumtlsd what’s wrong with 

• ~  Immaculate Conception downing the

(Pat

Wednesday, December 5th, 1951.

Memorandum: • *
low lettSers of top priority tucked away in the aimoir 

along with several others I shall be impatient to explore 
on the morrow. My secretary had to go to town today and 
apparantly didn't get back. He is making wonderful 
improvements in his reading, if not in his struggle 
with stuttering, for he now has to spell out Uatchitoches 
but once or twice before having the pronunciation dawn 
him. 1 am still having to teach him the letters n , m , 
nr«t «ati Hq'1 an& so on, for these and a few others appear
to be mysteries which he cannot quite.fathom as yet. But 
he is making progress

The most unexpected news of the day wasa nod ,
Draft Board in *at?s direction, and so he enlisted forthwith
and will probably start on hds two '“Ledbetter^adany time within the month. It would have been better had
the call been issued slap after graduation it seems to me, 
at least from his point of view, before he had taken up 
domestic enterprises. I reckon he doesn t mind the military 
life so much since he liked military school as a yout 
and spent some of his college vacation in m
somewhere in Texas, so there will not be the shook of anything 
new about it for him Still, I can think of nobody in tis 
right mind who antieip tes a couple of years in the Army 
when all "sot" to take up a civilian existence.

Last night's atmospheric disturbance produced a little 
less than a half inch of rain, and what with the ground so 
dry, it was all absorbed before daylight. The sky was 
again cloudless all day and remains to tonight, v,itn 
the temperature mild and everything perfeot for .
at which I busied myself considerably for the major Par*j °* 
the daylight hours. X was reminded of your recent remark about
the putting up of your garden in “
planted, for at the time you reported their aotivity, not 
sian was to be seen of them in this region. They axe 
about a month behind time this year, and are just beginning 
to get their leaves up a;oouple of inches whereas one may 
count on blossoms usually by Thanksgiving. I attribute 
their dwaddling tendencies this year to the prolonged
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summer heat which seemed to put behind schedule so many 
things, and, if memory serves, I believe you reported the 
Old Dirt Dauber as giving some opinio*! as to this point, 
also. Memorandum:

Thursday, December 6tft, 195

The quarterly issue of Talking Book Topics, recorded, 
came to hand today. I ordered quite a few things from the 
list, most of the titles I seem to have forgotten already, 
I was glad to note John* knight was reading the î uke of 
Windsor’s boofe There was an item entitled "Tryant From 
Illinois, - a biography of "Uncle Joe” Gannon the 
Republican Congressional big shot of the earlj 1900*6 
and a couple of other things wh ch, although temporarily 
forgotten, will probably get a going over when they 
come to hand.

How nice to start the day off early, for my pupil, studying 
the alphabet, passed this, way before 7 and so I was able to 
have two chats with you, thanks to the two letters awaiting 
attention, which had spent the night in the armoir.

Well can I imagine what a hurly-burly few days you have 
had, and I shall hold the thought that the recuperation period 
on the domestic hearth may not be so prolonged as to entail 
added chores to each day, amply filled with other activities,
both outside and inside.

The Topics was recorded in November, last past, and 
waw read by A. Scourby, who must have rattled the thing 
off between sessions at the theatre

It occured to me ths other day that 1 would speak^about 
a tendenoy Macy's China shop used to have along in January 
and February in the old pre-inflation days, «• of marking down 
a heap of stuff in their vases, often without any special 
notice being inserted in their advertisements about it. I 
recall one case of a beautiful glass vase with ramheads for 
handles that they were selling,-- just off hand, - at con
siderably less than they acturally paid for it, a fact which 
came to my attention through the fact that I had seen the 
bill to Macy before the thing was delivered prior to 
Christmas. Perhaps it was an error, - or at least 1 
thought so at first sight, but later I learned directly 
from the buyer, Ford Tarpley, that such business sometimes 

happened through intention. How I need a vase just exactly 
as much as my cat needs a pocketbook, but I thought I would 
mention this practice of the old days, just in case 
you should ever find yourself in the china department and 
should find something of a classic turn, in either china 
or glass, that you thought looked special, both as to 
form and price.

Somehow I got the impression from little Miss fiamsey's 
■Laredo letter of a couple of weeks back she might be heading 
this way between the 5th and the 8th, but I haven't heard 
anything more. Perhaps we need another Dallas Morning Hews 
article for persuasion, - or perhaps she will appear in the 
next day or so. Be that as it may, I am herewith retiring 
to the back gallery for the moon is pretty and Caballero ought to be wonderful........ &

It is good to know that the lady Ambassaddor in the form 
of that slightly raucous number, one Rthel Merman, turned out 
so diverting. There are times when the relaxation afforded by 
such entertainment pays a double dividend, and in view of existing 
circumstances, the date for witnessing the performance, perhaps, 
couldn t have been better. I am acquainted with most of the 
music,^as J. H. has them on records, and once or twice I have 
heard Miss German do them on the air., I reoall, too, the 
space given some of the sets in Life ever so far baok, so that 
next to being a member of the audience, I was fairly well 
acquainted with the business to hand*

As you will have already noticed from the enclosure,
. thQ "child is back on our lap. I think it will be a good idea 

to put it in the nursery for a little while. Who can guess but 
what somebody will come along unexpectedly with a view to 
adopting it, or perhaps somebody will want to look it over, or, 
in the last analysis, perhaps we can .subsequently use it as a 
basis for pasting it together as a continuous story rather than 
as a series of personal views. It is interesting to have Mr. 
Cain's opinion that I was still too close to the Madam, and 
perhaps the notes jotted down do require more perspective, but 
I am glad I waited no longer to jot them down, else some of them 
might have faded from my memory, and these parts, as a refresher 
at some future time, may come in handy.

Frankly, I was a little surprised that Mr. Cain had 
communicated with Dr. Wilkerson without consulting me first, as 
he did before sending the item to Kn©pf. As you are acquainted 
with the brief Wilkerson correspondence, I assume Mrs. 3. G.
Henry must have been passing along news to Mrs. W. relative to 
the book which may account for the Dr.*s inclination to decline 
even looking at the manuscript, the subject of which he was so
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ntarested in a while baok. Probably he doesn't like it 
[hat X submitted the thing to somebody before effaring it to 
;he University *ress. Well, so be it, and as for the 
laterial itself, you certainly did nobly in whipping it 
■oeether and I did what X could in the dark by way of 
scraping*the stuff todether. Your contribution oouldn t have 
)eenPmoie perfect but my material app rantly wasn t good enoug , 
md so we shall let it rest for a little until at some^ 
tortunate circumstance, perhaps, — none other intervening,
?ou and X shall be able to join hands in pulling .
?;part and p sting it together again in some other fashion with
some different or additional data.

T was so glad to get our conversation taken care* of early 
this morning0 leaving the stuff that could be put in all mains 
to nrTl“ '^advent, when I ran through quite a lot of stuff and 
then later in the day was able to-round up an unsuspecting pilg im 
to finish off some more stuff. I shall put a couple of  ̂
extra envelopes in the mail containing some of this material, 
none of which is of great, moment, hut may lend mild interest 
in keeping you acquainted with how things rock in various quarters,

I have heard it said that a joke that has to he explained 
is no 3 0 ke, hut I am going to pass this one along, reminding 
you that 1v) Louisiana, the lady memehers of the ^atholic 
Ghureh organization,-generally styled nuns efcfeewhere, are 
commonly referred to as Sisters down this way.

There was a symphony concert at the college last night.
I declined Celeste s invitation to go with her ana «xaaam regard 
hut the three priests from St. Augustin’s Church ac opted, iuclu 
ins Father Callahan, former ^resident of Duquesne University. 
Following the .concert, Celeste nvited her guests to have a 
little hite of something any old place in town but most of 
the eating places were closed. ihey accordingly stopped off 
at6the *riang1 a Oafe, a popular drive-in place on the outskierts 
of town. Oeleste said the concert was fine, everyone s 
clothes so pretty, and the Aeverend Fathers were attrired 
in their finest iaiment of their office. At the Triangle 
Safe a kindly black boy, obviously fresh frcm the country, 
took their order. There seemed to be something about pla and 
beer and what kind the different members of the party woula have, 
but the boy finally got it straightened out although so 
"shame-faced” he scarcely looked at his customers, but after 
he had succeeded in getting the proper orders delivered to the 
right people, he for the first time caught sight of the 
priest s garb, and, gazing silently for a moment at them, finally
inquired:
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Friday, .December 7th, 1951.

Memorandum:
The weather man made an error in his prediction of showers and 

cold weather. It .never did get below the 70’s last night, and 
not a drop of rain fell. It has continued warm and sunny today, 
and has been grand for working in the soil.

The post was non-descript today, containing a lot of stuff 
of no interest, including a letter from Sister, asking me 
to be kind to three of her distinguished friends from Shreveport 
who would be passing this way dur.ing the morning of Friday* 
although I must confess she didn't say which Friday, — possibly 
she intended saying "some Friday". Be that as it may, they 
never put in an appearance, which suited me to a T.

There was also a little fruit cake from "I* J. Schwartzberg, 
Alexandria, Iia.H How as to the identity of Mr. I. J.- Schwartzberg,
I wouldn't know, but assume he may be some pilgrim passing 
this way at some time or other. My acknowledgement was a master
piece in indefiniteness, for while I ..should have liked to include 
Frau i. J. S., assuming she might have been along, but for all I 
know the gentleman may have no wife, as I don t seem to remember 
anything about him or his visit. But the cak® is delicious and 
I shall sample another slab, beofre folding up my beard tonight.

I am glad the weather is warm for Grandpa's successor, Die Frau, 
didn*t seem so frisky this morning and after breakfast, withdrew 
to some secluded spot. I never did establish contact again 
"all day so 1 take itVirus X or some such must have been passing 
around in the animal world Once Grandpa disappeared^for several 
davs but eventually returned, although his recuperation was prolonged 
I hope Die Frau makes it back alright, for 1 am already as much 
attached to her as her predecessor.

I must remarka again on the laggardly way the narcissus are 
making up their minds this year. There were no Thanksgiving 
bouquests of them this year and today I encountered so many that 
are ^ust beginning to nush up a little green from the surface of 
the ground, although in more sheltered spots, - sheltered by 
summer shade, some have attained a height of an nich or two.
It's wonderful the way the heat seems to set them back as much 
as the severe cold. As for the diciduous magnolias, their buds are 
beginning to look ever so much like pussy willows ano I am holding 
the” thought no wintry blasts between now a February will finish them
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At supper last night, J. said Blythe Band had passed hy 
the store, inquiring after my health and telling him not to 
say she had been hy, as she was ^shamed for having not put in 
an appearance before, but couldn t make it on this go-round, 
as she was heading toward Natchitoches with Mrs. Maclemore 
whose husband was malting Gubernatorial speeches in his own 
behalf. Blythe is a sight but I'm glad she had sense enough 
to know it wouldn't do her any good to stop by Yucca to 
ask me to go on such a bit of tomfoolery. This morning 
Celeste told me she had seen her in town, and .what with the 
favorable weather obtaining, the crowds were imposing, although 
proba ly not so much bent on listening to political clap-trap 
as to see some of the movie people who were visitng Natchitoches 
as part of the doings in the current festivities. As I don't 
keep up with the movies much, I didn't seem to recognize any of 
the names of the actors and actresses, George Murphy seems to 
be the only name I recall, and frankly, I never heard of him before.

Quite naturally, the few people who know about the Melrose 
plates aje beginning to ask about delivery, and that includes me. 
They supposedly were shipped on the 20 th of November from New Jersey 
but I haven,11 seen any of them rolling around this bend of the 
river, and inquiry and prodding seems to have thrown no 
light on their whereabouts. 1 reckon they are still sitting 
around somewhere in -̂ ew Jersey and as the 25th of the current 
month grows closer, greater will be the wailing from quarters 
in this area on the part of those who may be counting on them.
I am inclined to favor framing a card sent by Miss Kate Perkins, 
whereon she wrote that if 1 would just send them along at 
any old time, this year or next, it would be alright with her, as 
she could make use of them just as well next Spring as she could 
this winter

Imeglceted to respond to your inquiry regarding Peter.
&e findlly decided not to go to Houston with Mr. Breux and 
Mlam but remains on ^elrose. There is always discontentment at 
this season of the year when so many people axe changing houses.
I am under the impression Peter may remain, and now that the Dark 

6uke islaboring again under the Melrose banner, pe haps 
the presence of the one may induce the other to be more contented.

There's a pause of an hour between this paragraph and the 
above. The "morning" pilgrims", - and exceeding dull ones if 
you don't mind, blew in to examine ye olde plantation under 
cover of night. They explained that after getting 50 miles 
.from home, their car gave out, whereupon one lady took a taxi 
back home and got another car, headed back, picked up the 
other two, and so kept their appointment as of Friday regardless. 
"You don't have to be, but it helps out a lot if you are..... "

Sunday, December -3pth, 1951.

* Memorandum: *

, I gather summer is over. And heaven knows it's time.
An inch or two of rain on Saturday afternoon brought the 
thermometer down and down it staid last night and today, with 
a cloudy sky and a chill wind all day, which brought a respite 
from pilgrims. Late this afternoon, I tucked in the 
Arenbourg children and a couple of Yucca youngsters. They 
ought to be snug as bugs in a rug tonight. a

Saturday's post wasn't much although it was sufficient 
for what secretarial assistance was available. There remain 
a letter from soldier Williams and so ething from Madam 
Marco, but they will have to wait until Thursday for reading 
as nobody, white or colored in these parts, except Dr. Knipmeyer, 
seems able to decipher poor Miss Nellie. I am so glad 
you told me of the evidence in her last letter that she had 
at empted the typewriter. Perhaps she will make a go of 
that medium a little later. I must say I think you are 
to be congratulated on having been able to' make out all that 
you have from her hand written epistles.

Pat left for the Houston area to spend a couple of days 
first with his mama and then with his papa. This morning 
an endless.telegram reached him from Washington, giving 
details of his military program for the immediate future. He 
is to leave here for Alabama this week, and then go to 
Washington, D. G., after which he is to be stationed, according 
to present instructions, at Barksaale Field, which is slap on 
the outskirts of Shreveport, Why all this drta is given in 
advance, I know not, as I had supposed nobody in the military 
section knew in which direction he would be expected to jump from 
one day to the next. Perhaps Pat is to be stationed in 
some unit having to do with the fcgal aspect of things, for 
which, in the civivilian department, it would seem as though 
there might be lots oflpenings in the Tax Collection Department 
in Washington, within the immediate future. (2ft Smile)

What with one thing and another, Saturday nights are 
inclined to be more boistrous than others and the sound 
of auto breaks screaming' or dull thuds' from the direction of

.«sot
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the highway are things to which one is accustomed, hut I 
thought it a little out of the oridnary when 1 heard a big 
old Copper pot crash from its moorings on my front gallery 
in the middle of the night. Thnaks to the half light 
of the clouded moon, I discovered, on stepping out on the 
gallery, that two big old brahmin hulls were in some kind 
of an argument, hard under the barred window giving on 
my houdoir. What a business and what an hour. I had a 
three tined pitchfork on the gallery and with* that as 
an instrument of persuasion, I hustled the intruders 
through the bamboo at the west end of the garden 
and through^the wire fence off toward the Bermuda road.
In the dawn s early light, l noticed said animals 
at pretty well chewed up the nandina hedge by the gate with 
the bell in it. The berry clusters had been quite 
pretty, having just t ken on their deepest red hue, but 
now they look as though they were the tail end of a 
Kansas tornado.

I got a little reading- done last night, but as my 
assortment of stuff to read was rather limited, 1 dallied 
around with Stuff of no importance, although it was 
sufficiently diverting to provide mild interest. There 
was a thing called Secrets of the Uorth Atlantic Islands by 
Snow, or some such.̂  It is concerned with the history and 
legend of a number eof different islands, mostly off the 
hew England and Main coast. Whenever read about the 
ship wrekcs along this strip of coast, 1 always find myself 
wondering how anybody ever got to America in the old days 
the that region seems to hage been one vast graveyard for 
big and little vessels, commercial and naval, and 
while the 1600's and 1700's had unusual numbers of casualties, 
the 190(|}’s have had an imposing share, with war vessels in 

the 1940 s adding to the sum toatal of disasters.

It is pleasant to heari from the Kleisers and to know 
they may make a round before the current month has placed out. 
If memory serves, they were in this^neighbohood during the 
last of December and first of January last season, and 
perhaps they are repeating that routine. I shall be , 
glad to have some first hand impressions of the Scandinaviaan 
situation from such a source for the first impressions of the 
wife and the second impressions of the husband ought to dove
tail Into something rather special.

Dot a peep as yet out of little Miss Bamsey. My first 
impulse was to inquire from ^elen as to possible location of 
the elusive little ^iss B., but on second thought, I think 
I shall just let the matter ride until after the holidays, 
for, as of last week, when it wasn’t too easy clearing the deck! 
there is no need undertaking a similar sweep when no one shows 
up to tred on the red carpet, once it has been unrolled.
Do hope your week end wasn' . tt too clutteied-up. • * *•JLjla.

in the Southern Historical Collection, 
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Monday, December 10th, 1951.

Memorandum;,

Would you eventually congratulate me. I think I 
sense a secretary in the offing. He is Y. G. , — what 
a anae, -offspring of my tractor driver-barber and he seems 
to know quite a few words, marvelous to relate.

I had thought of Y. G. but understood he is in the 
same grade and Junior Fugabou, leading me to assume there 
was no need jumping from the frying pan into the fire. But 

* yesterday when Beau Macj£ was cutting my perruque, he asked 
how I was making it without Mr. Breuz and solider W i H i amBf 
and said he would have his boy stop by today if I thought he 
could help me. I didn't think so,' but lied, of course and 
declared I did. And Do.' (with apologies to ^rs. Beaumont) 
he arrived this evening and seemed to be able to make a 
pretty good go of it.

Junior Fugabou came a little later and he didn't seem 
to do quite so well on the same document. Accordingly I 
arranged for each youth to come three days a week, - Y. G. on 
Mondays, Wednesday and Thursday Friday, and Junior Fugabou 
on Tuesdays Thursdays and Saturdays. I feel sorry for little 
old Junior Fugabou, and although he wasn't much help,, still 
he was the only one in an emergency, and I shall continue 
to have him pass this way, for it will do me no harm to 
try to teach him to read some and i't will do him no harm 
to learn a little something, assuming that is possible.
Y. G. at least knows the letters of the alphabet, which is 
a great help, and quite a few words, and by diligence, I may 
acquainted Junior Fugabou with all his letters some day and 
perhaps a few words. I reckonsome people would consider it 
mighty poor business to pay a child in the 7th grade to 
learn his A. B. G.'s, and to do the teaching one's self, but 
it's a form of charity that appeals to me more than dropping 
money in the church plate and so poor Junior Fugabou, bolstered 
by the feeline he is helping me, may get an extra bit of 
euacation without knowing it, which will do neither him nor me 
any harm. I have always ma ntained the modern tendency 
of universities to concentrate on educating the super-smart 
was all wrong, since it is the raising of the general level 
of all learning and not the ultra mental training of the 
especially endowed that really counts, - and Lo.' again, 
here is my opportunity to do a bit of practicing of what 
I preach. Poor Junior Fugabou.
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The in-com ng post was scant today, - only a 
package and note from the Jefferson, Texas Museum, presenting 
me with a portrait of a gentleman in on. The Museum 
thought it the portrait of a mulatto which impelled them 
to present the canvas to me, thinking I might like it 
to go with the other portraits of color at *ucca# It is 
nothing special and the man isn't too pretty, looking 
somewhat like a 60 year old Victor Hugo a little hut not 
much about it to suggest the pigmentation of say, an 
Alexandre Bumas.

"■  < » . . .

The weather remained dour all day with an occasional 
fine mist reminding one of the November weather we didn't 
experience this year. There is again the promise of a - 
32 degree thermometer reading tonight, meaning I have 
again tucked in-our more fragile "children”. The 
.forecast is|for clouds and dampness on the-morrow, too, 
which doesn t sound so hot for the Hatehitoches Festival 
pilgrims, but perhaps it will discourage most of them from 
journeying so far afield, and that will be all to the good 

so far as I am concerned.

I am delighted to report Hie Frau showed up again and 
is apparantly alright again, after the week end indisposition.
I reckon all the dogs and pupies recently taking up their 
residence on my front gallery may have made the place a 
little too boistrous for Hie £’rau when a bit under the 
weather, and it is possible there may have been an exchange 
of visits as between my feline companion and Joe, which 
is the name of Celeste s brown Persian.. As both are in 
the same category, - if I may use the word, of eunuchs, they 
hit it off pretty well together and they both are on coridal 
terms with ^harlief the daxhund, so visiting seems to be 
a feature of the daily calendar for all parties.

I seem to be getting precisely no where with’Christmas, 
and if the Hast Coast doesn t cough up the china section within 
the next day or so, i shalleprobably just let the whole thing 
go until after the 25th,I had counted on one or two 
people down Alexandria way in Christmas matters, too, and 
my contacts with that quarter seem just as brisk as Miss 
Uellie's connections with .Natchezt - the whole business in both 
ipstanees seeming to be cordial and utterly fruitless. I 
had also counted on another friend, recently on the Mexican 
border, but nothing save quiet developes from that direction, 
ana so there is no need for me to worry about the condition of 
my red costume and long white whiskers since it appears I 
may have to play the role of the undraped Hew Year baby instead.

Ho hope you aren t too bogged down either at business 
or on the domestic heart, that you are prevented from grabbing 
off a minute or so for rest now and then between jumps......
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'Tuesday, Hecember 11th, 1951.

Memorandum:
■ * *

Old Hr. Underwood and Josiah Wedgewood, all in one^ 
lovely, neat package, arrived in perfect conditon in this
morning’s post.

Heed I so much as hint that my day has been a happy one, 
thanks to you.

How wonderful that you should have remembered with what 
eves of yearning I gazed at the beautiful Wedgewood 
that got* stuck across the fence last year. And now I have 
one all of my own and I am as happy as a clam.

I haven*t ho taken off the celephane to explore the _ 
contents oi the hox, it is such a lovely caste t just as it is, 
and I have it slap in the middle of the little tip top 
table just to the left of my desk where I can keep an eye on 
its lovely blue and white designs as I pen these lines, - and 
whatever other things I must toss off before calling it a day 
and relaxing' in the armchair just behind me and turning on 
the reading machine, whereupon 1 shall remove the celaphane 
and then return the box to its place, for their the light 
strikes it to especial advantage and I shall feast on it 
endless, blessing the one who makes all my days so full of 
the joy of living.

What with the rush that will be clogging up the mails from 
here until alter the new year has arrived, it iB 80 
have the reserve ribbons. It is possible I may be a lit 1 
rough on the next one or two, for Mr. Breux was fairly 
expert in getting a new one rigged up, but I may not be 
so handy when proceeding under my own steam, and it is a g^ana 
feeling to know that even though I tangle one up, there will 
still be another to start in on afresh.

What a happy season you have made for me by this days 
post and how many days ahead of happiness are mine, just i 
contemplating the happiness which will spread through them all,
thanks to just one.

I hope you got a break in the weather that we enjoyed 
today, ^t didn't warm up much, but the sun was brilliant
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and tonight the moon is as big as a dish pan, — and nice, 
newly polished one, and before starting this little 
chat with you, I sat for a little while in the Chapel, 
the colored glass mating ever so.pretty designs on the white 
benches where the rays of the moon intensified its coloring 
by fusing its beams with the blues and scarlets. Then 
I eclipsed the design the colors made by lighting the tapers, 
and it was exhilerating to commune for a little while, —  
all alone save with y0u.

It was good that the weather was so favorable, for 
today was the second of the festival pilgrim tours at Melrose 
and fine weather certainly helps.

I suppose there were perhaps half a hundred, which 
made enough, — and too many, of course, to establish much of 
personal contacts with any one. There were several people 
I should have lilted to chat with, but circumstances presented 
me fro i indulging in more thana few casual remarks. I made 
an excertion with a nice lady who reminded me ever so much 
of ^ary Daggett lake. This lady is from Pueblo, Colorado and 
was busy as a bee, taking down everything I was telling 
as the tour got under way. I singled her out to ask if she
had in mind using the notes for reporting the tour. She
said she had in mind writing an article for the Pueblo paper and 
was so thankful to have such interesting material. I 
frowned on the business and told her she was getting only 
the words and none of the sights of the tour and nothing at
all of the atmosphere of the old place, --and that such
thin s were of primary importance, although I could readily 
appreciate her desire to share her impressions with others in 
the Pueblo paper. I went a step further and told her I 

would send her more notes about the place than she could ever 
take during her tour, - and that seemed to make her ever so 
happy. Another person I tried 'especially hard to give 
a little extra attention was a gentleman, rather 30ish, I 
should guess, and withal blond and much blue eyed. It turned 
out he hailed from old Copenhagen, Denmark, and how he ever 
got this far afield I didn't have the nerve to ask him, what 
wfcfct with all the questions he wanted to ask about Melrose.

And so the business ran along and everyone semed to have 
a nice time, and our contribution to this year's festivities 
is concluded and I am glad both that they are completed, but 
even more that we made them.

But I am happier still as I write these lines and let my 
eye wander over and around* and about the lovely Wedgewood 
box and tap the two Underwood numbers on my desk along side, 
and call down blessings from on high for having made me
so so happy, blessing called down exclusively -on little M .is£

Wednesday, December 12th, 1951*

Memorandum:
5uch a nice day, and over and above all, because sitting 

here on my tip-top table is the lovely Wedgewood with its 
snowy freeze of figures marching forev.er around the box of heavenly 
blue.

And there is another reason for the day being nice, for 
obious Junior Fugabou is making progress, — not vast, of course, 
but in the right direction.

Before Y, C. came to run through a few items with me, Junior 
Fugabou passed this way and putting on his thinking cap, 
scrutinized the first word and declared in modest triumph;

"A —  m, that there bees am, ain't it.”

"Well, i declare, it sure am.” 
and so we were off at a fine start.

The weather was pleasantly warm, much sunshine, and no need 
for a coat when physically employed in the open. And I was 
really employed. -Wist night a half dozen cows invaded Yucca 
and came near wrecking the place, tromping down gardenia bushes, 
breaking down bamboo, stripping off all the green leaves and 
red berries from the nandina bushes and so on. * drove them 
out a half hour before sun rise and had new barriers being 
erected before breakfast. It took me the better part of the day 
to get the trash straightened out, the damaged stalks cut and 
the mess carted out. I hold the thought we may have no similar 
experience at Arenbourg, and I hasten to knock wood.

Pat headed out for Alabama this morning and expects 
to be back by Christmas.

The Rands came by this afternoon. Dr. Rand said he has spent 
last week end in bed but is feeling so-so. Blythe brought me 
a bottle of Taylor‘s port, but didn't join the doctor, their guest 
and me in a glass.- i rather think the primary purpose of the 
call on her part was to round up leaf and berry odds and ends for 
Christmas decorations, for she is so busy campaigning for
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the James Mclemore candidacy, --strange X never learn how that 
name is'spelled, that I think she has scant time for 
any other activities. I got the impression she looked older 
than ever before, but she seemed spry enough. She and the 
doctor invited me to spend Christmas with them, which was 
certainly kind of them, but they most certainly couldn't have 
supposed I would accept.

^ast night I forgot it was a radio night and never 
thought of it ntil after 10 o'clock when everything was 
finished. But X did get in a little reading, although nothing 
of great moment, i finished the Snow opus on "Secrets of the 
lorth Atlantci Inlands", with the last chapter, as I suspected, 
given over to Manhattan^ There is a very interesting 
section in that final chapter about certain names appearing 
on tombstones in Trinity Church yard at the head of Wall Street. 
Oddly enough I have already forgotten the name of the 
early British Governor whose lady is buried there, - one of 
his subsequent titles was Sari of Blarenden, but that was 
acquired after his tenure of office in Manhattan had ended. The 
career of this Governor and his wife was so outrageous and 
unexpected as to surpass anything of the kind X had ever 
heard about in such high place in British colonial doings.
X believe the period was around 1706.

There was also an extended account of Manhattan doings 
in 1741 which beats the more highly publicized witch hurnings 
at Salem, It revolved about a rumor that one citizen or 
another was in league with the Devil and acting as fire bug.
Dozens of'people, between May and August of that year, were 
hanged or burned to the stake or some such. It was 
about as shameful a business as one is likely to run across in 
the annals of colonialreliglous outrages. I had never 
heard of either of the above matters and accordingly found 
them arresting'. s

Sometimes I hear Martin X-egranski, - or however his name is 
spelled, over the Mutual system at 7 a.m. This morning he 
cited a Want Ad that might well be inserted in a Washington 
paper these days:

"Wanted: - Bright young man with legal training for 
Justice Department j0h. Preferable if wife of applicant 
has an allergy to mink."

Across the fence there were tears in the 9 o'clock coffee, 
welling up from the fact that the merchant-planter did demonstrate 
adequate enthusiasm over Spring plans for the lady's proposed 
tour. Today the master is in Alexandria, undoubtedly formulating 
some on his own hook.....

Thursday,-.December 13th, 1951.

Memorandum:
Cloudy and warm and just perfect for scuffling around 

in the bushes. I should hav liked to do a little scuffling 
about under the house, were that possible.* Along about 
3 or 4 o'clock this afternoon when I was busy in^the iris 
garden, a little old black puppy that adopted me a couple of 
weeks back suddenly began yipping off in the direction of the 
big oak in the front garden. I have no idea what was biting him, 
and his mama, frolicing in the same neighborhood, seemed equally 
puzzled. He finally went scooting in the direction of the big 
house, and later headed for the African House. About first dark 
he continued his course until he got under Yucca where at 3 or 4 
minute intervals he lets out a series of yelps and then subsides, n 
Heaven knows what's wrong with him. I tried to tempt him 
out from under the place, but got no where. I certainly hope 
it is nothing more serious than a fit or some such, for well do 
I remember how long Grandpa lingered with me last winter, after 
expiring under my boudoir. Fortunately, the puppy, from the 
sound, is parked under the living room, so, in case rigor mortis 
sets in and the inevitable decomposition takes place, I can 
at least seal off that section of the house until he evaporates.

It was good to hear from Mary Dambdin. Of course I hadn't 
heard that Sdgewood had been sold but it is good to know t£e 
new owners are spending lots of money on the place. I don t 
seem to recognize the name of the new owners but assume they may 
be Adams County gentry X never met.

If and when the Journal reaches your true hand, and you 
have had an opportunity to wade through some of it, you may 
discover some references to Sdgewood therein. I can't seem to 
remember when I spent most of my Hatches visits'there, but I 
am under the impression I was there for a week or so in April or 
May of 1940, and it seems to me Bobina, the Madam and I made at 
least one week end visit along in November or December of 1939, 
although it could have been early in 1940 also. It seems to me 
I was there in the summer of 1941, too, but all that is hazy, and 
doesn't matter any way.
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The absence of any logic in;-thermometer readings during 
the past 6 or 8 weeks has led to strange doings both at 
Arenbourg and %lrose. The cannas are a case in point. Usually 
when they are cut down by a late November frost, they remain 
dormant until Ĵ arch. This year the cold snap at the 
beginning of November "cooked them slap to the ground. I 
accordingly cut off the withered brown stalks, all of which^ere 
flat on the ground, and covered the surface of the ground with 
cotton hulls. Then the warm weather came back with extraordinary 
heat for -November, and now all the cannas are 6 or 8 inches aboge 
the two or three inches of cotton hull covering. We are 
promised another cold snap Saturday night, and if so, the 
new growth will be killed back to the graound again.^ That 
probably wont hurt the roots any, but I'm wondering if the 
plants themselves may not be expected to be a little dizzy when 
and if Spring actually does break through in ^arch.

I sampled a couple of pages of "The Potomac" by Frederick 
Gutheim, or some such name. It seems to be an excellent 
study of life along the Potomac from the earliest settlers, and 
given an excellent picture of the late 17th and early 18th century 
cotton or rather tobacco aristocracy. I really have just got 
into the opening pages, and assume the book, - which is long, - 
may continue down to the present. A point worth noting is 
the fact that tobacco as a foundation for fortune, was of 
dubious value and sooner or later all the great tobacco planters 
failed. Diversification of crops brought a measure of stability 
to some people but speculation in lands further to the *'est is 
what saved most of the big operators, including Washington, 
who realized about £ half a million on his 50,000 acre holdings 
in the "up-country .

And speaking of the 18th century reminds me of an unimportant 
error in the ^now book, in the chapter on Manhattan, The author 
says there have been three Trinity Churches at the head of 
Wall Street, - a very early one that was replaced by a second 
sctuucture in the 1770's* and a third one, - the present, - built 
in the middle of the 18th century. It must be a typgraphical error, 
for probably the author intended saying the 19th century instead 
of the 18th.

At the Post uffice tooay, T noticed quite a few sacks of 
pecanes stacked up for tne post man, so if yours haven t come to 
hand as yet, i reckon they will be shortly. A‘he sacks seem to 
be about a foot square and perhaps 8 inches thick, and I believe 
they carry much ^elrose printing, so when t ey arrive, you will 
perhaps want to check yours at the station until you can get a 
couple of less decorative paper sacks to transfer them into before 
marching northward. No news from the plates, misere......

Friday, December ^5th, 1951.

Memorandums
Goudy with little wisps of rain all day, and continued warm, 

but tonight about ;9 it begins to cool and it will freeze 
before morning the weather man says, and a harder freeze may be 
expected before Sunday, according to report. This seems to be righ: 
in line with the situation in other sections where much snow seems 
to have fallen, and Ed. Morrow tonight said lew York State, - which, 
I suppose, includes -New York City, will be blanketed before morning. 
It's alright for those, who like it, but as for myself, I should 
rather be "dreaming of a White Christmas" than experiencing 
one.

I was glad of the rain this morning which provided me with 
an excellent excuse to do much interior decorating by way of 
magnolia leaves, bunches of the branches of the Haw or pyrocanthis 
or whatever it is called, — the entire front of the garden of ^elrae 
facing the road is lined with them, and to these I added scads 
of nandina berries, and slap in the middle of the fireplace in 
the living room, suspended from the L and the S of the andirons 

I hung the elegant carillon of silver bells ..that Santa put in 
my socking last Christmas, I liked everything about the 
doings and the more so because the carillons somehow made it 
seem I had spiritual co panionship in the doings.

On one of the end tables I place the snowy Christmas candle 
which lighted last Christmas eve so galy, and on the other end table 
flanking the fire place stands the Wedgewood books, its 
blue background and its frieze of white figures mar thing ever 
so nobly about the bace of the box. From my aesk here in my 
boudoir, x can glance toward the far end of the living' room beyond
and the assortment of greens, white,, sil er, red and blue make
the whole menage appear like a corner out of old Santa's 
holding shelf of Christmas paraphanalia.

The afternoon was mostly taken up with people who p.ssed this 
way in spite of the dampness over head and under foot. Among 
others came ^aud ^attison who is usually tiring enough but she 
didn't seem so silly today. And the Zimmermans who were here a year
or so ago had written to ask if they might come back, not for a
tour but a chat, and in spite of the fact that they are supposed
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to 1)Q millionaires, they again seemed like civilized people, For 
one thing, “rs, ^immerman, formerly of Washington, B. G., is 
interested in the historical aspects of the Gane xBiver country 
and that factor alone, of course, made conversation the easier, 
wl.at with all the evidence about to stiumlate conversation 
on that score.

It was first dark, before the last of the people had gone 
and my entire schedule was much out of joint, hut I have 
got it ringed back into a semblance, of order againand it 
is a pleasant sensation to have the hurly-burly of the day out of 
the way and tis little moment to chat a. bit before giving a 
twist or two to Mr. Gutheim’s Potomac before folding up my 
beard. <

If I had a Talking Book dictionary, I should look up a 
word employed by Mr. Gutheim which sounds as though it 
were spelled "canastota", He mentions settlers.moving westward 
in their canastota wagons, - or something that sounds like that, 
and in view of the period referred to, - the early 1800*8,
I assume this may be a term used to describe the old covered 
wagons, but that is simply a 6uess. .and perhaps I haven’t 
understood the pronunciation of the reader very clearly, and it 
is possible 1 have made a different word out of what is mentioned, 
since I seem to remember that there is a town in -new fork state, 
off in the area between Albany and Syracuse, that is called Canastota, 
and that sets me to wondering if the town got the name from a 
wagon or if the wagon was named a ter the town.

The enclosure came from Quantness in yesterday's post, but 
I just got around to read it today. I gather the lady and I 
are barking up two different trees on one point, for I recall 
I intended saying when I wrote frer around Thanksgiving time that 
among the tings I am thankful for is my old cat, and I must 
have substituted an "h" for a "c", - which, so far as I can see, 
domaest make a particle of d^fference, although I must say 
I laugh to myself about being thankful for an old hat since I 
haven^t had one on my head in yearp, - new or old.

In the Washington Internal aevanue-Department of Justice 
scandals, it is interesting to note the -Louisiana's Eepresentative 
Morrison did a bit of influence peddling for the tax evansionists 
of Washington. representative Morrison is a big of the first water, 
and of that uncouth hill-hilly breed closely patterned after the 
worst features of Huey T. Long i suppose «*r. Truman will get 
the shake up going about Christmas time or when Mr. Churchill arrives, 
and perhaps that will tend to give the thing less space on the front 
page. But now I fold and may your week end be fun, too......
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unday, December 16th, 1951$

Memorandum:
As you have probably heard me remark before, if T 

live to be a million, I shall never understand negroes, and 
if I live to be two million, I'll never understand white people.

*nd all that is a preface to reporting that of all times 
in the year, the post man —  white —  decided on Saturday he 
wanted to go away for the week end, and accordingly made a 
round of the various country post office, having left his 
home base at Bayoun Uatchez before any mail train had arrived 
to bring' Christmas 1st and End class mail, and departing from 
each sub-sta ion so much earlier than schedule that mighty 

few people had as yet deposited their out-going mail for the 
week end. Therefore my Friday night letter will go in the same 
pouch on Monday morning that will carry this Memo, and the in
coming post will probably be a landslide that wont be over
come in days.

And before getting off the subject of failure to understand 
people, I must report, - assuming I haven t already, that 
the Knipmeyers had something to report on-the subject last 
Thursday. The week end previous, they had Graveled to outh 
Louisiana but their progress on the way home .was slow. Mrs. 
Knipmeyer reported that stops were inevitable and withal 
worrisome because there was something wron| with the car that 
pi event the‘thing from getting under way on its own steam, although 
it would rattle along- alright if once it got under ;way by being 
pushed from a stand-still position. Accordingly several times 
she was forced to try flagging people down on the high way with 
hopes of a friendly push. But of all the dozens of cars thus 
flagged down, — cars driven hy white people, — not one of them 
ever stopped, but not a single car driven by colored folks ever 
failed to halt abruptly and lend a helping hand.

From calk this I deduce that we would be lucky if we could 
get a negro mail man, for he might stick to schedule a little 
better, although if my assumption carried logic with it, it is 
possible, of course, he might never make his rounds, being 
forever (interruptio ) — forever forced to be pushing 
Knipmeyers in distress and thus letting the Lost.Office 
Department go to pot, as it were.

The intdffUption which probably made a shambles of an 
already sagging sentence was occasioned by a vast racket 
on the front gallery. A couple of s.ray do<_s, apparantly in
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pursuit of .Lie Erau, had upset a eouple of hig old copper 
cauldrons hanging on the wall of the house, and the resulting 
din convert d the mid nicht calm into an unexpected Bedlam,

It would seem that I shall eventually have to take down 
the hlunderbus from over the door of my boudoir and take a pot
shot or two and the invading canine hordes. I was consumed 
with wrath this morning when I discovered a couple of the 
hounds sometime during the night had pawed off the sheet 
covering the lemon tree,.making themselves a fine bed along
side the harness gift. What with cthe thermometer standing 
at 14 above zero, I couldn't blame the dogs for giving 
thought to a downy couch, but neither could i be happy about 
the lemon plant being frozen to death, and in this particular 
instance, my "reverence for- life" inclined more in the 
direction of the lemon than the stray dogs,

according to my radio, the Madam's favorite columnist 
is dying in "ew Orleans. I reckon all newspapers will give Dorothy 
Dix a generous obituary. I imagine little Miss Dix probably 
earned more with her pen than any other woman. Perhaps Edna Berber 
through her royalties from the theatre and movies, may have 
rounded up as much "coin of the realm", but I doubt if 
any lady ever earned more than D. Dix from the pen alone.

The Hands had threatened to come this way today, and 
I was hoping they would bring one of the items I had counted upon 
for Christmas, but 1 reckon the cold weather must have 
discouraged them from getting-in the big road. Perhaps 
it is the weather, too, that is keeping the plates from rolling.
Be that as it may, the net result is that I haven t done anything 

by way of Christmas cheer as yet, and it now is,obvious 
that the £5th is going to dawn and die without me adding anything 
to anybody, — and of all people, little Migs l q0> so far 
as Doel notions go.

Pilgrims came today in spite of the cold and mighty 
dull were most of them. The enclosed clipping regarding a recent 
pilgrimage is interesting in that it again proves how different 
facts are when they get into print. There is only one thing 
about the piece to which I subscribe whole heartedly, — the 
reference to me as a novelist. I had never thought about it 
before, - that particular word, and I ought to consult a dictonary 
on the point. I suppose it would describe the adjective, novel, 
as something out of the ordinary, and a person who goes in for 

strange and unusual performances as a novelist, and that would 
suit me to a T, for here I am, wishing the world no end of good 
will, and doing absolutely nothing about it by way of Christmas 
cheer in concrete form. But still, if I live.......
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Monday, December 17th, 1951.

Memorandum: ■
The hit of the whole business would be difficult 

to determine. But for those who have explored the picture 
of the young gentleman of color "shinin' dern Golden Slippers" 
that takes the cake. *

And from the abvoe you'will gather that Santa arrived 
in this morning’s post and I might as well confess I came 
galloping back to Tucca with n'er a thought of waiting until 
next Monday eve to investigate*

The package, thanks to its careful wrappiiig, arrived 
in perfect order which is more than 1 can say for my entire 
decorative scheme in this house immediately after opening the 
square box. The gay ribbon with its little silver bells 1 
immediately added to the carillon cluster on the initialed 
andirons in the living room, ~s for tiie fluted candles, I 
simply had to drop everything to introuuce one pair on to the 
altar of the Blessed Martin, while the other pair had to go 
here on the shelf by the window where I write, iit 
first dark, 1 simply had to light both sets, and as the 
weather had turned warm again, I have been sitting 
by St. Giggin's from winch vantage point T could 
see both those aflame in the *hapel and those 
just inside my boudoir. Dever before have 1 ever seen fluted 
candles and I* think they are the most beautiful ones anybody 
ever designed. uther people can have the bayberry type and- 
the kind embracing sprays of holly along the surface of 
the candle, as f'ormyself, 1 find these so classic and so 
chaste and elegant, I shall never encounter others that will 
please me half so much.

Back to the living room, I next explored the big, soft 
package and found I was sitting just at the right spot, for 
after I had run my fingers over the sweet Tetit Tointe, 
examining the rose, the buds and the leaves and stems, I 
realized instinctively that it had been made just for the 
end of the sofa nearest the book shelves, - the place 1 always 
like to park best. The saucy fringe about the whole thing and 
the downy touch of the Monk's cloth back round out an 
item wh ch is going to enchant both my heart and hand for 
every one of the days of the year. It1 s a perfectly 
elegant item and somehow it has that unique quality of 
seeming to have been one of my favorite possessions already, 
although it is so newly arrived.
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At that point of proceeaure, the Dark -Luke and Peter 
tapped on my door to inquire a out where lime should he 
saattered about the garden. When ± showed them "dem 
Golden Slippers” they went into gales of laughter and one 
of them said: "' know it ain t none of my business, but 
I sure'd like to know if I kfiows who sont you that. Seems 
like it1s just bound to be that lady what pa,sed by with you 
one night, a couple of summers back”, 'They kept on giggling 
and on leaving, the bark -̂ uke asked if he might oring 
the -̂ ark Duchess to see it some time, -at the same 
moment, the two shirts had slipped from the sofa where I had 
been sitting and two pair of eyes Were ^luod on what they 
saw ins.id§“ the paper sack, — but I told them to get on with 
their old lime sewing and they botfr giggled some more and 
quite xucca hoping against hope, I think.

as for Sllabelle Davis, I never heard of her before, but 
having heard her voice, I'm wondering why I never did. The 
velevety quality and depth is so satisfying, I reckon it * s 
going to be late tonight before 1 get around to fold up my 
beard, and I know perfectly well I'm going to do not one 
bit of reading.

As for the favorite Ghopin numbers, and the favorite 
artists presenting the same, we have both canvassed that 
field so often in the past that I need scarcely mention my 
delight, and perhaps doubly so since it seems to have been 
impossible in the past for me to keep up with those four gentl 

who had such a way of hopping all over the radio time table.
It’s wonderful to have them at Inst where they will stay.put, 

regardless of the unpredictable places they may or may not pop up 
over the ether waves. Sow enchanted I am, thanks to you and 
old Santa, that they will from now on be at my finger tips, along 
side of mein lieber Wolfgaii, Deter Illyoviteh, not to mention 
not to mention £apa ^ayden, the Messrs Strauss and all.

What a wonderful Christmas I am having, from Josiah 
Wedgewood to Sllabelle Davis and back again, and what a 
promise for 1952.

°nly one little unhappiness be-clouded my horizon. Ihe 
Memorial piste never has come but this aft rnoon I decided I 
would wait no longer for it or the record I had hoped to 
include, and so I wrapped up a little package roughly in 
cardboard, wrote the address and marched to the store with it, 
with a view to wrapping it there, and including some extra 
wrapping paper or a couple of paper sacks for your conveniance 
on arrival. I was called to the telephone and J. h. introduced me 
to a couple of people; Imagine my surprise on going back to 
the ^ost wf:ice, to disover the art,cularly ratty and undressed 
looking package had been shipped off with some other stuff being 
taken to the railroad, the clerk having

the clerk having simply stuck the address on the cardboard and 
aff xed the stamps. Dot only is the th ng a sight, but 
it will be a miracle if it makes the journey, since I 
had assumed the finally wrapping would cover and secure the 
harum-scarum business of the initial covering wnich turned 
out to be its only one.

ft is proba ly if it reaches you at all, the package k 
ought to arrive sometime between the main holidays, but don t 
feel too unhappy if it goes to pieces on the way and never * 
reaches your true hand. If sfc such should he the case,
perhaps the other two items will have come to hand in the mean
time and we can try all over again.

And now to my favorite Quartet and little Miss Ellabelle,
and again my thanks for the happiest kind of a Qhristmas.
fhe candles over the reading machine are going to be

lighted right now and just for little ^iss ■‘-ee, while I
enjoy my blessings that just one has made so wonderful.....
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'Tuesday, -December 18th, 1951.

Memorandum:

I'm having such a lovely whristmas. Last night's 
concert was such a success and tonight I am contemplating 
another, with four pianos going a mile a minute and Bllabelle 
sandwiched in between for just the proper valance. I find that 
the mellow quality of the Christmas candles give such a special 
value to the music, both to the negro spirituals and the 
Polish compos tions that I'm wontdering why experts in concert pre
sentations don’t depend exclusively on a few candleabras for 
such offerings*

I shiver when I listen to what kind of weather Manhattan 
is getting these days. If I could only share a bit of the 
cloudless skies and Gulf breezes with you right now.

;Pat returned from Alabama last night or this morning. I 
saw him about 6:30. &e laughed about his 500 mile jaunt 
which seems to have been given ovei to just one thiirg, —  
a routine physical examination. What with all the military camps 
in the Alexandria-Shreveport area, designed for the induction of 
new recruits, such an hejira really does seem a bit out-landish.

He leaves again Friday for Braksdale, near ^hrefport, for 
further instructions. It seems he has landed in just the proper 
place, if one really must take up arms, for among other things 
he will not have to bother with a uniform but can wear his civilian 
clothes, and will enjoy the comforts of domestic service in 
his sleeping quarters, a waiter at ta^le and a chauffeur and 
car, — the latter being either of military design or regular 
commercial type, as cnance may have it.

For by some twist of fate, he will occupy a post in the *rmy 
that parallels F. B. I. in the civilian branch of the Government.
As I understand it, his credentials consits of a badge or card 
which is kept in his pocket and shown only on demand by sentry 
or official. I believe his duty is to follow through on 
any complaint of irregularity, and doors must fly open automatically 
from top brass to foot soldier at the wave of his identity 
card or shield. I suppose like every other job in the world, 
this one probably "has its draw-backs, but off hand it does seem to 
be a heap more comfortable than the average
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J. H. talked with Shreveport today and it is understood 
the *<enks will honor us at dinner on ^hristmas day. I used 
to wonder why it was the Madam was forever expressing herself as 
being glad when Christmas would he over. How"I am beginning to 
get the idea.

The somewhat erratic postman appears to be feeling the effect 
of the pre-holiday business. *b was three hours late today and 
that stretch will probaoly become progressive as the week, 
continues, Every year I try to round up a stock: of 
ialk. -°ook:s well in advance of the holiday rush so those 
heavy containers will not be added to the over-strained 
demands on postal employees generally But in spite of my 
efforts, — successful so far as quantity is concerned, I don t seem 
to have, snared anything of great interest. I do think. I 
am going to enjoy "Tyrant Broiii Illinois by Bowes, or some such name. 
It came to hand yesterday but last night’s concert prevented me 
from exploring its contents. It is a study of the 
few years in the life of "Uncle Joe” Cann.0n when he was 
Speaker, of' the House of Representatives, —  from about 1906 
down through the Taft administr tion I suppose, for I 
believe the Wilson election carried $ith it a democratic 
majority j Congress which is bound to have unseated "Uncle Joe 
if, indeed, he did not loose out before then. °

Those were the years when LaJ’ollette, and probably one 1 would 
be enough, was leading the liberal forces and Uncle Coe was 
carrying the banner o„ the "stand patters" and my legislative 
manipulation of the -̂ ouse rules, was able to prevent ary 
liberal steam from escaping, and to such a point that the 
national engine was about ready to explode by the time 
Wilson was able to pull down on the s e± safety valve. I think 
I may got so ething out of this particular volume.

Celeste and x were running through some of the Christmas 
cards which came to her and c# yesterday There was 
quite a pretty one from the ^ussel -Congs, - the decoration being 
a scene from Washington, of course, — the federal Capitol in 
white on a sky blue background. This is appropriate 
enough for a senator, it seems to me but it seemed tome I detected 
a glint in the eye of Huey’s son when he selected the card, for 
the verse on the inside is-brief, being but two lines in length, 
quoted from the "My Country, I'is of Thee" song, with 
Senator ^ong employing but these words, and note the first one;

"Long may our land be bright,
With freedom's holy light."
It was a pretty card alright but tie batiste boys and i like 

shinin' up dem golden slippers better...
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Wednesday, Ueeember 19th, 1951.

Memorandum;
JJo plates of the Melrose Memorial variety as yet, and 

outside it is cooler with a pin-point drizzle which started along 
about first dark*

But if the plates don't want to roll, that is alright with 
me, and as for out nf doors weather, I don't care, what with 
all my lovely Christmas things to enchant me in doors, and 
the voice of Ellabelle and the piano quartet to entrance me, and 
this best hour of the day when we can commune a bit together.

a  letter today from Laisie in the Dell, and from it I gather 
I must he way ehind in my correspondence, although I think not 
quite so far as she imagines, so I take it my calendar must have 
slipped a clog or perhaps one of my letters to her failed to 
reach its destination.

If you got around to turn on your radio last night, > suppose 
you were impressed by the way in which programs were interrupted 
to give out names of prisonners in Korean camps as they cleared 
the' War Office. Every once in a while the radio surprises me the 
way it goes into something so thoroughly and this is a case in 
point. There is a question in my mind, however, as to the 
wisdom of last night's service, for while it is understandable 
how happy it must have made a few people, their ears glued to 
the broadcasts in hopes of hearing a familiar name, there must 
have been so many more who listened in vain that it might have been 
as great a service if the radio had left the matter of informing 
the~next of kin to the War department. I was impressed when 
Ed Morrow in the midst of his broadcast instructed all station 
monitors on his hook up to forego all advertising in order the 
broadcasting of the names on the incoming lists might have 
exclusive space during his program.

In yesterday’s news I had supposed the Churchill gesture 
at limited cooperation of British forces wit the European 
joint army would be the thing that got first place, or at 
least second place after the Korean business, hut the several 
news broadcasts I heard seemed to put that historic decision down 
the line quite a ways.
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On the secretarial front, it is pleasant to report that 
Junior -e’ugabou is learning quite a few words and that Y. C. is 
getting along with his sentences quite nicely Gradually 
Junior Bugabou will devote a portion of each day’s session to 
lending me a hand at additional chores, aside from his lesson which 
will he continued in lecture form, such as an exchange of ideas 
on how words are spelled and so on as we fiddle around in the 
gardening ae artment, leaving the main job of reading to Y. C. 
exclusively but not foresaking the mysteries of the alphabet 
in the Junior Jhigabou section, so that if one slender reed 
should i,reak, I shall not be quite deserted*

My clock: stopped at IE;20 last night and as I was 
rested when 1 awoke, I decided to arise, regardless of what the 
hour might be, and as it turned out later that it was about 
* o’clock, X got a little reading done before it was time to 
grab at a hoe and head up the road.

I found The Tyrant T’rom Illinois a pretty good picture of 
doings in the Congress of 1906 and 1907. It is interesting 
that although "Uncle" $oe apparently wasn't in the pay of the 
big trusts of the period, his concept of a "do-nothing” Govern
ment jogged along very nicely with the big boys of Wall Street 
who piled up their millions'with great facility when there was 
no one from Washington to slow them up now and then. When any 
«ne suggested any reform legislation to Congress, "Uncle Joe", as 
Speaker, was want to reply that "the United States is a Hell-of 
a success”, .and block every effort to Ihtorduce any bills at all. 
Whne President Xheordore Hoosevelt and scads of public organizations 
and all the newspapers 'and periodicals were clamoring for 
conservation of natu al resources and especially the setting 
aside of some of the forest lands in ^orth Carolina, Kentucky and 
ennessee, — now the Great Smokies, 1 suppose, Mr. Cann0ri 

prevented any kind of legislation being enacted that would 
enable the Government to take these forests under its wing, 
his standard refusal was invariable the same:

"Hot one cent for scenery.”
In short, Uncle Joe was just a plain bag.

X had hoped Lux Badio theatre w uld again do "Miracle on
34th Street”, on Christmas -̂ ven, but X underst nd "Alice in Wonder
land" is to be the opus, which pleases me not at all, although I 
must confess 1 have never witnessed a Hollywood rendtion of the 
famous Garroll piece which I never liked to begin with. Do
hope you are grabbing a breather now and then and aren't too tired
when Tuesday arrives.....

Thursday, ̂ December 20th, 1951.

Memorandum;
h o w  nice to find your letter in this morning's post. How 

noble of you to have contrived to undertake a letter under all 
the pressure, the fuss and feathers, that have been obtaining 
in your immediate neighborhood during the present hectic month.

And I need not assure you I fufoly appreciate all the difficulties 
preventing you from grabbing off a second to yourself, --to our
selves, — and never doubt that telepathy functions right along 
regardless and that X interpret all silence from the direction of Lyne 
as indicating imply that physical obstacles are putting up road
blocks which have no power whatsoever in holding back the vibrations 
of thoughts from the head and from the heart.

j  t  ?

Your batch of folks from off down yonder made me laugh, — the 
way you expressed it, — but X reckon it wasn't any laughing matter for 
you. It s wonderful to me how thoughtless people can be about barging 
in at unseasonable times. I assume perhaps such a crowd may have no 
notion whatsoever of how time may press on a person like yourself, and 
particularly at seasons such as that between Thanksgiving and 
Christmas. »wr perhaps they are like the road runners î ho will tell one 
quite frankly they dine, say at noon, at home, but don t give a 
thought about crashing the gate at'that same hour when^trespassing 
on other people's native heath.

If you got off yourBuropean mail in spite of all the doings in 
and out of home and office, it is a miracle, — and if you didn t, 1 
hope you may have been able to summon up the same semblance of^ 
placidity I trumped up in regard to the Memorial plates. It*s a 
curious thing how people like you can appreciate the disappointment 
and let it go at that while others make such an unending raoket about 
the time element in such catastrophes. When thinking^of you in regard 
to such matters, X come to the conclusion that the spirit of 
Christmas, dominating 365 days of every one of your years is forever 
sympathetic and understanding, whereas a flock of people we know 
by dint of super-human effort, manage to work up a semblance of 
Christmas for one day out of the 365, — and all Hell bseaks loose 
if some wrinkle in their one day pattern developes. In the case 
of the plates, 1 must say Celeste has been just as reasonable as 
you, but when X*think of the racket that must be contorting the 
Shreveport skyline, I laugh and scoff at the same moment. * —

I was interested to learn how the mails are functioning and
9  m
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am glad they aren’t lagging too farbehind. There seems to he 
a gradual' increase* in the volume in t.these parts, hut .much of it 
is Christmas card items and letters are rather few. I read the 
first page ofRowan's letter, hut didn't get around to explore the 
printed material which prohahly is a brief account of the Natchez 
Trace. I don t recall having seen this type of stationary before, 
and I though you would he entertained, especially by the map.

As for Stark Young as bait, I reckon I shall still say No to 
Rowan's invitation, hut I must thank her for passing along' the news, 
it is espeically interesting to learn that oil flows on Bauxel 
Hill.. It reminds me of the ancient adage: "Them what's got, 
gits.”

I Team from the lady doctor that she is flying to Boston to 
spend 48 hours with her parents, after which she flies down to 
Washington, and drives from there with a friend who is going to 
he on the faculty at the college while her husband is off at the wars. 
I am all in favor of the 48 hour Boston visit, hut would cut it 
down to 24, 1 think, were I in Eleanor's shoes. The point is, 
as you may recall, that her father and mother are fervent 
Christian Science numbers, which certainly must kill a lot of 
conversational trends on their daughter's part, and aside from 
that, 1 think there is little understanding on any other points as 

between daughter and parents, and I can see no point, — Christmas 
or no Christmas, of people going through some silly charades about 
faily ties or bonds of family when none at all exist.

On the atmospheric front, I am astonished by our momentary heat 
wave. *t was 74 at 6 o'clock this morning and touched the 
neighborhood of the mid 80's in the afternoon, while tonight 
it is so warm I am bound to have all windows and doors wide open.
The latter point is especially notworthy, what with the decomposing 
<puppy under the housd. But the radio is crackling like a 
bunch of Chinese firecrackers and the weather man threatens a tumble 
of 50 degrees before morning. I felt at once silly and shame
faced at first dark when I sweated away in the heat, tucking the 
^renbourg children in at the seams. I certainly hope they don't 
suffocate before the 20 degree status unfolds, as it is supposed to 
before another dawn. My sleep may be troubled by the heat wave, but 
at least 1 shall not be worried about any of the more delicate 
plants being blasted during the night.

Plantation industry began tapering off along about noon today, 
and tomorrow — Friday, — the week s wages will be doled out, which 

means by Saturday night eve yone will be broke, by Sunday completely 
flat, by Monday approaching the vanishing point and by Tuesday, when 
the good* cheer is set out at the store, everyone will be passed 
out but completely.. So it goes, and I am as happy as a clam, just 
having your nice letter and all my nice hristmas things about me....

Friday, December 21st, 1951.

1  c

| .
Memorandum:

I

I am sorry to say, the Weather Man was not in error yesterday, 
and about 3 o'clock this morning the thermometer from yesterday's 
high of 84 went crashing down into the 20's.

But there’s no great loss without some small gain, for 
while it remains bitter, in spite of cloudless skies, the 
decomposition process under the hou e has slowed up a little, 
relieving the distinctly uriental atmosphere of last evening con
siderably.I '

Plantation labor came to an abrupt halt, as planned, and as 
was Inevitable with the on-rush of the cold wave. And so every- 
Mother's son and daughter may probably be found right now at 
one or the other of the local honkey-tonks and I suppose 
the, swing-out may be effected with vast vigor, if for no other reason 
than keeping circulation at top speed, although I have no doubt 
the flowing bowl will lend added impetus to the frolic.

| r <■ i -/ - -
I *Before folding up last night, I had an hour's concert and 

a half hour's literary evening, finishing "Tyrant From Illinois".
The book gives an interesting picture on how the machinery of 
Government functioned undej Uncle Joe, and seems to present 
a fair picture of William toward Taft and his inclination to let 
things slide during his ^residency, and always the sliding was 
in favor of the vested interests. His son, Robert, obviously 
comes by his big. business sympathies honestly enough through 
papa's pattern. I ran across one line that presented a 
glimpse of something about which I knew nothing. It was 
in one of the final chapters discussing the controversy that 
raged around conservation, — Ballantyne versus Binchot. Tafft 
fired Binchot who unquestionably was the honest man in the set-to, 
but it is heartening to remember that Gifford -tinchot eventually 
saw many of his..conservation ideas put through in subsequent 

administrations, especially in F, D. R.'s. The line that
interested me much had to do with Binchot's interest in 
forestry which the aurthor remarks was stimulated by what Binchot, as 
a youth, had heard his father say, for it seems Binchot, pere, was 
a great admirer of the forestry program put through by DouisXlV 
in Northern France, Aren’t you as surprised as was I to read that.
I don't recall any biographer of Bouis XIV ever having mentioned his 
interest in forestry.
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My agents report that two or three of the local 
sp sepia citizens, just returned from Korea, are expected 
to touch home base this week. end. It will be interesting 
to learn from their own inimitable way of describing things, 
just what the Asiatic impressions are like in their minds.

Puny reports that Little King is scheduled to step aboard 
a plane from his Maryland base to head out in this direction 
on the morrow, I never did hear anything more from the little one 
stationed or stuck: at Gamp Roberts in California. What 
I am hoping to be able to do is to round up a half dozen of these 
numbers from various qua tors of the globe so they may 
can compare notes about their various experiences, which, one 
may be sure, will reveal reactions both original and unexpected.

What with the cold spell coming just at this time, 
our feathered friends tend to gather more closely around the 
bird bar around which 1 have suspended branches of the 
pyrocahthis, redolent with masse® of orange-red berries. The 
birds don t seem to feed on these particular type of berries, 
but the branches make convenient landing places for them, within 
easy reachoof the bar, and the contrast of the plumage of 
the blue jays with the orange-red berries is wonderful.

Usually at this season of the year 1 read The Brothers Karamazov 
but this year I am using the holiday time to finish Grime 
and Punishment wh ch I have dwaddled along with for the past 
nuber of months, shunting the thing aside whenever anything less 
nerve-wracking has come to hand. I must say I think the book 
a triumph suspense and while I marvel at the handiwork, —  
it s a little like certain types of Chinese art, — I don't care 
much for the whole thing. ^

fat took off for Barksdale Pield today but expects to be back 
here for Christmas and to run down to the Rip Grande valley to see 
his mother's kin folks before going back to the <*rmy. As of up 
to now, his experiences with the armed forces seem to be 
positively remarkable, and at last one discovers what seems to 
be the ideal ay to fight a war, if, indeed, a war must be 
carried on, — all the advantages of home and none of its draw-backs.

As between this paragraph and the above, 1 have gone out 
on the gallery to settle a canine dispute, discovering at 
the same time that my univited guests had again appropriated 
the lemon tree covering for a bod. With all the world in 
which they may frolic without protest, it is curious how they 
simply have to park in that one spot. The presence of the 
deceased puppy isn t so noticeable in-doors on two counts, — the 
freezing temperature plus a bottle of air wick. Thus 
are things rigging up for the holiday week end, and now 
jfior a concert and collapse.....

52f5

o

Sunday, December-Eara, 1951.

Memorandum:

The weather continues mild with sufficient breeze blowing 
to channel air currents through the wide open doors and windows 
through which pass the larger burden of the air wick and the 
aroma it is supposed to control.

Pilgrims were discouraged today, for all of them converged 
on the place precisely at 12 noon, while we were dining 
across the fence. It is such lack of imagination ofi, the part 
of unthinking road runners tha will eventually discourage 
receiving of any people at all. There was a flock from 
California, another bunch from Oklahoma and a third 

from Tennessee, and by some magical coincidence, they all 
succeeded in trying to crash the gate between 12 and 12:30.
interrupiton.

Ine Bark Buke and his equally Bark Duchess just passed this 
way. The Buke limps, ha ing run a rusty nail in his foot the 
other day but that in no wise takes away from his usual gaiety.

T̂ iey were delighted with a doll Blythe brought me this afternoon 
I hadn t given it a name as yet, for I didn t recognize a resemblance 
to anyone I chanced to know. But one look at it and they both 
exclaimed: "Charlie® Pox", — and, according to them it is 
"pure him", and so Charlie Pox it will be.

He ig a gay blade, with Charlie Chaplin shoes, a plaid coat 
of gray and brown with a smart red shirt with yellow tie, and 
topped by a hat of green, --a felt like business, put on at an 
inordiantely rakish angle, as near as I can make out, his head 
is made from a gourd, painted p black and the eyes and teeth are 
white-white, he is in a sitting posture, and is about twise the 
measurements of the Reverend Budley.

The Rands came with Maud Pattison during the afternoon, 
andl had an opportunity to chat with the ladies for a few mintues j
while Br. Rand was busy chasing a flock of hogs out of the front 
garden where they were sampling the bulbs and the magnolia 
roots. They mentioned a Haroia Wheadon of Alexandria, a youth of
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some 20 odd summers, recently come hack to Rapides after having 
lived for some' time in California where, among other things, he has 
had4some experience in assisting people or a person whose vision 
isn t worth much. What the youth is doing in Alexandria I don't 
know hut there he seems to he and apparently with some free  ̂
time on his hands. 31yt e asked if she might bring him here 
either on ‘Wednesday of this week or on Wednesday, following 
New xears. She has in mind inviting her party and me to have 
dinner with her in Natchitoches and hopes Mr. Nheadon and I will 
f nd^a bevy of common enthusiasms, once we establish contact.

I can't imagine that this might he so, since I usually find 
Blythe1s friends Unfailingly kind hut usually on the 
unimaginative side. But i shall he glad to meet the gentleman and 
give him a glimpse of this bend of the river, and then we shall 
see what we shall see, which, under the circumstances probably 
wont he much.

f

fhe Joe ^enrys came before the hands left and I was 
glad to have an opportunity to talk politics a hit with Dr. Rand 
at Yucca while the -^onrys and tne ladies of the hand party were having 
a go at things at the big house. „

I was mildly amused at an episode of no moment which transpired 
this afternoon, leaving the ladies in the living- room for a moment 
while 1 went to fetch a couple of wine glasses from the other 
room, I returned to find them pawing through some packages 
I had piled up on a table in the living room, — hits of odds and 
ends 1 had put aside, each in a separate piece of paper, hut not 
as yet tied, — various little .items, designed for local friends of 
color* * It seems the ladies, as they explained, wanted to see who 
had sent the gifts to me, — wh ch w#s certainly none of their 
business, and frankly * thought theym both out of order, but 
I encouraged them to explore with a view to assisting me in 
determining,the names on the tags. But for all their diligence, 
they couldn t find rn ’er" a tag, which ostensibly distressed me 
greatly, and, naturally, I never bothered to explain that 
the items were^ not in-coming gifts bout out-going potentials.

I am' not sure about the Tuesday postal service, but 1 am 
under the impression there may be none, and 0 i shall probably 
hold the Monday memo and mail it with the Tuesday g in Wednesday 

morning s post, which sounds like a scramble, but nevertheless 
seems to be perhaps the best what of doing the business.

v * ‘tds ?° £°od to be alcme at long last tonight, and now, before folding up my beard, I’m going to indulge in a little 
concert and then told up. X so hope you are getting at least 
a split second to yourself these busy days....

Monday, December 24th, 1951.

Memorandum;

^ere on my desk before me stands the lovliest Christmas 
card ever. It arrived "par avion" in today’s post, and what 
with the beauty of its outsdie, --the slivery star in the deep 
blue fcy above the dark-dark stable, the shepherds and their 
flocks, — it‘s all so nice, and so perfectly in keeping with 
the precious-message on the inside.

Truly my Christmas season is the nicest 1 have known, — and 
thanks to a single spirit which by maeic has brought Lyme slap 
into my house and my heart.

About fifty pieces of mail arrived in today's post but 
I have opened only two, — yours and one regarding the 
Memorial plate, said to be somewhere between Shreveport and Derry 
at this moment, with a chance of delivery before the end of the week.
*ut as the Maryland letter, by ordinary firs class, required 
nine days to reach me, I reckon the more bulky stuff may dwaddle 
considerably into 1952,

We supped at the big house, after which I came to Yucca, 
de fclining the pre-Mass of midnight part at the house across the fence.

The Dark ^uke came by about;7 and said he would like to 
polish the brass andirons, fenders, and so on for me to have 
things look pretty for the morrow, he had completed the job 
in an hour or so, after which 1 opened the elegant Wedgewood box and 
cut a slab of cake for me and me, which went so deliciously with 
a glass of Taylor’s port.

I had fixed up some "little matters*' for his children and 
his wife, and a couple of things by way of garments, — a hunting jacket 
and so on, which had come from Waco some weeks back, - and so 
the Dark -̂ uke departed to play out his role of Santa at his own 
fireside, and seemingly slap happy about the whole business.

I immediately splashed through a hot bath, adorned my figure 
in some comfortable clothes and slippers and collapsed in 
the corner for a prolonged concert, playing all my favorite 

pieces not once but over and over. No wonder it was midnight
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"before I realized it and be-stirred myself to have a little 
chat with you.

The weather continues warm-warm and although 1 have a 
small fire going, the doors and windows are all open and 
the night air is balmy and pleasantly warm.

The day was as busy as Christmas Eve days are inclined to be, 
but more with people coming and going than with labor. My 
Y. 0. secretary had followed me from the post office, giving 
me andxo opportunity to glance at certain cancellations in the 
stack, of envelopes and a chance to peep into your lovely card and 
run through the business letter, after which I sent him on to frolic, 
as all youths and maidens seem anxious to do in such stirring 

hours. « There seems to be a long letter from The Bluff plantation 
and one or two note, apparently, fromother quarters, but all 
of them can wait along with the Christmas cards.

A bottle of whiskey from the lady doctor caem this afternoon, 
it reminded me of a case she mentioned a while back which I thought 
t pical of the finer points she must exercise in attending to 
her colored patients. A black lady, weighing perhaps 250 or 300 
came to,her a while back. The presence of^too much sugar in the 
patient s blood impelled Dr. Eleanor to lay down a very strick 
diet immediately for the expansive Aunt Jamima. Sure that a diet 
would assist wonderfully, every detail was worked out and explained 
in detail with instructions for the patient to return at 
frequent intervals. But the succeeding examinations revealed 
no improvement in the over-weight and the condition of the sugar 
content, and so the patient was asked to relate exactly what 
diet she was following. It check precisely with instructions, and 
a further try was fr some tided, still there was no improvement, in 
fact the patient seemed to grow'worse, which puzzled the lady doctor 
exceedingly. Again a check was made on the diet and agin the patient 
swore she was following it to the letter, but by chance added one 
phrase that explained alls

» *  ,  0 .1/ U  fci'i-3 f •

"I su e sticks to all them things you done told me and 
I eats ’em every day after I done finished with my regular grub."

Somehow it all reminded me of "a. • ,m...—  that bees am, ain't it."
* , IWell, so much for Christmas ^ven and it has been so nice having! 

our usuall little chatt Low for one more round with Caballero, and 
so to bed, for tomorrow s dawn will be busy. I so hope you are 
having a ahppy sihristma? too...,.
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■Tuessday, December 25th, 1951.

Memorandum:
Christmas, and What a happy one, because our telepathy 

stations function so perfectly.
« <

It has been a fairly busy one, too, starting off rather 
unexpectedly in a bit of gardening I hadn't anticipated,
At first dawn I betook myself toward.the front gate, bent on
rounding up some sprays of yupon berries growing along
the public road when, on reaching the big palm, before coming to
the gate, I discovered six big old black hogs who had obviously
been rooting bulbs, roots and toppling over bushes with the
greatest in ustry all night. The front garden was a
shambles, and a mighty damp shambles, too, for in their
energy the animals had broken a water pipe, 2 or 3 inches under ground
and everything from the big oak to the ixot gate, wassubmerged.

Getting 'the hogs out, getting the water turned off, getting 
a few thousand bulbs back into the ground, — all combined to 
make Christmas morning a busy one. It was time for the gathering 
of the clan before 1 had finished, and naturally I never did get 
any yupon berries.

I had been too busy to bother with breakfast and so I felt the 
champagne mightily when, a little after 11, we gathered at Celeste’s 
for the Christmas tree.

We dined at the big house, - J. a., Celeste, ^adam Regard,
Pat, Dan, Joe and Juanita and 5 ^enks. The food was Wonderful

Eventually I got around to do a bit of receiving at lucca and 
that was much to my liking, for there everything was gay and 
the colored folks, all in their Sunday clothes, looked so 
pert and bubbling over with merriment. Charlie Pox tickled 
everybody and the "schnooze” did the rest.

- " ,, v- 'V'h> J, -fin/'
Mr. Breux, back for Christmas, came by with Little King.

Both of them had much to. tell, of course, - about Houston and 
Maryland. Little King was in civilian costume, which, I suppose, 
must seem restful, after unending uniform aaornement. Mr# Breux 
returns to Houston tonight but Little King remains on the 
river until after Lew 1ears.
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to n i6'h t . “  d id n 't  b eg inu n t i l  about 4:30 in  the a ftern oon , the balance of the dav beine  
cloudy and warm. The most s tr ik in g  tr io  oming th is  way to  
exohaoe g r e e tin g s  was the Anthonys, —b e e -fe e !  the fa th er  and h is  
two sta iw art son s, l i t t l e  .Robert, huge, and c iy d e^  eq u a lly
Kaki i i t t ^ ^ o b e r ? 1 f s e t  i»  h e igh t, b e e -le e  was wearing
de sortbe h L  o =? §ra?  and Clyd9> " but h°™ °*n iae scr ib e  him, — a study In black and w h ite , The Anthonv* are
d“ * -dark ! S. a s t a r t e r ’ »nd Clyde -  in  the middle o f ti^^dav -

a IuB9d0> o f a11 u n lik e ly  th in g s , and the .Lord* alone  knows where he rounded that. up. I eunuose 2 i i «  .  , 9 *
must have a tta in ed  h is  f u l l  J o w th , K s  so b r is t l in g  w ith  ? 

h e ig h t, sinew and stren g th , i*h© white of hi <? pvoo I? ,
seem w h ite -w h ite , as did h is  ^nlendid lin n  was h a t le s s ,
h is  ebony fa o e . The s t a r o h e d ^ t h ir t ^ it h  it=  ' agai n st
blaok bwo t i e  Carried the con trast a s?ep further but t i l  
f in a l  note was in  h is  patent lea th er  shoes sh in in  l i k i L

bwo ol them up^and^get a S a l ?  I f ° ? ? l dn t  Etand tAe
extraord ianry comb n a tio n ! of b lL k  aid S h i t f  * s ° St
up, and y e t ,  — I am s t i l l  u-.™ te ?flytody had eTar s t ir r e d
rimmed g la s s e s ,  -^ h e r e  »a! 8 owl whi^
up, which on a white per I I  tZlthlveMlfL*ih? h ? m?Jt 1ato?* the g'e t -
but on the black framlwork of t i l  J 5 U o f  eolol i l l  * r id io u lo u s - sim ply wonderful. 1 G010r> was

n oteeVw ilh ‘ I I X  l*A t 1 h?d no ? ^ ° ^ u n i t y  to compare
oar m o m e n t a r i ly  ? h i ? S l
som ething she thouehtdarli ne- mo S0e the
hattan way, h u t ‘that and ' o t h e r  f i \ ^ ad C<?m? to from up Man-
calmer sea s . ' Q f in e r  p o in t» w3-U  await '

whom we l ik e ^ d o e ^ is 'a ir ie h ^ m ^ d 10^ ^  Hiat anyone
anything p e ? f S V & J ! ?  »? S o £ T I ? S 1L ? l9 ??ing While A case in  point i s  C e le a tM  bSS? 5 1 in s ta n t ly  resen ted .
very p r e tty . Tonight when Joe and' ^ I l t u I I I d  f? i0 \ f  thought we picked up «> um Who had e nflyiH- Jv, returned from town where
n oticed  there i a s S t M i g X ? o S  J o ? £ W™ °? at thS Club- 1 t r e e . I t  seems t h e  i/eni^a f  a v j o in t ,  so to speak about the
rushed in  and spread on or amor^°t}A1\ r « n e >A1't t b m b 9 ll-s tlley had
hooked up to the e l e c t ? ! ? c ? 5 S 2 5 t branoh9a. '^ ey  are somehow
making a l i t t l e  o l a l l i l e  ? T -er)oh baolc and
the same time Had Snlbod! 8h,£ln s  the t l a «°h es at
I might have lik ed  it /b u ^ s o m e h o i  P l I a t L r t v  ■ “ b u sin ° ES* 1 suppose

to  be, but my C hristm as I L T ^ y  S  S ^ a T i ^  d° " ' t 86eB
hope yours w a s ,to o ,.

Wednesday, December 2 6 th ,  1951,

Memorandum:

A l l  b lue  and g o ld ,  and w i t h a l  q u i t e  ”a i r - i s h  , as the  l o c a l  
saying has i t  when the thermometer b e g in s -d ro p p ln g  r e g a r d l e s s  
of' the  s t i r  of the  s l i g h t e s t  zepher .  In  s p i t e  of the b r i l l i a n t  
sunshine a l l  day,  the  b reeze  has been s l a p  o f f  the  Northern ice  
cakes ,  and a low of about 30 i s  promised b e fo re  th e  
morrow’s dawn. I t  goes w i th o u t  say ing  t h a t  bo oh the  
Yueca and Arenbourg c h i l d r e n  have been tucked i n  a c c o rd in g ly .

The m a i l ,  of cou rse ,  c o n t in u e s  r a t h e r  heavy,  wi th  
p o s t  ca rds  i n  the ascendency b u t  a few l e t t e r s ,  t o o ,  and 
two or t h r e e  packages ,  —r i c e  cakes from C h a r le s to n ,  - l a  
Storm, _ d a te s  from -^os * n g e l e s ,  — l a  B a g g e t t ,  — and 
and cologne from A t l a n t a ,  —Madam Marco. And speaking of the 
l a t t e r ,  I must a g a in  remark how e n t ra n c e d  I am whenever 
one o f* the  l o c a l  negroes r e f e r  to  i t  q u i t e  s e r i o u s l y  as 
’̂k a - io o n ’1 which i s  so e n t r a n c in g  1 should l i k e  to  know how tney 
a r r i v e d  a t  t h a t  p r o n u n c ia t i o n .

I wish I might ge t  to  read  l a  S to rm 's  l e t t e r  a g a i n , _but 
I never  s h a l l , and so 1 s h a l l  t r y  to send i t  a long i n  t h i s  
envelope or an accompanying one. I  l i k e  the  c en t ip ed e  
j i n g l e  and 1 know you w i l l  f i n d  the r e f e r e n c e  to  Mme. Leauregard  
q u i t e  i n t e r e s t i n g .  You may r e c a l l  th e  l o v e ly  house General 
Beauregard b u i l t  i n  ^ew ur ] ,ea n s ,  — in c lu d e d  i n  the  p lan s  
by the h i s t o r i c  b u i ld i n g s  su rvey ,  and r e c e n t l y  r e s t o r e d ,  1 b e l iev e  
by one F rances  Park ingson  Meyes.

I spent  most of the morning a t  Arenbourg and most of 
the  a f t e rn o o n  h e r e .  C e le s te  and J u a n i t a  were i n  town ana 
Joe was busy stumbling over my wheelbarrow as he s e t  i n  
p lace  and connected another  of the a n c i e n t  square l a n t e r n s  
on the g a te p o s t  a t  Yucca, -  the  o th e r  one x having about p layed 
out  a f t e r  i t  had been taken  to  A lex an d r ia  to  be used as a 
model fo r  the  two Celes te  i s  to  u s e , '  pe rhaps ,  i n  f r o n t  of ner 
house. The a r t i s a n  i r o n  ex p la in e d  t h a t  the  o r i g i n a l  d i s 
i n t e g r a t e d  when he t r i e d  to  r e p a i r  i t ,  which may or may not 
be t r u e ,  bu t  he made a hodge-podge of the ones he c o n t r iv e d  
fo r  C e le s t e ,  -  p u t t i n g  the  e l e c t r i c  l i g h t  bulb i n s i d e  the  
lamps and then  s e a l i n g  up a l l  s id e s  of the  lamp, making i t  
im poss ib le  to g e t  i n  to wash the  g l a s s ,  , change h u l l s  or even 
to  a t t a c h e r the lamp i t s e l f  to  a p o s t  or to  connect the  
socke t  ho ld ing  the bulft w i th  e l e c t r i c  w i r e s .  . f r a n k l y ,  s in ce  
I had supp l ied  the  model, I had supposed I would g e t  i t  back or
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at least a duplicate, hut such was not to be the case, and 
when I saw what a mare’s nest had been made of the two brought* 
forth, 1 was just as happy to have none of such business. 
Besides, I had the one in the ^hapel and another which had 
long been resting on the shelf, forgotten, — unknown, to anyone.

As between this paragraph and the above, -.the hour is 
9;30, Juanita tapped at my door. She came on behalf of Jeleste 
who just had the horrid idea she had forgotten to bid me come 
to an egg-nog party tonight. It is true she had forgotten 
but the forgetting was not horrid but heavenly, for 
it supplied with me with an excellent excuse to decline on 
grounds trumped up for the occasion, and so I am able to 
sit here enjoying this little chat with you and not getting 
all bogged down with a flock of people from Magnolia 
Natchitoches, Washington, and the three Reverend fathers of 
"Is you all Sisters, you all" fame.

Besides, instead of all the chatter around the brimming 
bowl, I much prefera slab of the 3. 3. Edgewood fruit cake, 
a glass of port arid no end of the Biano Quartet, followed by 
a couple of pages from "The American" by aenry James.. I 
am forever getting the members of the distinguished ‘fames family 
all mixed u^ And 1 never can remember the titles of 
any of their books, some of which are delightful and others 
dull but profound, - that is, other by other members of the 
same tribe. 1 hage never read "Ihe American", which was 
penned in *aris along about 1875 when James foas about 3£
He warborn in "ew *ork in about 1843, b ame a British subject 
in 1915 aud died in 1916, the latter two dates alwiays having 
seemed odd because of their proximity. Someone once said 
one was never sure in reading James if the author was a 
European writing about Americans or an American writing about Europeans 
And if memory serves me correctly Henry James had his finger in ' 
the pie which eventually metamorphosed from a novel into a 
stage and screen drama, ^nown as Berkley Square in which the late 
lamented Leslie Coward starred so brilliantly but I can't recall 
if this was taken from the American but I guesSs not. Any way tri
present rendition is a recording effected in London and 
will probably embrace many of the'unexpected twists such endeavors seldom fail to reveal.

■ - - ;  . f  - f

today is so much nicer as Christmas than yesterday what 
with fewer people toT interrupt and more time to enjoy the 
spirit of tue season. And at this point I should like to remark 
how rapture and admiration combine on the lips of many an 
authority on such matters when they catch site of the 
Christmas pillow of needlepoint gracing my sofa. Your heart 
woula swell with pride if you could hear the expressions of 1
enthusiasm it Unfailingly evokes. ~nd 1 love it....

Thursday, December £7th, 1951.

Memorandum:
How nice to find your elegant letter of Saturday in 

today’s post 1 have read every word of it twice and only 
regret 1 didn't get to run through the enclosure when 
things got to-whirling again and I never did get back within 
range of a secretary, but 1 shall get caught up on the morrow.

I still don’t understand how you found time to under
take correspondence at a season when so many billions of 
things must have been crying for your attention, but I 
do appreciate the time thus stolen from St. Nick in 
orderyou might share it with me.

The fluttering about 0f the South American department 
has me quite dizzy, and if an account of it puts me in 
such a state, I'm only filled with wonder as to what 
it must produce when one is dealing with actualities.
I assume ti.at after the 1st, all the little ones will be 
back at their studies and, let us hope, the bigger ones stay 
put for a while so that at long last you may really get a 
breather. If such an opportunity should present itself, 
do, I pray you, make the most of it by just doing nothing 
for a little while, and such a radical departure would 
do you no end of good, if for no other reason than the 
exceeding surprise to find yourself i^ such an unaccustomed 
situatio^

And may 1 thank for all the nice things you had 
to relate about recent' correspondence. It is good to know 
it has been coming through alright, even though the 
increased seasonal volume may have slowed thin s up a 
little.

And how much I appreciate our thoughtfulness in 
acquainting me with the subject being stressed by 
the Noel number of Illustration this year. I 
am so glad treasures from the Berlin museum section of 
Art beyond the Rhine are featured, for while this will 
please everyone ever where, it will perhaps mean twice as

!
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much to people like our little friend at Dusseldorf and 
ther like who may chance upon a copy that will provide 
pictorial delights that might otherwise have eluded.

And thanks, too, for telling me about the new 
color scheme or perhaps I should better say the new 
dictum in color being initiated by Wedgewood, with the 
dark blue being shelved and the light blue now being the 
exclusive shade of that particular hew. Like you I 
like both shades but 1 am particularly glad we*have 
examples of the darker, and, I suppose, that type will 
automatically become a collector's items, or would h it 
be more correct to say a collector's collator's item, since 
the classic Wedgewo6d almost always seems to have been in 
the collector's class to start with. Be that as it may,
I am indebted to you for the particulars, and equally 

in ebted am I for the elegant Wedgewood cake box and its contents 
on which I continue to gorge myself lightly Just before 
folding up time. If y0u have any ideas about the best 
method of cleaning the box, should it ever become dusty, after 
the cellophane cap has been removed for a while, I shall 
appreciate y0ur thoughts on the matter. I suppose a 
luke-warm soapy water, followed by a warm-ish rinze 
wouldn't harm it, but I don t want to start anything 
•of the srot before consulting you on the point I ought 
to keep the bo>? in my book case^ along side other tresors 
behind glass, a,t it is so Pretty, I like to have it here 
on the table in my boudoir where I can let my eye delight on 
its beauty a miiqicm times a day.

t •

fhe J. h. and the Payne henry's and Dan drove to Baton 
houge this afternoon to aall on, -have supper with, I 
beli ve, the Senior and Junior 3. G. ^enrys They 
will rturn tonight which will be alon , toward morning,
I suppose. Per aps 1 mentioned .an went with them, to0 But 
Joe and Juanita remained here and after supper tonight,
Juanita came over here for an hour's sitting, for she 
likes music and was so anxious to hear the Chopin things 
and the Caballero numbers.

It seems beyond belief, but last night a different
batch of hogs got into the front garden and dug trenches
much deeper than these of whristmas iSve, repeating the
srots the others had covered andoperattug, withal, on a vaster
scale. 1 need scarcely explain what I have been doing $ost
of the day, but fortunately l had good assistants, which
enabled me to accomplish much more. Tonight I am tired,
physically, but not a bit in other departments, for 1
have your grand letter and the world is alright. ’

°  • • • •

Friday, .December 28th, 1951.

Memorandum
Fore-warned is fore-armed, as the old adage has it, and 

in this first sentence let me tell you quite frankly this is 
going to be a dull recital, for the day has been hurly-burly 
and about as uninspiring as possible in all respects save 
the weather which is pleasantly oalmy and cloudless.

To begin with, the plates arrived, but let me hasten 
.to add that it may be several days or possibly weeks before 
I get any into the mail. i am*short of material to pack 
such fragile material in but am looking for something suitable 
and shall post when such comes to hand.

The day began with the Joe Henrys deciding to take off 
for Texas right after breakfast. Joe dwaddled and it 
was nine o'clock before they were poisefd for taking off.
We all chanced to enter the store at the same time, they to 
* ay‘-Goodbye to J. ■a. and I to see about tne mail* 
card awaited me from Berry, advising the arrival of#the 
shipment. I persuaded Joe and Juanita to delay their j 
departure until I could fly down to Serry and back. Joe s 
back was aching and he didn't feel he could drive the 
truck. Celeste, who chanced to be present, was in a tizzy 
to undertake the business forthwith, and so while the Texas 
Kenrys lingered at the store, Celeste and 1 cranked up 
a truck and flew down the road. Back at ^elrose we tossed 
some plates in the direction of the Texas car, and that 
contingent was off.

In the mean time I discoverd a youth was waiting to 
«ee me# it was hr. Knipmeyer's son who is getting his 
ph L. at L. S. U. shortly and came at my invitation to 
round up some material I had for his thesis, -ue remained 
for lunch and was so kind as to sayrhe and his father were 
driving to Shreveport on b u m  ay and would be glad to 
take any duffle up that way for me. accordingly I rounded 
up the Went and ^enholme packages and thus both factions 
will receive their shipments within a few minutes of. each other
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0*9 Bill Knipmeyer got away, a Mr. and Mrs. 
nolquette, appeared on my gallery. He is a Vice President 
of tne Tan-Am Corporation and friend of the .General. I 
parked them in the library while I said goodbye to*the 
embryo Eh. D. and then undertook the Colquette, — what a name —  
department. They were dwaddlers, wanting to read every book 
in every room in the house, and, as you know, there are 
a few. before they got finished with their literary 
and historical tour, I discovered one of the big black 
marauding hogs rooting in the front garden. X detatched myself 
long enough to race to the store to suppon up the heavy

£tore was closed. Imagine, — a General 
m  the family and not so much as a pop-gun to level at a hog.

Then came some ^ellys and some'Whites from ^ansas 
nice people who had to be parked until the Pa -Am section 
had gone, and were the latter slow. Then before the ,Yhite- 
Kellys were gone, Madam Combs appeared. I had no time to 
say more than Bawdy and accept the message she had brought 
from oeleste whom she had seen somewhere, announcing a 
ilocktof people were in the offing, - offspring of some of 
J. H. s friends. I handed her a plate which I wanted to
?nrSro«l0nf °r? mid ^hich she ^ d l y  offered to deliver in town for me. I then tracked down beaters to chase out the hogs 
and si-cyoered the T?xas Bakes, -one of the ladies having * 
occupied Dr. filler s cabin once as a writer, and so X shuffled 
them along, but before I had bounced them back over .the 
front gate, the contingent from someplace that Celeste had 
mentioned, arrived, - about 15 strong, and seemed to be made up 
of college youths and maidens with a sprinkling of some 
a!r^fSrCe group» — Pensacola based, I believe, which in
cluded some citizens of &Uqq and Bayonne, Trance, and I was 
supposed to give the crowd a bi-lingual performance

What tiresome reading all this is bound to make, but 
as I inaicatea at the inception of this sheet it is bound 
to be dull going at the close of such a dull day,

°tatu» °°nfliotin£4- reports regarding thestatus of o. G. , Jr. The food was wonderful at the supper
nil* a11 a£rQed ?U Celeste said the boy looks wonderful,
t #.say? *}Q l0°Bs pretty good but 3. G. senior, says he 

actually len t doing ‘well at all. *t least he is out o? the 
hospital for hristmas, and X reckon that stands for something ' 
although perhaps not for much. On the way to Baton Bouge 
tney stopped at ew Beads to call on Uncle Stephen whom they found
mil n°He^but7 0Vfrnat the Qleo'ant home of his daughter, the one time Madam Wurtel, now married and mother of a child by
nor second huscand. Stephen Garret, 2 years the Madam's senior
1 t well- And that's all I know and so X

Sunday, December 50th, 1951,

Memorandum:

We are in full summer again, I am glad to state, for 
last night there was a scuffle under several sections of 
the house, with the concentration mostly at the Mast end, 
under the bath and the Chapel, — pole cats disagreeing, perhaps, 
on how midnight Mass should be celebrated, or some sueh.
In any event, in spite of the air wick going full tilt, the 
place has need for every passing breeze, and as a balmy 
current of air has been flowing steadily all day from the 
direction of the *xlI± , it has helped out wonderfully in 
a situation which could stand even more assistance from 
whatever &raby has to offer.

The only disappointment of this week end was the advent 
of people at just the moment the hour long symposium hy 
newsgatherers, under the chairmanship of Sdward B. Morrow got
under way, _3 o'clock Our time. I so much wanted to hear
what these gentlemen would have to say in summing’ up 
the news of the past twelth month and to ponder on what 
conclusions ttyey reached. Perhaps you were luckier. Perhaps, 
if you weren t, we shall both be so fortunate as to stumble 
over a re-broadcast somewhere around the dial after folding up 
time has arrived.

InJionday's post that tak©s this letter, the Memorial 
plate department will also go forward, - parcel post. J 
have just finished wrapping it up, and X hope it doesn t smash up 
on the way, but if it should chance to, just let me knew, and 
we shall sec about a replacement. May X say that the package 
wrapped in blue, on the.outside, contains a cardboard box, 
inside of which is another package, wrapped in the same blue 
paper. It occurs to me this smaller item will be easier to 
manage, and so you may cast aside all the trash outside the 
inner blue package, knowing you are si .ply disposing of trash.

The jarring note about the d. ta on the plates is the 
1949 date of the ^adam's residence at Melrose, iit first I 
thougyt I would call this to everyone’s attention, bu on 
second thought, I have decided to mention it to nobody. Some j 
will hesitate about calling my attention to it; others will 
be entranced at the opportunity to scream; another group 

will never even notice, .the error, and to those who complain, I
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‘hall simply ramark. that I was determined 1 would not he out- 
lone hy1the “adam's children who, on hex tombstone, gave her

*  .2. sssss .
^ etraaIayf.'iahave0givenPh « e4 ^  a f  ?hafman^interventd between 
ter death on liovamber 17th, 1948, and the turn:of 1949.

Something intuitive impelled- me to telephone thê
^ninmeyers on Saturday morning. I think. f mentioned in my ^nipm y agreed to deliver Rohina s and Sister s
i r ^ e t e p o ^ o d a y Rb” y ar.pro.oh to the matter was to thank 
them for undertaking this service for me, whereupon 
,, aom TCninmaver ^aid they ̂ didn’t mind at all, and hesio.es,
S t t  had aTre^yteoid^ythat if they should chance to run a 
little late they would simply deliver both packages to Si star .asking her to delivery the other to Siiss Hobina.

Imagine. f / . . ; ;  ’ :
it reminded me of James Oain writing iilkerson about 

the manuscript.
Well i side-tracked that fine idea hy saying that 

in event they ran short on time, they might just ^ip the
aeli/sn and 1 would send her a package by parcel post, 

but under no circumstances to leave any deliveries for the "enke.
. for local reae.ion to the plate, it seems altogether 

fnvor«hle° "uring the next few weeks, if 1 ever get any more 
iS the mail we shall probably get some like reperousions, although 
those will probably all be favorable out of politeness at least.

I dined across the fence today and was delighted when 
for the first time in a oouple of weeks, I found celeste wasn t 
nuite so busy. She drew me on to the love seat under the 
Christmas tree, and together we truned through the lovely 
"hook vou gave her for»whrist>mas. ft certainly is _
°Dlendid item and in all thruth, she wap perfectly enchanted 
with it. She had so, many nice things to say about you, your 
ears must surely have burned madly.

as for studying or reading, I did little enough this 
week end. I didn t have anything of
T Hid «k.im through a few pates of enry ames ihe American . 
Liehow I felt more inclined to drink in-eome°of my favorite 
rnsic- and as last night was warm, Isetaglow the tapers in the 
Ghanei and relaxed in a comfortable chair on the gallery, 
with Ghopin, Tchaikovski and Mozart and the Strausses along side 
and Dio ir?p* nestling snugly on my lap and my thoughts 
"hooveringa withal about Lyme.....

Monday, December 31st, 1951,

Memorandum;

How nice to find your Thursday air mail in today*s post.
I take it there must still be a drag in deliveries or else 

the Reverend ^axdineau, known more widely simply as the pastman 
must have dwaddled a hit on Saturday, when, under normal 
conditions, it should have arrived.

Thanks to another set of circumstances, I got to read it 
for Y. C. returned from his Shreveport frolic today. Oddly * 
enough the Christmas holidays for local schools of color e ^ed 
yesterday and the doors opened today, and will be opened again 
on the morrow, just as though there were no such thing on the 
calendar as anuary 1st, 1952. I haven’t yet accustomed myself 
to the strange observances and lack of observances of holidays 
in Louisiana, what with Jackson*s Battle of Hew urleans a 
hold.iay and Huey P.. Long's birthday while the 4th of July and 
Hew Years doesn^t or do^-t seem to te up to that level.

I am so glad the rickety package got through alright and 
that you are anticipating having fun with ^adam Beaumont. Hers 
was a remarkable career, albeit simple and f.once thought 
the synopsis or scenero Dora and f made was^t so had. It will 
perhaps one day be taken off the ice and set-out for sale again.

I think f have already mentioned X have visited her former 
shop in Woodville, the jail where she was incarcerated, both the 
original habitation in the town and her subsequent home, purchased 
after her shop nad thrived. I know a few of the old negroes who 
worked for her and 1 guess 1 have remarked it is her grandson 
that Kellog man, who lives in Hatchez at the Sims. I almost* 

feel as though 1 knew her, and f certainly do admire her, although 
it hâ  been so long since I read her books, I have almost forgotten 
many of the derails.

I suppose I mentioned, in reference to the cotton bowls, 
that the hull is that dark hard substance, dark in color, which 
in millions, we bed down the -^renbourg and ^ucca children. t»ddly 
enough, it was the self same cotton stalks sent you t at I 
had Robert Deblieux use in making the sketch incorporated at 
the top of the ^elrose plate.

The little dish was so unimportant and yet you are so nice as 
to say you like it. I guess what makes it seem so odd is the 
fact one can scarcely imagine anything of the sort being manufactured
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C .

today for the purpose that that was probably made Up for in the 
old days.

Picture my astonishment this morning about 1q when >>
I heard Sister's voice at my gate. She and her tribe had 
come down to attend to something about their Cloutierville 
house, it seems Hr. Jaeger or Jaeger, or however, is 
leaving Clout erville and the Wenks propose selling it 
with a ^iew to investing in another nursing home, - of which 
they already have a couple, I believe* They tallied of ten 
thousand dollars, but this evening told me he had

* an idea they would take one thousand if anybody offered the
cash, ‘‘‘t is a fine old home, - the ^ate Chopin residence, but 
nobody in his right mind would ever live in Cloutierville, which 
is purer hill-billy than tobacco road — in either large or 

« small letters. . ' . „
9

Thank Heaven the «enks lingered only through dinner.
Sister wants some more plates and I may supply.them (plates)?
I was glad they were gone before 2 when Mrs. Combs passed this way 
for a moment and ran through the letters from Beth ^ead and Baisie 
in the Bell, which * shall send along herewith. « Isn t it 
odd that 1 * should have inquired, by mail,* if Miss Mead changed 
to know any newspaper people in Waco, and, in this response, she 
came up w th Helenas name, although * hadn't breathed the word 
Baldwin The two ladies remind me very much 0f each other, and 
it rs nice to know they are acquainted.

i  &  •. ♦  : • 5 i* . . ....  &>*.. -r r -t i.sx ' ■ T f W  £*.'!£'■ • v S  ’ ‘ ‘ -
. . . .  _.. . , • ...... :.s j ■■ .". -J '■> ■ ■ e ' - • . ... . • ': -.

I am not returning the card y0u enclosed with your letter.
I had nhturally held your letter for Y. C. s advent at 4:30f and 
just between finishing your letter and^turning to the card,
Junior Pugubou arrived and 1 thought i would give him that 
as his stint for the day, and foolishly lett-^C. go before 
I realized the Junior Fugabou naturally couldn t read long handif 
he can1! read print much, and so 1 .shall keep Kobina's card until 
Y. C.'s return on the morrow. Her handwriting is familiar although 
*faint, and the signature, I think nnmistakeable.

■I think you were perfectly wonderful to take the advent of 
the South of the border contingent so calmly and by this late 
date, with 1952 but a couple of hours in the offing, perhaps 
by another day or two, peace, wonderful and soul filling 
peace will have returned and you can at long last collapse in 
your* own Southern section and do a little something or »a little 
nothing as may most appeal.

1951 has had its assortment 0f sunshine and shadows but 
the stonshine easily dominates every twelth month having Lyme as 
its point of center That's why its grand anticipating 1952, and 
with all my heart I hope yours turns out wonderfully....
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